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GEOLOGY OF THE RICO MOUNTAINS. COLORADO.
By WHITMAN CRoss and ARTHUR CoE SPENCER.
PREFACE.
By \VHITMAN Cnoss.

The Rico Mountains, the area discussed in the accompanying report,
a1~e situated in southwestern Colorado near the headwaters of the

Dolores River. The summits of this compact and rather isolated
group lie within an oval area about 7 miles in diameter from east to
west and 5 miles from north to south. Some 8 miles to the northeast
is the _southwestern front of the San-Juan Nlountains, and about 16
miles to the south rise the northern slopes of the La Plata Mountains.
The peaks are nearly all included within the northeastern section of
the Rico quadrangle, but a few lie to the east of the one hundred and
eighth meridian, in the Engineer Nlountain quadrangle.
The name "Rico Mountains" was first applied to this group of peaks
in the course of the work leading to the present report. On the Hayden map of Colorado the term '"Bear River Mountains" was used for
the same group, but that name has never come into local use, and
would now be a misnomer, for it is connected with a nomenclature for
important streams which has also failed of acceptance in the settlement of the country since the issue of the Hayden map. On that map
the stream now known as the '' vV est Dolores" River was called ''North
Fork of Rio Dolores;" the main stream, no~ named the "Dolores River,"
was designated the '' South Fork of Rio Dolores, or Bear River," and
from the latter alternative name originated the term applied to the
mountains in question. The tributary of the Dolores· heading in the
La Plata Mountains bas long been known as Bear Creek. On the
Hayden map it has the name " La Plata Fork."
While the Hayden name for this mountain group has been rejected
in local usage the engineers and miners of the region have failed to
supply a new one, but the individual character of the group, both
geologically and physiographically, makes some name desirable, and
that here adopted seems most appropriate. The mining town of Rico
is situated in the Dolores Valley, in the heart of the group.
15
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A detailed ~;urvey of the Rico ~fountains has been made both on
account of the economic importance of the district and as a necessity
in connection with the areal geological mapping of the San Juan and
adjacent mountains, now in progress. · In the course of this work the
Rico quadrangle was taken up in 189'7 and finished, with the exception of the small area about Rico, where the geology was found to be
so complicated as to require an accurate and detailed topographical
base. It was also seen that an intelligent exploitation of the mineral
resources of the district was practically impossible until such a geological map should be available.
In the summer of 1898 the topographical map was made, and on its
completion ·the geological work was at once begun, but could not be
finished before the snowfall of early winter. In the season of 1899 ·
the work was completed. During the work of the three years mentioned Mr. Arthur C. Spencer was associated with the writer as assistant geologist. Messrs. Ernest Howe, R. D. George, and .Jason Paige
served at different times as volunteer aids.
In 189'7 Mr. C. -\V. Purington, assistant geologist, examined the ore
deposits of the district, but the determination to make a special map
and report rendered it desirable to have a correspondingly detailed
study of the economic resources in the following year, and to this
duty J\'Ir. George ,V. Tower, jr., was assigned, as :Mr. Purington had
meanwhile resigned from the Survey. Before preparing his report
upon the Rico district Mr. Tower also left the Survey to engage in
p1:ivate business. As some of the most complicated portions of the
region, including the Silver Creek Valley, were not thoroughly understood during l\1r. Tower's work, a further study of the ore deposits
in the light of the geology will be carried on by F. L. Ransome in the
season of 1900.

CHAPTER I.
OUTLINE OF ~rHE GEOT... OGY.
By \VHiniAx CRoss.
LITERATURE CONCERNING THE REGION.

Ilayclen Geological Survey.-The country adjacent to Rico was
visited by geologists· of the Hayden Survey in 1874 and 1876. In the
former year the late F. 1\tl. Endlich examined· the district to the east,
the one hundred and eighth meridian, passing through Telescope :n1ountain, being apparently the general western boundary of his field of
work. In 1876 ,V. H. Holmes made a rapid reconnaissance over an
enormous area of the plateau country to the west. The complicated
geology of the Rico uplift, coming on the border zone between the
fields of different men working in different seasons, did not receive
adequate attention, and the Hayden map of this area is, therefore, quite
unsatisfactory~

From his report for the year 187 4 it would appear that Endlich
visited Blackhawk Peak ("Station 37 "), approaching it from the east,
but that he did not examine any other part of the mountain group.
Since no benefit can come to the present repor.t fron1 a critical review
of Endlich's inaccurate observations and misconceptions regarding the
local geology, they will be passed over with brief comment. He published two profile sections running through Blackhawk Peak, but the
data of these profiles, of the published map in the Geological Atlas of
Colorado, and his statements of observations do not agree, and they
are all decidedly erroneous in mo:St particulars. 'Vhat Endlich ::;aw of
the Rico dome ~;tructure was interpreted as a rather sharp anticline
running along Silver Creek. Some of the intrusive sheets about
Blackhawk Peak were observed, but it is difficult to understand on
what basis'the porphyry sheet of Hermosa Peak was extended westward along the divide to the summit of Telescope lVlountain. Endlich
later became the superintendent of the first smelter at Rico, but he
published nothing further concerning the geology of the region.
The Hayden map of the western part of the Rico Mountains is the
work of ,V. H. Ilolmes, and the inconsi~tenqies in stratigraphy about
the head of the Dolores River are due to the necessary adjustment
between his work and that of Endlich. Holme8 established a section
21 GEOL, PT 2 --2
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of the lYiesozoic formations to the west, which was expressi,re, adequate
to the needs of the reconnaissance map, and in its general features is
to-clay recognized as correct. Endlich, on the other hand, had established an inadequate and partially incorrect stratigraphic section for
the same formations, and where these two systems of mapping came
together there was naturally a forced representation of unconformities
by overlap which did no.t exist. This explains the drawing of the
Hayden map about the Rico ~fountains. The porphyry masses of
Elliott :;\~Iountain and Calico Peak were obseTved by Holmes from a
distance and represented with some approximation to correctness.
John B. Faris A.-In 1892 John B. Farish read n pnper before the
Colorado Scientific Society entitled On the Ore Deposits of Newman
Hill, near Rico, Colorado. 1 The description of the ore deposits was
preceded by some general remnrks on the geologT. The structure of
the mountains was recognized by Farish as n don1al uplift, and concerning it he says: •' The elevntion of the mountains was associated in
its origin with the intrusion of a laccolitic mass of porphyritic diorite,
which mny be t:;een n short distance above the town. The amount of
upheavnl nt the center of the uplift was several thousand feet. Its
longer nxis is at right angles to the eourse of the river, and is so coincident with the corresponding axis of the laccolite." It is not evident
whnt ·outcrops were nssmned to represent the large laccolith, but the
sheet at the northern bnse of Newman Hill is referred to as an offshoot
from it. The rock of the laccolith is said to be probably a "hornblende-augite-porphyrite (a porphyritic diorite)," on the authority of
R. C. Hills. Fnults were recognized by Farish, but probably only
the 1ninor ones of Newman Hill.
The sedimentary rocks nbout Rico nre stated by Farish to be
"Lower Carboniferous and Carboniferous proper," but the grounds
for the detern1inntion are not given.
T. .A. Rickard.-A detniled description of the Enterprise mine was
published in 1896 by T. A. Ric.kard, then superintendent of the mine. 2
In this pnper there nre but few statements concerning the general
geology. The stratn about Rico are said to be fossiliferous and to
belong to the Lower Carboniferous, and the common igneous rock
is called porphyrite, with a concise description by R. C. Hills.
Rickard refer::; to "a large dike of porphyrite" crossing the valley
north of Rico, : • making a fault which break:-; the continuity of the
country on either side.:' It would appear that this reference, as well
as that of Fnrish, aboye noted, concerning the supposed laccolith,
1nust be to the mass of schists with small dikes of hornblendic porphyry; but the position and importance of the fault are not further
indicated.
1

Proc. Colorado Sci. Soc., Yol. n·, pp. 151-liH.
Am. Inst. )lin. Eng., Yol. XXYI, pp. 90li-9SO.
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PART II

PL. I

V IEW FROM BLACKHAWK PEAK , LOOKING NORTHEA ST TOWAR D THE SAN JUAN MOUNTAINS .

In the middle distance, on the nght, a marked white band on the south face of an unnamed hill rep1esents the La P lata sandstone d1pping away from the point of v1ew under the influence of the domal
st ructure. Photograph by E. Howe.
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The papers of both Farish and Rickard deal mainly with the Enter1uine and give many important details of the geology of Newman
Hill, as th1-1s revealed, to which reference will be made further on in
describing thi~ locality.
Telluride and La_, ])lata folios.-The fir..;;t results of the resurvey of
the San ..Tuan region, now in progress, are contained in the Telluride
folio, No. 57 of the Geologic Atlas of the United States, i~sued h1
1899. The southwestern corner of the Telluride quadrangle is situated almost at the northern base of the Rico JYiountains, 4 miles north
of Telescope JYlountain. \Vhile the structure of the Rico n1ountains
extends into the Telluride quadrangle but a very short dist~tncc, the
.:Mesozoic formations there exposed are the same seen at Rico, and the
discussion of several of them is fuller in the folio than in the present
report. But the most important bearing of Telluride geology upon
that of the Rico JVlountains is in connection with the intrusive monzonite porphJrries, the stocks of granular rocks, and the surface volcanic series of the San Juan. The age of the Rico dome, the conditions
at Rico at the period of its elevation, and other problems of local
geology must be discussed in the light of the facts observed in the
Telluride quadrangle.
The La Plata lVIountains, situated mainly in the quadrangle o:£ the
same name and lying directly south of Rico son1e 16 to 25 miles,
are so analagous to the Rico lVlountains in general character that their
description in the folio now in press (Geologic Folio No. 60, La Plata) is
in a measure supplementary to that of the Rico group. The domal
structure is simpler because there are no profound :faults, the intrusive
porphyries are of the same general character as those o:£ Rico, and there
are several stocks of granular rocks, monzonite, diorite, and syenite,
cutting the porphyry sheets.
pri~e

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MOUNTAINS.

Pltysiograpldc ?'elations of t/1-e 1nmmtain ,qroup.-The Rico JVloun. tains form a small, compact group of peaks resulting from the deep dissection of a local dome-like uplift of sedimentary and intrusive igneous
rocks. This uplift appears on the eastern border of' the Dolores
Plateau, which is continuous westward with the Great Sage Plain of
Utah, extending to the brink of the Colorado Canyon. The termination of the Dolores Plateau on the line pa.ssing through the Rico and
La Plata mountains is due to a change in the attitude of the underlying sedimentary formations. Beneath the plateau they are approximately horizontal, but on the line mentioned they come under the
influence of the monoclinal folding which ha;:; taken place in a broad
zone adjacent to the San .Juan :Nlountains.
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The relations of the Rico l\1ountains to the Dolores Plateau are well
illustrated by the topographic map of the Rico quadrangle. On that
sheet the plateau surface is shown crossing the western boundary with
a general elevation of about 9,40Q feet, rising very gradually for several
miles and then n1erging into a gently dipping surface on the border:j
of the Rico uplift, a short distance beyond the limits of the special
map. To the east of the Rico Mountains the country is of irregularly
undulating character, modified by a few prominent peaks of intrusi\-Te
igneous rocks. Pl. I exhibits the character of the zone between the
Rico and San Juan JYiountains as seen from near the summit of Blackhawk Peak, the highest of the Rico group. At a distance of 8 or 10
miles rise the very rugged peaks of the San Juan. In the middle
ground, on the right, is Hermosa Peak, caused by an intruded porphyry mas!:> which is probably continuous with the white cliffs of Flat
Top, seen on the left hand of the view. The low mountain with a
light-colored band on its southern face, about 2 n1iles from Blackhawk
Peak, presents a beautiful section of the white La Plata sandstone,
dipping gently away from the point of view under the influence of the
Rico uplift.
Another view of this belt of country east of the Rico :Mountains is
presented in Pl. II, a photograph taken fron1 the knoll (11,886 feet)
on the divide northeast of Telescope Mountain, looking east toward
Hern1o~a Mountain.
In Pl. XIX (p. 148) is shown the character of
the country between the Rico and La Plata mountains. The crest line
of the central portion of the view is Indian Trail Ridge, the divide
connecting the two mountain groups, which is made up of red Triassic
strata dipping at a low angle southwest and passing under the tT urassic
and Cretaceous beds on the right-hand border of the view.
Dra~·nage systemJ and vegetation.-The Rico lVIountains are cut into
two nearly equal parts by the Dolores River, which receives all the
drainage from within the group and from its northern and southern
slopes. On the western side a portion of the drainage is into the '"est
Dolores River, and on the east heads one of the tributaries of the
Animas Ri,Ter.
Timber line in the Rico lVIountains lies between 11,500 and 12,000
feet, and its course may be traced in several of the illustrations
accompan.ying the report. The trees and shrubs are those common in
the mountains of Colorado, with perhaps greater va1:iety than usual in
the lower sheltered valleys."
Details ofpl~ysiography.-A glance at the accompanying map (Pl.
XXII, in pocket) shows that the Rico l\1ountains consist of a circle of
high and rugged peaks, divided into two crescent-shaped halves by the
Dolores Valley. There are twelve peaks, each exceeding 12,000 feet
in elevation above sea level, and the narrow crest connecting them
rarely sinks below 11,500 feet on either side of the river. In passing
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The Needle Mounta ns 1n the distance; on the right Hermosa Peak , wLth a thick sheet of monzonite-porphyry ly1ng above the Dakota sandstone.

Photograph by Cross.
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through the group the Dolores receives several important tributaries
on each side. These lateral gulches are all deep, with steep sides, and
their streams are still actively engaged in the work of erosion.
The forms of these peaks and gulches are illustrated in the photographs reproduced on the aecompanying plates. Pis. III and IV
in. particular show the details of form seen in the higher summits
of the eastern side of the river. The photograph reproduced in Pl. III
was taken from the ridge leading southeast from Expectation Mountain and exhibits the 'western face of Dolores Mountain rising above
the gentler slopes of Newman Hill. On the right is the gorge of Deadwood Gulch, beyond which rises the porphyry summit of vYhitecap
Mountain. In the background appears Blackhawk Peak.
Pl. IV represents the same group of peaks as seen from Telescope
JVIountain, and here the true relations of Blackhawk Peak to the lesser
summits are revealed. On the right hand is the double summit of
Dolores Mountain, then "\Vhitecap, and, rising above all, the mass
of Blackhawk Peak and its north ridge. On the left is an analogue
of "\¥hitecap, clue to a massive sheet of porphyry. In the distance on
the right hand are the peaks of the La Plata group. In both of these
views appear details of structure to be referred to further on.
The character of several of the western summits of the group is
illustrated in the other plates accompanying this report. The Dolores
Valley above Burns is shown in Pl. XVI (p. 142), and the higher portion of the town of Rico is seen in Pl. V in relation to Newman Hill.
STRUCTURE OF THE RICO MOUNTAINS.

Elements ~~the stnwt~tre.-Tbe Rico Mountains are due to forces
which have been very local in their action. The principal structural
feature is a dome-like uplift of sedimentary beds resulting from a distinct vertical upthrust. A part of the elevation of the strata is clearly
due to the intrusion of numerous bodies of molten material injected
between the beds, after the 1nanner of laccoliths. The intruded magn1as
were indeed very similar in composition to those which by their intrusion
caused the uplift from which have been carved the Henry ::Mountains,
whence the laccolith was first described, and it is altogether probable
that the intrusions of the Rico 1Vlountains were contemporaneous with
those of the Henr,y Mountains and of several other isolated mountain
groups of the plateau country to the west, referred to as laccolithic
groups. Several of these assemblages of peaks can be seen :from the
Rico Mountains, and the La Platas, commonly considered as of that
character, are but a few miles distant.
But the elevation of the Rico dome was not in large degree due to
the intruded masses of molten material, and it appears certain that a
part of the upthrust occurred after the magmas had solidified into rock.
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This conclusion i..;; necessary because of the numerous and important
faults occurring in the mountains, the dislocation upon which bas
plainly added materially to the uplift, and these faults traverse porphyry sheets as well a::; sediments. In the present relations of the
:formations it is impossible to determine very accurately how much of
the uplift was caused by tho igncou::; intrusions. In was certainly equal
to the mass of the intruded magma, but as the heart of the dome bas
now been eaten away, the :former extent of the porphyry bodies at the
center of the dome can not be ascertained. A considerable disturbance
must have been caused by the large cross-cutting monzonite stock on
the west side of the river, but the exposures about this mass are so
poor that the evidence of the part this intrusion has played is '"ery
unsatisfactory.
The structure of the Rico dome i~:; somewhat obscured, especially on
its eastern side, by an earlier structure belonging to a broad zone
about the San J nan ~.fountains. This consisted of a clip to the southwest, ·which has been reversed in the Rico uplift.
Rico dome.-The general structure of this quaquaversal fold or uplift can be clearly seen from any of the higher peaks of the group;
especially in the mountains on the east side of the Dolores there are
many good exposures which render the structure visible at a distance,
and while certain broad surfaces to the west of the river exhibit no
structural details, the existing outcrops are in accord with the general
conditions. The broad dome structure is expressed upon the geological
map by the way in which the formation lines cross mountain slope and
valley, and the. symbols indicating strike and dip as determined at
1nany points show both the prevailing structure and the local yariations
fron1 it. By reference to several of the accompanying· Yiews an idea
of the attitude of the strata may be gained.
In Pl. III the outcrops of the ledges of Inassive limestone may be
traced as they rise from Dead wood Gulch across the west face of Dolores ~Iountain, owing to the ~:;outheasterly dip, while in Pl. IV, the
san1e strata are seen rapidly descending to the valley of Silver Creek,
under the influence of the northeasterly dip there prevailing. At
various other points of both views the structure is more or less evident. The view of Sandstone ~fountain, Pl. VI, exhibits the dip to
the west of north present in the ridge leading to Mount Elliott.
The influence of the Rico uplift is distinctly limited in the Dolores
Valley at a point about 6 n1iles above town, and on the southwest less
definitely at nearly 6 miles distance, the north-south diameter of the
visible dome being thus about 12 miles. The east-west diameter is
approximately 15 1niles, from a point about 3 miles east of Blackhawk
Peak nearly to the \Vest Dolores Ri\~er. The vertical extent of the
uplift i::; estimated at about ±,500 feet.
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VIEW LOOKING E AST ACROSS THE DOLORES VALLE Y F ROM THE RIDGE N O RTH E AST O F BURN ETT GULCH .
On the right is Deadwood Gulch. In the center is Dolores M ountain , beh i nd which rise the higher summ1ts 0f B lackhawk Peak. On the nght of Deadwo od Gulch 1S Whitecap Mountain, with its porphyry
sheets. Across the face c.f Oolo1es Mountain may be traced the light limestone ledges of the m iddle H ermosa, and t he gene ral southeaste rly dip prevailing in th1s portion of the R1co M ountains is shown
by many lines of outcrop. In the foreground is the upper part of Newman H ill. Photograph by C ross.
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Relation to the. San Juan structu're.-As shown many years ago on
the Hayden map of Colorado, the entire series of PaJeozoic and :Wlesozoic sedimentary formations exposed upon the flanks of the San J nan
.l\1ountains has been affected by a relative upward movement of the
mountain area, and the strata· are now seen dipping south, west, and
north, away from the center of upheaval. It is clear that there have
been several periods of movement, but the dominant one in producing
the visible structure was that . occurring at the close of the Cretaceom; period. The Rico )1ountains are situated directly on the line
where the influence of this San J nan pre-Tertiary continental folding
dies out and the strata assume the nearly horizontal attitude which
they maintain under the great stretches of plateau to the west. The
strata east of the Rico uplift dip southwesterly at decided angles, while
those to the west pass immedia,tely under the Dolores Plateau.
The attitude which the formations would now exhibit along the line
of the Dolores Valley were it not for the. Rico dome n1ay be phtinly
seen from the areal maps of the Telluride and Rico quadrangle::;. In
the southwest corner of the former, and only 6 miles northeast of Rico,
the Dolores flows in a canyon whose rim rock is the Dakota sandstone
lying in almost horizontal position-the floor of the Dolores Plateau
over large areas. As the valley of the Dolores leaves the Telluride
quadrangle the formations rise rapidly under the influence of the
Rico uplift, but at the mouth of Bear Creek, 12 miles below Rico, the
stream is again .coursing in a typical canyon of the platertn country,
the Dakota sandstone reappearing as the floor of the mesas or plateau
remnants on either side. But for the Rico uplift the Dolores would
be flowing in a canyon like those referred to, along the stretch where
the Rico JVlountains now appear. East of the valley there would be
remnants of the Dakota, forming sloping mesas like those common in
the Duntngo quadrangle.
The relative ages of the broad SanJuan structure alluded to and the
local Rico uplift are inferred from the facts of the Telluride quadrangle, where the Nlesozoic formations are affected by the SanJuan uplift
and were greatly eroded before the beginning of the volcanic eruptions
which characterized the e~trly Tertiary. Yet intrusive porphyries like
those of the Rico Mountains are later than the earlier volcanics, 'at
least; so the presumption is that the Rico uplift was much later than,
and entirely distinct from, the pre-Tertiary movements about the San
Juan region. It may have been synchronous with s01ne of the continental movements of Tertiai·y time not yet clearly differentiated from
older movements in this region. This conclusion is in harmony with
all the evidence available as to the. age of the intrusion of diorite and
monzonite-porphyry sheets like those of the Rico :Nlountains in other
parts of Colorado.
Relation of .faults to the dome 8tructure.-The map shows a large
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number of faults of sufficient magnitude to affect the geological mapping, and there are n1any others upon which the dislocation is very
slight or not determinable. 'Vhile there docs not appear to be any
definite system in the arrangement of these faults, it is true that they ·
are for the most part confined to the area of uplift, and that their
combined effect has been to increase the uplift near the center of the
dome. Several of the important faults are so imperfectly exposed,
owing· to landside debris and other surficial n1aterials, that the available data concerning their relations to o.ther faults and to the domal
uplift are far fron1 satisfactory. It is reasonably certain, however,
that faulting has occurred at different periods, and that the later
faults are of relatively recent age.
It seen1s natural to assume that fissures would develop contemporaneously with don1~l uplift of any -considerable magnitude. If the
quaquaversal folding continued after the porphyry intrusions, the
presence of these local and comparati,rely rigid. masses would cause
fractures in the adjustment of materials. But it appears that the
fractures and dislocations just referred to HlllSt haYe been in large
degree in the upper portions of the don1e, now entirely removed by
erosion, while as a matter of fact the existence of important faults
beneath the Paleozoic sediments and all known porphyry bodies, and
bounding blocks of Algonkian quartzite and schist, demonstrates the
essentially deep-seated character of much of the observed fault fracturing.
The greater number of faults located in the outer portions of the
uplift exhibit an upthrow on the inner side, if their strike is tangential
or approxi1nately so, and in such cases the faulting has added to the
elevation of the central parts of the dome due to the qua.quaversal
fold. In other cases, however, the faults arc reYerse faults, or hound
blocks which haYe sunk. In the valley of Sih~er Creek, where the
Algonkian quartzites appear, it is often evident that the adjustment
of the wedge-shaped blocks ha.-; been accon1plished by many fractures,
the relati.yc importance of which it is impossible to establish. From
the fault phenomena of this central region it appears that the faults
Tepresent a YCl')~ strong yertieal upthrust, and while son1e of them
n1a}- haYe originated during the domal uplift, some of them, especially the n1ore recent ones, resulted from a force acting more energetically and causing rupture rather than bending of the rocks.
The more detailed discussion of the faults in Chapter IV, with profile sections, giyes the basis for the aboye general statements.
Relation of irdTusi?:e ?'Ock.rs tu the dome structure.-The masses of
porphyry, bearing more or less distinct resemblance to laccoliths in
their form and relation to stratification planes, haye manifestly caused
an uplift of the beds aboye them. and as there is a distinct association of
these masses -with the center of uplift, their combined effect would
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BLACKHAWK PEAK AND ADJACENT SUMMI TS FROM TELE SCO PE MOUNTA IN.
The htghest points belong to the ridge north of Blackhawk Peale He re may be seen the c li ffs of a mass•ve porphyry sheet. On either side is a porphyry-capped peak .
right, and in the distance the faint outline of the La P lata Mountains. P hotograph by E . Howe
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alone have produced a domal structure of some magnitude. An
examination of the map shows that the larger number of porphyry
masses occur at horizons above the Carboniferous in the main circle of
peaks and that only one or two sheets of importance occur in the
lower strata in the center of the dissected dome. The porphry sheet
of Newman Hill and the J\1ontelores sheet are the ones in question.
If the fonn of the porphyry occurring in Nigger Baby Hill were nwre.
plainly defined, it would possibly constitute a third body of note. But
it seems hardly open to question that the main uplift of the Rico dome
is disconnected from the intrusion of the visible sheets of porphyry,
nor i::; there any evidence of concealed masses of that rock of any considerable magnitude. Until the presence of the Algonkian rocks was
determined the writer entertained the working hypothesis that a large
laccolith of porphyry might have been intruded at a horizon near the
base of the Paleozoic formations, but the appearance of the prePaleozoic rocks in the heart of the mountains, with no evidence of the
hypothecated laccolith, renders it improbable that the uplift can be
primarily connected with porphyry intrusion~ It is, then, much more
likely that the intrusions are accompaniments or consequences o.f the
local folding than that they are its cause.
The monzonite stock of Darling Ridge is large enough to have produced much disturbance of the sedimentary rocks above it-on the
assumption that it did not reach to the surface-but erosion has
entirely removeu the rocks which could exhibit that disturbance.
The lateral effect of this intrusion is almost entirely n1asked by landslide debris, but what little evidence there is upon this matter inclicates an astonishingly small amount of disturbance in the rocks
penetrated. This particular stock does not, however, differ in this
respect from the larger ones of the Telluride and Silverton quadrangles or from the n1ore nearly analogous masses occurring in the La
Plata :Mountains. The stock intrusion is later than the porphyry
injections, and n1ay be later than the greater part of the central uplift.
STRATIGRAPHY.

8ecliniJ;ntary section reJJ?oesented.-In the discussion of structure it
has beEm stated that Algonkian schists and quartzites are exposed in
the heart of the Rico Mountains. These rocks correspond to the prePaleozoic formations which, in association with older gneisses ~nd later
intrusive granites, clearly underlie the Paleozoic series on the south
side of the San Juan Mountains, revealed with especial clearness in
the Animas Valley and its tributaries. The successive sedimentary
formations found in the central part of the Rico dome correspond to
the Paleozoic portion of the Animas section, embracing Devonian,
Carboniferous, and Permo-Carboniferous formations. All of these old
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geological formations have been brought to light at this point by the
Rico uplift and its subsequent dissection by the Dolores River. As
has been stated in an earlier paragraph, the bed of the Dolores at Rico
would have been in the uppermost layers of the Triassic red beds were
it not for the local uplift.
The area of the special map exhibits the full thickness of the Trias
and of the lower men1ber of the Jura~ but the Cretaceous sandstone
and shale normally represented in the plateau adjacent to the Dolores
Canyon have been entirely eroded away :from the area covered by the
1nap, though present on the northwest and south at no g1~eat distance.
Chapter II contains a detailed description of the sedimentary :formations, hence the following state1nents are such as seem necessary to
this outline.
Algonkian rocks.-The pre-Paleozoic quartzites and schists which
appear as fault blocks thrust up into the Devonian and Carboniferous
strata at the center of uplift are of intere·st as indicating the extension
of these oldest sedimentaries westward under the Dolores Plateau.
The locality is too near the great exposures of the Needle J\1ountains
and of the Uncompahgre Canyon to add much to the :force of the suggestion that the latter rocks may be the direct eastward extension of
the great Algonkian series of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado,
described by \Valcott; but the evidence of the Rico outcrops, so far
as it goes, is in favor of such a hypothesis.
The blocks of quartzites on the opposite sides of Silver Creek are
very 1nassive and highly indurated rocks, in which the original bedding
is visible only on close examination. They resemble strata that are
exposed in the Uncon1pahgre Canyon near the mouth of Red Creek,
in the Silverton quadrangle. The schists crossing the Dolores abo\·e
Rico are likewise similar to rocks known in the Needle ~fountains,
but as this latter emnplex has not yet been examined in detail, no sugg·estions of close correlation for the Rico exposures can be made at
this time.
De1..:onian.-The lowest Paleozoic :formations exposed in the heart of
the Rico uplift have been referred to the Devonian. There are t\VO
fonnations thus correlated, a limestone and an underlying quartzite.
The former is the highly metamorphosed rock exposed in the main
street of Rico and on the banks of the Dolores. The quartzite is shown
in but a few small outcrops, and the base is not re,Tealed.
The reference of these strata to the Devonian is based more upon
comparison with the Animas section of the Paleozoic than upon any
direct evidence obtained at Rico. The thickness of the Carboniferous
formation at Rico is sufficient, in the absence of contrary evidence, to
warrant the opinion that the limestone in question belongs to the
Devonian, and the thickness of the limestoue and the character of the
fossiliferous Carboniferous strata just ahoYe it and of the quartzite
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DOLORES MOUNTAIN AND NEWMAN HILL FROM THE WEST SIDE OF THE RIVER , NEAR IRON C REEK.

Shows the house s in the u pper part of Rico, the relauon of Newman Hill to the valley and to Dolo re s Mountai n, the central summ1t of the view.
out c rops crossi ng the slop es a bove New man Hill. Photograp h by E . Howe.
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below, indicate that the correlation is correct. The limestone exposed
at several points on the Atlantic Cable claim exhibits an unusual
structure, due undoubtedly to metamorphism. It consists of ~bite
granular marble in pure masses, an inch to a foot or more across,
separated by a dark..:green network of dense texture, composed chiefly
of iron-bearing silicates. The exposures of this rock do not satisfactorily indicate its thickness, but a bore hole was sunk in it hy the
Atlantic Cable Company, which was prompted to its exploration by the
nests of galena, magnetite, and other ores outcropping locally on the
surface. The bore hole showed the limestone to have a thickness of 150
feet, and to be underlain by quartzite, in which the drill was stopped
after penetrating to a depth of 343 feet. As explained by ~1r. Spencer
(Chapter II), it must be inferred that the botton of the drill hole is very
near the base of the quartzite, assmning the limestone to be Devonian.
The 1netamorphosed limestone, if Devonian, is equivalent to what
bas been c.alled the Ouray lin1estone, because of its typical develop- •
ment near the town of that name. 1
·
Carbonifer·ous.-A glance at the geological map shows that the
greater part of the interior of the Rico JVIountain group is composed
of the Hermosa formation, of which three divisions n1ay be made
for purposes of description. The lower division consists chiefly of
greenish-gray sandstones and shales, the latter being someti1nes
nearly black. The middle member is ·characterized by many bands
of massive dark-gray limestone, often highly fossiliferous, alternating
with sandstones and conglomerates. The upper division is predonlinantly a complex of shales, with occasional limestones.
The massive limestones of the middle member of the group form
the most prominent outcrops of the entire formation. They are 1nost
marked on the west face of Dolores Mountain, on the banks of Silver
Ureek, and in Sandstone Mountain, as illustrated in Plates III-VI.
The lower member is more friable in texture· and forins less prominent exposures. The upper division corresponds more nearly to the
succeeding formations in lithological character, and forms many ledges
and cliffs at the horizons of its more massive conglomerates and
sandstones.
Most of the limestoi1e layers throughout the formation are to some
extent fossiliferous, and from the exten~ive collections which have
been made it appears that the 1,800 feet of strata belong to one pale. ontological unit. The complex of strata characterized by this fauna is
here named the Hermosa formation, from its typical development in
the region of Hermosa Creek, a prominent western tributary of the
Animas River, heading a few miles directly east of the Rico :Mountains.
Permo- Curbonifermt8.-Succeeding the Hermosa formation comes
I

Arthur C. Spencer, Am. Jour. Sci. 4th series, Vol. IX, 1900, pp. 125-1:3:3.
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the great ''Red beds " series of southwestern Colorado, in the upper
portion of which Triassic fossils have been found at many localities. 1
The change from the prevalent grayish tones of the Carboniferous
strata to the distinct dull-red hues of the next higher beds ~s in
general a rather sharply defined one, and the lower limit of the Triassic would undoubtedly have been drawn upon that criterion had the
closer study of the section not revealed an important invertebrate
fauna of Carboniferous affinities in several calcareous strata of the
lower· 200 or 300 feet of the reddish complex. This discovery, first
made by Mr. Spencer, has led to the recognition of a persistent and
well-defined formation which, on the authority of G. H. Girty, is
referred to the Permo-Carboniferous, as expressing the fact that its
fauna is intermediate in character between that of the true Permian of
the Missouri Valley and the Carboniferous.
JuratTia&.-The ~edimentary ~eetion between the Rico and the
Dakota formations is subdivided in the Rico region~ as in the Telluride quadrangle, into three formations .. The lowest of these is named
the Dolores formation. It embraces here about 1,800 feet of strata,
for the most part of the usual character of the Red beds, as known
in Colorado. Fragn1entary remains of dinosaurs and crocodiles of
Triassic types occur in the upper part of the formation· throughout
the San Juan region and adjacent parts of the plateau country to the
west. The fossiliferous portiem of the formation is characterized by
peculiar fine-grained limestone conglomerates and gray fissile sandstones and shales, but is by no means free from red sandstones and
grits similar to those which prevail in the lower part. Detailed sections showing the constitution of the Dolores formation are given in
the next chapter, together with a discussion of its relations to the
Rico beds.
Succeeding the Dolores formation comes the La Plata sandstone, of
assumed Jurassic age. This formation consists essentially of two massive, white, quartzose sandstones with a yariable and subordinate,
darker, calcareous series of shales, etc., between·them. The thickness
of the La Plata yaries in the Rico region from 250 to 500 feet. It is
present not only in the western part of the area of the special map,
but is found on the border::; of the dome on the north, east, and south
as well.
The third member of the .Juratrias, and the uppermost of the ::\tiesozoic formation::; preserved in the area of the accompanying map, is the
~1cElmo formation.
This consists of alternating fine-grained sandstones and variegated marls or clays in a total thickness of 500 feet, of
which only the lower portion is preselTed in the area mapped. The
l\IcEln1o strata are lithologically yery similar to the :\Iorrison beds of
l
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The view shows the almost vertical cliffs of Sandstone Mountain, consisting of
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the foothills of the Front Range, so celebrated for their dinosaurian
fauna of Jurassic types, and occupy a corresponding position with
regard to the Dakota formation.
IGNEOUS INTRUSIONS.

The geological map represents a large number of masses of igneous
rock, of varying size and form, distributed throughout the Rico
Mountains from the center to the outskirts. Similar rocks occur, in
fact, at scattered points over a large area about the mountains, but it
is plain that the center of uplift was also a notable center of eruptive
activity. Viewed from the standpoint of their geological occurrence, the
igneous masses may be classified as intrusive sheets, stocks, and dikes.
Th~ former acted collectively to add to the domal uplift caused by
folding and faulting. The stocks have cut directly across the strata at
the horizons now exposed and do not visibly affect the general structure. The dikes are the filling of narrow fissures and were formed at
several periods .
.lntrttsive sheets.-Intrusive porphyry bodies, which may be called
sheets, occur throughout the sedimentary section from the base of the
Hermosa (Carboniferous) to the Cretaceous. Their distribution, both
geographic and stratigraphic, and the forms of the outcrops are shown
on the geological map. The original form and extent of many of these
porphyry bodies are not now determinable, since they occur in the
higher peaks, and the remnants left by erosion ma}r represent either
extensive or local masses. There are, however, numerous bodies possessing a lateral extent many times their thickness intruded at or near
a definite horizon, and these must be called sheets or sills. Of other
masses, such as those forming the summits of Elliott and 'Vhitecap
mountains, there is little evidenqe of the original shape except that
their bases are conformable to the strata below. No definite domeshaped porphyry mass or laccolith has been observed in the Rico
Mountains, and such thick sheets as those present in Blackhawk Peak
;tnd elsewhere are large enough to have produced isolated remnants
like those of the summits above named.
The statement by Farish in the article already cited, that a laccolith,
supposed to have played the principal role in the Rico uplift, is visible
just above the town, may have had reference to the monzonite stock of
Darling Ridge or to the Algonkian schists shown on the map. The
hypothesis that the elevation of the strata was due to a buried laccolith
was a natural one in view of the presence of so many porphyries nearly
identical with those of the Henry Mountains in composition and structure, but no evidence of such a mass has been found.
While some sheets follow definite horizons for the entire extent of
present exposures, others cut across from one stratification plane to
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another or split into two or n1ore branches. These evidences of the
intrusive character of the porphyries are abundant. By extended
cross-cutting courses at angles oblique to the stratification transitions
between sheets and dikes are formed, and these bodies are by no
means rare. It seems probable that whole groups of porphyry masses,
such as those in and about Blackhawk Peak and those in the summits
around Anchor Mountain, were contemporaneous in origin and connected by many cross-cutting arms. In the latter region especially
n1uch evidence of this connection is visible and has been expressed on
the 1nap.
The largest sheet now preserved, and the one occurring at the lowest
horizon, is that at the northwest base of Newman Hill. It has a thickness of at least 500 feet, and its lateral extent may be much greater
than the portion seen.
.
The rock:::; of the .intrwsi\re ;sheets are of a type common in the mountains of Colorado and in the isolated groups of the plateau country.
They are all pronounced porphyries, with many small white plagioclase
crystals, with smaller prisms of hornblende, and occasionally crystals
of quartz, all embedded in a gray fine-grained groundmass, which consists chiefly of orthoclase and quartz. Some variation in the proportions of the constituents occurs without any marked change in habit,
except that either a decided increase in the amount of hornblende or
its development in very minute particles causes a darker color. All
the sheet rocks and many dikes are included petrographically under a
single name, monzonite-porphyry, expressing the composition, in
which the alkali feldspar, orthoclase, and the soda-lime feldspar, plagioclase, are estimated to play approximately equal roles. The further
composition of the rock is expressed by saying that it is a quartzbearing hornblendic monzonite-porphyry.
Cross-cutting stncks.-The large .mass of quartz-monzonite on Darling Ridge is a type of the eruptive body known as a stock. This body
exhibits no tendency to spread out laterally on stratification planes,
but cuts almost vertically across every 1·ock in its path. It has no
regular outline and its original upper limit is entirely a matter of
inference. No doubt it penetrated to much higher levels than those
now seen, but there is no instance known to the writer where the
upper extremity of such a stock is exposed, although in the San J nan
:n1ountains similar rocks are found cutting the highest bedded volcanics
now rmnaining.
The stock contacts are mainly concealed by landslide or other debris;
hence there is more or less assumption in the statement that the sheets
of porphyry con1ing in contact with the stock are invariably cut by it.
Yet the complete correspondence between the eruptive phenomena of
the Rico and La Plata mountains makes it probable, in the absence of
any contrary evidence, that the two forms of occurrence bear the same
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relations in the two locaFties. Ih eYery locality thus far known to
the writer where these forms of occurrence are a:;sociated the stocks
cut the sheets.
The rock of the Darling Ridge stock is a typical monzonite, similar
to that of certain stocks in the La Platas and to that in the great stock
of Grizzly Peak, in the south west angle of the San Juan :Niountains,
or in Sultan lVlountain, near Silverton. It appears like a diorite
at first sight, and would have been so called a few years ago, hut a
pink alkali feldspar, orthoclase, is associated with an equal or larger
amount of white soda-lime feldspar, throwing the rock into the new
group proposed by Brogger, intermediate between syenite and diorite.
There are many rocks of this character .in Colorado and elsewhere in
the Rocky n1ountains, and the new division is a very welcome one to
petrographers working in these districts. As will be shown in Chapter Ill, the presence of a small amount of quartz brings the Rico
monzonite into close relation with the quartz-diorites and the quartzbearing syenites.
Later dike 'rocks.- 'Vhile the hornblendic monzonite-porphyry intru. sions and the monzonite stock are by far the most important of the
·igneous masses in the Rico :Niountains, two other eruptions have been
recognized which have considerable interest from the theoretical stand-·
. point. These two eruptions produced rocks of very different character, the one containing numerous large orthoclase crystals and being a
::;trongly marked porpby ry, while the other type is a very dark, dense,
aphanitic rock, few of the mineral particles being determinable by the
unaided eye.
The rock characterized by large orthoclase crystals occurs in several
dikes in a band running east and west through Johnny Bull Moun~ain.
Its most prominent dike, and also the longest shown on the 1nap,
crosses the divide between Calico Peak and Johnny Bull Mountain.
The rock is in composition a monzonite-porphyry in which orthoclase
assumes a prominent position in large phenocrysts, while plagioclase occurs in part in the groundmass. The rock is more closely .
related to the stock monzonite in composition than to the earlier horn. blendic monzonite-porphyry. Its dikes cut many sheets of the latter
rock, establishing the time relation of the two varieties, but, so far as
observed, it does not come in contact with the stock monzonite, and it
is therefore not definitely known which of these -rocks is the older.
The dark aphanitic rocks occur in narrow dikes scattered sparingly
all through the mountains and probably for many miles about them.
Similar dikes have been noted in the vicinity of most of the diorite
and monzonite- stocks of southwestern Colorado, and they are always
later than any other intrusive rock of the regions where they have
been found wherever relative ages could be determined. In the Rico
Mountains but one dike was seen cutting the stock rock. The Bmall
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size of the dikes make them quite inconspicuous and they can seldom
be traced for considerable distances.
In Chapter III will be given the reasons for naming the aphanitic
dike rocks of the Rico Mountains olivine-bearing a;ugite-1.Jogesites.
Perhaps they do not all belong to this type, bu£ the questionable ones
are much decomposed and their original constituti~n is a matter of
conjecture.
The theoretical interest of these vogesites is that they may be
regarded as products of magmatic differentiation from the monzonite
n1agn1a, which i:s clearly the principal one of this eruptive center.
CONTACT METAMORPHISM.

Contact metamorphisn1 of the calcareous strata adjacent to the monzonite stock is very pronounced at nearly all places where the former
rocks are exposed in the vicinity of the intrusive. The character of
the n1etamorphism is such as might be expected from the action of
such mineralizing agents as chlorine, fluorine, and heated water carrying those gases and perhaps others in solution. The metamorphism referred to consists in the formation of garnet, pyroxene, vesuvi• anite p), and possibly other silicates of alumina, with magnesia, iron,
and lime, and in the deposition of specular iron in scales, either impregnating the rocks or, more comnwnlv ~ in thin crusts in fissures. Such
alteration of the calcareous strata may be seen on the north side of
Darling Ridge, near the Blowout in Horse Gulch, and down near
Piedmont. If the metamorphosed stratum is a limestone the matrix
for the silicates named is usually white crystalline marble.
The great !netamorphism of the Devonian limestone in the Dolores
Valley at Rico is so clearly of the character known as a contact phase
of the kind described that it is considered probable that this change is
also due to the rnonzonite intrusion. The eastern end of the monzonite
is just above the street in Piedmont, and there must have been fissures
traversing the strata in the prolongation of the principal axis of the
stock. These may have given heated solutions the necessary access to
the li1nestone at the places now seen. So far as observed, such contact metamorphism is confined to the zone about the stock with the
exception of one place in the shattered zone, between the forks of the
Blackhawk fault, where garnet masses and specular iron occur near a
small porphyry dike.
VOLCANIC PHENOMENA .

.Solfataric action.-\iVhile no eddence can ever be disco' ered pro,-ing that the surface phenomena ordinarily known as volcanic attended
the deep-seated intrusions in the Rico dome, there have been certain
processes active in the horizons now revealed by erosion which are
generally supposed to characterize zones near the surface. One of
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these processes is the decomposition of rocks by sulphurous vapors, or
by solutions that have absorbed those vapors, and the production of the
hydrous sulphate of alumina and potash called alunite. This substance
is formed at the surface in the crater of Solfatara, near Naples, and.
is a common product of the sulphurous emanations of volcanoes known
from this locality as solfataric exhalations. But the process is not
necessaril}r connected with solfataras of typical volcanoes, and the term
has been gradually extended to cover the meta~orphosing action often
consequent upon eruptions which have been accompanied by mineralizing agents of sulphurous character, even when taking place in depth.
The orthoclase-bearing porphyry mass of Calico Peak has been
almost wholly decomposed by such agents, alunite and kaolin being
the principal products. The rock now appears as a white porphyritic
mass of quartz and kaolin, but closer examination reveals much alunite.
These rocks of Calico Peak are more fully described in Chapter III,
with chemical analyses.
Existing Sltipkur springs.-It is especially noteworthy in connection
with the evidence above give-n of former intense solfataric action, that
there are numerous springs of water heavily charged with sulphureted
hydrogen issuing to-clay" from the slopes of Sto~er and Bull creeks
and of other tributaries of the 'Vest Dolores north of Bull Creek. As
noted by Mr. Spencer in Chapter VI, the waters of these springs are
surface waters, as they are influenced directly by rainfall and dry up
at times, but the sulphurous gases escape continuously. The presence
of these springs on the west side of the dome only, in an area extending
from the immediate vicinity of the solfataric center at Calico Peak
toward the \Vest Dolores, suggests that these exhalations really belong
to a later solfataric period of this eruptive center.
Carbonic acicl exlwla.tions.-The water of several springs issuing
from the gravels of the Dolores stream bed near the Shamrock tunnel,
in the town of Rico, are very highly charged with carbonic acid gas.
Other springs of similar character occur at several places in the valley
above the town, and the calcareous spring waters also carry some
excess of this gas.
In several tunnels driven into the west bank of the Dolores near
Rico, in a bore hole on the Atlantic Cable claim, in the Rico-Aspen
property, and at many other points in the district, carbonic acid gas
has been encountered, often under considerable pressure, reaching as
much as 55 pounds to the square inch in the case of the Atlantic Cable
drill hole.
ORE DEPOSITION.

After the uplift of t ~e Rico dome, the intrusion of the igneous
rocks, and at least a portion of the fault fissuring, there was a period
of extensive ore deposition in the rocks now forming the Rico :Jtloun21 GEOL, PT 2--3
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tains. \Vhile the age of the ore deposits can not be closely deternlined, it is in every way probable that they correspond in time to the
deposits of the La Plata Nlountains and that they belong to the great
epoch of ore deposition which succeeded the early Tertiary igneous
intrusions or more typical volcanic eruptions in many parts of the
Rocky Mountains. Apparently the more typicallaccolithic mountain
groups of the plateau country to the west do not contain ore deposits
in an abundance at all corresponding to their development in the La
Plata and Rico n1ountains. but whether that fact is connected with
their situation, remote from the great centers of eruptive activity, or
to local causes can not now be determined. It would, however, appear
natural that more extensive deposition of ore minerals should occur in
a center like the Rico Mountains, where there bas been so unusual an
an1ount of :fissuring, affording channels for the circulation of metalbearing ~olutions.
In view of the forthcoming special report upon the ore deposits of
the Rico region, by Mr. Ransome, the treatment of these masses in
this place must necessarily be restricted to their general geological
features. The ores occur in veins, "in shattered zones of both sedimentary and igneous rocks, as replacements of limestone and of other
rockB in less degree, and as variable impregnations of country rock.
In mineralogical character the ores are principally sulphides of iron,
lead, copper, and zinc, which are variably argentiferous and rarely
have a small value in gold. Rich silver minerals occur sprinkled
through the ores of Newman Hill and of some other localities. Many
of the known large bodies of pJrrite are too low in precious-metal
values to be of present economic importance. Descriptions of the
n1ines of Newman Hill by Farish and Rickard have been referred to
in an earlier section of this chapter.
EROSION OF THE RICO DOME.

As explained in detail in Chapter IV, it is evident that the dissection of the Rico dome and the production of the existing topography
must have taken place before the epoch of local glaciation and before
the beginning of the landslide epoch. It therefore occurred in,a time
interval for which we have no chronological criteria to apply in this
case. The evidence of the age of the igneous intrusions has been
given, and all that can be said with certainty is that the dissection
must have occurred after the uplift, and that it was practically complete before the landslides began and before the local glacial epoch.
How the Dolores River came to cut its way through the heart of the
Rico dome rather than through the much softer sedimentary beds to
the west is a problem of n1uch interest. But 1 Ipon this question there
is little evidence now remaining, for the erosion of the whole countr_y
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adjacent to the San Juan has been so. extensive that all conceptions
of the surface conditions determining the Tertiary drainage systems of
the region are extren1ely hypothetical.
RECENT GEOLOGIC HISTORY.

Since the great erosion by which the Rico JYiountains were produced
the history of this district can be quite clearly read in the arrangement
and character of the superficial materials now seen in the valleys and
on the mountain slopes. 'Vhere seulpturing of the mountains has
taken place in the higher portions of the di~trict there is evidencewhich will be apparent later on-that the streams have cut but little
into the solid rock in all the lower parts of their courses. In the
higher parts of the mountains, however, the ordinary atmospheric
agencies have been active and large amounts of talus and slide rock
are seen on many of the steeper slopes.
The greatest change in the physiography of the region since the
great erosion has been effected through the agency of landslides.
Throughout the larger tracts which are shown on the map the landslides have modified the form of the ridges and mountain slopes an ::I
have to some degree filled up the valley bottoms, especially of the
Dolores opposite C. H. C. Hill and of Horse Creek. Apparently the
streams in their lower courses have not as yet been able entirely to
remove this landslide debris.
Glaciation of the Rico Mountains has been confined to the upper
levels and to the narrow stream beds. At least, the evidence of glaciation to be determined from debris and forms of erosion does not
· indicate that any very large part of the mountains was covered with
glacial ice.
In the valley of the Dolores there are various deposits of stream
gravels, and the map sho.ws the distribution of the more recent deposits.
Remnants of terraces in several places indicate former deposits, but
these are not always clearly distinguishable from debris of other
origin.
'Vhile the lateral tributaries of the Dolores have no bottom deposits
of importance, several of them have buirt up very decided alluvial
cones at their mouths. The more important of these are represented
on the map.
Small deposits of calcareous sinter or tufa have been noted at various
points on the banks of the Dolores, and several of them are shown on
the map. At a number of these points the spring waters are still
highly charged with carbonate of lime, and deposition is still going on.
The map exhibits several areas in which the surface materials so
obscure the underlying hard rock geology that it has not been deemed
wise to represent the underlying formations in ~hese areas. The
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nature of the surface materials in these places is generally a complex
consisting largely of rearranged landslide debri:9 mingled with ordinary talu~:~ and wash, and not infrequently a growth of timber or of
grass conceals the nature of the rock d.ebri~. .
,
It will be noted that the effect of nearly all of these recent agencies
is to modify the form of the mountains existing before the glacial
epoch and the beginning of the landslides by producing gentler forms
of the ridges and by filling up in some degree the various valleys.

CHAPTER Il.
THE SEDil\1ENTARY FORl\1ATIONS.

By

ARTHUR CoE SPENCER.

ALGONKIAN.

Introd?-tctory 8tatement.-The rocks which are here described as
Algonkian occupy a small area in the center of the Rico :Mountains,
where they have been exposed by the deep erosion of the overlying
Paleozoic strata. They comprise quartzites and quartzitic schists and
are similar in every way to the series of rocks exposed in the upper
part of the Anii:nas Canyon and in the adjacent poi·tions of the
Quartzite or Needle Mountains, in which region they were represented
on the Hayden rriap as "metamorphic Paleozoic," since it was the
belief of the geologist who discovered them that these sernicrystalline
and indurated rocks had been derived from Paleozoic strata by the
processes of metan1orphism. That this view is entirely incorrect is
now clearly established by the known· relation's which the unmetamor. phosed Paleozoic strata bear to the much older and much altered series
upon which they lie in unconformable sequence. The basal men1ber
of the Paleozoic in the Needle Mountains is a quartzite which contains
pebbles and bowlders of schist derived from the rocks upon which it
·rests, thus indicating conclu:::;ively that the metamorphic series existed
in its present condition before the first Paleozoic beds were deposited.
The sedi~entary origin of the metamorphic rocks of the upper
Anima.s Canyon was recognized by Endlich and has since been reaffirmed
by Emmons 1 and VanHise 2 , who have assigned them to ·the Algonkian,
into which great geological group they naturally fall, since the Algonkian is by definition made to include all recognizable pre-Cambrian
rocks of sedimentary origin.
·
Detailed description of the San ~Juan Algonkian is beyond the scope
of the present paper, but since the phenomena presented at Rico are
of themselves inadequate for drawing conclusions so far reaching as
Orographic movements in the Rocky l\Iountains: Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. I, 1890, p. 25i.
2Pre-Cambrian rocks of North America: Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 86, pp. :>20, 325.
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some it is desired to present, a few general considerations concerning
the Algonkian may be here given without stating data from which
they are deduced. Those who are not familiar with the wider generalizations of geology will thus be enabled better to understand the significance which attaches to the extreme differences of rock character
observed in the Paleozoic and pre-Paleozoic formations.
The Algonkian rocks were originally formed as sediments at the
. bottom of the sea, just as the later stratified rocks were formed, and,
like them, were made up of shales and sandstones, probably with
bands of impure limestone. From the time when their deposition
was completed a very long period elapsed before the formation of any
other strata of which we have knowledge, and during this period
there ensued one of the greatest geological revolutions known, so
widespread that it is recognized over a large part of the world. In
the course of this disturbance the strata, which had been piled up to a
very great hut unknown thickness, were subjected to processes of
physical and chen1ieal change by which they were folded and dislocated and metamorphosed until their origin as sediments is now frequently very much obscured. Some time during this period these
formations were intruded by igneous rocks of difi'erent kinds, which
have in many cases also sufl'ered n1etamorphism. After folding, the
originally horizontal strata were left in various ·attitudes, for the
most part greatly inclined. Subsequently the upturned edges were
planed down to great depth by erosional processes ensuing upon continental uplift.
Relations o.f the Rico Algonkian.-The correlation of the ·prePaleozoic rocks of Rico with the Algonkian is based upon evidence of
a structural nature and upon lithological resemblance to rocks of the
Animas Canyon.
In the northern part of the Animas region of pre-Paleozoic rocks
there is a genei·al east-west trend~ which is well brought out by a
broad band of quartzite that forms one of the most prominent elements
of the series. Standing at a high angle of inclination, this quartzite
may be traced from the headwaters of the Rio Grande north of the
~eedle Mountains westward across the Animas to the northern peaks
of the West Needles, and thence to where they are covered by the
flat-lying Paleozoic rocks on the west side of Lime Creek. The distance through which this structure is thus known to persist is more
than 12 miles, and if continued for an equal distance in the same
genera] direction would carry the quartzites to Rico. It is, therefore,
a fair inference that the Algonkian quartzite at Rico represents some
part at least of the Animas series, and that it probably corresponds
directly with the prominent quartzite mentioned.
The quartzites in both places are Yitreous and for the most part
medium or fine grained, though conglomerates are not wanting.
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Along the Silverton wagon road near Lime Creek the conglomerates
are verJ coarse, but nothing above medium coarseness is exhibited at
Rico. In both regions cross bedding is well marked, and the color
varies from white to red. Assoeiated with the quartzite in the Animas region and at Rico· there are other rocks of undoubted sedimentary origin, such as quartzitic schists, and in the former localities dark
indurated shales of more or less schistose structure. Also in both
regions there are igneous rocks in the form of dikes usually parallel
with the bedding or structure of the schists. In many or perhaps
most cases these igneous rocks have been metan1orphosed with the
rocks in which they are intruded.
Description of tl~e qttartzites.-The Algonkian rocks, very imperfectly exposed at Rico, consist of quartzites and quartzitic sehists bearing small amounts of mica. The former are not distinguishable in
character from other m.assive quartzites, to be described later, which
are supposed to be of Devonian age; but their exposed thickness is
greater, being more than 350 feet, probably at least 500 feet, while
that of the younger formation is probably not more than 200 feet. The
quattzites, as a rule, stand at steep angles. They are white or tinged
with brown,. with occasional red or rusty bands. The detrital material of which they are composed is almost entirely quartz, usually in
small even-grained particles, but sometimes occurring in the forn1 of
pebbles ~.ess than an inch in diameter. The rock is completely indurated
by the interstitial deposition of quartz, so that it is now glassy quartzite of the hardest kind, very 1~esistant to erosion and to the rriiner's
drill. Distinct partings between the beds of quartzite are nowhere
observable in present exposures. However, the bedding or stratification planes may frequently be made out from a study of the massive
quartzites where differences of grain are found or where cross bedding
is observable. Ripple-marked surfaces are also occasionally seen.
These structures, when taken with its con.stitution, are conclusive evidence of the sedin1entary origin of the quartzite.
Description of the schists.-The remaining Algonkian rocks may be
termed schists, since they have a more or less distinct foliated structure not 'due to original bedding but superinduced by metamorphism
under stress. In these schis.ts the stratification may be made out in
some cases by differences in the character of adjacent bands, and to
this feature the foliation is generally, though no,t always, parallel.
The direction of foliation does not varJT greatly from east and west,
and its position is nearly vertical wherever observed.
The schists are dense bluish-gray rocks, the foliation being caused
by the arrangement of very minute particles of biotite and actinolite,
not recognizable to the unaided eye. A delicate luster is visible on
the planes of easier fracture, but the schistosity is never very highly
developed and the rocks often break readily across the structure with
almost conchoidal fracture.
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Under the microscope the main mass of most of these rocks is found
to be a fine-granular aggregate of feldspar and quartz. A little of
the feldspar is visibly twinned according to the albitic law. The
amount of orthoclase is difficult to determine on account of the small
size of the grains. Biotite is always abundant in minute light-brown
flakes, in excess of the more variable pale-green actinolite needles.
Epidote is more or less irregularly abundant throughout the rocks, and
is especially developed in veins or adjoining fissures trav~rsing the
rock. Small amounts of magnetite dust and apatite needles are
present.
In a few places the rock has quite clearly the character of a shearing
product of an apparent porphyry in which there were phenocrysts of
quartz and feldspar. There is a slight development of tourmaline in
such rocks. The further description of these schists must be deferred
until the large areas of similar rocks in the Needle Mountains have
been investigated.
Intruded into these schists, in general parallel to the structure, but
sometimes crosscutting, are many thin dikes of a dark porphyritic
rock. These are prominent· on both sides of the river, but have not
been found in the Algonkian quartzites nor in any other rock than the
schists; hence they are supposed to be very old intrusions, independent
of the other eruptions of the region. This idea is substantiated hy
the shearing of some of the dikes. Stout prisms of hornblende are
the only prominent crystals of the rock. There is also much secondary hornblende and epidote revealed by the microscope. The former
subordinate feldspathic constituent is so much crushed and altered
that the original character can not be determined. Plagioclase was
probably predominant over orthoclase.
Occurrences.-The Algonkian rocks of the Rico Mountains all occur
within an area of less than 90 acres, roughly estimated, but within this
limited area the structure is so com-plicated and the rocks are· so much
covered that the relations of adjacent exposures can rarely be made
out. On this account the relation which the schists and quartzites
bear to each other has not been ascertained, for they occur in different
fault blocks, anJ it is possible that the Devonian and Algonkian
quartzites have been eonfused in some cases.
There are six separate areas of quartzite, and one of these, that
south of Silver Creek, below Allyn Gulch, is certainly Algonkian, on
account of its great mass; another, on the opposite side of SihTer
Creek is probably of that age, while the others have been provisionally asl::ligned to the Devonian. In the first place mentioned the
quartzites have their greatest development. The~r are bounded on the
east by a well-marked fault, shown in the Laxey mine; thence toward
the southwest they may be traced for a quarter of a mile along the
hillside, upon the slope of which their outcrops are to be seen between
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the elevations of 9,200 and 9,500 feet, showing a continuous··~i,J?s~te
at one place to a thickness of 350 feet, though from the stra.cture it
is probable that a greater thickness is present. The strike and dip
may be determined in this region, and while bo,th are variable, the
former is generally about N. 10°-30° E., and the latter is steeply
toward the south of east.
On the north, south, and west the boundaries of this mass of quartzite
are not known, since they are covered by surface debris; but from the
adjacent occurrences of porphyry belonging to the thick sill of Newman Hill it. is almost certain that the quartzite is limited upon the
south and west by faults, in the manner indicated on the map, while
on the north it may connect underneath the valley wash with the
quartzite upon the north side of Silver Creek. vVithin this latter
area the rocks are veTy imperfectly exposed, except in local patches,
but from these and from the data derived from tunnels and prospects
it is definitely known that the northern limit is along the Last Chance
fault, which has a nearly east-west course. The highest exposures are
near this fault, at about 9,400 feet, and the quartzite can not extend
much beyond this point, since green shales and sandstones are exposed
at about the same elevation in the draw below the Alma Mater mine.
DEVONIAN.

General relations.-The strata which are here described as Devonian
are believed to correspond definitely with a similar series which has
been carefully studied in the Animas region, where the relations to
the pre-Paleozoic and to the Carboniferous are well exhibited, and
where a well-marked Upper Devonian fauna occurs. This series of
the Animas Valley has recently been discussed in a paper entitled
Devonian Strata in Colorado. 1 In this paper the name ''Ouray limestone'' was applied to the calcareous and fossiliferous member of the
series, the uppermost of three divisions which constitute the complete
normal section below the Carboniferous. The middle member is a
shale and the lower a massive sandstone or quartzite, frequently, conglomeratic in the lower part. In certain localities in the San Juan
the quartzite was not deposited upon the Algonkian, and elsewhere
both the quartzite and the shale are missing, :in which case the lime. stone rests directly upon the pre-Paleozoic; but whenever the lowest
member is present it is always followed in order by the other two in
conformable sequence. It is possible that the shale and quartzite are
pre-Devonian.
Wheri the massive marbleized limestones at Rico were noted at the
base of the Carboniferous section it was at once suggested that they
probably represented the Ouray limestone, and when later evidence
1 Arthnr

C. Spencer, Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. IX, 1900, pp.
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q~i·t_zites lying uncomformably upon the upturned edges of the
Algonk_ian schists was discovered, even though the supposed intervening shales were nowhere exposed, the identification was considered
satisfactory; and finally, when a fossiliferous stratum belonging· to the
Carboniferous and characteristic of the lowest part of the Hermosa
formation wa:::; found only a feet abore the massive limestone the correctness of the correlation was placed beyond question.
For the Rico region it has been found necessary to group together
all the men1bers of this series and to represent them on the map by a
single color, but :::;ince the series i.s represented in adjacent fields by
two formations it is not desirable to give it a formation name, and it
will therefore be designated by the name of the great time era to
which it belongs. This usage 1s, however, entirely a matter of convenience and must not be construed as indicating that the lower part
of the series is surely Devonian, since there is still some room for
doubt whether the quartzite may not belong to the Silurian.
The aggregate thickness of the Paleozoic beds below the Carboniferous in the San Juan region is about 400 feet as a maximum, and at Rico
this figure is closely approximated, so far as imperfect exposures allow
of estimation and as indicated by the record of the boring made upon
the Atlantic Cable claim in the town of Rico. This record, which
was published in a paper upon the Enterprise mine by T. A. Rickard, 1
is here .Q"iven:
Section of Atlantic Cable claim.
Feet.

Lin1estone . _______ ..... __ ... ____________ .. _.. ____ .. _____ . ____ . ________ . . . .
Lead and zinc ore_ ..... _________________ . __________________________ . ____ ..
Li1nestone .. _. ________________ . ___ .. ____ . __________ __________ _____________
Lead and zinc ore _.......... _____ . ______ ... _____________ . ___________ . ____ .
Lilnestone ___ . _.. __ ......... _________________________________________ . ___ .
·white marble. ________ . __________ .________________________________________
Zinc blcnde ore ___ ..... _.... ___ ... ____________________________________ . __ .
Specular iron ore. ____ .. ____ .______________________________________________
Litnestone. ______________________ . __________ -.- ___________________________ .
Pori)hyrite ___ . _. _...... ___ . ______________ .. ______________________________
Lin1estone .... _.. __ . _.. ___ ... _.... ____ . ___ ... __ .... _______ . _________ . __ . _.
Porphyrite _____ . _______________ ... ______ . ________ . ______________________ .
Lhnestone ________ .... ____ .. _____ . ___ .. ____ . _______ . _. _______________ ... _.
l\Iincralized porphyrite _______ .. __ . _______ . _____ .. __ ._. ___ .. ___ . _____ .... _.
Porphyrite __ .... _.......... _____ . _______ .... __ .. _. __ ... _______ . __ . ____ . __
Quartzite .. ___ ... _.......... _____ .. ______ ... _._ .... __ .... ____ . _______ .. ___

7
4
5~

5
13
20
3
18
43
1

25
2
3
3
21
170

Total ............................. _......... _.... _. _... ________ _____ 343

The rocks penetrated evidently represent a thickness of s~rata
somewhat less than the whole of the DeYonian, since the top of the
·boring i:::; below the top of the formation, and the bottom of the
quartzite was not reached. From surface exposures the thickness of
lTran!'. Am. Ir.st. :\Iin. Eng., Yol. XXYI, 189G, p. 917.
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the quartzite is believed to be abou~ 200 feet, and perhaps 20 feet
should be added to the limestone series. so that the whole apparent
thickness of the Devo~ian would be 393 feet, but from this 33 feet
must be subtracted for intercalated igneous rock, and possibly half
as much because of the inclined position of the strata, so that 350 feet
may be taken as approximately the thickness of the Devonian.
The q,uartzite.-The basal member of the Devonian is a massive
quartzite, very dense and highly indurated. Its colors are dull yellow
to white, with red and brown staining. The material of which it is
composed is mostly quartz, and only slight . variation in grain is
observed, the mass of sandstone being fairly homogeneous. The
stratification is sometin1es discernible, though usually obscured by
jointing and rifting.
The Devonian quartzite is not distinguishable lithologically from
that of the Algonkian except by its n1ore regular bedding, hut its lesser
thicknes::; and the unconformable attitude which it bears to the Algonkian schists, together with its relation to the shales which overlie it in
places, serve to separate it from the older formation in certain cases,
though in others there may be doubt as to the correctness of assigning
given exposures to one or the other of the quartzite formation:::;. The
best notion of the relation of the quartzite to the overlying limestone
may be obtained by 'ol1owing along the west bank of the Dolores
River frori1 the Shamrock tunnel to the quartzite exposure above the
Piedmont wagon bridge. Here the strata are all dipping southward,
and though a portion of the beds are hidden it seems reasonable to suppose that the structure observed is not interrupted in any way, in which
case the quartzite is shown in its proper relation below the limestone
series, and probably separated from it by an unmeasured thickness of
shales. The small outcrop of quartzite near the road just south of the
smelter is also indicative of the same relations, but the only conclusive
evidence, aside from the analogy between the supposed sequence at
Rico and the known succession of strata in the Animas region, is that
furnished by the record of the drill hole _given above. From this
record it appears that a thick body of quartzite actually does occur
beneath the limestone at about the distance estimated from the surface
exposu~·es. Some doubt is expressed concerning the strata between the
quartzite and the limestone, since the complete sequence is nowhere
exhibited at Rico in a single section, nor were shales noted above the
quartzite by the person who made the record .of the Atlantic Cable
boring.
The quartzites which are so well exposed along the railroad on the
north side of Silver Creek below the bridge have been referred to the
Devonian on the map, but their age is somewhat questionable. They
are evenly but rather massively bedded rocks, some bands being separated by thin calcareous shale layers, and one notable coarse quartzite
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conglomerate stratum is exposed in the railroad cut. These beds strike
N. 60° to 70° W., and dip about 30° in a direction west of south. This
structure would carry them beneath the thin limestones and calcareous
shales exposed by the South Park tunnel and penetrated by the Fate
shaft. In the latter some of the thin limestones contain crinoid stems
and unidentifiable shells, and appea~· to correspond to the basal strata
of the Carboniferous, as known in the general Animas section and as
actually seen on the west bank of the Dolores at Rico directly above
the Devonian limestone.
.
To consider the quartzites in question as Carboniferous involves the
assumption of a loeal development of pure quartzites below the ordinary base of the Hermosa formation, while the sandstones of that
series are charaeteristically arkose in composition, containing 1nueh
feldspar.· To consider them as Devonian involves an explanation of
the absence of the Devonian limestone which normally belongs above
them. This might be aceomplished by a north-south fault crossing
between the Fate shaft and the quartzite exposures on the railroad,
by which the limestone might be supposed to have been faulted up
and removed by erosion. But in the South Park workings and apparently to the west of the possible line of sueh a fault very similar
quartzites with a quartzite conglomerate are revealed beneath the
Newman Hill porphyry sheet in about the position which the strata of
the railroad cut would oeeup.Y if undislocated by such a fault as that
hypothecated. It may be noted that a vein is exposed on the north
bank of Silver Creek just above the South Park with the course
assumed for this fault, but there is no means of determining the dislocation, if any, whieh has occurred on this vein fissure.
The alternative explanation for the nonappearance of the Devonian
limestone above the quartzites of the railroad cut is that it had been
removed by erosion in this locality before the deposition of the
lowest Hermosa strata. Although no angular unconformity has been
detected, as required by this explanation, the fact that Upper Carboniferous beds rest upon Devonian in the San Juan region and in the
Dolores Valley at Rico shows that a great stratigraphic break does
occur at this horizon, and this explanation is provisionally adopted as
the n1ost plausible under the circumstances. In discussing the faults
of this part of Silver Creek (pp. 124:-126) further details regarding
this locality will be given.
These quartzites are supposed to be limited on the east by a fault
separating them from a wedge-shaped area between the Smelter and
Silver Creek faults, within which there .are almost no exposures. It
has been assumed that the fault is not great and that the Devonian
beds have been dropped in that wedge, as is explained in another place
(p. 125).
The relations of the assumed DeYonian quartzites to the sc:hists may
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be studied near the northern limit of the Algonkian on either side of
the river." On the east side, near the Nora-Lily tunnel, quartzite is
seen only a few feet above exposures of the schist, and dipping about
45° N. In tqis vicinity the schists stand nearly vertical, so that it is
evident that the quartzite was deposited upon their eroded edges, and
that ·it is, therefore, Devonian, in accordance with the relations seen
in the adjacent Animas region. Similar conditions appear to exist on
the ridge west of Piedmont, though outcrops of the two formations
are not seen close together in this vicinity. Elsewhere at Rico the
lower part of the quartzite is not exhibited.
In both localities mentioned above, the schists underneath the
quartzite are cut off on the north by an east-west fault, aniounting to
about 300 feet, by which the quartzite is dropped down, so that on the
east side of the river its top and a few feet of shales above it are
exposed about 50 feet above the 1;ailroad track.· This is the central of
three known parallel fault fissures about 100 feet apart, each of which
throws the formations down to the north. These seem to represent a
splitting of the Last Chance fault. By the northernmost the quartzite
is entirely buried, while in the block between the southernmost and the
Smelter fault the schists are raised an unknown amount. They are
exposed at the Futurity tunnel 400 feet above the river, but the rocks
are covered above that, and it is not known whether the Devonian
quartzite is present in this block or not. .On the west side of the
ri,rer~ abo,re Piedmont, the sul~facc n1aterials still more effcctuall.;T conceal the structure of this complicated area.
The exposu1:es of the quartzite upon the Nora-Lily claim show a
thickness of approximately 150 feet, but neither this nor the Atlantic
Cable boring, which shows 170 feet of quartzite, gives the whole of
the formation, since in the former the top is not seen and in the latter
the bottom is not reached. It seems unlikely, however, that the total
thickness is more than 200 feet.
The limestone.-The Devonian limesto_ne, as it occurs at Ouray and
in the Animas region, is made up of mass~ve beds of limestone separated by thin intet~calations of marl or shale. Certain thin bands are
frequently quite coarsely crystalline, though this feature seems to be
not due to metamorphism of the limestone, since the inclosing strata
and the large mass of the formation is dense or semicrystalline limestone rather than marble. Fossils are usually to be found in some
part of the series at any locality.
At Rico the Ouray limestone has been greatly metamorphosed.
7
' ' hen pure, it has the coarsely crystalline structure of marble, and
where originally somewhat earthy it shows now the presence of yarious secondary silicates, such as garnet, epidote, pyroxene, and possibly yesuvianite. Any fossils which may have occurred in them have
been destroyed, so that the original character of the limestone is
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entirely obliterated. This alteration is attributed to contact metamorphil:lm connected with the intrusion of the monzonite stock on the
west side of the dome. Similar effects are seen in the baked and
metamorphosed strata of the Carboniferous, where they lie adjacent
to the monzonite upon Darling Ridge. A very good idea of this series
of strata may be gained from a study of the exposures along the
west l:lide of the river between the Sha1nrock tunnel and the wagon
bridge above. The limestone is limited above by baked shales and
sandy limestone containing Upper Carboniferous fossils. The uppermost bed of limestone, which is very much metamorphosed, is about
20 feet in thickness and is separated by a few feet of shales frmn a
white crystalline bed about 25 feet thick, below which the strata are
hidden for perhaps 60 feet, when another masl:live limestone is exposed,
dipping, like the others, toward the south. The exposures opposite
the bridge and just west of the road show thin bands of quartzite in
metamorphosed shale, and these probably represent the lower limit of
the limestone series, since massive quartzite is exposed a few rods
toward the northwest in the bed of the river. The approximate
thickness of the limestone !:leries, as estimated from these exposures,
is 150 feet, though this figure would seem to be under rather than in
excess of the true thickness. Other exposures of the limestone reveal
neither the structure nor the thickness of the formation, but jt is
probable that the outcrops on the Atlantic Cable claim and at several
test openings above and to the east of the smelter belong to the uppermost of the limestone beds, since they show the same brecciated
appearance that may be seen in the limestone at the Shamrock tunnel.
In the boring of which the record is given on page 42, 120 feet of
limestone were recognized, together with 20 feet of ore, which probably represents the replacement of an equivalent thickness of limestone. "Porphyrite" is also recorded to a thickness of 33 feet. The
thickness measured across the beds would be somewhat less than the
above aggregate of 173 feet, because the strata are not level but rise
toward the north; but sine~ the boring was started below the top of
the limestone series, possibly 20 feet of limestone should be added, so
that after subtracting the porphyry the thickness of the Devonian
above the quartzite would be approximately 150 feet, which con·esponds ·with the surface estimate given above. The structure exhibited by the limestone on the west side of the river, if continued toward
the north, would carry the formation against the tongue of monzonite which cuts down the hilll:lide south of the Montezuma mine.
.North of the monzonite it should again appear and fall successively
toward the north, with the downward steps of the underlying quartzite. "G nfortunately this slope is buried underneath surface debris,
so that the actual relation~ can not be learned from stwh explorations
as the geologist is able to command, and the presence of the limestone
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must.be taken as a suggestion rather than a conclusion. The same
may be said for the probability of the limestone occurring above the
quartzite on the east side of the river. In this case, however, its
presence or absence could be determined by a small amount of excavation.
Economic importance of tlw limestone.-The importance of the Devonian limestone at Rico is of course centered about it as an ore-bearing
horizon, and speculation concerning it in this role has evidently engaged some of those who have been interested in the mining industry of
this region. Thi::; point i~ di:seu::;::;ed by Rickard in his paper upon
the Enterprise mine, where the evidence then available was taken as
distinctly against the presence of any "second contact'' beneath the
"Newman contact" of the Enterprise and other mines of Newman
Hill. The data upon which this opinion was based were mostly the
records of shafts and borings which failed to show bedded ore bodies,
or "blanket veins." It is evident from the structure exhibited by the
geological map that the Ouray lime-stone has not been thoroughly
explored on the lines where it is cut by the Smelter fault and minor
fissures. But since it is highly mineralized in several places along
the banks of the Dolores, carrying large bodie::; of heavy sulphides,
it is seen to be a favorable horizon for the occurrence of ore bodies
wherever it is cut by metalliferous veins. That it should be mineralized throughout its extent is, of course, entirely improbable, and it
appears to be truo that tho sulphide bodies in it thus far: developed
are too low in silver contents to be of economic value.
It has been assumed, as above explained, that the limestone is probably absent in the vicinity of Silver Creek, above Rico, owing to pl~e
Carboniferous erosion, but it is to be hoped that future explorations
will definitely settle this point.
CARBONIFEROUS.

The Carboniferous rocks of the United States have been divided
into three groups: The Mississippian, or Eocarboniferous; the Pennsylvanian, or Carboniferous proper, and the Permian; 1 the further
designation of Permo-Carboniferous 2 has also been used for stt·ata
which have faunal characters of an intermediate aspect.
While all of these divisions, except the true Permian, are known
within the limits of Colorado, the in vertebrate fossils characteristic of
the Pennsylvanian occur in the San Juan region within 100 feet or les::;
of the Ouray limestone, and the existence of the Missi~:;sippian in that
region has not as yet been demonstrated.
In the Animas Valley and adjacent areas the Carboniferous strata
have been divided into the Hermosa and Rico formations. The first
I
2

H. S. Williams, Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 80, 1891.
F. B. Meek, in Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey of Nebraska and adjacent Territories, 1872, p. 132.
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is correlated with the Upper Coal Measures because of its fossils,
while the other is called Permo-Carboniferous, since its fossils are in
part ~imilar to those of the Carboniferous and in part like those of
the Permian.
HER OSA FORMATION.
CHARACTERISTICS IN THE SAN JUAN

REGIO~.

D~finition.-Occurring between the Devonian limestone and the
typical red beds, ·and sharply defined from each, there is a heterogeneous series of rocks which is generally distributed in the San Juan
region, where it reaches a maximum thickness of about 2,000 feet.
It is characterized throughout by a brachiopod fauna of Coal Measure age, thus corresponding with the Missourian stage of the Pennsylvanian series as it occurs in the Mississippi Valley. Some of the
more comn1on characteristic fossils are Fusulvna cylind!rica, Pl'oduct,us
se?nireticulatus, Product~ts nebraskensis, Prodruct'ltS cora, Spirifer
canuratus, Chonetes mesolob'ltS. This group of strata will be called the
Hermosa formation, fr01n the large creek of that name entering the
Animas River in the Durango quadrangle. There are extensive exposures of the formation at many places in the drainage basin of this
creek, the greater part of which lies in the Engineer Mountain quad·
rangle.
·
General descnjJtion.-Lithologically the Hermosa is composed of
limestones, shale, and sandstone, but all of these strata are more or
less caJcareous throughout. The limestones are of a blue-gray color,
rather dense in texture, and usually very fossiliferous. They are frequently more or less bituminous, sometimes so much so as to afford a
distinct odor of petroleun1 when struck with a hammer. The shales
vary from .black bituminous clay shales, rather fissile, to sandy shales
and sandstones of an olive-green color. The sandstones are also of a
greenish color, and under the microscope are seen to have an amorphous green cement, the composition of which is unknown. The
materials of the sandstones are usually feldspathic and frequently
micaceous; they vary in grain from fine to coarse, and are sometimes
conglomeratic. The formation has a considerable distribution in the
western part of the San Juan region, but throughout the area of its
occurrence it is not in general divisible, since individual beds and
groups of strata change greatly in character from place to place, so
that horizons can not be definitely recognized in localities separated
fron1 one another by more than short distances .
..Aninws section.-The strata of the Hermosa formation forn1 the
western wall of the wider valley of the Animas outside the canyon,
from Hermosa Creek to the drainage of Cascade Creek, and thence,
still northward, their outcrops may be traced nearly to Silverton. In
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this distance of 25 miles the variable and inconstant character of the
formation is well exhibited. The fossiliferous limestones which occur
at the base just above the Devonian are found throughout this extent,
but the strata above them change greaUy from place to place. Near
Hermosa Creek the lower part of the formation above the limestones
is made up of green sandstones and shales with some bands of gypsiferous shale; the middle and upper parts show fossiliferous gray limestones in beds from 1 to 20 feet in thickness, interbedded with shales
and sandstones. Northward from this region the limestones become
more massive and the intercalated shales and sandstones less important,
so that for some distance south of Cascade Creek the limestones of
the middle section are very prominent, forming the upper scarp of the
valley wall. The upper massive limestones extend westward nearly to
Hermosa Park, and here the upper part of the Hermosa formation is
seen to have some fossiliferous limestones within the shale and sandstone series. The lowm: portion of the Hermosa is not well exposed,
but important limestones are certainly not common in it above those
which lie upon the Devonian. Gypsum has not been found north of
the Durango quadrangle, though it may be present and undiscovered·
because hidden from view by surface debris. Between Lime Creek
and Molas Lake the Silverton wagon road traverses the Hermosa formation, and in this vicinity it exhibits a distinct phase, since the blue
fossiliferous limestones are less massive than to the south and are distributed throughout the entire thickness of the formation.
The variable character of the Hermosa, as shown in the preceding
paragraphs, is indicative of the unity of the formation, and this is
further borne out by the invertebrate fauna as a whole, which Mr.
Girty finds it impossible to divide into subfaunas. No division can be
made which will have other than lc;>cal value.
DESCRIPTION AND DIVIf'TON OF THE RICO SECTION.

·o~neral statement.-At Rico the Hermosa formation has about its
normal development, since it reaches a thickness of 1,800 feet or more.
It shows an unmistakable general correspondence to the Animas section, ·and in particular has a development similar to that in the adjacent
portion of the Animas region, where the limestones in the medial portion
of the formation are massive and eonspicuous. At Rico, however, the
gray or blue limestones are even more closely segregated in the middle
third of the formation, and are of rare occurrence in the upper and lower
portions. This is doubtless entirely a local facies of the formation,
as may be inferred from the facts cited in the discussion of the Animas
section, but it makes it possible to divide the Hermosa, as is shown at
Rico, into three approximately equal parts, and this division will be
followed in description. Upon the detailed geological map of the
21 GEOL, PT 2--4
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Rico Mountains the UJ?per member has been represented by a distinct
pattern, in order better to exhibit the structure, but the two lower members have not been separated. This division is made simply as a matter
of convenience, as there is no intention of raising the divisions to
the rank or importance of formations.
Lower division.-The lower division is about 800 feet in thickness,
excluding the porphyry sills which have been intruded between its
strata. At the base and resting upon the Devonian limestone there
are shales and impure limestones which have been considerably baked
and metamorphosed, but which may still be seen to contain abundant
Upper Carboniferous fossils, and which correspond with similar strata
occurring above the Devonian along the western side of the Animas
Valley. Above this the rocks are green or gray grits, or sandstones,
alternating with gray shales and containing several beds of black shale
and occasional thin impure limestones. The ore-bearing horizon of
Newman Hill, known as the "contact," is associated with one of the
black shales which occurs about 450 feet below the massive limestone
series which forms the lower part of the upper division of the Hermosa. A bed of rock gypsum, sometimes reaching a thickness of 30
feet, occurs locally above the black shales of the ''contact" series,
and was probably more widely distributed originally, since wherever
it has been seen there is evidence that it has been attacked by circulating waters and in part removed by solution. Above this is an interval
of 250 feet which is nowhere exposed to view, followed by 200 feet of
massive and flaggy sandstones constituting the uppermost strata of
the lower division.
Expos~tres o.f the l011Jer beds.-Containing as it does the Newman Hill
"contact," and at least one other ore-bearing horizon, knowledge of
the lower division of the Hermosa formation at Rico becomes important in the study of the geological features of the ore deposits. However, its strata are so much hidden by surface materials that, even
with the aid of sections revealed in mine workings, only the most
general idea of the sequence of strata has been gained. In what follows it is intended to indicate as closely as possible the position in the
formation of the beds that are to be seen at the different localities
mentioned.
Underneath the superficial materials of varied origin which cover
the lower slopes of the Dolores Valley, the lower part of the Hermosa
formation occurs as an incomplete or interl'upted elliptical band surrounding the town of Rico and the area of older rocks outcropping
just to the north of the town.
The fossiliferous limestone marking the base of the formation is
found above the Shamrock tunnel, where its relation to the Devonian .
is apparent, but aside from this locality no other outcrops are known.
Incomplete knowledge of the Devonian series, as well as of the
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Hermosa, and the extremely complicated structure in the valley o£
Silver Creek, precludes positive statement as to the.horizon o£ all the
beds which outcrop in that vicinity. There is some. reason for supposing that the calcareous shales exhibited north of Silver Creek, near
the South Park tunnel, and which may be seen lying conformably upon
the quartzite in the vicinity of the Fate shaft, belong between the
quartzite and the limestone of the Devonian, but there are other facts
which seem to indicate that they belong to the lower part of the Hermosa, and though th.e matter is still in doubt, they have been repreresented on the map as belonging to the upper formation. Concerning
the black shales which are exposed in the railroad cut ju~t south o£
where the Silver Creek wagon road crosses, there is less doubt. 'fhey
belong to the lower part of the Hermosa, and with them must be
placed the strata which have been revealed in the various tunnels and
shafts in this vicinity.
The character of the sandstones which occur in the lower 2UO feet
or so of the formation may be seen along the Enterprise road near the
city limits, and in the strata traversed by the Hibernia tunnel on the
south side of Silver Creek. In both places massive green sandstones
and gray shales are ~ be seen. The only other exposures of Hermosa
strata which are definitely known to lie below the horizon of the thick
porphyry of Newman Hill are those in the lower part of Allyn Gulch,
wher~ several prospects have revealed sandstones and black shales.
The thick porphyry sheet which has been intruded into the sediments, and which has been mapped upon the north side of Newman
Hill, reaches a thickness of about 500 feet, as indicated in the boring
of the Skeptical shaft, and by the known occurrence above the shaft,
but before reaching the west side of the river it seems to have thinned
out or split into several sheets. For this reason it has been impossible
to correlate the strata associated with porphyry at several places west
of the river with tho::;e above the porphyry on Newman Hill.
Immediately above the sheet there is a black shale, as seen at the
New Year mine on Newman Hill, and other indications of black shales
in this part of the section are seen in the materials which were raised
from the shaft just north of the cemetery and in the tunnels and
stopes of the Hunter mines, on the west side of the river.
On Newman Hill definitely known strata of this lower division are
exhibited in the workings. of the Enterprise mine and in the shaft
below the main level of the Union Carbonate mine. These sections
show an alternation of gray or green sandstones and grits in beds
from 3 to 20 feet thick, with gray shales of like development to an
aggregate thickness of approximately 110 feet. Above this series at
both places comes the ore-bearing complex composed of dark shales
and limestones, and at its base there is another black shale about 15
feet in thickness. This correspondence, taken with the general struc-
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ture, is considered as strong evidence that the ore horizons of the two
mines are identical. The lower portion of the Union Carbonate shaft
was not accessible at the time the section was made, but it is reported
that a third black shale was encountered at the bottom of the shaft,
about _90 feet below the one 1nentioned above. Considering the nature
of the strata which go to make up the formation, the black shales are
apt to be the most constant horizons in the series, and while sandstones
and other shales may lose their thickness and disappear, these may be
safely used for purposes of correlation in so limited .an area as the
Rico region, when their relative position is once established. The
exposures south of the Group tunnel, near the Newman mines, belong
to this same general series below the '' contact" shales. In several
places in the Enterprise mine the rocks associated with the orebearing horizon are overlain by an irregularly intruded porphyry
sheet fron1 one to several feet in thickness. The black-shale series
imn1ediately below the porphyry has the constitution shown in the
following section (from top downward), taken in the vicinity of Jumbo
No. 2 vein near raise 13:

.

Section in vicinity of Jumbo No. 2 vein, Enterprise m.ine.
Ft. in .

7. Shale, black, so mew hat brecciated _____________________________________ _ 3
6. ''Contact,'' consisting of gray pulverulent marly ~aterial, sometimes structureless and sometimes stratified; frequently impregnated with silica,
and varying in thickness from 1 to 2 feet. ___ . ________________________ _ 1
5. Limestone, dark and impure, breaking with vertical fracture; locally known
as ''short litne '' ___________________ . ________________________________ _ 1
4. Black, fissile shale with occasional lenses of gray sandstone in the upper
, part ___ - . - - _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5
3. Limestone similar to the "short lime," uut very black with gash veins of
quartzite ____ ! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
2. Shale, dark gray _____________________ .. ______ . ___ . ____ . _______________ _ 1
·1. Sandstone ____________________________ . _____ . __________________ . ______ _ 8
Total __________________________ ... ______________ . _. __ .. ____________ 22

0

10
5

0

6
6
0
3

In parts of the Enterprise mine a bed of rock gypsum is found to
occur above the black-shale series, sometimes reaching a thickness of
30 feet. Its presence is noted also in the Rico-Aspen workings, where,
at the bottom of the Silver Glance shaft, the following section (from
top downward) was studied:
Section in Silt·er Glance .~haft.
Ft. in.

14.
13.
12.
11.
10.
9.
8.
7.

G-ypsum, 2 to 4 feet. ________________ . ___ ._._. __ ... _..... ____ ._________
"Contact" as in the Enterprise mine .. ___________ . _. _________ _________
''Short lime'' ______________________ . _____ . _________ ______ ____________
Black shale ___________________ . ____ ... ________ ____ _______ ________ ____
Friable sandstone.____________________________________________________
Shale and black limestone ___________ . _____ . ______________ . _____ ______
Gray sandstone. ___________________ ... ______________ ._________________
Black shales ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ________ _ _________ ________ __________ _

4
1
0
0
1
1
0
1

0
2
11
8
1
9
9
2
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Ft. in.

6. Black shale and limestone in alternating bands f~om one-half to 1 inch
thick .............................................. ·................
5. Dense limestone of gray color with many gash veins .................. _.
4. Black shale ....................... _................................ _.
3. ''Short lime,'' black ....... _............................. _........... _.
2. Black shale . __ .............................. _...................... __
1. Gray sandstone .......... _____ . ____ .. _. __ .. ____ ........ ___ .......... _.

1
2
0
2
20

8
7
1
6
0
0

Total .............................................................. 39

4

1

The occurrence of heavy beds of gypsum associated with black
shales and blocky bituminous limestones in the Animas region 1 in the
corresponding part of the lower Hermosa formation, together with
the massive character of the gypsum rock as observed at Rico, is
strong evidence for accepting the deposit as an original part of the
formation rather than as of secondary origin through the action of
sulphuric solutions upon limestone, as proposed by Rickard. 2 At
Rico the gypsum is only locally pr~sent, though whether its absenee
is due to nondeposition or to removal by solution can not be stated.
Gypsum is perhaps the most soluble rock of ordinary occurrence
aside from Ealt, and in the Rico-Aspen mine it is seen to be pitted
and corroded, showing that circulating waters have been at work upon
it there. If the g_ypsum was originally deposited throughout the
region where the "contact" has been explored it is possible that the
peculiar gray marly material, of which the latter is composed, may
represent the insoluble residue of the gypsum which has been carrleJ
away.
Above the '"'contact" for a distance of 250 feet, or thereabouts, the
character of the rocks is nowhere exhibited at present, for though this
interval has been penetrated by several of the shafts on Newman Hill
there is no record of their sections. Above this the uppermost 200
feet of the lower division of the Hermosa formation is composed almost
enti1:ely of green sandstones in massive and flaggy layers, but with
only minor partings of shale.· These sandstones are well exposed on
the south side of the lower part of Deadwood Gulch, and again their
upper layers are expo~ed below the faults in Deadwood Gulch and
back of the Laura mine house. They are also shown in part on the north
side of Horse Gulch below the cliffs of Sandstone Mountain near the
wagon road, and probably also in other isolated outcrops where their
relations can not be recognized.
JYiedial division.-The second division of the Hermosa is made up
very largely of blue bituminous limestone, carrying many fossils and
occurring in massive beds from 5 to 100 feet in thickness, separated
by shales and sandy shale~. In the lower part there are some intercalated strata of green sandstone and green or black shales, and locally
these continue through the series, separating beds of limestone which
1 Vide,

p. 49.

2T. A. Rickard, Trans. Am. Inst. l\fin. Eng., Vol. XXVI, p. 970.
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elsewhere lie close together. The medial or limestone member has a
thickness somewhat in excess. of 600 feet and is a prominent feature
in the stratigraphy of the region. Its structure and general relations
are exhibited in the illustration of Dolores Mountain (Pl. III), where
its white ledges are shown; and in Deadwood Gulch, whence it passes
above Newman Hill with a gradual rise toward the north, as seen on
Pl. V. The massive limestones continue across Allyn Gulch, as shown
on Pl. IV, partly covered in the vicinity of the stream, but appearing
on the east side of the gulch near the Maggie trail and continuing
until cut off by the Blackhawk fault, by which they are buried to a
depth of several hundred feet. Upon the surface the top of the series
is seen at the Blacksmith level of the Blackhawk mine, dipping rapidly
from the northeast side of the fault toward Silver Creek. On the
west side of the fissure the limestones appear in the road near the
Argentine shaft, and from this place occupy a hand between the Nellie
Bly and Last Chance faults, in which the lines of stratification may he
seen to rise rapidly across the steep hillside. On the west side of
Nigger Baby Hill they are cut off by the profound displacement of
the Nellie Bly fault, and in the block north of this fracture no outcrops
of the formation occur.
Upon C. H. C. Hill the limestones are again present, occupying a
position elevated with respect to the block immediately to the south,
though the exact location and nature of the fault by which the strata
have been raised have not been ascertained. In this region the rocks
are not well exposed, being covered by large amounts of surface
debris and obscured by surficial landslides. The bedded deposits of
pyrite which have been encountered in several mines upon this hill
probably occur within this limestone series.
The 1nassive limestones are well exposed by the cutting of the river
south of Burns, and from this place riRe rapidly into the cliffs of Sandstone )'lountain, where all but perhaps 100 feet of the Eleries is exposed.
The occurrence of these strata is illustrated on Pl. VI, which is a view
of Sandstone J\'Iountain from the east. The limestones are here less
massiYe than in the face of Dolores :Mountain, seldom reaching a thickness of 25 feet, as opposed to beds of uninterrupted limestones 60 to
100 feet in thickness in the latter place, but the upper limit of the series
is definitely recognizable in both places at the base of a homogeneous
bed of light-colored calcareous sandstones and marls nearly 100 feet in
thi<.'kness. The following section of the strata exposed in Sandstone
Mountain, from near the top of the Hermosa to the lowest exposures
not far from the base of the central division, was studied by :\Ir. Cross.
In the saddle of the long ridge above the 10,400-foot }eye}, the base of
the Rico formation crosses, with its characteristic fossil limestones,
below which the Fusulina layer is exposed; but below this the con-
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tinuity of the section is broken by a fault, raising the strata toward
the south. The section begins below the fault.
Section (from top downward) in Sandstone Jfmmtain.
Feet.

54.
53.
52.
51.

Coarse grit, rather thinly laminated .. ___________ ... _. _.. __ . _. ____ ... _..
Dark-red sandy shale, with very smooth, undulating partings .. ___ ... _...
Sandy limestone, containing nodules and lenses of pure limestones........
Massive sandstone, gray in the lower part and red above; this stratum
forms the knoll above the 10,450-foot' contour .. _____ . __ ._ ... _._ .. _....
(d. PQrphyry, 25 feet.)
Gray and green sandstone of medium coarseness, with rather distinct bedding, occurring in two bands separated by a shaly parting .. __ ._ .. ___ ..
(c. Porphyry, about 30 feet.)
:Massive grit ................. _............. _................ _._ .. _....
Red, sandy, and micaceous shale, weathering into thin flakes .. ____ . ___ ._
Grit and conglomerate; the upper 5 feet is of medium grain and laminated,
while the lower 15 feet is massive, and it is made up of quartz and orthoclase with quartzite and granite pebbles distributed through it._ ... __ ._
Shaly sandstone with calcareous nodules in the upper part ... _._._ .. ___ ..
~iassive gray sandstone, grading upward into No. 46 _____ ... _. _. _.. _. _. _
Dull-red shaly sandstone _. __ .. _. _........ _.... _____ . __ ...... _... __ ....
Massive gray sandstone, grading upward into No. 44 .. __ ...... _. _. _.....
Calcareous shales and sandstones of a red or pink color, containing nodules
or lenses of gray, often bituminous limestone ... __ .. _. _............ _. _
Massive sandstone or grit containing some pebbles .. _._. __ .. _._._ ... __ ..
Calcareous shales and sandstones of a light color _. __ .. _. __ .... _. _...... _
Fine and even grained sandstones of a gray-green color, with occasional
shaly partings __ .. __________ ......... _._____________________________
Black shales, mostly very thin bedded and fissile, containing bands of
bituminous limestone, which, when pure, is of a rough, coarse texture,
but when sandy is hard and laminated; the limestone layers contain
crinoid stems and shells_ .. _____ . _. ____________________________ . ___ . _
Gray or green massive sandstone, very hard and of medium grain _____ . _
Sandstones and sandy shales _________________________________ . _. ______
Light-g-ray sandstone and calcareous shale in alternating beds, from a few
inches to 2 or 3 feet in thickness and containing some layers of nodular
limestone __________________________________ . _______________________

10
5
5

34. Sandy shale of a hematite-red color. _____ . ___ ... ____ . _.... ___ .. _. ____ ..
33. Greenish-gray calcareous sandstone of medium-coarse grain, forming a
prominent but thin-bedded series._. __ ... __ .... _........ _.. _... __ .___
32. Blue-gray limestone; somewhat shaly in the lower part, but massive above
and richly fossiliferous throughout.. _... __ . _... __ . __ . _________ . ____ . _
31. Coarse-grained sandstone 'vith a calcareous cement. _______________ . ___ ..
30. Calcareous and bituminous sandstone. _..... _. _. __ . _. ____ .... _....... _.
29. Blue bituminous limestone, rather coarsely crystalline .. _....... _. ___ .. _
28. Greenish-gray massive sandstone of medium-coarse grain, and liaving a
calcareous cement ... _______ .... ____ .. __ . __ .. _..... ____ ... . . . . . . . . . .
27. Black, carbonaceous, somewhat sanely shales, containing thin bituminoml
limestone bands, some of which contain many fossils .. _____ ....... __ ..
26. Green or gray sandstone of a fine-grained, close texture ...... _.....•. _. _
25. Dark sandy and calcareous shale __ . ______ . ___ . _... _.. _____ . ________ . ___
24. Light-gray thin-bedded sandstones, calcareous in part.. __ .______________
23. Sandy and calcareous shales, partly dark and partly light-gray; some of
the strata contain many brachiopod shells. ________ .. _____ .. _._ .. ___ ._

15

50.

49.
48.
47.

46.
45.
44.
43.
42.
41.
40.
39.
38.

37.
36.
35.

20

30
8
5

20
6
18
3
12
35

7
20
25

77
6
3

32

22
7
12
3
3
13
40
1
5
20
24
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22. Blue-gray massive and fossiliferous limestone.__________________________
21. Calcareous shales and thin-bedded sandstones of a light-gray color, forming an indivisible series ______________ . ______ . ____ . ___________ .______
20. Gray massive lim.estone, containing corals. ___________ . ___ ._____________
(b. Porphyry, about 75 feet.)
19. Rather thin-bedded limestone made up very largely of crinoid stems, but
containing also some other fossils ____ .. _____ . ________________ . ______ .
18. Green-gray or reddish sandstone, massire and calcareous in the upper
part and alternating with sandy shale near the base. ______ . ______ ~____
17. Blue limestone of a dense texture ______ . ______ . __ _____________________
16. Greenish-gray dense, but thin-bedded sandstone. _______ .. ______________
15. Limestone, massive in the lower part, but wavy bedded near the top; contains many crinoid stems. _____ . ____ ... _____ . _______________ . _______
14. Green fine-grained sandstone, rather thin bedded, but forming a prominent outcrop ________ . _______________ .. _____ .. _.... ___________ . _____
13. Blue-gray limestone, rather massive, but wavy bedded near the top; this
layer contains many crinoid stems ____ .. _____ . ___ ... _____ . . __ . ______ .
12. Medium to :fine-grained sandstones, for the most part thin bedded or
shaly, but with some massive layers _________________________________
11. Blue or dark gray fine-grained sandstone, very thin bedded or shaly _____
10. Blue-gray fossiliferous limestone, made up of wavy layers 2 to 3 inches
thick __________ . ____________________ .. _____ ._______________________

(a. Porphyry, 5 feet.)
9. Gray, medium-grained and thin-bedded sandstone; very friable in part__
8. Shal y sandstone with a calcareous cement having an irregular fracture;
color, usually dull red, but sometimes greenish ____ . ___ ... _. ___ . _. ____
7; Massive gray sandstone, arkose in character and of medium coarse grain.
6. Dull-red sandy shale __________________ . ______ . _____ . _________ . _______
5. Light-gray limestone of a dense texture, with a few crystals of calcite dissemipated throughout the mass; this stratum is nodular in the lower
part, and to some extent throughout its thickness, and it contains a few
corals _______________________________ . ___ . ______ . ________ . __ ._______
4. Sandstone, partly laminated and partly massive; the laminated portionl:l
are red, while the more massive portions are green. ________ ._._ .. _____
3b. Limestone, rather thin bedded, occurring in wavy bands from a few inches
to a foot in thickness; this stratum has a conchoirlal fracture which
passes through the shales and crinoid stems contained in the limestone;
under the action of the weather its surfaces become rough and prickly_
~o. Similar to 3b, but in addition the weathered surface shows a peculiar mottling because of dense parts outlined by dark curved lines of coarsely
crystalline calcite, which in weathering stand out as projecting ridges._
2. Purplish-red shaly sandstone; this stratum is in part hidden, but seems
to be made up of a fine-grained, crumbling calcareous shale in which
limestone nodules are also present ____ . ______________________________
L Blue-gray limestone, massive in the lower part, but rather thin bedded in
the uppermost 3 feet, where it carries lenses of chert; this limestone
contains crinoid stems and a few brachiopod shells; it weathers with
a rough surface ______________________ . ___ . __ .. ______________________
Total . ________________________ .. _____________________________

3
95
6

15

36
3
35
7
16
12
30
46
14
20

21
3
3

2
10

20l

2l
15

21
938

The medial division of the Hermosa includes all the strata of the
above section from the base up to and including No. 20 of the section.
The strata above No. 20 belong to the upper division of the formation.
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In Papoose Creek lime~tone~ are well exposed, and in the vicinity
of the Puzzle mine are to he seen in the mine workings and also in
surface exposures. Farther to the west, upon the south side of Horse
Gulch, the limestone::; have been baked and metamorphosed and at
present show a marbleized condition and the presence of pyroxene and
garnet. The exposures in this region are very poor, but the rapid
rise of the strata toward the south may be made out, and enough may
be seen to show that this series runs around into Iron Draw, connecting with the exposures which may be seen in the cliffs in the vicinity
of the Zulu Chief mine. In this region they are also locally metamorphosed, undoubtedly by the stock of monzonite of Darling Ridge.
Elsewhere on the west side of the river the main mass of limestone is
nowhere exposed in place, unless the blocks which occur on the river
bank south of the Silver Swan mine are outcrops in situ. However,
there is strong evidence that they form a part of a large landslide mass
which has come down from the slopes above. The series is without
. doubt present under all the surface debris in the slopes south of
Sulphur Creek, but so deep is the mantle of loose material that all
the formations are effectually hidden .as far to the south as Burnett
Creek.
Upper division.- The upper eli \Tision of the Hermosa, which is mapped
separately, contains some bands of limestone similar to those of the
medial division,. but they are thin and unimportant in comparison.
Its strata are mainly black and gray shales alternating with green grits
and sandstones. Occasional reddish sandstones are observed, and two
black shales are present in the lower third of the division. The top of
the upper division, and of the Hermosa formation as a whole, is well
defined from the base of the next higher formation. The topmost
member consists of about 30 feet of fine-grained mica-bearing green
shales, immediately above which comes a red, sandy, fossiliferous limestone of the Rico beds. At the base of this shale a band of blue limestone,. usually from 6 inches to 1 foot in thickness, is always present,
and this stratum is characterized by the minute spindle-shaped shells
of Fus1tlina cylindrica, a fossil which is not known to occur above the
Penrisy lvanian Carboniferous. The upper portion of the Hermosa is
of less importance from an economic standpoint than either of the
lower members, but in order that the basis of separation of the Hermosa and Rico formations may be easily studied upon the ground, some
localities may be mentioned where the Fusulina limestone is to be seen,
and where its relations to the fossil-bearing strata of the higher formations may be observed.
In the steep slopes of Dolores Mountain on the west the Fusulina
layer may be seen at various places just below the change of color
from green to red which marks the line between the upper Hermosa
and the Rico strata. In this region the fossiliferous bands of the
latter formation are also well exposed.
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The following section of the upper beds of the Hermosa formation
was ~tudied on the south side of the gulch back of the Laura shaft, on
the we~t slope of Dolores Mountain. The top is just below the lowest
fossiliferous sandy limestone of the Rico formation.
Section (f1·om top downward) on Dolores },fountain.
26. Green fissile shale ___ . __________________ . _____ ... ______ . ____ . _________
25. Green micaceous shale, irregularly bedded, sparingly fossiliferous, with
crinoid sten1s. _______ . _______________ .. ______ . ________ . _____________
24.
23.
22.
21.
20.
19.
18.
17.
16.
15.
14.
13.
12.

11.
10.
9.
8.

7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

(b. Porphyry, 10 feet.)
Crumbling green shale, containing very few fossils _______ .. __._. ____ .____
Fusulina limestone. ___ . ___ . _____________ . ______ . ___________ . ____ ._____
Green shale. ________ . ___ ... _. __ .. _. ____ . __ .. _________ ... _.. ____ . _____
Crumbling green shale __ ._ .. _______ ...... ____ ....... _... ___ .. ___ ... _._
Coarse arkose sandstone, cross bedded, gray __ ._ .... _._ ... __ .. _..... __ ..
Red sandst<?nc and earthy limestone and calcareous shale . __ .. ____ ... __ .
Dark-red sandstone, micaceous, containing nodules of black limestone._.
Red and gray crumbling shale._ . _. _... _..... ____ .. _. _... _..... ___ . __ __
Red sandstones, micaceous . ___ ... ____ ....... _.... __ ... _. _... _. _... ____
Arkose sandstone, micaceous, containing some small pebbles, rather coarse
as a whole, gray_ ... _____ . __ .. _... ____ ... ____ . ____ ..... __ ... ___ . ___ .
Micaceous sandstones, grading into gray and red earthy limestones __ .....
Sandstone, micaceous and flaggy, red ___ ... ______ .•. __ . ______ . __ ... ____
Green shales, fissile in part, also micaceous; near the bottom of the series
there is a thin bituminous limestone, commonly composed of comminuted shells_ .. ___ ... ___ .. ___ ...... _.... __ . ____ . ___ . _.. __ .. __ . _. _...
Arkose sandstone, gray. ___ . __ . ______ .. _.... _.••..•. __ . _. __ .. ____ .. ____
(a. Porphyry.)
Red shaly sandstone and gray conglomerate alternating .. ___ ... ___ . ____ .
Gray earthy limestone and micaceous sandstone . __ .. _... _. _.. ____ .. _. _.
Series of red and green sandstones, som~what arkose, with a 4-foot l'andy
limestone, 25 feetfrom the top. ______ ... _. ___ ....... _. _. _. _. ___ . _. ___
Not well exposed, but probably green Carboniferous sandstone .. ____ . __ .
Black shale, with fossiliferous limestones near base, containing Productu.~
and other fossils . _____ . _____ .. _. _......... _.... ___ .... __ .. ______ .. __
Limestone, gray, somewhat sandy, contains much comminuted shell
1naterial __ . _. _. _. _... _. _. _.. __ . __ .... __ . _.... _... _. _. __ . ______ ... __
Sandstone, fine grained, reel in the lower part ... _.. __ ... ____ . _. _. . . . . . .
Limestone, earthy, more or less marly, not distinguishable from the limestone of the Dolores formation .... ___ ... _. __ .. _. _. __ . ________ . _.. ___
Covered, probably red, micaceous sandstone .. __ .... ___ . __ .. __ ... _......
Sandstone rocks of a medium and uniform grain, cross bedded, green .. ___

Feet.

6

10
15

!

2
4
6
10
6
9
5
15
15
25

22
15
40

20
35
25
30
3
6
12
10
20

'.rotal ______ . ____ ... ____ .. __ .. ___ . _. __ .... ____ . ____ .... __ ...... _ 354t

Below this section the strata are displaced by a fault, and can not be
identified in their relation to the beds exposed above.
The characteristic strata at the top of the Hermosa may be seen
again in the lower part of "Uncle :Ned Draw, where they serve as an
accurate guide in determining the amount of faulting upon the Uncle
:Xed fi~;sure, which is a direct extension of the Blackhawk fi::;sure.
TheY are also to be seen in the high cliffs northeast of C. H. C. Hill and
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just north of . Marguerite Gulch. They have been found on the ridge
west of Papoose Creek, but have not been discovered in the region
between this and the ridge north of Burnett Gulch. In this last place
they are very poorly exposed, but cross the ridge in the vicinity of
the '10,600-foot contour. On the south side of Burnett Creek they are
again exposed. The line which has been drawn on the map to represent the top of the Hermosa formation may be taken as a guide in
searching for these characteristic horizons.
A typical section of the upper division of the Hermosa as it occurs
in Sandstone Mountain has been given on page 55, but this section does
not include the higbest layers of the formation. Possibly 75 feet of
strata may have been let down by the fault which crosses the ridge
south of the base of the Rico formation, and no good outcrops could
be found to sl;ww the local character of this part of the section.
FOSSILS AND CORRELATION.

Organic remains arenumerous and well preserved in the Hernwsa
formation. By far the larger number are brachiopods, though gasteropods occur, and also the characteristic foraminifer Fusulina cylindrica. Most of the species are identical with forms occurring in the
Missourian stage of the Carboniferous of the ~Iississippi Valley,
which corresponds in point of age with what is commonly known
as the Coal Measures. The same assemblage of organic forms is
found at various places in vo10rado. In the Gunnison region similar
fossils are found in the Weber and Maroon formations, as described
in the Anthracite-Crested Butte folio of the Geological Survey, showing that the Hen:nosa comprises the former and part of the latter
formations .. It also probably represents aU of the Aubrey series of
the Plateau and Grand Canyqn regions, though conforming more precisely with the description of the upper portion than of the lower.
The detailed studies which have recently been made of the sedimentary rocks of the San Juan region have led to a grouping of the
Carboniferous and of the red portion of the J uratrias quite different
from that employed by the Hayden Survey. Reference to the Hayden
Atlas of Colorado will show that the strata between the Devonian and
the Jurassic sandstone (corresp.onding to the La Plata) were mapped
as Middle and Upper Carboniferous. The mapping of the former
division corresponds in general . with the occurrence of the Hermosa
formation, leaving the latter as the equivalent of the Rico and Dolores
formations.
RICO FORMATION.

Definition.-It is here proposed to apply the name Rico to a formation assumed to be about 300 feet in thickness, occurring between the
Hermosa or characteristie Pennsylvanian Carboniferou-; and strata
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assigned at present to the Trias of the San Juan region-the Dolores ·
formation. It is made up of sand~tones and conglomerates with intercalated shales and sandy fossiliferom; limestones. In its lithological
features it resembles the strata immediately above it, but its fossils
are distinctly of Paleozoic age, and while many of its forms are common to the Hermosa formation, others are of Permian type, so that
it seems proper to designate its age Permo-Carboniferous, to indicate
that it is transitional between these divisions of the Carboniferous
system. In the Rico region the formation is conformable upon the
Hermosa and is followed by the Dolores with seemingly perfect parallelism of stratification. The fauna as a whole has an aspect quite
different from that of the Hermosa, since it is largely composed of
lamellibranchs as opposed to the brachiopod assemblage of the lower
fonnation. The boundary between the Rico and Dolores formations
iH at pr8SP.nt enti1·Aly artificial, being based upon the highest known
occurrence of the Rico fossils. The former is made to include only
strata characterized by the Rico fauna, while the latter comprises the
apparently unfossiliferous medial portion of the Red beds together
with the upper part, of known Triassic affinities. The actual age of the
unfossiliferous Red beds is thus left in doubt; they may eventually
prove to be either Pel'mo-Carboniferous, true Permian, or Trias.
They correspond to what has been called Trias throughout the Rocky
Mountain province.
Discovery of the forn~ation.-The Rico formation was first recognized as distinct fron1 the Red beds which lie ahove it during the field
season of 1898. Its fossils were first collected in the vicinity of HerInosa Park, and were afterwards found in the lower part of Scotch
Creek, a tributary of the Dolores at the :-;outhern base of the Rico
~Iountains.
At this place its well-exposed ~trata are abundantly fossiliferous, and from them were collected the larger part of the material
from \vhich the age relation~ have been determined by G. H. Girty.
The Scotch Creek section is given on page 62.
DescJ•iption.- The general characteristics of the Rico formation in
the vicinity of Rico are, first, its calcareous nature, in which it resembles the strata abo\re and below; second, the very arkose character
and the coarseness of its sandstones, in which respect it difl:'ers fr01n
the Hermo::;a and resembles the Dolores; and, third, it::; chocolate or
dark-maroon color, which contrasts sharply with the gray or green of
the Hermosa and which is more or less distinct from the bright vermilion of the Dolores. Locally, through metamorphism, the deep-red
color has been chang·ed to green, as seen in the cliff exposure:; north
of Silver Creek, in the vicinity of the Uncle Ned Draw, and Ill the
cliffs exposed on the northern slopes of Dolores Peak.
The ·bulk of the formation is made up of sandstones and sandy shales
composed of such materials as are derived from the disintegration
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of granite. The sandstones are mostly coarse or conglomeratic,
always showing grains of fresh feldspar mixed with mica flakes
and quartz. 'Vhen conglomeratic the pebbles are chiefly of schi~t and
quartzite. The coarser sandstones are usually cross bedded and occur
in massive beds from 2 or 3 to 25 feet in thickn.ess. Some of the
coarse :sandstones are of very much lighter color than the ma:;s of the
formation. When fine grained the sandstones are usually somewhat
laminated and pass into sandy shales. The shales, aside from the
sandy varieties, are of two kinds-the fine-grained, unlaminated, red,
marly beds, similar to those of the Dolores,. and the equally finegrained laminated clay shales of a green color.
Intercalated with the sandstones and shales, which are for the most
part very calcareous throughout, there are several beds of impure
limestone, some as eatthy gray, sometimes nodular bands associated
with the marly shales, and others as sandy limestone of a red color in
strata from 6 inches to 2 feet in thickness. The latter and a 6-inch
layer of limestone,' which was taken as the upper limit of the formation in Scotch Creek, are very fossiliferous. The sandy fossiliferous
bands have a characte'ristic appearance wherever they are found, since
the fossils are preserved in white calcite, in sharp contrast to the red
matrix of calcareous sand. They are found in the lower third of the
formation, and while some of them are of local development and may
be seen to grade both vertically and horizontally into the sand rock
with which the}r are usually associated, at least one band is known to
be persistent in the Rico region, and its equivalent has been. recognized in those parts of the San Juan where its horizon has been studied.
This fossiliferous band thus becomes diagnostic of the Rico formation,
and is especially valuable in the study of the stratigraphy of the reg·ion,
since it occurs within a feet feet of shales which contain Hermosa fossils. At Rico its position varies little from 30 feet above the Fusulina
limestone of the Hermosa formation, from which it is separated by
green micaceous shales carrying shell fragments and crinoid stems,
and is thus a reliable guide in defining the two formations. The formatiop. is without any definite limit at the top, since the rocks which
follow immediately above the highest known fossil-bearing beds are
similar in every respect to the foltrata of the lower series; nor is it possible to apply the change in color as a criterion, except in a very
general way; so that it has been found necessary to assume the thickne~s of the formation as equal to the greatest known thickness between
the base and the uppermost fossils. In Scotch Creek the thickness on
thisbasi~ would be 237 feet~ on the north side of Silver Creek, near
the Uncle Ned Draw, it would he about the ~ame, but on the south
slope of Nigger Baby Hill it i~ more than 300 feet. In drawing this .
upper boundary on the map the formation has been represented as
about 325 feet in thickness.
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The measured section taken in th.e lower part of Scotch Creek,
which ii-i given herewith, illustrates the features brought out in the
foregoing description:
Section (froni lnp downwa1Yl) of the Rico fomwtion on Scotch Creek.
Feet.

22. Two fossiliferous limestones, each 6 inches to 1 foot thick, and separated
hy about 3 feet of green shale. _________ . ___ ... ____ • _________ .... _____
21. Poorly exposed slope, containing several thin beds of light-colored sandstone, and in the upper part red sanely shale ... _.. ____ ... __ . _____ ....
20. Arkose sandstone, rather coarse, and containing some pebbles up to 1~
inches in diameter; pink ....... -----------'-------------------------19. Shale and thin-bedded sandstone·------------------------------------18. Earthy limestone, unfossiliferous. ____ . _. _____ . _____ .. _______ ..• ___ •• •••
17. Shales, forming a slope with a few thin bands of fine-grained sandstone;
gray, green, and red ........ ___ ...................... _... ____ . ___ ...
16 . .Massive arkose sandstone of a red color, quite conglomeratic in the middle,
and resting upon a pink arkose conglomerate 2 feet thick .. ___ .________
15. Crumbling shale, containing nodules of gray limestone; red._____________
14. Sandy fossiliferous limestone; red .... __ . __ . __ ._. ___ ._. _______ ... __ ._.__
13. Series of variable sandstones; in the upper part the sandstone is thin bedded
and alternates with shale; in the lower part the sandstones are of coarser
grain; one layer showed probable worm borings; dark red, except for a
fe"T gray streaks .............. _........ ___ ..... _. ___ ... __ .. _. _. ____ .
12. Gnarly limestone, earthy in the upper part .... __ . _______ . _.. __ ... __ .. __
11. Friable sandstone and thin shale layers; dark red ........... _.. _. _. _. _.
10. Thin--bedded sandstone, passing downward into massive arkose sandstone
and conglomerate; reddish. ___ . ___ .. __ .. _.. ______ .. ________ ._ ... ____
9. Crumbling shales of a dark-red color, containing band of gnarly limestone
in the middle part _... _. _________ . __ ... ___ .... ____ ... __ .. ____ ... __ ..
8. Arkose sandstone and conglom.erate, pink or white, 2 to 3 feet ________ ...
7. Micaceous calcareous sandstone an(l shining shales; dark red ... ______ .__
6. Fossiliferous limestone, 1 foot to 15 inches .. __ . ___ .... __ ............ __ ..
5. Micaceous sandstone, showing poikilitic structure. and containing. some
fossils; the upper part is rather massive; the lower part rather thin bedded
and shal)~ ...... _. __ ... _.... __ .. ___ ..... __ .• __ . _.. _______ ..... __ ... _
4. Fossiliferous limestone, 18 inches to 2 feet.. _.. _.... ___ ..... __ ..... _____
3. Heavy 1nicaceous sandstone of alternating red and gray colors, sometimes
variegated;. this contains a 12-inch layer of red, sandy, fossiliferous sandstone about 8 feet from the base, but grades up to a similar fossiliferous
band 18 inches thick into a reddish, somewhat shaly sandstone about 10
feet tb ick _.. __ . ______ . ___ ... _. ___ ... _.. ___ . _...... ___ . ______ . ____ .. _
2. Micaceous sandy shale of a dark-red color .. _. __ ...... __ .. __ ....... __ ...
1. Sandy limestone, very fossiliferous, grading downward into gray flags . . . .
Total thickness exposed. ___ . _. _. _........ _.... _..... _. ___ ..... __
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Immediately below the lowest fossiliferous limestone there are
micaceous calcareou~ shales, carrying a few shell fragments, in a thickness of 25 feet and representing the topmost bed~ of the Hermosa
formation.
Local distribution.-The Rico formation is shown on the map as a
band encircling the Hermosa formation except in those portions of
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area where it is hidden by surface debris. The base of the series
is easily recognized wherever it outcrops; it 1nay be seen on the ridge
south of Deadwood Creek at the 10,450-foot contour, and again appears
in the stream bed at the 10,550-foot contour, and again upon the southwestern shoulder of Dolores Peak, and from here may be traced with
practical continuity to the ridge west of Allyn Gulch. Its position
was accurately located on the east side of the knob between the forks
of Allyn Gulch, but just east of this it is buried by the Blackhawk
fault. However, 'it is again discovered in the vicinity of the Leila
Davis mine, dipping steeply to Silver Creek, and appears from underneath the talus just east of Uncle Ned Draw at 10,025 feet. Here the
relations of the Fnsulina layer and the sapdy limestones at the base of
the Rico formation are well shown on the east side of the ravine in the
lowest exposures. Upon the west side they are also discovered about
85 feet higher up, having been raised by the fault which follows the
ravine. In this vicinity there are two fossil limestones less than a
foot in thickness at the base of the Rico. The upper has the usual
sandy character and forms part of a sandstone ledge; the lower, however, is quite free from sand and occurs as ·a distinct and very fossiliferous stratum in green sandy shales. Of these last there are from 3
to 5 feet between the two limestone bands and 35 feet underneath the
lower and above the Fusulina layer. The boundary may be traced
across Nigger Baby Hill, rising gradually until cut off by the Nellie
Bly fault near the nose of the ridge. On the west siue of the hill its
presence is marked by the outcrop of the Hope vein, which, with the
other veins that outcrop upon this stope, lies in the line of the stratification of the rocks. The proof of this statement may be seen in the occurrence of Rico fossils above the Hermosa beds near the Hope tunnel, where
the apex o£ the vein is about oU feet above the tunnel level, and in the
fact that the Hope vein has been traced by the writer by means of the
Hope and Phcenix workings from its outcrop to the Nellie Bly fault
and found to lie in the line of stratification all the way. A short distance north of the Hope mine the rocks are hidden by surface materials
and the Rico formation is not again recognized until the cliffs north
of C. H. C. Hill are reached. Here the basal strata may be clearly
seen, cut by several minor faults and descending steeply to the river,
where they are again well exhibited in Marguerite Gulch. Not
actually exposed on the slopes above Burns, they reappear on the flat
ridge of Sandstone Mountain above the 10,400-foot contour, and again
on the ridge west of Papoose Creek at an elevation somewhat lower.
In the western half of the Inountains they are not again recognized
north of the southeast ridge of Expectation Mountain, where fragments
were found upon the surface on the southern slope above 10,500 feet.
On the south side of Burnett Creek the base of the forn1ation is found
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about 150 feet above the lowest thick porphyry sheet, which position
it is a:::;sumed to hold to the limit-s of the area represented by our map.
As thus traced and as exhibited on the 1nap, the Rico formation
brings out the main structural features of the· Rico Mountains, and in
several instances has been the key to the measurement of the faults
which cut the strata. So far as now known, the only place where the
formation has been the country rock for valuable mineral veins is
upon Nigger Baby Hill, north of the Nellie Bly fault.
Ocrrrelation.-That strata related to the Permian of the Mississippi
Valley should be found in the southwestern part of Colorado might
naturally have been expected from the occurrences of such strata in the
surrounding regions. Fossils of Permian affinities were found by the
geologists who -accompanied several of the military and railroad expeditions ·which traversed the Rocky Mountains and adjacent regions
from the early fifties on. From New 1\1cxico Permian fossils were
reported as early as 1858 by B. F. Shumard.
In 1875 Mr. G. K. Gilbert/ in a description of the Paleozoic formations of the Plateau region, ·noted the occurrence in the upper part
of a series of strata having U ppe1 Carboniferous affinities of certain
fossils which suggested the Permo-Carboniferous age of the rocks in
which they occurred.
In 1878 Mr. Clarence King 2 reported the occurrence of Permian
strata in the Wasatch and Uinta mountains, and represented the Permian on the maps accompanying the Fortieth Parallel Report.
In 1880 and later, in 1885, Capt. (now Major) C. E. Dutton 3 described
rocks with Permian affinities in the Plateau region, and at Fort Wingate, New Mexico. He was able to trace these strata, which he
describes as Permo-Carboniferous, over the greater part of the Plat~au region, to identify then1 with the Shinarump conglomerate, which
had been previously deseribed by Powell, and to establish a direct
stratigraphic correlation with the beds which King had called Permian
in Utah.and Wyoming and no1:thwestern Colorado. At this time Dutton called attention to the probability that the Permo-Carboniferous
would eventually be found in the southwestern part of Colorado.
In 1880 Mr. C. D. \Valcott/ in a paper entitled The Permian and.
Other Paleozoic Groups of the Kanab Valley, Arizona, described as of
Permian age a series of gypsiferous and arenaceous shales and marls, .
with occasional limestone bands. The group was divided by both
stratigraphic and paleontological evidence into an Upper Permian and
Lower Permian series. The upper series was considered, from its
fossils, to be of true Permian age; while the lower series has a fauna
containing certain Carboniferous types mixed with the Permian. This
L'. S. Geog. Surv. W. One hundredth ::\Ier., Vol. III,Geology, 1Si5, p.lii.
U.S. Geol. Expl. Fortieth Par., Vol. I, ISiS, p. 343.
3Bull. Philos. Soc. Washington, Yol. III, 18i9, p. 6i, Sixth Ann. Rept. C'. S. Geol. Survey, 1885, p.134.
4Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XX, pp.221-225.
I
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lower series was indicated as equivalent to the beds which Gilbert
called Permo-Carboniferous, and attention Qwas again called to the
equivalence of this general Permian section with that described by
King in the region to the north. It was further suggested that the
Permian, as found in the Kanab section, must extend toward the west,
east, and southeast in Arizona and New Mexico.
Permian fossils, consisting for the most part of plant remains, have
been reported from various parts of Colorado by 1nembers of the
Hayden Geological Survey, 1 but the collections and the systematic
study of the formations were not sufficiently complete to establish the
presence of _rocks of this age in such development that they could be
separated from the Trias above or fron1 the Carboniferous below. It
thus remained for the present investigation to reveal the occurrence of
strata with Permian affinities as a definitely separable formation within
the limits of Colorado.
The fossils obtained from the Rico formation have been studied by
G. H. Girty, who reports that the fauna is a mixed one, containing
fossils of both Permian and Carboniferous affinities. For this reason
he considers the Rico beds as transitional, and is inclined to retain the
term Permo-Carboniferous to apply to them. He states, however,
that if it were necessary to assign the fauna to either the Coal Measure~
or the Permian, the line between the two should be drawn at the base
of the Rico formation rather than at its top.
In attempting to establish the position of the Rico beds Mr. Girty
· has especially considered the section occurring in eastern Kansas
which has been described by Prof. C. S. Prosser, and finds a similarity
in the fossils of the Rico formation and the lower part of Prosser's
Permian, the Neosho and Chase formations, which correspond to the
Permo-Carboniferous of earlier writers.
The lower Permian of the Kanab region, described by \V ~lcott, is
also transitional between the Coal Measures and the typical Permian,
as shown by a similar 1nixture of fossils, so that there is good basis for
correlating· the Rico formation both with the Lower Permian or PermoCarboniferous of the Mississippi and with that of the Plateau region.
The occurrence of typical Permian both in Kansas and in . Arizona
suggests a query as to its presence or absence in the San Juan region of
Colorado. Upon this point it can only be said that the lower strata
included in the Dolores formation rest with apparent conformity upon
the Rico beds, suggesting that the true Permian should be represented;
but these lower beds of the Dolores have not yielded fossils in all this
region. Possibly if the Rico formation had been recognized at the
time the Dolores formation was defined it would have seemed as appropriate to have placed the lower, unfossiliferous portion in the Permian
t See Report on the geology of the Grand River division, by A. C. Peale: U.S. Geol. and Geog. Surv.
Terr. for 1875, p. 74.
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as to have included it in the J uratrias;. but the latter procedure was in
accord with the general lithological similarity throughout the Red
beds, and this correlation can not be assailed by evidence.
The following forms have been identified from the Rico formation:
Fossils from the Rico formation.

Fusi lina cy lind rica.*
Chonetes meso lobus.*
Chonetes glaber.
Productus prattenianus. *
Productus nebraskensis. *
Seminula subtilita.*
Monopteria polita.
Monopteria polita var. ricoensis.
1\lonopteria gibbosa.?
Posidoniella pertenuis.
Posidoniella recurva.?
A viculopecten occidentalis. *
Pseudomonotis hawni.*
Pseudom.onotis hawni var. equistriata.
Pseudomonotis tenuistriata.
Myalina perattenuata.?
Myalina subquadrata.*
Myalina hindana.
A viculopinna peracuta. *
Schizodus pandatus.?

I

Schizodus cuneatus.?
Schizodus meekanus.
Pleurophorus subcostatus.
Allorisma terminale. *
Seclgwickia topekensis.?
Edmondia gibbosa.
Astartella? gurleyi.
Bulimorpha chrysalis.
Naticopsis altonensis.
N aticopsis monilifera. *
Strophostylus'ren:1ex.
Euconispira cf. turbiniformis.
Euconispira taggarti.?
Murchisonia ? ? marcouiana.
Loxonema ? peoriense.
Loxonema plicatum.,
Bellerophon giganteus.?
Bellerophon crassus. * .
Pattelostum bellum.*
Euphemus carbonarius. *

*Species marked by an asterisk occur also in the Hermosa formation.

JURA TRIAS.

Introd1tctory.-All the Juratrias formations of the San Juan region
are represented in the Rico 1\'lountains. Beginning at the base, they
are the Dolores Red beds, 1,600 feet in thickness; the La Plata sandstone, 250 feet or more, and the l\'lcElmo shales and sandstones, exposed
to a thickness of 300 feet within the area represented on the map, but
having a total thickness of nearly 900 feet in the region adjacent. The
reasons for the subdivision which is here adopted are fully given in
the Telluride folio, and there certain n1oot questions as to age and
correlation have been fully discussed, so that these points need not be
considered in thi~ place.
The materials of the lowest formation are such as might be derived
fron1 the rapid weathering of a continent made up largely of granitic
rocks, with areas of schist and quartzite, and are doubtless ev-idence of
the former existence of such a land area adjacent to the t;an Juan
region at the time of their deposition. The n1aterials are similar
and the conditions under which they were laid down were like those
of the underlying uppermost formation of the Carboniferous, but
comparison with the materials of the La Plata indicates a complete
change of conditions, from such as favored rapid deposition of hetero-
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geneous rock debris to those favoring complete sizing and sorting of
land-derived materials. Probably the La Plata will be found elsewhere to be unconformable with the Dolores, but in the Rico region
thei·e is no evidence of any break in deposition.
The l\1cElmo formation is different froJII the La Plata in the large
amount of green clay shale which enters into its composition. Its
sandstones have the same character as those of the lower formation,
and no important or far-reaching change of conditions need be postulated to account for its differences. Though described as J uratrias, it
seems to be transitional between that system and the Dakota sandstone, of Upper Cretaceous age.
These three formations are easily distinguished in the field, and on
the map the distribution of each is represented by a distinct pattern of
the Jura:,rias color.
DOLORES FORMATION.

D~finition.-The Dolores formation, as described in the Telluride
folio, has been made to comprise the Triassic strata of. southwestern
Colorado and adjacent territory. The name is derived from the Dolores
R.iver because of the typical exposures along its course in the Rico
quadrangle and its known occurrence throughout the greater length of
the Dolores Valley. Along the upper .course of this river and in the
Animas region the formation has a thickness of approximately 2,000
feet, but to the west its thickness diminishes until it is scarcely half
this amount in the vicinity of the La Sal Mountains. The formation
is composed of generally reddish sandstones, grits, conglomerates
and shales, and is calcareous throughout. It is delimited below by
the Rico formation and above by the La Plata sandstonej of nssnmed
Jurassic age. Vertebrate, invertebrate, and plant remains have been
found in the upper part of the formation, and upon their evidence the
Triassic age of that part of the series is considered as established.
vVhether or not the lower part is correctly included in the Dolores .
remains to be determined by future discoveries.
General description ancl s~tbclivision.-As pointed out in the Tel.luride folio, where it was first described, the Dolores formation has the
general characteristics of the widely known Red beds of the Rocky
Mountain region. The strata are mostly of a bright vermilion color,
but include a gray or green series in the upper half and occasional
light-colored sandstones and conglomerates in the lower part. The
rocks comprise sandstones, grits, and conglomerates in alternation
with sandy shales, with which earthy limestones are frequently associated. Throughout the entire thickness the strata are characterized b)r
a calcareous cement, in which respect they resemble the rocks of the
Hermosa and Rico formations, and are in distinct contrast with the
friable or quartzitic sandstones of the La Plata and higher formations.
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Individual, beds of coarse sandstone or conglomerate of uniform texture are seldom more than 25 or 30 feet in thickness, although finegrained and thin-bedded sandstones with only slight textural Yariations
may exceed 100 feet. Nearly all beds vary greatly in constitution
and thickness, so that detailed sections n1ade at points not widely
separated can seldom be closely correlated.
The materials of which the Dolores strata are composed were
derived from granites, schists, and quartzites, which fonned a continental area in or near the present area of the San Juan during Triassic time. The coarse grits are made up of :fresh granitic sand, and the
conglomerates contain pebbles of sehii:lt and quartzite, with occasional
fragments of granite or fine-grained igneous rocks.
In the Rico region the Dolores 1nay be divided into two parts; a
lower coarser-grained and unfossiliferous series containing many
arkose and conglmneratic sandstones, and an upper finer-grained
serieH cmnprising at its base gray and green shales with light-colored
sandstones and fossiliferous limestone congl01nerates and above these
vermilion-colored calcareous shales and fine-grained sandstones to the
bottom of the La Plata.
The total thickness of the formation at Rico is approximately 1,600
feet, of which 1,100 or more belongs to the lower portion and the rest
to the upper division.
Lower, 'Ulnfossiliferous divis1;on.-No continuous exposure of the
l~wer portion of the Dolores is availabl~ for study in the Rico region,
but from various partial sections its general features are known. The
character of the strata as seen in the lowest beds as exposed in Scotch
Creek south of the area of our special map, in the central portion as
studied in the southeast corner, and in the upper part as exposed
within the drainage of Mermosa Creek to the east of the area mapped,
is shown in the following sections:
c

Section (from top downward) of lou·er portion of Dolore.'i formation in Scotch Creek.
[Base of section only a few feet above the highest fossiliferous stratum of the Rico formation.]
Fet>t.

31. Sandstone, micaceous, red or green, carrying a thin layer of coarse conglomerate near the top .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... _...... _..... ___
30. Arkose sandstone, crossbedded 1 white ....... ------------------------29. Sandstone, micaceous, red and green ............... ___ ......... _..... __ .
28. Arkose sandstone, coarse grained, white ............ __ ....... _. _..... ___
27. Sandstone, compact, micaceous, salmon color to red ......... ___ ._ ..... ___
26. Calcareous shales, green and brown .... _................ _______ ..... ___
25. Sandstone, micaceous and compact, containing layers of gnarly limestone
from 2 to 12 inches thick. ____________ ..... __ .. ____________ ._ .. __ .. __
24. Calcareous sandstone, generally red but mottled; contains thin layers of
gnarly limestone ........ _..................... _...... __ .... __ .... ___
23. Arkose sandstone, cross bedded and conglomeratic in part; this layer is
purple at the base and this color alternates with greenish-yellow and red
bands; in the upper part a white and cream color preYails. __ . _.... __ . _
22. Sandstone, rather flaggy, containing a layer of gnarly limestone at the base.
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Feet.

21. Calcareous sandstone, shaly in the lower part and containing gnarly limestone near the top; bright red . __ _: _. ___ . __ . __ . ___ .. _____ . __________ .
20. Sandstone, micaceous, massive, becoming fiaggy at the top, where it contains limestone nodules; reeL ___ . __________ . ___ . _____ .. _... _._ .. __ .. _
19. Calcareous sandstone, contaiiiing small limestone nodules near the top;
red ____ ...... --.--- ........ __ .. ------- _____ . ___ --------------______
18. Calcareous sandstone and red arkose, containing limestone pebble~:'; purple
and white in the upper part, red below . ___ .. _________ . _____ . _. __ . ___
1 i. Covered._ ... __ .. ___ .. ___ ._ ..... _... _. ___ .. _._. ____ .,. ______ . ____ . __ .__
16. Arkose sandstone, variegated; red, white, and purple exposed._ .. ___ .. _.
15. Sandstone, micaceous, fiaggy ... __ . __ ~ .. ___ . _. ___ . _. _.. __ . __ . _... ___ .. _
14. Arkose sandstone, fiaggy, becoming finer grained and micaceous in the
upper part; pink with narrow white bands .. ___ ._ .... _.. _. _____ . __ ...
13. Ar,kose sandstone, somewhat conglomerati<; in the upper part, ·and with
thin shaly bands near the center and at the top; white and pink, irregular bands .... _. __ . __ - __ .... __ ._. __ .. ____ ... _____ .. _____ . _________ .:.
12. Sandstone, micaceous, fiaggy, very thin-bedded at top; red .... _______ ._.
11. Calcareous sandstone; a few thin layers of nodular limestone; red._______
10. Sandstone, micaceous, fiaggy; red ... __ .. _.. ____ ... _. __ .. ________ . ___ . __
(a Porphyry, 8 feet.)
9. Sandstone, micaceous, flaggy, becoming more compact in the upper part..
8. Arkose sandstone, white, banded with red. __ .. __ .. _.. _. ___ ... _.. ___ .__
7. Calcareous sandstone, rather poorly exposed in the upper part, but fiaggy
and somewhat shaly, becoming more shaly in the lower part, and containing nodules of limestone; red_. __ ... ____ . __________ . ________ ~_ .. _
6. Arkose sandstone, red above, white below ... _... ___ .. _. __ . _______ . ___ . _
5. Shale, probably calcareous, contains nodules of limestone; red __ . ___ .. _..
4. Sandstone, micaceuu~; dark purplish red .. ___ . ____ .. __ . __ . __ . ____ . __ .__
3. Calcareous sandstone, irregularly nodular and fiaggy; contains gray nodules
of limestone but no well-defined limestone; red .. _.. _. __ • ____ . __ •.. _..
2. Arkose sandstone, micaceous, thin conglomeratic, cross bedded; near the
base there is a thin black shale which is quite variable; white, with
bluish and green zones. __ .. ____ . ___ ... __ ... ___ ... _____ . __ ... __ . ___ ._
1. Calcareous sandstone, with a gnarly gray limestone at the top; red._._____
Total . __ ........... _... __ .... __ .... _... ___ .. ____ .... _... ____ . ____ . _
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The partial sections exhibited at many places in the eastern half of
the Rico Mountains, as in 'V.hitecap Mountain and the similar porphyrycapped summit just east of it, show that the section above given represents in a general way the constitution o£ the entire unfossiliferous
Dolores, for near the summit of Blackhawk Peak the lowest limestone
conglomerates appear.
Section from the base of the La Plata .~andstone downward, including the upper membe'Y" of
the Dolore.~ and the ttppermost 300 feet of the lower member. ·
[The section was made on the south slope of the hill seen in Pl. I, where the La Plata sandstone
appears as a white band, dipping easterly.]
Feet.

3i. From the base of the La Plata sandstone an alternation of calcareous sandstones and shales _. __ . ____ . ____ . ___________ . ______________________ . _
36. Coarse limestone conglomerate, grading upward into" a red calcareous sandstone like that which is called ''typical Red beds.'' Many of the pebbles
in these conglomerates have the appearance of being of concretionary
origin. __ . ________ ._._ .. _. __ ... ___ .. ___ .____________________________
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Feet.

35.
34.
33.
32.
31.
30.
29.
28.
27.
26.
25.
2-i.
23.
22.
21.
20.
19.
18.
17.

16.
15.

14.
13.
12.
11.
10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

Finely laminated clay shales of a gray color, with some sandy layers......
Sandy shale, very "thin bedded; red .............. __ ..•... ___ ... _.......
Sandstone, massive and fine grained; dull red ___ .. ____ .. ____ .......... ~
Structureless layers; dull red _............................. __ .. . . . . . . . .
Limestone conglomerate ... _.. __ . ______ ... _.. _... _........... ___ .......
Gray shale and fine-grained sandstone, alternating, passing downward into
the next .. __ . _...... _..................... _... _....... _............ _
Shales of a gray-green color .................. _.... ___ . ______ .. . . . . . . . . .
Fine-gFained dull-red sandstone, massive as a whole; rather :flaggy h1
detail .... __ ............... _.... _...... _.. __ ......... ___ ....... _. __ .
Limestone conglomerate ... _. ~ _...... _...... ____ • _______ . _........ ____
Gray shales, containing four thin layers of limestone conglomerate .... ____
Limestone conglomerate .............. _.... _._ .............. _._........
Gray shales .............................. _... _.......... __ . _... ___ .. _
Gray, sandy shales, containing two or three thin bands of limestone conglomerate; the upper one full of tooth fragments ............ __ .... _...
Limestone conglomerate, rather :flaggy .............. _........... _ ... _. _
Sandstone, gray and green .... ·................................. _... _...
Limestone conglomerate ............................................. _
Shale and very fine-grained sandstones of a gray-green color, containing a
4-inch layer of limestone conglomerate at the base ____ .............. _
Red, structureless shale .. _... _....... _.... _..... _. __ ................. _
Peculiar clay shale of a red color, containing plums of red and white limestone sprinkled throughout; these nodules are from~ inch to 3 inches in
diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Not well exposed, but probably typical Red beds. ________ ••••.. __ ...... _
Prominent bed of sandstones, containing blue concretions of limestone in
the upper p11.rt; these concretions show a concentric structure; orange
color ___ .. _ .. __ ........ _............................................
Typical Red bed..,;, rather shaly ... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coarse arkose sandstone, conglomeratic in the lower part. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Typical Red beds; not particularly inassiYe _.. _.........................
Prominent massive beds of the typical Red-bed character; orange color..
Typical Red beds and even-grained arkose sandstones . ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Typical Red beds._ .......................... : ....... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Conglomerate, containing pebbles up to 6 inches in diameter ........... _
Typical Red beds ............................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arkose sandstone, rather fine grained, massive; dark red................
Typical Red beds.....................................................
Arkose sandstone, cross bedded, white in the upper part, red below ..... _
Typical Red beds. __ ... ___ ... _.. __ ... _... _.. __ .... _.. _............. _._
Arkose sandstone, cross bedded, conglomeratic in the lower part. ...... __
Typical Red beds, exposed, about. .......... _•••..•.••... _.. _......... _
(At this place a fault crosses and the continuity of the section is broken.)

16
25
25
15
3

Total .. _.. _. _...... _.................. _.............. _............ _

731

25
11
30
10
20
4
10
8
3
1
1
6
3

10
15

11
10
20
30
30
35
6
10
17
35
18
12
2
14
35

Fr01n these sections it may be seen that while there are many beds
of coarse arkose and conglomerate in the lower division of the Dolores,
a large portion of the strata are of the fine-grained calcareous sandstone or sandy shale which is noted a~ ''typical Red beds." In the last
·section given these calcareous marl~ form fully one-half the thickness
e:\.rposed below the Saurian series, including numbers 1 to 16.
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The color of the lower Dolores is variable. The arkose sandstones
and conglomerates are either uniform dull red, red streaked with
white, or of a pink shade; while the calcareous marls are alwa) S bright
vermilion, and the nodular limestone bands or lenses are usually of
gray shade.
No fossils are known to occur in these lower strata, and for this
reason, and in the light of the occurrence of Permo-Carboniferous
fossils in the Rico formation, it is thought possible that the coarsegrained division may ultimately be found to belong to the true Pern1ian,
and thus to represent strata which are known in the Plateau region 1 to
the west and in the Plains region to the east of the Rocky Mountains.
This is a matter to be settled by future work, and for the present it
seems best to place the whole series in the Mesozoic.
Upper,fossiliferous division.-The upper division of the Dolores formation shows a thickness of 431 feet in the section given on p. 70. At
Rico it consists of two distinct series. At the bottom there are 230 feet
of alternating sandstones, sandy and clay shales, and limestone conglomerates. The sandstones are gray or yellow flags, apparently not so
calcareous as the usual sandstones of the formation, since they are often
rather friable. The shales are soft and argillaceous as a rule, though
sometimes sandy; their coloi· is either greenish gray or a dull red.
Carbonaceous matter, often representing plant stems, is abundant in
the shaly sandstones of many localities, but no determinable specin1ens
have as yet been found.
The coarser limestone conglomerates are Inade up of rather angular
pebbles of dense bluish limestone, some of which are 4 or 5 inches in
diameter, set in a matrix of limestone which is usually earthy and often
shows an admixture of quartz grains. In some cases, where the pebbles ha-ve a rounded form and show septarian cracks, it seems likely'
that they have originated practically in situ, but in the majority of
cases it seems that they have been derived from the breaking up o£
preexisting limestone strata. If they were derived from the limestones
of the Hermosa formation it would seem curious that no Carboniferous fossil fragments have ever been noted in the conglomerates; and
their absence allows room for doubting that the conglomerates are
really made up of broken fragments derived by wave action from outcrops of an older formation along the shore adjacent to which they
were deposited. If the n1aterials were so derived it is further anomalous that there is so small a proportion of siliceous sand mixed with the
limestone pebbles, and that limestone strata should have been alternately exposed and hidden for the formation of the successive conglomerate layers and the strata of entirely different character with which
they are interbedded. The finer-grained conglomerates are ordinarily
7

IThe Permian and other Paleozoic groups of the Kanab Valley, Arizona, by C. D. Walcott: Am.
Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XX, 1880, pp. 221-225.
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but a few inches in thickness in this region. They are almost pisolitic
in appe~rance but no <:oncentric structure has been noted. In the light
of these difficulties it may seen1 possible that the conglomerates were
derh·ed from the breaking up of limestones in process of synchronous
formation. This must, however, be regarded merely as a suggestion,
since the conglomerate has not yet received the study which must precede any theory to account for its formation. For the limestone coaglomerates the term "Saurian" conglomerates has been used in the
field, and this was found a convenient designation in the description of
then1 in the Telluride folio. The origin of this name is found in the
fossil bones and teeth of dinosaurs, associated with those of crocodiles,
which occur generally in the conglomerates, and which, while usually
fragmentary in this region, are elsewhere much better preserved.
They are considered by paleontologists characteristic of the Trias.
Above the Saurian conglomerate series the remainder of the upper
division of the Dolores in the Rico region is made up of typical Red
bed marls and sandy shales in alternation, without coarse sandstones.
The uppermost strata are of a bright vermilion color.
In the section given on page 70 the upper dhrision of the Dolores is
represented by numbers 17 to 37, all but the last belonging to the
Saurian series.
The upper part of the Dolores has been referred to as fossiliferous,
and so it is in almost every locality where the Saurian series is found
to outcrop. Fragments of Saurian bones and teeth are by far the
remains of most frequent occurrence, and though these have proved
sufficient for identification in some few cases, they are not as a rule
determinative. A single specimen of a gasteropod, which in the opinion of T. ,V. Stanton is a species of Vivipa1·is, was discovered in the
Saurian series near Rico. A single species of fossil plant is known
fron1 the Dolores formation, which was collected from a coarse conglomerate outcropping upon the river bank north of Rico. This was
detern1ined as ]>achyphyllrtt?n 1nunsteri by David .White. A complete
discussion of the age relations of the Dolores formation has been
giyen in the Telluride folio, to which the reader is referred.
Distl'ibldion and occurrence.-The Dolo1~es formation forms the rock
surface over perhaps half the extent of the area under discussion,
occurring around the central uplift outside of the Rico beds, and
extending to the limits of the area mapped, except in the north west
and southwest corners, where it is covered by the La Plata sandstone.
The characters of the lower coarse portion may be best studied at the
localities of the recorded sections, and in general in the eastern part
of the region. Good exposures may be found on the western slopes
of 'Vhitecap Mountain and of Dolores Mountain, and elsewhere near
the headwaters of Deadwood and Allp1 gulches. In the lower part
of Silver Creek, while the strata are well exposed above the cliffs
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of the Rico beds, both formations haYe been decolorized by the slight
metamorphism which they have undergone. In Telescope :Mountain
and in the ridge north from it the coarse series is well exhibited as to
its general characteristics, and again in the upper part of Sandstone
:i\1ountain and the slopes north of Horse Gulch. As a rule the coarse
.series is not well shown in the western half of the mountains, and
except in the cliffs south of Burnett Creek is exposed only locally and
to no great thickness. In the cliffs mentioned several hundred feet of
these beds are exposed above the Rico formation, but no peculiarities
are presented.
In the northeastern corner of the mapped area the Upper Dolores is
found upon the ridge between McJunkin and Barlow creeks, where
the limestone conglomerates of the Saurian series are coarser than
· usual ai1d contain, in the case of the lowest beds, some fragments of
granite and gneiss. In this regio~ the conglomerates carry 1nany
worn fragments of bone.
On the west side of the river the Saurian beds outcrop in the ridge
between Elliott Peak and Sandstone Mountain, above the saddle, at
11,000 feet, and may be found also on the opposite side of Papoose
Basin at 11,750 feet, and again upon the main divide west of Sockrider
Peak. From the structure indicated on the map, considered in relation to these outcrops, it is thus seen that all of the Dolores formation
exposed in the southwestern corner of the area mapped belongs to
the upper division.
.
Southward from Johnny Bull Hill, where the base of the La Plata
is found dipping toward the north, no horizons are to be recognized
until the Saurian conglomerates appear· through the reversed structure on the southern side of the dome at the head of Burnett Creek.
In the upper part of the southernmost drain of Stoner Creek the
Saurian series is well exposed and may be studied to good advantage;
also portions of the series may be examined in the rounded knob
upon the main ridge to the east, the summit of which is 11,900 feet.
From this place the base of the upp~r division falls rapidly into the
drainage of \Vildcat Creek and· soon passes beyond the limits of
the area mapped.
"
The only place where rocks belonging to the upper division are
found in the high eastern mountains is in Blackhawk Peak, where 150
or 200 feet of the flaggy sandstones of the Saurian series and several
of the limestone conglomerates are exposed. Elsewhere the higher
portions of the formation have been completely eroded.
LA l'LATA ]<'ORMATION.

D~finition.-The La Plata formation has received its name fron1 the
La Plata Mountains, where it is characteristically exposed. In the
Rico quadrangle, as has been pointed out for the Tellurid~ region, it
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is proper to call the formation the La Plata sandstone. It includes
two massive sandstone strata, with a series of shaly sandstones
between them, lying above the Dolores Red beds and below the green
n1arly shales of the McElmo formation.
Desc'ription.- The La Plata sandstone is 1nade up of three n1embers.
Its thickness varies from 100 to 500 feet in the SanJuan region, while
toward the northwest, in the Canyon and Plateau regions, it expand~:; to
two or three times the maximum figure for the San Juan. In the
Rico region its minimum is not less than 250 feet, while its greatest
thickness is nearly 500 feet.
The basal member of the La Plata is ordinarily about 90 feet thick
in the Rico region, though on the west fork o£ the Dolores it diminishes to 10 feet at one place. It is a fine-grained saccharoidal sandstone, very massive except for a few feet at the top and bottom, and
cross bedded on a large scale. The direction of the cross bedding i~:;
extren1ely variable and seems to be entirely lawless, being very different in the parts of the sandstone lying above one ano~her, and
changing from place to place horizontally. The upper limit of this
member is frequently revealed by a marked bench or shoulder along
the slopes upon which it outcrops. The next member is in general
quite as variable in thickness and is less homogeneous than the two
sandstones between which it lies; within the Rico area it varies from
75 to 260 feet. In the Telluride and .Animas regions its base is characterized by a dark bituminous limestone, but this is not present in
the Rico occurrences, though its horizon is marked by a calcareous
sandstone, probably representing a transition to limestone, in the first
appearance of the formation east of Rico. .Aside from this stratum
of local occurrence the middle member is made up of friable sandstones and sandy shales of subdued red tones, with intercalated layers
of white sandstones, also friable. The red portions of the series
sometin1es resemble the Dolores formation, but can seldom be confused with its strata. A thin band of white ~:;andstone is frequently
observable which contains little rosettes of carnelian; a feature which,
where it occurs, may be safely taken as characteristic of this middle
n1en1ber. In the Rico region the upper sandstone is uniformly about
75 feet thick, being thus thinner than the m:mal development of the
lower me1nber, which it resembles both in its 1naterials and in its texture, and also in the cross bedding which it exhibits.
The materials of the La Plata formation were doubtless deriyed
fron1 the same continent, and therefore fron1 the same rocks, as those
of the sedin1ents which preceded, but they were certainly subjected to
a different and more seyere treatment upon the beaches of the sea.
This conclusion is suggested by their being 'yery perfectly assorted
and composed aln10st entirely of quartz, in which point they are in
marked contrast with the undecomposed arkosE'; which yaries greatly
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in size of grain and which is so abundant in the Carboniferous and
Triassic formations. It seems probable that the Jurassic period was
ushered in by a temporary uplift of the San Juan and adjacent land
areas preceding later sinking which was concomitant with deposition;
but whatever the physical change may have been which brought about
these differences of sedimentation, conditions similar to those of Triassic time have not since occurred in the San Juan region.
The La Plata formation was studied in the cliff exposure of the hill
seen in Pl. I, to the east of the eastern line of this special map, within
the Engineer Mountain quadrangle. The section is continuous with
the one of the Dolores formation taken at the same place (pp. 69-70).
It illustrates the threefold nature of the formation, two massive sandstones being separated by a series of sandy shales and thin beds of
sandstone.
Section (from lOP. downward) of the Let Plata formation.
Feet.

6. Sandstone, rusty brown or gray, in banks separated by thin layers of
crumbling, sandy shale; a few of the lower sandstone layers are calcareous.
5. Red sandy shale .. ___ . ______ . _. ___ _: ____ . ______________________________
4. 'Vhite saccharoidal sandstone _______ . __________ ~ _______________ .. ______
3. Sandy shales, crumbling very readily, containing a few thin layers of sandstone; these are the most abundant in the upper part; about 15 feet from
the base there is reddish chert in considerable abundance; at 40 feet fron1.
the base there is a very impure, dull red, earthy and sandy limestone;
the color of the whole series is reddish .. ____ ._________________________
2. Dark, calcareous sandstone, containing considerable calcite near the middle,
3 to 4 feet. _______________________________________ ._. __ ._____________
1. Massive sandstone of the usual La Plata character. ___ . __ . ____ .___________
Total __________________________________________________ ____________

73
8
4

60
4
104
253 ·

Distribution and occurrence.-The La Plata sandstone does not now
occupy extensive areas in the Rico :Mountains, being exposed, as a
rule, in the upper part of the slopes which border the courses of the
main streams, where its massive layers are indicated by steeper slopes
than those in which the Dolores and McElmo formations outcrop.
Those outcrops which are nearest the center of the dome are at
approximately the same elevation, and the relations of this formation
serve very well to show the quaquaversal structure· of the Rico JVIountains. This feature is not completely shown on the special map, since
its extent to the east and north is not sufficient to comprise the adjacent occurrences. Within the area of the special map the La Plata is
confined to the southwest and northwest corners. In the former. the
La Plata occupies only a small area, but in the latter it is more widely
distributed, occurring in Johnny Bull ~Iountain and Elliott ~Iountain
and in: the drainage which lies between these prominent "points.
The La Plata formation, because of its massiveness, is always promi-
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nent in its outcrop, and especially, as illustrated at Rico, it forms
knobs where it cuts across the ridges.
Correlation.-The La Plata sandstone represents the lowet portion of
the Gunnison formation, as described in the Anthracite-Crested Butte
folio, though exact correlation is not possible, since there appears to
be no sandstone in the Elk Mountains to correspond with the upper
men1ber of the forn1ation as known in the San Juan. It is probable, .
however, that the liinestone containing fresh-water shells in the Elk
Mountains represents the same horizon as the limestone which occurs
in the San Juan, but the latter has thus far yielded no distinctive fossils, though some indistinct fish scales and vertebrre were found in the
northern part of the Engineer Mountain quadrangle. In the Plateau
region of Utah Dutton recognized a massive white sandstone overlain
by bright-colored shales and intercalated sandstones, which is distributed
over a wide area, and this he called the Jurassic white sandstone.
There is little doubt that it is to be correlated with that portion of the
Jurassic which has been called the La Plata formation in the San fJ uan
region.
M'ELl\10 FORMATION.

Dqfinition.-The name "McElmo" was proposed in the Telluride
folio for the series of shales and sandstones which lies between the La
Plata and the Dakota, formations. This formation, like most of the
others occurring in the southwe~tern part of Colorado, is quite variable
in thickness, its minimum being about 400 feet and its maximum about
1,000 feet.
Description and occurrence.-In the Rico region the McEhno has a
fairly uniform thickness of som.ewhat less than 500 feet, and with this
decrease in thickness it is found to be composed more largely of shales
than in the Telluride quadrangle, where its thickness is nearly twice as
great, and where sandstone forms an important eleme.nt of the series.
These variations in thickness do not interfere, however, with the certain
and ea:::;y recognition of the formation by reason of its characteristic
lithological features. It consists of alternating shale and sandstone in
variable proportions; the shales are usually apple-green, but sometimes deep Indian red, with occasional variegated bands of red and
green. They are fine grained or sandy and occur in homogeneous bands,
usually several feet in thickness, and within these bands there is little
or no lamination. The finer-grained strata have ~·porcelaneous texture
and a conchoidal fracture, causing· the shale to break up into small more
or less cubical fragments. The sandstones are usually even grained
and friable, those in the lower portion resembling the san~stones of
the La Plata, while at least one of the upper beds i:::; like the Dakota;
both are white or yellowish and are found to grade horizontally into
sandy shale, and thence into clay shalr.
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Perhaps the most constant element of the section is the sandstone or
conglomerate which occurs in the upper part. This bed is indistinguishable from the lowest conglomerate of the Dakota, and is characterized by small subangular pebbles of some white material, which
is probably impure chert.
vVithin the Rico quadrangle the formation is seldom well exposed,
though its thickness may be made out in nearly every place, and it is
found to vary but little. It forms a gentle slope between the steeper
slopes of the Dakota and La Plata formations. The only section
which was measured in the Rico quadrangle was found upon the north
side of the \Vest Dolores, above Love's ranch. At this place there
was, immediately below the sandstones of the Dakota, 35 feet of finegrained green shale with a few bands of sandstone; next a conglomerate carrying white impure chert about 15 feet in thickness, and then
an alternation of dull-red and green shales with thin sandstones for a ·
thickness of 275 feet, the whole thickness of the formation being in
the neighborhood of 425 feet. The entire thickness of the McElmo
does not occur within the Rico special area. As indicated on the map,
there are five small patches· of the formation, distinct from one another,
lying above the La Plata sandstone. These are tongues which extend
up along the ridges from the more extensive areas adjacent.
Correlation.-The McElmo formation represents the upper part of
the Gunnison £ormation, as it is shown in the Elk Mountains, and is
therefore, in part at least, equivalent to the Morrison formation occurring upon the east side of the Front Range. It has a very considerable but unknown extent in the portions of Utah, Arizona, and New
lVlexico adjacent to this part of Colorado.
No fossils are known in the San Juan region, but their 'established
relation with the Morrison beds must at present be sufficient evid'ence
of their Jurassic age.
CRETACEOUS.

Although the Mesozoic formations above the lVlcElmo are not present ir. the area represented by the special map of the Rico Mountains,
the Dakota sandstone and the Mancos shale5 oecur in the immediate
vicinity, and the latter is found to pass upward into the c~al-bearing
formations in the Mesa Verde region to the south and in the Lone
Mesa to the west, and the general geological history of the region
indicates that all of the Cretaceous formations of the region were laid
down over the present site of Rico. Judging from the nearel:lt known
outcrops of, these formations, their aggregate thickness was approximately 6,000 feet, as compared with 11,500 feet of .Niesozoic and Paleozoic strata below them.
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The series of conformable Cretaceous formations was terminated
by uplift, 1 after which erosion ensued in the region which is now
occupied by the San· Juan Mountains, as is evidenced by the unconformable relations of the ensuing formations in the Telluride and Silverton quadrangles and in the adjacent regions to the north and east.
1

Orographic movemems in the Rocky Mountains,

1890, p. 280 et seq.

uy

S. F. Emmons: Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Yol. I,

CHAPTER III.
THE IGNEOUS ROCii.S AND THEIR OCCURUENCE.

By

\VHIT:\IAX

Cnoss.

PETROGRAPHY.

As has been pointed out in the outline of the geology, the igneous
l'ocks of the Rieo Mountains belong to a few kinds, n1ost of which
have been previously observed in association. In the systematic
descriptions to be given they will be considered under the following
divisions: Monzonite; porphyrie::; associated with the monzonite;
hornblendic monzonite-porphyry; porphyry of Calico Peak and
vicinity; basic dike rocks.
MONZONITE.

General description.-The mass of the large stock west of Rico is a
granular rock containing orthoclase and plagioclase in about equal
amounb, carrying a little quartz in most places, and with a variable
development of augite, hornblende, and biotite. The feldspathic
constituents strongly predominate over the ferromagnesian silicates.
The rock thus belongs in the group intermediate between the syenites
and diorites to which Brogger has recently given the name monzonite,
from the type locality of Monzoni, near Predazzo, in Tyrol. 1.
The rock is, as a rule, of medium grain, the variation in this respect ranging from rather coarse to fine grain, but not to a texture
that is strictly aphanitic. With a hand lens nearly all the mineral
particles can sometimes be recognized in the coarser specimens, including apatite, titanite, and magnetite. The structure is ordinarily
1 W. C. Brogger, Die Eruptivgesteine des Kristianiagebietes.
II. Die Eruptionsfolge der triadischen
Eruptivgesteine bei Predazzo in Slidtyrol, 1895, pp. 6-64. The proposition of Ji'rofessor Brugger to
establish a group of rocks between syenite and diorite and coordinate in importance with them has
been so welcome to the petrographers of the United States Geological Survey that the use of the
terms monzonite and quartz-monzonite in the folios of the Survey has been authorized by the
Director, in accordance with the recommendation of a special committee. The further proposition
made by Bragger to subdivide the quartz-monzonites, which stand intermediate between the granites and the quartz-diorites, into banatite and adamellite, according to the am9unt of quartz pre·
sent, has not yet been specially considered.
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typically granular, with local tendency to a poikilitic development in
which orthoclase is the host and includes all other constituents. This
structure is rarely very prominent megascopically, but almost invariably appears in some degree under the microscope.
In mineralogical constitution the .feldspars always exceed the ferromagnesian minerals and the rocks are therefore grayish in color.
The darker modifications are also the finer grained and often owe
their shade to the finer particles of the dark silicates. The two feldspars are distinguishable in some places through the pinkish color of
the orthocla$e, but this is entirely lacking in many areas and the rock
has then the appearance of a diorite, the term which would have been.
applied to these masses a few years ago.
·
The lin1e-soda feldspar, plagioclase, has the usual development in
such rocks, being in rude crystals about which the orthoclase has
qrieuted itself to some extent, as seen in some of the thin sections
examined. A combination of the albitic and Carlsbad twinning laws
is not rare, and applying the Michel Levy method to such crystals it
has been found that labradorite of Ab 1 An 1 is the most common plagioclase. There is strong zonal structure in many crystals, and it is
possible that andesine is also present in individual crystals in some
places.
The unstriated feldspar- is undoubtedly orthoclase. It occurs in
anhedral grains, often filled with dusty inclusions giving it the pink
color above mentioned. \Vithout tendency to form regular crystals
it almost invariably surrounds grains of other constituents and often
presents the poikilitic structure in fine development. No microperthitic intergrowth was observed.
Quartz is present only as a very subordinate constituent in small
angular grains intimately associated with the orthoclase. In some
portions of the mass it constitutes several per cent of the rock, which
then becomes quartz-monzonite, or banatite, if the term proposed by
Brogger for such types be accepted .. As a whole, the amount of
quartz may be considered as accessory and not requiring recognition
· in the name.
The granular rocks of the stock are characterized in contrast to the
nwnzonite-porphyry of the prevalent sheets by the appearance of.
augite and biotite as dark constituents. In some of the most distinctly
granular forms of certain knolls on Darling Ridge the only dark silicates present are augite and biotite, but in other places hornblende
appears in abundance, often intergrown with augite. It is developed
to the exclusion of augite in rare instances. This hornblende, though
dark green in color, is more vivid in hue than that of the porphyry
sheets and has a somewhat weaker pleochroism.
Apatite and titanite are prominent accessory constituents of these
n1onzonites. The latter is distinctly visible in the hand specimen in
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honey-yellow crystals of the comn1on development. Apatite occurs
in a few large crystals, and not infrequently the naked eye may detect
the glassy hexagonal prisms with pyramid. ~Iagnetite is quantitatively of less ·importance than usual, and its development is like that
of apatite, viz, in a few large grains easily detected with the unaided
eye.
Variations of th.e 1nonzonite.-The variations in texture and in emuposition above noted bear no evident causal relation to the boundaries
of the stock as now exposed. Now hornblende, now augite predominates all through the mass. The finer-grained rocks are not necessarily
near the borders, nor are the facies richest in dark silicates so related.
No abrupt boundaries between modifications were seen, such as might
indicate that certain forms were later intrusions .. · It is true that the
exposures are not sufficiently continuous to warrant the assertion that
there are no dikes cutting the main mass. Indeed, it seems probable
that there are dikes of the porphyry, to be described in the next section, but none of granular rock was observed. It appears, therefore,
that the magma filling the stock conduit was nearly homogeneous and
suffered no considerable differentiation in situ.
.
Relations to other occttrrences.-No chemical analyses of the Rico
monzonite have been made, as it seemed unnecessary in view of those
already existing of nearly related rocks collected by the writer frotn
other stocks of southwestern Colorado. In the table below are given
analyses of four monzonites of this region and of two foreign rocks
from classic localities.
21 GEOL, PT 2--6
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I. Quartz-monzonite (banatite). Xortheast of San )liguel Peak, Telluride quadrangle, Colorado, Telluride folio, No. 57, Geol. Atlas of U. S., 1899, p. 6. Analyst,
H. X. Stokes.
II. Banat.ite, Szaszka, Banat. Quoted by 1V. C. Brugger, Die Eruptionsfolge der
triadischen Eruptivgesteine bei Predazzo in Sudtyrol, 1895, p. 62. Analyst, Th.
Scheerer.
III. Quartz-monzonite (banatite). Sultan )lountain, near Silverwn, Colorado.
Analyst, L. G. Eakins.
IY. Augitic monzonite. Babcock Peak, La Plata ::\Iountains, Colorado. Analyst,
H. X. Stokes.
Y. :\fonzonite. ::\Ionte ::\Iulatto, Tyrol. Quoted by W. C. Brugger, loc. eit., p. 62.
Analyst, Lemberg.
YI. l\Ionzonite. La Plata Valley, above Basin Creek, La Plata .Mountains, Colorado.
Analyst, 1Y. F. Hillebranrl.

The position of the Rico nwnzonite is near the two rocks from the
La Platas. If these analyses be compared with others discussed by
Bragger in the publication from which two partial analyses have been
quoted it is still 1nore plain that the rocks in question are typical
men1ber::; of the groups to which Brogger has given the nanwl::l monzonite and quartz-monzonite or banatite.
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PORPHYRIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE :MONZONITE.

A group of porphyries of obscure occurrence has been observed in
the landslide area of Darling Ridge. None of them is represented on
the map because they were seen only in dislocated blocks, a~d none
could be traced sufficiently to establish its relations to the stock. The
area in which the rocks in question were particularly noted is to the
east of the South Fork of Horse Gulch and in the ~ain gulch· a little
below the forks. In this vicinity there are in the more or less brokenup blocks many small exposures of porphyries characteriz~d by green
augite, by feldspars exhibiting a microperthitic intergrowth both in
phenocrysts and in groundmass particles, and in some cases by considerable quartz. As an extreme form may be cited the rock penetrated by several tunnels on the south side of Horse Creek not far
below the south fork. In these rocks there is sometimes but little
plagioclase, arid certain ones can only be called syenite-porphyries.
At a small ledge outcrop the rock is almost granular, with but little
augite and biotite and no hornblende.
These alkali-rich rocks do not extend out of the landslide area,
except possibly in. the basin of the South Fork of Horse Gulch, where
they are concealed by talus and wash. Much of the material of ''The
Blowout" is of these rocks intimately associated with monzonite, but
in the crushed and greatly stained condition of all the rock in this
vicinity no clear idea was obtained as to the relative importance of the
two types. It is considered probable that the monzonite stock rock
i~ cut by" the alkali-rich porphyr~es.
HORNBLENDIC :MONZONITE-PORPHYRY.

General descrption.-The intrusive sheets and dikes occurring in
the Rico Mountains are nearly all of one chemical and mineralogical
type, but present many minor structural variations, which were no
doubt caused by slight local differences in the conditions attending
their consolidation. The structural modifications do not obscure the
similarity In composition when. the rocks are studied under the micro~cope, but some masses are too fine grained for the unaided eye to
recognize their constitution with certainty, and decomposition often
renders the character obscure.
The rock of the larger sheets and of many dikes is a yery distinct
porphyry of general light-gray tone .with an even balance between
phenocrysts and groundmass. The most abundant phenocryst is a
plagioclase, detennined -in some cases to be labradorite (Ab1 An 1 ),
developed in the common stout prismatic crystals. Dark green hornblende in small prisms is the only other constant and essential phenocryl::lt. Small quartz crystals, almost invariably well rounded by
resorption, are sparingly present in a few cases, but can usually be
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detected in the hand specimen only on close scrutiny with a lens. The
gray and homogeneous-appearing ground~ass consists of orthoclase
and quartz.
The most striking variation in structure noticeable in these rocks
arises from the development of the plagioclase phenocrysts. These
arc n1uch more abundant than hornblende and, as a rule, are larger.
But they may be nearly uniform in size or present a gradation from
the largest to those scarcely distinguishable by the naked eye. In the
lVIontelores sheet, for example, the plagioclase crystals are uniformly
of 2 to 3 mm. diameter wherever that mass was examined. More
con1monly there are numerous crystals of 5 mm. or more, though seldonl reaching a size of 1 em. in diameter. The common color of the
plagioclase i~ white, and the centers of the larger ones may be clear
and glassy. In many places the crystals have become clouded by
ferritic particles and mnRcovite.
The composition of the plagioclase crystals in the Rico porphyries is
not so easily determined as in many similar rocks. Carlsbad twins
arc rare, hence the Michel Levy method of identification is inapplicable. But the extinction in the zone normal to the albitic lamellre
reaches 20° in 111any instances noted, from which it may be inferred
that labradorite (Ab1 An 1 ) is abundant. As the same variety was
found common in similar porphyries of the La Plata Mountains it is
believed that labradorite is the common phenocryst in the Rico monzonite-porphyries.
The hornblende of these porphyries is always of the common green
variety. In n1any masses it is developed only in distinct prisms,
which are, however, always smaller than the plagioclase and subordinate in amount, but in several cases a considerable part of the hornblende is in so small prisms that it either obscures the groundmass or
at least gives a dark tone to the rock. None of the hornblende
belongs to the groundmass period of consolidation, as may be clearly
seen under the n1icroseope.
The accessory constituents of these porphyries-magnetite, apatite,
titanite, and allanite-occur in small phenocrysts, often distinguishable to the naked eye. :Nlagnetite alone occurs usually in two generations, the earlier and larger grains being occasionally included in
plagioclase and the fine dust of the later period being disseminated
evenly through the groundmass. Magnetite is the most abundant of
these accessories, but yet is quantitativ-ely of little importance. Apatite and titanite play the roles usual in such rocks. Allanite appears
in single small prisms in se-veral thin sections and is probably sparingly present in all the ma~ses.
:Xo augite or biotite has been obseryed in any of these porphyries.
They are hornblendic rocks, and differ thus Yery constantly from the
dike porphyries associated with the monzonite stock and from the
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soda-rich, quartz-free monzonite-porphyry occurring in a large dike
crossing Bear Creek and the Dolores River near the mouth of the
former.
The groundmass of this hornblendic 1nonzonite-porphyry consists
chiefly of orthoclase with a subordinate amount of quartz. Plagioclase enters into its constitution in only two or three observed cases,
and in those instances quartz was not determinable. The structure is
often evenly fine grained, the component 1ninerals occurring in separate particles. In the coarser developments of this structure quartz
n1ay show a tendency to regular form. The presence of quartz is
1nade distinct in many rocks by the cloudiness of the orthoclase grains,
contrasting with the clearness of the quartz.
Not infrequently the grains of the groundmass are con1paratively
large, but the two minerals are intergrown in complex and apparently
irregular Inanner, producing a patchy modification of the micropoikilitic structure. This is generally evident only between crossed nicols,
and, if there are quartz phenocrysts present, aureoles of oriented
quartz filled with dusty orthoclase are always found about them. The
groundmass grain often varies without regard to the visible size of
the porphyry bodies; still, the narrower dikes and thinner sheets are
commonly of very fine grain. An uneven development of the groundmass particles is found in numerous cases.
Decomposition products.-Decomposition of these porphyries greatly
obscures the constitution to the unaided eye, but seldom prevents clear
recognition of their characters under the microscope. Hornblende is
frequently entirely decomposed and replaced by a mixture of chlorite,
calcite; quartz, and :ferritic hydrates in varying proportions. The
chlorite gives the rock a dull-green hue and obscures its composition
when deposited secondarily in particles throughout the groundmass.
The feldspars are always more or less clouded in the common manner, and this may add to the distinctness of the porphyritic structure
if the orthoclase in the groundmass is chiefly affected. It then is usually dull pinkish and caitses the white labradorite phenocrysts to stand
out in increased prominence. On the other hand, ~f both feldspars are
equally affected the phenocrysts become scarcely distinguishable from
the groundmass. Calcite is common in small amount. Epidote may
develop either from hornblende or in the mass of plaglioclase crystals,
as has often been described.
'
Relationships oftlds pmphyry.-The predominant porphyry of the
Rico ~lountains, above described, is practically iuentical with many of
the rocks occurring in the Henry, Carriso,. El Late. and La Plata
n1onntains and in many places in Colorado. In a description of these
rocks by the writer/ pu?lished some ~~ears ago, they were called
1 The laccolitic mountain groups of Colorado, Utah, and Arizona: Fourteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol.
Survey, 1894, pp.157-241.
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"hornblende-porphyrite" in the sense of diorite-porphyry, the n1ore
prominent development of the plagioclase being considered as sufficient
ground for assigning the rock to the diorite family. But with the
establishment of the monzonite family it is clear that a large number
of the rocks of the Henry l\1ountains and other laccolithic groups are
porphyritic members of that intermediate family. The same type of
porphyry occurs in many places in Montana and has been described
under various names-by Iddings from the Y ellowston~ Park, 1 and by
Pirsson from the Little Belt 2 and Judith 3 mountains.
In the table below is given a list of analyses of porphyries very
similar to the Rico monzonite-porphyry so far as the feldspars are concerned, though showing some variation in the amount of quartz and in
the <lark silicates, biotite and sometimes augite accompanying the
hornblende.
Analyses of quartz-bearing monzonite-• and diorite-porphyries.
[Analyst, W. F. Hillebrand.]
I.

~

H.

--~

Diori te-porphyr ..-, :Monzoni te-porJ
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Geology of the Yellowstone Xational Park: Mon. lJ. S. Geol. Survey, Yol. XXXII, Pt. II, 1899, pp. 94-97.
of the igneous rocks of the Little Belt Mountains, )fontana, by L. V. Pirsson: Twentieth Ann. Rept. C. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. III, 1900, p. 518.
3Qeology and mineral resources of the Judith )fountains of :\Iontana, by W. H. Weed and L. Y. Pirsson: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. L. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. III, 1898, p. 562.
1

~Petrography
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PORPHYRY OF CALICO PEAK AND VICINITY.

A rock of unusual chn,nteter was found occurring in dikes in the
vicinity of Calico Peak and probably forming an in1portant part,
if not the whole, of the alunitized cone of that mountain itself. It
has been given a special color on the map. This rock is a porphyry of
most marked appea1:ance, characterized by large orthoclase phenocrysts in considerable abundance, some of them exceeding an inch in
length. Associated with these prominent crystals are many smaller
ones of plagioclase and augite, biotite, or hornblende. Quartz crystals
are rare. The groundmass of these porphyries is quite different from
that of the common sheet rock. It has much plagioclase and little or
no quartz. On th(/ whole it is estimated that the rock is much nearer
the stock n1onzonite in composition than would be inferred at first
sight. In the development of green augite and brown biotite there is
a further link connecting this peculiar type with the monzonite.
None was sufficiently fresh for analysis, but it is probable that the
rock is somewhat richer in alkali feldspar than the nwnzonite, and
hence approaches a quartz-bearing syenite-porphyry.
In point of time these dikes cut the earlier and common monzoniteporph_try, but have not been observed in contact with the granular
stock rock nor with the basic dikes soon to be described. The rock
of Calico Peak has not been found in sufficiently fresh condition to
allow of its certain reference to this type, but it is plain in many
places that it bore large feldspar crystals, and it is also known that
dikes of the rock in question in Bull Gulch have undergone alteration
like tha.t of the Calico Peak rock and in sueh cases resemble the
latter very closely
BASIC DIKE ROCKS.

The geological1nap represents a number of basic dike rocks occurring sparingly in various parts of the Rico lVIountains, and a few others
were observed in small exposures. These dikes are seidmn n1ore than
a few feet in width and their length is apparently not great, though
none ·of then1 has been accurately traced to its end. They are often
. irregular in course and are effectually concealed by slight coverings
of debris, for they do not often form projecting ribs. The most
prominent of these basic dikes is that shown on the eastern border of
the area. This has been traced to the northeast over the crest of the
divide betw~·en Barlow Creek and the Silver Creek drA.inage, and it
exceeds 20 feet in width in some places.
Rocks similar to these occur in the La Plata lVIountains, in the
Durango, Engineer lVIountain, and Telluride quadrangles, and, in fact,
all over the country adjacent to the San Juan Mountains, as far as
it has been carefully explored. There is n1uch more variety among
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these dikes than is represented at Rico, where one type prevails to an
-unusual degree. In spite of the variations these rocks are apparently
connected in origin with the intrusive sheets and stocks of monzonitic
magmas described above. They cut all other rocks and are distinctly
the latest igneous masses of the region.
Front their constant association with n1onzonite- and diorite-porphyries in southwestern Colorado these rocks might be assumed to be
1nelanocnttic diaschistic dikes, according to the genetic classification of
Bragger, but it must be confessed that the complementary leucoc1·atic
magmas required by such an assumption did not come to eruption in
the Rico 1Yiountains. From the great variety of these basic dike rocks
in southwestern Colorado it would appear that nearly all the known
kinds of lamprophyres or melanocratic dike rocks may be present.
The basic dike rocks of the Rico :Mountains are closely related as
far as can now be ascertained, but few are fresh enough to allow an
accurate determination of their normal composition. The ferromagnesian silicates greatly predominate, common greenish augite being
the mo~t constant and abundant, with variable an1ounts of olivine,
reddish-brown biotite, and brown camptonitic hornblende. Magnetite
is present rather sparingly. · The feldspathic constituents are partly
orthoclase, partly plagioclase, and analcite may have been present in
some cases, b,eing now largely replaced by secondary products. The
habit of the freshest rocks is decidedly basaltic, through the abundance
and forn1 of development of augite and olivine.
Fron1 the comparatively subordinate role ordinarily played by plagioclase, these rocks fall in the group named by Rosenbusch olivinebearing a/ttgite-vogesite.
PHENOMENA OF INTRUSION.
PORPHYRY :\lASSES.

C.:nte/'8 (~f c:t•uptiun.-It is clear from an iuspection of the geological
map that while th~ porphyry sheets have a general concentric distribution about the center of uplift, they are specially numerous in the
two groups of peaks into which the Rico )fountains are divided by
the Dolore::; Valley. There are but very few sheets present in the
valley itself at the stratigraphic horizons in which they are most
abundant on either side. The l\Iontelores sheet is a notable exception
to this rule.
On the west side of the dome the porphyry masses are most
numerous in the se~icircle of peaks from Expectation Mountain around
to Sackrider Peak. The greatest number of observed irregularities
in the sheets, such as crosscutting and forking, is also to be found in
these sumn1its. It therefore seems plaily indicated that the principal
souree of these n1asses is the complex of dikes situated in the center
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of this semicircle at the forks of Horse Gulch, but unfortunately~ the
exposures of this interesting locality are very restricted.
In the canyons of the three forks of Horse Gulch porphyry forms
rugged cliffs seeming at :first to belong to a large niass, but in the
north fork in particular a close scrutiny reveals the fact that there is
a very complicated interlacing of dikes, of which the drawing of the
map is but a poor generalization. The sedimentary rocks are found
in strips or angular blocks between dikes, and form but a small p<:ut
of the exposures. Since all the rocks of this vicinity have been
thoroughly impregnated with pyrite and stained by its decomposition
products, it is necessary to examine the cliff faces foot by foot to
recognize the form and extent of the porphyry masses. ln general
the dikes of the north fork have a prevalent north-south trend, with
many intersections.
To the south these dikes pa:;s under the alJuvium of the valley
bottom, and in their strike, in the gorge of the south fork, is a n1ass
of porphyry apparently much more continuous than that above
described. But th~ exposures are here more limited, and beyond the
actual borders of the gorge the outlines of the porphyry are effectually
concealed, as shown by the map.
·
In the middle or west fork of Horse Gulch a large series of dikes is
revealed in the walls of the little canyon. These trend nearly east
and disappear under .th~ soil and forest growth, which comes to the
brink o:f the gorge. It is probable that these dikes are offshoots from
the mass of the south :fork, a relation indicated by the poor outcrops
of sandstone alternating with prophyry at the mouth of the latter on
the west side. The drawing of the map is 1nuch generalized in the
representation of all these dikes, for not only are they obscure, but
there is such a network that a much larger scale i:; necessary :for their
accurate delineation.
In spite of the poor exposures, it is plain that at the :forks of Horse
Creek is the most notable eruptive center of the porphyry magmas to
be found in the Rico Mountains, and by its .relation to the sheets of
the adjacent peaks it seems likely that here is the principal channel
through which the magmas of the latter ascended to the horizons of
lateral intrusion. On the east side of the north fork the connection
between two sheets and the dikes was found to be well exposed, and
on that basis the other sheets found to approach closely to the dikes
of the canyon are also represented as offshoots.
The various dikes and sheets of this center belong :for the most part
to the common type of hornblendic monzonite-porphyry, varying only
in grain, but on the North Fork of Horse Creek a somewhat darker
type of :finer grain was observed to cut the prevalent variety in dikes
and to send off thin sheets on both sides. This :facies is actually but
little different in composition from the principal form.
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On the east :::;ide of the Dolores the porphyry sheets are nwst abundant in the vicinity of Blackhawk Peak, but no center of eruption at
all corresponding to that of Horse Gulch has been found. It is possible that the porphyry n1ass of the lower part of Allyn Gulch i~ a
crosscutting body, but no evidence to that effect was obtained, and it
seems more probably a part of the Newman Hill sheet.
The magma of the sheeti:i in the eastern part of the Rico dome may
possibly have come up through fissures on the border of the dome.
In this case they have been deflected to stratigraphic horizons on
reaching the Dolores formation. In this connection it may be pointed
out that the largest mass of monzonite-porphyry known in the region
occurs but a few.miles to the northeast, beyond the influence of the
Rico uplift, in Hermosa Peak and Flattop.
Stratigraphic distribution of sheet8.-The observed sheets of the
Rico Mountains represented on the map are evidently most numerous
in the Dolores formation. Instances are not wanting of their occurrence both above and below the Dolores, but especially for the lower
horizons the few sheets present in the Rico and Hermosa formations
only serve to emphasize the preponderance noted. It is rather singular that sheets are not more numerous at the soft shale horizons between
the massive limestones of the Hermosa. Possible reasons for this distribution are given in the next section.
As to the occurrence of sheets above the Dolores formation, it must
be confessed that data upon this point are wholly wanting on the eastern side of the river and that the mass of Elliott lVlountain proves that
at least som.e 1nasses did reach above the base of the La Plata sandstone. Tn the similar group of the La Plata Mountains a great many
sheets occur in the .J uratrias and also in the Cretaceous, although the
principal horizon of intrusion is there, as here, in the Dolores formation. It must be assumed as probable that at least a few sheets were
intruded into the Cretaceous beds of the Rico dome.
The relation of the sheets to the Rico dome structure is discussed in
Chapter IV.
Small dikes.- There are Inany sn1all dikes and tongues of porphyry
in the vicinity of the larger sheets. :Many of these are above larger
masses, u,nd it has been generally assumed that they represent minor
arn1s or offshoots, such as must occur in the fissured sedimentaries
adjacent to the principal masses, rather than the main feeders or channels through which the magmas of those larger bodies ascended. It is
true that neither observation nor theory demands that the conduit supplying the material for a large intrusion should be of corresponding
size, and some instances were observed where a narrow dike seemed to
be the supply channel for a large body.
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)iONZONITE STOCK.

Form and dimensions.-Although the actual contacts of the large
stock of Darling Ridge are revealed in but few places, and n1uch of it
comes within the landslide area, it is believed that the outlines of the
mass and its relations to adjacent rocks are correctly understood. The
northern limit of the stock is in the bed of Horse Creek, a ::;hort distance below the forks. From this point it extends nearly 2 Iniles
southeasterly to the base of the prominent ridge between Sulphur and
Iron gulches, and its maximum breadth of about three-fourths of a
mile is between these gulches.
On the crest of Darling Ridge a tongue of sediments with a porphyry sheet crosses from the southeast onto the .Horse Gulch slope
between two masses of rponzonite. It is impossil>le to make out defi-.
nitely in the confusion of the landslide surface whether the smaller
body of monzonite is a branch of the main stock or is separated from
it by the sedimentary arm. In all probability the former is the catle,
and if the contact of the stock were laid bare many other projecting
arms would no doubt be exposed.
Relation to porphyry sheets.-The stock was seen to ~ut off porphyry '
sheets in a few places, but the view that it is distinctly later than all
the porphyries of the main type is based principally upon the relations
exhibited in the La Plata Mountains between stocks of a very sin1ilar
~onzonite, as well as others of diorite and syenite, to horn blendic
monzonite-porphyry in intrusive sheets. There the storks cut across
all' sheets in their courses. The diorite-monzonite and other stocks of
the ,.Telluride quad1·angle also cut int1·usi,rc po1~phy1~ics of the sa111c
general character as the Rico porphyry.
PHENOMENA CONNECTED WITH IGNEOUS INTRUSION.

In the introductory chapter it was pointed out that the intrusion of
molten magmas in the area of the Rico Mountains had been accompanied by phenomena of contact metamorphism about the n1onzonite
stock and followed by local solfataric action at Calico Peak.
Contact metamorphism.-The sedimentary rocks adjacent to the
porphyry sheets and dikes are often somewhat indurated, but seldom
exhibit pronounced mineralogical changes. About the monzonite
stock, on the other hand, a high degree of metamorphism has taken
place; limestones have become marbleized and several silicates of lime,
magnesia, iron, and alumina have been formed. Of these garnet is
the most common, while various pyr.oxenes and amphiboles are also
abundant. Specular iron is ver~y common accompanying these silicates, and the magnetite deposit found in the shattered limestones on
the iwrth side of Darling Ridge may possibly be classified with the
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products of the metamorphic epoch. Almost the entire area of the
contact zone about the n1onzonite stock is greatly obscured by landslide and other surface debris.
The association of contact metamorphism with stocks of gtanular
rocks has been observed by the writer at a number of localities in
Colorado, and the absence or slight amount of such action in the
vicinity of large laccoliths of porphyritic rocks has been a most striking fact. In no case has any considerable development of garnet,
vesuvianite, pyroxene, or amphibole been noted in the contact zone
about porphyry intrusives corresponding to the granular stock rocks.
Since in the La Plata Mountains, as well as at Rico, the porphyries
and the granular rocks are similar in chen1ical composition but differ
in structure and mode of occurrence, the suggestion is natural that
there is some genetic relation between the process of metamorphism,
the development of the granular structure, and the stock fonn of
eruption. The further discussion of this relationship will be reserved
for a review of the observed occurrences of stock rocks in Colorado,
which it is the writer's desire to complete at no distant day.
Solfata~ric act£on.-The alteration of the porphyry of Calico Peak
into a rock consisting largely of alunite, a hydrous sulphate of alumina and the alkalies, has already been referred to in Chapter I. This
alteration can be explained only as the result of the attack of sulphurous agents, and from the circumstances of occurrence there can
be no doubt that the action is to be attributed to solfataric emanations
of the Rico eruptive center in the period of waning igneous activity.
The cone of Calico Peak is 1nade up of a light-colored rock which is
either nearly white or stained various shades of red and yellow, often
in brilliant hucl::l. The rock has either a marked porphyritic structure
or is highly brecciated. No contacts were seen, owing to the extensive talus slopes which conceal it on all sides, as represented in Pl.
.VII. The alteration is so extretne that it is not certain that all of the
rock belongs to a single mass, though it is apparently of that character.
The rock of the greater part of the peak was plainly porphyritic
and contained many larg-e feldspar crystals, and from this fact it is
supposed that the rock was originally of the type of monzoD:iteporphyry with large phenocrysts of glassy orthoclase, which has been
described above and which occurs in fresh forn1 only in the vicinity
of Calico Peak in long dikes represented on the map. In its present
condition the rock of the peak contains no dark silicates; the former
feldspar phenocrysts are represented either by a mass of white kaolin
or by a granular mass of a nearly colorless mineral, ordinarily too finegrained for recognition. The groundmass is grayish in tone and may
be fine or coarse grained. In some places the rock has become largely
a porous quartzitic mass. The room of the larger feldspar crystals is
seldom complete!}~ filled by the alteration product, which usually-
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appears as an aggregate of rude plates, a definite crystal outline being,
however, rare. These plates are rough crystals of alunite, th~ basal
plane predon1inating· and being bordered by the low hemihedral pyramid commonly developed in this mineral. No good crystals of polished
faces were found.
At several places the freshly fractured rock was found to exhibit a
very distinct yellow color in the porous areas representing feldspar
phenocrysts, the color being due to native sulphur in minute round
crystalline particles.
The more massive rock found in many places consists of a coarsegrained aggregate of irregular rude tablets with kaolin filling the
interstices. Small veins of uniform fine grain also traverse the rock
locally, the character of the material being unrecognizable megascopically.
The general character of the Calico Peak rock was recognized by
the writer from its resemblance to the quartz-alunite rock found by
him in the Rosita Hills, Custer County, Colorado.· In the latter case
the material was formed by solfataric action upon rhyolite in a small
volcanic center, 1 and the alunite made up a much smaller part of the
rock than at Calico Peak. But fairly good crystals were found in the
Rosita Hills, associated with diaspore.
:Microscopical study of the Calico Peak rocks confirms fully the identification of the principal substance of the Calico Peak mass as alunite,
and shows that kaolin and quartz ai.·e the only other m1nera.ls of in1portance present in the specimens examined. Diaspore has not been certainly identified in these rocks, and the chemical analyses given below
show that there can be but very little present.
In the table on the following page are presented quantitative analyses
of two of the Calico Peak specimens and one of a rock from the Rosita
Hills. I is the analysis of a coarse-grained rock almost reserp bling a
pearly gray marble from the west slope of Calico Peale II is a finegrained white vein on the south ridge of the peak. III is an alunitequartz rock from lVIount Robinson, in the Rosita Hills, republished
from the d.escriptions cited above. Analyses I and II are by George
Steiger and III was made by L. G. Eakins, all in the laboratory of
the Geological Survey. In the column following each analysis is given
the molecular ratio.
1 Geology of Silver Cliff and the Rosita Hills, Colorado, by Whitman Cross: SeYenteenth Ann. Rept.
U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, 1896, pp. 52-56. On alunite and diaspore from the Rosita Hills, Colorado:
Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XLI, 1891, pp. 466-475.
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From the molecular ratios of I and II it appears that the substances
analyzed consisted mainly of alunite with a little kaolin. The alkalies
are a little below the required amounts for the sulphuric acid found,
but if the losses of the analyses be assumed to be soda, and the lime
be supposed to replace alkali in alunite, the analyses are very satisfactory. It is notable that the vein alunite (II) is much richer in K 20
than the replaced rock (I).
The alunite-bearing rock of the Rosita Hills contains a great deal of
quat·tz, but the Calico Peak mass is, in some parts nt least, nearly pure
alunite.
COMPARISON OF THE RICO MOUNTAINS WITH LACCOLITHIC
CENTERS OF ERUPTION.

17w laccolithic 1nounta,in fi1'0'up8.-Fronl the western summit of the
Rico ~Iountains the observer has spread out before him a plain country, dotted with widely separated groups of peaks, which has become
celebrated the world over for its examples of the laccolithic type of
intrusion of igneous magmas into sedimentary rocks. In the far distance, and visible only when the atmosphere is especially clear, lie the
Henry :\fountains, which will always be classic ground for the student
of the laccolith. 1 Nearer to the point of view are the Abajo or BJue
Mountains, the La Sal, El Late, and Carriso groups, and, close at hand,
the La Plata :\Iountains. In all of these groups of mountains the igneous rocks are similar in character as well as in their intrusive forms of
occurrence, as has been definitely shown by the writer in a review of
the observations made in the early explorations of the Powell and
Ha}Tden surveys, with descriptions of the rocks collected by Gilbert,
1 Geology

of the Henry )fountains, by G. K. Gilbert
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Holmes, and others. 1 Since that review was published opportunity
has been afforded the writer to study in detail the La Plata l\1ountaius
and parts of the San MiguellVIountams and to examine other localities
in whi.ch the laccolithic type of porphyry occurs. Additional material
representing the rocks of the Henry and Carriso mountains has also
come into his hands.
At the time of the review above mentioned all the available rock
specimens from the Henry, Abajo, El Late, Carriso, and San Miguel
mountains collected by the earlier geological explorers were of one
structural type of porphyry, and exhibited no great range in mineralogical composition. They were described as "porphyrites," mainly
hornblendic and quartz bearing, but having a considerable amount o£
orthoclase in the groundmass in every case. It is now e-.rident that
most of these rocks are monzonite-porphyries or ortlwcla$..e-bearing
cliorite-jJOrphyries. 2 Additional material from the Henry Mountains,
collected by Prof. Marcus E. Jones, and from the Carriso Mountains,
collected by Mr. C. R. Corning, fails to reveal the presence in these
groups of other types of porphyry than those already· known.
The only granular rock collected from the mountai~ groups in question, by either Gilbert or Holmes, was by the latter from the La Platas,
but its mode of occurrence was not distinguished from that of the porphyries. The recent investigation of that group has shown that the
specimen in question came from a stock of monzonite in the heart
of the mountains, and that both syenite and diorite are also present
in stocks. All of these granular rock masses of the La Platas cut
many intrusive sheets of diorite- or monzonite-porphyry. Thus it
appears that one of the groups supposed by Holmes to be like the
Carriso, El Late, and Abajo mountains, and· due to injection of porphyry sheets, is in reality more complex in its igneous history.
The San Miguel Mountains were also classified by Holmes among
the groups of summits due to great intrusions in Cretaceous shales,
and the specimens collected by him in Lone Cone and other western
sumn1its indicate that his idea is true in part. But the detailed survey of the Telluride quadrangle revealed that the Mount \Vilson or
1 The Laccolitic :\Iountain Groups of Colorado, Utah, and Arizona, by Whitman Cross: Fourteenth
Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, 1894, pp. 157-241.
In this article the terminology of Gilbert was followed in the word laccolite, but since its publication the writer has become convinced that the form laccolith is preferable, both from the etymology
and to avoid correspondence with the ending of mineral and rock names.
2 The writer approves most heartily of the usage now common in America by which the word porphyry and all of its derivatives are reserved exclusively for the designation of rock structure. Certain of the laccolithic rocks are intermediate between quartz-bearing monzonite-porphyry and
quartz-bearing diorite-porphyry. They thus become porphyritic equivalents of granodiorite, as
recently defined by Lindgren (Am. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. IX, 1900). While the writer believes that
the rocks to which the name granodiorite is applied by Lindgren must be recognized by a distinct
name, that term seems to hi.m objectionable, since the rocks are not in fact intermediate between
granite and diorite-the conception expressed in the name-but between quartz-monzonite (banatitc)
and tonalite. If granodiorite be finally accepted by petrographers, many of the laceolithic rocks of
the Great Plateau region must be called granodiorite-porphyry.
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eastern group of the San J\'Iiguel Mountains was due to a great stock
of diorite-monzonite cutting andesitic tuffs of the San Juan series
and the Eocene ( ?) San Miguel formation, and hence that these peaks
arc in fact geologically a part of the San Juan l\1ountains, cut off by
erosion. A hasty examination by the writer in 1899 of Dolores Peak,
lying between Lone Cone and Mount vVilson, showed the presence
at that point, also, of tuffs and underlying San Miguel beds, besides
some porphyry masses and crosscutting bodies of granular rock, from
which it appears that this mountain is more closely related to the San
Juan Mountains in origin than to the laccolithic groups, as supposed
by Holmes.
Stocks and lct;ccolitlu; of tl~e Telluride quadrangle.-The "J1ount \Viison stock does not occur in close association with intrusive porphyries
and is but one of a number of large i:!tocks of monzonite, diorite, or
gabbro, now known to cut the Yolcanic series of the western San Juan
}\iountains. These stocks are independent of centers of laccoli.thic
intrusion or of local uplift of domal character. But large laccoliths
of diorite- or monzonite-porphyry do occur in the same general region,
as in Grayhead, ''Thipple, and Hawn lVlountains, and in Flattop, a
few 1niles northeast of Rico. These laccoliths are all in the Cretaceous
shales and there is no folding or faulting of the underlying strata.
In the case of both the stocks and the laccoliths of the Telluride
quadrangle there is no apparent reason, such as structural weakness
in the crust, for the eruptions at the points where the masses are
found.
Relations of tAe Rico ..Lriountains.-The Rico Mountains are related
to all the groups of laccolithic mountains 1nentioned above in that they
contain a large number of intrusive sheets of the common types of
porphyry occurring at a center of local uplift, with which the intrusions themselves have had more or less to do. But their most intimate relationship is to the La Plata 1\Iountains, the only other center
in which crosscutting stocks of granular rocks are known to occur.
The stock rocks are in both cases similar in chemical composition to
the sheet porphyries, but represent later eruptions of Yery different
physical conditions.
But while the Rico Mountains are in some respects much like the
La Platas in the occurrences of porphyries anu granular stock rocks,
they are unlike any other center of eruption with which they
have been compared in the variety and extent of the volcanic phenomena exhibited and in the principal elements of the local structure.
In Chapter IV will be found a discussion of the Rico dome and o£ the
role played by the eruptive rocks in its formation, from which it will
appear that the structural features are not chiefly due to" igneous
intrusion, and that the intrusionl:l may even be regarded as due to the
earth stresses which have produced the principal structure. This
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conclusion rests upon the insufficiency of the exposed igneous masses
to produce the structure 'seen, the improbability of the existence of ·
hidden masses of import!lnce, and · the abundant evidence of fault
blocks thrust up in the heart of the don1e since the porphyry intrusions.
The solfataric activity and the later spring action o:f the Rico center
may be due to proximity to the great volcanic center of San Juan or
to the fracturing of the rocks in the period of faulting. Possibly also
the deeper dissection of the dome by erosion has revealed the
action of agents which have been, to some extent at least, in operation at corresponding depths at other centers.
From the character of the Rico and La Plata uiountains it is evident that the La Sal, Abajo, El Late, and Carri'so groups must be
reexamined in some detail before the conclusion that 'they are genetically of the simple laccolithic origin ascribed to the Henry :Mountains by Gilbert can be finally accepted.
21
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INTRODUCTION.

The stratified rocks of the Rico district_ have been described in a
preceding chapter, from the lowest Paleozoic known in the region to
the base of the Dakota Cretaceous. In thickness, however, these
rocks represent only about half of the known section of southwestern
Colorado, reckoned to the top of the Laramie. The thickness of the
strata exposed in the vicinity of Rico may be given as approximately
5,300 feet, as shown in the following table.
Strcna exposed in vicinity of Rico.
Feet.

Dakota _. _____ . _________ ... ___ . _. ___ . _..................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . .
150
McEhuo _..................................... _.... __ . _... _... __ .. _. ___ . .
600
La Plata._. ___ .. ____ . __ ._ .. ___ ..... __ ...... _. __ ._. __ . ____ . __ ._. ___ ._.____
250
Dolores_ . _____ . __ .. ____ . ______________ ... __ . __ ...... __ . ___ . ___ . _. _____ . . . 1, 800
Rico .... ___ . _____ . _.. -- _- _--- __ --- ____ -- _. __ -- ________ . __ . ____ .. _. _____ .
300
Hern1o:::a _. _________ . __ . _____ . __________ . _. _______ . ____ . _______ . _________ 1, 800
Devonian_._ ... ___________ ._._. ________ . __ . __ •. _... ____ . __ ._. ____ ._._ .. __
400
Total ....... _. _......... _.... __ ......... _......... _... __ . _. . . . . . . . . 5, 300

The thickness of the higher Mesozoic strata in adjacent regions, as will
be brought out in the forthcoming folios of the La Plata and Durango
quadrangles, ig approximately 4, 700 feet. If, then, as seems probable,
all these higher formations originally extended across the site of the
present San Juan Mountains, the sedimentary section, in the western
part of the region at least, was no less than 1,0,000 feet in thickness.
There is every reason for supposing that the whole of this thickness
covered the site of the Rico :Niountains at the close of the :Niesozoic.
Continental uplift was succeeded by enormous erosion in the area of
the San J nan Mountains, but there are reasons for supposing that
about 2,000 feet of the Cretaceous beds remained in the vicinity of
Rico to be covered by Tertiary volcanic rocks, like those still preser'ired in the adjacent parts of the San Juan ~1ountains to the east and
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north. About that thickness of Cretaceous shales is exhibited under
the volcanics in 1\1ount \'7 ilson, only 9 miles directly north of Rico.
vVhile there are evidences of several important orographic disturbances in the San Juan region· prior to that at the close of the Laramie,
the most notable structures now visible in the sedimentary beds about
the mountains are due to that movement. There have been other
movements since the eruption of the Tertiary volcanics, and one of
the most interesting problems which this region presents is connected
with the recognition of these later periods of deformation and the
differentiation of their effects. Unfortunately, in the case of the
Rico dome there are no intrinsic data for determining its age relative
to the broader structures observed; so. far as the facts there presented
are concerned the quaquaversal fold might have been formed at any
time since the deposition of the highest rocks involved-the .Nlancos
shales. Consequently, all age determinations applied to this feature
are founded upon the general geological data of the region, and especially on facts concerning the age of the igneous rocks.
THE BROAD SAN JUAN STRUCTURE.

San Juan clome.-The San Juan :Mountains are flanked upon the
south, west, and north by sedimentary formations which clip away
frmn the central mountainous mass of crystalline and semicry~talline
rocks. Upon the east the relations arc not well known, but so far as
the evidence goes it indicates that such strata as have escaped erosion
dip toward the east, or that in their absence the surface of the granite
upon which they once rested slopes in this direction. 1 The structure
is thus seen to be that of a broad quaquaversal fold. Its diameter in
an east-west direction along a line drawn through Rico and the central
portion of the Needle Mountains and thence to the Piedra River is
upward of 60 miles, and the amount of arching along this line, estimated from a restoration of the Dakota sandstone, is approximately
10,000 feet, an amount equal to the thickness of the Paleozoic and
Mesozoic formations involved. Upon the Rico side this amount of
depression of the Dakota is reached between the two branches of the
Dolores, but slight northwestward dips continue for many miles beyond
this into the gently warped plateau region, which as a physiographic
province may be separated from that of the San Juan Mountains in a
"Somewhat arbitrary manner on some line of steeper dips. Thus, on
approaching the mountains fron1 the west jt is seen that the surface of
the Dakota is cut through by deep canyons as it rises gently toward the
center of uplif,t until, along a general course adjoining the La Plata
and Rico mountains, the bed:; begin to rise more steeply under the
immediate influence of the San Juan dome. The dissected table-lands
I For the general structure of this region see the Atlas of Colorado, Sheet XV, Hayden Geol. and
Geog. Surv. Terr., 1877.
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of the west may be considered as a part of the Plateau region, while
the more diverse topographic forms to the east are naturally placed in
the mountain province.
The San Juan uplift must be regarded as a regional expression of
continental movements which have occurred since the deposition of all
or nearly all of the Mesozoic. The first great uplift preceded the deposition of the San Miguel conglomerate; 1 another is witnessed in the
upturning of Tertiary beds of Puerco 2 (Eocene) age south of Durango,
.and this or still another upward movement is indicated by the attitude
of the San Juan formation upon the north side of the Needle Mountains in the headwaters of the Rio Grande and in the tilting of waterlaid beds occurring in the volcanic complex of the Silverton region.
It is suggested as an hypothesis for future corroboration, but for
which indications such as above noted are not entirely wanting at
present, that the doming of the San Juan region has been the result
of successive deformations in the same direction, repeated at each
period of continental uplift affecting this and adjacent regions.
Rico and LctJ Plctta domes.-The structure of both the Rico and the
La Plata mountain groups is quaquaversal. Each is a dome which
locally affects the structure of the broader San Juan dome near its
periphery. Neither of these smaller domes is symmetrical, for in
partaking of the general structure each has added to the dips of the
larger dome upon the outside and has tended to neutralize them upon
the inside. Thus, in the case of the La Plata dome notable local dips
are wanting upon the northeast side, and in that of the Rico structure .
they are low or absent upon the east and southeast; consequently
both domes open out toward the central mountain mass of the San
Juan.
Relat-ion of local domes to larger structure.-The Rico and La Plata
secondary domes are probably genetically related to the broader San
J nan structure, though how close the relationship ma..r have been can
not now be determined, stnce the interconnection of igneous intrusion
and continental and orogenic uplift of the Rocky Mountain type
is not yet understood. In both cases the preservation of the mountains as regions of high topographic relief is due to the presence of
igneous rocks which have been n1ore resistant to erosion than the
sediments would have been alone. The intrusions are in the fornJ of
stocks, dikes, and sheets. To the latter, which may in cases have
sufficient thickness to be of the type known as laccoliths, a certain
amount of the observed deformation of the stratified rocks is certainly
due. In the La Plata Mountains the mass of intruded matter of this
nature shown in the horizons· exposed is comparable to the deformation they have suffered over and above that affecting the lower
formations, which are covered and therefore beyond observation, so
1 See

Telluride folio.

~See

Hayden map, loc. cit.
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that if the porphyry included in the hidden strata should bear the
san1e proportion to the sedimentary rocks as in the observed section,
the doming would be accounted for without additional uplift. At Rico
the structure and make-up of the dome is much better exhibited, and
though a working hypothesis that the observed structure might be
due to a huge. laccolith lying between the Algonkian and the Paleozoic
rocks was at one time entertained, it is now known that such a mass
of igneous rock does not exist, and that the amount of deformation
which the upperrnost strata of the region underwent was several times
in excess of the amount of igneous 1naterial which was intruded into
the strata below them; that is, the formation of the Rico dome is
mainly due to a central uplifting force, apart from any actual intrusions
of liquid rock material. That such a force was also active in the La
Plata uplift may well be believed, for there, as at Rico~ the thickest
laccoliths or sills occupy a zone, so far as the rocks now remaining are
able to show, at a distance fron1 the center of the dome, and it is upon
these peripheral intrusions that the estimate of the sufficiency of. the
porphyries to produce the observed structure was based.
STRUCTURE OF THE RICO DOME.

Elmnents oftlw struct1Jlre.-The structure of the Rico dome has been
well exposed by erosion. Directly ·through its center the Dolores
River has cut its course, dividing the mountains into eastern and western groups, which are further dissected by the tributaries of the
master stream. From almost any commanding position within the
central part of the area the strata rnay be observed to dip in all directions away from the region about the lower valley of Silver Creek, a
fact which is illustrated in several of the photographs and in the distribution of t~e geological formations as shown on the accompanying
map.
Pis. III-VI show the attitude of the strata in accord with the dome
structure on the slopes of Dolores, Blackhawk, and Sandstone mountains. The general structure thus exhibited in a large way is found
to hold also in detail, and, aside from landslide blocks, there are known
but few instances of strata belonging above the Algonkian in which
the dip is toward the center. Very locally such dips occur adjacent
to the several reversed faults of the region, but these are as a rule
unimportant.
Were the whole of the deformation expressed by such quaquaversal
dips the structure of the region would be comparatively simple, but
this is not the case; the dome is not a simple structure in which the
strata have been only flexed and tilted; they have also been :faulted,
and in such a manner tl;lat the dome effect is 'increased by the displacement of the faults. There appears to be no law or order controlling
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the direction of the faults, but to the rule that the upthrow of faults is
toward the inside of the dome there are only a few exceptions.
Still another factor in the deformation has been the intrusion of
porphyry sheets at various horizons. Concerning these it has been
noted in another place that they are more abundant in the upper horizons of the Dolores formation than in any other part of the section,
so that their effect has been greater upon the higher horizons now
removed from the central portion of the 1nountains than upon the
lower strata which still remain.
The local structure in those parts of the area wherein it is not
obscured by surface deposits may be learned from the distribution of
the formations as exhibited on the geological map accompanying this
report. On this map strike and dip have been indicated by an appropriate sign; the strike by a line drawn in its direction, and the dip by
a shorter line at right angles to it, indicating the direction toward
which the strata fall, the amount of deviation from the horizontal
bei_ng indicated in degrees. Aside fr01n this the manner in which the
formation lines and sheets cross the contours upon the mountain slopes
indicates clearly the general dip of the rocks. ·Upon the east side of
the area the structure is well brought out by the lines bounding the
Rico and the upper part of the Hermosa formation, together with the
accompanying igneous sheets. Upon the west side these horizons are
largely hidden, but the distribution of the porphyries shows the structure, as do also the tongues of the La Plata and McElmo formations
upon the main ridges.
Profile sections.-On Pl. VIII are presented two profile sections
through the heart of the Rico Mountains, exhibiting the dome structure. These sections are constructed on the scale 1:62,500, or about
1 inch to the mile-the scale of the Rico and Engineer Mountain atlas
sheets-and the vertical equals the horizontal scale.
Section AA extends from the gently inclined flat-topped ridge west
of Eagle Peak, which lies directly west of Calico Peak, in a direction
S. 79° E., passing through the saddle near the summit of Anchor Mountain, across the east ridge of Expectation Mountain, through the smumit of Dolores Mountain, and across the flat ridge south of Blackhawk
Peak. It shows the extent to which the Juratrias and Cretaceous formations of Eagle Peak take part in the structure, and the dome is
specially brought out by the band representing the Rico formation.
The :fiat position of the formations in the Dolores Valley is due to the
strike being so nearly parallel to the course of the section. This section is located to ayoid the larger faults and thus to bring out the
amount of domal folding the more clearly.
The porph:yry sheets of Anchor and Expectation mountains are represented as branches of one body to express the fact shown on the
north face of the former summit. It may be that they are distinct on
the line of the profile.
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An arm of the monzonite stock is shown as cutting across the .strata
on the eastern slope of Expectation Mountain for the reason that a tunnel nearly on the line of section encounters that rock on penetrating
the landslide debris of the shoulder projecting into Sulphur Gulch.
Section BB crosses the Dolores River within the town of Rico with
a course N. 78° E. On the west it crosses the sumn1it between Storm
Peak and ~andslip Mountain and ends on the sloping mesa of the
Dakota sandstone between Stoner and Priest gulches. To the east it
crosses Allyn Gulch and the Blackhawk fault a little above the Maggie
Mine, and its e~stern end is slightly beyond the unnamed point seen in
Pl. I where the La Plata, McElmo, and Dakota formations appear still
possessing the dip of the Rico uplift.
In Section BB the appearance of the Dakota on either extren1e brings
out the lateral extent of the domal structure, and the gradual change
to the Plateau country on the west is exhibited.
The porphyry sheets of the Silver Creek region are represented as
ascending on the east side of the dome, in harmony with the idea
brought out in a preceding chapter that the source of the porphyry
magmas on this side of the dome ·appears to be independent of the
center of uplift and situated near its border.
Amo·u·n.t of defornuttion by folding.-Deformation has been shnply
defined by Gilbert 1 as "the process by which level strata are transformed into dipping strata." The result of deformation by folding
at Rico has been an essentially domal structure, recognizable by the
attitude and distribution of the geological formations. In so far as
these are exhibited upon the surface they may also serve as a partial
basis for measuring the amountof deformation which has taken place,
and by restoring higher horizons, using the known thicknesses given
at the beginning of this chapter, a fair estimate may be obtained of
the total amount o£ the local uplift.
.
The profile sections of Pl. VIII give a basis upon which the amount
o£ the uplift can be approximately realized. at a glance, but a more
definite conception may be gained by restoring some particular stratum
to the position it may be assumed to have occupied before erosion of
the uplifted rocks.
The most comprehensive view of the Rico structure is to be obtained
from a consideration of the La Plata sandstone. Before the dome was
dissected the base of this formation over the summit was at least 4,400
feet above the lowest rocks now exposed at Rico on the line of Section ·
BB of Pl. VIII, and probably somewhat higher, since the above figure
is estimated from the thickness of the Hermosa, Rico, and Dolores
formations and the Newman Hill porphyry sheet, and takes no account
o£ other probable intrusive sheets. The base of the La Plata on this
estimate must have been at about the altitude of 13,200 feet-500 feet
I
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or n1ore above the highest peak of the Rico district. It is plain that
some of this elevation may be due to faulting, but it will be seen from
the map that the uplift by dislocation is mainly north of the line of
Section BB.
The an1ount of local doming which is thus indicated may be seen by
con1paring the position of the La Plata in the vicinity. About 5 miles
north of Rico the base of the formation crosses the Dolores River at
an elevation of 9, 300 feet, showing a fall from the restored position
over Rico of 3,900 feet, or nearly 800 feet per mile, independent of
the influence of the porphyry sheet. Beyond this outcrop the northward dips are continued for only a short distance, so that here we have
the full n1easure of the local deformation in this direction. In other
directions the fall per mile is less, but the dips are continued for a
greater distance. Thus frmn the northwe~t around to the south the
average deformation or dip slope varies from 400 to 600 feet per mile
for a distance of fron1 5 to 8 miles, beyond which it gradually lessens as
the distance from the center increases. The diminished dips continue
for 1nany miles toward the west into the Plateau region. Toward the
south they fall at the rate of about 500 feet per mile, and are met by the
structure of the La Plata Mountains at a distance of about 7 n1iles.
Also to the southeast, though the La Plata is n1issing, the lower strata
fall at the rate of 300 feet per mile f01? about 8 miles, where the local
structure is completely neutralized by the contrary dips away from
the Needle Mountains. To the east a distance of 4 miles finds the
base of the La Plata 1, 700 feet lower than over the top of the dome
and dipping to the northeast, in which direction it continues to fall for
several miles.
The best basis for estimating the position of the La Plata at Rico
before the uplift is obtained by noting its occurrence in nearly horizontal position at 9,300 feet in the Dolores Valley at the mouth of Barlow Creek. 6 1niles northeast of Rico, and at 8,500 feet at the mouth
of Bear Creek, 12 miles southwest of that town. If the fall in this
distance of 18 1niles was equally distributed before the uplift, as seems
probable, the base of the La Plata at the site of Rico was near the
horizon now found at 9,030 feet, limiting the porphyry sheet of NewUlan Hill, and the domal uplift to the restored position amounts to
3,670 feet.
lljJlz'ft due to h1Irusi1-•e JJ011Jhyrie8.-The additional deformation due
to sheets and laccoliths ean not be estimated excepting in a very crude
way from the bodies which have escaped erosion. In the central part
of the area the Newman Hill porphyry, the influence of which has
already been n1entioned in the preceding section, has a thickness of
500 feet, proved by the exposures and the drill hole sunk in the Skeptical shaft. Another important sheet near the top of the Hermosa
formation has a maximmn thickness of 250 feet where it crosses the
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river above ~1ontelores, south of the area of the special 1nap, but
thins out as it rises with the dome, until it finally disappears entirely
in Deadwood Gulch. Its distribution is such that it can hardly be
supposed to have been present in the central part of the dome. Other
porphyries in this formation, so far as they are exhibited in surface
exposures, are of minor importance and could certainly in no single
section aggregate more than 200 feet.
The Dolores formation seems to have been, for some reason, especially favorable for receiving sheets and laccolithic intrusions; and
these are localized, with respect to the dome, upon the eastern and
western sides. The portion of the formation in which they occur does
not contain similar intrusions to the north or to the south, where cut
by the Dolores Valley. Whether or not there were like intrusions
over the central part of the dome can not be determined, but it would
seem more likely that they did not exist from the fact that no central
cross-cutting ,bodies of porphyry which could have fed them are
known; however this may have been, the porphyries which now remain reach locally an aggregate thickness of perhaps 600 or 70Q feet,
and by this amount must have augmented the arching of the La Plata
and higher formations.
The horizons above the La Plata doubtless suffered still more deformation from injected porphyry bodies, but large masses of igneous
rock are at present to be seen only in the cap of Elliott Mountain and
in the Flattop laccolith to the northeast, upon the line between the
Telluride and Engineer Mountain quadrangles. The former is immediately above the La Plata sandstone, while the latter lies on top of
the Dakota and is capped by the shale of the lower Mancos formation.
The mass of monzonite which cuts through the sedimentary rocks
upon the west side of the dome has caused a considerable amount of
metamorphism in the adjacent rooks, but there is no evidence that the
strata have been turned up around its periphery. Its influence in
modifying the dome must be compared to that of the block faults near
Silver Creek, but there is absolutely no basis for measuring it.
Deformation by faulting.- In the process of uplift or deformation
by which the Rico dome was produced the strata were no doubt fissured
and fractured to a considerable extent. At the present time a great
many old :fissui·es may be detected. Most of them are filled by vein
matter, partly ore-bearing, partly barren; and in some cases the evidence is clear that the veins are lines of faulting. The displacement
on the faults varies from more than a thousand feet to that which is
scarcely measurable.
The supposition that the faults of the Rico Mountains are fractures
contemporaneous with the domal folding, merely expressing relief
of great tension by rupture of the rocks instead of further bending,
seems in itself natural, but is opposed by the considerations connected
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with the intrusion of the igneous rocks. Fron1 the generally accepted
theories in regard to the relations of igneous intrusion of laccolithic
character to domal uplift it is necessary to assume that the porphyry
sheets of Rico are· contemporaneous with or later than the principal
uplift. But these igneous bodies are cut by all faults observed to
come in contact with them. No single instance was found of a porphyry dike ascending on a fault fissure. Further, the monzonite stock
is traversed by n1any quartz veins, some of them bearing sulphide
ores. It is therefore necessary to disconnect the fault phenomena of
this region from the primary domal uplift, although it is of course
possible, or even probable, that some unidentifiable portion of the
folding accompanied the faulting.
In character the faults vary fron1 clean -cut fissures to zones of sheeting or brecciation many feet in width. Extreme brecciation is well
shown in various portions of the Blackhawk fault, in the Calumet,
Zulu Chief, and several tunnels near Rico, in the "great vein" of the
northern part of C. H. C. Hill, and in the boundary zones of the Algonkian quartzites in Silver Creek. Sheeting is seen in most of these
localities. ·
The distribution of the main faults is shown by the map. The
greater dislocations are near the center of the dome, but a large number of lesser fractures occur in the circle of peaks about it. A glance
at the map will show that there is no pronounced systematic arrangement of the faults. In certain localities the principal fissures may
have a common trend, with minor zones intersecting at oblique angles.
This is illustrated in the southeast corner of the region,' in Silver
Gulch, in the Dolores Valley near Burns, and in Newman Hill. As a
rule, the faults are nearly vertical, but dip at variably steep angles in
son1e cases.
The displacement of the faults inHelation to the dome structure is
subject to a simple rule for nearly all of those found at some distance
from the center. vVhen even approximately parallel to the strike of
the strata the up throw is on the inside, or toward the center, of the
don1e. The only important exception to this rule is the great fault of
Telescope :\1ountain, which must be classed with the block faults of
Silver Creek.
It is evident that all faults obeying the above rule have served to
increase the uplift near the center of the dome. But it must be assumed
that most of them die out gradually as they pass upward, and it may
be questioned whether any of the dislocations of less than 300 feet in
an1ount cut through the :Mancos shales, assun1ed to have o'Terlain the
Dakota sandstone at the time of uplift. The Blackhawk and Kellie
Bly faults are the important ones following this rule, and their effect
at the horizon of the La Plata sandstone must ha,Te been still measurable hy hundreds of feet. But if the lateral extent of these faults be
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compared with the diameter of the dome, as represented in the sections of Pl. VIII, it will be realized that the modification of the dome
·by dislocations following the rule ·stated above was not great and was
confined to the central portion.
The faults bounding the Algonkian schists and quartzites differ
from most of the other faults in that they limit small blocks pushed
up in the heart of the dome. So far as the fractures are known they
are nearly vertical. The amount of upthrust is indeterminable, for no
remnants of the Paleozoic sediments lie on the Algonkian blocks.
These old rocks then represent plugs punched up through the strata
and porphyry sheets without much, if any, visible disturbanee of the
adjoining beds at the horizons seen. These blocks are comparable to
the monzonite stock in this respect, but from their small size the disturbance in the dome structure above them must have been much less
than that above the stock, assuming that the stock magma did not
reach the surface. These fault blocks may perhaps be regarded as
quite analogous to the stock eruption, in that both seem to be comparatively recent manifestations of an upward force suddenly exerted,
produeing vertical fissures rather than folding. If the fault blocks
represented by the Algonkian rocks of existing exposures extended
upward for some distance with nearly vertical walls their disturbance
of the dome structure may have reached to the upper shale series of
the Cretaceous, but if they wedged out upward the faulting must
have been resolved into local tilting of adjacent beds.
The great fault of Telescope ll'Iountain is so undetermined as to its
eourse and .its relations to various other possible fissures that little
need be said here as to its effeet upon the Rico dome. If a single
fault~ it must have materially 1nodified the symmetry of the dome at
the horizon of the La Plata sandstone.
BEDDING FAULTS. 1

The term "bedding fault" is here applied to clisloeations which follow
planes of stratification. 2 Dislocations of this kind are to be observed in
several of the mines of the Rico district, particularly in the mines of
C. H. C. Hill and those of Newman Hill. In both places they have
been the locus of ore deposition, and in the latter have afforded a great
deal of ore, which, if not so abundant as that occurring in the verticals,
has usually been much richer. The veins and ore deposits.of Newman
Hill have been studied in detail by John B. Farish and T. A. Rickard,
1 The section on Bedding Faults is by A. C. Spencer. Since the report upon the Rico ore deposits
can not accompany the discussion of the geology, as was intended, it seems desirable to refer somewhat fully to the geological features of the peculiar ore bodies of Xewman Hill, which arc intimately
connected with bedding faults. A full discussion must be deferred.-,Y. C.
2 Upon the subject of bedding faults see descriptions of the silver and contact faults, by .J. E. Spurr,
in Geology of the Aspen :\lining District, Colorado: :\Ion. L. S. Geol. Snrvey, VoL XXXI, pp. 82,143.
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who have at different times superintended the operation of the Enterprise 1nine, and in the papers which they have written many valuable
obseryations and conclusions regarding the geological relations exhibited by the ores have been recorded. In both of these papers the
geology of the ''contact" deposits of Newman Hill is discussed at
length. 1
The tern1 "contact" is used at Rico in an indefinite and incorrect
sense, and has also been 1nisapplied by Farish and Rickard. In the
local usage the word is not applied in its legitimate sense to the plane
of contact between different rock masses, hut rather to any ore-hearing
horizon or zone even approximately parallel to stratification. In NewInan Hill it is applied to a brecciated ore-bearing zone which is not
necessarily between the same formations throughout its course.
Qtwtation .frmn Fcrrish.-An accurate conception of the bedding
fault and of the so-called ''contact,, can not be better conveyed than
by quoting fron1 the above-1nentioned papers. Mr. Farish says:
Attention has been called to a band of limestone that occurs midway in the series
of alternating shales and sandstone strata. It is a grayish deposit, varying in thickness from 18 to 30 inches, and occupies throughout Newman Hill the same stratigraphical position \vith reference to the other beds. From its close relation to the
ore deposits, this band is locally known as the "contact limestone." It is inclosed
between two layers of argillaceous shale, which are, however, quite different in
appearance. The overlying stratum is a soft, comminuted, drab-colored shale, varying in thickness from 6 to 20 feet. This layer forms an impervious shed to the surface '.vaters circulating about it, thus leav·ing the 111i11e 1vorki11gs be1o,v cuHiparativei)r
dry. The underlying bed is a black, finely laminated shale from 7 to 12 feet in
thickness, which rests upon the series of alternating gray sanqstones and drab and
greenish shales.

Descript-ion o.f tlw "contact" by Rickw·d.-The description by Mr.
Hickard 2 is more detailed, and is quoted, in part indirectly, as follows:
The accounts which haYe been given 3 of a "contact limestone," overlain by a
"drab shale" and underlain by a "finely laminated shale," may describe certain
sections of this ore-bearing horizon, but they do not characterize it as a whole, ancl
they giye a misleading idea of its real nature.
In four parts of the Enterprise m.ine the contact is found respectively in a crystalline lime, overlain by black shale and underlain by sandstone; in a lime breccia,
overlain by sandstone and underlain by a gray limestone; in a mass of crushed
quartzose lime, covered by black shale and overlying a blocky limestone; and at
the base of a bed of gypsum having a maximum thickness of 15 feet, with limestone
below it.-t
The ore of the contact can not be said to be confined to any particular encasement,
but one may venture the generalization that it is to be sought for in a layer of crushed
J On the ore deposits of ~ ewman Hill, near Rico, Colorado, by John B. Farish: Proc. Colorado Sci. Soc.,
Yol. IY, pp.151-164.
The Enterprise mine, Rico, Colorado, by T. A. Rickard: Trans. Am. Inst. :\fin. Eng. for 1896, Vol. XXVI,
1897, pp. 906-980.
2 Loc. cit., pp. 963-970 and 976.
3 Referring to Farish's description just quoted.
4 In the Rico-Aspen mine the limestone which occurs beneath the gypsum is blocky in its fracture,
like that occurring below the contact in the Enterprise workings.-A. C. S.
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rock which occurs along a certain horizon marked by a thinly bedded series of black
limestones and shales. The parts of the contact explored during my period of management were very frequently characterized by a distinct breccia made up principally, but not solely, of lime fragments. Pieces of shale and sandstone were
recognizable as derived from adjacent beds, and fragments of porphyrite ·were traceable to neighboring intrusions of that rock. The contact above the Jumbo No. 2 1
frequently consisted of compact pulverulent lime, graduating into breccia overhead
and underlain by blocky lime; that above the Enterprise 1 was often breccia, shading
off into blocky lime overhead and underlain by black shale, while the ore of the
Jumbo No. 3 1 contact was found between a powdmy brown lime and a thin bed of
black shale. The variability of the stratigraphical position of the ore thus emphasized is due to the non persistence of individual beds. The' pulverulent lime indicates
crushing, probably connected with an invasion of porphyrite above it.
The wavy compact texture of the gypsum suggests an origin by a sulphatization
of lim.e breccia through the agency of solutions coming from neighboring ore-bearing
measures.
The contact zone has been the victim of all disturbances tending to deform the
rocks. A thickness of closely l~'minated shales is laid upon blocky limestones and
sandstones. To the formation of a fracture the latter rocks would offer no particular
obstacle, because of their homogeneity, but the upward extension of a fracture would
be impeded, if not stopped, by meeting a series of beds which, on account of their
laminated structure, are easy to bend, but hard to break. There is nothing fanciful
in this reasoning. Thus,·it seems to me, the ~tructure of the rocks of the horizon
now known as the " contact" was the immediate cause of the repeated shattering
which that horizon underwent. It was the factor which stopped the upward extension of the vein fractures and produced the consequent limitation to the circulation
of those mineral solutions which were the immediate agents of ore deposition. Thus
is explained the concentration of Jarge ma.sses of orP. along this zone, because it
became a dam, checking the circulation in an upward direction. The fractures now
followed by the pay veins were unable to break through the shales above the contact, and though the later cross veins were stronger, they too were stopped by the
elasticity of these ctosely laminated beds. In each case, therefore, the force of vertical fracturing was diverted into a horizontal displacement, which soon made the
zone under the shales a mass of shattered rock, peculiarly adapted to become the
place of ore deposition.

Oornrnent'u>_Pon tAe q·uotations.-These two descriptions are practically
in accord, though the :first is, as suggested by Mr. Rickard, somewhat
misleading because incomplete. Both agree in assigning the fractured
and brecciated zone in which the contact and its ores occur to a definite and limited series of strata at a constant horizon. The fact is very
clearly expressed by Mr. Rickard that differences in the inclosing rock
are due to the original local variations in the strata rather than to the
crosscutting of the fractured zone from one horizon to another. That
this is the actual state of affairs throughout the mines of Newman Hill
is corroborated by the observations of the writers. The sections of the
contact and subjacent beds given in the description of the Hermosa
formation (pp. 48-59) show the general character of the zone. The
n1arly limestone and blocky limestone just below it were recognized as
lithologically identical wherever the contact was visited, and while other
1 Names

of vertical NE. and SW. veins in the Enterprise mine.
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bed~ rnight come and go these were more constant.
So distinct is the
n1arly or pulverulent limestone from any other stratum in the section
that little hesitation is felt in suggesting that a similar rock which has
been exposed in the Sambo and Lake View tunnels, upon the hillside
south of Horse Creek, is representative of the same horizon. However this may be, the •• contact" of Newman Hill is believed to be a
continuous and individual stratum within the region thus far explored.
It is hardly exact to consider the nonpersistence of strata above or
below the contact as changing the stratigraphic position of that horizon, as Mr. Rickard has done. Stratigraphic identity may be more
certainly recognized by tracing a given rock layer horizontally, even
though its character changes from place to place, than by attempting
to define it by its occurrence between like strata.
The discussion of the origin of the brecciated :zone of Newman_ Hill
by J\'Ir. Rickard can be indorsed in the main. From the relative
amount of faulting upon the vertical fissures at depth and in the vicinity of the contact it is evident that the shales have taken up the
strain which resulted below in sharp displacement to the measured
amount of often 25 feet or more, by flexing and slipping one layer
upon another and by brecciation. The inference is not, however,
warranted that fissures were not produced in the overlying strata; if
faults may die out upward, they may also increase upward with a
change of flexibility in the strata, so that it is entirely probable that
many of the fissures which are known to be prominent below the
contact reappear above, though they may never have been mineralized
to the same extent. Evidence tending in this direction may be seen
in the faults and fissures in the cliffs back of Newman Hill, where the
n1assiye limestones are very much broken up. These may have no
correspondence, break for break, with faults occurring at depths, but
they are presumably related in origin to the veins of Newman Hill,
since they have corresponding courses.
Origin of the bedding fm.tlts.-lt is possible that the bedding faults
at Rico had their origin before the period of faulting, at the time
when the upward doming was initiated. If the beds were bent upward,
there would naturally be slipping of one stratum upon another, and
bedding faults would result. Such an explanation is given by Spurr,
as cited aboYe, for brecciated zones and planes of dislocation along the
stratification in the Aspen mining region of central Colorado.
In the case of most of the bedding faults at Rico there i::; no way of
ascertaining whether or not this origin is applicable, but in that of the·
":Xewman contact'' it is certain that, while the primary break ma:y
haye been due to tension ari::;ing from the flexing of the strata by a
gentle uplift, a greater part of the moyement and brecciation has
resulted from deflection of movement along fissures crossing the
stratification.
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The origin of the "contact" zone of Newman Hill by the slippmg of
the beds on each other during uplift, or by the resolution of movement
across the bedding into movement parallel to it, may seem sufficient to
account for the phenomena observed, and certainly in the several noted
cases of bedding faults at other horizons no additional explanation is
required, but certain further suggestions may still be made to account
in part for the phenomena of Newman Hill.
A secondary origin is suggested by Mr. Rickard for the gypsmn
which occurs locally above the contact in the mines of Newman Hill,
but the facts already stated (p. 53) are believed to be sufficient to prove
that the gypsum was really formed in a sedimentary way as an original
chemical precipitate. 'Vherever it occurs it lies immediately above
the pulverulent limestone of the'' contact," or, as stated by Mr. P. S.
Rider, the present superintendent of the Enterprise mine, the gypsun1
locally occupies the place of the "contact."
In the light of the soluble nature of rock gypsun1 and the evidence
in the Rico-Aspen mine that· it has been very much corroded by circulating waters, and also because of the variable thickness of the
gypsum bed, it seems possible that the observed relation of the ''con- .
tact" and the gypsum may be significant of the origin of the former,
and connected with the brecciation of the black shales which are found
above it. It may be sugge!'ted that the gypsum originally occurred
over the whole region where the pulverulent marl, which now makes
up the'' contact,~~ is found, and that the latter is the insoluble residual
left after the former was removed by the action of percolating waters.
Because of the irregularities which would result from the characteristic
corrosion of gypsum, its removal and the consequent sinking of the
superjacent strata might well result in a brecciation of the beds originally resting upon such a stratum of gypsu~ as is supposed to have
existed at Rico. The brecciation observed in the mines of Newman
Hill may well have originated in this way; especially since it is mainly
confined to the black shales which occur above the supposed residuum
of the gypsum. The ''contact" zone itself is sometimes brecciated
and sometimes not; but the strata below it, though consisting of flexible
shales and brittle limestones in alternation, are not known to be brecciated at any place. In the breccia, fragments of porphyry rl.erived
from a thin sheet lying above it are frequently mixed with the pieces
of shale to a distance of several feet below the base of the igneous
rock, a feature which would naturally occur under the supposed conditions, but which could also occur if the brecciation were due primarily to a Jifferential movement in the rocks. The localization of
the brecciated zone between a certain thin limestone band below the
'~contact" and the supposed massive sandstones or porphyry above
wor1 d seem anomalous, if the bedding fault is due primarily to the
deforming forces, since the black shales which occur beneath the
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''contact" 1 are similar to those above and rest upon a great series of
massive beds, above which movement would have been as likely to
have occurred as at the horizon observed. It would seem even more
natural if there had been a distribution of such a primary movement
through the whole thickness of the black shale series. Evidence of
such movement might also be expected to occur at many horizons in
the section involved.
In view of these considerations, it is thought that there is a fair
degree of probability for the truth of the hypothesis proposed. It
does not interfere at all with the conclusions of Mr. Rickard that the
dynamic forces have been dissipated by bending and by shearing parallel to the strata, since such a brecciated zone would, if existing previous to the deformation, particularly lend itself to further horizontal
movement; while, if later than the deformation, it would not affect the
problen1 one way or the other.
ORIGIN OF THE DOME.

From the foregoing discussion it appears that the structure of the
Rico Mountains is in many respects similar to that of the La Plata
Mountains, and in less degree to that of the Henry Mountains and of
other laccolithic groups of the plateau country. The intrusive porphyries are of the type cmnmon in all these groups, and their intrusion may be plausibly assumed as nearly contemporaneous in all
cases. But while the Henry ]\fountains are described by Gilbert as
entirely due to the intrusion of the porphyry masses, it is clear that
in the Rico Mountains the bodies of porphyry, either visible or reasonably to be hypothecated, can not he assumed to have caused the
domal uplift as a whole, both on account of their small mass and on
account of their position in the dome. Further, the existence of profound faults later than the porphyries shows the action at this center
of a powerful vertical upthrust which is not demonstrably con!lected
with igneous intrusion.
The porphyry sheets in the Rico dome must haye produced a displacement of overlying strata equal to their mass, and this was certainly
an important element in the upper parts of the dome. So far the
uplift is due to the intrusion of igneous magmas, and the Rico Mountains are a laccolithic group. The greater part of the uplift which has
taken place has affected the whole Paleozoic section and the Algonkian rocks upon which they lie,, and thus the small Rico dome comes
to show close relationship with the much broader San Juan uplift.
As has been stated in an earlier section, the most prominent structure in the San J nan 'region is pre-Tertiary in origin, but there was
also uplift in Tertiary time, and it is possible that the Hico dome is
1 The

sandstones are nowhere exposed, but are stated by :\Ir. Rickard to lie abo>e the "contact."
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synchronous with the later elevation and a result of the same force.
The same is true of the La Plata :Mountains. But until the structural
history of the San Juan region has been studied in much greater
detail the relation between the local uplift of the Rico and La Plata
mountains and the more nearly continental movements of the San Juan
region can not be thoroughly discussed. The developments of the
investigation of the Rico Mountains make it very desirable to reexamine the so-called laccolithic groups of the plateau country, for in no
case, with the exception of the Henry :Mountains, has the previous
work in those groups been sufficient to demonstrate their character.
They may be similar to the Rico and La Plata groups, the igneous
intrusions accounting for but a portion of the total uplift. For the
La SallVIountains the probabilityof such a complex origin has already
been pointed out. 1
In discussing the nature of the forces which have produced the
Rico uplift, it is apparent that thm~e is a close analogy between the
two phases of intrusive action and two phases of structural uplift. The
prin;tary upward pressure at this center was one to which the whole section of Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata accommodated itself by folding,
stretching, and no doubt by minor fissuring. It would appear to have
been a gradually exerted pressure, of the kind generally assumed to
have forced the magmas of laccoliths and analogous sheets between the
strata of a sedimentary complex. Corresponding to this idea it is found
that the distinct porphyry sheets of the Rico Mountains are the earliest
intrusions.
The fault blocks of the heart of the mountains, made up of Algo,nkian schists and quartzites, have been thrust up through the folded
strata with little or no evidence of contemporaneous folding of the
adjoining beds. This is also the relation of the Darling Ridge monzonite stock, as far as can be seen, and also of the similar stocks of
the La Plata, Telluride, and other neighboring quadrangles. Such
fault blocks and such masses of igneous rocks seem alike clue to forces
suddenly exerted, producing vertical fracture instead of doming.
With such an analogy before one, there naturally arises the suggestion that a mass of magma forming a stock in greater depth may have
followed the upthrust blocks now revealed. Such an hypothesis
requires the assumption of very direct connection between the propelling forces of magmas and those of continental uplift. But what- .
ever ultimate connection there may be between these forces, there is
good reason to question the theory that structural elevation and the
igneous intrusions at Rico are but different phases of one dynamic
force.
If it be contended that but one great force has been exerted, it is difficult to explain why larger amounts of magma were not intruded into the
J
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strata of the Rico dome, in view of the large igneous mas:;es of probably contemporaneous origin occurring near at hand in comparatively
undisturbed beds. A single mass of porphyry, exceeding in bulk all
the sheets of the Rico Mountains put together, occurs just at the northeast base of the dome, and similar large bodies occur on the San
Miguel River in the Telluride quadrangle. The stocks of the Telluride quadrangle appear like,vise to be distributed without visible relation to any structure of the sedimentary formations. In other words,
it appears to be the case that both laccolithic and stock eruptions of this
region may be independent of centers of structural movements of the
crust. Intrusions have occurred at points of structural weakness,
but have also taken place in much greater volume at points variously
related to such centers. With this brief reference to the problem of
the. odgin of t.he Rieo rlome, its furthe•· discussion is postponed until
the investigation of the San Juan region and of the mountain groups
.of the plateau country has furnished much needed data.
DESCRIPTION OF THE FAULTS.

Spruce Gulch .fattlt.-This fault runs along the northeast bank, not
far from the creek bed, with a general course about N. 50° \V., and is
nearly vertical. It is more plainly seen a little beyond the southern
boundary of the area mapped, where the Montelores porphyry sheet
is dislocated. The line of the break can be closely determined here,
and the amount of upthrow is estimated at nearly 400 feet upon the
northeast. The fault is not accurately determinable in the lower part
of the gulch, being concealed by wash or broken-up landslide material
of an area shown on the map. If the lower porphyry sheet, which is
known in the creek bed, exists on the northeast of the fault, it was
not detected and has been on1itted from the map, since it is very possible that it thins out rapidly to the eastward. Outcrops do not exist
by wbiuh the northwestern extension of this fault may be recognized.
It is thought that a tunnel at an elevation of about 8,725 feet on the
north side of Spruce Gulch and running nearly east intersects this
fault, but as the workings were caved in at the time of visit no definite
evidence was obtained. The course of the fault would carry it into
the landslide area south of Sulphur Gulch and in the direction of
Expectation Mountain.
Deadwood.fault.-This fault crosses Deadwood Gulch at about 9,150
feet, being hidden upon the north side by the debris which covers·
Newman Hill. On the south side of the creek it may be located accurately and its displacement estimated from the position on either side
of it of the limestone strata belonging to the middle part of the Hernlosa formation. The faulting of the massive limestones is apparent
in looking across Deadwood Creek from the edge of Newman Hill.
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The dislocation is up on the north, and amounts to approximately
250 feet in the cliffs south of the gulch, but diminishes toward the
east. Its course, where it crosses the creek, is between N. 65° W. and
N. 70° "'\V. Upon its north side the strike of the strata, is N. 40° vV.
and the dip 37° S,V., while to the south of the break the strike is N.
70° vV. and the dip 4° S"'\V.
The economic importance of this fault lies h1 the fact that it
displaces the ore-bearing hodzon of Newman Hill. There is little
room to doubt that the black shale and the shale breccia which are
exposed in the Stephanite tunnel at the mouth of Deadwood G\llch
represent the black sh.ale series of the "contact," a~d are continuous
northward to the workings of the Rico-Aspen mine. These black
shales are found about 100 feet from the mouth of the adit, which bad
penetrated surface gravels to near this point. The strike of the Deadwood fault would carry it across the Stephanite tunnel, but the oecurrenee of the black shale at the point mentioned indicates that the line
of the fault must be son1ewhat farther south than the exposures. of
shale, and that its course i~ intersected by the tunnel in the gra,rel
area.
If it were desired to reach the horizon of the "contact" immediately
south of the fault it would be necessary to sink at' least 250 feet, and
to a greater depth a~. the di~tance from the fault increased, because of
the southerly dips o£ the strata. :From present evidence there is no
reason for ~uppm;ing that the ''contact" would be mineralized south
of the fault, for it is not so enriched in the neighborhood of the fault
in the Stephanite workings.
l 1Ct.ittlts of Dolores Jlimmtctin and vic1~nity·.-In the area between the
Blackhawk and Deadwood faults, and extending to the corner of the
area mapped, there are several faults ·of minor importance. These
seem to fall into two sys~ems: The fault~ of the most p·rominent system have eonrses between N. 45c "'\V. and N~ 60J vV.; tho~e of the
seeond system vary between nearl~r north-south and N. 20:J "'\V. The
main fissures are nearly parallel in their general trend to both the
Blaekhawk and the Deadwood faults. In amount of throw they range
from a few feet up to about 400 feet, though they are mostly under
150 feet. The maximum is reached in two compensating faultl':l to be
found upon the north side of Dolores lVIountain. These breaks may
be assigned one to each of the two systems, and they eonsequently
inter~ect, as represented on the map.
Between them a wedge-shaped
mass ha~ been dropped. The relations of the eastern fault are very
obseure throughout, and this is also true of the lower part of the
western break, but the latter i~ well shown at the bead of the ravine,
where it displaces the thick porphyry mass wbieh forms the cap of
Dolores :Mountain. Upon the south side of the ridge the rocks are
very poorly exposed, and the amount of the fault i~ not definitely
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determinable. The thin sheets of porphyry which are represented on
the 1nap may not be all that are actually present in this region, and
those that have been located do not afford. a clew as to the amount of
displacement. To the east of this fault the main porphyry sheet must
thin out rapidly southward, as the one found at its horizon on the
southern slopes is less than 50 :feet in thickness.
Certain of the faults in· this region are contrary to the· rule of
upthrow on the inside of the dome, but these are unimportant.
Blacklwwkfault.-The Blackhawk fault is so called from the mine
located upon it where it has the maximum displacement. It has been
traced from the divide between Allyn Gulch and the northern headwaters of Scotch Creek, south of Blackhawk Peak, to the ridge above
Nigger Baby Hill. It seems to correspond to the vein of the Pigeon
mine upon C. H. C. Hill, and is probably also identic!:lJ with either the
A. B. G. or the C. V. G. vein at Burns; or, what is more likely, these
fault fissures represent a splitting of the Blackhawk fault. Accepting
this as corre·ct, the fault is known for a distance of more than 4 miles.
Its general course is about N. 52° W., though there are many local
deviations from thi~ direction. The throw is always up upon the
southwest side.
Rarely is the fault well exposed at the surface, and the throw being
extremely variable it is difficult to obtain accurate measurement of
the displacement. At Burns the A. B. G. fissure shows a fault of
about 50 feet, while the amount upon the C. V. G. could not be estimated, but can not be very large. In the lower part of Uncle Ned
draw, opposite the Blackhawk mine, the throw i:-J 85 or 90 feet, as
measured by the displacement of the Fu:-Julina layer and the base of
the Rico formation. The~e are the only place::-5 where it was actually
measured, and in both cases the fault is upon a single plane. Upon
C. H. C. Hill it is not expo:4ed at the surface, but under ground is
found to be a brecciated vein, which has a width of 50 feet in the Don
Cameron tunnel.
From the bed of Silver Creek southward the dislocation of the
Blackhawk fault is very greatly increased. As will be explained more
at length in describing the Nellie Bly and Last Chance faults, it is
assumed that a large part of the cli:-5loeation on those fractures has been
taken up by the Blackhawk fault south of the points of intersection,
thm.; aeeounting for the great ,·ariation in throw upon the latter. enfortunately the area within which the relations of these faults must
be determined is entirel~T covered by surface wash, and the existing
mine workings were either inacce~~ible when this inYe~tigation was
in progress or are so situated a:; to throw little light upon the snbject.
It is supposed that the Nellie Bly fault crosses the Blackhawk very
near the Argentine shaft, in Silver Creek. At the time of visit this
shaft was full of water, but from the be~t obtainable information the
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exploration from it was entirely upon the Blackhawk vein. Similarly
the old workings of the Blackhawk mine, while extensive, were prosecuted without appreciation of the fact that the vein represented a fault
fissure and were directed to exploration of the ore shoots d.ipping
away from the main vein, or of the branch veins, such as the Maggie,
also located on the eastern side. There is thus little or no development west of the Blackhawk vein wh~re the Last Chance fault would
meet it if continued across the covered area east of Allyn Gulch with
the strike observed to the westward.
The maze of workings in the Blackhawk mine have thus far defied
any simple interpretation of the structural relations of the ore bodies
at this point; but it is plain that the shoots of sulphide ores dipping
steeply away from the main vein represent replacement deposits in
the massive limestones of the Hermosa, the upper beds of which can
be seen in the lower cliffs east of the vein, and the magnitude of
the Blackhawk fault at this point it5 shown by the altitude at which
these same limestones meet the fault in their descent from the north
slopes of Dolores Mountain. As shown by the map, they are cut off
by the fault on the northeast side of Allyn Gulch at a considerable
distance from the lower workings of the Blackhawk. As the dips are
steep to the east of the fault and several mino_r faults occur between
these two. points, the statement of the amount of faulting of the limestones can be only a general one. It is between 600 and 800 feet in
the aggregate, and most of it belongs undoubtedly to the Blackhawk
fault.
The dislocation has taken place upon a fissure zone for a part, if not
the whole, of the distance between the lower Blackhawk workings and
the west slope of Blackhawk Peak. 'Vhether the two fissures continue
separate for the entire length mentioned or unite in the upper part of
Allyn Gulch is not known, for surface debris conceals the vein from a
point near the Maggie shaft to the cliffs of Blackhawk Peak, and the
meager evidence of a few prospects is not conclusive. The branching
Qf the vein at the north is very clearly shown on the surface, and the
wedge of rock between fissures is seen to be crushed, traversed by
many small quartz veins, greatly impregnated by pyrite, and thoroughly decomposed. A small porphyry dike is seen in this area. On
the trail crossing this· fracture at about 10,350 feet the calcareous beds
have been much metamorphosed, with production of garnet and other
unidentified silicates, while scales of specular iron are abundant. Such
metamorphism is elsewhere in these mountains restricted to the contact zone of the monzonite stock.
The Blackhawk fault is nearly verticar in the main, but has somewhat undulating walls. At the head of Allyn Gulch, where crossed
by the ravines heading north of Blackhawk Peak, a tunnel on the fault
vein exhibits a series of fractures between which the rock is crushed
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and sheeted. Several walls dip northeasterly at angles between 45°
and 65°, but the fissure zone as a whole is much more nearly vertical.
Between the outer fissures in the cliffs toward Blackhawk Peak is a
porphyry mas!:::i, much crushed,, which is interpreted as belonging to
the large !:::iheet seen on either side.
At the time the Blackhawk fault was being studied it was supposed that the mineralized fractures which are to be seen in the Alleghany, Maggie, and Privateer veins were offshoots from the Blackhawk
:fissure, but the presence of the several important nearly east-west
faults of Silver Creek has since been ascertained, so that it seems more
probable that these veins are the reduced eastward equivalents of the
profound faults of Silver Creek. In the case of the Nellie Bly fault
the identity may be considered as well established upon both sides of
the Blackhawk fis!:::iure. Upon the east side its throw is not more than
150 feet, while upon the west it is much greater.
Nellie Bly fcmlt.-The claim from which the name for this fault has
been derived is a relocation of ground which was taken up under the
name of Alma Mater, hut which was never patented. The fissure is a
fault which was first recognized upon the surface on the !:::ilope above
the Iron mine on the north side of Silver Creek. At this place the
strata upon the north belong to the upper part of the Hermosa formation and dip gently into the bill (strike N. 80° E.; dip 10° to the west
of north), while to the south of the break occur the mas!:live limestones
belonging to the middle part of the Hermosa, with a strike N. 80° ,V.
and dip 30° to the east of north. The course of the break here is N.
80 8 "\V., but this changes toward the west to N. 85° ,¥"., and finally to
nearly east-west. The outcrop of the fault rises diagonally across
Nigger Baby Hill and the fissure is cut in the Eureka tunnel at the
mouth, in the new or upper Nellie Bly tunnel at 20 feet from daylight,
and in the upper Alma lVIater tunnel at a distance of ahout 70 feet
from the entrance. lt also passes through the incline of the old Grand
View mine on the crest of the hill and may be recognized upon the
western slope in a tunnel at 9,830 feet. It is this fat:tlt which has
dropped the ore bodies in the Iron mine down upon the north side.
In the various places where it·was seen the attitude of the fault
varied from nearly vertical to an inclination of 45° toward the
north. The amount of displacement back of the Iron mine must be
at least 250 feet, and the tilting of the block to the south of the break
causes a rapid increase in displacement toward the west. The amount
of the throw at the Grand View incline i~ estimated at 750 feet. The
fault is clean cut wherever ob~erved, and examination of the break
shows so little evidence of crushing that it i!-3 difficult to believe that
the known amount of displacement could have taken place along this
fissure. The magnitude of the fault is yery plainly shown near the
Nellie Bly tunnel, outcrops of the ma!::lsive limestone of the middle
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portion of the Hermosa occurring on the lower ~ide of the fault within
a few yards of the Fusulina layer at the top of that formation, on the
upper side.
In the lower part of Nigger Baby Hill upon the w.est side the Nellie
Bly fault is completely hidden by· surface wash. Its course would
carry it under the alluvial fan at the mouth of Aztec Gulch and in
the general direction of the Aztec vein, which crosses the gulch at
9,400 feet, with a course approximately N. 75° \V. There is thus
strong probability that the Nellie Bly and Aztec veins are identical,
and that there is profound faulting upon the west side of the river as
well as upon the east. The amount of mineralization in Aztec Gulch
is in excess of that. observed on Nigger Baby flill as regard8 this
fissure. There is strong probability, also, that some one of the heavy
quartz veins, having a nearly east-~est course, in the north fork of
Iron Gulch is identical with the Aztec vein. The Zulu Chief tunnel,
for instance, cuts two brecciated zones, one near its mouth and another
about 200 feet from its entrance. Both are accompanied by quartz
veins, and the former may correspond with the Aztec vein. Unfortunately it is- not possible to determine the distribution of rock in
place i~ all this region, so that the amount of possible faulting can
not be estimated.
Eastward from the ravine back of the Iron rn:ine the fault is obscured
as far as· ~he Black Hawk fault, but east of that fissure a fault, supposed to be the extension of theN ellie Bly, appears, and, gradually
swinging toward the southeast, throws the base of the Rico formatwn
down upon the north to the amount of 150 feet. Still continuing eastward, it may be traced up I-Ionduras Draw anu across the ridge at its
head, where it is cover:ed by the talus and slide rock in the adjoining
basin, and beyond that point dies out as a distinct fault.
Last Clwncefattlt.-The Last Chance fault takes its name from a
prospect located upon it where it cros:-;es the main trail on the south
side of Nigger Baby Hill at the elevation of 9,350 feet. This fault,
like the last, is important, and, having a cou_r:::;e from N. 80° \V. toN.
85° \V., is nearly parallel to it. The distance between the two is
from 700 to 900 feet in the region where both have been located.
The apex of the fault runs diagonally athwart th"e southern slope of
Nigger Baby Hill, rising toward the west. Its last appearance before
passing under the surface wash is in the Amazon workings at 9,400
feet, on the Nigger Baby trail. Still farther west, however, near the
base of the hill, there are three well-marked fissures in the same
general course, and about 100 feet apart. These seem to represent a
forking of the Last Chance fault.
If the designation of the quartzites south of the Last Chance fault
in Silver Creek as Algonkian is correct, the amount of upthrust along
the break in this region is upward of 1,000 feet .. On the southern of
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the three fissures to the west there is a minimum displacement of 600
feet if the quartzites have been correctly at3signed to the Devonian,
while 400 feet may be attributed to the next. There are no data for
determining the amount of displacement upon the third. The NoraLily tunnel is upon the central of these three fissures, with the
Devonian quartzite upon one wall and the lower shale of the Hermosa
upon the other.
These three fissures probably cross the river and reappear in the
vicinity of the Lucky Pine or Calumet tunnel, which is probably upon
the northernmost break. At this place there is a great deal of brecciation, perhaps due to a reunion of the fissures, the products of alteration occupying a zone fully 50 feet in width. As in the case of the
Nellie Bly fissure, these 1nay have their representatives in some of the
imperfectly explored quartz veins which cross the ridge at the head of
Aztec Gulch.
If, as suggested in the discussion of the relations of the fissures east
of the Blackhawk fault, these are the eastward continuation of the
faults of Silver Creek, it may well be that the Leila Davis, Alleghany,
and Maggie veins correspond to the Last Chance fault, the great displacement of strata having been taken up in part by the Blackhawk
break, but having died out to some extent before reaching it.
The extension of the Last Chance fault to intersection with the
Blackha-\vk seems the most plausible way to account for the greatly
increased dislocation on the latter south of Silver Creek; and if the
fractures hounding the Algonkian quartzites are later than the majority
of the faults of the region, it might well be that the Blackhawk fault
was already in existence, with a throw like that seen north of Silver
Creek, at the time the Last Chance fissure was formed, and would thus
naturally prove a line of weakness to which the major part of the new
dislocation might be deflected.
Sn'ielter fault.-A fault of considerable local importance is shown
on the map crossing the lower slope of Nigger Baby Hill in a direction
N. 82° 84° E. This course carries it under the Grand View smelter,
whence the nan1e here given to it. The fault has not been observed
in any ~istinct surface outcrops, but its position is evident to within a
very few feet, where the Devonian limestone comes close to the Algonkian schists above the smelter and a little higher, on the railroad
switchback, _where the lowest Hermosa strata are seen almost abutting
against the schists, which are also exposed at the Futurity tunnel
nearly 150 feet still farther· up the slope. South of the Smelter fault,
from the Devonian line to the Fate shaft, in Silver Creek, there are
n1any exposures of the lower Hermosa sandstones and shales with
strikes varying fron1 east-west toN. 80° E. and with dips of between
30° and 4:0° southerly, carrying them under the porphyry sheet shown
on the map.
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The eastward projection of the Smelter fault carries it where a fault
seems necessary on the south side of the Algonkian quartzites, which
are exposed on the ~lope between the old Phcenix tramhouse and the
Last Chance tunnel. If continued it would intercept the Last Chance
fault near the mouth of Allyn Gulch.
To the westward the Smelter fault would, if projected in a straight
line, cross the Dolores and strike into the covered slope northeast of
Iron Gulch, erossing the South Park fault about at the smelter.
There is a possibility, as mentioned below, that a fracture eonnected
with the Smelter fault iloes extend across the river in a direction
south of west, but it seems certain that the main dislocation on the
Smelter fault turns to the northwest at some point near the smelter ·
and form:::; the southwestern boundary of the schist area above Piedmont. It may be that the deflection to this course was caused by a preexisting fissure-such as the South Park fault may be-but in any
case the fault limiting the sehists must be considered as in· effect a
part of the Smelter fault.
The narrow band between the monzonite and the schists is very
poorly exposed, ·but the Montezuma and other tunnels show that there
is here a broad band of brecciated quartzite-a fault zone. Its general course is parallel to the fault line of the map. The quartzite~ are
so brecciated that their structure can not be made out. at any point
seen, but they are in the normal position for Devonian quartzite, and
are so colored on the map. If the structure is simple here the limestone of the Devonian must be cut by the monzonite, but outcrops of
the contact were not found. The upper extremity of the schists is
covered by gravel and slide rock, so that the union of the Smelter
arid Last Chance faults is entirely concealed. Broken lines across the
slide area indicate the probable place of junction.
The evidence that a fissure does exist on ttte northwest side of Iron
Gulch, approximately in the course of the Smelter fault as it crosses the
base of Nigger Baby Hill, is somewhat peculiar, and may be appropriately given in this place. The map shows a prospect at 9,375 feet a short
distance from the gulch. On the slope directly above this prospect, at
about 9,500 feet, a funnel-shaped Rink in the surface soil and wash leads
down to an open crevice in solid rock at about 12 feet from the surface.
The crevice runs approximately east and west, has nearly vertical undulating walls, and is 2 to 3 feet wide where seen. A stone dropped into
the fissure can be heard striking alternate walls after it passes out of
sight and it is believed the :fissure must be open to a depth of at least
75 to 100 feet. No ore has been taken from the workings below, which
are entirely in monzonite and are caved in, so that the crevice must
apparently represent a landslide fracture or an open channel in a vein.
Landslide phenomena are not notable on this slope of Darling Ridge.
The dislocation on the Smelter fault below the Futurity tunnel is
clearly several hundred feet, but can not be closely estimated because
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the upper limit of the schist block-that is to say, the level at which
the schists were overlain by the eroded Devonian quartzites-is not
indicated by any known evidence. At other points upon its course the
throw of the Smelter fault is still more problematical, as will appear in
the next section.
Oross faults between Smelter and Last Chance faults.- The wedgeshaped area between these fractures is represented on the map as crossed
by two hypothetical faults. Without reference to these this wedge is
plainly a narrow block which has been thrust up several hundred or
1,000 feet, nearly in the center of the Rico dome. This band is so long,
measuring fi·om the schists west of the river to the Blackhawk tranlhouse, that it does not seen1 reasonable to suppose that it could be thrust
up in this manner without many cross fractures, and the rocks exposed
in the area also indicate that transverse faulting has occurred.
The western end of this block consists mainly of the Algonkian
schists. They are known to extend as far cast as the Futurity tunnel,
which penetrates them for about 100 feet. Above the tunnel there
are no further exposures for some distance. But at the Falcon
tunnel, now inaccessible, the mouth of which is located on the fault
line where it crosses the 9,250-foot contour, a great deal of common
monzonite-porphyry was encountered. The course of the tunnel is
into· the hill, almost north, and the porphyry apparently outcrops at
its mouth. A vein and some ore was found at this place some years
ago, but at the time of visit no definite information could be obtained
as to the workings. Porphyry debris covers the slope above the Falcon tunnel in great abundance, and is also present as partially covered
talus eastward be:rond the turn in the trail at 9,275 feet. It does not
seem likely that all this porphyry debris can come from the mass
above the Last Chance fault, and it therefore seems probable that
a considerable porphyry body occurs between the Smelter and Last
Chance faults fron1 the end of the schists, so mew bat above the Futurity
eastward to the Algonkian quartzites. Hypothetical cross faults have
therefore been represented on the map separating this supposed
porphyry area from the schists and quartzites, respectively. It is
not certain that porphyry is the only rock in this subordinate block,
nor are the courses of the cross faults definitely indicated by evidence.
The quartzite of the eastern part of this block is cut by several
veins, which may be faults of some importance. One of these veins
crosses the slope a little above the Phrnnix tramhouse with a course
about N. 58° \V. A fine-grained porphyry dike in the quartzites is
cut by this vein.
South PaTkfa-,_~lt.-A comparatively minor fault-fissure is occupied
by the South Park vein crossing Silver Creek. On the north bank
across from the tunnel mouth the fault is very plain, for it brings
porphyry against calcareou~ shales and gray sandstones. The strike
is here N. 75° \V., and the dip N. 15° E. at an angle of nearly 80°.
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The general course of the fault is, however, much more nearly eastwest, as determined at several places. It is occupied by a quartz vein
throughout its known length. A tunnel on the north bank of the creek,
perhaps 100 yards west of the South Park tunnel and running nearly
north, strikes the fault vein 60 feet from the mouth, and in the stopes
the fault is seen to be nearly east-west and almost vertical. This tunnel
quickly cuts through the base of the porphyry sheet, revealing the
sediments under it, dipping with the usual structure, and thus proves
the dislocation on the South Park fault at this point to be about 50
feet. The exact amount can not well be determined, for the base of
the porphyry north of the fault is not well exposed.
The fault runs just a few feet north of the little railroad cut in the
ridge to the west. A shaft was sunk on. it near by. In the railroad
cut some mineralized shale beds on the north side yielded pay ore,
but on following them into the bank they were soon cut off by the
fault, beyond which was porphyry.
On the western slope the dislocation of the porphytiy sheet can be
distinctly made out, and, less plainly, that of the Devonian limestone.
One or two prospects on this side are on the fault or on veins parallel
to it, but are too shallow to demonstrate which it may be.
The course of the South Park fault must carry it to an interseetion
with the Smelter fault before reaching the river, hut on the west side
of the Dolores there is in all probability a profound faulting on a line
N. 60° to 70° W., bounding the Algonkian schists on the southwest.
This fault is considered as the Smelter fa~lt and has already been
described.
To the southeast of Silver Creek the South Park tunnel follows the
vein for about 500 feet, and beyond that point the fault is unknown
either upon the surface or in prospect workings, unless one of the
three prospects, now inaccessible, shown on the map between 9,300 and
9,450 feet, may be upon it. With the multiplicity of veins occurring
in this vicinity the assertion of such identity is hardly justifiable in
the absence of definite evidence.
The course of the South Park fault eastward would bring it near
the western boundary of the Algonkian quartzite mass as represented
on the map. But it can not be assumed that this fissure becomes the
main fault on this side of the quartzites, for the reason that the Hermosa caleareous shales, etc., come against porphyry at the mouth of
the tunnel, as on the northwest bank of the creek, and hence the fault
limiting the Algonkian quartzites must come down to Silver Creek
somewhat east of the mouth of the South Park tunneL The facts
concerning the boundary of the Algonkian quartzites are presented· in
a later section.
·
Area between the Smelter .fault and Silver Creek.-The western part
of this wedge-shaped area is quite simple in structure. The lowest
Hermosa strata dip under t~e porphyry sheet shown by the map, and
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appear to be underlain hy quartzites of the ~arne dip and strike. It
has been explained in Chapter II that the age of these quartzites is
more or less uncertain, and in the preceding section of this chapter it
has been stated that they are traversed by several north-south veins,
some of which may have much greater importance as fault lines than
appears demonstrable on present observations.
To the east of these cross fissures is a small triangular space concerning which very little is known, since the ~:~urface is almost wholly
covered by soil and wash. It lies between areas of Algonkian quartzites, but the evidence of prospect shafts seems to prove that quite
different materials must be present in this ground. A shaft just below
the wagon road and less than 200 yards west of the railroad trestle
over Silver Creek has penetrated a porphyry of dark-green color
which is so much altered and so richly impregnated with pyrit~ that
its character is not readily recognized. This is probably a dike in
sediments similar to those of the next prospect to be referred to.
The shaft was inacce~:~sible.
~outheast of the above shaft, on the other side of the creek and
below the railroad, another shallow prospect reveals shaly beds highly
impregnated with pyrite and much altered to a dark-green material.
The shaft was full of water and the structure at this pomt could not be
ascertained.
On the bank of the creek, midway between this point and the Richn1ond tunnel, is a small outcrop of marbleized limestone, in irregular
and obscure contact with quartzite, in the stream bed. This marble
resembles in some degree the Devonian strata in Rico, and this is the
only place in Silver Creek where any such material has been seen.
In the Bertha tunnel, supposed to be on the line of the Silver Creek
fault, green pyritic n1aterial has been found similar in character to
that at the prospect shaft, near the railroad trestle, and it is notable
throughout the Silver Creek area that the shales adjacent to veins are
often mineralized in this manner.
Silver Oreekfault.-This name is applied Lo a fault which has not
been seen, but which it seems necessary to assume as passing down
the southeast side of Silver Creek, from near the South Park tunnel,
running just in front of the mouth of the Hibernia tunnel and thence
down stream into Rico, as represented on the map. Its general course
is apparently about N. 60° E., and the down throw is on the southeastern side, and is estimated at about 100 feet. The fault is required
to lower the base of th~ thick porphyry sheet of Newman Hill below
the level of Silver Creek.
A thin remnant of porphyry caps the ridge north of Silver Creek
underneath gravels of probable glacial origin. This is supposed to
belong to the Newman Hill sheet, but the presence of porphyry in
the railroad cut below, in irregular relations to the shales, renders this
uncertain.
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The porphyry sheet dislocated by the South Park fault between
Silver Creek and the Grand View sm ..Jter is intruded in the lower
Hermosa beds about midway between the Devonian limestone and the
base of the Newman Hill porphyry. These relations are reasonably
well proved by surface exposures and the developments in the Hi bernia tunnel.
This tunnel runs fron1 its mouth 412 feet S. 14° E., all of the way
in porphyry, and at this point connects with a shaft from the surface,
also in porphyry, except for the surface materials. At the shaft the
tunnel turns easterly with quite irregular course for a distance of
about 750 feet. It remains in porphyry for some 500 feet fron1 the
turn, and then passes ae1:oss the lower contact of the sheet into shales
and thin-bedded sandstones with strike N. 55°-60° E., and a dip of 15°
or 20° to the west of south, a normal ::;tructure for this part of Newman Hill. Passing on in easterly course, the tunnel penetrates another
porphyry sheet, and at the extremity of the workings, at the time of
visit, the strata below that porphyry had been found. It is supposed
that this lower sheet can be correlated with that on the surface north
of Silver Creek.
The evidence of the Hibernia tunnel is apparently substantiated in
the workings of the South Park mine, but·the great number of fractures revealed in this tunnel and the southerly drifts from it have so
complicated the relations of the formations that it must be confessed
that they are not entirely understood. But the presence of a minor .
porphyry under the main sheet is clear.
The map represents this fracture as terminating at the South' Park
fault. It is true that a fault vein exhibited at the Bertha tunnel, near
the Richmond, is about in the line of the Silver Creek fault, but the rupturing on that fissure appears fo be a part of that by which the Algonkian quartzite block on ·the southeast was thrust up.
Faults bounding tlw q'uartzite mass 80'/l,tA of Silver Creek.-The mass
of Algonkian quartzites rising from Silver Creek to a height of 450
feet above the stream and extending from the Laxey tunnel southwest
for about 1,200 or 1,300 feet i~:; regarded as a block surrounded on all
sides by faults. But so completely are the boundaries of the mass concealed by surface materials that very little direct evidence of the exact
position of the faults can be obta.ined. At the Laxey tunnel the eastern boundary of the quartzjte appears as a fault vein, the general
course of which is N. 15° \V. To the east of this fault appear ~and
stones and shaly beds of the lower Hermosa, which extend eastward
into Allyn Gulch, appearing at the mouth of the gorge below the
porphyry sheet. To the west of this line quartzite outcrops extend
well down toward Silver Creek.
From the Laxey tunnel southwest the massive quartzite exposures
are bounded by slide rock, chiefly of monzonite-porphyry, at a level
above 9,500 feet. As thi~ is the normal position for the Newman Hill
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porphyry sheet, and no other important body of that rock occurs on
the slopes above until the summit of Dolores Mountain is reached, it
seems certain that the upper boundary of the quartzites is near the visible limit of the outcrops and must be a fault with a throw of 600 or
800 feet at least.
At the southern extremity the line between porphyry and quartzite
is closely defined though not actually exposed. It gradually descends
the slope and is nearly in line with the South Park fault, as bas been
mentioned in describing that break. Butfrom the fact that the Carboniferous strata are seen at the 1nouth of the South Park tunnel with
the structure exhibited to the north of the creek, it must be concluded
that the necessary fault bounding the Algonkian quartzites reaches the
creek level above the mouth of the tunnel. It is probably within a
hundred yardt:i of the tunnel, where surface debris comes down to the
creek level, and the system of fissures noted in the Algonkian quartzites from the Richmond tunnel down to the limit of the outcrops may
be regarded as in general parallel to this fault.
The hypothetical fault separating these quartzites from the supposed
Devonian area nol'th of Silver Creek is necessary because there is no
indication of any structure which could possibly bring those quartzites
over the Algonkian area. The vein follow:-ed by the Bertha tunnel, a
little west of the Richmond tunnel, is assumed to be on this fault line.
To the soutbeast of it the quartzites are brecciated and sheeted in a
most marked degree.
Telescope.JJfountain fault.-A great fault, the course of which, as
shown on the map, is somewhat hypothetical, n1ust cross the ridge from
Telescope ].\fountain to Nigger Baby Hill at about 11,500 feet and run
in a general westerly direction down the slope along the southern line
of C. H. C. Hill. It is possible that the faulting is_not upon one fissure,
as represented, but rather upon a fault zone. A part of the existing
structure may also be due to steep dips, as will be explained below,
but the observations made are too meager to justify the representation
ou the n1ap of anything but the simple hypothetical fault. The total
dislocation to be accounted for amounts to between 1, 750 and 2,000
:feet, as indicated hy the consideration::; to be presented.
The Rico formation crosses the west slope of Nigger Baby Hill with
a dip which will carry it against the hypothetical fault of the map at
son1ewhat below the level of 9, 750 feet. A ledge of ma8si ve blue Hermosa lin1estones, outcropping near the Premier mine, occurs at this
level; hence it is plain that a break amounting to the thickness of the
Rico formation (300 feet) plus the upper division of the Hermosa (400
. :feet) and an unknown amount of the massive limestone series, a total
which may exceed 1,000 feet, must exist in the covere<i space south of
the limestone outcrops.
The map shows that the Rico beds reappear in the cliffs of Telescope
~Iounta1n at about 11,000 feet, here possessing a northerly dip, which
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would bring them onto the southwest ridge of Telescope lVIountain at
somewhat above 11,250 feet. The landslide area of thi~:5 ridge unfortunately extends much above this level, but, a::; exhibited by the map,
there is an area ·of exposures on the we::5tern slope surrounded by l~nd
slide debris. The strata of these outcrops are greenish shales and
sandstones with light-colored grits, and can belong only to the upper
part of the Hermosa. The Rico beds must, then, actually reach the
crest of the Telescope Mountain ridge at about 11,500 feet, and the
great fault limiting them on the south mu::;t cross the ridge nearly as'
represented, and throws them down about 2,000 feet to their position
south of C. H. C. Hill.
That a fault of much importance ·crosses the southeastern face of
Telescope Mountain is furthermore evident from the great apparent
thickness of the Dolores Red beds here present. ~-.rom the summit of
Telescope lYiountain to the base of the Dolores formation in Silver
Creek the difference of level is about 2,250 feet, and as the strata have
a general northerly dip of 10° to 15° a.ll the way up the slope, this
represents an apparent thickness of nearly 3,000 feet of Dolores
strata. Moreover, the hori;;:on at the summit of the mountain is some
600 feet below the top of the formation, as shown by the situation of
the Rico beds on the western slope in the strike line. The apparent
thickness of the Dolores forn1ation, therefore, reaches nearly 3,600
feet, if no fault is taken into account; and as this is just about double
the real thickness, there is a dislocation, or a series of dislocations,
crossing the southeastern slope of Telescope Mountain amounting to
nearly 1,800 feet by this measurement. It is plain that if there is a
single fault with a throw approaching tliis amount it must be situated
very near the line adopted, to avoid the appearance of the La Plata
sandstone on the south and of the Rico formation on the north.
Three lines of evidence thus agree in indicating the general course
and the amount of this important dislocation. The fault of the map
is made to coincide with a quartz vein discovered on the southeast
slope of Telescope Mountain, traversing Dolores Red beds, but in the
nature of the case it is impossible to measure the dislocation in the
midst of this great series of alternating beds of similar character,
without perfect exposures, and this slope, while steep and presenting
many cliff outcrops, is largely grassed over. The vein in question is
exposed in two or three shallow prospects, and in them courses
N. 80° E. and has a northerly dip of about 60°. Its eastern projection must apparently run between two porphyry masses, the lower of
which is crosscutting and approaches so near to a more regula1:· sheet
above that if the strike of the fault did not carry it ·through a small
covered space between them, the two porphyries might reasonably be
supposed to unite.
The Hermosa shales and sandstones of the isolated exposures on the
western slope show that there is much fissuring and that reverse dips
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prevail, at least locally, in the area just north of the hypothetical fault
line in the region obscured by landslide debris. Several Yeins traverse
this block, and one of them is a fault N. 60° E., nearly vertical, and
with a displacement of more than 60 feet, though the direction of
downthrow was not determined. Several caved tunnels indicate other
veins in this mass. The structure is quite at variance with that normal
to Telescope Mountain above or to the ridge on the south. In the
northernmost outcrops the strike is nearly N. 80° E., and the dip is
southerly, varying from 3° to 15° in different exposures. Toward the
south the strike swings to nearly northwest-southeast, and the dip
reaches an observed maximum of 35° S\V. Irregularities similar to
those just mentioned could not be detected in the Red beds on the south
slope of Telescope Mountain, and it i~ therefore quite possible that
northwesterly fissures, in general parallel to the Blackhawk fault, limit
the structures seen in the area of Hermosa strata above mentioned.
The western exten:::;ion of this fault passes into the obscured area of
Darling Ridge, and even more than in the cases of the Nellie Bly, Last
Chance, and Smelter faults there i:::; no known evidence showing the
manner in which it dies out. It may be cut off in its principal dislocation by other faults. So far as the structure of Darling Ridge is
exposed by mine workings, there is no suggestion of any great displacen1ent north of Aztec Gulch.
Faults of C. II. 0. JI/ll.-It has been suggested that the Blackhawk
fault traverses the landslide-covered area of C. H. C. Hill to a union
with some one or more of the faults known near Burns. It is also
probable that other fissures upon which there has been more or less
dislocation cross this space nearly parallel to the Blackhawk fault.
Some one of these faults may represent the northeast boundary of .:he
landslide, parallel to the notable line of eliffs seen in Pis. XV-XVII.
A slickensided surface seen at about 10,750 feet, at the base of these
cliffs, may represent such a fissure.
But the evidence of nearly continuous ore deposits, which are in
general parallel to the bedding through a large part of the middle area
of the hill, proves that no great amouut of faulting can exist except
in the region of the great Telescope Mountain fracture.
Faults of northeast-southwest trend cross the northwest ridge from
Telescope ),lountain and doubtless extend some distance under the landslide debris.
Otlte1· faults.- The remaining faults of the area covered by this
special map possess no marked importance not sufficiently indicated on
the nmp. They are found in all directions from the center and run
with \arious courses. Beyond the Rico :\Iountains proper faults have
been noticed, particularly to the west and northwest. Nearly west of
Eagle Peak a fault of about 500 feet cros:::;es the \Vest Dolores River
nearly ea:::;t and west.
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LOOKING UP HORS E GULCH FROM SANDSTONE MOUNTAIN.
To show tl"le la nds tde area on the north stde of the gulch, contrast .ng w1th lhe ledges of rock in place nearer to the point of vie w.
Ph otograph by Cross.

In the bed at Horse Gulch may be seen the slide bench at the Puzzle mtne.

CHAPTER V.

GENERAL STATEMENT."

For several miles about Rico in nearly all directions there has been~
in Pleistocene time, a great deal of landslide action of a character
rather peculiar to this region. As a result of this extensive movement the physiography of certain tracts has acquired characteristic
details and the normal geologic structure has been more or less completely obscured. The movements in question have taken place since
the valleys and mountains received their general form and relations as
now seen, but although subordinate and modifying slips have repeatedly occurred down to the present time, the greater part of the phenomena probably date back to early Pleistocene.
Whj]e some of the ~;lide areas embrace square miles of surface, the
action seems to have been much more superficial than the landslide
movements of the neighboring Telluride quadrangle, described in the
Telluride folio. Even in the most continuous areas there is seldom
evidence of large bodies having moved en masse, but there seem to
have been many distinct slides, .which, through disintegration by
various agencies, have come to grade into one another and thus to foi'm
a confused mantle of fragmental material covering the solid rock. As a
whole the landslide phenomena co~stitute one of the most important
elements in the local geology. To them is due the absence of clear
geologic structure in areas adjacent to those in which the fol'lnations
are most plainly exposed. And even with the most careful examina·tion there are some considerable spaces within which the structure of
the underlying formations can be ascertained only by the aid of tunnels and shafts driven in the course of the mining development of the
district.
In the past prospecting of the Rico :Mountains the failure to recognize the true significance of the landslide phenomena and to perceive
their extent has led to very great loss of time, labor, and money.
21 GEOL, PT 2 - 9
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The :first recognition of the landslides, in the course of this survey,
was made by Mr. Purington, while he was engaged in the preliminary
work on the ore deposits in the summer of 1896.
ENUMERATION OF LANDSLIDE AREAS.

The town of Rico lies nearly in the center of the district eharacterized by landslides. The largest continuous slide areas are in the valley of Horse Creek, and they extend far up the northern and southern
.slopes. On the northern side a slide surface extends from the creek
bottom to an elevation of nearly 11,400 feet toward Sockrider Peak,
including Sinbad Hill. On the south side almost the entire surface
from the south fork of the creek eastward to the end of Darling Ridge
is obscured, as to its structure, by landslide material. The crest of
Darling Ridge is shattered and superfielally dislocated along u1most
its entire length frmn the Uncle Remus clain1 to the river.
The north side of Burnett Gulch presents little but landslide phenmnena from an elevation of 11,250 feet on Expectation Mountain to
the mouth of the creek. \Vest of the town of Rico there are small
areas of landslide contiguous to the ridges above named, but associated
with comn1on slide or wash and other surficial masses.
The eastern mountains of the Rico group, south of Silver Creek,
exhibit landslide action in numerous places, to be described, but no
.large areas are there found. Dolores Mountain, Blackhawk Peak,
Whitecap Mountain, and other localities present small landslide areas
of more or less distinctness. Newman Hill has received fragmental
material of this origin from the higher slopes of Dolores :Mountain,
but the mingling of surficial masses of different origin is here so
complex as to subordinate the importance of the landslides.
Telescope Mountain and the slopes of Nigger Baby and C. H. C.
hills have suffered ~orne of the most extensive landslips of the region,
the present topography of C. H. C. Hill being largely a result of this
1novement.
Beside these larger areas there are many others, somewhat farther
removed from Rico, in which landslide~:; of limited extent have occurred.
Stoner Creek, Landslip Mountain, and the ridge east of Whitecap
Mountain are the most important of these.
NORTH SIDE OF HORSE GULCH.

The principal landslide area on the north slope of Horse Gulch is
represented on the map. It is one of the most clearly defined slips of
the region and has very characteristic details of topography. In Pl. IX
is given a v-iew of this slide area as seen from Sandstone Mountain.
On the right hand are seen the normal ledge outcrops of massive
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Dolores and Rico strata, which are suddenly interrupted on the line of
a ravine cOining down to I-Iorse Creek just above the Puzzle mine.
From this ravine westward the slope possesses the irregular features
of knoll, ridge, trench, and hollow of various shapes, found on all the
landslide surfaces, and exhibited in some measure by the illustration.
The general contrast between this area and the adjacent slopes is very
striking from all points of view.
The greater part of_ this slide area is now covered with grass or an
aspen growth, and the direct evidence as to the character or attitude
of the formations beneath is found in local outcrops, small slides of
recent date within th~ 1nain area, the prospect holes, or the physiographic details found by observation to be characteristic of landslide
surfaces. Along the landslide bank of the ravine, on the eastern border and below the level of 10,050 feet, the loose materials have at
several places been washed away, revealing ledge outcrops of greenish
Hermosa sandstone. These exposures belong to different bl0cks,
some of them 50 feet in visible length, the strike and dip changing
abruptly from block to block, and never corresponding to the normal
structure found on the east side of the ravine. Some of the blocks
show a nearly vertical dip, while in others the beds dip 40° or more,
usually down the slope.
In the view shown in Pl. IX may be seen a bare spot, 400 or 500 feet
above Horse Creek, which is due to the recent falling away of a part
of wha.t was doubtless a wooded or grassy slope like that above and on
either side. In this way a jumble of formations has been exposed, which
is probably typical of the relations existing in n1uch of this slide mass.
The exposure reveals ledges of much-shattered sandstone, shale, and
porphyry, dipping in most widely varying directions. The change
from one block to another is abrupt, by a fracture or crushed zone,
and the original relation of the various formations to one another can
not be definitely ascertained. Porphyry predominates along a zone
at the top of this exposure, and the first inference is that there is a
sheet of porphyry here which may be traced for some distance, but in
· fact several structural phases of porphyry are here mingled, and it is
questionable whether any one sheet can be identified at this locality.
This exposure serves to illustrate the manner in which the complex
of a slide area gradually disintegrates still further, and must eventually
lose all its distinctive features. Through the shattered condition of
such landslides they become saturated with water, and at times different portions will slump away and break up into a mass of ordinary
avalanche or slide material. Each fre::sh break furnishes a point of
attack for the elements of frost, rain, springs, snowslides, etc., and
the destruction of the shattered mass goes on more rapidly.
All over the central part of this landslide area there are very marked
knolls and ridges, with shattered and irregular rock outcrops, back of
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which are the V-shaped trenches marking the fracture lines of individ. ual slide blocks. These are almost always partially filled in, and fresh
fractures in the soil are rare. The trenches are so independent of any
normal drainage system that their origin seems open to no question.
Some of them are shown on the map, hut any adequate expression of
this topography would require a much larger scale and a contour inter-·
val of 25 feet or less. Hollows without drainage outlet are common
on the lines of trenches, some of them being shown by the map.
The prospect tunnels or shafts which have been run into the landslide area all show greatly disturbed strata, and most of them were
caved in at the time of visit. It is safe to say that none of them penetrated to solid rock in place beneath the slide. Exception may be
made in the cases of some of the tunnels starting near the borders of
the slide area, which probably run under the fragmental slide debris.
Along the base of this land~lide area the common wash and talus
obscu1~e the actual limits of the slide, but it probably extended quite
to the creek bed. On the we~t it is apparently bounded by the ridge
east of the gulch heading under Sockrider Peak, although but few
solid outcrops exist near the line drawn on the map. The eastern limit
is sharp for the greater distance, but becomes lost above in the accumulations of debris fron1 snowslides and other agencies.
The landslide area ends upward in a point under the cliffs of red
Dolores sandstones at about 11,400 feet. Chaotic slide blocks, which
are rounded and more or les8 grassed over, cease at about 11,000 feet,
and between this and the solid cliff line there is a small area of more
angular blocks of red sandstone and porphyry in which there is often
a dip toward the n1ountain. Each of these blocks is clearly marked, and
fissures of dislocation between them are like open faults with a measurable throw of 50 feet or less. Son1e of these blocks have fallen
fron1 the cliff in comparatively recent time, and fissures which may
serve as boundary cracks of future slips are to be found here and there
in the cliff.
SOUTH SIDE OF HORSE GULCH AND DARLING RIDGE.

The area frmn the bed of Horse Creek to the crest of Darling
Ridge and from the south fork of the creek to the Dolores River
contains so few outcrops of rock in place that it may be treated as
one landslide area. No other section illustrate~ so well the eonception
to be presented as to the origin of the· landslides of the Rico
1\lountains.
. Crest of Darling Ridge.-The formations of the crest of the ridge
are obviously not derived by sliding from any other source, but they
are in many places so shattered by important fractures running in all
directions, and the blocks bounded by these fractures are so plainly
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dislocated superficially that the whole mass may be considered as
broken and not strictly in place. The best illustration of the shattering is in. the n1assive stock of monzonite opposite the head of Iron
Gulch. By a glance at the map it will be seen that there are here a
number of sharp pinnacles and knolls, to which one or two contours
have been given. But a map of this scale fails to show the number
of these knobs, and the hollows, curving ravines, and irregular depressions between them, belonging to no drainage system. The rock of
the knobs is often fresh, but n1uch shattered, and the hollows between
are rounded by the gravel Qf disintegration washed into then1. This
topographic detail, w4ile on the top of the ridge, is similar to that
on the landslide slopes. Below these pinnacles on the slope to Horse
Creek are some other knobs of monzonite, and the surface is covered
by ta1us and landslide heaps nearly all the way to the cr~ek bed.
Eastward from the principaL area of monzonite, along the crest of
the ridge, there occurs a tongue of sedimentary rocks, then a second
and smaller area of monzonite, and below that a great series of strata
with intrusive porphyries. At several points the primary boundaries
of these formations are more or less clearly exposed, and, as represented
on the map, it must be assumed that the normal geology of this ridge
would show the Hermosa and Rico formations including several porphyry sheets, and all penetrated by ~single branching stock of monzonite or by two distinct masses. But from the crest, or near it, down
to Horse Creek the surface is a mingling of landslide blocks, large or
small, intact or in process of dissolution, and geological boundaries
showing the original relations can not be traced.
The slope below the monzonite of the crest is mainly covered with
this rock. Sediments and porphyry are mingled with the monzonite
over a considerable space, but practically no monzonite occurs east of
the ravine heading opposite the easternmost exposure of monzonite on
the ridge. The mingling is not as in ordinary talus below cliffs. A
knob or ledge at one point is perhaps wholly of one rock, or of sandstone with a porphyry sheet, while an adjacent knoll is equally pronounced of monzonite.
Physiography of the slope.-The general physiography of this ridge
is seen in Pl. X. Its features are not large enough in most ·parts to
allow satisfactory expression with 50-foot contours. The main feature
is the great number of trenches, most frequently parallel to the contours, or near it, yet often running diagonally across the slope. As a
rule no trench is persistent for a long distance, being cut off by some
other trench. A few of these lines are ravines of importance, shown
by the maps, and at several places they run up to or cross the crest of
the ridge.
Outside of the trenches are mounds, knobs, furrow-like ridges, o~·
benches,. and in these are not infrequent ledge outcrops which by vari-
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ous dips and strikes and the shattered condition of the rocks add to the
evidence of landslide action. Pl. XIII represents one of the characteristic trenches, at an elevation of about 10,500 feet, between the south
fork of Horse Creek and the head of the "blowout." Many of this
character exist on the adjacent steep slopes. Beyond the trenched
surface part of the uneven profile of Darling Ridge is seen, and in the
distance Telescope Mountain and the upper part of C. H. C. Hill.
Fron1 elevated points on the north side of Horse Creek with a favorable light one can count 25 or 30 lateral trenches, similar to that of
Pl. XIII, on m.any section lines between the creek and the crest line of
Darling Ridge. No regular drainage qhannel exists on the south side
of Horse Gulch between the river and the ravine opposite Sin bad Hill.
On the slopes between the trail leading to the Magnetite mine and
the lower part of Horse Creek there are many outcrops showing niassive fossiliferous limestone and associated sandstone. Some of the::;e
are extensive enough to suggest that they represent rock in place.
The prevailing structure in these outcrops is a gentle dip down the
slope, but the abrupt changes in dip and in character of rocks, with
the presence of the usual trenches back of or diagonally crossing the
slopes, 1nake Jt clear that no one ledge examined can safely be considered as in place. It is probably true that in some cases, especially on
the higher slopes, the dislocation is not very great, but it is sufficient
to make correlation of different· outcrops very uncertain except upon
a basis of exhaustive study of the whole ridge.
Landslide block at tlte Pttzzle 1nine.-That there has been landslide
acti~n in Horse Gulch has been evident to all familiar with the ground
about the Puzzle mine and with the experience of those who have
tried to find the continuation of the ore body originally discovered in
the Puzzle. But the extent of the slide has not been appreciated.
The view given in Pl. XIV shows in detail the character of the bench
in the valley where the original discovery of the Puzzle ore body was
made, and in Pl. X 1nay be seen the general relations of the locality
to the landslide surfaces already discussed, on both sides of the creek.
The ore body of the Puzzle mine, a replacement of a limestone
stratum by galena, etc., was found in a ledge outcrop facing the stream
bed, on the right hand of Pl. XIV, and opposite the buildings shown in
the illustration. The strata of the ledge included crinoidal limestones
t.rpical of the middle division of the Rern1osa Carboniferous.· The
beds have a general dip downstream, but they are irregularly dislocated on fissures now open, and in places the dip is southerly at a
low angle. The structure is at variance with that normal to the gulch,
as seen on the north side.
The ore was traced under the bench, but it was soon cut off by breaks
on the east, south, and west. A shaft sunk in the little trough at the
base of the snow-covered slope, near the building shown in Pl. XIV,
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passed into stream gravels at a depth probably less than 50 feet, proving that this ore-bearing block has slipped down fron1 the slope above.
A few yards to the west of the break limiting the ore in the main
Puzzle workings a continuation of the ore body was found in the Puzzle Extension and traced, with several small dislocations, to a more
extensive fracture, beyond which the present developments have failed
to discover it. A similar ore-bearing: horizon has also been formed in
the ~1. A. C. mine on the east, but so limited by cross fractures, including apparently old faults, that the identity of the ore body with that
of the Puzzle mine is open to question.
The workings on the original Puzzle ore body, the efforts to· trace it
beyond the breaks on all sides, and the surface configuration of the
gulch slope, all give evidence that there has been complex shattering of
the strata in this vicinity, and that the formations thus far penetrated
in the prospect tunnels and shafts are in rather small and irregular
landslide blocks. Nothing as yet discovered indicates the depth to
which this superficial dislocation extends, nor the position of the formation in place from which the ore-hearing block of the Puzzle mine
was detached.
'' The Blowmtt. "-Another locality in Horse Gulch worthy of special
description is the so-called "blowout," situated on the southern slope
between 10,000 and 10,500 feet, and north of the monzonite pinnacles
of ·Darling Ridge. The map shows closely spaced contours in a drain1....
•
1
J.
.
age cnanne1 aG LIHI::l pulnL anu a curvmg ntvme auove IL, ueaumg
between the two monzonite areas of the ridge crest. In fact, this ravine
heads on the flat top of the ridge, and is but one of several very marked
landslide trenches in that neighborhood. The trench shown in Pl.
XIII runs eastward to the head of the blowout.
The main blowout means in this case, as in many others, a locality
of intense mineralization of the rocks, followed by decomposition and
oxidation and hydration of the ore particles, n1ainly pyrite, producing
strong coloration of the rocks as now exposed. The existence of the
blowout at this particular point is due to local erosion revealing an
internal condition of the rocks which is not local but extends for some
distance along this slope. The nature of this erosion is shown by some
smaller adjacent exposures, where loose fragmental material has become
softened by springs and has given way, flowing as a mud stream down
the steep slope, leaving a hollow, which must rapidly enlarge once the·
point of attack for frost and running water has been developed. Below
the main blowout a fan or alluvial cone of abnormal size indicates a
rapid transfer of material.
Examination of the roeks exposed at the blowout reveals the presence
of monzonite and syenitic porphyry in so confused a relation that, with
the ~omplications resulting from landslide action and the intense alteration, it is impossible to trace either rock except by fresh fracture at
1
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every step, so that no positive statement can be made as to the original
rock in place at this point. Frmn study of the best exposures in this
vicinity it appears probable that there is here a stock of monzonite,
with associated porphyries, penetrating sediments which contain intrusive sheets of the common porphyry of the region, and that still
further complication may be due. to cross-cutting porphyry masses
connected with the eruptive center at the forks of Horse Creek.
Western li1nit of tlw landslides.-The.western limit of the continuous
landslide area on the southern slope of Horse Gulch is rather indefinite,
but lies on 1Jhe east side of the south fork. It is here obscured by the
presence of surficial materials of later origin, part of which are derived
from the head of the south fork, while other portions are the result of
disintegration of the landslide blocks. But from the edge of the porphyry cliffs of the little canyon it is only a short distance up the slope
to trenches and other physiographic feature::; of landslide origin.
The southern limit in the south fork is the line of the map running
down fron1 the saddle near the Uncle Remus.
The force by which the rocks of Darling Ridge were so shattered,
producing the :fissures which limit the main landslide blocks, was also
exerted in less degree to the w~stward, and landslides of small size
have taken place in the angle between the south and west forks of
Horse Creek, on the end of the ridge fron1 Anchor Peak. The chief
evidence of this action is in more or less distinct trenches of general
east-west direction, below which the strata are broken up and distm·bed
in strike and dip.
'
TELESCOPE MOUNTAIN AND C. H. C. HILL.

The area embracing Telescope Mountain and that part of its western
slope known as C. H. C. Hill contains some of the most distinct landslides of the district, yet presents in them the clearest evidence as to
the superficial character of the phenomena. The movement is still in
progress at certain points. The slides have greatly hindered the economic exploration of this tract, and have effectually concealed certain
structural features which are of great importance to the understanding
of the geology of the Rico Mountains. Several of the important fault
lines whose presence is assured can not be well defined until mining
operations expose the structure in the solid rock beneath landslide
n1asses of unknown depth.
Telescope . .111ountavn.-The f;tructure of the upper part of Telescope
J\1.ountain is very clear, fro1n the excellent exposures of the red Dolores
strata on the sumn1it and for son1e distance down the ridges leading
out in various directions. On the west and southwest the manner in
which superficial landslides obscure the geology is well illustrated.
The sun1mit of the mountain is made up of crumbling red sandstones with a dip toward the north, and while the beds do not form
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prominent outcrops some of the principal beds can be traced nearly
around the peak. On the northwest ridge some variations in strike
occur, which may be due to ill-exposed minor faults, but at about
12,000 feet the rocks outcrop in blocks which are separated by open
cre\rices and the tilting in different directions shows superficial dislocation. From about this point a large amount of avalanche material
has fallen down the northeast slope into the head of ~lcJ unkin Creek,
and a less amount westward to C. H. C. Hill. Increasing evidence of
minor fractures and dislocations is found farther down the ridge, and
about where the fault crosses, at 11,600 feet, there is much confusion,
large and small blocks lying in chaotic relations. There has been
more or less land-slipping all along this northwestern ridge, but it is
insignificant beside that within the designated areas of the map.
The western face of Telescope Mountain is shown in Pl. XV,
which brings out the characteristic landslide topography in contrast
with the normal. On the left hand is the cliff which faces C. H. C.
Hill all the way from a point under the summit of Telescope Mountain
to the Dolores River. This cliff is interrupted a little southwest of the
summit by an avalanche path from the head of the landslide area.
This apex of the landslide- is at 11,800 feet, just below ledges of an
encircling porphyry sheet. Here are knobs of Dolores sandstone
tilted in all directions, some of them almost ready to follow the wellworn track of many predecessors, which leads far down the slope.
Blocks so small as those now poised break up into avalanches as they
fall and do not reach any great distance, but in the past the slope has
been such or the falls have been of such magnitude that the trail of this
red material can be followed _to the river.
From the same level of 11,800 feet the slides have descended south
and southwest toward Silver Creek or down the ridge toward Nigger
Baby Hill. But this fall has been less in volume and on the south
slope the material has disintegrated and has become grass covered and
smoothed out. But the line between the cliffs below and this landslide
surface is very distinct, running along at about 11,000 feet. On the
crest of the ridge there is the usual landslide topography, especiaJly
for several hundred feet beiow the ledges of porphyry just above the
slide area.
0. H. 0. I£ill.-The triangular space between the Dolores River,
the southwest ridge of Telescope Mountain, and the cliff line, seen in
Pl. XV, is known as C. H. C. Hill. It is really a broad hollow on
the slope of Telescope Mountain. Its character and relations are
shown in Pls. XV and XVI. In the former view the peculiar physi·
ography of the surface is well expressed, and in the latter the relation
to the Dolores Valley may be seen.
While the landslide trenches, ribs, and knolls are very plain over
nearly the entire area of C. H. C. Hill, the examinations have shown
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that the landslide phenomena are, on the whole, much more superficial
'than might reasonably be inferred fron1 the physiography. The
peculiar topographic features of the hill are principally due to landslides, but the ground, which has slipped in blocks, has been in part
coyered by aYalanche debris and common talus. The disintegration
of crushed rocks has yielded soil, and oyer much of the hill a growth
of spruce and aspen. conceals everything.
The part of the hill in which normal landslide phenomena are now
most distinct is a broad band parallel to the cliffs on the northeast.
'J'he most pronounced trenches run in general parallel to these cliffs,
and it seems probable that an observed sheeting of the strata in a northwest-southeast direction has caused not only the cliffs of to-day but
numerous fissures bounding thick plates or blocks of rock which haye
fallen en masse at various times. At one place obseryed, the present
cliff exhibits a yery distinctly polished and striated surface, which may
be due to landslip action.
In the zone below the cliffs there are a number qf knobs or knolls
on which are outcrops showing the composition of the mass. Most
commonly a complex of huge blocks is found, which may be in chaotic
relations or may haye a rude correspondence in dip and strike, though
fissures of small dislocation run through in irregular manner. The
strata of such a knoll are either predominantly of one kind or clearly
belong to one part of the sedimentary series. One of these prominences, showing mainly limestone, is situated just south of the Pigeon
Mine. As the higher cliffs aboye the Pigeon are of the upper sandstones and shales of the Hermosa Carboniferous, it is eYident that this
block has not slid far down the slope, but the shattered condition of
the limestone is testimony that it has undergone the disturbing action
of the landslip period.
In Pl. XVII is shown one of the knolls of landslide origin, with a
sink and bench back of it, the cliff representing either the face from
which this slide came or one back of the cliff of the slide epoch.
Damming of.Dolores River.-The bench between the wagon road and
the river, extending from Burns to a point below the mouth of Horse
Creek, is probably composed entirely of landslide material. As shown
by the map, the river for some distance above Burns flows over a very
flat, broad bottom. Immediately below Burns the stream passes into
a little gorge, bounded on the western side by cliffs of limestone and
sandstone and on the east by a steep bank made up of limestone, sandstone, and conglomerate, in a wholly confused mass of coarse slide.
No outcrops of rock in place occur on the eastern side along the face
of this bench, and the railroad cutting reyeals most clearly the chaotic
1ningling of yarious rocks. In Pl. XVI is an illustration of the abrupt
ending of the flat at Burns against the bench of landslide material.
It seems necessary to assume that the uresent alluvial flat at Burns is
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due to the damming back of the river by the slide, but it also appears
probable that at the time of the slide the valley bottom was broad and of
very gen.tle grade along the stretch now occupied by the slide bench.
Fron1 the mouth of McJunkin ·Creek to the beginning of the gorge
below Burns, a distance of lt miles, the river has a fall of but 50 feet,
while between Burns and the mouth of Horse Creek the fall is 150 feet
in two-thirds of a mile. It is probable that before the slide the grade
of the river was very even from McJunkin Creek to Silver Creek.
The excavation for the wagon road from the flat at Burns to the top
of the slide bench, seen in Pl. XVI, exhibits the transition from the
almost undisturbed strata near the bridge to the confused mass of large
blocks forming the bench. As far as the C. V. G. tunnel, just below
the road, the succession of greenish sandstones, shales, and occasional
limestones l.s like the sequence known above the main limestone series.
At about the tunnel a more disturbed condition appears, and becomes
more and more pronounced southward to the ravine at the bend of the
road. While the general strike of the beds continues the same the dips
are variable, cross fractures, with evidence of dislocation, are common,
and there h~s been slipping, especially on shale layers. Shearing movement, by which certain strata are obliquely cut off, is evident, and correlation of beds from place to place becomes uncertain. Frmn the
bend in the road on to the bench and along the latter there is a chaotic
mixture of limestone, sandstone, and porphyry, the dips of the larger
. exposures being generally into the hill at various angles.
At the southern end of this slide bench, opposite Horse Creek, the
exposures are of finer debris, and it is probably the accumulation of
detritus by avalanche and ordinary slide, partly from far up the slopes
of Telescope Mountain ..
Recent sUpping in 0. H. 0. Hill.-Evidence that motion is still in
progress in the surface materials of C. H. C. Hill is abundant in the
prospect tunnels and shafts of various places through the crushing or
the twisting of timbers. But the best proof and illustration of .the
character of this movement is seen in a crevice now gradually opening
at the upper end of C. H. C. Hill. This crevice extends from an altitude of about 10,400 feet to 11,000 feet. It is most clearly shown at
about 10,550 feet, below the trail leading from C. H. C. Hill to the
Uncle Ned saddle in the ridge from Telescope Mountain, and on the
north slope of the little spur indicated by the 10,650-foot and 10,700foot contours on the map. .The direction of the crevice is here nearly
east-west, curving to the southeast in the upper part of its course.
Where most distinct this :fissure occurs on a northerly slope which
is quite thickly wooded, and it would scarcely be noticed except that
several trees on its line have been split from the roots up to 2 or 3 feet
above the ground, in the manner shown in Pl. XVIII, from a photograph taken by :Nlr. Tower. A stump of one tree cut off at about 2 feet
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aboye the ground has been split open since the tree was felled and the
parts are now seen about 5 feet apart. According to Mr ..J. 0. Campbell, the tree was cut about 1894. Earth has :filled in between the
halves of this stump and to some extent under the split trees, indicating that the movement has been gradual. It probably began, however, before the felling of the tree, the stump of which has been split,
for the two parts show that the tree was once cracked on the line of
subsequent ::;plitting and that this crack had been partly healed by
growth.
The c-revice may be followed for 200 or 300 feet below the split trees
by a crack in the soil, seldom open for more than 2 or 3 inches in
depth, although a horse's hoof will sink in for a foot or more. Above
the trees the crevice was tra:ced almost continuously across the trail
and up to 11,000 feet in the southernmost of the two distinct ravines
represented on the map.
''There the trees are split the P-revice is at the base of a steep northerly l:dope, 10 to 20 feet above a little bench, and perhaps 50 feet above
a marked ravine; Farther up the slope the crevice runs for some
distance in the bottom of a shallow but distinct landslide trench. It
crosses the trail on the south edge of some distinct outcrops of shale and
sandstone, which are much broken up, but have a general southeasterly
dip. Still higher the crevice was traced into the curving ravine in the
isolated area of upper Hermosa shales and sandstones represented on .
the map, where it was lost.
_1l£agnitude of tlte landslide action.-No part of C. H. C. Hill, as
already defined, is free from evidence of landslides, and most of the
present surface is made up of the debris of those slides~ though much
of it, or possibly all of it, has been rearranged by movements since the
original falls. But the evidence of the n1ines and prospects demonstrates that rock in place occurs at or near the surface in many localities. These workings also show that the formations, which must be
considered as practically in place, are almost universally in a terribly
shattered condition, and w bile ore bodies in or near stratification planes
haYe been traced for long distances, minor dislocations are frequently
met with, and in seYeral places abrupt breaks have been encountered
beyond which the ore has not been again found. In the discussion of
the fault structure it has been explained that several known faults have
been followed to the borders of C. H. C. Hill, and others must be
assumed as present somewhere beneath the mantle of debris, so that
in the present condition of exploration it can not always be ascertained
whether the breaks in ore bodies are due to faults or to the superficial
fractures bounding landslide Inasses, some of which may be reopened
fault fissures.
The amount of fragmental material encountered in tunnels varies
greatly in different parts of the hill. Thus the :Mountain Spring tun-
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nel penetrates loose chaotic material for 440 feet before a semblance of
rock in pJace is found. Much slide r;:>ck was found in the C. H. C.
tunnel, and then it passed into greatly crushed beds, through which
the structure can, however, be traced. In the Princeton tunnel much
detrital material was passed ~hrough before rock in place was encountered.
In contrast to the tunnels just mentioned, the Pigeon and other mines
in the northern part of the hill are almost wholly in rocks which are
practically in place, though much fractured and disturbed.
The principal trench seen in Pl. XV is on the line of what is called
the "big fissure" among those who have worked in the Pigeon, the
Logan, and other connected claims. This is a zone of intense crushing
of vein and country rock material 50 feet wide in some places, and the
question arises whether or not some of the old veins-also .faults in
some cases~ have not been opened anew during the shocks of the landslide fracturing.
RIDGE BETWEEN BURNETT AND SULPHUR CREEKS.

One of the largest landslide areas of the district is the broad ridge
between Burnett and Sulphur creeks, extending from about 11,000
feet on the crest of the ridge down to the Dolores River, some 2,400
feet below. In it::; present condition this area affords few localities Vv he1·e landslide pl1enomena ai~e clea1·lJr exhibited, but bJ' C0111parison with other areas the landslide evidenc~ is still most convincing,
and the ridge is of much interest as illustrating an advanced stage in
the history of landslide areas, when the ordinary agencies of degradation have nearly completed their work of effacing the scars caused by
. the successive slips, leaving little evidence in the smooth slopes of the
eonfusion existing beneath.
The upper limit of this area is a rather sharp line crossing the erest
of the ridge almost north-south at abortt 11,000 feet. This line is a
well-marked trench o:J; varying depth whieh runs baek of the knoll
having an elevation of 11,000+ feet, passes on the north across the
flat at 11,175 feet, where a minor ridge juts out into Sulphur Gulch,
and which on the south becomes a ravine, indicated on the map. On
other sides the landslide has no closely definable boundaries.
The southwest slope of the ridge js s1nooth and rounded in features;
entirely covered by grass or timber growth, and contrasts very markedly with the opposite side of Burnett Gulch, with its prominent cliffs
of stratified rocks and porphyries. This contrast is striking as expressed on the topographic map, but is far stronger on the ground.
The examination of this southwest slope shows no outcrops of rock in
place exeept at the end of the ridge and very near the bed of Burnett
Creek, nor are there the usual broken ledges characteristic of land7
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slide blocks. Instead of this, t.he few exposures where the character
of the underlying materials ean be seen, and the scattered prospect
tunnels, reveal detrital matter of the texture of ordinary wash or
slide rock. No tunnel seen has penetrated to solid rock.
The physiographic detail of this slope is, however, most suggestiveof landslides, especially when seen from some point of view like Landslip Mountain. There are many projecting knoBs and local benches,
irregular transverse depressions belonging to no drainage system, and
general lack of persistent drainage channels. Most of this detail is of
too small a scale for representation on the map.
On the northeast side of the ridge there is a steep wooded slope,
upon which at several places there are very distinct trenches running
horizontally or obliquely along the hillsides, with sharp, furrow-like
ridges on the outer side. Some of these modify the general slope so
abruptly as to indicate that they belong to quite recent slips. Outcrops of rock are rare and are always of much broken and dislocated
material.
On or near the crest of the ridge leading from Expectation Nlountain are the most distinct evidences of landslides. For several hundred feet below the upper limit of the area the broad top of the ridge
is characterized by rounded knolls with flat or shallow depressions
between them. More or less distinct ledge outcrops of sandstone,
shale, or porphyry are common on these knolls, but the greatest
irregularity of dip and strike is found, and the most prominent beds
are clearly not continuous. The character of this part of the ridge is
represented in Pl. XIX, a view from one of the upper knolls looking
down the ridge. The dips observed in the n1ounds and knolls shown
in this view are quite abnormal in most cases, being steep angles
either down the ridge or to the east.
No geological boundaries can be traced across this obscure area, and
this is conclusive eddence that the debris of the smooth slopes is not
ordinary slide or talus. From the known structure of adjacent areas
it is plain that the massive limestones of the Carboniferous, the Montelores porphyry sheet, and the grits of the lower Hermosa must
underlie this mantle of loose material. Fron1 observations of Mr.
Spencer the Rico formation may be normally in place near the 10,600foot contotir, on the crest of the ridge.
A::; to the end of the ridge, near the river, the evidence is not conclusiYe as to how large a part of the sedimentary rock seen on the
steep slope below the flat bench on the Burnett trail is in place and
how much is landslide material. The outcrops near the bench level
are of somewhat crushed and dislocated red or greenish strata, dipping
westward as a rule. The red beds seem to belong at a much higher
horizon than anyone which can normally occur here. The lack of exposures for such a distance above this bench renders a verdict as to the
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origin of the red strata uncertain. Down near the river in fragmental
material are the sulphur deposits elsewhere described, and on the
bank of the river several prospects show apparent rock in place.
LANDSLIP MOUNTAIN.

One of the most perfectly exposed minor landslides 0f the Rico
:Mountains has taken place on the southwest face of a mountain on
the divide south of Burnett Creek, for which the name Landslip
Mountain is proposed. This summit presents to the north cliff faces
of red Hermosa beds containing several intrusive porphyry sheets
and dikes. The sumn1it itself has a porphyry cap, and other small
bodies occur on the ridge to the west.
From the summit of Landslip Mountain to the saddle on the west,
some 300 feet lower, and from this line southward nearly to the
bed of the north fork of vVild Cat Creek, the surface is covered by
landslide debris. None is found on the north side of the divide. In
Pl. XX may be seen the nature of the extreme upper part of this
slide. The light-colored rock is largely porphyry, but there is also
much red sandstone and shale, causing darker shades here and there.
It is plain that the larger part of the porphyry belongs to the capping sheet of the mountain, but lower sheets undoubtedly appear.
The occurrence of the porphyry in sheet form in the sedimentary
. section i8 visible in many places, but accurate correlation of the shattered and disconnected exposures is impossible. The talus from the
disintegrating slide blocks streams down the slope, but slide blocks of
con~iderable size occur at intervals far down in the timber.
The map
shows some sinks and knolls below the part seen in Pl. XX, and the
phenomena of trench and knoll are repeated as far down as the representation of the map.
DOLORES MOUNTAIN AND NEWMAN HILL.

Landslide phenomena comparable with those that have been described
are of very limited extent on Dolores Mountain, and are found only
on the southern and western slopes. Nearly the whole southern slope
is smooth and has a veneer of ordinary wash and talus, through which
small outcrops project here and there. A landslide which is of recent
date, since it sharply modifies the rounded form of a grassy slope, has
taken place on the small ridge between the two southwesterly ravine~;
indicated by the map.
AbovE- the slide bench, which is shown on the map by a bowing out
of the 11,050-foot contour, the ridge has in general a very rounded
outline, but near the bench is sharply sliced off by a plane having a
strike N. 57° W. and dipping 40° SW. This plane extends to the
bench and seems to represent the surface upon which sliding took
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place. \V"hile there are no distinct rock outcrops above or near the
bench, the outer face of the little shoulder below it presents much
broken-up strata, in part at least of the Rico formation, in masses
several yards in diameter and of discordant dip and strike in different
exposures. Small transverse trenches and fissures show that this mass
is disintegrating, and a train of debris from it leads in fact far down
the slope below.
The physiographic relation of Newman Hill to Dolores Mountain is
in some respects similar to that of C. H. C. Hill to Telescope Mountain,
and the surface of Newman Hill h; almost entirely of fragmental
:Q1aterial. But it does not appear that landslides have played so
important a role in producing this physiography as is the case on
C. H. C. Hill. Yet the landslides of the western and southwestern
slopes of Dolores Mountain must have sent their debris in avalanches
down upon the lower slopes, and unmistakable evidence of such
materials are seen iu a knoll at 9,850 feet northeast of the old Enterprise tunnel, and in several patches of coarse debris along the upper
part of the hill, especially on the slope to Deadwood Gulch.
REGION SOUTH OF BLACKHAWK PEAK.

The ridge leading east of south from Blackhawk Peak, just within
the bounds of the special map, exhibits landslide phenomena which
belong to the early stages of the movement. From the porphyry .
capping of the knoll near Blackhawk Peak southward to the porphyry
hill having an elevation of 11,650+ feet, the rocks of the surface of
this ridge are shattered and several blocks on each side have become
detached and have slipped en masse or in avalanche down the slopes.
Several of the principal fractures on which slipping has occurred
are now represented by trench ravines, the most distinct one being
that shown by the n1ap on the east side of the main ridge. Porphyry
slide forms the crest east of this ravine from the level of 11,800 feet
up to the 4ill above, while the ridge to the west is composed chiefly of
much broken-up sedimentary rock~. Another line of fracture runs
nearly north and south through the depression on the fiat top of the
ridge north of the porphyry mass at 11,650+ feet. This break is
evidently back of a ma::;s which has started to slip down the eastern
slope into the basin beyond the map line.
From an elevation of 11,650 up to 11,900 feet on the broader part
of the ridge under discussion the surface gives many indications that
irregular blocks have begun to slip on each side of the ridge. There
are several trenches crossing the ridge diagonally, some northeastsouthwest and others northwest-southeast. Probably the notable
amount of talus below the porphyry cliffs on the west has been caused
by the fall and disintegration of one or more of the outer sections of
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the ridge. It is possible to map the porphyry sheet of this ridge in the
general way expressed by the map, but broken-up portions of sedimentary beds are locally found along some of these eros:-:; trenches,
which are supposed to belong to the strata normally above the sheet,
but which may be due to marked irregularities in the upper. sur~ace of.
the porphyry, f01 several ::;beets of this region are known to have very
uneven upper surfaces.
On the flat bench at the top of the porphyry are some open crevices,
one notable one 3 or 4 feet wide, choked up by loose fragments to
within a few feet of the surface. This seems to represent lateral displacement, doubtless on a layer of shaly sediments at or near the base
of the intrusive porphyry sheet.
On both sides of. the head of Aspen Creek, and in the gulch east of
the ridge above described, are many masses of debris with sharp
boundaries, which originated in landslides or more common avalanches
from certain places in the cliffs above. Some of these masses form
knolls or benches, gt;assed over or timber covered, and may represent
landslide blocks.
DISCUSSION OF LANDSLIDE PHENOMENA.

Distribution of the landsides.-The landslides of special importance
desc11bed in the foregoing pages are all located within a circular or
oval area 4 or 5 miles in diameter, the center of which is close to the
town of Rico. This area is geologically in the heart of the Rico
uplift or dome, as now dissected by erosion, and this fact seems to
have much significance. Landslides of minor importance have taken
place within the Rico quadrangle beyond the center .·indicated, but
they are hardly more frequent than in many districts ·of this part of
Colorado and are not so closely connected with the phenomena of the
· Rico ~Iountains as to b~ of any valu~ in a discussion of the latter.
vVhile much the larger part of the surface within a circle 4 miles
in diameter, with Rico at its center, exhibits distinct evidence of landslide action, there are areas which are notable exceptions to this rule.
The most striking a're the ridge ending in Sandstone Mountain and the
northern part of Dolores 1\'Iountain. The bold cliffs of Sandstone
Mountain are situated directly between the slide areas of Horse Gulch
and C. H. C. Hill, and the rugged projecting ridges of Dolores Mountain might reasonably be expected to furnish large blocks under any
general force exer.ted in this area.
As an examination of the map will show, the landslide areas bear
no definite relation to the distribution of rock ~ormations in the district. On the contrary, in respect to neither sedimentary horizons
nor eruptive masses does there appear to be any significant limitation
of the land:-:;lides.
21
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Oharactel' of tlu.J landslides.-On reviewing the charaeteristics of
the Rico landslide~ it appears that the landslide action ha~ been yery
superficial. This fact appears most strikingly by comparing these
slides with those of the Telluride quadrangle, 1 adjoining the Rico on
the northeast. About Rico slide blocks 100 yards in diameter, within
which the formations bear their normal !relation to one another, are
decidedly rare, while at the west base of the San Juan Mountains one
such block extend~ for 2 or 3 miles. All the landslide areas about Rico
are plainly made up of a number of small separate slips which were
probably not contemporaneous. It is supposed that the ~lide block at
the Puzzle mine i~ representative of those which cover the whole north
slope of Darling Ridge. Some of the blocks may be larger than that
at the Puzzle, but the latter illu~trates the superficial extent of the
blocks covering the slope above.
The statement that the landslide phenomena are superficial applies
strictly only to the ma~ses which have slipped out of place by gravitation. Doubtless many of the fractures of the· rocks which permit
the detachment of blocks extend dmvnward far beyond the limits of
the slipping masses, but only the outer shell of shattered rock can
move under the force of gravity.
Aside from the fact of observation that the slide blocks are all small,
the condition of the formations below the slide-covered surfaces affords
further evidence of the superficial character of the phenomena. The
most striking case in point is that of C. H. C. Hill. The topographic
details of this hill, as illustrated in Pls. XV and XVI, indicate landslip action over almost its entire surface, yet the ore deposits, both in
vertical veins and in replacen1ent masses, have been traced for considerable distances through shattered formations.
Relations to topog'raphy.-From the details regarding the various
slide areas which have already been given, and from the illustrations
of the plates, it i~ evident that the physiography of the Rico ~1oun
tains had acquired almost the detail it now exhibits when the landslides
under discussion began. The only considerable· modification of that
physiography in the intervening time to the present has come directly
from the landslides or indirectly through the rapid breaking down of
the principal slide areas. The valley of the Dolores at the foot of C.
H. C. Hill must have been of the exact type now seen above Burns.
The stream bed of Horse Creek has plainly been interrupted by the
Puzzle n1ine slide.
The primary condition for a landslide may be generally stated as a
thoroughly fractured state of the rocks on slopes, permitting the force
of gravity to cause the fall; and were all the rocks of a mountain district to be unifortilly shattered the mountains of most precipitous and
1
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irregular form would naturally experience the most extensive landslide
action. But in the Rico district some of the most rugged mountains
have undergone no dsible degradation by landslips, even in the heart
of the area most affeeted. Sandstone :Mountain is the most striking
instance of this immunity
In harmony with thi::; negative evidence is the positive fact that the
ridges. most thoroughly affected by the phenomena must have had
comparatively gentle slopes at the beginning of the landslide epoeh,'
due allowance being made for the obliteration of their boldest detail
by subsequent events.
Relations to other ]Jleistocene phenomena.-The ordinary processes
of degradation operative in the high mountain regions of Colorado
have of course been active in the Rico JVIountains during the long
epoch of landslide action, and it scarcely need be pointed out that all
the destructive agencies must have been especially effective within the
·landslide areas. The shattered landslip blocks themselves have been
in high degree vulnerable to the attacks of solvent waters, frost, etc.,
and have in many cases rapidly disintegrated. The whole slope of
Darling Ridge, as of other landslide areas, is practically without surface drainage channel ..,, so permeable is the mass beneath to the rain
that falls upon it and to the snow water.
One effect of this saturation by circulating water has been to keep
the fracture lines of attrition matter and many layers of crushed
sandy shale in a soft condition, favorable to the slipping of more or
less extensive masses whenever the support is weakened sufficiently·.
Secondary slides of this sort must have been frequent ever since the
original shattering of the' formations, and they are still taking place.
The more exposed and isolated landRlide blocks, if prevented from
further slipping en masse, break up gradually, and a talus slope or an
avalanche track often denotes the course of the more rapid disintegration The destruction of the blocks on the south slope of Landslip
JVlountain is clearly illustrated by Pl. XX, and the result of longcontinued action in an area of extensive fracturing may be seen in the
ridge extending from Expectation Mountain shown jn Pl. XIX.
A,qe of the landslides.-The epoch of the Rico landslides extends from
their beginning to the present day. From the great number of the
slides in this. limited region it must be assumed that they are due to
some very unusual force shattering the rocks to a remarkable degree,
and it is most natural to assume, further, that that force was catastrophic and principally exerted at one time-the beginning of the
landslide epoch. It is therefore of prime interest to ascertai_n when
these slides began.
The evidence afforded by the relation of the slides to the topography
of the district has been given. The principal changes in the topography
since the landslides began have been caused by the slides themselves.
There has been practically no erosion in the Dolores Valley or in the
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more evenly graded reaches of its local tributaries in the landslide epoch.
Of all the phenomena of Pleisto<:ene age in this region there is none
affording definite proof a::; to the remoteness of the time at which the
fracturing of the formations took place. All the distinct alluvial formations, as flood plain:;, and the fans or aprons at the mouths of streams
tributary to the Dolores, are referable to activities during the landslide epoch. Even the glacial deposits seem to afford little evid~nce as
'to the age of the first landslides. The main traces of glacial deposits
are in the eastern portion of the Rico Mountains and at places where
landslides have not occurred. And the gravel deposits, which seem to
be of glacial origin, liave in n1ost cases been more or less rearranged, so
that little weight can be given to conclusions drawn from their present
position. The landslide period was apparently contemporaneous with
the glaciation, or nearly so.
The slides are definitely earlier than the forests growing upon many
of them, and these growths are comparable to the common forest·
growth of the high n1ountain areas of the State.
Relation to faults.- As the landslides occur in the heart of the Rico
uplift they are coextensive in a general way with the principal faulting in the rocks of the dome, and one of the most obvious hypotheses
as to the origin of the landslides is based upon the assumption that the
two phenomena are genetically connected. On analysis of the observed
facts it appears that several of the principal landslide areas are traversed by important faults, but that, on the other hand, some of the
most complex fault zones or tracts do not exhibit landslide action.
The faults of C. H. C. Hill seem at first glance to be parallel with
the trenches of the principal landslides, running northwest-southeast.
The strong fault veins of the west side of the Dolores, below Marguerite Gulch, are in line with several crossing the ridge leading from
Telescope Mountain to Nigger Baby Hill, and through the shattered
intermediate ground of C. H. C. Hill run a number of veins in the
same general course. These are invariably greatly broken up, so that
they are now zones of loose fragmental material, as strikingly shown
by the "big fissure," the quartz vein exploited in the Pigeon, Logan,
and other claims, which lies below the strong treneh of the view in Pl.
XV. As bas been pointed out, the northeast cliff bounding C. H. C.
Hill seems to be parallel to a s3rstem of fault veins known in that area,
and the landslides adjaeent to the cliffs appear to represent great bands
of rock between some of the fissures of that system.
The cross faults, of which three are shown on the map, may have
had some influence in subdiYiding the zones of the main system.
The ridge from Expectation :\lountain to the mouth of Burnett
Gulch is probably tra,'ersed by the Deadwood and Spruce Gulch
faults, but their presence bas not been determined, nor has any other
fault been proved to exist in that area.
It is not unlikely that several faults cross the Dolores from the east
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into the landslide area of Horse Gulch and Darling Ridge, yet no indications connect these fault co·urses with fracturing of the landslide
period. The same is true of the north ::;ide of Horse Creek.
The small landslide area on the ridge south of Blackhawk Peak i::; i~
the line of the Blackhawk fault, and some of the trenches have the
general course of that fault, but as the actual dislocations of the fault
have not been traced a:s far as the slide, it is not possible to show any
dependent relation between those fractures of the rocks.
As will appear in the discussion of Newman Hill, there is a great
deal of recent fissuring and movement clearly proved in the mine
developments, but the connection between that movement and the
landslide of adjacent areas is a matter of inference. From the recent
·age of the landslides it becomes plain that if there is any causal connection between them and the older faults of .the district it comes
through lines of weakness in the rocks along those faults, of which the
much later forces made use. The question is further discussed under
the next heading.
Oriqin of the landslide8.-The immediate cause of the Rico landslides is manifestly the very unusually shattered condition of the rock
fOI;mations on steep slopes. and the discussion of origin must . be
directed to the seat and nature of the force to which the intense shattering is due. The evidence concerning this force contained in the
observations which ha've been recorded may be summarized as foV
lows:
.
1. The principal landslides are confined to a small circular area in the
heart of the Rico uplift, but do not cover all of that area.
2. The slides are more recent than the topographic details of the
mountains and valleys, excepting only son1e recent and minor features.
3. The shattering of the rocks varies locally in degree.
4. The shattering.is independent of lithological character and structural attitude of the formation, and there is nothing in either of these
conditions especially favorable to landslides.
5. The principal landslide slopes are in the cou~·ses of many known
faults, but several intensely faulted areas of rugged topography do
not exhibit landslides.
6. Many fault veins seem to pave been opened again by the shock
producing the shattering of the formations.
7. The shattering extends below the surface zone of actual sliding,
and to unknown depths.
The consideration of all observed facts leads to the comprehensive
statement that in geologically very recent time a part of the central
portion of the Rico Mountains sufl'ered a· severe shock, shattering the
rocks at the surface and to unknown depths. As a result of this shattering many landslides have occurred where other conditions were
favorable. This shock must have had its source in greater or less
depth, and may be referred to as an earthquake shock.
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Two important sources of earthquake shock are specially recognized,
viz, that originating in the relief of tension arising from structural
moven1ents of the earth's crust, and that connected with volcanic phenomena. The Rico Mountains represent a center of upheaval and
intense faulting, and of igneous intrusions of a nature not strictly·
volcanic. It seems natural to suppose that seismic disturbances must
have taken place at the surface of the Rico dome during the periods
of faulting and during the intrusion at least of the monzonite magma
in the channels represented by the stocks of to-day. But those disturbances took place at so distant an epoch that the connection of the
shocks now under discussion with either of them is not plausible.
A hypothesis to explain the earthquake shock of recent time in the
Rico Mountains must satisfy a number of conditions of observation,
and the most difficult facts to meet seem those found to hold true in
regard to the Darling Ridge locality. Here is a considerable area contabling nearly horizontal rock formations, penetrated by sheets and
one or more stocks of n1onzonite. The topography is not specially
rugged, faulting is certainly much subordinate in extent to that of
adjacent areas like Silver Gulch, yet the most profound and complete
fracturing seems to have occurred in this area.
It is a matter of common belief to-day among structural geologists
that movement is still in progress on many old fault lines which continue to l?e lines of weakness. The recent movement is thought to be
gradual, and if the existing tension :finds sudden relief by dislocation,
even of minor extent, it is supposed that perceptible or even violent
earthquake shock ma:y be experienced at the surface. These ideas
have been applied notably to the explanation of the great Charleston
earthquake of 1886.
If, now, the recent shattering of the rocks in the Rico district be
assumed to be the result of faulting, an adjustment of the rocks under
stresses still existing at this center of uplift, the opening of old faults
1nay be explained, and the great shattering on new and irregular frac- _
tures may be regatded as a natural distribution of the shock in the
superficial zone, where resistance to fracture is less than in depth.
But while little positive evidence appears to oppose this hypothesis,
it n1ust be considered remarkable that Sih-er Gulch, the locality of
n1ost intense and deep-seated faulting, judging from surfa.ce dislocation, has not b_een the scene of landslides. On the other hand, the
locality where the shattering force seems to have vented itself in greatest violence is certainly not one of the principal fault areas of the
region, although son1e faulting is to be cons_idered probable.
The hypothesis that the supposed Rico earthquake originated in
volcanic forces seems to the writer to be better adapted to the requirements of the case than that of recent faulting. The ultimate cause of
volcanic earthquake shock need not be discussed here, for it is one of
the most commonly recognized facts of observation that such phenom-
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ena are characteristic of Yolcanic regions. Rico lies almost immediately adjacent to the San Juan volcanic area, one of the most extensive in the United States, and it is certainly reasonable to assume that
of the earthquakes doubtless experienced in this region .some were
especially felt about Ri"co; even if there was nothing in the conditions
beneath the Rico uplift t9 produce local shocks at that center of
igneous activity. Given a violent disturbance of volcanic origin beneath the Rico dome, it may be ass-Imed that its transmission to the
surface would be influenced by lines of weakness, such as existing
faults, and coexistent earth stresses might determine which fissures
out of a complicated system w~uld be most affected. Under this
hypothesis the reopening of fault veins is a result and not the cause
·of the shock by which many other new fractures were made in the
rocks.
The volcanic hypothesis seems to furnish an explanation of the intense
fracturing of the rocks on Darling Ridge. It is conceivable that the
monzonite stock, penetrating the heterogeneous series of sedimentary
rocks as a massive and continuous body extending far toward the.supposed local seat of volcanic energy, would serve to transmit to the
surface in relatively undiminished force the shock assumed by this
hypothesis. It is certainly true that the impression as to the violence
of the force which has been here exerted has been far stronger on the
writer's mind when among the huge blocks of monzonite on the summit
of Darling Ridge, and well within the borders of the stock, than when
at any other locality in the Rico Mountains.
The gigantic landslides of the Telluride quadrangle have also been
ascribed by the writer to earthquake shock. 1 But there is so great a
difference between these slides and those of the Rico Mountains that
different causes might well be assigned. The Telluride landslides are
enormou8. The rocks affected are mainly a great volcanic series resting
. on soft Cretaceous shales-a lithological element of much importance
lacking in the Rico Mountains-and they have occulTed upon the bold
front of the San Juan Mountains. Faulting is there very subordinate
in importance, and that the dislocation of these huge masses should be
referred to earthquake shock of volcanic origin is natural under the
circumstances. The relation of the Telluride phenon1ena to those of
Rico is significant mainly in that they have occurred in the same general period of recent time; it is but 14 miles from Rico to the great
landslide area adjacent to Trout Lake, and if the landsl des of the
Telluride quadrangle were due to volcanic shock it seems inevitable
that that disturbance must have been strongly felt in _R~co. It is a
possibility that the fractures of the rocks in the two localities leading
to landslides were primarily due to the same great disturbance, transmitted to the surface in the Rico district under local conditions already
discussed.
1 Telluride
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CHAPTER VI.
EROSION OF THE RICO DOl\IE AND RECENT GEOLOGIC
HISTORY.

By

ARTHUR CoE SPE:-ICER.

EROSION OF THE DOME.

General statement.-Of all the events of Tertiary time up to the intrusion of the igneous masses and the uplift of the dome we have no
recdrd in the phenomena ·presented at Rico. In the adjacent country
to the north and e~st, however, we have evidence that the Mesozoic
was followed by extensive erosion which was continued for a· sufficient
length of time for the removal of the entire sedimentary section from
the central portion of the San Juan region. \V e have also in the San
Miguel formation the evidence of the existence of a large lake in the
later part of this period of erosion, and in the breccias of the overlying
San Juan formation a witness to the beginning of volcanic deposition,
which was continued until the region was covered to a depth of several
thousand feet with pyroclastic and massive extruded rocks. Doubtless, as pointed out in the Telluride folio, 1 this up building was accompanied by vigorous erosion, but until the cessation of the former the
latter was probably in abeyance. Now~ the early Tertiary hist01'y at
Rico must have been that of the San Juan at large, but the amount of
post-J.Yiesozoie erosion is not known, nor is the probable thickness of
the volcanic accumulations which covered the site of the present mountains to be estin1ated; but here they were doubtless undergoing erosion
during deposition, and upon the land surface formed by them the
drainage systen1 was being developed from which the present streams
have inherited many of their main features.
At the inception of the Rico dome the extruded rocks which covered
the San Juan country were being attacked upon all sides by streams
whose positions were probably determined by the distribution of the
volcanic materials. So long as eruption continued the stream courses
were constantly liable to alteration by laya flows, but with the cessation
of volcanic acth·ity each stream would maintain the course it then held,
1 Geologic
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· deepening its channel and sapping at its head to extend it!:i canyon into
the central mountainous region. It seems probable that the Dolore:;
River had assumed its present course previous to the formation of the
Rico dome, since, supposing that the surface at the time the ~ome was
formed was sufficiently smooth for the development of consequent
drainage upon its slopes, it is difficult to understand how one of the
radial streams thus resulting could have gained so distinct an advantage
over the others that it would finally cause their complete diversion.
This objection is particularly applicable at Rico, because the relation:;
of hard and soft rocks in the region to the north of the dome are such
that diversion of the present headwaters of the eastern branch of the
Dolores must have been accomplished by the western branch of that
river long before any stream ·originating on the southern slope of the
Rico dome could have extended its course northward across the opposing strata on the north side of the dmne structure.
A.s stated in a preceding ch~pter, it is believed that the Rico deformation accompanied a general regional uplift. If this idea is correct
it follows that while erosion has been continuous in the central SanJuan
since the beginning of volcanic deposition an epoch of increased activity
in erosion must have followed this elevation, even if the streams had
previously found permanent courses.
The actual amount of erosion since the Rico uplift can not pe estimated, since its effects are not separable from those of the epoch preceding. It may be surmised, however, that the volcanic rocks had
not been removed entirely and that sediments above those now exposed
may have been present at least well up into the lYlancos shale at the
time of uplift.
The epoch of erosion since the latest important uplift of which we
have any record in the Rico region may be divided into three stag-es,
which are applicable to the SanJuan at large as well as at Rico. During
the first stage the greater amount of erosion was accomplished and the
topography. had reached practically its present form. During the
second there was an accumulation of ice with the forn1ation of local
glaciers and the production of such forms of erosion as glacial circques
and U-shaped valleys. To the same part of the epoch belong the landslide phenomena, though their exact age relations are not to be made
out at Rico. In the Telluride region, however, there is some evidence
for believing that the landslides had taken place before the maximum
advance of the ice. The landslides are so important a feature of the
geology of the Rico region that they have been made the subject of
special study by ~Ir. Cross, who describes and discusses them in a separate chapter. The third or present ·stage dates from the retreat of
the ice, which is geologically very recent, as shown by the small
amount of erosion that has been since accomplished.
The correlation of the latest epoch of erosion with the accepted clivi-
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sions of geological time is a question which can not be solved at Rico.·
If the age of the local uplift be accepted as Tertiary, the first stage
n1ust be considered as also belonging to that period, in: part, at least. '
If, on the other hand, the uplift r,ould be considered as closing the Tertiary, all subsequent events would belong to the Plei:stocene. In favor
of the former conclusion we have the ore-bearing vein:;, the deposition
. of which n1ust haye required a long time, but which are manifestly later
than the deformation.
Pre- Glacial erosion.-lt has been shown that erosion in the Rico
region has probably been continuous since early Tertiary time, and
that there is no way of determining the relative amount of degradation in the earlier and later epochs of the period, or of separating the
latest Tertiary erosion from that of Pleistocene time. \Vhether the
Dolores was fiowing in a shallow valley or a deep canyon previous to
the domal uplift at Rico can not be surmised, but before the completion of the structure the stream had doubtless cut a deep trench
well down toward the base of the volcanic rocks which are supposed
to have covered the region, and possibly into the Mesozoic sedimentary rocks, upon which they probably rested. This erosion belonged
to the epoch of deformation. It was succeeded by continued erosion
of the present epoch as arbitrarily limited by the completion of the
distinct uplift. At this early stage of erosion the adjacent streams
must have had practically their present positions, though possibly
they have since enlarged their headwater drainage on the flanks of the
Rico Mountains at the expense of the neighboring tributaries of the
Dolores. This would natui'ally follow from the interior streams
having to encounter rock more difficult of corrasion than the outside
streams, and seems to be indieated by the greater length of the exterior
tributaries.
\Vith the downward cutting, which has since continued, there has
doubtless been concomitant elevation, but of this there is no evidence
in the immediate vicinity of Rico, though within the Rico quadrangle,
some 10 1niles or so to the south, there are gravel beds about 4:00 feet
above the present valiey floor, l5howing the former position of the
stream bed and indicating an uplift since their deposition. The effect
of erosion within the mounta.ins has been as though the river had cut
its way at once to the present position and then side streams and
gullies had completed the grading of the slopes. It is believed,
however, that several distinct uplifts have occurred, but the pauses
between them left no records because of the fact that the river was
cutting it:; channel and not at any time widening its valley, so that the
valley waR successively deepened, and under conditions of heavy precipitation the 1'5lopes of the valley walls were gradually reduced with·
out the production of terraces.
The topography is always in close sympathy with the geology, and
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almost every feature of the landscape not directly referable to the
phenomena of the landslides is the result of differential erosion. The
softer rocks have been carved away, leaving the more indurate as
cliffs or steep slopes between more gentle acclivities and determining
the positions of the main mountain masses. The rocks which have
been sufficiently massive to form mountain caps are mostly intruded
porphyries, though the La Plata sandstone always rises as a knob above
the general level of the adjacent ridges. Of the few high peaks capped
by other sediments than La Plata, Telescope, and Sandstone mountains
are the only one's not protected by a very massive sheet of porphyry
lying within 100 to 200 feet of the top. The former is capped by a
heavy conglomerate of the Dolores and is not entirely without protecting porphyries in its upper part, but the latter is eomposed of the
Dolores sandstones entirely, though it is in reality a ridge leading to the
much higher Elliott Peak, which is doubly protected from erosion by·
the La Plata sandstone and an overlying porphyry mass, so that the
presei·vation of Sandstone Mountain may be considered as incident
to the presence of the more prominent peak.
The monzonite stock upon the west side of the river has been sufficiently resistant to forn1 a ridge both south of Aztec Gulch and in the
main divide south of Horse Gulch, though in neither pl~ce does it
reach to as high an elevation as the porphyries of the adjacent peaks.
The distribution of the laccolithic porphyry masses in tbe sediments
has been discussed in a previous chapter. Their presence in the upper
part of the Dolores formation has determined the zonal grouping of
the principal mountain peaks about the center of the dome structure.
In fact, it is to these porphyries that the Rico Mountains owe their
existence. Had they not been encountered by the.strearns, the latter,
in dissecting, would have given to the dome a molding scarcely different from that which they have impressed upon the adjacent areas of
sedimentary rocks; the concentric outcrops of the harder beds would
be expressed in knolls or. curving ridges, but the general elevation
would have been much less than at present.
The positions of the side streams of the mountains have probably
persisted fron1 a, very early date, and they are in no way dependent
upon the distribution of the rocks that they now cut across, though
they may have been located by the occurrence of porphyry masses in
the cen~ral part of the area at horizons which have now suffered complete erosion. Both the main stream and its tributaries had reached
practically their present position before the change in climatic conditions filled the upper valleys with ice. The dissection of the uplifted
rocks was almost as complete as at present; the entire sedimentary section and its accompan)ring intrusions had been cut through and the
Algonkian rocks had been exposed. lVIeasured by its geological effects,
the time which has subsequently elapsed is relatively very short; land-
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slides have locally modified the surface; the ice streams remolded the
valleys slightly, scouring and depositing; flood waters in the main valley
deposited gravel terraces, which have since been largely removed. But
all of this is very unimportant in comparison with the great erosion
subsequent to deforn1ation and previous to glaciation.
GLACIATION OF THE RICO MOUNTAINS.

For1ns o.f epidence.-Evidence of the former existence of local glaciers in the Rico 1\'Iountains was to be expected from a knowledge that
the higher portions of the San Juan region bad been at one time practically covered by an ice sheet. The facts leading to this conclusion
have yet to be correlated before any general discussion can· be
attempted~ but many of the topographic features illustrated on the
n1aps of the Geological Survey are sufficient to indicate the former
existence of glacial ice in the high mountainous region of the San Juan.
The amphitheaters usually containing small lakelets, in which the valleys have their heads~ are to the_ student of glaciers and their work
prima facie evidence of ice accumulation. Moreover, in the regionn
there are many valleys with the U-shaped cross seCtion; there are also
morainal accumulations, scored and scratched rock surfaces, and even
. the characteristic form of glacial erosion known as roches moutonnees,
all of which serve to prove the general fact of glaciation. 1
At Rico the record of the ice invasion is seen in certain topographic
forms, in rock scoring, and in accumulations of debris, but none of
these are strikingly prominent or characteristic, from which it seems
that because of their somewhat lower altitude and their isolation the
Rico Mountu,ins were not so completely dominated by the ice as were
the higher mountains adjacent. They formed a local center of
accumulation, and though the gTeater number of the basins at Rico
were probably piled high with snow there were only two or three
cases in which the accumulation became sufficiently deep for the consolidation of the snow jnto true glacial ice. ·
Topogr:octphic e?Jidence.-The topographic features of the Rico );lountains are disappointing as criteria for the determination whether or
not a given gulch has supported an ice stream. Only a single basin
of all thm;e represented could be definitely recognized as a glacial
cirque from an inspection of the topographic map. This one, which
lies just east of Allyn Gulch, is quite typical of the amphitheater as a
glacial form, but is somewhat obscured by debris from the surrounding walls. Three other somewhat cirque-like basins draining into
Horse Gulch occur on the southern side of Sockrider Peak. Possibly
the lack of characteristic forn1 in some instances may be due to
1 On the glacial phenomena of this region see the Telluride folio and a paper by George H. Stone,
entitled The Las Animas Glacier; Jour. Geol., Vol. I, 1893, pp.4il-4i5.
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accumulations of talus and slide rock, but in the main it seems that
amphitheaters have never been excavated even at the head of valleys
otherwise known to have been filled with ice.
A second topographic feature which is often characteristic of
glaciated areas is seen in the distributed drainage in the main head of
Silver Creek, which lies within our area just to the east of. Blackhawk
Peak, whence the stream, after running northeastward for a short distance, turns into its westerly course east of the mapped area. Here
there is a broad slope of porphyry from which the ice bas swept most
or the surface debris, and over this slope the waters flow in small converging but independent rivulets rather than in a single stream gathered into a central channel.
The valley of Silver Creek is broader at the bottom than the ordinary
gulch eroded by running water, and it is believed that the more open
valley is to be explained by the former presence of an ice stream,
since such a broadening of water-cut valleys is known to be. usually
characteristic of glacial action. Likewise in the case of Horse Gulch
tho same origin may be suggested, though here it is evident that landslides have entered into the development of the valley cross section, so
that the glacial origin is involved in more doubt. In none of the other
gulches is there suggestion of any erosion except that of running water.
Evidence of glacial action, based upon scored rock surfaces, is meager.
A few small surfaces of polished and striated rock were observed near
the head of Bull Creek, west of Calico Peak. Small patches of
snioothed and striated sandstone were noted about 300 feet above the
river, just south of lVIa,rguerite Dra'v and near the bed of Deadwood
Gulch, at an elevation of about 10,150 feet .. Also limestone exposures
just above the falls in Deadwood Gulch (elevation 9,800 feet) are planed
and scored. Elsewhere no distinct markings have been observed,
except in the head of Silver Creek, where the ·sloping floor of porphyry shows some scoring and scratching besides the general cleanedup effect due to the removal of surface debris through the action of
moving ice and snow. The general absence of such features is not,
however, to be wondered at, since the character of most of the rocks
in the valley is not suited to the preservation of fresh surfaces.
Glacial de'bris.-Passing now to the accumulations of glacial debris,
it may be said that none of the deposits show the ordinary topographic
forms of moraines oi· kindred features, but occur merely as gravels
or loose rock fragments in such positions that they can hardly be
accounted for as ordinary terrace gravels. The character of these
deposits is, for the most part, typical of glac1al materials which have
not suffered long transportation. Angular ·or subangular fragments
of the various rocks within the drainage of the former ice stream are
thrown together in the utinost confusion, rounded pebbles being of
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unusual occurrence. In the mapping of the surfaee materials it has
been found impossible to discriminate all the deposits according to
their origin, so that the glacial gravels are not represented as distinct,
and,. indeed, the different forms of loose debris intergrade in such a way
that they are often indistinguishable on the ground. Accumulations
found along the south side of Newman Hill, next to Deadwood Gulch,
have been attributed to an ice stream which occupied the upper part
of the gulch. Those near the mouth of Allyn Gulch are to be attributed
to a similar ice l:itream and were probably deposited at a time when the
stream in Allyn Gulch did not join that of the main \'alley. The heavy
gravels which occur in the northern part of Newman J-Iill contain
n1uch waterworn material, which may have been deposited from a
stream flowing along the south side of the Silver Creek glacier when
it extended as far as the river, completely closing the channel of the
tributa.ry to the wa,ten; o':f Allyn Gulch. Doubtless avalanche material frmn the slopes of Dolores Peak bas given rise to much of the
covering of Newman Hill, and it is also certain that there have been
landslides, but the presence of waterworn pebbles require:::; some such
explanation as that given above.
The rounded ridge which Inarks the entrance to the valley of Silver
Creek may also be mentioned, since it has an external appearance similar to kames or eskers, but it is really con1posed .of sedimentary rocks
and intrusive porphyry and is merely capped by gravels. It is consequently a remnant of erosion rather than a constructed form.
In Papoose Gulch and on the eastern slope of :Mount Elliott there·
are surficial deposits which are related to the glacial deposits in origin,
and are probably in part of the same age. They consist of heterogeneous masses of rock fragments of various size filling the gulch or forming a ridge, as in the last locality mentioned. These are supposed to
have be'~n fo1:med by materials which have accumulated at the base or
along the sides of great· snow banks which filled the basin above, but
never attained the thickness requisite for the formation of true ice.
Similar accumulations of recent origin are frequently seen in nlountainous regions of heavy snowfall. They are often to be noted in the
San Juan region, but these particular occurrences possibly date back
to the time of the ice invasion.
Coarse gravel beds, which from their position suggest a considerable former extent of such materials, were observed by ~1r. Cross on
the slope north of the monzonite arm that comes down almost to the
houses in Piedmont. At an elevation of 9,500 feet, or about 700 feet
above the river, an excavation in the wooded surface reveals a ma::;s of
very round bowlders lying in fine gravel. Among the rocks represented were blue li1nestone, greenish :sandstone, and vein quartz. The
bowlder::; are very unlike the angular fragmenb which are sparingly
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scattered about on the surface. These angular blocks, often 3 feet or
more in diameter, seem to ha""e come from up the river, for red Dolores
sandstone is com1non an1ong them. Bowlder gravels have also been
exposed in prospects near the line of the Calumet vein and about 300
feet above the river. So much of the surface south of Aztec Gulch is
timbered, with no solid roek outci·ops, that it seems possible that there
may be mueh of this gravel in the vicinity.
On the slope below the tufa bench south of Sulphur Creek, at about
300 feet above the river, there are several patches of coarse gravel
beds. Among the fragments noticed here was one block, nearly 3 feet
in diameter, of the peculiar hornblendic porphyry known only in dikes
in the Algonkian schists above Rieo.
These two occurrences of hea,v)~ gravels indicate a much greater
amount of probable glacial debris in the Dolores Valley than is to
be. inferred from any other evidence observed. Knowlege of these
gravels is clearly too meager to warrant generalizations upon them
at present.
Still another class o.f deposits which may be tentatively referred to
the time of the ice invasion is seen in the gravel terrace upon which
the town of Rico is partly built, and the similar and probably corresponding gravels whieh occur on the slight bench about 40 or 50 feet
above the river bed upon the west side north of the mouth of Sulphur
Creek. The graYels are best exposed in the cutting for the roadway
to the railroad station, but are known to form the edge of the terrace
for nearly half a mile toward the south. It seems probable that these
graveli:i represent the level of the river valley at some particular period
of glaciation.
Collectively the phenomena cited in the foregoing paragraphs are
believed to warrant the conclusion that true glacial streams at one
time occupied the valley of Silver Creek and its tributaries and that
of Deadwood Gulch, anrl that in the upper part of Horse Gulch there
were important accumulations of ice, which may or may not have
reached into the lower part of the valley. Deposits of a morainal
character not hitherto mentioned are known to occur beyond the limits of our map in the northern tributaries of Scotch Creek, and these
indicate that there were short glaciers on the southeast side of the
eastern part of the mountain group, but be)TOnd this we have no further proof of individual ice streams in the Rico Mountains. Others
may have existed, but their marks have been obliterated by surface
materials of another origin or by the erosion which has taken place
since their di!;)solution by climatic conditions. All the facts available
point to the very local nature of the glaciation of the Rico Mountains
and to the short duration of glacial conditions.
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:Niany of the features of post-Glacial geology at Rico are inseparable
in origin from similar features of Glacial and earlier ,time, since in
those parts of the area that were not covered by the ice similar proc·
esse:::; of general erosion and of local deposition were active throughout
the Glacial stage. For this reason, in classing the following phenomel)a as recent, there is no intention of lin1iting their age to the
post-Glacial, but rather to indicate that the conditions which have produced then1 have continued down to the present time. The recent
phenomena of the Rico region may be classed as those of erosion and
those of deposition. The latter will include landslides, talus and avalanche materials, river gravels, and spring deposits.
Post- Glacial erosion.-If the gravels observed by Mr. Cross at an
elevation of 700 feet above the river on the northern edge of the
nwnzonite are really of glacial origin, they indicate a much greater
accumulation of such debris in the Dolores Valley than would be suggested by any other occurrences. But even if they are glacial, the work
of the river seems to have been largely the removal of the gravels, with
little cutting into the underlying rock. In Deadwood and Allyn
gulches the streams have cut down through the unconsolidated gravels
of glacial origin, but this is a task which they could have easily
accomplished in a short time. Similar indications of the small effect
of post-Glacial bed-rock erosion are seen in Silver Creek, where the
strean1 has locally excavated narrow canyons in the wider valley of
glacial origin, but these canyons have in no instance exposed the bed
rock to a depth of Inore than possibly 20 feet, and in many places the
stream is working upon debris of very recent origin, which has been
thrown into its channel from the side gulches and ravines. All the
e\'idence serves to point to the recency of the glacial ot..:cupation and
to the small amount of erosion which has since ensued. The present
topography is in no essential feature different from what it was previous to the accumulation of the iee. Before that the streams had
found their present courses and had practically assumed their present
grades. Greatly in excess of any topographic changes due to erosion
are those attributable to the constructional features which are discussed in the following paragTaphs.
Vwrieties of sw:face deposits.-The surface deposits at Rico are of
very di,-erse character and origin, and, as has been seen in the discussion of the glacial gravels, they are not easily separable as to origin.
They are Yery troublesome to the geologist, since they cover the central part of the region to such an extent that it has been found impossible to work out the geology of .the solid rocks underlying. Consequently it is necessary to represent then1 on the map, and for this
purpose five distinct patterns ha\'e been used to distinguish (1) areas
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made up principally of landslide material; (2) valley gravels; (3) alluvial cones; (4) spring deposits; (5) materials of other origin: siwh as
avalanche, glacial, and surface wash.
Landslides.-The most important surface deposits in the Rico :Mountain are of landslide origin. One such slide has materially altered the
grade of the Dolores River north of Rico, others have changed the
profile of Horse Gulch, while still others lend their characteristic
pseudo-glacial topography to the mountain slopes in several places.
This feature of the Rico region bas been specially studied by Mr.
Cross, and its description a-::~d discussion are given a separate chapter
in this report.
.
Tal1.ts.-Accumulations from the wasting of cliffs are related in
origin to landslides, but are composed of many small blocks loosened
by frost action or by heavy rains, whereas landslides, though they
may eventually become very much broken, are at first essentially large
masses. Talus forms are of frequent occurrence at Rico, and while
in many cases, especially in the lower parts of the mountains, their
even slopes are covered with vegetation, in other cases they are
entirely bare and then suggest the manner in which they were formed,
namely, by the rolling and sliding of loose rock fragments under the
action of gravity. They are well illustrated in several of the accompanying plates, particularly in Pl. VI (p. 28), showing the steep talus
at the base of the Sandstone Mountain cliffs, and in the view of Calico
Peak (Pl. VII, p. 32) and that of Blackhawk and Dolores peaks from the
north (Pl. ~V, p. 24). The long talus streams upon the west slope of
Nigger Baby Hill are largely derived from the mines which are situated
at their heads, but the whole adjacent slope is covered by natural talus
or wash through which very few outcrops appear.
·
Related to talus are the materials dislodged by avalanches and
deposited where their· force is spent. Much of the loose material
upon Newman and C. H. C. hills has been brought down in this way, and
the paths which havebeen cut through the timber upon the western
slope of Dolores Mountain may be·made out from the photograph of
this slope (Pl. III, p. 22). Other ravines than these, which have been the
tracks of snowslides, may be seen at various places. Sonie of the best
marked are on the south side of Burnett Creek, upon the flank of
Landslip Mountain.
The deposits of Papoose Gulch and in the head of Marguerite Draw
west of Mount Elliott have been mentioned in discussing the glacial
phenomena, where they are considered as connected with former great
snow banks. Probably this is, in part at least; their true origin, but
avalanches may have been also concerned in their formation.
81-trface wash.-In regions where the agents of erosion have been
as active as at Rico rocks do not decay in situ by surface weathering,
and consequently residual soils, such as cover the rocks in many low21 GEOL, PT 2--11
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lying regions, do not accutnulate. Surface wash is composed almost
entirely of fragn1ents derived from the higher slopes of the moun taint',
or from the disintegration of landslides which, gradually mo,ring
toward the valleys under such effective aids to gravity as snow, rain,
and frost, have been spread in varying thickness over extensive slopes,
hiding the underlying formations as completely as have the more
massive surface deposits. As may be inferred from such an origin,
the materials of the surface wash are as a rule more completely pulverized than the other fonns of surface deposits.
As in the case of all the surface deposits, the representation of surface
wash on the map is generalized and the indicated boundaries are to be
taken as approximate. The symbol under which they are included is
intended to apply to all areas not referable to the three classes of landslides, valley deposits, and alluvial fans. It thus comprises the materials of n1ixed origin covering· Newman Hill and the opposite slope west
of the river.
Valley deposits.-The valley deposits of the Rico region comprise
the gravels of the present flood plain of the river. They consequently
occur in a band across the area and bordering the river, but interTupted above Horse Gulch by the great landslide at the base of C. H. C.
Hill. This mass of rock which has been projected into the valley has
pushed the stream against the western bank of the canyon. where it is
now cutting in the solid rocks of the lower Hermosa. As may be seen
by referring to the topographic map, it has interfered with the natural
grade of the river, which is now abnormally steep adjacent to the slide
block upon the lower side and as notably low in the reach upstream
from it. The landslide at first formed a dam across the river, causing
slack water for perhaps a mile and a half upstream. From the e\·en
spacing of the contours below the dam it is believed that the original
stream bed at the lower end of the Burns meadow is approximately
75 ieet below the present position of the rh-er, the same figure representing the thickness of the materials deposited by the river at this
place. If the same spacing which is noted below the landslide were
continued upstream the 9,050-foot contour would have approximately
its present position, so that it may be taken to represent about the
upper limit of the effect of the landslide in changing the stream grade.
Fron1 the dam to the present crossing of this contour the distance is
slightly in excess of 1 mile, and the fall of the stream is not more
than 25 feet, or less than one-fourth the norn1al fall for this distance.
The northern edge of the landslide block and the flat above it are
shown in Pl. XVI (p. 142).
.
The materials of the valley deposits are coarse gravels and sand:;
which the river has deri,·ed from its tributaries and which it has rolled
along and distributed within its immediate 'Talley.
Alluvial fans.- The steeper gulches whieh open directly into the
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Dolores Valley have all afforded detritus faster than the river has been
able to carry it off, so that the debris brought down by the side streams
has accumulated in conical banks at the mouths of the g·ulehes. Such
accumulations are cmnmonly known as alluvial fans. They are a
characteristic feature of the union of streams of steep grade with
those of low declivity, since the transporting power of the steeper
streams is suddenly diminished when their grade is reduced. The side
streams at Rico do not at ordinary times carry any appreciable load of
gravel, transportation being confined to times of :flood. Heavy showers
and cloud-bursts sweep debris into the steep gullies, and this, carried
down io the main valley, is dropped, and the channel of the stream
becomes inclosed by natural dikes, so that on becoming choked at any
time the torrent will take a new course and, changing from time to
time, will finally have swept through an arc limited by the valley
walls and varying in width from 90 to 120 degrees. It is by thus
changing its channel that the stream is able to build up the conical
heap at its mouth.
At Rico many of the characteristics of alluvial fans are beautifully
illustrated. An inspection of the map will show the extent of the
principal ones and the different relative positions of the stream channels upon the cones, and in several cases the contouring indicates the
lines of former channels. The typical appeatance of the alluvial fans
is shown in Pl. XXI, from a photograph of the Aztec fan taken at a
point upon the east side of the river near the wagon road. In this
case the present channel is central.. Other abandoned courses may be
made out in the aspens on the north side, and another exists along the
southern edge but can not be seen in the illustration. An interesting
feature also shown in this photograph is the smaller fan which has
been formed in front of the larger one. From the relations exhibited
it appears that the great fan originally extended farther to the east
than at present, but that the river in shifting its course was thrown
'Bgainst its base and cut away its lower portion, producing the steep
bank now exhibited. During this period of cutting the channel on
the fan probably had a location different from the present. Since the
channel was located at the position which it now has a secondary fan
has been formed by material, a portion of which seems, from the
depth of the channel, to have been derived from the upper part of
the main fan.
Other fans than those represented occur in Silver Creek at the mouth
of Allyn Gulch and of the next gulch above upon the south side. Al.:;o
a portion of the surface materials upon the hillside west of Rico may
have been formed in the same manner as the fans of the lower valley,
which they very elosely resemble as. topographic features. These have
not heen distinguished from the adjacent surface debris.
Calcareous sp'r£ng deposits.-The Rico Mountains are well watered,
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and even in the driel:lt seasons most of the gulches contain very considerable streams which are fed by springs. The water of the springs
is usually impregnated· either with lime or with iron, probably of
rather superficial origin, and locally these ingredients are frequently
prel:lent in sufficient amounts to separate from ~olution and form deposits upon the surface or in the interstice~ of gravel or otherloose surface n1aterials. In some cases the waters, besides their mineral contents, are im!"regnated or accompanied by gases, such as i::lulphureted
hydrogen and carbonic acid gas.
The generally calcareous nature of the spring water at Rico is a
direct result of the richnesi::l of the prevailing sedimentary formations
of the central region in carbonate of lime, but in most cases the amount
of the mineral heid in i::lOlution is not sufficient to give rise to important
depoi:iits of tufa. There are, however, several such deposit8 which are
situated upon the lower slopes in localities where loose n1aterials cover
the solid rock for some distance above the springs. From this relation
it seems likely that the waters travel underneath the surface of the
ground frmn the higher elevations and, percolating through the loose
surface materials, dissolve en route carbonate of lime, which they redeposit upon emerging at the surface, partly by evaporation and loss
of carbonic acid and partly through the agency of the animals and
plants which inhabit the boggy places about the springs. The lime is
frequently deposited in such a way that ponds are formed, and in these
s1nall snails find a congenial habitat, the shells of successive generations gradually adding to the growth of the lime deposit. l\1oss growing in the bogs is continually saturated in the calcareous water, and
becomes at first coated but :finally entirely impregnated with the lime,
giving rise to a spongy n1ass which is often found near the lime springs.
Grasses, leaves, and twigs falling where the water can trickle over
then1 are quickly entombed, and upon decaying leave their characteristic forms impressed upon the resulting rock. Leaf impressions may
be found at almost any of the springs; they are especially well shown
in the deposits above the wagon road south of Horse Gulch.
The principal deposits of calcareom; tufa have been outlined on the
n1ap, by reference to which their extent and distribution may be seen.
At one ,locality the tufa has been quarried for a kiln and has found
a considerable use, since it is conveniently located and produces lime
of good quality.
Ferruqinous diposits.-Iron-bearing springs occur at severaJ places
in the Rico Mountains, and ha \'e left local deposits of iron oxide,
cementing surface debris and forming what is commonly known as
"iron cap." Though occurring at other places, these ferruginous conglomerates are especially in evidence in Silver Creek above the Fort
"\Vayne tunnel, in the upper part of the northern and western branches
of Horse Gulch, and in the lower part of Horl:le Gulch at the base of
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the northern landslide area. Their origin is probably connected with
the oxidation of iron pyrites, but their occurrence can never be safely
taken as a clue to the proximity of large bodies of that mineral.
Gas springs.-En1anations of carbonic acid gas and of sulphureted
hydrogen accompany many springs of water in the Rico region. The
former is continually escaping in large quantities in the eentral part
of the dome, w bile the latter is noted in many places on the west side
of the mountain group in the drainage of Stoner and Bull creeks.
Both gases doubtless have their orig!n in chen1ical changes which are
going on at a greater or lesser depth beneath the surface, and the
waters with which they are associated may or may not be of deepseated origin. In some places they certainly are not, for in the case
of the sulphur springs the water increases and diminishes with the
humidity or dryness of the season, and at certain times the flow of
water ceases entirely, but the gas continues to escape. It appears that
in such "instances the gases have found the same channels along which
the waters are circulating and that the two mix and escape together.
In like manner it is notable that the carbonic acid gas, which is escaping in large quantities in various places, is far in excess of the amount
which can be absorbed by the water with which it issues; and in mine
workings the gas is frequently encountered where it flows up from
crevices without any water at all. In one of the borings of the Atlantic
Cable Company, made sevm:al years ago, a flow of gas was tapped
which, being confined, is said to have had a pressure of more than 50
pounds and to have maintained it, with slight decrease, to the present
time. A similar pressure is reported to have been shown by gas
encountered in a bore hole in the Rico-Aspen workings.
Several tunnels in the west bank of the Dolores at Rico have struck
carbonic acid gas escaping from many fissures in the highly shattered
rocks in the vicinity, and a spring of water strongly charged with this
gas bubbles up through the graveb of the river bed not far from the
Shamrock tunnel.
Several of the carbonic springs at Rico are locally known as ''soda
springs," and, while no analyses have been made of their waters, there
is no reason for doubting the correctness of this designation. Their
waters are highly eharged with gas, an excess of which e:-.;capes in the
form of bubbles, and are cool and of a delicious flavor, resembling, in
this respect, the waters of known soda springs at other localities in
Colorado.
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IN'rRODUCTION.

Owing to an unusual concurrence of conditions, topographic and
climatic, which governed the distribution and growth of the former
glaciers of the Bighorn Mountains, this range now abounds in features
of glacial sculpture showing great regularity and beauty of form.
Besides being an exceptionally fruitful field for the study of cirques
and their development, it offers. a class of data which in many other
glaciated regions are either vague or altogether absent. · It is the
purpose of this paper first to describe these data, and then to discuss
their hearing on the cause of glacial motion.
All mountain systems which are or have been centers of local glaciation exhibit numerous examples of that type of alpine valleys
which terminate at their heads in rocky amphitheaters known as" glacial cirques." These have been justly recognized as the main sources
of glaciers, forth~ enormous quantities of snow which collect in them
every winter, whether wind-blown or brought down by avalanches
from the surrounding cliffs, constitute practically the only accretions
to the body of the ice streams. U ntillately there has been a tendency
to regard a cirque basin as one which by its very form is eminently
adapted to the accumulation of snow, and which from the beginning
has had much the same shape. That glaciers may be ahle to scoop
out a cirque has been suggested by Gastaldi 1 and Helland; 2 yet not
until Mr. Willard D. Johnson propounded his views concerning the
recession of amphitheatral walls by a sapping process occurring at
the bottom of '• bergschrunds" have we come to look definitely upon
the cirque as the peculiar and characteristic product of the action of
the ice mass contained within it. Accepting Mr. Johnson's explanation of this process, as seems warrantable to me in the light of independent investigations, we n1ust consider a cirque as a modified,
preglacial, stream-worn valley, whose V-shaped cross section has been
I
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converted into a wider U-shaped one, and whose grade has been :flattened rather than lowered. 'Vhen, therefore, we study the present .
shape of any individual cirque the influence of the preglacial topography must be taken into account. In most glaciated regions, unfortunately, it is difficult to trace out the features of the preglacial
topography. In the Swiss Alps, in Norway, and in part of the Sierra
Nevada, as well as in Colorado, the cirques as a rule are only partly
developed, the antecedent topography can not be restored, and no
estimate can be made of the total change wrought by the ice in any
particular case. In these regions it is next to impossible to find a
cirque which may he set down as a complete specimen of the type.
The conditions necessary for the production and preservation of such
a cirque rarel}r occur in combination, as may be gathered :from the
following review. They are, first, topographic; second, climatic;
third, geologic; and fourth, postglacial.

FIG. I.-Preglacial topography.

FIG. 2.-Postglacial topography.

Topograph'tC cond-itions.-For typical cirque development the
preglacial valleys must be situated far enough apart to admit of the
necessary broadening in adjacent pairs without coalescence across
interspaces.
In most high mountain ranges the preglacial Yalleys were close
together, and as a result the spurs between the present cirques have
dwindled to mere arretes~ or have altogether vanished, while the summits and crests separating the heads of the cirques have been reduced
to ~1atterhorn-like "aiguilles" or needles, and the lower divides to cols
(see figs. 1 and 2). Since many alpine Yalleys fork near their upper
ends, twin cirques and more complex forms often .arise.
Olimatic condition~.-'The summits, crests, and spurs between the
cirques, wherever they are wide, n1ust remain unglaciated, otherwise
the limits of the sculpturing in each cirque will be effaced.
In the 1najority of the mountain systems which at one time were
centers of local glaciation, the precipitation was sufficient to produce
continuous ice caps extending over a large part of the crests and spurs.
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The line of demarcation between the work of such an ice cap and that
of the cirque glaciers can not, as a rule, be definitely established.
Moreover, in such regions as Switzerland and the Scandinavian peninsula the effect of an ice sheet of continental proportions adds to the
confusion and renders the study of cirque sculpturing stillmore unsatisfaetory. In general, whenever in any region glaciation has ceased
to be local the pristine outlines of the cirques, as well as those of lesser
features illustrative of the incipient stages of glacial sculpturing, will
be lost to the student.
Geologic conditions.-In order that regular,-shnple forms may be
produced, the rock in which the cirques are sculptured must be both
fairly homogeneous in texture and uniform in hardness.
The obscuring effects of concentric. shelling and of pronounced eleavage and jointing planes, as well as the alternation of hard and soft
sedimentary strata, are well illm;trated in the Sierra Nevada and the
Alps.
_
Postglctcial conditions.-It is necessary that the characteristic forms
left b.r the ice shall not be marred by postglaeial remodeling.
On aceount of the rapid weathering of the exposed rock of the
amphitheatral walls and the consequent accumulation of talus at their
bases, many of the finest cirques in the Alps and in Colorado are being
rapidly eonverted into vast semicircular hoppers, while the g-laeiated
surfaces lower down in the canyons are becoming effectually eoncealed
by encroaching vegetation. Postglacial strean1 erosion is equally detrimental, and it has done much in regions like the Alps to destroy
evidences of great value.
\Vhen we remember that 1nost of our knowledge of glaeial cirques
has been gathered in the Swiss Alps, in Norway, and in the Sierra
Nevada, regions where the above-stated conditions have seldom operated in unison, we shall better appreciate the di:ffieulties under which
glacialists have labored, and shall realize what an unsatisfactory field
for the study of cirques has so far been available. To all these
regions the Bighorn Mountains stand in favorable contrast; indeed,
they scarcely have a rival.
. DESCRIPTION OF THE GLACIATED AREA OF THE BIGHORN ~fOUNTAINS.

The Bighorn Mountains form a single, b1~oad range extending in a
northwesterly direetion from the eenter of Wyoming into the southern part of Montana. They eonsist essentially of one large anticline,
the granitic core of whieh has been exposed by denudation for a distance of about 70 miles along the highest part of the crest line. The
eastern flank rises abruptly from the plains of \Vyoming, whieh extend
eastward for hundreds of miles, while the western flank declines much
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more gently to the broad basin of the Bighorn River. These plains,
neither of which has ever been covered by the continental ice sheet,
have a mean altitude of about ±,000 feet. The crest of the range varies
between 8,000 and 13,000 feet in elevation. Its highest point, known
as Cloud Peak, 13,165 feet high, is 1the remnant of a massive don1e.
The width of the range in this neighborhood is close to 4:0 miles.
The area in which glaciation has taken place extends for over 30
n1iles along the crest. The accompanying map (Pl. XXIII), prepared
during the summers of i897, 1898, and 1899, shows the greater part of it.
None of the trunk· glaciers which flowed fr01n this region ever
reached the plains; the longest one, that in the valley of \V e::;t Tensleep Creek, had a length of 18 n1iles, its farthest tenninal 1noraines
being at an altitude of 6,900 feet, or nearly 5,000 feet below the floors
of the highest cirques at its head (see 13 and 18, Pl. XXIII). 1
By far the most conspicuous features of the area mapped are the
deep glacial canyons, with their precipitous amphitheaters, eontrasting strongly with the smooth. outlines of the summits between them.
Those which appeal to the tourist most and offer the finest scenic
effect are situated north of peaks A, B, and C. The magnificent eanyon 7, cutting through no less than three peaks; the almost isolated
table a; the fantastic comb ridges or arretes, and the pinnacles of the
main range forn1 a group of topographic feature::; worthy of a pilgrin1age. The most £ruitful field for study, however, lies among the
rounded summits~ crests, and spurs of that part of the range between
the headwaters of Tensleep and Clear creeks. For, while the cirques
north of B and C have developed in parallel valleys situated r-;ide hy
side, and have consequently interfered with one another in their
broadening·, those numbered 23, 24, 25, 33, 34, 35, 39·, etc., remain
separated by broad, ma~sive spurs, and have developed unhindered to
their full extent. Son1e~ it is true, such as 22, 23, 35, are complex
forms, o'ving to the forking of the preglacial valle:rs, but the other~
are of sin1ple, often straight form; they may be termed orthotypical
(see 25, 39). Besides~ a close inspection has shown that the summits,
ere.sts, and spurs between then1 ha,·e never ::;u.ffered glacial erosion;
that is to say, there has never been a continuous ice cap on this range.
Consequently the outlines of these cirques and canyons are strietly
the products of the sculpturing done by the ice in each of them, and
the intermediate surfaces are virtually repre::-;entative of the pn'glacial topography. Here, then. the topographic and climatic conditions have combined in a manner most favorable for study.
\Yhile humps and irregularities of minor importance abound in
the larger canyons, those numbered 22, 23, 25, 39, are singularly free
fron1 them. The granite in which 25 and 39 were hewn out is fairly
homogeneous; its joints run in Yarious direction~ and do not affect the
1 The peaks and spurs referred to are lettered on the map in alphabetical order from north to south,
while the cirques and other valleys are numbered in a similar manner.
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shapes of the· cirques. In 17, 19, 41, the inclination of the joint planes
has resulted in the production of a steeper grade than usual, while in
the case of the cirques on the east and west faces of Cloud Peak the
steep dip of the joint planes has caused the. cliffs to be more nearly
vertical than elsewhere. Yet in general form and outline none of the
cirques can be said to greatly differ. On the whole, then, the geologic
conditions also are favorable.
Nearly all of the cirques shown on the map are in a good state of
preservation. The crumbling of the walls by postglacial weathering
hns not been extensive enough to materially change their aspect, and
the accumulation of talus is cori'espondingly moderate. ';L'he canyon
33 has, perhaps, suffered 1nost in this respect; its upper end is now
once more V-shaped on account of the talus slopes. In 20 these have
just begun to meet. Not ten years ago a well-worn pack trail extended
up this valley and passed over the divide into the Tensleep Creek drainage. This trail has now been abandoned as impntcticable. On the
other hand there are many localities where the talus is insignificant,
as, for instance, at f, and in canyons 10, 12, 21, 22, 23, 25, 39, and
others.
Postglacial stream erosion has been very slight. It has effected no
·appreciable changes in the granite floors of the cirques and canyons, and
its most important results are found in the silting up of small morainal
ponds. While the valleys formm:ly occupied by the trunk glaciers, since
they are floored with mora1nal material, are now covered by dense pine
forests, the cirques and canyons, as well as the spurs between them, are
all situated well above the timber line, which closely follows the 10,000foot contour. For reasons which will appear later, occasional patches
of alpine scrub fir and dwarf willows, as well as grass, flowering plants,
and moss, find nouristt.ment on the high, unglaciated surfaces; but the
floors of the glaciated cirques and canyons are virtually devoid of all
vegetation or humus. Their features are, therefore, left wholly
unmasked by the products of organic agencies.
From the foregoing brief description it is apparent that the four
conditions essential to the production and preservation ·of complete
cirques-that is, of features of glacial sculpture generally, did in a large
Ineasure obtain in the Bighorn Mountains. The original valleys were,
in places, far apart, and the cirques which have since formed in them
have developed undisturbed; the structure of the rock has been favorable to the evolution of simple forms, and, on account of the absence of
an ice cap, the present extent of each cirque is truly indic:;ttive of the
sculpturing done within it..
The changes wrought by the postglacial agencies-weathering,
erosion, and vegetation, which have been so active in obliterating the
glacial features of the Alps-are here as a rule too insignificant to
complicate the investigation.
21 GEOL, PT 2--12
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RECESSION O:F CIRQUE

~V.AT~J~~.

At the annual meeting of the Geological Society of America, held
December 28, 1898/ :Mr. Willard D .•Johnson pr~sented a theory in
explanation of the recession of the amphitheatral walls of cirques,
ascribing it to ''sharply localized and abnormally vigorous weathering,"
by rapid alternation of freezing and thawing at the exposed bottoms
of "bergschrunds." According to h:un, the effect is essentially that
of sapping the walls at their base, thus causing them to recede.
Similar action at the bottoms of thm;e transverse crevasses which
occur where the glacier loses its continuity over the edges of cross
benches produces the recession and accentuation of these benches.
Since the effect of a continuous ice mass of great thickness is to
protect its bed against oscillations of temperature, maintaining it at
32° F., this explanation seems a rational one; for, while on the one
hand the recession of the cirque walls can not be due to scour, and
is essentially the result of a quarrying process, on the other hand the
~' bergschrunds" proper as well a-, the lower trans,Terse crevasses are
the only channels through which the air, with its fluctuating teniperature, is admitted to the bed of the glacier. "'\fhile we have no experimental data upon this point, yet it is reasonable to assume that, on ·
account of the water running in subglacial channels, a downward
draft is produced in the '' bergschrunds" and the other crevasses in
n1uch the same manner as in the manholes of a sewer.
Close investigation of the floors and terminating walls of the glacial
cirques in the Bighorn Mountains fully bears out Mr. Johnson's views.
Stt"p-like tran::;verse benches occur in many of the canyons shown on
the map, notably in those marked 8, 9, 10, 12, 1'7, 18, 19. and 3±. The
cirque walls appear plainly to have receded on account of a quarrying
process, while on the other band the lower parts of the canyons appear
1nerely to have been scoured out by the passing ice. In some cases the
recession of opposing cirque walls has reduced the divide between
thmn to a thin arrete (see 7 and 8 and "7 and 10); in other cases these
arretes have been leveled down to cols, as between 8 and 9, 12 and 13,
and 20 and 21. In the latter instance this has resulted in the capture
of the drainage of 18 by 20.
Recession there has been, beyond a doubt. The question is, how
great a distance has been covered by cliff recession in an~T particular
case; in other words~ what was the original point in any valley at which
a cirque first began to de,·elop ~ Must we suppose, in the case of canyon 7, for example, that the t~irque wall has receded from the canyon
mouth clear back to its present site, a. distance of over 2 miles? Or must
we assu1ue that the cirque formed a.t the head of the pregla.cial valley,
I

For abstract see Science, new series, Vol. IX, 1899, pp. 106 and 112-113.
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carrying it back toward the divide, and that the greater part of the
canyon is the product of glacial scouring~ A comparison of the cirques
on the map reveals that, while the cirque walls of 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 15, etc., have receded beyond the heads of their respective valleys,
those of 14, 18, 28, 29, and 31 have not done so, for the upper ends of
the preglacial valleys still remain unglaciated above the present sites
of the amphitheaters. (The cirque walls in 28 and 29 are not high
enough to appear distinctly on. the map, owing to the large contour
interval.) It is evident, then, that a cirque does not necessarily form
at the head of a preglacial valley, but originates at the highest point
in it which satisfies the conditions indispensable to its development.
These conditions, whatever they be, did not obtain in the upper parts
of 14, 18, 28, and 29, otherwise they also would have been glaciated.
If parts of valleys can remain unglaciated, should we not expect to find
entire valleys similarly exempt~ Such unglaciated valleys do indeed
occur in these mountains, and they are the rnore striking where they
are situated amidst the deepest and most heavily glaciated eanyons
(see .3, 4, 26, and 27). They were undoubtedly subject to the same
climatic conditions as the neighboring canyons; 26 and 27 must have
shared the same n1ean annual temperature and the same snowfall with
the preglacial valley 25. There must then have been other circumstances which determined what valleys should become glaciated; that
is to say, whether cirques should develop in them; and if so, at what
particular places.
Before pursuing this inquiry further, it will be helpful to first study
in detail the character of these unglaciated s·urfaces.
NIYATION.

"\Ve have thus far described the rounded summits, crests, and spurs,
also the valleys just mentioned, as "ung·laciated." They do not, in
fact, offer the slightest evidence of glacial scour, and are, as a rule,
densely littered with rock disintegrating in situ.
It would nevertheless be absurd to suppose that these large areas
remained bare throughout the period of glaciation. Even now, when
the htrge glaciers which once filled the canyons have almost vanished,
large snowdrifts accumulate every winter on the unglaciated slopes.
A single severe winter is capable of producing snow banks which all
the heat of the ensumg summer can not remove. According to my
own observations the snowdrifts of the exceptionally severe winter
of 1898-99 were still fron1 25 to 50 feet deep and often 1, 000 feet long
at the close of the following summer in places where I had found no
trace of snow the preceding year. A number of these drifts were on
slopes having a southern exposure. Most probably, therefore, in
glacial times a layer of neve covered the greater part of this ungla-
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ciated area, more especially its depressions, and since there is no evidence of scour or of transportation of loose-rock debris it is to be
inferred that this neve mass remained quiescent. That. this inference
is borne out by another class of evidence I shall now ende~vor to
show.
While I was traveling over the smooth, grassy slopes of that part of
the Bighorn Range locally known as the Bald Mountain district, which
lies outside of the glaciated area and is peculiar on account of its
large and smoothly rounded features, my attention was repeatedly
attracted by certain bare and desolate-looking areas, the exposed soil
of which contrasted strikingly with the green of the surrounding sod.
They were each invariably associated with some more or less marked
accident in the slope of the mountain side, and they were generally
situated on slopes having a northeasterly exposure. A clew as to the
reason of their occurrence soon presented itself. A number were
found partly covered with the remnants of snowdrifts, fast disappearing under the July sun. These drifts had no doubt accumulated in
the lee of the escarpments and swells against which they were invariably situated~ The prevailing winds being southwesterly in this region
the northeasterly slopes naturally offer the most faYorable conditions
for the formation of such drifts. These, therefore, recur upon the
same sites periodically and modify the surface configuration sufficiently to render them conspicuous.
Obseryations on a number of drift sites, as well as on drifts of all
sizes and in ·all stages of ablation, disclose the following facts:
1. The soil exposed by the retreating edges of the drift appears
loosened up, porous, and crumbling.
2. A layer of exceedingly fine mud is deposited on the lower portion
of the site, especially at the toe of the drift.
3. The site is deyoid of drainage lines; that is, it shows no effects
of concentrated erosion in well-defined channels.
4:. The site is more or less sunk into the face of the slope-the steeper
the slope the more pronounced the depression.
5. The slope of the site tends to become concave in profi~e as well as
in ,horizontal contour.
6. There is no indication of scour or of transportation of material as
if by movement of the snow mass.
The looseness of the soil around the drift must be attributed to
frequently recurrent frost action. The drift acts as a blanket in protecting its bed from oscillations of temperature, but the water derived
fron1 melting at its edges on summer days naturally pe·rmeates the soil
in the immediate vicinity. This zone of water~soaked soil is exposed
to those sharp frosts which at such altitudes occur regularly each
night, except during a few weeks in August; and as the edges of the
shrinking snow mass retreat new portions of its site are thereby
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exposed. Owing to the oft-repeated diotending action of freezing
water in the capillaries of the soil, the latter loses its cohesion and
becomes finely divided. Upon thawing, the soil water carries with it
a·portion of the fine material thus loosened for such distance as it may
ha\'e transporting power. Since there are no \Yell-worn channels on
any of the sites inspected, it may be inferred that the water frmn the
upper edges of the drift percolates slowly under the mass in sheeti:i
without exerting appreciable erosive power. This fact was particularly well demonstrated on some sites visited by me, from which the
snow had almost disappeared, and on which the water-soaked and
porous soil could still be seen undisturbed, presenting a somewhat
honeycombed appearance, devoid of eroded channels. It was barely:
passable on foot.
The steeper portions of a snowdrift site, whenever exposed to frost
action as described, have a tendency to become accentuated as the loose
material is carried down by ·water. or to crumble. A drift lying against

FIG. 3.-Cross section of n snowdrift site.

Dotted line sho\\:s position of escarpment due to recession.

a deep escarpment will, thei'efore, in tin1e aecentuate the slope thereof,
and if the drift occupies but a small portion of a slope its site
tend to become depressed (see fig. 3). This would naturally be les:;
pronounced in the case of flat or gently sloping sites. Owing to the
frequent oscillations of the edge and the successi,·e exposure of different parts of the site to frost action, the area thus affected will have
no well-defined boundaries. The more accentuated slopes will pass
insensibly into the flatter ones, and the general tendeney will be to
give the drift site a cross section of smoothly cun·ed outline, and
ordinarily concave. Furthermore, the retreating edge of a snowdrift
of any thickness tends to asstnne a rounded outline, ablation being
unfavorable to the production of sharp corners or of angularity of any
kind. The outlines of drift sites will therefore tend to have a similar
form~ and, since an ordinary drift site is hollow to begin with, the
result is in general that its slopes are concave in profile as well as in
horizontal contour.

will
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That SHowdrifts haYe no ~tiding motion appear:-; eertain in view of
the fact that no sigm; characteristic of such motion are to he found on
any site, and that even the :finest soil under them remains in plaee.
From this rather brief study of snowdrifts and their sites we infer:
1. That snowdrifts do not form except in the pre::;ence of favorable
topographic features.
2. That the effeet of their presence is to accentuate these feature~ by
frost a:ction at their peripherie~;.
3. That they tend to protect their sites against aqueous erosion.
4. That they favor the formation of deposits of fine mud.
5. That they have no sliding motion.
To return to the unglaeiated slopes and valleys, which, as we haye
reasons to beliC\re, were largely covered with quiescent snow or nen~,
let us now sec whether they show any effects similar to those produced
by snowdrifts.
All the high peaks and slopes, which on the map appear so stl·angely
smooth of outline, pos~e~:-; an extremely rough surface in detail, toilsome to climb. Rapid 'veathering at the joint cracks has loosened
vast numbers of angular blocks of granite of all sizes. \Vherever the
slope is at all steep fine material i.~ not retained, and as the climber
lifts himself from one block to another the sound of tl·idding water
reaches hhn from the depth of the gaping holes under his feet.
\Vherever the slope is eomparat~,·ely fiat, the blocks are embedded in
a thick layer of soil and stnall angular fragments, co\Tered with moss,
or, on the lower reaches~ with grass and patches of alpine serub :fir.
The flanks of peaks, sueh as A, D, .E, F, G, and the summits of the
tnain range farther south arc essentially made up of ,..,teep, rocky ,.,lopes
and irregular benches of :fine material, alternating with caeh other,
but of so little prominence as not to influence the shapes of the
1nasse.':l. 'That these benche.':l are fa.vorable to the formation of snowdrifts is demonstrated by the fact that e\ren now many drift,., eollect
on them eyery winter. I had several opportunities during the falls
of 1808 and 1899 to wateh the effeet of snowstorms on these peaks.
Their appearance at the end of each storm was a mottled one, the
benehes presenting a brilliant white, while the roeks on the .':lteqJer
slopes between remained mostly bare. Long after the snow had disappeared from the latter the drifts on the benches 'vere still present.
The n6nS whieh onee lay on these praks must be eom;idered a~ having been made up of a large number of drifts, each occupying a bench
and produeing thereon the present layer of fine material, partly by
preventing that already there from being earried away by water, and
partly by arre:::;ting the 1nud brought from under the blocks on the
steeper slope abo,·e it.
Ev·en the most easual ohsetTation ;-;uffices to impress one with the
smoothness and the dPlicate green eolor of the surface of sueh valleys
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as 3, 4, 5, 16, 26, and 2'7, ii1 contrast with the rough and brown spurs
between then1. They afford the best traveling to the mountaineer,
the roc.ks being embedded in a compacted mass of snmll, angular debris
and mud, a natural macadam, as it were, such as ma)r be found on the
benches on the peaks. Their cross section is generally of a shallow
cup shape, and numerous rills take the place of a central channel,
which begins to appear only in the lower portion. \Vherever the
debris is loose the courses of these rills are marked merely by narrow
titrips devoid of soil and vegetation, the water trickling under and
between the fragments. In other places, where the debris is n1ore
compact, the water remains at the surface and its channelti are choked
with moss. I encountered many large drifts in valleys of this description, and there can be no doubt that their characteristics are largely
due to the presence of quiescent neve at the time when the neighboring cirques were filled with large glaciers.
If we conf?ider their original cross section as flat V-shaped (fig. 4),
disintegrated rock on those parts of the two slopes, which, owing to the
frequent oscillations of the edges of the neve mass, were exposed to

FIG. 4.-Cross section of a flat valley.

Dotted line sl10WS new surface produced by niYation.

frost action, would be loosened and carried down under the drift, to
be deposited at the· bottom of the cross section~ From our obsen·ations on existing drifts we know that stream erosion is arrested under
the neve; the central channel would therefore gradually fill up with the
material brought down ~rom either side and tend to become obliterated.
The effects of the occupation by quiescent neve are thus to convert
shallow V-shaped valleys into flat U-shaped ones and to efface their
drainage lines without Inaterial change of grade. These neve effects,
which are wholly different from those produced by glaciation, I shall,
for the sake of brevity, speak of as effects of nivation, the valleys
exhibiting them having been nivated.
Examples are numerous. The finest may be found on the east side
. of the peak A, on the flanks of G, and above the amphitheaters of 1±,
18, 28, 29, and 31. Of particular interest are the wide n.nd smooth
depressions northwest and southeast of E and F, in which the original
drainage lines have completely disappeared, and have been replaced by
shallow rills choked with gras::; and alpine dwarf willows. The wide
flat 6 is of less value in this connection, its surface being too irregular
and broken. Its lower portion is covered with lateral moraines supporting a dense forest, and has thereby been converted into a veritable
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wilderness. By far the 1nost remarkable example of nivation exists
at 2, a large expanse of grass and willows, swampy and treacherous,
:-;loping up in gentle, sweeping curves to the encircling sharp crests
and pinnacles. The glacier which once flowed past this bench barely
reached to its lower edge, and did not deposit any n1oraines upon it.
The tops of the highest spruce trees along the timber line, which
coincides very nearly with the lateral moraines, are just visible above
the edge of the flat.
A glance ftt the nivated areas just described impresse~ one strongly
with their general smoothness and the wavy outlines of their features,
which stand in marked contrast with the broken surface and angularity
of the glaciated canyons and cirques.
Intermediate between these two types of topography is a third, more
variable perhaps, and less easily described, which, to some extent, partakes of the nature of both. It is best typified in the region near the
headwaters of Little Goose and North Piney creeks. Along the crest
of the range between these two creeks are many cirque-like valleys
separated by narrow, angular spurs. They are deeper than those
which we have just considered, and at the same time they can scarcely
be cla~:;sed with such pronounced canyons as 7 and 25. In them we
find the evidences of nivation alongside of those of true glaciation,
the latter usually on a small scale. At the very head .of Little Goose
Creek are two cirque-like valleys which may be regarded as typical
of this class. The amphitheater·walls are not pronounced, nor could I
find any signs of glacial motion, such as striation. There is, however,
a l:lmall amount of morainal material, not in distinct heaps but rather
~:;pread out, lower down in the valley. On the other hand the bottoms
of the cirques are not clean swept, but are heavily" cumbered with fine
material. Postglacial talus was present in such small quantities,
especially in No. 1, and looked so fresh, that it was easily distinguishr~.ble.
"'\V e n1ust infer from this that true glacial motion existed only
during a short time in the JH~ve occupying these valleys, and that most
of the time it remained q niescent and acted like a large snowdrift. It
may be considered as a case of incipient glaciation. Similar conditions,
though less distinct, exist in son1e of the smaller valleys to the northeast, until finally we find some in which no signs of glaciation can be
traced at all, only '' nivation" being in evidence. In this manner glaeiated forms are seen to shade out into nivated forms; and it is possible to establish a complete series of gradations fron1 the deepest glaeiated cirque to the most featureless niYated flat.
However interesting these cases may be, they are not so instructive
as another category of ·valleys, much more nmnerous in these mountains than any of those yet described. Those marked 28, 29, and 40
are typical examples. Their upper ends are solely ni \Tated, while
their lower ends are undoubtedly glaciated and well scoured out.
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In some (as in 29) the line of demarkation between the two processes
is easily found, there being a small cliff resembling more or less an
amphitheater wall. In others~ however, especially thor-;e whose increase
in depth is very gradual, there is no sharply defined boundary to be
found; there is apparently a short stretch over which the neve sometimes slid 'and sometimes Temained stationary. In general, the more
rapid the increase of the depth of the valley, the more distinct is the
·boundary line between the nivated and the glaciated areas.
CAUSE OF GLACIAL

~lOTION.

A cirque is essentially the product of a "bergschrund." Were it
not for the opportunity this great crevasse offers to the outside air to
reach the foot of the cirque wall, the latter would have no tendency
to recede; indeed, no cirque would form at all. Every amphitheater
shown on the map must therefore he regarded as an indication of the
former existence of a "bergschrund," paralleling the ·curve of its
head 'vall and opening to its foot.
The ''bergschrund" itself is merely a crevasse, or a line of crevasses,
which extends along the cirque wall and opens every spring by the
motion of the neve on its downstream side. Sometimes, it is true,
there are two or n1ore parallel lines of crevasses, produced by transverse benches near the head of the Qirque; but in the most nearly
perfect cirques the "bergschrund" is one single rent. A beautiful
example exists at the head of the small glacier on the east side of
Cloud Peak.
vVe have seen that in valleys like 14, 18, 28, 29, and 32 the evidence~
of glacial motion, such as scouring and polishing of the bed, extended
as far up as the cirque wall; above it there are only signs of nivation.
The "bergschrund" constitutes, then, the dividing line between the
moving neve and the quiescent neve; it is the upper limit of glacial
motion-that is, it indicates that place in any valley above which the
conditions essential to the production.of glacial motion cease to exist.
The law governing the location of the ''bergschrund". is, therefore,
intimately connected with the cause of glacial motion.
It has been suggested by Rev. Coutts Trotter 1 that the lower layers
of a neve mass must be raised to the tnelting point in order that they
may slide over the bed. The '' bergsehrund" would, then, mark that
line above which the necessary temperature conditions do not exist,
the neve remaining stationary and perpetually frozen to the ground.
According to Mr. Trotter, the "bergs~hrund" would coincide with an
isothermal surface, that of the mean annual temperature of 32° F.,
and one might be led to conclude that the upper limit of glacial motion
is, at any point, determined by the elevati<?n of the spheroid of 32° F.
ll'roc. Roy. Soc., 1885, Vol. XXXVIII, pp. 92-108.
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This, however, seem~ wholly unwarranted. The fact that the mean
annual temperature at any place is 32° F. does not preclude the occurrence-of periodical thaw; indeed, it rather implies it. The stationar:r
neve described by :\1:r. Trotter as having little depth does not necessarily remain below the freezing point throughout it~ mass summer
and winter; it doe~ melt away on the lower peaks and arretes, as may
be seen on the Swiss Alps. Yet it docs not slide, glacier fashion·,
even then; it remains quiescent, frozen or not frozen. \\Thether the
quiescent neve in the Bighorn :\fountains was at one time permanently
frozen to the ground it ·i~ difficult to detern1ine. The effects of niYation, which imply recurrent thaw, may have been produced only at
the beginning of the period of glaciation, and again toward its end.
Certain it is, however~ that no motion occurred in tliese neve masses
at any time, ev'2n when con~iderable melting took place and ni\'ation
was proceeding lllOSt acti\'ely. The map show~ us that quiescent neve
did not occur above the "berg~chrund" aJone. The effects of glaciation and nivation are found side by side at all elev~ttions from 10,000
feet up, with hoth northerly and southerly exposures. There is e\·en
a case where quie~cent neve occurred below the terminus of a short
glacier, namely, at 31, where the lowest terminal moraines are. situated
near the 10,4:00-foot contour, while the effects of nivation continue for
more than half a mile f~uther down the valley. ff the temperature
conditions at this altitude were sufficient to che(·k the advance of the
glacier by ablation, the quiescent neve in that neighborhood certainly
can not have been frozen to the ground, but most likely disappeared
entirely every summer.
If the ''bergschrund" coincides with some fixed isothermal surface,
such as the ~:;pheroid of 32° F. or that of perpetual frost, how are ·we,
for exan1ple, to account for the occurrence of two a hergschrunds,"
one some 800 feet above the other (see 12a and l2b), or for the fact
that the upper cirque still contain:-; an ice mas:-; possessing all the properties of a glacier, while the neve in the lower one has entirely disappearoo? And why has there never been any '• bergschrund" at all in
valleys like 26 and 27, alongside of such a prominent instance of g-lacial sculpture as 25? If the quiescent neve was e\·er permanently
frozen in the nivated areas, many of the " hergschrunds ., must have
been situated well above the spheroid of perpetual frost. Yet there
is no difference between cirques formed at an elevation of 12.000 and
those at 10,000 feet; there i~ no evidence that the quarrying process
in the highest cirques has been less vigorous than in the lowest ones.
They may all have been situated in the region of perpetual frost,
like those of the )Jount St. Elias region, which occur at elevations
of 13,000 feet and over. The sculpturing effect is not different from
that which can be observed in the lowest cirques of tht- ~-\Jps. from
which glaciers still emanate. In short, it matters not what the mean
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annual temperature of the air is at the ''bergschrund,'~ the temperature at the bottom of the glacier i~ constant, and whatm·er frost
action takes place at the foot of the '' berg~chruncl" is clue to the
periodical ii"uctuations of temperature of the outside nir.
\Ye may conclude, then, that the location of the "bergschrund" is
determined irrespective of any isothermal surface and that atmospheric
temperature does not operate as a factor in the production of glacial
motion.
The ~now line on any mountain range is that line at which ablatio·n
equals precipitation. The influence of terrestrial heat, of warn1 air
currents, and evaporation at great altitudes being so slight as to be
negligible, the sun is there virtually the only source of heat operative
in the removal of snow. At the elevation of the snow line, then, the
total amouitt of solar heat received during· the year is just sufficient to
1nelt the entire annual snowfall; nncl since the latter varies with the
humidity of the climate, the snow line will, other things being equal,
be higher in a dry region than in a moist one. For regions having
the same annual snowfall it is a line of equal caloric conditions; hut
it is not necessarily coincident with any particular isotherm, for the
mean annual temperature at any ·place is no function of the an1ount
of solar heat received by it during the year. It follows, then, that
there is no fixed relation between the lower limit of perennial snow
and any isothermal spheroid, and the conditions obtaining at the snow
line on any mountain range must be considered as peculiar to the
locality.
In the r3gion of perpetual snow, part of the snowfall of one winter
is still on the ground at the beginning of the next one. As the acculnnlation of snow proceeds, the entire area above the snow line must
in the course of time be converted into a. vast neve field, and more or
less extensive glaciation takes place. Complete glaciation -that is,
occupation by a continuous ice sheet produced by tbe confluence of
many minor glacial streams-is not, however, the invariable result.
While examples of it may be seen in Greenland and the arctic lands
to the west of it, and others are known to have existed both in Europe
and on this continent, it is manifestly not a universal occurrence. In
many ni.ountain regions a local ice cap of small extent has existed
within the limits of the area of perennial snow; in some cases such an
ice cap has been totally absent. The actually glaciated part of such
a -region is but a very small fraction of the entire area situated above
the snow line. In the Bighorn Mountains glaciation has remained
confined to certain valleys only; and, as we have seen, such a thing as
a continuous ice cap has never covered their crest. Undoubtedly all
the nivatecl areas were situated above the snow line; they ·were once
buried under a thick layer of neve; yet no glaciers ever flowed from
them, and no cirques were eyer sculptured there. "\Vhat, then, eau~ecl
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the neve in these areas to remain quiescent while glaciers from 10 to
18 miles in length flowed in the neighboring canyons~ The nivated
and glaciated areas shared the same snowfall and the same climatic
conditions, and if these were favorable to the production of glaciers
in the one case, they must have been equally favorable in the other.
Moreover, we have satisfied ourselves that the location of the amphitheaters-that is, of the "'bergschrund::; "-i8 not dependent upon
or in any way connected with temperature conditions. That being
the case, the only other explanation that suggests itself is that the
distribution of the glaciers was wholly governed by conditions of a
topographic nature.
Drifting snow collects wherever a topographic feature produces
eddying of the wind; and the tendency of a drift is, in general, to
completely fill the spaee in which eddies occur (for winds of one direction) until its surface is such :J~s to be continuously wind swept
throughout. This surface may subsequently be changed by win<ls
from other directions, especiall:r if the snow remains dry and light;
and readjustments will continually occur as long as it remains in that
eondition and whenever it receives additions to its mass. If deposition
continues in excess of ablation there must come a time when the snow
completely buries the features 9f the topography, and their influence
upon the distribution of the snow will no longer be felt. There is then
for any type of country a minimum snowfall necessary to neutralize the
distributing power of its topographic features. \Vhenever the annual
snowfall is greater than this minimum, it will produce in the course
of time a continuous neve or ice cap, which may have glacial motion
in any or all of it8 parts. As long as the annual precipitation falls
short of this amount, drifts of limited extent and depth will resultthat is to say, their location an<l horizontal dimensions will be conformable to the contours of the ground and their vertical dimensions
to its profile. E8pecially will this be the case on the elevated slopes
of a high mountain range, where the snow remains dry and powdery
for some time and where high winds are prevalent from one direction.
From our studies of the effects of nivation \ve know that the nivated
valleys have undergone but little change. \Ve may safely consider
them in this discussion as identical with the preglacial forms. As the
contour map shows, they are without exception shallow. Their cross
sections are usually less than 100 feet in depth; and whenever they
exceed that amount their width is so great in comparison that they
can scarcely be termed deep. The nivated areas in general present
fairly smooth, rounded features, devoid of any abrupt accident; their
configuration throughout is such as to offer no opportunity for the
accmnulation of snowdrifts of great thickness. In areas of this type
it seems to me beyond doubt that the depth of the neye nowhere
exceded that of the valleys. The climate of central ":yoming is a
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semiarid one, and while the snowfall in the Bighorn :Mountains is
much greater than on the adjacent plains, yet it is small in comparison
with that occurring in the mountains of \Vashington, Oregon, and
California. Even at the time of maximum glaciation it must have
been rather limited. At all events it was not sufficient to counterbalance the distributing power or the topographic features; and,
that being the case, the depth of the neve ll1USt have been limited by
the depth of the valleys. Besides, it is quite probable that vigorous ablation took place in summer during the greater part of the
period of glaciation, if not at all times. The nivated benches on the
flanks of the peaks indicate frequently recurrent frost action due to
oscillations of the neve edge; they must have been periodically bared
by ablation. It seems likely, then, that ablation was a powerful agent
in redneing· the neve lllaSSes, and that it COmbined with the peculiar
topography, the prevailing winds, and the moderate snowfall in preventing the neve frOln acquiring any considerable depth in the nivated
areas and from forming a continuous ice cap on any part of the range.
Turning now to the glaciated canyons, we find great depth a conspicuou:::; and ever-present feature. The majority are over 1,000 feet
deep, and even those like 28, 29, and 40, in which tbe effects of glaciation are least pronounced, have cross sections several hundred feet
in depth. The thickness of the ice masses which they once contained is
easily gauged from the abrasion shown at such corners as h and i, and
along the edges of tbe table a. The glaciers in the adjacent canyons must have been from 1,000 to 1,500 feet thick. Those issuing
from canyons 13 and 14 were high enough to overrun the spur g as
high as e. Theil' combined stream must have been enormous, for on
reaching the east spur of h it split into three bodies, one flowing
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On page 189, .second paragraph, eleventh line, for "east spur of h"
read: east spur of H.
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offered opportunity for the accumulation of great depths of neye;
and we infer that, in general, the depth of a valley, or, more strictly.
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the depth of the ne ,re in it, had mueh to do with its glaciation, and
consequently with the location of the "bergschrund." In cases like 14:
and 18 there is little doubt that the upper portions remained nivated
solely on account of their shallowness, and that the cirques began to
form at the highest place in each valley at which the neve attained the
minimum thickness neeessary for 'the opening of a "bergschrund"that is to say, for the production of glacial motion. \Vhile in these particular valleys the depth of the cirques is not representative of that
1ninimum depth, on aceount.of the recession of their walls, there are
a few valleys, such as 28, 29, 4:0~ etc., in which a fair estimate can be
obtained. In them there are no marked cirque walls, and the "bergschrunds" seem to have oscillated over a short stretch. As a result
there has been little excavation and the present grade of the valley is
nearly what it was in preglacial times. The depth of these valleys
increases- from nothing at the head downward. The thickness of the
neve most probably increased similarly, and at the site of the "bergschrund" must have occurred the gTeatest thickness at which neve can
remain quiescent-that is, the minimum thickness required for the production of glacial n1otion on that grade. It will be safe to assume
that thickne~:;s as little less than the depth of the valley at that point.
According to estimates made on the ground and borne out by the
map, this thickness appears to have been between 100 and 150 feet. On
a grade of about 12 per cent, therefore, neve must attain a thickness of
at least 125 feet in order that it n1ay have motion. \Vhile undoubtedly the minimum thickness must vary inversely with the percentage
of the grade, it is impossible to ascertain the law of its variation
without a number of additionaln1easuren1ents on valleys of different
grades. For this, however, there was no opportunity in the Bighorn
l\tiountains. There i~:; good reason to believe that the influence of the
grade is inconsiderable; the sliding of the lowest layers of the glacier
over its bed is really only a subordinate feature of its motion, and it
is probably influenced more by the amount of ground 1noraine present
than by the grade.
All the evidence obtained in this region, however, lead~:; unavoidably
to the eonclusion that the only factor which determines the location of
the ~'bergschrund'~ in any valley is the depth of the neve. The eause
of glacial n1otion, therefore, is to be sought in the weight of the ice
mass. That it acts independently of the temperature of tht"' air is
demonstrated by the fact that '• bergschrunds" open at all elevations
and in the coldest climates. How glacial motion itself is effected, what
processes are invoh-ed in it, and bow it may be accelerated by thaw,
are inquiries beyond the scope of this paper.
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THE ESMERALDA FO}\MATION, A FRESH-,VATER
LAKE DEPOSIT.
By H. \\T.
GENERAT~

TuRNER.

DESCHIPTION OF '.rHE HEGION.

The deposits that have been 'designated the Esmeralda formation lie
in the Silver Peak 1 quadrangle in western Nevada, near the California
line. The scenery is typical of the Great Basin, isolated ranges lying
between broad valleys, many of which are of the nature of sinks. In
the lowest part of most of the valleys are playas, and forming an intermediate zone between the playas and the ridges are detrital slopes,
often of vast extent. The configuration of the country is in the main
due to differential uplift and subsidence, and the valleys are thus
chiefly of orographic origin. 2 Such a series of displacements must
have been accompanied by normal faulting, and scarps originating in
this way are to be seen in the region~ In general the main faults trend
north and south and east and west. Subsequent erosion has greatly
modified the shapes of the ridges and partly filled the valleys with
detritus.
In lVIiddle Tertiary tin:w much of the Silver Peak Range did not
exist, and the remainder probably formed low ridges. Over a portion
of its present site was a broad basin occupied by Lake Esmeralda.
The deposits of this lake underlie the valleys and form foothill areas
and arch up over the central part of the Silver Peak Range, showing
these mountains to have originated in late Tertiary -or post-Tertiary
time. The deposits of Lake Esmeralda· contain at some points an
abundance of fossil fish and of dicotyledonous and other plants. The
flora is represented by ferns, the fig, oak, willow, sumach, and soapberry, and include::; tree trunks 6 to 8 feet in diameter, showing that
the climate has undergone a great change since Tertiary time. From
a well-watered region it has become an arid one i"n which there are no
running stream::;.
\\Tith the exception of certain gneisses of doubtful age, the oldest
rocks of this district are sediments of Lower Cambrian age, the Middle
'

Am. Geologist, March, 1900, Vol. XXV, p. 168.
of the sinks and lake basins are virtually rock basins surrounded by rocks older than the
desert detritus. That such depressions could not be formed by ordinary erosion seems clear.
1
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Cambrian and Silurian being also represented. All of these Paleozoic
rocks are rich in fossils, which are often well preserved.
Volcanic activity began in this region in early Paleozoic time. After
these first flows of acid lavas the volcanic forces appear to have been
quiescent for a very long period. During and subsequent to the deposition of the lake beds, there were great rhyolitic and andesitic eruptions, followed probably in Pliocene time by eruptions of pumice and
basalt. This disturbance continued into the Pleistocene, at one point
building up a crater which still retains its original outlines.
CHARACTER 01!-, rrHE BEDS.

The fresh-water deposits treated of in this paper may be designated
the Esmeralda formation, the name being taken from the county in
which they occur. The beds are composed of sandstones, shales, and
lacustral marls, with local developments of breccia and conglomerate
on a large scale. The first published notice of these Tertiary lake beds
appears to be that of the mining engineer, Mr. l\1. A. Knapp, describing
particularly the coal deposits 1 occurring in the beds at the north end
of the Silver Peak Range. Mr. Knapp collected some molluscan
ren1ains near the coal beds, and these were examined by Dr. J. U.
Merriam, of the University of California, who considered the shells
indicative of fresh water, and possibl.y Miocene in age.
AREAT_.~

DISTRIBUTION OF THE BEDS.

On the accompanying areal n1ap (Pl. XXIV) of the central and
northern parts of the Silver Peak quadrangle the distribution of the
exposed portions of the Esmeralda formation is shown. In the southern part of the quadrangle the beds are visible at only a few points and
undoubtedly are mostly wanting. There are older rocks at the surface
nearly everywhere in the Palmetto :Mountains and the southern part
of the Silver Peak Range. The lake beds undoubtedly underlie
the later deposits of Clayton Valley, of the souther1_1 part of Big
Smoky Valley, and of the northern part of Fish Lake Valley. They
an• also reported to ha,re been struck in a well bored at Columbus,
at the west side of the valley of that name, which Hes just north of
SilYer Peak Range. It is probable that they underlie the Columbus
~\Iar~h.
They certainly extend north of the Silver Peak quadrangle
in Big Smoky Valley. As far as present evidence goes, within the
limits of the Silver Peak region the basin containing Lake Esmeralda
was bounded on the south by the Palmetto )fountains at the south end
I The coal fields of Esmeralda County, Nevada: 1\Iining and Scientific Press, San Francisco, Yol.
LXXIV, 1897, p. 133.
It might be noted, however, that fossil fishes from this formation were collected previously by J. E.
Clayton and W. P. Blake, but no description of these fossils appears to be in print. Proc. C'alifornia
.Acad. Sci., Vol. III, 1866, p. 306.
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DISTRIBUTION AND THICKNESS.
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of Clayton Valley, on the east by the :Yiontezuma Mountains, and on
the west by the lnyo Mountains, the northern limit being entirely unknown. ]Vloreover, thirs basin may easily have connected
through the depression north of Lone
Mountain with the Ralston Desert basin,
-which lies east of the :Montezuma Mountains. The beds arch up over the central
part of Silver Peak Range, reaching an
altitude of 7,000 feet at Red Mountain. It" )
0
is therefore clear that this portion. of the
range did not exist in Tertiary time, and
that its site was a portion of the lake basin
extending from the In yo ~Iountains on the
west to the Montezuma Mountains on the
east. It is also clear that this portion of
the range was uplifted in post-Esmeralda
time. The highest part of the Silver Peak ~ ~
Range attains an altitude of 9,500 feet, "' ~
but the highest summits are made up of l 3
Tertiarv lavas of later ag·e than the lake &
~
0
.,.....
beds.
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THICI{NESS OF THE BEDS.
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No continuous section of the entire for- i;lm
~
mation was found, but an attempt was ~
inade to estimate the approximate thick- 0'
ness of the bedR. They clip nearly every- '"
g.
where at angles varying from 5° to 60° p
from the horizontal and are broken by
numerous· small faults, so that often a
C>
layer followed along the strike i':l found
to offset from 10 to ioo feet or more
every few hundred feet. However, in
the section at the coal mine and in the
zigzag section of the beds east of the
south end of Big Smoky Valley, all of
the sections being run at approximately
right angles to the strike of the beds, no
evidence of repetition by fa;ulting or fold-f
.:r
ing was found, and the estimate may there:s::
fore be taken as having an approximate
0
z
value, subject to ·later revision when bet0
ter sections of the formation are found
!:
z
elsewhere.
_,..,
Section A-B.-The ha~e of the serie~:; appears to be the sandstone
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shown in section A-B (Pl. XXIV) across the Silver Peak Range through
Red Mountain, on the east slope of which the sandstones attain a thickness of perhaps 2,000 feet. In a gulch three-fourths of a mile north of
the summit of Red Mountain there are very abundant casts of a Uniu
which is specifically undeterminable. Lower down on the east slope
are Carbonaceous shales which ha,Te been prospected for coal. Near
these coal beds Mr. J. D. Reed found some impressions of leaves of
marsh plants and bones of fish.
Sect£on 0-D.-The Red Mountain series is presumably the same
horizon as that in which the coal beds occur at the north base of the
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is assumed to represent the base of the formation iiJ. the Silver Peak
region and to be practically a repetition of A-B. In this section the
beds dip from 20° to 45°, usually to the east of north, the average dip
being taken as 25°. We have here a high ridge composed of rhyolite
and rhyolitic tuff, the north face of which appears to be a fault scarp,
as shown by the displacement and contortion of the lake beds where
the)T abut against it, and by the intrusion, along the line of faulting,
of ba~altic dikes. At some points west of the line of the section the
lake beds stand in a vertical position. Mr. Knapp, who figured a
section to the west of C-D, recognized the fault. He states that the
fault line lies along the north base of the range, dipping about 75° N.,
and that it shows at the coal n1ines as a 30-foot clay gouge between
the volcanic rocks and the shales. Pl. XXV, A, represents the contorted coal beds near the fault zone west of the gulch in which the
chief coal' prospects are located. Fig. 5 shows graphica1Iy the sections
described below:
Sect-ion of the Esmeralda formation.
Feet.

Section C-D, at the coal mines: Just north of the rhyolite fault scarp sand1-ltones and ::>hales, contorted or dipping irregularly_______________________
250
Coal seam, immediately overlying which is a bed of shale containing leaye~
K o. 92, mostly ferns.
Sand:,;tones and shales, with a layer containing very abundant foF1t-1il ga:-::teropods __________________________________________________________
900
Sand::>tone with some shale .. ____ .____________________________________ 1, 100
In thi:,;last horizon are contained the fos:;:illeaves No, 89, together with some
shells and fish bones. The leaf layers afforded most of the leaves de:-,;cribed
by Professor Knowlton. There were also very abundant layers containing the
remains of marsh grasses. The section ends at the north edge of the quadrangle, but the beds continue to the northeast, toward the ::\lonte Cristo
:J\Iountains.
To the east of this section in the same area of the beds are still higher beds,
chiefly buff shales, and in one layer of these shales, which is purplish when
freshly broken, very abundant and fairly well preserved fossil fish were found.
The horizon in which they occur is presumed to be about the same as that
in which similar though larger fish were found in section E-F, this hypothesis
being based on the relative position of each :fish layer above the massi\·e sand-
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~tone horizon which forms the top of section C-D and the base of the section
E-F, and the sandstone horizon is used as a means of joining sections C-D
and E-F. They thus overlap, but due allowance for this has been made in
the measurements. Inasmuch as there is no visible connection between the
~andstone horizon at D and atE, Big Smoky Valley lyi.ng between, the correctness of the estiniate of the thickness of the formation evidently depends
on the same horizon being represented at these points.
::lection E-F: The sandstones, shales, and lacustral marls of the next part of
the broken section here described do not contain fossil shells, leaves, or
coal, so far as noted, and this lends support to the hypothesis here assumed,
that all of the beds east of the south end of Big Smoky Valley are of later
age than the beds containing the coal near the base of section C-D. In
section E-F the beds dip 10° to 60° SE., the average dip being assumed to
be 30°.
Sandstone, shales, and lacustral marls_ __________________________ 5, 200
Deducting for overlap on section C-D __________________________ 1, 000

4, 200

Above the massive basal sandstone of this section is a layer of rhyolitic
pumice, perhaps 200 feet in thickness, and some andesite breccia.
In the middle and upper portion of this series are remains of fishes over a
foot long. The sandstones lying ahoYe the fish beds contain rhyolitic detritus,
and at this horizon are the fine white rhyolitic rocks in which the sulphur
deposits noted later occur.
Breccia beds with intercalated layers of sandstone ____________________ _

900
Section F-G: The beds of this section dip to the east of south at fron1 40° to
60°, the average dip being assumed to be 50°.
Sandstones and shales ______________________________________________ _ 1, 600
Breccia beds _______________ - - ____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 1, 300
Sandstones and shales ______________________________________________ _ 1, 300
At the top of this section is a layer of calcareous tufa in mammillary and
thinolitic forms and a thin layer of conglomerate with well-rounded pebbles.
Section H-I: At G the beds are displaced and the next section, H-I, is therefore offset to a point to the southwest, beginning, as near as could be estimated, at the same beds as at G. The average dip of this section is 30° to
the southeast.
Sandstones and shales _____________________________ - ______________.___ ·
800
Breccia beds _______________ - _____ --- __ ------------------------------ 1,000
Lacm:tral marls ____________________________________________________ _ 1, 300
At I there is supposed to be a line of faulting, for here is a bed of brown
basaltic tuff with a nearly Yertical dip, and the same bed of brown tuff may
be noted on the north face of the }1onocline, that lies about 2,000 feet south.
The .l\fonocline is presumed to be uplifted along this fault line, the present
position of the fault scarp to the south of the fault line being due to erosion,
the basaltic cap preserving the scarp feature during its recession by protecting the soft underlying heels. The upper beds of this monocline may, therefore, be taken as forming the top of the section.
:Monocline section ____________________________ .- _____________________ _
150
In the section at the :Monocline there is at the base white friable sandstone
100 feet, then brown tuff and ·white pumice 100 feet, and basalt 50 feet.
But inasmuch as the brown tuff occurs at I, where there is supposed to be a
line of faulting, the lower sandstone of the monocline is presumed to be
included in section H-I, and is therefore omitted from the computation. So
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far as known there are no lake beds of the Esmeralda formation later in age
than the basaltic flows represented by the basalt cap of the Monocline. The
section may be said to end here.
Total _______________________________ ... ___________________________ 1-!, 800

The thickness of 14,800 feet of beds, as given in this estimate, seems
incredible, although it may represent all of Miocene and Pliocene .
time, inasn1uch a:::; all the fossils that have any value in determining
the age were found at the base of the formation. The field eddence
of the occurrence of the basalt flows of the Tegion, such as that capping
the Monocline in Clayton Valley and supposed to represent the top of
.the section, certainly suggests for them a Pliocene age, for these basalt
flows neaTly everywhere cap n1esas and semn to be the latest of the
lavas, excepting only the basaltic eruptions that built up the finely
preserved crater in Clayton Valley, which is clearly of Pleistocene age.
The depth below the surface of the basement complex on which the
beds rest, and the angle at which the lake beds rest on this complex,
are of course entirely unknown. In all probability the rocks underlying
section C-D are vertical slates and cherts of the Palmetto formation
(Lower Silurian), since these beds outcrop not far to the west.
DETAILS OF THE SECTIONS.

The calcareous tufa found at G strongly resembles similar deposits
found by Professor Russell and other8 in the Lake Lahontan beds on
the shores of J\1ono Lake. The thickness of the tufa is perhaps 20
feet, and it was not observed elsewh0re ill' tho heels. A specimen of
the prismatic form of the tufa or thinolite was sent to Prof. E. S.
Dana, who was struck with its resemblance to the thinolite of Lake
Lahontan. Professor Dana suggests that the original material may
have been crystallized aragonite, which has gone over to calcite by
paramorphism, regarding this as a more probable origin than that
which he formerly suggested, 1 that thinolite is a pseuclomorph after a
double salt of calcium and sodium. To the south of the road, about
three-fourths of a mile west of Cave Spring, is a streak of travertine
along the base of a low ridge of bnvny sandstone. This appears,
however, to be a spring deposit (possibly formed at the same time as
the sandstone) and, therefore, of a different nature from the tufa deposits formed from the lake waters. Similar travertine deposits were
obsenTecl elsewhere, sometimes near or in the lake beds, but some of
these are probably of recent origin.
Any one looking at the low hills that lie east and southeast of the
south end of Big Smoky Valley ·will see bare yellow sandston~ hills
and a large group of low hills and ridges of a clark color. He may at
once draw the conclusion that the two sets of hills are composed of
I

Bull.

r. S. Geol. Survey Xo. 12, 1884, p. 25.
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different n1aterials, probably of different ages. A cursory examination of the dark hills would strengthen this conclusion, for they a,re
covered with loose fragments of all the Cambrian and Silurian rocks
that comprise the higher ridges to the east. A more careful examination, however, discloses the fact that underneath this loose material
there are massive-bedded breccias with thin sandstone layers int~rca
lated, and that this entire series dips conformably with the sandstones
of the yellow areas-that is, to the south and southeast. Frequently
any one layer of this breccia is composed chiefly of one kind of Paleozoic
rock; thus some layers outcrop as reefs of liniestone,identical in general appearance to similar reefs in the Paleozoic terranes; other
layers are composed chiefly of green Cambrian slate; so that if the
broken-up nature of the material were not evident and these reefs were
not intercalated with layers of Tertiary sandstone, one might easily,
on a cursory inspection, suppose that he had to do with deposits of
Paleozoic age. These breccias evidently represent old detrital slope::;
of Tertiary age, and seem to indicate an uplift or a drier period in the
formation of the lake beds, followed again by a depression, as indicated by the fine sediments overlying.
East of the Clayton Valley playa lacustral marls only appear to
have been laid down-at least qnly these upper beds are exposed.
They a1~e capped with rhyolitic sandstone, the entire series dipping
from 5° to 10° SE. These beds are shown- on Pl. XXV, B.
A short but interesting section of the lake beds is to be seen in the
wide, steep-sided ravine south of the Emigrant road at the east base of
the Silver Peak Range. The lake beds abut abruptly against a wall
of rhyolite on the west, and this rhyolite appears to have forced its
way up at this point, but it is possible that the contact is one due to
faulting. The beds nearest the rhyolite are tern-gray lacustral marls,
which weather into softly rounded knolls, some of which are represented
on Pl. XXVIII. There is a layer of andesite breccia and one of rhyolitic pumice interbedded in the marls. The breccia contains abundant
fragments of silicified wood. Exactly the position in the series that
this section occupies was not determined, but the rhyolitic pumice
layer may easily be the san1e as that near the base of section E-F,
there being in both cases andesitic breccia near by.
AGE OF TI-IE T..JAKE BEDS.

The fossil shells, consisting chiefly of gasteropods from near the
coal mines, 'are in about the same horizon as the leaves, and presum,ably also in about the same horizon as the fresh-water clams ( Unio) collected north of Red Mountain. All of the fossil shells were referred
to Dr. J. C.. Merriam, of Berkeley, California, who states:
I find four species of shells in your collection, Campeloma sp:, Unio sp., Planorbi8
like spectabilis Meek, and Ancylu.slike ttndulatusMeek. The first three forms resemble

'
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species described from the Eocene of western United States; the last form resembles a species described from supposed ::\Iiocene beds. Though I ~o not regard
these few forms as characteristic enough to determine the age of the beds definitely,
I should think they might be early Miocene or late Eocene.

Mr. J. E. Spurr collected some poorly preserved shells from the
E8meralda formation about 10 miles southeast of Columbus. These
were referred to Dr. vV. H. Dall, who was unable to identify any of
them with certainty. He found a bivalve that may be a Sphrerium,
and a gasteropod that may be a Planorbis. Dr. Dall thought the
forms suggested a fresh-water origin.
According to Clarence King 1 Ancylus ~tnclulctttt._(( Meek and two
specie~; of Sphcerittm are found in the Truckee beds in the Kawsoh
Mountains of Nevada, in the fortieth parallel region. The Truckee
beds are supposed to be of the same age as the John Day beds of
Oregon, and King refers the Truckee group to the Miocene, chiefly
on the basis of the vertebrate remains found in the John I)ay beds.
Later investigations may therefore correlate the Esmeralda formation with the Truckee beds of Pah Ute Lake. Moreover, the John
Day beds are said to antedate the basaltic eruptions, and this is likewise the case with the Esmeralda deposits. The collection of fossil
fish was obtained chiefly from a single layer in the buff shales, 3-!miles due east of the coal mines. It comprises a large number of
individuals, many of them fairly well preserved. Prof. F. A. Lucas,
of the United States National Museum, regards them all as forn1s of
one species of Lenciscus, not differing greatly from living forms.
The fossil leaves were referred to Prof. F. H. Knowlton. Being
1nostly new species they are of little value in determining age, but
from the resemblance of many of them to living forms Professor
Knowlton regards them as of a comparatively recent age. One
species, Salix angusta, is found in the Green River group (Eocene).
Another species, a Cinchonidinrn, is allied to a form in the Fort Union
group (Eocene?). The fossil :fish, which, according to Professor Lucas,
resembles a modern form, presumably suggests a Pliocene rather than
a J\Iiocene age, but being also a new species, like most of the fossil
leaves, it is of little value for present purposes in determining age,
although valuable for future correlation.
The evidence of the age of the beds as obtained from paleontologic
data is thus unsatisfaetory, but the resemblanee of some species of
both nwllu8ks and plants to Eocene forms and the resemblance of
several of the plants and of the fish to living forn1s suggest a Middle
Tertiary or ~Iiocene age for the fossil-bearing horizons, yet inasmuch
as the fossils come ehiefly from near the base of the formation it
seems quite probable that the upper beds are of Pliocene age, so that
the formation U8 a whole 8hould be designated X eocene. \Vhat may
1
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be regarded as additional evidence of the ~Iiocene age of the basal beds
of the series is the indurated character of the sandstones in the ravines
north and south of the Cave Spring road on the west side of the Silver Peak Range, and the character of the coal at the base of section
C-D. This coal contains more· fixed carbon than volatile hydrocarbons, while in the coals of the Tejon formation (Eocene) of· California, the volatile hydrocarbons are in excess of the fixed carbon.
Since, oth0r things being equal, the older a coal the more fixed carbon
it contains, the inference is drawn that these coals are at least prePliocene; This last inference is, however, of doubtful value, inasmuch as in certain, instances the same bed has appen,red as lignite
at one point and as bituminous coal at another.
RELATION OF

~.ru~

T~ARE

13EDS 'rO
REGION.

'rH~~

T_JAVAS OF

~rHE

'Vhat may be regarded as the oldest lavas associated with the lake
beds are narrow dikes and thin intruded sheets of andesite, usually
much altered, in the hardened sandstones of the gulches south of the
Cave Spring road at the west base of the Silver Peak Range. This
inference is drawn from the altered character of the intrusions, the
date of the intrusions being unknown. At the locality near the coal
mines, where leaves No. 92 were collected, is a light-gray volcanic
layer, rich in biotite, and this layer is interstratified with shale. This
clearly indicates an eruption of the age of· the inclosing beds. The
lava contains numerous crystals, broken or entire, of plagioclase,
sanidine, quartz, and biotite, itt a groundmass that appears to. be a
devitrified glass. From the abundance of the plagioelase and biotite,
and from the fact that the groundma.ss has an index of n~fraction
greater than that of balsam, and hence is somewhat basic, this material
may be called a dacite.
To the south of the Cave Spring road on the west side of the Silver
Peak Range are extensive beds of sandstone and conglomerate, the latter containing abundant pebbles and fragments of rhyolite and of the
coarse andesite that caps the neighboring ridges. In this volcanic
conglomerate at one point is an intruded sheet of divine-basalt.
Since the basal sandstones here clearly underlie the rhyolites and
andesites, it is evident th~t these conglomerates represent a much
later time than do the basal sandstones. Between the period of the
deposition of the basal sandstones and the associated ~onglomerates
and the formation of the later conglomerates above· noted the main
rhyolite and andesite eruptions took place. Nevertheless, there were
earlier rhyolitic and andesitic eruptions, as is evidenced by the wellrounded pebbles of these rocks in the conglomerates associated with
the basal sandstones. Some of these earlier conglo·merate beds dii:!-
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tinctly underlie the massive rhyolite tuffs; for example, those forming the white cone having an altitude of 7,100 feet, 3 miles northwest
of Ca,·e Spring, a view of which is presented on Pl. XXVII.
South of the Emigrant road, as already noted, there is a layer of
andesite breccia in the lake beds containing fossil wood, and overlying
it, perhaps 200 feet, is a layer of rhyolitic pumice. This section is
probably higher up than section C-D, which cDntains the dacite, and
very likely, as before indicated, represents the. basal part of section
E-F. To the east of Big Smoky Valley, and to the north of the zigzag section E-F-G-H-I, still higher in the series, are extensive beds
of c01udomerate with well-rounded nehhle~. . Tn the~e c~ono-lomP.l'}l.tP~
are layers of white pumice. Finally, we have at the monocline and
at other points rhyolitic tuffs and pumice capped by basalt. Very
probably the brown tuff in the Monocline is of basaltic origin, but at
nmnerous other points, especially southwest of Silver Peak, there are
extensiye beds of rhyolitic pumice and tuff overlying' lake beds and
capped by basalt. There is also at the Monocline a layer of white
pumice between the brown tuff and the basalt cap. The basaltic eruptions are regarded as the closing event in the history of the deposition
of the sediments of Lake Esmeralda.
0
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FORl\IATION.

In the sandstones exposed in the ravines north and south of the
Cave Spring road on the west side of the Silver Peak Range and in
the sandstones of the area in which the coal n1ines occur are frequent
white v·eins following in 1nost cases fault lines. In some instance::;
these contain frag1nents of the wall rocks. These veins are made up
chiefly of calcite, sometimes in part of chalcedony' and some of them
contain green coloring 1natter, apparently of a chloritic natuTe. The
veins dip frmn 30° to 90° fr01n horizontality and are from half an inch
to 2 feE't in thickness.
ECOXO::\IIC DEPOSITS OF 'rHE

FORl\IA~riON.

COAL.

The chief material of economic value in the lake beds is coal, which
forms one or more layers in the sandstone.at the north base of the
Silver Peak Range. This has been opened by inclines at se,·eral
points.· According to Knapp there are two seams, one lt feet and
the other 5 feet" thick. He supposes these beds to extend north under
Columbus Valley, which is highly probable. They should, howeYer,
be found much nearer the surface in the low divide separating
Columbus and Big Smoky Yalleys, where at some points the dip of
the strata is only 5c. The coal prospects examined by Knapp were
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probably those near the head of the gulch in which most of the workings lie, and these are near the zone of faulting previously referred to.
·The inclines being w·orked at the time of the writer's visit (1899) are
farther north, where the thickness of the· single layer of coal is 10 feet,
the dip being 20° to 30° NE. This coal may be designated lignite.
From the analyses given below it will be noted that when burned it
leaves a large amount of ash. This is said to be the chief objection
raised against it by the engineers of the Central Pacific Railroad, who
made a locomotive test.
Analyses of coal from the Bsrneralda.formation.

[-_

-

Elder-l\:lorgan mine. a

Knapp's
average.

Per cent.

Per cent.

3.53
31.71

35.95
28.81
100.00

}

31.5
38.5
30
100

1. 05
ctDr. Hillebrand notes that the ash is light gray and contains some sulphate.

The coke is coherent,

but not much swelled.

The fin;t analysis, by Dr. \V. F. Hillebrand, was made in the chemical laboratory of the United States Geological Survey, the coal being
a sample from the Elder-Morgan mine. The second analysis is that
given by Knapp as the average analysis.
vVhile it is probable that this coal will be of local value for stationary
engines, house use, etc., it is not likely to be used on the rJ.ilroads on
account of the high percentage of ash, requiring the frequent cleaning
of the ash boxes. It is said to be a good coking coal, but its valu·e in
this respect, so far as the writer is aware, has not been determined by
a practical test. The chief difficulty in mining it at present is that for
the larger part of the year there is no qrinking water near the mines
and no timber. Since the layers probably underlie the district north
and northeast of the outcrops at the mines, the quantity of coal available is very likely large.
·
SULPHUR.

To the east of the south end of Big Smoky Valley, in a fine-grained,
white, decomposed material. perhap·s a rhyolitic tuff or silt, is a deposit
of sulphur, which was at one time worked. The locality is just east
of the Reese River road, 2 miles north of bench mark -!996. The
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white rock is intersected by fractures and joints, and the ~ulphur
seems to have come up a:; vapor from below and to have been deposited
by sublimation in the fractures. Most o£ the sulphur is yellow, and
much of it shows crystal faces. There is also an efflorescence of
alum in seams of the rock in the old cuts. Another sulphur prospeet
lies just northeast, across the gulch. Here some ::;ulphur crystah; are
an inch in dia1neter.
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FOSSIL PLANTS OF THE ESMERAijDA FORMATION.
By F. H.

K~OWI..TON.

INTRODUCTIO:N.

In July, 1899, :Mr. H. \V. Turner, of the United States Geological
Survey, sent me a small box containing a few fossil leaves collected
near Silver Peak, Esmeraldn, County, Nevada. A hasty exa1nination
showed much of interest, and lVIr. Turner was requested to secure as
large a collection as possible from the locality. Later in the season
he sent in an additional box of material, which has furnished the basis
for the following report.
The beds containing· these plants, to which :Nir. Turner has g-iven
the name Esmeralda formation, 1 occur at the northern end of the
Silver Peak Rang·e, in Esmeralda County, Nevada. They consist of
sandstones and shales having an approximate thickness of 2,000 feet,
and were laid down in part at least in fresh-water lakes. These beds
contain extensive deposits of coal, and the fossil remains occur in dose
proximity to the coal seams and embrace, besides the plants, a few
fresh-water shells and fish remains. The shells have been studied by
Dr. J. C. Merriam, and the :fish remains by ~lr. F. A. Lucas, of the
United States National Museum, whose report follows this.
The exact localities for the fossil plants are as follows:
Number 92: Immediately overlying a 10-foot coal seam, 3.8 km.
northeast of Emigrant Peak, at ·the northern base of the Silver Peak
Range, Esmeralda County, Nevada.
.
Number 89: Sandy shale 4.5 km. northeast of Emigrant Peak, at the
northern base of the Silver Peak Range, Esmeralda County, Nevada.
This series overlies No. 92.
At Mr. Turner's request I nmde a very hasty preliminary examination of this collection and prepared a brief report, a portion of which
was printed in the paper cited. At that time I mentioned_ the
presence of two previously known forms, viz, Rh~t8 .fraterna Lx.,
and Ilex quercf:foli(i Lx., but a careful examination has convinced me
I.-\.m. Geologist, )Iarch, 1900, Vol. XXV, p. 168.
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that, while close to these species, the forms in question are sufficiently
distinct to warrant their being described as new to science. 'Vhile
the plants of this little collection have in general a familiar facies,.
they are found to differ in a greater or less degree from described
form:; and consequently have been regarded as new. This florula, as
at present constituted, e1nbraces 14 forms, which are described below.
DESCRIPrriONS OF SPECIES.
GLEICHENIA ~ OBSCURA
fPl
,~

~-

-YYY

-~--~,

fi(J'.,

~~o·-·

n. sp.

1-4.
'
-J
~-

Outline of frond unknown; pinnre linear-lanceolate in shape, cut
nearly or quite to the rachis into alternate or opposite, deltoid, acute,
slightly scythe-shaped entire segments; nervation obscure, but with a
midvein which is near the lower margin and few apparently onceforking very slender veins; fruetification unknown.
This inter~sting forn1 is represented in the collection by a considerable nu1nber of fragments. Itis impossible tomakeouttheoriginalform
of the frond, as none but detached fragn1ents of pinnre are found, but
it was ·probably a compound frond. The pinnre are narrowly lanceolate, the longest fragments preserved being only about 2 em. in length.
The width varies from 5 to 8 mm. Neither base nor apex is preserved.
As stated in the diagnosis, the nervation is obscure, but it consists of
a thin midvein, which is located much nearer the lower margin, and
of a few apparently once-forking veins. "\Vhile the fructification is
not preserved, there is some slight indication that it consisted of a few
minute sori on either side of the midvein and about midway between
it and the margin, but this is too obscure to be of value.
I have hesitated to describe this form, as the material is so very
fragmentary that its size and relationship can not be made out with
anything like satisfaction, and especially have I hesitated to refer it to
GleicAenia. It, however, agrees so exactly in size and shape with G.
polypod1"oid-es S1n., of the Cape of Good Hope, that it seems unwise
to separate them generically. The nerves in the living species are not
forked, while in the fossil they seem to be once forked; but this is
obscure.
This form is also much like a nwnber of other living ferns, as, for
instance, PolyjJodiwn rserrulatwn Mett., a species living in the Antilles,
l\1exico, and South America. It is, however, closer to the species of
Gleicl£enia above mentioned, and I have tentatively referred it to this
genus. It lacks the characteristic branching usually observed in the
fronds of this genus and may not belong to it.
Locality: Northern base of Silver Peak Range, 3.8 km. ·northeast of
Emigrant Peak.
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DRYOPTERIS~ GLEICHENOIDES

n. sp.

(Pl. XXX, figs. 5-7.)

Outline of frond unknown; pinnre ianceolate-deltoid in outline, cut
to about one-half the distance to the rachis into ovate, obtuse, entire,
slightly scythe-shaped segments; midvein thin, in the middle of each
.segment or pinnule; lateral veins about 5 pairs in each pinnule, each
once forked in the middle; fruit unknown.
The collection contains a large number of fragments that appeai· to
belong to this form. They appear to be pinnre from a large frond,
but there are none connected and hence there is no indication of the
size and shape of the frond as a whole. The fragments preserved are
about 2 to 2.5 em. in length and about 1 em. in width. They are well
shown in the drawings.
I am very uncertain as to the proper generic reference of this form,
as there is no trace of fruit preserved. It is found not only ~n the same
beds as the last-mentioned form, but often preserved on the same
pieces of matrix, and was at :first supposed to represent a variation of·
it, but after a careful examination I am not certain of this. Both of
the forms appe~r to vary considerably, yet they do not actually seem
to join, ·and I have kept them separate, even generically.
Locality: Northern base of Silver Peak•Range, 3.8 km. l}Ol'theasto£
Emigrant Peak.
o o o
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(Pl. XXX, figs. 17, 18.)
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Spadix globose or oblong; perianth succulent, circular, or by compression elliptical or irregularly quadranguiar in shape; ovary iminersed,
leaving a deep pit.
I am very uncertain a~ to the fossil here described and figured. It
appears to have been a globose or club-shaped spadix with numerous
ovaries immersed in thickened portions of its substance. Each ovary
now appears as a pit sunk in fleshy segments of the spadix, which are
elliptical, nearly circular, or irregularly quadrangular .in shape and
apparently surrounded by a thicker rim or wall. The upper or outer
surface of each is minutely papillose or roughened. These thickened
portions vary much in size, the smallest being hardly more than 1 mm.
in diameter, while the largest are fully 8 mm. across. This difference
in size is perhaps due to their being in different stages of development.
This curious organism was at :first supposed to belong to the anilnal
kingdom, but it has been shown to a number of zoologists~ and all are
positive it can not be of an animal nature. It waR then shown to
several botanists, and the conclusion was reached that it was an- aroid
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spadix. When con1pared with the spadix of SpatAyeJYUt (Symplocarpu8)
fmtidct, it is seen that there are numerous points in common, and, while
it does not agree in every particular, it is certainly very suggestive of
this, and I have ventured so to place it. It is associated on the matrix
with fragments of sedge-like plants, which would seem to indicate that
]twas a denizen of 1noist or swampy localities, such as SpatAyema is
known to delight in. :JYiore and better material will be necessary
before its exact status can be settled.
Locality: Northern base of Silver Peak Range, 3.8 km. northe::Jst of
Emigrant Peak.
(Plate XXX, figs. 16, 24, 25.)

The collection contains a number of very curious plants, three of
the best of which are here figured. They are associated on the i:iame
pieces of 1natrix as the forn1 described under the name SpatAyema ?
nevadensis, and may have some connection with that species; yet the
connection, if such there be, is very obscure, and can not be made out
with certainty.
They have the appearance of being some sort of a fructification
inclosed on all sides by a thin, membranou::; covering. In shape they
are elliptical or elliptical-ob)ong. The smallest is about 16 mm. long
and 10 rhm. wide, while the central, apparently fruiting portion is 10
mm. loug an<} ·alJ~ut 7 mm. wide. The largest specimen is 22 mm. long
and 18.mm. -\v:i.q~. :tli~ other specimens approach in size the first one
n1entiolled abo\re. : • • •:
Locality: N~rtherJ.l base of SHver Peak Range, 3.8 km. northeast of
Emigrant Peak.
•
SALIX ANGUSTA?

Al. Br.

(Pl. XXX, fig. 22.)

The collection contains a single fragment, together with its counterpart, which seems to belong to this species. It is nothing more than
a segment out of the middle of a narrowly lanceolate leaf, and has
the same nervation as that shown by Lesquereux for the American
leaves referred to this form.
Locality: Northern base of the Silver Peak Range, ±.5 km. northeast of Emigrant Peak.
SALIX V ACCINIFOLIA

n. sp.

(Pl. XXX, figs. 8, 20.)

Leaves small, subcoriaceous in texture, lanceolate in outline, about
equally narrowed to both base and apex; margin perfectly entire;
petiole short, stout; midrib strong below, becoming much thinner
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above; secondaries numerous, close, alternate or subopposite, at an
angle of about 50c, apparently camptodrome; finer nervation not
preserved.
This little species is represented by several more or less perfect
leaves, two of the best of which are here figured. It is lanceolateacuminate in shape, about 2.5 to 5.5 em. in length and 6 to 13 mn1. in
width. The petiole is only about 2 mm. in length.
This species appears to be quite closely allied to the living Salix
jl1wiatilis Nutt. (S. long(folia :Nluhl.), a 8pecies abundant throughout
most of the region west of the Mississippi. It is not, however, like
what ma3r be called the typical form, with long narrow leaves, but is
similar to certain of the smaller, relatively broader-leaved forms. It
does not appear to approach very closely to any previously described
fossil North American species.
Locality: Northern base of Silver Peak Range, 3. 8 and 4. 5 km. northeast of Emigrant Peale
SALIX

sp.

(Pl. XXX, fig. 13.)

Leaves of :firm texture, narrowly lanceolate in shape, base destroyed,
apex apparently long-acuminate; margin obscurely serrate above; Inidrib rather slender; secondaries few, alternate, at an acute angle, much
arching upward, running along near the margin for a considerable
distance, apparently sending weak branches on the outside to the marginal teeth; finer nervation obscure, apparently broken.
This form is represented by the single broken example figured, •
which lacks both base and apex. It is narrowly lanceolate, the portion preserved being about 7 em. in length and 13 mm. in width at the
broadest point, which is apparently about the 1niddle of the leaf. The
full length when perfect was probably about 9 or 10 em.
While this species is clearly a Salix and allied to a number of described forms. I have hesitated to name it on this scanty material. It
has much the shape and size of Salix ang'usta Al. Br./ but appears to
differ in being obscurely toothed above. The teeth, however, are to
be made out with difficulty, and as there is only one specimen, together
with its counterpart, it seems best not to give it a name.
Locality·: Northern base of Silver Peak Range, 4.5 km. northeast ()f
Emigrant Peak.
SALIX~

sp.

(Pl. XXX, fig. 14.)

Leaves of :firm texture, elliptical-lanceolate in outline, about equally
narrowed to both base and apex; petiole long, rather strong for the
I

Cret. and Tert. Fl., 1884, p. 247, Pl. LV, fig. 6.
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size of the blade; 1nargin perfectly entire; midrib moderately strong;
secondaries thin, about 7 or 8 pairs, alternate, at an angle of about
45°, ver3r slightly arching upward; remainder of nervation obsolete.
The collection contains several leaves that appear to be identical, one
of the best of which is figured. They are well preserved as regards
outline, but the nervation is nearly obsolete. These leaves are rather
broadly lanceolate in outline, being 4 to 4.5 em. in length and 11 to 13
mm. in width. The petiole preserved in only one instance is about 1
em. long.
These leaves appear to belong to Salix, but the finer nervation is so
obscure that it is impossible to determine them with satisfaction. I
have therefore plaf~ed them under S(tUx, but have not attempted to
point out relationships.
Locality: Northern base of the Silver Peak Range, 3. 8 km. nor~heast
of Emigrant Peak.
QUERCUS TURNER!

n. sp.

(Pl. XXX, fig. 21.)

Leaf evidently thick and coriaceous, elongated, elliptical in general
outline, truncate and oblique at base, obtuse at apex; margin provided
with nmnerom; large rather obtuse teeth, separated by shallow, mainly
rounded sinuses; petiole slender; midrib slender; secondaries about
12 pairs, slender, irregular, both. opposite and alternate, emerging at
various but mostly at low angles, passing to the marginal teeth, occasionally forking and the branches entering the teeth; nervilles numerous, all broken; :finer nervation forming numerous quadrangular areas.
This species is represented by the exa1nple figured and its counterpart and several smaller fragments. It is narrowly elliptical in outline, being about 4. 5 em. long and 2 em. wide in the middle. The base
is truncate or square on one side and oblique or wedge-shaped on the
other, while the apex is quite obtuse. The n1argin is provided with
numerous large low teeth, which are separated by shallow sinuses.
The nervation is beautifully preserved, consisting of a rather slender
midrib and about 12 pairs of irregular secondaries aud numerous
broken nervilles. The finer nervation forms numerous rather large
irregularly quadrangular areas.
This species is rather closely allied to certain living and fossil forms.
Thus it is similar in shape to Quercw; undulata Torrey, a species found
in the southern Rocky Mountain region, but differs in being much
larger and in having a larger number of secondaries. It is also similar
to Q. clwnosa polyca·rpa Greene, but is perhaps nearest to Q. tw·binella
Greene, a shrubby species of southern California and Arizona, on the
borders of the :1\lohave Desert. The leaves of the latter are much
smaller than the one under consideration and have a smaller number of
teeth and secondaries, but the finer netTation is the same.
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Among fossil species it is very near to Qtbercus applegatei I\.:n., 1
from the Miocene of the ·cascad~ Range found near Ashland, Oregon.
This differs in being less truncate at base and much more acuminate at
apex, and has the more rounded teeth. The finer nervation is similar,
but not qu.ite so much broken up;
Locality: Northern base of the Silver Peak Range, 4.5km. northeast
of Emigrant Peak.
QUEIWUS ARGENTUM

n. sp.

(Pl. XXX, fig. 12.)

Leaf of firm texture, laneeolate in outline, undulate margined and
about equally narrowed at both base and apex; petiole short, slender;
midrib slender; secondaries about 8 pairs, at irregular distances,
alternate, emerging at an angle of about 45°, thin, camptodrmne,
· arching near the margin; nervilles rather few, broken; finer nervation
producing larger, irregularly quadrangular areas. ·
This little leaf, the only one found, is lanceolate with irregularly
undulate margins. As preserved it is 4. 25 em. in length exclusive of
the petiole, which is 6 mm. long. The nervation consists of about 8
pairs of alternate, irregular secondaries and a loosely areolated finer
network, which is unmistakably quercoid in appearance.
This species does not appear to be very closely related to any species
either living or fossil with which I am familiar, yet it seems undoubtedly to belong to Quermts, and I have so placed it.
Locality: Northern base of the Silver Peak Range, 4.5 km. northeast of Emigrant Peak.

Fmus

LACUSTRIS

n. sp.

(Pl. XXX, fig. 26.)

Leaves thick and coriaceous, apparently elliptical in general outline,
rounded and very unequal-sided at base (apex destroyed); margin
entire; petiole short, very thick; midrib thick, straight; secondaries
numerous, alternate, very thin and deeply concealed in the parenchyma,
slightly flexuos.e, the lowest pair arising at the ba~e of the blade, and
the one on the broad side of the blade with numerous outside branches
which arch just inside the margin and join by broad loops; other secondaries with few outside branches which loop in the same manner;
nervilles numerous, irregular, and mainly broken; finer nervation producing iiTegularly quadrangular areolre.
The example figured is all that was found of this species and unfortunately this lacks the upper portion. The part preserved is about
6 em. in length, and was possibly as much longer when living. The
widest point is a little Inore than 4 em., although it is ·so unequal-:;ided
I

Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part Ill, p. 42, Pl. I, figs. 6, 7.
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that it is not possible to judge accurately of it. The petiole is thick,
being 3 mm. iti width. The length preserved is 1. 5 em. but in all probability this is not the whole of it.
Locality: Northern ba~e of the Silver Peak Range, 4.5 km. northeast of Emigrant Peak.
CHRYSOBALANUS POLLARDIANA

n. sp.

(P1. XXX, fig. 19.)

Leaf coriaceous in texture, broadiy elliptical m outline, slightly
heart-shaped at base, rounded and obtuse at apex; petiole short, thick;
midrib very thick below, becoming much thinner above; secondaries
about 12 pairs, alternate, irregular, very thin, emerging at a low,
aln1ost right angle, can1ptodrome, arching well inside the margin and
joining the one next above, with a series of small loops outside;
nervilles very thin, all broken; finer nervation forming very numerous
iiTegularly quadrangular areas.
The example figured is the only one contained in the collection. It
is nearly perfect, lacking only a :;mall portion of one side. It is broadelliptical in shape, being about 5 em. in length and 4 em. in width.
ThP petiole is only 2 or 3 !nm. in length, although it was possibly a
little longer when living. This leaf was clearly very thick and coriaceous and has a very thick midrib, which, however, becomes much
thinner above the middle. The secondaries are very thin and nearly
at right angles to the midrib, arching son1e distance inside the margin
and passing to the one next above by a series of loops. The finer
1wrvation is beautifully preserved, forming rather large irregularly
quadrangular areas.
'
I have been somewhat in doubt as to the proper generic reference of
this finely preserved leaf. At first glance it seems to belong to Ficus,
being si1nilar in nervation to a number that have been so regarded. It
has also considerable resmnblance to certain of the larger-leaved species
of _Ar;·ctostapl~ylos, so abundant on the Pacific coast; but while the shape
and coriaceous cha'l·acter are the same, the secondaries in all species I
ha,·e been able to see are at an acute angle of divergence. The leaf
before us seems to agree quite closely with the genus Oh'rysobalanus,
and I have so considered it. The only species of this genus now living
in the United States is C icaco L., which is confined to southern Florida. This species i::; also widely distributed in the 'Vest Indies, Mexico,
and Central America.
I take pleasure in naming this fossil species in honor of )1r.
Charles Louis Pollard, of the United States National ~1useum, who
suggested its probable relationship to Clo·ysobalanus.
Locality: Northern ba!Se of the Silver Peak Range, 4.5 kln. northeast of Emigrant Peak.
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CERCIS

?

NEVADENSIS

n. sp.

(Pl. XXX, fig. 23.)

Leaf membranous, outline ·uncertain but appa-rently circular or
approximately so, regularly rounded at base; margin entire; petiole
yei'y long and slender; nervation palmately five-ribbed from the apex
of the petiole; midrib slightly strongest, with a number of alternate
branches in the upper part; lateral ribs slightly weaker, the inner
with four or five branches on the outside, all camptodrome and arching just inside the margin; lowest pair of ribs with a few loops on the
lower side; nervilles few, irregular, and much broken; finer nervation producing large irregular areas.
The fragment figured is practically all of this form in the collection.
As may be seen by the figure, it represents only the lower portion of
the blade. The outline can not be determined, although it seems to
haye been approximately circular. The base is regularly rounded and
the margin perfectly entire. The petiole was very long and slender
for the apparent size of the leaf, being 2.75 em. in length and evidentl)T not all preserved. The nervation is well shown in the figure,
being palmately five-ribbed.
The specimen is so fragmentary that it is quite impossible to n1ake
out all the characters, yet, as far as can be noted, it seems to approach
closest to Oercis. This genus at present embraces about five species,
natives of North America, Europe, and temperate Asia. In all the
living species the base of the leaves is much more heart-shaped than
is the fossil under consideration, and usually there are seven ribs.
Occasionally, however, leaves may be found that have only five ribs
and the blade somewhat less heart-shaped. This is especially the case
with
chinensis and occasionally in leaves of
occidentalis Nutt.,
from the Pacific coast. The disposition of the ribs and their secondary
hr~_nches is practically identical in both living and the present fossil
species.
Thus far three fossil species of Oercis have been described fron1 this
country, as follows: a parvifolia Lx., 1 from Florissant, Colorado;
0. truncatct Lx., 2 from the Bad Lands of Dakota, and 0. borealis
N ewb., 3 from the Fort Union ·beds near the mouth of the Yellowstone
River, Montana .. Our leaf seems to be very close indeed to a parvifolia, but differs in being much larger and in having a much longer,
more slender petiole. (/errcis tntncata has never been figured, but it
is described as exactly similar in form and nervation to the preceding species, differing only in being very much larger .and more pointed.

a

a

Cret. nnd Tert. Fl., p. 201, Pl. XXXI, figs. 5-7.
2Qp. cit., p. 237.
3Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, p. 510.
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Oercis boreal£s bas never been figured and the description is not full
enough to make out its characters with certainty.
As already stated, the form under consideration agrees most closely
with c~ parvifolia and may be identical, but as its true shape can not
be made out, I have ventured to give it a new name pending the disco"\rery of new 1nateriai.
Locality: Northern base of the Silver Peak Range, 4.5 km. northeast of Emigrant Peak.
CrNCHONIDIU:J\1 '~ TURNER! n.

sp.

(Pl. XXX, figs. 9-11.)

Leaves of fine texture, long-elliptical in outline, about equally
rounded to both base and apex; strongly unequal sided at base; margin
perfectly entire; petiole long, strong, and apparently slightly margined; nervation obscure, consisting of about two pairs of alternate,
thin, irregular secondaries at an angle of about 45°; nervilles parallel,
mainly percurrent, though often broken; finer nervation forming
rather large quadrangular areas.
.
This species is represented in the collection by several examples,
three of the best being here figured. They appear to have been
thickish leaves, rather long, elliptical in shape with abruptly rounded
and strongly unequal-sided base. The length is 3. 5 to 4 ern. and the
width about 2 em. The petiole is 8 to 13 mm. long and apparently
marginal. The nervation is obscure, but is well shown in the figures.
This species has considerable resemblance to the genus Sapindus,
but the petiole js longer and th~cker than is usual in this genus, and
it seems to approach most closely to Oinclwn,idht/m. It appears to
be allied to
ovale Lx. ,t which, however, differs specifically in
having a shorter petiole and a not so regularly elliptical form. But
none of these specimens are very well preserved, especially as regards
the finer nervation, and they are referred tentatively to this genus.
Locality: Northern base of Silver Peak Range, 3.8 and ±.5 km.
northeast of Emigrant Peak.

a

RHUS

?

NEVADEXSIS n.

sp.

(Pl. XXX, fig. 15.)

Le~flet subcoriaceous, elliptical-obovate in shape, rather obtuse
above, narrowed below to a narrowly wedge-shaped base; petiole very
long and slender; margin with few remote low and rather obtuse teeth
above the middle of the blade; midrib slender, straight; nervation
obscure, but apparently with several pairs of secondaries at an acute
1 Cret.

and Tert. Fl., p. 229, Pl. XL VII, fig. 9.
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angle, and apparently terminating in the marginal teeth; remainder
of nervation not discernible.
The figured specimen is about 3 em. in length exclusive of the petiole
and 1.25 em. wide, while .the petiole is nearly 1 em. in length. The
outline is elliptical-obovate, narrowed below to a wedge-shaped base
and an almost winged petiole. The margin is remotely few-toothed
from above the middle. The nervation is very obscure, but apparently
consists of small pairs of craspedodrome secondaries.
I refer this form to the genus Rh1l8 with some hesitation, as it seems
unlikely that a leaflet would have a petiole of this length, but it agrees
closely with Rhus fraterna Lx., 1 a species found at Florissant, Colorado. In size, outline, and extraordinary length of petiole one specimen agrees perfectly-with this, but differs in having a few marginal
teeth. The nervation is similar as far as can be made out.
It is doubtful if Lesquereux's species belongs to Rhus, but it is so
evidently similar to the one under consideration that I do not hesitate
to put them in the same genus.
Locality: Northern base of the Silver Peak Range, 4.5 km. northeast
of Emigrant Peak.
CONCLUSIONS.

The fossil plants of the Esmeralda formation, as herein enumerated,
embrace fourteen forms, all but one of which are regarded as new.
This in itself is an unfortunate circumstance, since in determining
their bearing on the question of the age of the beds dependence m.ust
be placed entirely on their recognized affinities and general facies.
Hereafter it is hoped that the species here described may prove of
value in fixing the age of other beds in which theymay be found.
The only species before recognized is Salix· c(;ng1tstc(; AI. Br., a form
found in the European Miocene and since recognized in a large number
of localities in this country, as .the Green, River group at Green River
Station, "'\Vyoming, and at various places in the Tertiary of Colorado,
Wyoming, Montana, California, etc. ·on account of its wide distribution it is not of great value in fixing clearly the age of beds in which
it may be found.
The remaining forms described as new have been found to be referable in most cases to well-known living genera, which -would argue
for them a comparatively recent age. Thus we have Ohrysooalcm1t8
pollardiana, which is regarded as quite close to the living 0. icaco L.;
Oercis nevadensis, perhaps closest to 0. chinensis, though similar to
occasional leaves of 0. occidentalis of the Pacific coast; Quermts turneri,
which strongly suggests Q. f/urbinella Greene, ashrubby species of
southern California and Arizona; also suggesting Q. d!urnosa polycarJJa
I

Cret. and Tert. Fl., 18&ol, p. 192, Pl. XLI, figs. 1, :?.
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Greene and Q. undulata Torrey of the Rocky Mountain region;
Salix vaccinifolia, undoubtedly allied .to S ..fouviatilis Nuttall ( 8.
longifolia Muhlenberg), a species common throughout most of the
region west of the Mississippi River; Spctthyemct ? nevaden,sis, which
is supposed to be related closely to the eastern S. feet ida (L.) Raf. ;
and Gleichenia? obscura, which is certainly sin1ilar to G. pol;ypodioides
Smith of the Cape of Good Hope.
Of the others, the form described as Salix sp. is similar to Salix
ang?.tstct and, Oinclwnidmt/Jn? turneri is certainly allied generically to
0. ovale Lesquereux of the Fort Union group.
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DESCRIPTION OF~ A NEvV SPECIES OF FOSSIL FISH
FROlVI THE ESMERALDA FORMATION.
By F. A. LucAs.

The name Leuciscus t1trneri is proposed for a small fish obtained by
lVIr. H. \V. Turner, of the United States Geologieal Survey, from the
Tertiary of the west side of the Big Smoky V ~lley in the Silver Peak
quadrangle, Es1neralda County, Nevada. The type speci~en, shown
on Pl. XXXI, B, is No. 4302a, Catalogue of Fossil Vertebrates, United
States National Museum. ·
In its general aspect the fish bears a strong resemblance to such
small cyprinoids as Semoti"VttS and LeucisC1t8, being of Inuch the same
general proportions as. Lettciscus lineatus. The head, as in that species, is a trifle over 3t in the total length; 1 depth of head, two-thirds
of length. There are 19-20 precaudal vertebrre and 17-18 caudal,
while Le1tcisc1t8 lineattts and Semotilus atromaculattts have, respectively, 20-17 and 21-18. The tai'l is slightly forked; the lobes are
slightly rounded.
·
The anterior end of dorsal is in line with the anterior end of ventrals, and the posterior end of dorsal is in line with the anterior end of
anal. In Leucisc1t8 the dorsal is directly over the ventrals and in
8enwtiltts the dorsal is behind the ventrals. In both Lmteiscus· and
8mnotiltts the anterior end of the anal is a little back of posterior
edge of dorsal. The fin rays are as follows: Dorsal, 9; anal, 10;
pectoral, 11-12; ventral, 9; caudal, 23. These may be compared with
Le·tteisetts linecdtts and 8emoti"Vtts atromaculatus as follows:
D.

_A_._I_P_.___'_'·_

c.

I

I

· Leuciscus turneri ____ . __________________ .

9

10

11

9

23

Leuciscus lineatus __ ...... ___ . ___ . ______ .I
Semotilus atromaculatus ________ . ________

9

8
8

17

9

23

14

8

2~

i

7

I According to Jordan and Evermann the head is 4!- in the total length, but this does not accord
with the specimen here used for comparison.
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The greater nmnber of resemblances are thu::; seen to be to Leu,ciscus lineatus.
.
It is quite probable that the very fine rays of the pectorals have
failed to make an impression, which would account for the lesser number of rays in t-urneri as compared with others. 1
Epineurals, epihremals, and epicentrals are present, but there are no
_apparent traces of epipleurals, nor should there be if the affinities of
this fish are as they have been assumed.
The extreme length of the type specimen, which is of the average
size, from tip of nose to cente-r of caudal is 5! inches; from tip of nose
to process of last vertebra, 41 inches.
vVith the exception of a few small fragments, it is the impressions
of bones that are preserved and not the bones themselves, and this fish
is placed with the Cyprinidre on account of its strong· general resemblance to that group of fishes, since the pharyngeal teeth have not in
any case been found. For the same reason it is kept .in the genus
Leuciscus, as no sufficiently good characters can be assigned to these
specimens to warrant the establishment of a new genus.
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A. Specimen showing details uf pectoral fin.
B. Type specimen.
C. Specimen showing detail:-; of vertebne and ribs.
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~IINERAL

VEIN FORMATION AT BOUJjDER HOT
SPRINGS, MONTANA.

INTRODUCTION.

The origin of metalliferous veins by hot waters ascending from
great depths has always been a favorite theory with the practical
miner, however widely the pendulum of geologic theory may swing
awn,y from this side of the arc of thought. Nevertheless, although
hot springs are of as world-wide occurrence as ore deposits, examples
of ore deposition by hot springs are rare. Indeed, the only examples
generally recognized are the familiar ones at Steamboat Springs,
Nevada, and Sulphur Bank, Ca~ifornia, though the fact that hot waters
can dissolve the metals and form ores is .established by the observations of Daubn3e. In a study of the hot springs of the Yellowstone
National Park, begun in 1883 and continued for over seven years, the
writer sough.t diligently for some evidence of ore deposition. It was
found that veins of pyrite were forming in fractures in the rhyolite at
the ~orris Geyser Basin, and that subsurface deposits of realgar· and
orpiment, and surface deposits of scorodite, as well as calcareous and
siliceous sinters, were forming at several localities, but no ore deposits
were found forming, nor were any quartz veins found, nor was any evidence discovered to show the genetic connection between hot springs
and veins. The writer was therefore much gratified in 1897 to find a
hot-spring locality where the waters are still actively at work forming
veins, analogous in every wa:y to those which are commonly found in
the adjacent miperal districts and which often constitute workable ore
deposits. The ·deposits now forming do not, it is true, carry large
amounts of the preciom; metals, but gold, silver, and copper do occur
in appreciable amounts, and it is evident that we have a new locality
where mineral deposits-although not of economic value-are now
being formed. The locality is also interesting as the only known
example in this country of the deposition of zeolites by hot spring
waters. A no less important process now in operation is the metaso233
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matic replacen1ent of granite by the hot waters, forming the zmw of
replaced rock which is so common a feature of the quartz veins of the
region and in which the workable ores of the veins of the region
commonly occur.
QUARTZ AND JASPER VEINS

OE~

BOULDER REGION.

Di.str£but£on.-Throughout the granite district of Jefferson County,
Montana, a region which extends from Helena on the north beyond
Butte on the south and is 15 to 20 miles wide, there are scattered areas
where the granite is more or less disintegrated and weathered down to
smooth slopes. These areas frequently show reefs or dike-like masses
of quartz and jasper which project above the surface and are often
traceable for a 1nile or more. The larger reefs frequently form the
crests of ridges and determine the topographic relief of the neighborhood. Often they show a general parallelism, though in other instances
they forn1 a network corresponding to three distinct fracture systems.
In the Lump Gulch silver district, a few miles south of Helena, the
rich silver-lead and ruby-silver ores are found in such veins, and at
various other localities in the region the great productive ore deposits
occur in them, as, for example, the Comet mine, Gray Eagle, Bonanza
Chief, Liverpool, etc. 'Vhen carefully examined these reefs shmv a
central core or vein of crystalline quartz which varies from a few
inches to several feet across. On both sides of this the reef material
is generally in part a jasperoid, while the greater part shows a marked
granitic texture and is clearly an altered granite in which feldspar and
some of the original quartz of the rock has been altered to a white
clayey substance. The rock, though highly silicified, shows that it is
a n1etasomatically altered form of the neighboring granite. Very commonly the reef rock is shattered and possesses a marked brecciated
structure.
Gene.sis of tAe reef.~.-The origin of these reefs or veins was for a
while a puzzle to the writer. They possess none of the characters of
hot-spring deposits observed in the Yellowstone; no sinter deposits
were found in connection with them, nor do they show any concentric
banding or the structural characteristics which characterize the usual
material filling· hot-spring conduits. In brief, the veins show none of
the features commonly characteristic of hot-spring action or dt>posits.
Existing lwt s_p1·ings.-Existing hot springs are found at a number
of places near t~e borders of the granite ma::;s, notably at Pipestone,
Helena, and Alhambra, and at the Boulder Hot Springs. Near Butte
hot waters issue from the granite and are probably connected with
later rh3rolite intrusions. At all these localities except Boulder an
exan1ination of the springs threw no light upon the question of the
origin of the quartz veins. At Boulder, however, veins are found
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whose connection ·with the hot springs is undoubted. The hot waters
still fill fissures marked by such reefs, and are now forming deposits
whose weathered outcrops present all the features of the ore-bearing
veins, while assays of the vein filling and of the altered silicified granite
alongside of the :fissure show the presence of gold and silver in appreciable thoug·h small amounts.
·
BOULDER HO'.I:' SPRINGS.

Locat?;on and general fecd'ures.-These hot springs· are situated in
Jefferson County, Montana, about midway between the cities of Butte
and Helena, on the southern side of the Boulder Valley and near the
Boulder River. The springs are 3 miles from Boulder, a town on

FIG.

6.-Index map of Montana, showing location of the Boulder Springs.

the line of the Great Northern Railway and on a branch line of the
Northern Pacific Railway. The place has been improved by a comfortable hotel and bath houses, and it is a summer resort as well as a
place for the treatment of invalids. The slopes of Bull ~fountain rise
abruptly to the south, and on the north the broad, green meadows
of Boulder Valley form a pleasing foreground for a mountain panorama of great beauty (Pl. XXXII).
The hot waters issue from granite at a point a few miles distant from
its contact with the older andesitic rocks of Bull :iVIountain. The rock
is a typical coarse-grained granite, consisting of o1:thoclase feldspar
and quartz with lesser amounts of plagioclase feldspar (andesine},
brown biotite-mica, and green hornblende. ~Iagnetite, titanite, and
apatite are present as accessories.
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This granite is sheeted by well-defined joint planes, which, in the
vicinity of the spring, have a course of N. 85° E. These joints cause
the formation of very rugged slopes, with picturesque groups of monoliths and bowlder~ at various localities near by, and to a less extent
close about the springs, but in the hot-spring area itself the granite is
weathered down and does not form conspicuous outcrops.
The hot-spring area does not show any of 'the sint~r deposits common
about other hot-spring areas. The larger springs near the hotel have
no deposits at all. The group a quarter of a mile from the hotel and
that 200 feet about it on the mountain slope are marked by low lines of
grayish material i1 few feet wide, showing in soine places as a !·eef or
wall a few feet high; and rust-stained jasperoid reefs also occur. The
area between these reefs and the hotel is strewn with fragments of siliceous and calcareous n1aterial from the upper fissures and from old
hot-spring fissures which also traverse this .ground. The distribution
and coursP- of only- the larger veins are shown on the map (Pl.
XXXIII)

FIG. 7.-Ideal transverse section of hillsirle,

~howing

o<;:cnrrenec of hot-spring vein.

Occurrence o.f sp1·ings.-The hot springs at Boulder occur in two
groups. One of these groups is close to the hotel, the waters flowing
from granitic debris a few feet in thickness resting on solid granite.
The waters issue from a slight depression or gully a few feet below
the general level of the slope. The largest spring has a temperature
of 164°, and is the one supplying the bath liouses. A measurement
of the amount of water flowing from this spring was not possible
because it supplies the bath houses and hotel through a system of
pipes. _._.\_large a1nount of water flows away and is not utilized. The
second group of springs lies at an elevation of about 200 feet above
the hotel, the vents being in two small gulches which indent the
slope, as sho~n on the topographic map (Pl. XXXIII). This upper
group is much more interesting, though the composition of the water,
30 far as known, is quite the same as that of the spring near the hotel.
These springs are situated on lines which clearly indicate their connection with fissures crossing the granite.
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In two ca,ses the hot waters i:..;sue from the western end of fissures
marked for several hundred feet along the surface by deposits of
silica, and of calcite. Other springs issue from the southern border of
a fissure whose outcrop is also marked by a low and inconspicuous
deposit of sinter. The most easterly group is near the log cabin
shown on the map (Pl. XXXIII). Here the springs flowing were
naturally rather small, and an attempt was made to develop water by
artificial means. For this purpose two shafts were sunk to a depth of
10 to 20 feet on the edge of one of the hot-spring reefs and a tunnel
was driven into the hillside to tap one of the reefs. Another artificial
opening was made on the western end of one of the upper reefs, where
it came to the head of one of the gulches, and a pit 5 or 6 feet deep was
sunk into the slope.· In each instance hot water was obtained, although
none whatevm· showed on the surface, and the fissures were to all
appearances dry and the springs dead.
At none of the springs is there any surface deposit of moment now
forming.· It is true that at one or two of the n1ost active vents a very
slight crust is being deposited in connection with the vegetable matter
present. If the hot waters are forming an.r considerable deposit,
as would be indicated by the composition of the material found in
the tunnel, deposition must be taking place within the fissures themselves and not on the surface. The hot-water streams all contain
algre of the usual brown, green, and orange tints in the channels running from the vents. These algre possess the same characteristics as
those found in the Yellowstone hot springs, but no specific determination has been made of them. Singularly enough, they are not building up any of the great jelly-like deposits of silica found in the Yellowstone, although it is known that the waters contain considerable
silica in solution. The brilliant colorings of these algre, like those of
the Yellowstone Park, show a definite relation to the temperature of
the water. The red and brown colors are, as usual, ascribed by the
ordinary visitor to the presence of iron in the water, but samples of
the material when dry lose their color and upon heating are shown to
be merely organic material practically free from iron.
Oharctcter o.f water.-The hot spring waters are clear, colorless, and
tasteless. The temperature varies from 164° at the big spring near
the hotel to 120° in one vent in the hillside group. The outflow from
one of the reefs is 152° and that from another 158°. In outflow from
the tunnel the water has a temperature of 110°. The waters have a faint
odor of H 2 S at the spring, but it is not noticeable elsewhere, although
the blackening of paint, etc., shows that. this is present. The waters
do not, so far as could be determined, form any surface deposit of
sinter. The conduit pipes used to carry water to the hotel are entirely
free from sediment, and in fact are corroded by the waters to a slight
extent, as is shown by an iron staining of the porcelain tubs and basins.
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The analysis published by the hotel proprietor is as follows, the constituents being stated in grains per wine gallon. The name of the
analyst is not given.
Chloride of sodium _____________________ ... ______ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 7
Sui ph ate of soda ______________ . __ ......... _... ___ . _. _... _............ __ . . . . 4. 3
Carbonate of soda. ___ .. __ .... _. _____ .. --- ... ___ .- ....... - .................. 2. 6
Carbonate of lime ___ . ___ ......... -- .......... -- .... ---- ..... - ..... - ... ---.- 1. 3
Carbonate of magnesia. __ .......... --.-.- ........ -- ... --.-.----.---.- .. - .. -- 3. 6
Sulphur ____ .......... - - ......... - -- - - - - - . --- .. - - .. - .. -- .. - - - - . - - -- - .. - . - - - 4. 8
Iron. _________ .... - .... _...... _.... ---.--- .... - ..... - .. - ... - .............. _ 2. 9

I£ot spring.fissures.-The b~rge!' sp!·ing, the one nearest the hotel,
does not appear to be on a recognizable fissure; the other springs,
one-fourth of a mile distant, flow from fissures which may be recognized by the deposit, although the fracture is not open at the surface.
These fissures are clearly traceable across the slopes by their definite
. lines of deposit. Their course varies from nearly east-west in
the three parallel and uppermost reefs to northwest in the fissures
ending near the little reservoir. The
'</'i'
!.!ft'(-!'/;
latter course accords nearly with the
1
/' /
f;- !.."', }Jronounced sheeting- seen in the gran·
/...._ '
!..-!.."'~.!..t,,:_,,
~~<~'1 ~
' 1 ...... , . , 1
i te near by. The courses of the different
'
fl..!..~'J
'-!.'...:..!.
"J.'!... J1
fissures when compared are found to
/.!.
..!..,'
~':!.I_
..!..!J.
make
angles of 23°, 48°, 60°, 85°, and
1---!_ _
'I"' I '--1
';,_..!.. 1
1'-.t..!.":.!. -1
108° with one another.. Compared with
, 1 I 't'll .!._ ·...!.. -J
• w h ere no h y· , ' ,_,
, -.... ' , _1 t h e fi ssures of t h e gran_tte
1
1
J~!-1
1
, ,- -;·
' .! - 1 drothermal action has taken place in the
<
6'
>
immediate vicinity of the springs, there
FIG. 8.-Netted fracturing of granite alongside of vein exposed in shaft on hillside, is not entire concordance, the granite
BoulderHotSprings.
showing courses of sheeting of N. 30°,
45°, 49° V'l., the first two readings being taken near the bath house
and the last one near the easternmost fissures. It is at once apparent
that, like the jasper reefs observed through the adjacent districts, the
course of these hot-spring fissures is not uniform, and that, while
certain courses conform to the dominant sheeting of the granite,
others correspond to intersecting fracture planes not common in the
general granite area. In areas of well-jointed granite the 1nost pronounced sheeting fractures of the granite have vertical walls, while
the lesser joints are inclined toward one another at 45°. \Vhere it
was possible to 1nake observations upon the outcrops of these hotspring veins (and in one instance a 20-foot shaft exposed a good section of the vein), it was found that the reefs running N. 70° E. haye
Yertical walls, while those whose course is N. 38° '\V. dip 70° to the
south, and a fissure whose course is N. 22° E. has a dip of 70° to the
west. It is therefore evident that they do not conform in dip to compression joints of the granite.
Q
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Shafts and a short adit or tunnel, run into the hillside, show that
the rock adjacent to the vein fissure is sheeted bJ rudelJ parallel and
cross-linked fractures. The accompanying diagram, fig. 8, shows
the fractures seen in the west wall of one of the shafts. In the wall
of the deepest shaft the fractures are 8 to 10 inches apart, but appear
to be closer together near the bottom, and all run parallel to the vein
walls. So far as observed these link ·fractures are not the result of
interse9ting diagonals 45° apart, such as are so common in the rocks.
They may result from an irregular fracturing of the rock due to shearing
movement.
·
The plan of the vein or fissure outcrops, like those of the jasper
reefs observed at a number of localities about the Boulder Valley, shows
an irregular checking of the country rock and seems to indicate torsional strain and not simple shearing. The length of the hot-spring
fissures, a.s indicated by the deposits, is not very great. In no case
was such a fissure traceable over a few hundred feet, although a reef
has, in one or two instances, been observed on a direct continuation
of the line of a fissure beyond its apparent termination.
Fissurefilling.-The fissures are known to be hot-spring conduits,
because hot water is now flowing from several ·of them. Most of the
fissures are, however, sealed up by the hot-water deposit formed when
they were filled to the level of the present surface. . This fissure filling
forms a vein; it is only by means of this deposit that the fissures may
now be traced. The material varies somewhat in outward appearance,
as it does in mineral composition. As seen in outcrop it is for the
most part of a light-gray color and appears in contrast with both the
green marsh of the hollows and the gravelly granitic debris which
covers the dry slopes. The deposit does not weather in conspicuous
relief, except at the extreme southeast corner. of the area mapped,
near a log cabin. At this locality there are several reefs or walls.
None of them are as large or as persistent as some which may be
found in adjacent 1nineral areas, though quite conspicuous, so that
even when the wall is broken down the coun;;e of the fissure may be
followed by a continuous line of deposit. Above the log cabin there
are three parallel .fissures, marked by white outcrops and having a
course of very nearly N. 70° E. The lower of these three veins is
from 5 to 7 feet wide, and in some places is weathered in relief as a wall
3 to 4 feet high. The vein can be traced westward down the slope
until lost in a pit cut into the slope, an opening which taps the hot
water of the vein and affords a supply utilized by the present owners
of the property. At this point the deposit is 2t feet wide and bas a
fibrous or thatch-like structure and is shot through with needle-like
masses of silica which give it ·a peculiar felty appearance. The seqond fissure, which is 24 feet distant and farther up the hill, is but from
10 to 19 inches wide at its east end and stands up a few inches above
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the surface: ~....,arther west the vein outcrops as n, ma~;s 15 to 24: ind1es
wide and forms a wall about 5 feet long and 2t feet high. It shows a
well-defined vertical north wall, and traverses aplite in part and granite
beyond. Still farther west the vein forms a low wall 3 to 6 feet wide,
where the light-gray color of the deposit is in strong contrast to the
gTassy slope. The concretionary structure is very marked in some
cases and shows successive crusts formed one upon another' as is seen
in the west end of the fissure in the middle gulch (fig. 9).
Over much of the area seattered fragn1ents of jasper, chalcedony, and
other material that is readily recognized as hot-spring deposit indicate
other ree!s whi0h hA.ve not. heen lof\nted. Moreover~ there are several
old reefs on the terrace above the Little Bowlder River east of the
limit of the nm;p, and several veins of hot-spring deposit were recognized on a ridge which runs up .from the center of the hot-spring area.
As, however, the prominent reefs mentioned and those connected with
the existing outflows of hot water show all the characteristics of the
others, and there is no doubt as to their origin, no further mention of
the extinct hot-spring fissures will he made. The width of the fissures, as indicated by well-recognizable hotspring deposit, the true vein filling, is '.'ariable. As stated above, it is from a few inches
to several feet in one of the reefs, and in other
cases a width of 12 feet has been measured.
In general, howeve·r, the clearly recognizable
deposit does not exceed 2 or 3 feet.
Fra. 9.-Crosssectionshowingcon.lYature of the veinfillinq.-A.s noticed in the
centric layers of deposit found
•
•·
about upper springs in middle IntroductiOn, the deposit found about these
gulch, Boulder Hot Springs.
hot springs, the origin of which is unquestionably due to the spri~gs then1selves, is not of the ordinary type.
In some places the reefs do, it is true, show a deposit of calcite having
thatch-like structure, like that of the travertines of the Mannnoth I-Iot
Spring, but in general the deposit is hard, and consists of a white or
dark-gray substance intermixed with n1ore or less red jaspery material
in bands and patches, sometimes carrying included fragments of
slightly altered granite, but in large part consisting of a white erystalline substance which is found to be a mixture of chalcedony and
stilbite. In external appearance the deposit varies greatly. At the
lower of the three veins above the log cabin, already mentioned~ the
deposit is gnarled and knotty, has a concretionary structure about
central points. as illustrated in figs. 10 and 11, and is very dense, though
showing a crystalline structure on .fresh fractures. In part it appears
to be chalcedony and in part it is quartz, but a large portion o.f this
deposit consists of a gray calcite which, when fresh .fractured, shows
thin films of silica traversing it in a network, but which on weathered
surfaces shows a honeycombed or cellular structure much like that
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of the quartz of certain mineral yeins (Pl. XXXIV), notably of the
De Lamar of Idaho, the Elkhorn of .:VIontana, and the Drum Lummon
of :Niarysville. The weathered deposit also s~ows at times a mossy

FIG.

10.-Crnsts formed by hot waters about granite nuclei. a, Stilbite and silica; b, curly textured
opaline silica; c, opaline silica; d, calcite.

surface, with distinct crusts and band~ of silica, and also fragments of
a. chert-like substance projecting in relief above the general surface
of the rock. Opaline silica also appears irregularly distributed in

61NCHES

·

FIG. H.-Specimen showing fmgmcnts of granite encrusted by a hot-spring deposit. The deposit
consists of layers of silica and of stilbite mixed with silica. The layers are well marked, and some of
them are tinted by sma1l amounts of iron oxide, so that a distinct concretionary structure is appm··
ent. The cross-hatched areas are calcite. Drawn from nature; one-half natural size.

bunches through the mass, as well alj in bands and curly layers. On
fresh fracture it is usually dark gray and very hard. The upper reef
shows included fragments of granite, the fragments ranging from
21 GEOL, PT 2--16
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seyeral inches across up to one which was 10 inches wide and 3 feet
long. In these fragments the granite is but slightly altered, showing
the hornblende changed to chlorite or a green earthy substance. The
biotite is clearly recognizable, though partly alter.ed and bronzy in
'color, while the feldspar shows alteration along eracks and seams. The
specimen illustrated in fig. 11 was taken from this vein, and shows
quite clearl3r the normal breccia structure of a mineral vein.
One of the reefs lying to the southeast of the Log cabin and parallel
to the gully which runs down the slope at this place is a typical siliea
or jasperoid reef. It consists of a breccia, or more or less altered
frngmP.nts 'of grRnit~. e~mented by a dark-brown jaspe!·, which h:.
the weathered outcrop appears
to be largely brown and red
iron oxide. The reef wall dips .
at 65° to 70°. A cross section
shows a band a foot wide of solid
jasper with irregular colored
banding, shading on tpe east side
into a brecciated material. This
breccia clearly shows the replacement of granite fragments,
but there is undoubtedly also a
FIG. 12.-Specimen showing crusts formed by a hot- shattering of the original despring deposit, and the alteration of calcite, with posit.
This reef can be traced
the formation of secondary quartz upon the f
b
,. ,. f
h 1
plates.
or a out ( 5 eet up t e s ope
from the shaft in its lower end.
At one place, where it has been opened by blasting, it shows a seam
90° to its course, and here is seen to consist of altered granite like
that which will be n1entioned later in discussing the alteration of the
granite adjacent to the veins. The cross fractures here are filled with
secondary silica. The ledge appears to wedge out southward and not
to run into splits and stringers, though filn1s of chalcedonic silica
were observed running off from the end into the apparently unaltered
granite.
The jasper-like deposit is brick red to dark red in color, but when
examined under the microscope is found to consist of a very fine paste
of altered rock fragments~ together with more or less cryptocrystalline silica. The siliceous bands seen are in part true chalcedony and
in part opaline amorphous silica. Quartz veinlets also occur in the
red jaspery material, and abundant quartz of the typical vein-quartz
type was seen scattered over the surface, though none was actually
found in the hot-spring deposit itself.
A large part of the hot-spring deposit consists of calcite which is
netted with silica films. As already noted, the structure of this material is peculiar. The weathered surface is shown on Pl. XXXIV, 0,
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and in detail in the diagram, :fig. 12. 'Vhen the fresh material is
treated with dilute hydrochloric acid the calcite is entirely :removed,
leaving a cellular material consisting of almost pure silica, the structure corresponding very nearly to that of the weathered outcrop
and to that of the vein quartz noted at various localities, as shown in
Pl. XXXIV, B. In this mateTial, of course, the :films of silica are
extremely thin, rarely exceeding the thickness of a sheet of paper,
and are very fragile. There is none of the crystalline coating or
drusy surface observed in the weathered material, or in the De Lamar
quartz. An analysis of the subst::tnce gavePer cent.

CaC0 3 ___ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - _ - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - 81. 16
J\in0 __________ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
• 34
2
Insoluble in HCL ____________________________________ 18. 50

100.00

An analysis of the insoluble 1naterial yieldedSi0

Per cent.
_________________________________ ·- ______________ •
2

A1 20a -----------------------------------------------.
CaO _________ .- _______________________ - - ____ - - __ - - ____

87. 7
8.4
3. 9

100.0

The zeolite material is mostly pure white or cream-white, but is
sometimes stained pink or red by ferric oxide. It has a distinctly
crystalline or granular structure and in hand specimens often resembles
the aplites of the region. It seems to form the greater part of much
of the deposit, but is intimately mixed with silica. A determination
of this material, made in the chemical laboratory of the Survey, shows
the following composition:
Silica __ __________ L

Per cent.

87. 2
4. 0
2
CaO __________ . _____________________________________ ,
1. 5
K 2 0 ___________ - ___________________ - - - - ___ - - ____ - - ___ 0. 3
Na 0 _________________________________ . ____ . ____ : __ __
0. 7
2
Insol. not Si0 2 ______________________ - - - ___ -- _____ • _ _ _
1. 2
Loss on ignition._____________________________________
4. 9
~

A1 0 3

______ ____________ ____

_ ______ ____

____________________________________ . _______ .- _ _ _ _

99.8
Silica soluble in Na2 C0a after treatment with H0l 6.3 per cent.

Disregarding the admixture of silica, the analysis shows the silica,
alumina, lime, soda, and moisture to be present in the following
proportions:
Per cent.

Si0 • ______________________________ - - -- ___ - - _____ - ____ - 6. 3
2
Al 0 • _______________ • _________________________________ 4. 0
2 3
CaO . ________________ . __ . ______ . _______________________ 1. 5
Na 0 ________________ . ________________ . ________________ 0. 7
2
H 0. ________________ . _________________________________ 4. 9
2
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The zeolite is therefore stilibite, and the deposit consists of this
1nineral mixed with chalcedonic silica.
About the veins where the hot water is now flowing little if any
deposit is actually forming, though the waters issuing from the fissure
ending at the reservoir seem to be adding to the fissure deposit at that
place. The nature of the material carried in solution by the waters
can, however, be judged by the deposit now forming in the walls of the
tunnel driven into the hillside near the log cabin. This deposit forms
as an efflorescence without crystalline structure, having a moss-like or
mammillary appearance, coating the warm and altered granite walls.
It is almost pure white, though ~:Stalued. .iu ~uwe places by fragments
of altered granite and more rarely by brilliant red iron oxide. An
analysis was made in the Survey laboratory, with the following results:
Per cent.

Soluble in water ______________ .. ______________ . ______ 88. 27
Soluble in hydrochloric acid (equals Ca00 3 ) ____ •• ____ • 5. 72
Insoluble in HCl (equals Si02 , etc. )1 .. ____ . ___________ . 6. 01

100.00

The composition of the material soluble in water is as follows:
Per cent.

Na2S0 4

47. 25
28. 33
N aCl _. __ . ____ . ___ . _______ ...... ___ . _. ________ .. _____ 1. 09
C0 2 - - • - ____ ••• ___ ••• _ • -- • ___ ••• ________ • _____ •• _ _ _ _ _ 1. 96
Si 0 ____ •• ______________ • ____ •• _________ • ______ ••• _ _ _
• 25
2
Difference, mainly H 20. _______ . ______ . ~ ______________ 9. 39
- __________ - ____ • _. _. _- •• ________ • ___ • __ •• _ . . •

N~C0 3 ---.

_ . - - - - . - - - - . - - - - - - - . ____ - ____ . : . ___ --- •• _-

88.27
The C02 is in excess of that making normal carbonate.

This deposit clearly shows that the waters are leaching out soda
:from the granite, and accords with the microscopic examination of
these rocks ·as described later. The substance whose analysis has just
been given was tasted in the field, as it was suspected that it was a
carbonate or sulphide, but it was apparently tasteless. It is believed
that this is because the silica occurs as thin films or concentric shells
formed by evaporation upon the surface of the deposit.
Rock decomposition qffected by hot wate1·s.-The granite adjacent
to the hot-spring fissures is much altered by the hot waters. This
is well shown by the exposures formed in tbe three shafts sunk
alongside the yeins and by the open cut made in one end of a vein,
and also by the pits sunk in the altered granite at the head of the
western hot-spring gully.
In general, however, this hot-spring
locality is lacking in those areas of broad and profound fumarolic
or solfataric alteration where steam or acid vapors are ascending,
usually found in such districts, and so common throughout theY ellow1 90

per cent silica.
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stone Park. It should be stated, however, that the surface wash of
the disintegrated granite partly covers the slope and hides all evidence
of rock alteration.
Relation of ctlterecl qntnite to vein.fiss'l.tres.-The exposures '.leen in
shafts, tunnel, and open cut show that 1~ock alteration has taken place
a~ong the fraetures which net the rock.
The conditions seen in the
tunnel and in the shaft 200 feet or so from the cabin show that the
granite is more _or less generally permeable, as if it were disintegrated
to a coherent but loose-textured mass. In most cases the reddening
of the rock is confined to the seams which traverse it and occurs in
bands one-quarter inch to 2 inches in width, the transition to the less
altered nucleal bowlder being gradual. These red seams commonly
.hold a eentral film of iron oxide or silica, and sometimes a jasper-lik~
substance. In the tunnel the rock is more generally altered. It shows
parallel and linked fractures marked by films of silica . 01 mm. wide.
The different rhombs between fractures vary one from another in
color, and are sometimes mottled. The tints are reds, orange, yellow,
.and the various tones due to iron oxides. The rock is coherent, but
crumbly under pressure, and quite thoroughly disintegrated throughout the entire length of the tunnel. It is saturated with warm water,
which is of course most abundant near the face of the adit.
In some instances the granite, though altered, is still gra,y, and the
fractures are defined by flows of pale-yellow chalcedonic silica.
General clwracter. oftlw ctlterecl r·ock.-The altered granite is abundant in the dump heaps of the shafts. It is com1nonly of a red-purple
or sometimes a yellow tint, or is mottled with these colors. Its most
marked feature is a stippling of the rock with white spots, which often
show a rectangular outline. These spots give the rock a decided
porphyritic appearance. They are creamy white on surfaces exposed
to the weather, but on fresh fracture are seen to be due to pale-greenish
irregular masses with the greasy luster of sericite. Aplite, too, is
much altered, having usually a very pale greenish or pink color and
showing to the eye abundant sericite. These altered rocks, if compared with the fresh granite of the region, show a similar structure,
but there is a marked absence of hornblende, augite, and biotite. The
feldspars are replaced by the pale greenish-yellow sericite n1asses and
the quartz is shattered and in part eaten into and replaced by sericite.
All gradations to fresh granite may be seen, in which the mode of
attack of the feldspar and quartz is apparent. About fractures there
is a local concentration of the iron. In the most brilliantly colored
specimens of the altered granite the rock shows only white kaqlin,.
some glassy q uarfz, and a red groundmass. The kaolin corresponds
to the sericite, and the red band ir:; largely shattered quartz with the
fractures filled by iron oxide.
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Examinations of thin sections of the rocks in Yarious stage:;; of
alteration show that metasomatic replacement is actively going on.
That it is due to the hot spring waters seeping into the shattered wall
rock of the veins there can be no doubt. The evidence of the slides
shows that the granite is being sericitized. Not only are the hornblende, biotite, plagioclase, and orthoclase attacked in the general
order given, but the quartz is abundantly attacked and is being altered
to sericite-a phenomenon discussed by Lindgren for the altered
rocks of ore deposits, but never, so far as known to the writer,
described as a result of actual hot-spring action. The hot spring
waters are actually altering the granite and removing its soluble constituents. In the lack of a good analysis of the water we can judge
its contents by the deposit now forming on the walls of the tunnel.
This consists chiefly of sodium sulphate, together with sodium carbonate (in part bicarbonate)~ a very little sodium chloride, anJ calcic carbonate and silica. The waters are therefore plainly alkaline, and, as
shown by comparison of the fresh and decomposed granite, are leaching the rock, carrying part of its substance off and concentrating the
insoluble material in the open spaces. \Vhile, therefore, the deposits
are in large part the filling of open fissures and show crustification
and banding, and at times contain coated fragments of country rock,
there is also extensive metasomatic replacernent, or the formation of
deposits due to such action.
Slides of both the vein filling and the altered granite have been submitted to Mr. Lindgren for examination, as he has probably studied
the decomposed rocks about mineral deposits n1ore than any other
geologist in this country. He finds that the vein filling consists partly
of quartz of medimn coarse grain, with which are intergrown prisms
and imperfect crystals of stilbite. The double refraction of the latter
mineral is weak. A.dul2-r feldspar also occurs in a little veinlet.
1JIIetasomat/c alt(._"J'at-ion oftl~e granite and aplite.-The granite adjoining the vein is considerably altered, the alteration consisting in the
development of two 1ninerals, sericite and kaolinite. Either of the
two may locally predominate, and both the feldspar and the quartz
are being attacked and replaced by these minerals. There are no
remaining ferromagnesian minerals, their place being taken by kaolinite and sericite. Tufts and needles of rutile are mixed with this
mass. The alteration usually begins between the grains and gradually
eats into them. Long tufts of radial sericite may develop in the
interior of orthoclase crystals. A. grain of pyrite and some copper
stain. were noted in the altered granite. There is practically no calcite in the altered rock, and it seems that the calcic carbonates resulting frotn the soda-lime feldspars must have been carried out into the
fissure and there deposited.
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To the eye the sericite is apparent on exposed masses as white cla)Teylooking spots, which give the rock a porphyritic appearance. On
freshly fractured surfaces the~e spots are of a pale-green tin.t. Under
the microscope thin sections show that all the minerals of the granite, .
including quartz, are attacked. The dark-colored minerals have
entirely disappeared, the smaller anhedra of orthoclase and the plagioclase are nearly gone, and the large orthoclase masses and quartz are
eaten into and show tufts and masses of sericite in cleavage cracks and
in apparently isolated patches in the cen.ter.
Sericite, as the minutely fibrous or tufted variety of muscovite is
called, is the most common of all the minerals resulting from the alteration of rocks by vein waters. Critical exa1nination of the so-called
clays and talc and of much of the ''kaolin" of most mineral veins
shows that they consist largely of sericite, which is nearly insoluble and
forms from all the common rock-making minerals, though it is most
readily formed from feldspar. It may be formed by waters holding
C02 simply, but more commonly alkaline carbonates as well. In the
first stages of attack it is seen as a clouding of the mineral, and as tufts
and scales along cleavage planes, or as strains in cracks, but finally it
invades the whole crystal and reduces it to a felted mass of sericite
fibres. For orthoclase, Rosen busch gives 1 the following equations as
representing the change:
K 3 A1 3 (Sia08) 3 +H 20+00 2 =KH 2 A1 3 (Si0 4 ) 3 +K 200 3 +6Si0 2 •

Sericite is readily formed also from plagioclase, the potassic carbonate formed by _the foregoing reaction replacing lime, and the latter
substance forming calcite in situ or being carried off by the hot spring
waters as bicarbonate, to be deposited, as it is at Boulder, as vein
filling. This reaction is as follows:
Anorthite+ Orthoclase+ Carbon dioxide+ vVater.=Calcite+Sericite+Quartz.
CaA1 2Si 2 OG+K Al Si 3 0 8 +00 2 +H 2 0=0a C0 3 +H 2 KA1 3Si 3 0 12 +2Si0 2 •

The hornblende and augite of the granite probably alter first to
chlorite and this to sericite and pyrite, or in the presence of oxygen
to limonite. The biotite alters easily, losing iron and magnesia and
forming sericite and rutile.
That quartz also alters to sericite is now well known. The thin
sections of the Boulder rock show it developing abundantly along
strain cracks and also in cavities corroded into the surface of the
mass. Just what chemical reactions are involved is not certain. The
quartz is soluble in waters containing alkaline carbonates, but the
sericite is not. At the same time both potash and alumina occur in
many natural hot waters of alkaline reaction, and the silica dissolved
by the waters may at once unite with potash and alumina and form
sericite.
1

Elcmente der Gesteinslehre, Stuttgart, 1890, pp. 70, 71.
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ORIGIN OF THE VEIN -FOR1\IING 1\IATERIAL.

It is evident from the foregoing reactions that the waters may derive
their alkaline carbonate and silica. from the leaching of the vein walls.
If the hot spring waters contain C02 they will alter orthoclase and
plagioclase, the resulting product being sericite, silica, and carbonate
of lime, while sodic carbonate qerived from both the soda-bearing
orthoclase and the plagioclase (andesine) will be carried in solution.
·The altered rocks are all oxidized and show much red and yellow
oxides of iron and of sericite. Iron pyrite was not found except in
one thin section. This lack of pyrite is believed to be due to oxidation
taking place near the surface, which acts upon the sulphureted hydro- '
gen of the hot-spring waters, and changes the pyrite to iron sulphate.
The resulting materials would at once be neutralized by the alkaline
carbonates of the waters, resulting in the bright-colored oxides of iron
seen. Patches of hematite were also found in the red jasper, and as
the distributioJ?. of the iron oxides through the hot-spring deposit indicates that it has been derived from pyrite, it seems evide~t that the
change has taken place since the sealing up of the fissures and the
retreat of the waters to a lower level. This would explain also why
so little sulphureted hydrogen occurs in the outfiowing waters. In
cmnmon with the pyrite formed by it in depth, and which it is believed
exists in abundance in the altered wall rocks of the veins below, it has
formed sulphuric aeid by oxidation, and this has been neutralized by
the carbonates of. the waters, with the production of sodium sulphate
a.nd sesquioxide of iron. The overflow at the upper springs is not
energetic enough to bring the waters to the surface with their normal
deep-seated ch::tracter. At the lower spring, near the hotel, the phenonlena of rock alteration or mineral deposition can not be studied to
advantage, owing to the boggy character of the ground about the
spring.
GOLD AND SILVER

CONTEN~l'S

OF THE VEINS.

The mineral contents of the veins are insignificant fron1 an economic
point of view, though of much scientific interest, as they prove that
the fissure fiJling constitutes true mineral veins. Assays made by
C. E. Monroe for the Survey show the following i·esults:
Oz. }Jer ton.

fill"

{Gold _______ 0.05
11 e ca careous vem
mg- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Silver_ _____ . 4o
Altered granite alongside vein _______________________________ -{G:old- -- -- -- Trace
Stiver...... 0. 40

\\"'"l"t

1

·

, 'Jasperoid '' vein filling - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -{Gs~1olldver _- _- _- _- _- _- TOrace5
.0

Copper stains are prominent in flat fractures of the altered granite
exposed in the shafts, and specimens of the red "jasperoid" show
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patches of crystalline specular hematite. Pyrite is seen in thin section,
and the red .hematite staining- is in part deriYed from pyrite and not
from altered ferromagnesian n1inerals.
The solubility of g-old in waters holding sodic carbonate and sulphureted hydrogen was established by Becker in his study of the quicksilver
deposits of the Pacific slope. 1 As stated by him, these substances are
common constituents of hot-spring waters, and they occur in the waters
of the Boulder springs. The origin of the gold is believed to be the
granite itself. The occurrence of the large ore deposits of the State
in veins cutting the basic peripheral masses of granite batholiths is
significant, however, as indicating that the veins have derived their
precious-metal contei1ts from the leaching of the basic border rocks.
RECEN~l' 1\'IOVE~1ENT

OR FAUT./;l'ING OF

~.rHE

VEIN.

The brecciated character of part of
the hot-spring deposit shows that t~is
vein filling has been broken by movement or faulting since its formation,
and there is no reason to doubt that
such movements are still in progress,
and that crustal adjustment is still
going on. Some emphasis is laid upon
this fact, as it shows that a fissure
may be completely filled, forming a
vein, and that this' vein may reopen
and become brecciated by later movement. The specimens figured (Pl.
XXXIV, A, and fig·. 13) show the
brecciation of the red jasperoid and
its recementation by silica.
'l':H:EORY OF ORE D:F.JPOSI':L'ION
IN MINERAT~ VEINS.

The orig·in of the heat of the Boul- l<'w.I3.-Diagram showing the red "jasper"
deposit shattered by later movements
der hot springs is believed to be deep alongtheveinandthefragmentscementcd
seated; it is probablv connected with bynewlyformedopalines.ilicaandquartz.
•
.J
Drawn from nature. Shaded part is red
the rhyolite intrusions whieh formed jasper; white is chalcedony.
the latest manifestation of volcanic activity in the region. These
rhyolite rocks occur in dikes and irregular intruded masses rather
commonly throughout the entire granite region. They also form
large areas of extrusive rocks covering the granite. Although
no rhyolite was found near the springs, the widespread occurrence
of such intrusions indicates. a general source of supply--a reservoir of heated rock which may have supplied the heat o£ .the present
hot springs. The fact that fissures are still forming in this region
1 Geology of the quicksilver deposits of the Pacific slope, by George P. Becker: Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey,
Vol. XIII, 1888.
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shbwf-3 that meteoric waters could penetrate to a depth sufficient to
become heated and rise again along trunk channels, such as those
of the hot springs themselves. In other words, the springs owe
their heat to the lingering traces of volcanic action of which the rhyolites are the main evidence. This theory, too, accords with the widespread occurrence of the jasper reefs, which indicates the former
existence of hot springs over the region.
It has long been believed by a majority of the students of ore
deposits, and by most mining n1en, that such deposits are formed by
hot waters ascending frmn unknown depths. }..,or a decade or two the
nflv0t:.~.tl"8 of the theory of ore depos~tion by descending waters or
laterally n1oving cu1~rents obtained a qualified acceptance of their
hypothesi~;, lJut in recent years there has been a reaction, a return to
the ascension theory. One good result, however, of the discussion
following the presentation of the theory of lateral secretion has been
a general recognition of the fact that ore deposits are formed in many
different ways. During recent years researches have demonstrated
that openings can not exist in the rocks which compose the outer
crust of the earth at depths of 30,000 feet or more, and that, indeed,
under certain conditions, they can not exist at depths very n1uch less
than that. Observations made upon deeply buried rocks brought to
the surface by uplift and erosion are in perfect accord with these
deductions, and prove that the "unknown depths" from which ore
deposits in waters are derived can not exceed these figures. In a
geological study of the hot springs in the Ye11owstone National Park
and in adjacent parts of Montana the writer long ago became convinced that the source of the heat is not truly profound, 1 but that the
springs are of meteoric origin and fonu part of the normal underground circulating water of the region, heated by physical conditions
giving it access to the still hot rocks beneath. It is not necessary,
therefore, that the ascending hot waters which are commonly supposed to deposit ores should come from very great depths.
Asstuning this to be true, it will probably be adn1itted, since heat
and pressure facilitate solution, that hot waters circulating at considerable depths will dissolve and take into solution various materials,
Inetallic and otherwise, with which they con1e into contact. The
capacity of the hot water to contain such substances in solution will
depend upon heat and pressure. The water will take up the less
readily soluble salts only while the conditions are fayorab1e. With
less heat and pressure the solution may become saturated for any one
substance a~d, though still holding it in solution, be incapable of taking up any more of that substance. In this unstable condition a
slightly lessened temperature and heat would bring about precipitation.
In an ideal hot spring meteoric waters, slowly trayersing heated but
solid igneous rocks, out of which they dissolve yarious substances,
1

Smithsonian report 1893, pp.l63-li8; School of )lines Quarterly,

~ew

York, Vol. XI, pp. 289-306.
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flow toward the point of easiest escape, which is the hot spring fissure.
For convenience we will assume this fissure to be straight, a thousand
or two thousand feet deep, and the waters to move upward very slowly.
In its lower part, as in the pores of the adjacent rocks, heat and pressure are very great a.nd the waters are not saturated, even for the most
insoluble substances, and no 1ninerals are deposited. Nearer the surface diminished heat and pressure ri1ake the water incapable of taking
more of the less soluble materials in solution, forming what may be
conveniently called the zone of saturation. Sonie salts, like alkaline
sulphates, etc., are extremely soluble, and the point of saturation is
scarcely ever reached in nature, even at the earth's surface. Others,
like silica, may be present in such amount as to saturate the water, but
the solution is clear until cooling and relief of pressure cause supersaturation and precipitation occurs; a case seen at the Opal and the
Coral Springs of the Norris Geyser Basin, in the Yellowstone Park.
Sti11 higher in the hypothetical hot-spring pipe diminished heat and
pressure cause the separation out .of the less soluble constituents, and
for such 1naterials this part of the tube is the zone of precipitation.
It is well known that the metallic sulphides are soluble in alkaline
solutions under heat and pressure, but examples showing their deposition by living hot springs ai·e extremely rare. The more soluble substances will be carried farther upward before precipitation, and one
might even suppose, if the solubilities of the substances were sufficiently unlike, that zones would be formed each one consisting mainly
of the particular substance thrown out by the change of pressure.
This would produce an orderly distribution of the ores in a vertical
direction. This, indeed, has been frequently observed. Chamberlin
records it for the lead and zinc deposits of 'Visconsin, and Rickard 1 for
those of Colorado and elsewhere. In the writer's own experience the
order appears to be g·alena on top, passing into highly zinciferous ores
below, and this into low-grade pyrite. It is a common experience to
find this association in silver-lead deposits in limestone. This would
account also for impoverishment in depth and the passing into the
ever-present and readily deposited silica.
The conditions in a hot spring tube are admittedly those postulated,
i. e., lessening heat and pressure as the surface is approached, and the
assumptions made are natural ones. This, then, would explain why
hot springs do not deposit metallic sulphides at the earth's surface.
Owing to their relative insolubility these are deposited (if present
in the water) at depths below the surface. The Sulphur Bank
quicksilver mines of California are examples. At the surface they
showed only sulphur and no quicksilver. In depth quicksilver ores
appeared. 'V ere these springs to die out and degradation to remove
the upper 200 feet of the ground, quicksilver veins would be exposed.
It is probable that somewhat analogous conditions may exist at many
1

F. A. Ricard, Trans. Inst. l\1in. and .Metal., London, Vol. VI, 1899,p.l96.
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hot-spring localities and that if we could expose the lower part of the
conduit we should find. ore deposits. This is the theory which the
writer at present holds as to the genesis of the silver-gold veins of
Lump Gulch and other min.ing districts of ~J e:fferson County; Montana,
and which he believes is a rational ascension theory. All secondary
alterations are here excluded, these remarks applying only to the
prin1ary vein filling. It is lateral secretion only ii1 the very special
and limited application of that term to the leaching of relatively deepseated rocks and the gathering of such waters in a hot-spring conduit.
The close resembhince in nature and occurrence of these Boulder
hot-sp1·ing veins to the jaspe1· reefs of Clancy, Lump Gulch, and
many other mining districts in the granite area of J e:fferson County
has already been stated. It may be accepted as certain that they also
owe their origin to hot springs and that the ore deposits of such veins
were formed by hot waters.
1\I:ICROSCOPIC PETROGRAPHY O:E' THE ALTERED ROCKS
AND VEIN FILLING.

Mr. "\Valdemar Lindgren has kindly furnished the following notes
upon the petrographic characters shown in thin sections of the rocks
from this locality.
THE ALTERED GRANITE.

The fresh granite of Boulder, :Montana, is related, as shown by Mr.
Weed, to quartz-n1onzonite. The rock consists of a medium-grained
aggregate of quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase (predominantly andesine),
brown biotite, and a little titanite. As secondary minerals a small
amount of chlorite connected with biotite appears, while sericite and
muscovite are absent. Adjoining the yein this granite is altered to a
reddish, crumbly rock, in which the biotite has disappeared and the
feldspar is partly replaced by a soft, grayish mass. Large quartz
grains remain in the rock, which is porous by many large spaces of
dissolution.
Aplite is also seen. in thin sections and these show a scarcity. of
biotite, an absence of andesine, and a structure which appears more
like a mosaic than the original idion1orphic structure of the quartzmonzonite.
A considerable amount of orthoclase and quartz remains unaltered,
even in the specimens most attacked by the metasomatic processes.
The altered rock contains abundant spots and nests of :fine-grained
secondary aggregates, which appear between the grains and gradually
corrode the adjoining primary constituents. l\fany of these secondary
aggregates appear in the middle of some grains of quartz and feldspar,
and are gradually spreading outside. Near the secondary aggregates
the quartz and feldspar are generally completely filled with iri!egular
fluid inclusions, generally massed on planes of fracture, but in these
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inclusions no secondary 1ninerals have separated out. Some aggregates
in the rock appear, to judge from their structure, to replace biotite.
Besides the later-described n1inerab they contain bunches of rutile
needles.
The secondary aggregates consist of :
Sericite.-This mineral deye]ops in places in unusually large foils,
replacing orthoclase and, to some extent also, quartz; they are associated with the minerals described below. The larger part of the
sericite appears, however, as bent, irregular fibers, which sometimes
develop directly in the feldspars, or, again, are mixed with other
secondary aggregates.
l.Caolinite.-This mineral is in some sections present in much larger
quantities than the ser~cite, although in all of these rocks the two
minerals occur together. The kaolinite forms an aggregate of minute
scales of irregular outline, which presents very low colors of interference and occasionally fibrous structure, as shmvn by the action on
polarized light. The n:iineral occurs in large aggregates and can easily
be distinguished from the sericite often embedded in it, Much more
difficult is the distinction from the secondary quartz described below,
and the study requires strong magnifying power. Kaolinite replaces
the feldspar, orthoclase, or soda-lime feldspar, but it also distinctly
forms from the quartz, and many grains of the latter may be seen in
procei:is of kaolinization.
Fibrmts silica.-Intimately mixed with the kaolinite are very irregular grains and shreds of secondary quartz having a pronouncedly
irregular fibrous structure. The mineral has a little higher double
refraction, but somewhat lower refraction than the kaolinite. It is
doubtless a peculiarly developed variety of chalcedony.
Some fragments of aplite which are inclosed in a quartzose groundmass, probably a consolidated and altered mud, present phenomena
of replacement a little different from those described, inasmuch as
the secondary silica predominates and the final product appears to
tend toward a fine-grained jasperoid. The quartzose grains in these
·included fragments are not much altered, though considerably shattered.
The orthoclase is opaque by minute inclusions and is also traversed
by a network of veins of predominating secondary lluartz, with some
kaolinite and a very little sericite. The silica appears as minute quartz
grains, not as chalcedony. This is not really a shattering and
recementing, but a process of corrosion involving replacement certainly takes place, by means of which the feldspar is silicified.
THE J ASPEROID.

Many of the specimens consist of a reddish, very fine-grained chert
or jasperoid, which is traversed by minute veinlets of quartz and stilbite and which contains many small fragments of apparently clastic
quartz grains. Under the microscope these grains are seen to be clearly
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clastic and apparently not corroded or replaced. The principal mass
is exceedingly fine grained and contains many small inclusions of red
oxide of iron as well as scattered aggregates of light-greenish serpentinoid material. There are also a fe·w small aggregates which unquestionably consist of kaolinite. · The prevailing mass appears between
crossed nicols as a feebly double-refracting material with extinctions
over large areas as a sort of shadowy network. The character of this
mineral is in some doubt. It appears that the specimen is largely composed of quartz or allied mineral, and the substance described may be
a peculiar form of fibrous silica. Altogether it is probable that this
fine-graineu cLerL i::; uut it pl'odud of l'eplacement, but a :filling, or
perhaps a partial replacement of fin'ely comminuted material n1ixed
with smne coari::ier grains.
The little veinlets traversing the rock consist of a very fine-grained
mosaic of quartz. Along the walls small groups of stilbite crystals
have grown, presumably prior to the later filling.
THE FILLING.

The filling consists of quartz, stilbite, and calcite. As shown in
many specimens, the following is the order of deposition: Next the
wall 5 mm. of granular stilbite are covered by 4 mm. of quartz crust ..
This, again, is covered by 25 mm. of mixed zeolites and quartz, with a
little calcite toward the interior. The central part appears to consist
of son1e centimeters of cellular pseudomorphic quartz, accompanied
by some calcite. On this framework of silica little warts of opal or
hyalite are sometimes deposited. From all specimens it is apparent
that subsequently to the deposition of the main mass of stilbite granular calcite was formed, which again bas been dissolved and partly
replaced by zeolites and quartz.
Structure of filUng.--The main mass, consisting of zeolite and
quartz, appears in thin section as a network of prismatic crystals
cen1ented by a 1nosaic of quartz grains. The prismatic crystals have
very low refracting and birefracting power. The cleavage in one
direction is excellently developed, with pearly luster on the face.
The extinctions fron1 the vertical axis range from 0° to a 1naximum
of 15°. In the sections of the zone perpendicular to the base cleavage
the extinction is 0°. The character of the double refraction is negati\e. Fron1 all these data the conclusion that the zeolite is stilbite
n1ay be drawn with considerable confidence. One prism was found
having an extinction of 34°, and another, also monoclinic or triclinic,
in which the double refraction was of positive character. It is thus
possible that a few grains of different minerals, also zeolites, may be
admixed with the main mass of stilbite.
The coarsely granular calcite forming the later part of the filling is
characterized by a prevalence of spear-shaped grains and long, slender
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prisms. The triangular interstices are sometimes filled with granular
quartz. One section shows well the beginning· of the alteration of
this calcite to secondary qua1;tz and stilbite. Along the contact lines
of the long, slender, calcite prisms pseudomorphic action begins by
deposition of a narrow rim of quartz mosaic. Fron1 this medium
line long, slender crystals of stilbite project on both sides into the
fresh calcite. Some crystals of the same mineral also develop in the
calcite itself. By the gradual growth 9f this secondary mineral
simultaneously with the dissolving of the calcite the primary aggregate
of this mineral is converted into a cellular, honeycombed mass of
quartz and sti1bite.
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GEOLOGY OF THE EASTERN CHOCTAW COAL l-,IELD,
INDIAN TERRITORY.
By JoSEPH A. TAF:E' and GEoRGE I.

An.A~:IS.

IN~rRODUCTION.

Bmt/Jularies of tlw field.- The Eastern Choctaw coal field is the direct
eastward continuation of the lVIcAlester-Lehigh or Yv estern Choctaw
coal :field, which was mapped and reported upon in the Nineteenth
Annual Report of this Survey. It extends to the Arkansas-Indian
Territory line, whence the same coal-bearing rocks continue down the
Arkansas River Valley about 75 miles, to the eastern termination of
the Arkansas coal field. The outcrop of the Hartshorne sandstone, as
shown on the map, is the southern boundary of the Eastern Choctaw
coal :field. A short distance south of the outcrop of the Hartshorne
sandstone a fault bearing nearly east and west separates the coalbearing rocks on the north from the rocks on the south, in which no
coal has been found .in Indian Territory. The plane of this fault
dips steeply away from the coal :field, and the rocks south of it have
ridden upward and over the rocks on the north side. The movement
or displacement along this fault is estimated to be several thousand
feet, so that the rocks <;>n the south side now on a level and in contact
with those on the north are the older. During the time of faulting
or since it occurred the rocks on both sides of the fault haye been.
reduced by erosion to the same plane. The northern lin1it of the field
mapped and discussed in the following pages is not the natural limit of
the productive or workable coals, but is arbitrarily drawn at the
northern boundary of the area .surveyed up to the present time.
This part of the coal :field, comprising an area of nearly 750 square
n1iles, is the extreme southeastern part of the Coal Measures of Indian
Territory, which have an area of nearly 20,000 square miles. The
Indian Territory coal :field connects that of Arkansas with. the :fields of
Kansas, Missouri, and Iowa.
Previmts p1tblications.-In 1890 Dr. H. M. Chance made _a survey of
the southern border of the Choctaw coal field from the region of Harts263
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horne to the Arkansas State line. 1 His paper is the first publication
of any consequence concerning the geology of this region. With his
report there is a sketch map with sections showing quite accurately
the location of the lowest and highest productive coals. The intermediate and less profitable coals are briefly discussed in the text and are
indicated in the section.
In 1881 Mr. Robert T. Hill n1ade a reconnaissance of the western
part of the Choctaw coal field. 2 In his paper Mr. Hill discusses the
structure, and locates on his reconnaissance maps the lowest productive coal considered by Dr. Chance.
In 1805 Dr. J. J. Stev-ensoH also inv-estig-ated the t/ual .field .acru8:s
the southern part of the Choctaw Nation. 3 In his publication he correlates the work done by Mr. Hill and Dr. Chance with J\1r. Winslow's
section of the same rocks in western Arkansas.
In i896 Dr. N. F. Drake made a general survey of nearly the entire
coal field of Indian Territory. In his publication <1 Dr. Drake maps the
limits of the coal fields of Indian Territory, and shows a direct connection between those of Kansas and Arkansas. Although Dr. Drake's
work was in the nature of a reconnaissance, he separated the Coal
Measures into formations and showed the principal coal beds, with the
general stratigraphy and structure.
J.riaps.- The maps accompanying this report are drawn from the
surveys recently made by the United St:;ttes Geological Survey. Quadrangles of nearly the same size, bounded by degree and half-degree
lines of longitude and latitude, each having an area of .nearly 950
square miles and including a portion of the Five Nations of the Indian
Territory, have been surveyed and the maps are being drawn and
engraved for publication. Neither corners nor lines of the quadrangles are located upon the ground, and reference to the maps is necessary for their location. It will be observed that the townships are
drawn in the correct relative positions in which they occur and that
the exact elevations above sea level of the township corners are given .
•On the ground these township corners are located by iron posts, upon
the caps of which are cut the numbers of the four adjoining townships,
with the elevation of the bench mark above sea level as shown on the
map. The section and quarter-section corners are located by stones
or posts, near which trees are marked indicating the adjoining section.
The map of the Choctaw Nation (Pl. XXXV) is introduced to show
the southern limit of the Cho?taw coal field and the area covered by
1 Geology of the Choctaw coal field: Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. XVIII, 1890, pp. 653-661.
::!:Xotes on a reconnoissance of the Ouachita Mountain system in Indian Territory: Am. Jour. Sci.,
3d series, Vol. XLII, 1891, pp. 111-124.
3Trans. :New York Acad. Sci., Vol. XV, 1895, pp. 50-61.
4A geological reconnaissance of the coal fields of Indian Territory, by Xoah Fields Drake: Proc.
Am. Philo~. Soc., Vol. XXXVI, pp. 326-429. Leland Stanford CniYcrsity Publications: Contributions
to Biology from the Hopkins Seaside Library, Vol. xn·, 1898.
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detailed surveyi;i. On account of the small scale of this n1ap, only the
quadrangle boundaries, principal streams, railroads, and towns are
shown.
On the map (Pl. XXXVI) drawn to show·the structure and location
of the principal coal beds the topography is omitted on account of the
small scale of the map and in order not to obscure the structure. The
quadrangles, township lines, railroads, and principal towns are shown,
as aids to the location of the features of structure and of the crops of
coal beds. This map includes, together with the m~p of the Eastern
Choctaw coal field, the area of the 1YicAlester-Lehigh coal field reported
upon in the Nineteenth Annual Report of the Survey, Part Ill. This
combined map brings together in one view the structure of the entire
southern part of the coal region of Indian Territory.
The geologic map (Pl. XXXVII, in pocket) includes parts of six
quadrangles-the southern parts of the Fort Smith, Sallisaw, and
Sansbois, separated by meridians 94° 30' and 95°, respectively, and
lying north of latitude 35°; and the northern parts of the Poteau
Mountain, ·yvinding Stair, and Tuskahoma, in the same order south of
latitude 35°.
Acknowledgments.-The results brought out in this report are in
part due to the services of Mr. G. B. Richardson, who assisted in the
survey of the geology in the vicinity of Redoak. It is not possible to
express the indebtedness of the Survey for the numerous courtesie8
extended by residents and by those who are interested in mining
operations throughout the field. ·Without exception every request
was granted and service was extended by the officials of the mining
companies as far as was in their power. Thanks, however, should
especially be extended to Mr. L. W. Bryan, United States 1nine
inspector for Indian Territory, and to the superintendents of the mines
and other officials of the m.any companies operating coal.
~l'OPOGRAPIIY.

GENERAL RELATIONS.

The surface configuration of the land is expressed on the geologic
map by level or contour lines, each of which throughout its course
indicates a definite elevation above the level <;>f the sea.. The vertical
distance between the positions of any two contiguous contour lines is
50 feet. To aid in determining the elevation of any contour, those at
intervals of 250 feet, beginning at sea level, are made heavier and have
numbers placed upon them showing their height above the sea. It
will be observed that these lines, besides indicating the elevation above
sea, also show the positions and true outlines of mountains, hills,
and valleys-in other words, the relief or configuration of the land.
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Besides indicating the relative positions of the mountains, hills, and
valleys, the contour lines show the grade or slope of the land. \Yhere
the surface is steep the contour lines fall near together, and where it is
nearly level they are widely separated. With the aid of the contour
map a discussion of the topography may be understood as readily as
if the country itself were in view.
The configuration of the land in this region is a direct result of the
wearing away of the rocks by rain and streams. This need not be
explained, since a~1y one ·in the country may see the rains wash the soil
into rivulets, and the stream freshets carry it away as mud and sand
t.ow~p·d the sea.
The p!·ogl·ess c£ this wo:rk is very slow, it 1:-; lrue,
but it has been going on for a long period of time.
The positions and forms of the mountains, hills, and valleys have
been determined chiefly by the structure of the rocks. A reference to
the geologic map will show that the upturned edges of the sandstones
define the ridges and that all the mountains are located within the
broad, shallow synclines.
The area included in the map of the Eastern Chocta,y coal field
embraces a part of two topographic regions, one of which, the Ouachita
Mountains region, begins at the southern border of the Choctaw coal
field and coincides with the Ouachita Mountains, which bear west from
Arkansas into the southern part of the Choctaw Nation. Only a brief
reference to this province will be necessary. The other topographic
province is to be known as the Arkansas Valley region, which, as its
name indicates, lies along the Arkansas River between the Ozark
Plateau on the north and the Ouachita Mountains on the south. Its
structure, as well as its topography, is sufficiently distinct from either
of the province~ which bound it to entitle it to a distinct name and
separate discussion.
·
OUACHITA MOUNTAINS REGION.

The structure of this province, of which hut a narrow strip is ~hown
on the Ihap south· of the Choctaw fault, is characterized in Indian
Territory by many narrow, closely pressed, and overturned folds,
which are broken in a great n1any places by faults. The folds and
principal faults are generally parallel, having an east-west bearing in
the eastern part and a northeast-southwest bearing in the western
part. Some of them are many miles long, but the greater number are·
short and occur with ]appin·g or imbricating ends. Thick and hard
beds of sandstone and limestone separated by soft shales are upturned
in these numerous folds. The shales have been worn down to low,
nearly level valleys, while the sandstones and limestones remain in
generally parallel, sharp-crested hills, ridges, and mountains. In the
central part of the pro-vince the folds are widest and correspondingly
broad~ }ey·el 'Talleys and high mountain ridges occur.
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ARKANSAS VALLEY REGION.

This province blends with the prairie plains to the northwest. It is
bounded upon the north by the foothills of the Boston :Mountains,
which form the southern limit of the Ozark Plateau. The transition
is well marked, being a change froin a nearly level plain to an elevated,
dissected plateau. The southern limit in Indian Territory is not so
clearly defined, since the east-west-trending ridges in the northern part
of the Ouachita :Nlountains region al·e similar to many of th~ ridges
found in the southern part of the Arkansas Valley region. The great
fault above referred to defines approximately the dividing line between
the topographic provinces.
Although this fault passes from the hydrographic basin of the .
Arkansas River southwestward to the drainage of the Red Hiver, a
distance of nearly 120 1niles, it is throughout its· course in low and
·nearly level valleys. The formation lying along the fault upon the
north side is composed of soft rocks and is worn down nearly to a level
plain. On the divide between the waters of Fourche :Maline and
Brushy creeks the plain is so nearly level that it is difficult to discern
the direction of the slope. From this low divide the Fourche Maline
flows eastward along the fault at a grade of less than 3 feet per n1ile.
The Poteau River meets the Fourche ::Maline in this valley fron1 the
east and flows northward at the same low grade, meandering widely in
a broad, level valley. These valleys lying along the fault are parts of
the low plain which extends throughout the Arkansas Valley region
in Indian Territory and which is known here as the lowland plain.
LOWLAND PLAIN.

\Vherever soft rocks occur, nnd in places where hard beds are steeply
upturned in the anticlines, the surface has been reduced by erosion to
nearly the same low level. This lowland plain extends around all the
mountains and separates the residual ridges and hills of the highland.
The smaller streams are adjusted to the smaller structural features
to a considerable degree. They often parallel the monoqlinal ridges,
cutting thel.r channels along the strike and occupying the outcrops of
the softer rocks. Such a stream is James Fork, flowing fron1 east to
west along the flank of the Backbone anticlinal region. Owl Creek
and the lower portion of Brazil Creek bear a similar relation to the
southward-dipping rocks in the broad ridge to the north of then1 and
to the low ridges which are on the flank:5 of the Sansbois and Cavanal
mountains.
These low-level broadened valleys lying between the n1onntains
grade insensibly northward into the greater valley of the Arkansas.
The streams of the lowland are cor~·ading their channels very little,
and in general are sluggish and are bordered by wide flood plains
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which are very little below the general surface of the lowland plain.
Poteau River, especially, has numerous meanders and old channels.
Away from the flood plains of the streams, which are heavily
tilnbered, there are small prairies that occupy a large part of the
lowland plain. The surface of the prairie land is generally nearly
flat, and in rainy seasons very wet. As a result chiefly of this lack
of drainage there is produced a peculiar hummocky surface. The
hummocks are low mounds but a few feet in height, are oval or circular in outline, and are separated or surrounded by level spaces. The
soil of the hummocks is a loose, sandy loam, while that of the surrounding flH.t. ~nrfnt.:f\8 is a more de!!Se clay or s::wdy clr..y soil. Usually
a clump of bushes upon the humn1ocks has assisted in the accumulation of mold, thus rnaking the soil more porous. VVater passes
through the looser soil of the hummocks and collects on the surrounding levels, where the soil is nearly impervious. There are doubtless
a number of causes which have assisted in producing this peculiar
hummocky form of the level land, but the principal one seems to be
the oft-repeatecJ. and long-continued accumulation of water in ·the
lower spaces, which dissolves away the more soluble elements of the
soil and at the same time makes it more compact.
HIGHLAND PLAIN.

A great nun1ber of ridges, hills, and nearly level highlands rise
from the lowland plain to elevations of nearly 800 feet above sea level.
These crests, therefore, lie practically in a horizontal plane which is
considered to have been the general level of the country in recent geologic times. The valleys of the streams lie below it, and above it rise
the residuals of the n1ountains, among which the Arkansas River drainage flows. A few of these mountains have elevations approximating
the high levels attained by the principal ridges of the Ouachita :Mountains and the Ozark Plateau. The Arkansas River sinks gradually
deeper in this plain eastward fron1 the border of the prairie plains.
The residual elevated areas which form this highland plain of the
Arkansas River Valley may be described as ridges, hills, and 1nesas or
table-lands. Those rising above this plain attain the dignity of mountains and will be so described.
Ridges of the highland plain.-The thicker and more resistant sandstones which hav-e been upturned at appreciable angles as a result of
folding stand out as ridges, which usually do not rise to heights of over
200 feet. Their crests are nearly level, often for long distances, and
extend close to the flood plains of the more prominent streams, whose
channels cut across them. The ridges have generally a low slope on
the side toward which the rocks dip, the other side, which exposes
the edges of the beds, being usually precipitous and sometimes having
cliffs at the top.
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The arrangement and distribution of these ridges depend upon the
geologic structure and the geographic distribution of the beds of sandstone in the lower formation::; exposed in this region. In the Atoka
formation the beds of sandstone are heaviest in the eastern part of the
field, and the ridges formed by their outcrops swing in broad, elliptical
curves, serving to illustrate upon the surface the great folds into which
the strata have been thrown.
Toward the west the sandstone beds disappear irregularly fron1 the
formation, and consequently the ridges diminish in number and importance. In the northwestern part of the field, in the Backbone anticlinal region, the rocks of the Atoka formation appear and forn1 a
number of sharp ridges, the n1ost conspicuous of which is called the Devils Backbone.
The ridge produced by the Hartshorne sandstone is the most pronlinent in. the southern part of the coal field. 'Vith the exception of
occasional gaps, where it is cut by streams, it is continuous from
Poteau River westward. Between Poteau River and Heavener it is
lower than is usual elsewhere, and in places it has been worn down
nearly to the level of the lowland plain. 'Vest of Heaven.er, where
the sandstone crosses the axis of the Poteau syncline, it becomes nearly
horizontal, and forms a pointed, low table-land projecting to the banks
of Poteau River. From the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf. Railroad
eastward this ridge diminishes in elevation until it is lost in the valley
of Sugar Creek, south of Poteau ~Iountain.
Along the southern border of the area mapped as the McAlester shale
there are a number of more or less persistent ridges or elongated hills.
Although they are usually low and not eas~ly traced, their arrangement
indicates that there are a number of thick sandstone beds in the formation. Theridgesarenotwellshownin the topography of the maps, since
they are relatively low. In the northern part of the .field the sandstone
beds in the McAlester shale have changed in character, so that they
produce more prominent ridges and hills. A conspicuous ridge, which
in its middle portion takes on the structure of a mesa as a result of the
lowering of the dip of the rocks, may be seen well defined on the n1ap
between Brazil and ~1ilton. \Vhere the dips are steep t~e ridge is
sharp; as the dips become more nearly horizontal the forn1 changes
from that of a ridge to a mesa or table-land.
The lower part of the Bavanna formation consists of sandstone beds
alternating with sh,ales, and where they occur far out on the flanks of
the mountains they produce ridges. The Inost notable of these occurs
'"west of the towns of Cavanal and Poteau, north of Cavanal Mountain
and at the eastern base of Sansbois :Mountain. A remnant of the
lowest sandstone in this formation caps the mesa just east of Cameron.
Between the Backbone Ridge and others parallel with it north of
Cavanal and Sai:lsbois mountains and the Boston :Mountains north of
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Arkansas Rh-er the surface i:-:; generally at a lower level. However,
in areas of horizontal rocks there arc remnants of flat-topped hills or
mesas, some of which stand upon the edge of the flood plains of the
river with their crests in the older plain.
It is ·not now possible to discuss the history of this highland plain,
since but a part of tho field in w·hich it occurs has been surveyed.
There is, however, some evidence which indicates that in recent geologic time tho surface of the regi0n in which this highland plain occurs
was Inorc nearly level than at present, having been reduced to a surface
of little relief, above which towered the mountains, as they do to-day
abo-.,-c the summits of the Tidg-e:s aml U1e plateaus. The most apparent
evidence of this former surface is to be seen in the almost uniformly
level crests of the ridges and hills which lie in the highland peneplain.
t;urveys in the Coalgate, ::\IcAlester, and Canadian quadrangles, in the
northwest part of tho Choctaw Nation, have located tho old course of
a riyer which flowed in a wide, n1eandering, shallow channel but little
below the level of the bighland plain. This old channel has been traced
southeastward frmn the Canadian River Valley, in the northwest corner of the Choctaw Nation, across the drainage flowing into the Red
River, and thent'c northeastward back to the Canadian River Valley,
northeast of ~1cAlester. In places tho banks of this old channel may
be recognized as low escarpments. lJsually, however, the remnants
of sand and gravel deposits now left upon the present divides are all
that 1nark its location. Similar upland deposits of sand and gravel are
found in the Iiortheastern part of the Choctaw Nation and in the southeastern part of the Cherokee Nation, about 100 feet above the Arkansas
River Valley. These deposit.s in places are 40 feet in thickness and
more than 2 miles \vide. It would naturally be concluded that a broad
and shallow 1neandering stream ·which deposited such quantities of fine
sand and silt could have existed only in a nearly level plain.
MOUNTAINS.

The n1ountains of this coal field are all of the san1e type and have
similar detail of surface features. They are all of synclinal structure,
and the same formations occur in all four of tho mountains in this field
and in nearly the same relatiYe position. It is explained later, in the
discussion of the structure, that the outlines of these mountains conform
to the forms of the synclines which they respectively occupy. Each of
the yarious beds of hard and soft rock has its influence, where it outcrops, in forming particular features of the mountains. Thus it is
that the rocks indicate the character o£ the mountains; and the form
and features of the n1ountains in turn tell their story· of the character
of the rocks and of the geologic structure.
The Inountains are characterized by benches and terraces, which are
formed by the eroded edges of alternate hard and soft strata that dip,
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usual1y at a low angle, toward the centers of the masses. In the lower
slopes the heavier b~ds of sandstone form encircling ridges. High up,
where the dips are low, they project in abrupt benches, ledgei:i, and
cliffs, ·which are often impassable. The shales, falling away more
rapidly, ·form the terraces and sl~pes between the benches and cliffs.
The streams dissecting the mountains have cut deep trenches, and in
places have separated the mountai-ns into knobs and peaks, as in Cavanal ::\1ountain, or into a mass-of high, irregular ridges, as in Sansbois
Mountain. The sides of the mountains, knobs, peaks, or ridges, however, all have the bench and terrace type of sculpture.
STRA~riGRAPHY.

General1'elations.-The formations shown upon the map and discussed in this report are of Upper Carboniferous age, as determined
by both fossil shells and fossil plants contained in them. From the
Hartshorne sandstone upward in the stratigraphic section the formations are coal bearing. By the evidence of fossil plants occurring in
the shales associated with the coal beds the Hartshorne or Grady coal
is found to belong to the Lower Coal lVIeasures, while the lVIcAlester
coal is classed with the Upper Coal Measures. i
Beds of sandstone and shale in alternating strata occur in regular
succession below the Hartshorne sandstone to -a thickness of nearly
7,000 feet. These rocks are a part of the Atoka formation. The
other portion of the formation is partially concealed by the overthrust
of older rocks fr.om the south along the fault. The nature of this
fault is explained later under the heading "Struc-ture." While the
occurrence of coal is not known in this formation, it has been reported
by prospectors in Fourche Maline Valley, south of \Vilburton. It
is possible that workable coal may be found in it, since the whole
formation lies within the Lower Coal Measures. The Atoka formation
is considered in this report because of its possible economic importance
and its structural and age relations to the coal-bearing rocks imnlediately above it.
The rocks south of the fault line are not differentiated. They are
older, but belong, in part at least, to the same geologic period as the
rocks north of the fault. The former are thrown into close and generally overturned folds and probably are n1uch faulted, while the
folds of the latter are wide and relatively flat and shallow, as is illustrated in the maps and sections.
The geology of the unmapped area upon the north side of the field
and of a small part of the east end adjoining the Arkansas State line is
not considered in this report, sin·ce the sunTey was not sufficient to
difl'erentiate the rocks.
1 Geology of the :\'IcAlester-Lehigh coal field, Indian Territory, by Joseph A. Taff, David White, and
George H. Girty: Nineteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part III, pp. 436-466, 471.
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Oharctcte7' of sedi?nents.-The beds of rock whose edges come to the
surface in this coal field and are discussed in this report are sandstone,
shale, and coal. Shale succeeds sandstone and sandstone follows upon
shale repeatedly, with many coal beds interspersed, until there is a
thickness in all of nearly 12,'700 feet. The lowest bed is in contact with
the fault at the south side of the area mapped, and the highest bed is in
the crest of Cavanal ~1ountain (Section G-H, Pl. XXXVII). Farther
west, beyond the region here discussed, sandstone and shale beds occur
above these rocks to a thickness of many hundred feet; they doubtless
once occurred here, but have been· removed by the agencies of erosion.
ThTough all these strata there is apparently a regular conformable
succesBion, the beds being parallel, though crumpled or folded. This
being true, there is but one interpretation of the manner of their
formation, namely, that they were deposited in the sea or other bodies
of water as the bottom~continually but slowly sank. Off shore, beneath
the action of the waves, or in limited shallow basins where the water
was not disturbed, the fine ·material was rarried and deposited as
mud and became shale. Near shore and in shallow active water sand
was transported and laid down and finally became sandstone. In
Bwamps and probably near long stretches of shore vegetable 1natter
accumulated, sinking down into a peaty mass. As the land subsided,
this vegetable 1natter was submerged by the sea and covered by
deposits of mud and sand, and after a long period of time became
coal. Throughout all the formations occurring in this coal field there
is a wonderful regularity in the physical appearance and composition of the sandstones. 'Vithout exception they are all composed of
finely divided material, no very coarse-grained or pebbly masses
being observed. The character of the rocks themselves testifies to
the assertions concerning the manner of their formation. In many
of the sandstones in this field may be seen ripple marks and other
evidences of the action of water in their deposition. In the shales
there are thin sheets or lamin::e of relatively coarse and fine substance,
showing changes in the velocity and course of the current or changes
in the source of material. In the coal may be seen the fibrous structure of plants, and in the shale in contact with the coal ferns and plant
stems are often found bearing all the detail of their original structural
beauty.
The rocks of this field all belong to the Coal. )feasures. 'Vest of it
limestones which belong to the Lower Coal :\feasures occur below the
Atoka forn1ation. Fossils were not found in the highest rocks here,
but in the westward extension of this field, in the northern part of the
Choctaw Nation, still higher rocks are found which are included within
the Upper Coal l\feasures.
The division between the C pper and Lower Coal :\feasures, as determined upon the evidence of fossil plants by ~lr. David 'Vhite, of this
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Survey, is at some horizon in the strata between the Hartshorne and
coal beds, presumably near the middle of the :McAlester
shale.
Besides the remarkable thickness of the rocks as a whole, and the
even texture of the sandstones, there is the not less remarkable great
extension from east to west of many of the relatively thin sandstone
beds throughout the field. The Hartshorne sandstone is an example.
This bed or collection of thin beds of sandstone, not more than 200
feet thick, extends ·westward from the Arkansas State line completely
across the Choctaw Nation, a distance of nearly 200 miles, without any
known break in outcrop.
Atoka forJnation.- This formation occurs with irregular ·width
along the southern side of the Eastern Choctaw coal field. Near the
State line, on the southeastern side of the field, the formation as far as
exposed aggregates a thickness of between 6,000 and 7,000 feet. At
intervals of from 1,000 to 1,200 feet in these shales there are four
groups of sandstone strata, each of which is nearly 100 feet thick.
As the formation is traced westward it is seen that the lower two
groups of sand~tone are cut out by the fault. The upper sandstone
beds may be traced farther west, to near the central part of the field,
but beyond that they are not known to occur. It is presumed, therefore, that they are lenticular in form and are limited in their extent
from east to west beneath the surface as well as in outcrop. Near the
western end of this coal field, in the Boiling Springs anticline, the
formation is exposed to an estimated thickness of nearly 3,000 feet,
and in this exposure no rock of consequence except shales was observed.
South o£ the eastern end of the Hartshorne Basin, in the southwestern
corner of the field, not more than 300 feet of the formation is exposed
between the Hartshorne sandstones and the fault line.
The sandstone beds are brown or light gray and are often thin and
slabby~ being separated 'by shaly layers.
The shales are very rarely
exposed. vVhere exposed they are seen to be usually bluish clay
shales with occasional ferruginous ironstone concretions. Each group
of sandstone, where not worn down by active stream erosion, forms
a low and nearly level-crested ridge, and the shales are worn down
to level valleys and plains.
.
The extraordinary thickness of this formation may appear pe~uliar
and 1nay be questioned by some who would suggest that there may be
duplication in thickness of rocks by faulting. The best estimate of
the thickness of the formation was made in the anticline west of Poteau ·
:Nlountain, where faulting to any appreciable extent would be readily
detected. Section G-H, crossing the anticline referred to, as well as
the rocks upon the south along the fault line, illustrates the relative
positions of the sandstones and shales.
The irregularity in width and form of the outcrop of this formation
21 GEOL, PT 2--18
~IcAlester
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is due to the northward overthrust along the great fault which borders
the field on the south side and to the irregular folds which limit its
outerop on the north.
IIartslwrne sandstone.-An aggregation of brown, gray, and usually
thin-bedded sandstones which locally become shaly constitutes this
formation. The upper beds are in places thick, and even massive,
while the lower ones are generally thin and grade into shale toward
the base. In places the sandstone beds are thin and shaly throughout;
at others-for instance, in the railroad cut south of Petros switch, on
the l{ansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf Railroad-the sandstone is separated into three beds, with shale intervals, eaeh containing a thin coal
seam. In this railroad cut the following section is exposed:
Section in cut new· Petros 8Wilclt, Indian Territory.
Feet.

Shaly sandstone, top not seen, exposed ____ .. ___ -.- ... _... _. _. _____ . ____ .... ___
Shale with two thin bands of bituminous matter _.. _____ . ______ . _____ . __ . _____
Disintegrated coal and bit.muinous shale . _..... ___ .. ___ . _______________ . ______
Shaly sandstone _____ .. ______ . ________ .. _... ___ . _.. _. ____ - .. - .. _____ . _. ______
Shales ___________ . _______________ . _______ . ____________ . _________ . _____ .. ____
Sandstone __________ . __________ . _.. - - - - - .... - . - - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - . - . ____
Shale, light blue ____________ . ____ - ___ .- _- ... _. __ --- _. ----.---.- _.. __________
Disintegrated coal and shale _........ _____ . ____________ . _________ . ___________
Blue shale, base not exposed __ . __ - __ . - - _. - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . _..... _. ______

8
20
8
5
10
:30
10
6
15

The thickness of this sandstone could not be accurately determined.

By measuring the dip and horizontal distance across the outcrops at
numerous places estimates were made, which varied from 100 feet to
a little less than 200 feet.
The Hartshorne sandstone forms a ridge which has a generally level
crest 50 to 200 feet in height, except where it is cut by a water gap or
i:; locally worn by streams which in recent times have been diverted
fr01n their course.
~rhis formation shows at the surface in this field in two main lines
of outcrop. The most extensi \'e is along the southern side of the field,
nnd i:-; rudely parallel to the fault. The line of outcrop enters this field
from the west and cuiTes around the end of the l\tfcAlester anticline
wPst of 'Vilburton. From 'Vilburton it trends nearly due east for
a distance of about 40 miles, where, in the Yicinity of Hea\·ener, it
turns south and then west in the form of a hook around the east end
of the Heavener anticlinal dome. From the south side of this dome
the outcrop of the sandstone bears eastward to and beyond the State
line, on the southern side of the Poteau syncline.
There are two coal beds associated with the Hartshorne sandstone,
known as the upper and lower Hartshorne coals. The upper bed is
above the sandstone and is separated from it by a thin bed of shale,
which is yariable in thickness. Locally this coal bed re~ts almost upon
the sandstone. It properly belongs in and at the base of the ::VlcAlester
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shale, which overlies the Hartshorne sandstone. · The contact line at
the top of the Hartshorne sandstone is drawn approximately upon the
crop of this coal. The lower Hartshorne coal bed is separated from
the upper by nearly 50 feet of sandstone and shaly strata. The occurrence and character of these coal beds are described further on, under
the headings "Distribution of coal," "Mining development," and
''Composition and adaptability of coals."
JrfcAlester· shale.-This formation occupies the largest area of any
occurring in this coal :field, and its coal beds are the most numerous
and the most economically important. On account of the soft n·ature
of itt1 beds, the surface is worn down nearly to a level, and the generally low dips of its rocks permit successful mining of its coal beds in
relatively large areas.
The contact line at the base of the ~lcAlester shale is approximately
upon the upper bed of the Hartshorne coal. The sandstone and the
coals associated with it have been located by prospects at intervals
throughout the :field. The parting line at the top, of the McAlester
shale, between it and the Savanna formation, was not located with the
same ease and precision as that at the base. There is no coal known
at or near the upper lin1it of the McAlester shale, the prospecting of
which would assist in the location of the contact. vVhere the sandstones of the overlying formation occur in steep slopes, as they do
along the south base of Sansbois Mountain north of Brazil Creek, and
also north of Fourche Maline and west of Redoak, the talus from then1
often conceals the lower beds, so that the contact in many places can
be only approximately located. Around the east end of Sansbois
Mountain and completely around Cavanal Mountain, however, the
partipg line is so far removed from the mountain that it may be readily and quite. accurately determined. The dips of the rocks are low,
and each important sandstone bed marks a well-defined ridge or terrace which may be traced with ease.
·
The lVlcAlester shale is estimated to range fron1 2, 000 to 2, 500 feet
in thickness. The measurement in the western part of _the :field gives
nearly ·2,000 feet and in the eastern part about 2,500 feet of strata.
Since the dips are variable both along and across the strike, the estimates for thickness are only roughly approximate.
Several sandstone beds ocet~r in the McAlester shale, but none a1~e
continuous, so far as can be determined, throughout the :field. As a
whole, however, they beeome generally thicker and more prominent at
the surface from west to east. Many of the sandstone beds can be
traced several miles, but none can he accurately mapped, even within
the limits of their occurrence. These sandstones are generally thin
bedded, though locally they are massive and form ridges. Like most
other sandstones in the Coal Measures in this field, they are :fine grained
in texture and brown in color, and are usually hard, but are sometimes
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friable, when they are worn down with the shales so that their edges
are concealed. 'Vhere the sandstone beds are thickest and are not cut
down by streams they form low, nearly level-topped ridges. Such
ridges occur between Redoak and \Vilburton, in the vicinity of Fanshawe, and between \Vister and Howe, north of the Choctaw, Oklahoma
and Gulf Railroad. In Brazil Creek Valley north of Red oak some
upper layers of these sandstones are exposed on the low arch of the
Brazil anticline and produce low, irregular hills. North of Brazil postoffice and between Cameron and Shady Point some of the sandstone
beds are locally much increased in thickness. North of Brazil, ~spe
cially, one of the sandstones occurs in massive beds, making a wide
ridge. The prominence of this ridge, however, is due in part to the
structure, the sand~:;tone being nearly horizontal.
The shales of this formation probably aggregate more than five times
the thickness of the sandstones, though their natural exposure can
rarely be found. The occurrence and areal extent of these shales may
be determined with comparative ease and accuracy by studying the soil
and the surface configuration of the country. On careful examination
of the surface it will be found that the most insignificant sandstone bed
n1akes its presence known by a ridge or rising ground or by its unclecomposed talus or debris. The soil of the country above the shale
outside of the flood plains of the streams has been produced by decomposition of the rock in place, so that the soil becomes an index to the
nature of the rocks beneath. Outside of the immediate stream valleys
the shales produce a clay loam and usually form prairie lands. The
shale of the McAlester formation, as shown by the prospect drill and
other artificial 1neans, as well as by occasional natural exposures by
streams, is generally some shade of blue, although black bituminous
shales are commonly associated with the coal seams. The shales are
always laminated or stratified in thin beds, and vary from bed to bed in
the quantity of sandy material they contain.
The coal in the :NleAleeter shale aggregates 8 to 14 feet in thickness
and includes three known workable beds, if the upper Hartshorne coal,
which is practically upon the contact of the base, be included. This
Hartshorne c~~ml has a thickness ranging between 4 and 8 feet. The
other two beds occur in shale 40 to 60 feet apart vertically and fron1
600 to 700 feet below the top of the formation. Each of these coal beds
'raries in thickness between 2 and 3 feet. They occur in the horizon
of the l\IcAlester coal, though it is not known positively whether either
of them is a continuation of the ~IcAlester bed. The character of these
coal beds is discussed in detail in the following pages under the headings ''Distribution of coal," ''.Mining de,,elopment," and '' Composition and adaptabilit}7 of coals."
Savanna .fmwwtion.-This formation is limited to and forms the
lower portions of the mountains in this coal field. It outcrops in the
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lower slopes and extends from the base well up toward the crests
of Sansbois, Poteau, and Sugarloaf mountains. In Cavanal :Mountain the formation is limited to the foothills and encircling ridges
extending from Redoak around the mountain nearly to Cameron. In
each instance the formation lies high in the synclines or structural
basins occupied by these mountains. Indeed, the mountains owe their
existence to the presence of the sandstones of this and the succeeding ·
formation. By an examination of the topography of the mountains,
as represented on the 1nap~ the location and presence of each of the
prominent sandstones of this formation may be seen in their encircling projecting edges as so many giant dishes or basins, of gradually
smaller proportions, stacked one upon another.
·
The Savanna formation contains three prominent divisions or collections of sandstone beds, having a thickness of from 100 to about 200
feet each and separated by masses of shale and thin sandstone, with
two known workable coal beds. The upper division of this series of
sandstones is the thickest, being nearly 200 feet thick; its upper strata
are locally massive. Toward the base the strata are seen to become
gradually thinner and change to shaly sandstone and shale. As may
be seen by reference to the map, this sandstone has the most marked
effect upon the topography where its ridge encircles the mountains
immediately below the upper contact of the formation. The medial
bed is the next in importance and thickness :tnd is also a prominent
ridge nmker. In section this sandstone qed resembles the uppermost
one, the thicker ledges being above. Downward the beds grade into
shaly sandstone and then into shales. The lowest sandstone, while
neither so thick in section nor so prominent as a ridge-forming rock,
is not less important, from the fact that it is associated with a prominent coal bed.
The shales of the Savanna formation are separated into two divisions
by the medial sandstone bed. The upper of these varies in thickness
from 450 to 530 feet, while the lower division ranges from 300 to 450
feet.
The shales of this formation are as a whole more sandy than the
shales of the formation below, though they are friable and disintegrate readily, forming valleys and level stretches of co~ntry.
Estimates of the thickness of this formation vary from 1,200 to
1,500 feet. It appears to grow thicker from the west toward the east.
The lowest estimate was made near the west end, in Sans bois Mountain,
and the highest near the east end, in Poteau Mountain. It will be
observed by reference t.o the map that the dips of the rock yary
between 5° and 70°. Th.e variation in dip is along as well as across
the strike. Under these conditions an approximate estimate of any
section may vary as lnuch as 100 feet from the actual thickness.
There are two coal beds occurring within the limits of the Savanna
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formation, one in the lower part, almost immediately below the medial
sandstone division, and the other very near the top of the upper sandstone division and practically at the top of the formation.
Boggy slwle.-To those acquainted with the surface rock of Cava:..
nal and Sansbois mountains the word "shale" doubtless would not
seem to be appropriately applied to this formation, because of the
great n1ass of sandstone bowlders and talus known to occur in many
places on its upper slopes. In spite of the apparent prominence of
the sandstone, it makes relatively a very small part of the formation
when compared to the shale. The sandstone strata altogether will not
tnuch exceed 400 feet, while there is nearly 2,000 feet of :;hale in
Cavanal Mountain, where the formation has its greatest thickne·ss in
this field. Excepting one mass of sandstone, which occurs about 400
feet below the crest of Cavanal Mountain, the beds very much resemble
those of the formations below in charac.ter and compo.sition. They are
chiefly thin bedded, brown in color, and of fine texture. The single
sandstone referred to is generally massive and has a thickness of nearly
100 feet. In places it is white or a light shade of pink, and resembles
very much a consolidated deposit of pure sand. The shale, as in other
forn1ations in this field, is rarely well eArposed. In the mountains
it is usually concealed by sandstone talus and debris. Immediately
below the massive sandstone referred to there is about 400 feet of eventextured blue clay shale. This section is exposed at the west end of
the n1ain peak of Cavanal Mountain. The lower part of the Boggy
shale as well as that above the main sandstone is, on the whole, more
sandy, as shaly sandstone and sandy shale are interstratified with the
clay shale. Exposures of this shale are very limited in extent. As in
the lower formations, the determination of the eharacter of the shaly
beds is a matter of interpretation from surface indications of soil
and disintegrated rock.
Chiefly because of the structure this formation occurs in four
separate areas in this field, viz, in Sansbois, Cavanal, Poteau, and
Sugarloaf mountains. In Sansbois :Mountain the remnant is about
1,600 feet thick fron1 the base of the shale to the crest of the mountain. In Cavanal Mountain the section is estimated to be about 2,300
feet thick. In Poteau and Sugarloaf mountains remnants from 500
to 600 feet thick remain and form their tops.
In the northwestern part of the Choctaw Nation the Boggy shale is
estimated to be nearly 3,000 feet ~hick, and it is therefore presumed
that 500 to 700 feet of it has been removed from above the crest of
Cavanal Mountain.
One coal bed is known in the Boggy shale. This occurs about 200
feet above its base. It is mined at the east end and upon the north
~ide of Cavanal ~fountain and varies between 3 and 4 feet in thickness. The occurrence of the coal is known by prospects practically
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around Cavanal :Mountain for a distance of nearly 30 n1iles. The
presence of this coal in Sansbois, Poteau, or Sugarloaf mountains has
not been determined.
STRUCTURE.
GENERAL RELATIONS.

The type of structure of the Choc.taw coal field is limited on the
south side approximately to the occurrence of the coal-bearing rocks.
It is characterized by relatively short, shallow, and wideJapping folds.
The synclines or basins on the whole are wider and shallowe.r than are
the anticlines or upward-arching folds. This variation may not seem
apparent by casual reference to the map and sections on Pl. XXXVII,
since the 1nountains rest in and are formed by the downward-bending
strata and the rocks in the arches are worn down to plains and valleys.
The section on the line G-H, Pl. XXXVI, illustrates this general
characteristic of the folding.
The anticlines near the south side of the field generally are not
symmetrical. The strata upon the north dip at steeper angles than
those upon the south. In one instance an anticlinal fold is overturned,
so that the rocks on both sides dip in the same direction. This being
true, the case would be reversed in the synclines, and the rocks have
steeper dips on the south side of the folds.
The intensity of the folding decreases from south to north or northwest in the Choctaw coal field. Near the faulted district upon the
south the folds are relatively deep and in places overturned, as
explained. Northward, toward the interior, the folds decrease until
they become wide, shallow undulations. Still farther northwest, yet
within the Indian Territory coal field, folds disappear and the rocks
maintain regular low northwest dips.
On the map of the Choctaw coal field (Pl. XXXVI) lines ar~ dra·wn
upon the axes or centers of the folds as far as the geologic survey
has been carried. The thickness of the lines indicate the relative
magnitude of the folds. The crops of the known workable coal beds
also are indicated by dot and short dash lines.
FOLDS.

' Iliowa syncline.-This is a long ~ynclinal fold which extends from
near Gowen, on the western side of this field, to the southwestern end
of the Choctaw coal field, west of Lehigh. The location of the axis of
this fold is shown on Pl. XXXVI. The syncline is flat and basinlike or spoon-like at each end and is broad and deep near the center, in
the vicinity of Kiowa. The east end is known locally as the Hartshorne Basin, because of the extensive mining operations in it at
Hartshorne and Gowen, and because it is surrounded by elevated sand-
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stone ridges. Fig. 15 (p. 288) is a cross section of this basin a little
east of the center. This section, drawn on the natural scale, shows it
to be about 4 miles wide and 600 feet deep at this point from the surface down to the coal and sandstone which form its rim.
The surface basin in the end of this syncline is exceptional and is
opposite in character to that of the Poteau syncline, its counterpart in
the· east end of this field, and to others in this region of synclinal
mountains and anticlinal basins or plains. The cause of this exceptional
feature is that the rocks, with the exception of a few remnants of
sandstone capping the mesas and knobs, are all shale or thin sandy
beds, which are easily worn down to plains or valleys by erosion. The
sandstones of the ridges forming the west side of the basin and those
capping the mesas and knobs are the same, and once extended over the
basin, forming an elevated land similar to the west end of Sansbois
Mountain. As soon as the water courses found their way through the
hard sandstones the wearing of the soft shales was more rapid, and the
hills, protected hy the sandstone on their crests, were gradualJy reduced
until we have the present small remnants of flat-topped hills in the
basin.
1-~oteau syncUne.-This is a long synclinal fold which stretches for
more than 100 miles along the south side of the Arkansas coal .field and
extends into Indian Territory for a distance of 12 or 15 miles. It is the
counterpart of the Kiowa syncline, which ends in the Hartshorne Basin.
Its axis curves northward and ends in the forn1 of a spoon or canoe.
The Hartshorne sandstone and shale beds occur here, forming a small
basin at the west end of Poteau Mountain, known locally as the Mitchell
Basin. Shale and sandstone beds lying beneath the Hartshorne sandstone are also brought up by the syncline, and they may be seen in
the ridges curving successively around in the syncline for a distance
of 10 miles west of J\1itchell Basin and south of the mouth of the
Fourche :Nialine. With the exception of the west end, this syncline
is occupied by mountains, which rise to various altitudes, but continue
practically as far as the syncline is known .
.11IcAlester anticl-ine.-This anticline enters the field in Gaines Creek
Valley, north of the Hartshorne Basin, and ends as a complete fold
between the east end of this basin and \Vilburton. The north limb of
the anticline, however, continues eastward through the south side of
this part of the coal field and becomes the north limb or side of the
Heavener anticline, which lies immediatelJ7 north of the Poteau syncline.
The south limb of the lHcAlester anticline, between the Hartshorne
and l\1itchell basins, is concealed by the overthrust from the south side
of the Choctaw fault. B:r overlooking this loss of a part of the anticline hy concealment, the ~IcAlester and Heavener anticlines would be
considered as one fold. The original condition of the structure on the
south between the ends of the two anticlines is concealed by the fault,
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however, and can not be known, and hence they are regarded as independent structure~.
The westward extension of the axis of this anticline passes through
Cherryvale, from which place it curves northward through McAlester.
Its exact location is shown on Pl. XXXVI.
The fold is not symmetrical. The rocks upon the north side have
steeper dips than those upon the south side, and in places .they are
overturned and fn.ulted.
A peculiar feature of this fold occurs east of Boiling Spring Creek, ·
near the western border of this part of the field, which may be explained
by reference to the Hartshorne sandstone. At the edge of the field as
mapped, the Hartshorne sandstone, on the northern limb of the anticline, dips nearly 35°. At the head of Boiling Spring Creek the dip
increases to 50°; then for some 3 miles farther east the rocks turn
almost upon edge. Beyond this toward Wilburton the same bed curves
toward the south, dipping as low as 10°, and thus forming the abrupt
termination of a branch or part of the McAlester anticline, with its
axis pitching almost directly downward at the end. The main axis of
the. McAlester anticline is considered to bear eastward beneath the
Choctaw fault south of 'Vilburton, though the rocks on the south side
are concealed in the level plain.
I£eavener anticline.-This fold is peculiar both in its form of
development and in its bearing or course. From near the mouth of
Fourche Maline its axis rises rapidly eastward into a high arch and as
abruptly descends within a range of 6 miles southwest of Howe.
Should the beds of sandstone which have been worn away and whose
edges now crop out in the plain around the elliptical border of this
dome-like fold be restored, they would form a mountain more than a
mile high, 6 miles long, and 3 miles wide. The bearing of the axis in
this fold is a little south of east and almost directly in line with that
of the Poteau S)rncline, against which it abuts.
On the northeastern side of the Heavener ~mticline an anticlinal fold,
which may be considered as a branch of the Heavener anticline, bears
northeastward through the vicinity of Howe. From the location of
Howe, nearly upon its axis, this anticline is known as the Howe anticline. A peculiar relation of the Howe to the Heavener anticline is that
their axes do not join, yet the folds are not separated by any indication
even of a syncline. It will be observed by reference to the map that
the crop of the Hartshorne sandstone southwest of Howe does not bear
any indication of the effect of a branch fold. The next sandstone above
the Hartshorne, however, diverges from the Heavener anticline near
Poteau River. and bears northeastward beyond Howe, where it crosses
the axis of the Howe anticline and turns southward in the Poteau syncline. Between Howe and Monroe the Howe anticline divides into two
folds, one of which bears due east between Poteau.and Sugarloaf moun-
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tains, while the other turns north between Sugarloaf and Cavanal,
1nountains and then east into Arkansas, north of Sugarloaf :Yiountain.
Both branches of this fold are wide and fiat. The valleys occupied by
the Howe anticline are eroded in McAlester shale. The grades of the
streams are very low and the valleys are practic&lly level planes stretching between the mountains from base to base. The economic bearing
of this structure and topography will be brought out under the heading
"Distribution of coal.~'
Suga'rloaf syncline.-- This is a shallow trough which enters the
Choctaw coal field from Arkansas between the two branches of the
Howe anticline and is occupied by Sugarloaf Mountain, from which it
derives its name. At the State line this fold is not more than 6 miles
wide, and the rocks are nearly horizontal, except those forming the
outer rhn at the north and south bases of the mountains.
Oavanal syncline.-This is a wide., canoe-like trough, with narrowly
contracted and shallow ends. The axis of the fold is in the form of an
obtuse or flattened S. The west end joins the Sansbois syncline west
of Redoak and bears due east about 10 miles; then it turns northward
25° and continues 25 miles through Cavanal Mountain to Cameron.
Frmn this point the bearing again becomes nearly east and so continues into Arkansas. The structure of this syncline is illustrated by
the three sections E-F, G-H, and I -J, Pl. XXXVII. The first and
last of these sections cross the fold near the west and east ends, respectively, and show the narrow and shallow character of the fold, while
section G-H illustrates the extreme width and depth of the trough
near its center. The outcrop of the formations also shows the form
and extent of the basin. The base of the Savanna formation lies sufficiently near the border of the basin to indicate its bearing and form.
Its successive hard and soft beds, forming concentric ridges and valleys or benches and terraces around Cavanal ::\1ountain, will illustrate
the details of structure.
The adaptability of this structure to successful mining of the several workable beds of coal which crop around the border and in the
interior of the basin will be brought out in discussing the distribution
of coals.
B1·azil anticli-ne.-This is a low fold on which Brazil Creek flows
and frmn which it is nan1ed. This anticline separates the CaYanal and
Sansbois synclines, and its axis is nearly parallel with that of the
former.
The axis rises at an angle of 15° in the side of Sansbois :Hountain
at the head of Brazil Creek, bears eastward, and then northeastward,
parallel with the course of the creek. In the vicinity of \Valls the
axis pitches downward at a low angle, but rises again opposite the east
end of Sansbois Mountain. From this point it bears more eastward
north of Brazil post-office, where it joins the Buck Creek anticline.
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The depression in the axis of this anticline opposite the east end of
Sansbois Mountain is a shallow cross syncline rising and then descending from the Sansbois to the Cavanal synclinal basin.
Sansbois .syncline.-This is a relatively long, shallow, and interrupted basin which extends eastward through Sansbois ::VIountain
from the vicinity of Krebs, in the western part of the Choctaw coal
field. In the western half of the syncline the rocks upon the south
side are steeply upturned and locally faulted, while upon the north
side the dips are so low that the synclinal structure i::; not easily per-.
ceived. From near the head of Fourche Maline to ·the east end of
Sansbois ~!fountain the syncline becomes more symmetrical, the dips
upon the north and south sides .being nearly the same. Between the
sources of Fourche Maline and Brazil creeks the geologic structure i::;
undulating and irregular. \Vhile the general form of the ·syncline
is preserved, yet the rocks, especially on the south side, are variable
in bearing of strike and degree of dip. This variability is due to the
entrance of both the Brazil anticline and the Cavanal syncline into the
south side of the Sansbois syncline. The interruption of the peculiar
structure in the east end of the McAlester anticline between Boiling
Spring and Fourche ~1aline creeks also causes local steep dips on the
south side of the Sans bois syncline. From the source of Brazil Creek
eastward the dips of the rocks are reguiar upon both the north and
south sides of the synclines and are about 10°.
From the east end of Sansbo.is Mountain this syncline contracts
rapidly and rises to a narrow and shallow end in the highlands 3
miles south of Bokoshe.
It will be observed by reference to the map (Pl. XXXVII) that the
axis of this syncline bears nearly due· east from its west end near
Krebs to a point opposite the west end of Brazil anticline~ where the
bearing changes to N. 70° E. and continues thus to its east encl.
J.Y[ilton anticline.-This anticline is a narrow and low fold lying
next north of the Sansbois syncline and is named from the town of
:Milton, which is nearly upon its axis. It bears nearly east-northeast
from its west end near 1\1cAlester to Bokoshe, where it separates into
two folds, the southernmost of which is known as the Backbone anticline and has a bearing nearly due east. The northernmost branch of
the fold bears northeast and lies north of the Bokoshe syncline, which
separates the two divisions of the Milton anticline. This north branch
of the Milton anticline is known as the .Redland anticline, f~·om the
town of this name located nearly upon its axis, where the Kansas City,
Pittsburg and Gulf Railroad crosses the Arkansas River. North of the
east end of San_sbois .:Mountain the Milton anticline rises high enough
to expose rocks below the lowest coal near its axis.
Backbone anticline.-The Backbone anticline is the fold which is
broken by the Backbone fault. It is joined at the west end by the
!Elton and Brazil anticlines, as explained above. It is na1To1v and
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flat in the western part. The rocks upon either side dip at angles of
from 5° to 10°, while near the axis the beds are almost horizontal.
This anticline becomes wider and higher eastward, the dips upon the
south side especially changing from 10° to 25°. \\There the axis
crosses Poteau River the Backbone fault becomes prominent and conceals much of the north limb of the fold. Though this fault extends
through the central part of the fold and increases in magnitude eastward to the State line, it does not completely obliterate the structure
.of the fold. As is explained in the discussion of the Backbone fault,
the rocks upon. the north side have low dips northward, while those
upon the other side dip at very 1nuch steeper angles southward.
Bokoshe syncline.-As indicated above, this syncline lies between two
branches of the Milton anticline, viz, the Backbone and the Redland
anticlines. It is a relatively wide and flat basin running nearly eastnortheast from the town of Bokoshe at the west end toward the State
line south of Fort Smith. Around the west end of this syncline the
rocks dip in toward the axis at nearly 10°. As the same beds are followed eastward along the rim of the basin the dips gradually decrease
until they become nearly horizontal, thus forming a flat and shallow
trough extending in width from the Backbone fault to the Arkansas
River. Only the southwestern part of this fold is shown within the
limits of the geologic map (Pl. XXXVII). The axis of the fold as far
as known, however, may be seen upon the structure sections accompanying the map, Pl. XXXVI.
FAULTS.

Faults of the rocks in Indian Territory, as far as has been observed,
are of one type-thrust faults.
Prior to the occurrence of faults of this type the rocks are usually
thrown into folds by forces that are considered to bear in a horizontal
direction. If, for reasons which often can not be determined, the
forces producing the folding be concentrated along a certain fold and
become greater than the rocks can re8ist, a faulting of the beds is produced, generally parallel with th'e folding, and the strata upon one side
are thrust along the fault plane beyond those of the other side.
The sections accompanying· the geologic 1nap (Pl. XXXVII) illustrate the types of folds and f9.ults found in the coal field.
Choctaw fault.- This fault extends from the Indian TerritoryArkansas line west and southwest more than 100 n1iles, to the southern
limit of the Indian Territory coal field. It separates this coal field
from the older rocks of the Ouachita ~Iountain region. Prior to the
faulting the rocks lying to the south of the Choctaw fault were closely
folded, and in many instances the folds were overturned toward the
north. Then, as the pressure which produced the folding continued,
the strata broke parallel to the folds and the rocks upon the south
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side of the fracture were pushed upward and over those upon the
north side. .
The vertical displacement of the Choctaw fault increases ·westward
from a few hundred feet at the Arkansas line to several thousan~l feet
at the we~;tern border of this field.
Bc~;ckbone .fa/tdt.-The faults within the Coal :Nleasures rocks are of
limited extent, only one o£ any importance being known within the eastern Choctaw coal field. This is the Backbone fault, which crosses the
Arkansas line upon the north side of Backbone Ridge, in T. 9 N., R.
27 E. .It extends in a westerly direction, as inay be seen by reference
to the map, for a distance of about 15 miles, where it dies out or is
lost in the axis of the Backbone anticline. The Backbone fault is an
overthrust from the south and is in this respect similar in nature to
the great fault on the south side of the field.
The vertical displacement of the rocks by this fault can not be accurately estimated, for the reason that the rocks in contact with the fault
upon the north side can not be correlated w:ith the s~rata upon the south
side. The Hackett or Panama coal, which occurs south of the fault, is
the lowest coal known in Indian Territory. 'Should the Bonanza coal,
which occurs near the fault upon the north side, prove to be the same
as the Hackett coal, the vertical displacement of the rocks due to this
fault would be not less than 2,000 feet. Should the Bonanza coal be
higher in the series than the Hackett coal the faulting would prove to
be relatively greater. As the fault line is traced westward it is seen
that lower rocks successively crop out on the north side and higher
beds are found in contact with them on the south. Thus the displacement of the beds decreases westward, until west of Poteau River it is
but a few hundred feet.
DISTRIBU'riON OF COAL.

Seven workable beds of coal are known in the eastern Choctaw coal
field. They occur in four different formations, from the top of the
Hartshorne sandstone, which is the lowest coal-bearing rock known in
Indian Territory, upward to the lower part of the Boggy shale. The
·thickness of rock between the lowest and highest of these coals is
estimated to be nearly 3, 600 feet. Besides these coal beds, which are
profitably worked, there are a number of others that are thin and have
been located, chiefly by prospect drill, in various parts of the McAlester
shale and Savanna sandstone.
A knowledge of the geologic structure of the rocks in which coal
beds occur and of the combined effects of structure and erosion on the
topography or surface configuration of the land is necessary to the
most successful economic prospecting and exploitation of the coal.
Except to test the thickness and quality of a particular coal bed, the
drill need not be called into use in a emil field of this nature. All the
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known coal beds are associated with sandstone beds of considerable
persistency, which make their presence and location known by 1nore or
less elevated hills and ridges. '\Vhen ~he interval between such sandstone and coal beds is once established, the crop of the coal may be
located as rapidl)T as the sandstone ridge or outcrop can be traversed.
The dip of the sandstone may be determined at almost any point by
tneasurements on its outcropping ledges. The coal beds, on the contraiT, usually lying in shale, have their edges worn down and concealed
by soil and rock debris. The sandstone and coal near at hand remain
nearly parallel. The distance of the coal outcrop from that of the
sandstone can be readily estimated when the dip is .known. The
steeper the dip the nearer together will be the edges of the beds at the
surface. The position of the crop of a coal bed being known, a knowledge of the grade and approximate depth beneath the surface throughout its area of occurrence is dependent entirely upon a knowledge of
the structure. With such knowledge the availability of the coal for
tnining, according to its inclination and depth beneath the surface, and
the area of coal which may be successfully mined may be known, and
a proper estimate may be made for the necessary mining plant and
facilities for transportation of the coal. The proper method of mining in a particular locality can be best determined by a study of the
structural features of that region.
The occurrence and character of coal in this field are known only; so
far as it has been prospected or Inined. Experience has taught that
beds of coal, like beds of any other rock, vary in thickness and character fr01n place to place. Thick bed8 of coal are known to become
too thin to be successfully 1nined within the range of the working of
a single 1nine. A bed of good quality in some instances changes within
a short distance to a bony shale, or shaly beds enter it, so that it is
worthless. It has been found, however, that the horizons or stratigraphic positions of the thicker coal beds are usually persistent-that
is, wherever a particular coal horizon as established in this field has
been examined, coal has been found, though it may vary in thickness, texture, and quality.
In this discussion of the distribution of coal, its horizon or its known
stratigraphic position and its availability and area are considered, and
it remains for the prospector and miner to determine its thickness and
quality.
It should also be borne in n1ind that the name of each coal bed should
not carry with it the idea of exact correlation through the coal field.
Each coal horizon as named has been traced across the field by the aid
of the outcrops of associated rocks. Most of the beds have been prospected through a large part of the field by prospectors using the drop
auger and drill, yet the absolute continuity of a particular bed is known
only when n1ines have been connected by gangways, or test pits by
strippings.
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HARTSHORNE COALS.

These coals are so named because of their early and most successful
mining n,t the town of Hartshorne, just west of this field, and because
of their association with the Hartsh~:>rne sandstone.
The Hartshorne coals, of which there are two in this field, occur in
the upper part and at the top of the Hartshorne sandstone. This
sandstone has been described under
sandstone.
the heading '~Stratigraphy," and
Shale, 60'.
its outcrop in the field is indicated
by the map (Pl. XXXVI).

In the IIarrtslwrne Basin.-Only
the lower coal in this basin is of
Blue and black
li"•fl'.
workable thickness. The vertical
section of the rocks of this basin
(fig. 14) shows the relative position
and thickness of the Hartshorne
Coal, 18".
Dense clay, 6'.
coals. Near the center of the basin
Shale with thin
lay
the lower coal bed is 3 feet 10
ers, 80'.
inches thick by the drill record.
The same coal, worked at the Gowen
mine No. 3, in the east end of the
basin, varies frmi1 3 feet 6 inches to
5 feet in thickness. That which is
considered to be the upper HartsShale, 260'.
horne coal is 4 feet thick, but is
shaly and worthless. Fig. 15 is a
section across the basin, drawn to
natural scale, and illustrates the
structure. At its center the Hartshorne coal is about 600 feet beneath
Coal and Rhale, 17".
Sandstone and sandy shale, 20'.
Shale and coal, 16".
the surface. The axis pitches from
Shale, !l'.
Coal and shale, 4'.
the east end nearly westward and
Sandstone and sandy shale, 35'.
at a low angle for a distance of 2
Coal. 3' 10''.
Shale, 10'.
miles, where it becomes flat, and so
Sandstone.
continues almost to the west end of FIG. 14.-Vertical section of coal and associated
the basin. From the Gowen mine
rocks in the Hartshorne Basin, at the west
the main entry inclines westward
end of Long Mountain.
at a low grade in the axis of the .syncline, and from the sides the coal
is brought in by gravity and easy hauling.
The area of the Hartshorne coal in the basin within the limits of the
area mapped is about 5 square miles.
In the Sansbois syncline.-In the south side of the Sansbois syncline
the Hartshorne coals crop from the western border of the area mapped
nearly to Redoak. a distance of 23 miles. As far as is known, both
~hale.

~antlstone
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beds occur in this syncline. In the mining districts of \Vilburton,
Ola, and Panola, both coal beds are present in workable thickness,
and they probably maintain their character throughout the entire
syncline. They are separated by 44 feet of sandstone and shale, and
~
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Fw. 15.-Section across the Hartshorne Basin through Long :Mountain. a, Hartshorne sandstone;
b, lower Hartshorne coal; c, upper Hartshorne coal. Horizontal and Yertical scale the same.

both may b<'? operated by one hoisting plant from either a shaft or a
slope.
From the western border of the field to Fourche Maline Valley, a
distance of 8 Juiles, the structure is probably not favorable for extensive and successful mining of the coal. Throughout this distance the
rocks dip fron1 35° to 85° N., and it is possible that local faults occur
in the rocks which have the steepest inclination. The strike of these
faults would follow approximately the strike of the rocks and could
not be readily detected at the surface.
In the Fourche Maline Valley, where the creek enters the plain from
Sansbois Mountain, there is a local basin-like structure. The Hartshorne sandstone and coal change in strike from east to south, and then
farther on toward vVilburton gradually change to nearly east again.
\Vith this change of bearing from east to south, the rock changes in
dip from near 50° to as low as 10°, and then to 25° near Wilburton.
From \Vilburton eastward the structure is regular, with dips toward
the north. Along the crop of the coal the dip ranges from25° to 35°,
while from the crop inward toward the axis of the syncline the dip
decreases gradually to 10° within a distance of a 1nile. At the base of
Sansbois Mountain the Hartshorne coals are nearly 2,000 feet beneath
the surface, as is illustrated in the section C-D, Pl. XXXVII, drawn
through the \'Vilburton mines. The quality of the coals which are
n1ined at Wilburton is indicated by analyses in the table on page 308.
It is that of a rather highly bituminous coal, and differs but little
from the coal mined at Hartshorne. The area of the coal which may
be mined at depths less than 1,000 feet beneath the surface in the
south side of the Sansbois syncline is nearly 15 square n1iles.
The coal bed known as the Panama coal, considered to be in the
same horizon as the Hartshorne beds, crops in the north side of the
Sansbois s.yncline, dippiJ?g south. The correlation of these two coal
horizons is based chiefly upon the determination that each is the low-
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est coal in the series of coal-bearing rocks, the one in the faulted
Backbone anticline, and the other in the faulted a:nticline on the south-·
ern side of the Choctaw coal field. Each occurs in the same relative
position beneath the base of the McAlester shale and at the ·top of a
sandstone of considerable importance, which in both cases is considered to be the Hartshorne sandstone. On the north side of the Sansbois syncline this coal is in places interrupted by shale, but is generally
of workable thickness and of splendid bituminous and semi bituminous
quality. The dip of this bed varies from less than 10° to not exceeding 15°, so far as known. Its area in the north side of the syncline .
has not been surveyed except on the northeast side of Sansbois
Mountain.
In the Oavanal syncline.-Here likewise tqe Hartshorne sandstone
occurs in both the south and north sides, but is of such depth in the
fold that it does not pass in outcrop around its ends. Instead, it is
tangent to the sides of the elliptical fold~ and its outcrop curves southward around the east end of the Heavener anticline south of Howe
Station, and then eastward into Arkansas,
in the south side of the Poteau syncline.
Upper Hartshorne coal, 4' ()".
On the north side of the fold the outcrop
continues from the end of the Sansbois
syncline nearly due · east into Arkansas.
The structure of the rocks in this syncline
is shown in section G-H, Pl. XXXVII,
and the position of the Hartshorne coal in
the fold is at the top of the Hartshorn A FIG. 16.-Section through mines at
sandstone. The dip at the outcrop on the
the west side of Wilburton.
south side of the syncline ranges from 20° to 35°. In the north side
it is 10° to 15°. The dip gradually decreases to 15° on the south side
and 10° on the north side of the syncline at the top of the :McAlester
shale, where the coal is nearly 2,000 feet beneath the surface. In the
south side of the syncline nearly 25 square miles may be mined at a
depth of less than 1,000 feet, and on the north side nearly the same
amount of coal is available within the same depth.
In the south side of the field, between Redoak and Howe, both of
the Hartshorne coal beds are present. They have been opened only
in prospects, and the thickness and quality appear but little changed
from those of the same coal b"eds mined at \Vilburton.
The Panama coal, in the north side of this syncline~ especially in the
Panama mine, is of higher grade than either of the Hartshorne coals
in the south side of the syncline, as above described. It is classed as
a semibituminous coal, is low in water, sulphur, and ash, and, as shown
by laboratory coking tests, will produce a good grade of coke.
In the Heavener anticline.-The dips of the Hartshorne coals nlong
their outcrop eastward from the vicinity of Pocahontas around the
21 GEOL, PT 2--19
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east end of the anticline change gradually from 40° to less than 10°.
Beyond the outcrops of the coals, however, toward the north and
northeast, the rocks are subject to different conditions of structure,
which affect the ~conomic importance of the
coal. From the outcrop of the coal between
Pocahontas and Poteau River the dip of the
coals decreases northward at a low rate.
From the outcrop between Poteau River and
Gray and black clay
Heavener the dip decreases at a greater rate.
. shale, 2M'.
In sec. 2, T. 5 N., R. 25 E,, for instance, the
coals dip 10° at the outcrop. From this
locality northeastward toward Howe and
along the axis of the I-Iowe anticline the dip
of the coal becomes lowest, giving a relaBonecoal(upperHarts- tively wide area in which these coals may be
horne),'' !l".
•
d . F'tg. 1'""1 1'll ustrates a sectwn
· o.f the
Inuie
rocks, including the Hartshorne coal, at the
b'~,~~?tnd B~~;:~st~n~'l~~;~ white Potter mine, about 1 mile southw~st of Howe
Station.
~'~",_.. .,;;~~ Thin shale.
In the I>oteau syncline.-The Mitchell
iiiiiiiiiliil_. c~~;.~~r <IowerHarts- Basin, south and southeast of Heavener, is
Fw. 17.-section of rocks at the
the depressed and flattened end of the Poteau
Potter mine.
syncline. It has been named for the prospector of the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad Company, which
has leased and prospected this part of th~~ field. In the northwest and
west sides of this basin the coals dip southeast and east at 5° and less.
From the west and along the south side the dip gradually increases .
frmn less than 5° to 25° within 2 miles.
Clay, 10'.
The area of coal that may be successfully
Shale with !l" coal, 2' 10".
Shale, s•.
mined under existing conditions is nearly 3
square mile~:!.
From the Mitchell Basin eastward to the
State line, the crop of the coal lies at the
base of Poteau Mountain. The dip through
this course varies but little from 25° N.
Black shale, 30'.
The most successful mining of the coal
Coal. 5' 1".
south of Poteau 1Hountain . .~ill be by slope,
and necessarily hut small areaR of the coal
can be taken by the mining methods now
emplo'.~ed in this field.
Fm. 18.-Sectiou of coals and associated rocks in the Mitchell Basin.
In the south side of the Choctaw coal field
from Pocahontas to the State line but one of the Hartshorne coals has
been exploited to any extent. It is considered that the lowest coal is
mined at Potter and in the south side of the ~Iitchell Basin southeast
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of Heavener. Numerous bore holes have been sunk in the Mitchell
Basin, which show the position of the Hartshorne beds and others of
small extent. The section of the rocks here is illustrated in fig. 18.
McALESTER COAL.

There are two beds of coal within the McAlester shale in this field
which occur in the stratigraphic position of the McAlester coal as it
is known in the Dow, Alderson~ Krebs, and McAlester· districts, in
the western part of the Choctaw coal field. These two coals are separated here by about 60 feet of shale, and lie from 600 to 800 feet below
the top of the formation. Below the coal there are a number of sandstone beds which together make low ridges or hi1ls, and which are
excellent horizon markers for determining the position of the coal.
The dip of the sandstone through the south side of the field is regular
and toward the north, and when the position of the coal and its relation to the sandstone is determined, as it is at the Redoak, Turkey
Creek, and Fanshawe mines, it may readily be traced throughout its
occurrence.
In the Sansbois syncline.-From the south sides of the Sansbois and
Cavanal synclines the McAlester coal beds crop in the low and nearly
level plain, almost parallel with the Hartshorne coal and sandstone,
which occur below and to the south. They .have not been mined, and
have been prospected but little west of Redoak, hence the thickness
and character of the coals are not known.
In the Brazil anticline.-Brazil Creek flows in the center of the
Brazil anticline from its source to the vicinity of '\Valls post-office, its
valley being wide and flat. Several hundred feet of the upper part of
the McAlester shale are exposed in the sides and bottom of the valley.
Rocks in the horizon of the McAlester coal bed occur in the bottom
of the creek valley' and several exposures of coal occur in the bed of
Brazil Creek. One coal bed 18 inches thick has been mined for local
use in Brazil Creek, at the mouth of Jefferson Creek, in the NE. t sec.
10, 1'. 6 N., R. 22 E. Other outcrops of coal in this horizon. occur in
Brazil Creek north of Redoak.
.
As far as known, these coal beds are not of sufficient thickness to be
mined successfully at the present time. The rocks have low dips
toward the north and south in the north and south sides of the valley,
1;espectively. Thus conditions ai'B favorable for successful operation
of mines should coals of workable thickness be found.
In tlw Oavanal syncline.-From Red oak to the '\V ister district the
·McAlester coal has been prospected and located at a ·number of places;
and has been mined at Redoak, Turkey Creek, and Fanshawe. The
cross section through Redoak (fig.' 19) illuE?trates the structure and
positions of. the c~als. From Redoak to a point opposite the aban-
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doned 1nines at Pocahontas the coals crop on the south side of the
Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad. Throughout this course the
dip is about 10° N. The crop lies south of 'Vister, in the valley of
Mountain Creek. From near the mouth of Mountain Creek east of
'Vister the crop of the coal turns from
Sb:rl~;-3_\~h shell bed in roof east to northeast, intO the flood plain Of
Poteau River. In the nearly level valley
Coal, 10'.
Tbin,variableshaleparting.
of Poteau River the dips are low toward
the
northwest, hence the crop is irregular
Coal, 2' !!".
and can be located only by prospecting.
Rocks in the horizon of the McAlester coal
Shale.
outcrop in the northwestern side of the
FIG. 19.-Section of coal in the CavCavanal syncline fron1 the State line, 2!
anal mine,f mile north of Cavanal mileS SOUth of Jenson, westward toward
Station.
Shady Point. A coal bed has been prospected in the horizon of this coal about 2 miles west of Cameron.
Beyond this prospect toward the west the coal is not known north of
Cavanal and Sansbois mountains. Its horizon, however, may be located
with fair accuracy by taking into consideration the associated sandstone beds, which usually outcrop in ridges and hills of greater or
less relief.
In the Poteatt syncline.-The McAlester coal horizon occurs at the
base of Poteau Mountain, dipping· about 20° NW. on the south side,
and nearly 10° S. on the north side. Around the west base <?f the
mountain the dip is usually less than 5° E. The thickness and quality
of this coal in the Poteau syncline are not known, it having been prospected but little·and not at all developed.
Likewise little is known of the McAlester coal in the Sugarloaf
syncline in Sugarloaf Mountain. Some prospecting bas been done
near the horizon of the McAlester coal in the northwestern base of
the mountain, but it has not been exploited except for local purposes.
CAVAN AL COAL.

In the Oavanalsyncline.-In the Cavanal syncline this coal is confined to Cavanal Mountain. It crops a little more than 100 feet stratigraphically beneath the series of sandstone beds which make a line
of prominent ridges surrounding the base of the mountain. The
prospects 1t miles north of and at Poteau Station, the mines north of
Cavanal Station, and those 3 miles west of 'Vister are located upon
this coal. The contour lines on the map show the ridge made by the
sandstone lying above and to the north and west of the mines and
prospects referred to. From the mine west of 'Vister the horizon of
this coal strikes nearly due west through sees. 29 and 30, T. 6 N., R.
2± E., sees. 35 to 30, inclusive, T. 6 X., n. 23 E., an(i in sees. 25 and 26,
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T. 6 N., R. 22 E. In sec. 27, T. 6 N., R. 22 E., the strike curves
north and then northeast beneath the escarpment of a high ridge.
The position of this ridge, as may be seen upon the map, bears northeast and east around the west and north sides of Cavanal Mountain.
In the north base of Cavanal Mountain the ridge above the coal is
generally worn down, but the sandstone ledges outcrop in many places,
and from these the crop of the coal may be easily located.
The Cavanal coal, as far as known, is 3 feet to 3 feet 6 inches thick,
is well situated, and structurally disposed for mining. This coal dips
h~neath Cavanal Mountain at an angle varying from 6° to 20°. The
lowest dip is on the southeast side, between \Vister and Poteau Station.
Fron1 vVister westward to Fanshawe the dip gradually increases from
10° to nearly 20°. Beyond Fanshawe and upon the north side of the
mountain it is nearly 10°.
From the crop of the Cavanal coal inward toward the mountain the
dip changes but little as a rule for a distance of between 2 and 3 miles.
Considering the surface to be level and the dip of the rock to be 10°,
the coal would descend at the rate of nearly 140 feet for each thousand
feet of horizontal distance. The area of the coal in the syncline to a
depth of 1,000 feet beneath the crop is nearly 65 square miles.
The proximate analysis given in the table on page 308 is of the coal
from the Cavanal mine, three-quarters of a mile north of Cavanal
Station. It indicates that the coal is above the average of bituminous
grade. The relatively high percentage of sulphur, however, is in the
way of its successful use for cooking and some other purposes.
In the Sansbois syncline.-As far as the survey has been carried, the
Cavanal coal has not been prospected in this syncline. A coal bed of
workable thickness in the stratigraphic position of the Cavanal coal
crops ont in a branch of Fourche Maline Creek, nearly 4 miles north
of 'Vi1burton.
From the head of Brazil Creek eastward the horizon
Cavanal coal
gradually descends from the lower slope of Sansbois Mountain into
the foothills which surround the base at the east end. The rocks at
the horizon of the Cavanal coal in this portion of Sansbois Mountain
dip beneath the mountain at angles varying· from 10° to 20°. From
the west end of Brazil Creek Valley westward to the border of this
field the crop of the Cavanal coal lies in the steep lower slopes of
Sans bois Mountain, dipping north. On account of the steep slope and
the presence of bowlders and rock detritus, the sandstone near the coal,
as well as that of higher beds, either outcrops as benches or as cliffs
or the edges are concealed in the mountain side. In the spur of Sansbois Mountain northwest of Redoak and in the high knob northeast
. of the same point the rocks in the horizon of this coal dip inward from
the sides at angles of 3° and less. On the strike of the coal in the south
side of Sans bois lVlountain the dip of the rocks increases from 10° in

of
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the vicinity of Red oak to 30° in Fourche Maline Creek. From Fourche
Maline Creek westward for 3 miles i:he dip increases from 30° to 70°,
and then decreases rapidly to 30° again, and so continues to the western
border of this field.
WITTEVILLE COALS.

There are two beds of coal separated by about 250 feet of shale and
sandstone, which will be known as the vVitteville coal beds, from the
mines upon them at vVitteville, in the east end of Cavanal Mou.ntain.
The upper 'Vitteville coal is 3 feet 10 inches thick, separated into
two nearly equal benches by a thin parting of shale. This coal has been
mined at intervals since 1894, and is delivered to the main line of the
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad at Poteau Station over a brmch
road belonging to the mining company.
The lower 'Vitteville coal is 4: feet 8 inches thick, and is separated
into three benches by two variable hands of bone and carbonaceous
shale. It has been opened for exploitation on the crop at the tipple
fron1 which the coal from the upper mine is discharged for shipment.
The lower coal occurs at the top of the Savanna formation, while the
upper bed is in the lower part of the Boggy shale, about 800 feet and
1,000 feet, respectively, above the Cavana,l coal.
The quality of the Witteville coal, as expressed by the proximate
analysis in the table on page 308, is nearly the same in all respects as that
of the Cavanal coal, the percentages of volatile matter, carbon, and
sulphur being a fraction higher, and the ash a little more than 1 per
cent less.
In tlw Oavanalsyncline.-The vVitteville coal beds are not known in
this field outside the Cavanal syncline. The lower vVitteville coal being.
at the top of the Savanna formation, its approximate crop may be
located by reference to the contact between the Savanna and Boggy
formations as outlined on the map.
The crop of the upper 'Vitteville coal being 250 feet above the base
of the Boggy shale, it may be located approximately by reference to the
structure of the associated rocks in the syneline and the contact between
the Savanna and Boggy formations. 'Vhere the slope of the mountain
is steep, as· at the 'Vitteville mine, the crops of the coals will fall near
together. At other places, as upon the northwest and southeast sides
of the syncline, where the surface is nearly level, the crops will be
more widely separated. The dip of the rocks at the crop of the coal
around Cavanal Mountain varies from 6° to 10°. The dip becomes
rapidly lower from the crop of the coal toward the center or axis of the
syncline, and toward the mountain, so that relatively large areas may
be mined by slopes. In the more leyel areas in the vicinity of Keimady
and north of Potato Peaks still larger areas may be worked by shaft.
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Section G-H on the map (Pl. XXXVI.I) illustrates the structure, and
fig. 20 gives a vertical column of the coal and rocks of Cavana.l :Mountain. In the section across the syncline the coals do not descend more
than 1,000 feet beneath the level of their crops. From a shaft in the
valley near the north line of sec. 12, T. 6 N., R. 23 E., or from ·one in
the valley of _·Mountain Creek, in sec. 4, T. 6 N., R. 24 E., several square
miles of coal can be brought to the hoisting plant by gravity.
The thickiless and quality of these coals, however, throughout th_e
lower part of the Cavanal Basin remain
shale.
to be determined by the prospector.
Coal with thin shale part4
The area of each of the vV itteville
ing, '.
coal beds in the Cavanal syncline is
nearly 60 :::;quare miles .
.En tAe Sansbm:ssyncline.-The ''Titteville coals are not known to occur in
the Sansbois syncline, although the
strata in which they belong are present
Shale and thin shaly
in the high slopes and on the top of
stone; estimated, 200'.
Sansbois Mountain. As in Cavanal
"Th'Iountain, the contact betw~en the Savanna and Boggy formations indicates
approximately the horizon of the lower
1Vitteville coal. It awaits the prospector to determine its presence, thickness, and quality. The crop of the
Shaly sandstone an<l sandstone; estimated. 50'.
horizon of the~e coals in ·Sansbois
Mountain occurs chiefly in steep slopes
and high divides in the dissected mountain, where the surface is generally
Coal with two bony (shale)
talus .covered. Should these coals ocpartings, 4' 8".
cur in the syncline, they would occupy
a large 'area and for the most part Fm. 20. Seetionofthe Wittevilleeoalsand
associated rocks at the Witteville mines.
would lie nearly horizontal.
In tAe Potea·u and 8ugarloc~f synclines.-In these synclines only
small areas of the formation containing the vVitteville coals remain in
their crests. Should these coals occur here, they would not be easily
.accessible, and hence would not have great prospective value.
~and

OTHER COALS IN THE EASTERN CHOCTAW COAL FIELD.

A coal bed reported to be of workable thickness occurs in the
Bokoshe syncline nearly 3 miles east of Bokoshe. It has been i)l·ospec.ted in the NE. t sec. 34, T. 9 N., R. 24 E., where the dip is low
toward the southeast. A short distance west of this prospect the
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strike changes to south, and then east, around the end of the trough.
The width of the basin occupied by the coal will not exceed 2 miles.
The suryey of the _area occupied by the coal is not complete, and
further details can not now be given.
MINING

DEVELOP~IENT .

.fhe data for the foliowing brief discussion concerning operations
and output of coal were obtained from the annual reports of the United
States n1ine inspector for Indian Territory, from officials of coal companies, and from observations made during the field work. The sumnlary given in the appended table is not complete in all respects, chiefly
because the history of operations and th~ output of coal of some
abandoned mines could not be obtained.
The mining development is discussed b_y mining districts, considered
fron1 west to east, which are naturally divided b.Y conditions of geologic structure and by facilities for transpoTtation.
The development of the eastern part of the Choctaw coal field has
been more recent than that of the western. This was caused by the
location, in the first place, of the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
across the western part of the field in about 1872. Ten years later the
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad was built across the eastern end
of the field, but the mining interests of this ·company were chiefly in
western Arkansas, and the development of coal in the Indian Territory
was neglected by this company. The Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf
Railroad from Howe westward, running through the coal field generally parallel with the crop of the coal beds, was built later and opened
the western market. The coal in the eastern part of the Choctaw Nation has had to compete with the Arkansas coals, which are generally
of better grade and which have been mined extensively. Moreover,
the locations of the Inines in Indian Territory with respect to raihoads
are such that their development necessitates the building of branch
roads. The Panama bed, for instance, which will be an important
source of 1nerchantable coal, crosses the Kansas City, Pittsburg and
Gulf and the St. Louit; and San Francisco railroads nearly at right
angles. Any larg·e development of this coal must therefore be preceded by railway construction connecting with the main lines.
The coal of the Choctaw Nation improves in quality from west to
east~ and two additional beds are mined in the eastern part that are
not known to be producti,·e in the western part. It may confidently
be expected, therefore, that the eastern field will surpass the western
'n importance as a coal producer.
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MINING DISTRICTS.

Gowen district.-Gowen is situated in the east end of the Hartshorne Basin and i~ properly a part of the Hartshorne district. The
name Gowen is here applied because it is the only mine in this district
upon the map accompanying this report. The coal mined here is the
Hartshorne coal, the same that is mined elsewhere in the Hartshorne
Basin.
Mine No. 3 of the Choctow, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad Company
is located at Gowen, in the eastern side of sec. 26, T. 5 N., R. 27 E.
It was prospected in 1880, but was not worked until 1899. It consists
of a shaft 256 feet deep and a slope 3,200 feet distant on the north,
which will eventually be connected with the shaft. The coal varies in
thickness from 3 feet 6 inches to 5 feet and is clean of shale or other
impurities. The dip at the slope is 5° S. The shaft is in the axis of
the syncline, which pitches westward at a low inclination and with
slight undulations. The main entry is carried westward along the
axis of the basin~ to which coal from the sides is collected on the main
entry by gravity. The company has built a branch road from the
main line east of Hartshorne to the mine and has erected a new and
commodious hoisting plant at the shaft.
1Vilburton district.-The two Hartshorne coals occur at this place,
separated by about 50 feet of sandstone and shale.
The McAlester Coal and Mineral Company opened strip pits and a
slope in 1895 at a point about 1t miles west of \Vilburton, at the east
side of sec. 7, T. 5 N., R. 19 E. The coal here is about 4 feet thick,
and dips 12° a little east of north. At this place operations were
begun in 1899 by a new company, the Eastern Coal and Mining Company. The NlcAlester .Coal and Mineral Company operated mines in
the western part of \Vilburton, on the east side of sec. 8, T. 5 N., R.
19 E. At this place in 1897 two slopes were sunk, one on each coal
bed, so that the coal could be operated by the same hoisting plant and
discharged from the same tipple. The coal in the upper slope is 4
feet 6 inches thick, while that in the lower is 5 feet thick. The dip
at these mines is 18° N. The output of the company since 1897 has
been principally from these mines.
The Wilburton Coal and Mining Company opened slopes upon both
the upper and lower Hartshorne coals in 1897. The slopes are known
as No. 1 and No. 2 and are located in the eastern part of sec. 10, T. 5
N., R. 19 E .. The upper bed is 4 feet 6 inches thick; the lower is 5 feet
thick and is separated from the upper by about 50 feet of ::;andstone
and shale. The dip is 25° N. l\1ine No. 3 is situated three-quarters of
a mile west of Nos. 1 and 2 and i.s opened on the lower Hartshorne coal.
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The bed here is a little over 3 feet thick. This company also has opened
mines Nos. 4 and 5 upon the san1e coals in _this vicinity.
The Eastern Coal and Mining Company constructed a branch road
in 1899 fron1 the main line of the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad to a point about 1t miles west of \Vilburton, where they reopened
a slope previously operated by the :McAlester Coal and Mineral Company. They are now sinking a shaft near this place and will connect
with the old workings.
The coal of both the upper and lower beds worked in this district is
clean and of highly bituminous quality, as is indicated by the proximate
analyses in the table on page 308.
Ola. clistrict.-Ola is a siding and small mining town on the Choctaw,
Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad, 2 n1iles east of vVilburton. At this
place the Ola Coal and l\1ining Company operates mines which are
known as Slopes Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4. No. 1 and No. 2 are separated by
a distance of 1,400 feet. These slopes are located in sec. 11, T. 5 N.,
R. 19 E., and are upon the lower Hartshorne coal seam, which is about
5 feet thick and dips N. 25°. Slope No. 2, which ii:l east of No. 1, is
upon the upper coal. Slope No. 4, opened in 1899, is located on the
west side of. sec. 7, T. 5 N., R. 20 E. The coal is from 5 feet-to 5 feet
4 inches thick, and is the lower Hartshorne bed. The dip is 35° a little
west of north. Like the coal in the 'Vilburton district, it is clear
of shale partings and is of good quality.
Panvla clistri~t.-The n1ine at Panola is a slope upon a coal bed
cropping 300 feet north of the station, near the east side of sec. 5, T.
5 N., R. 20 E. The mine was opened in 1899 and is as yet but little
more than a prospect, the slope being now only 75 feet in depth.
This coal is stratigraphically in the horizon of the McAleRter coal,
and is so considered by the operators. The bed dips north, is± feet 2
inches thick, and is divided in the lower part by 19 inches of shale.
Recloak clistn.:ct.-Two seams of coal were prospected at Recloak in
1899. They are separated by from 60 to 70 feet of shale. These coal
beds, which crop just south of the town, are in the S'V. t sec. 3±, T. 6
N., R. 21 E. They are about in the horizon of t.he l\1cAlester coal,
but it is not known that either is its exact representative. The beds
are between 2 and 3 feet thick, and have shale contacts· both aboye
and below. At present they appear to be clea;r of shaly impurities,
and of good quality. The dip is nearly 10° N.
Titlrkey Creek district.- The Turkey Creek :Mining Company operates 6 miles east of Redoak, near the line of the Choctaw, Oklahoma
and Gulf Railroad. The compan)T began operations in 1899 and opened
two seams of coal, which are probably the same as the two at Redoak.
The n1ines are at the east side of sec. 34, T. 6 N., R. 22 E. The lower
bed is 2 feet 4 inches thick and the upper one is 2 feet 10 inches, and
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both occur in shale, as at Red~mk. The low.er bed bas locally a band of
·bony coal near the base. The dip of the coal here is nearly 20° N.
The quality is reported to be good and is successfully exploited. This
company also opened one of the Hartshorne beds 1 mile south of its
n1ines and on the line near the quarter corner between sees. 3 and 4,
·T. 4 N., R. 22 E., and east of Turkey Creek. The coal in this prospect is nearly 4 feet thick and has a sandstone roof. The dip is about
26° N. On the west side of Turkey Creek, in sec. 4, T. 5. N., R. ~2 E.,
another coal bed, nearly 4 feet thick, is prospected and is found to
have a shale roof. This coal differs in character from the one on the
east side of the creek. It contains local impurities and is termed
"faulty" by the prospectors. It is possible that the coal at the former
prospect is the lower Hartshorne coal, while this is the upper, though
the fact is not definitely established.
JicmsAawe district.-The same coal beds which have been prospected
and mined in the Redoak and Turkey Creek districts have been opened
at Fanshawe, on the south side of the railroad track, but have not been
worked for market. The coal beds are in sh3le and dip north at about
the same angle as the coal in the Turkey Creek mines.
Pocahontas district.--Tbe Hartshorne coal was formerly mined at
Pocahontas, a station on the St'. Louis and San Francisco Railroad, at
which place both the upper and lower beds have a workable thickness.
The Kansas and Texas Coal Company opened what was known as
the Braidwood mine, near Pocahontas, in the S\V. -!sec. 32, T. 6 N.,
R. 24 E., in 1890, and worked it for about two years .. The mine
remained idle fron1 July, 1893, to December, 1894, when operations
were resumed for about one year, and then the mine was abandoned.
The upper Hartshorne bed at this place is 3 feet 4 inches thick. The
lower Hartshorne bed is separated from the upper by about 50 feet of
sandstone and shale, as at vYilburton, and is about 4 feet thick. The
dip is 45° N. The coal is of good quality, but according to report the
· steep dip, together with the presence of abundant water and gas, prevented its being worked profitably.
·
Two miles "vest of Pocahontas, at a place on the St. Louis and San
Francisco Railroad formerly known as Bryan, a mine was opened in
1889. and was operated by the Kansas and Texas Coal Company for
about two years. It was located in the SW.-! sec. 36, T. 6 N., R. 23 E.
The coaJ there is the same as at the Braidwood mine above described.
The quality of the coal-in these mines is reported to be of the usual
good grade of the Hartshorne coal farther west in this field.
lriste7' cUstrict.-The CavanaJ coal has been prospected in the NW. t
sec. 28, T. 6 N., R. 24 E., and in the NE. -!sec: 27, T. 6 N., R. 24 E.,
3 miles and 2 miles west of Wister Station, respectively. The same
coal was found in a well about one-half mile no1:th of Wister.
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In the fall ol1899 a company began mining operations by slope on
this coal at the prospect 3 miles west of .\Vister and 500 feet north of
the railroad track, the success of which has not been learned.
\Vhen examined the coal in the prospect had not been exposed. below
the level of the disintegrated rock, and its true thickness could not be
determined. The eoal as exposed, however, was 3 feet thick and .
dipped 18° N.
I-Iowe district.-The only rnine in this district is at the mining camp
of Potter, 1t rniles southwest of Howe Station, in the east side of sec.
3, T. 5 N., R. 25 E.
The Mexican Gulf Coal and Transportation Company opened the
mine in 1899. The coal is operated by a shaft 110 feet deep and by a
slope from the crop of the coal in the ridge to the south. A new
shaft, No. 2, 450 feet deep, wa~ begun the same year in advance of the
workings.
Mitchell Basin district.--In 1899 Milby & .Dow sunk a prospect
slope on one of the Hartshorne coal beds in the south side of this
basin, in the southwest corner of sec. 28, T. 5 N., R. 26 E. The coal
is about 3 feet thick and dips 25° N. The high grade of the coal in
this basin is attested by the analysis in the table on page 308, which
was made from samples collected at this slope.
The Hartshorne coals have been prospected throughout the Mitchell
Basin by rneans of numerous bore holes by the Choctaw, Oklahoma
and Gulf Railroad Company, and the whole area underlain by coal is
held under lease by this company. The Kansas City, Pittsburg and
Gulf Railroad crosses the basin, giving ample facility for shipment,
but the company holding the leases has not seen fit to develop the
coal.
Oavanal district.- The coal which is ruined three-quarters of a mile
north of Cavanal Station, in the west side of sec. 17, T. 6 N., R. 25
E., is known as the Cavanal coal seam. The Kansas and Texas Coal
Company opened a small mine upon this coal in 1894. In 1897 it produced about 500 tons.
The Crescent Coal and :Niining Company began work by reopening
the old slope in 1899. It has opened a new mine near by, parallel with
the old slope, and constructed a branch road from the main line of the
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad, and has erected a new hoisting
plant preparator.r to shipping on an extensive scale. The coal at this
place is 3 feet 6 inches thick, and shows a thin parting of shale. The
dip in the slope is about 7° NvV.
The quality is that of a highly bituminous coal, as its analysis, g·iven
in the table on page 308, would indicate. Both its sulphur and ash,
howe,·er, are higher than either the Hartshorne or )1cAlester coals.
Poteau dist'rict.-In the hill on the west side of Poteau Station a
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slope was opened on the Cavana.l seam, but it has been abandoned.
vVhy this coal was "abandoned at this place has not been explained.
Presun1ably it was because a more profitable mine was opened in the
Witteville coal in the vicini tv.
Witteville clistrict.-At "'Vitteville two seams of coal have bee'n
opened. They are known as the upper and lower "'Vittevillo beds
The upper "'Vitteville is the coal which was called the ~layberrr coal
where it was formerly mined north of Cavanal :Mountain.
The Cavanal Coke and Railway Company opened the mine at \Vitteville in 1894, and w~s reorganized in 1899 as the Indianola Coal and
Railway Company. Their mine is a slope on the upper Witteville·
coal and is· located in the eastern base of Cavanal :Mountain, in sec. 15,
T. 7 N., R, 25 E. The coal is 3 feet 10 inches thick and has a 'thin
shale parting 1 inch to 2 inches thick near its center. The clip at the
opening is 6° "'V., and at the face of the working in the mine is about
3°. The lower "'7\Titteville coal has been prospected in the slope of
the mountain below the upper "'Vitteville coal, and is found to be 4 feet
8 inches thick, and to contain two considerable shale partings. This
coal company has constructed a branch road from its mines to Poteau
Station, a distance of 3 miles to the southeast. The coal from the mine
is loaded by gravity in railway cars about 1,000 feet distant fron1 the
mine.
The analysis in the table on page 308 indicates that this coal is nearly
the same in quality as the Cavanal coal. Like the Cavanal coal, also,
its structure is. weak, but it is shipped successfully to market.
_i}[ayberry district.-The coal which is being operated at the mining
town in the west side of sec. 11, T. 7 N., R. 24 E. is the same bed as
the upper Witteville coaL
The Choctaw Coal and Nlining Company began operations in this
n1ine in 1899. An extensive hoisting plant is being erected at the
mine and a branch railway has been constructed to Shady Point, on the
Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf Railroad. The coal at this mine is
4 feet 6 inches thick, separated by shale into three benches, as follows:
Coal, lower bench, 22 inches; shale, 1 inch to 2 inches; coaJ, 12 inches
to 14 inches; coal, upper bench, 16 inches. It dips nearly 9° S.
Jenson district.-Jenson is situated on the St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad just over the State line in Arkansas, about 1 mile south
of Backbone Ridge. Reference to it is made here in discussing the
1nining operations which are near by in the Choctaw Nation. The coal
which has been opened near this point is perhaps a continuation of the
Hackett coal in Arkansas. In Indian Territory it is known as the
Panan1a coal bed, from developments at the 1nining town of Panama, on
the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf Railroad, farther west. The Jenson Coal Company opened a mine in 1895 about 2 miles west of Jenson,
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· south of the St. Louis and San Francisco Raihoad, in sec. 9, T. 8 N., R. 27
E. The coal is reported to have been faulted and lost, and the mine
was therefore abandoned in 1897. T~e coal is 2 feet 10 inches thick
and clips about 12° SSE.
The Kansas and Texas Coal Company has opened a mine known as
the Doubleday mine, situated west of the St. Louis and San Francisco
Railroad, about 4 miles from ~Ten son, in sec. 7, T. 8 N., R. 27 E. It
was opened in 1895, but was not worked until 1899. The coal bas been
stripped extensively and is found to run unevenly. In the slope at the
face there is 2 feet 4 inches of coal, above which is 7 inches of bony
coal, and above this 2 feet 7 inches of coal. The company has erected
a temporary hoisting plant and connected its mines to the main line of
the St. Louis and San Francisco by a branch road. The operations are
carried to considerable depths in order to determine the qu~lity of the
coal, and whether or not it may be faulted, before the erection of hoisting machinery and other appliances lJreparatory to general shipment.
Three and a half miles northwest of' Cameron the Panama coal seam
has been opened by J\1r. C. G. Adkins. The slope is located in sec. 21,
T. 8 N., R. 26 E. The sea1n is 4 feet thick, and is clean coal of splendid
quality. It dips 15° a little east of south. This coal is considered by
the miners to be the same as one bench of the coal bed at the Doubleday mine. At present this mine is worked in a small way, and the coal
is hauled to Cameron for shipn1ent.
PctnaTJUt dist?oict.-The coal mined at this place is considered to be
the same bed as that at the Adkins, Doubleday, and Jenson mines, and
possibly the Hackett bed in Arkansas. It is known as the Panama coal,
its name being taken from the mining town of Panama, on the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf Railroad. The Ozark Coal and Railway
Company opened a slope 1nine in 1899, situated in sec. 21, T. 8 N., R.
25 E., one-half 1nile west of Panama Station. The coal is of high grade
and is clear of shaly impurities. It is 3 feet 10 inches thick, and dips
14° a little west of south.
A branch road from the mine joins the Kansas City, Pittsburg and
Gulf Railroad at Pananm Station. The company has a new hoisting
plant and is shipping coal actively. The ·coal at present goes chiefly
to the Texas market.
l~ocola dist'rict.- The bed of coal in Arkansas north of Backbone
Ridge, known as the Bonanza coal, is thought to continue westward
into the Choctaw Nation, and is believed to be the same as that
mined in the Pocola disti·ict. The Kansas and Texas Coal Company
prospected the coal, and did some preliminary wo1·k about 1 mile
east of Pocola in 1895. The coal. is 3 feet 11 inches thick, and dips
10° :X. One 1nile west of Pocola the same coal bed has been worked
in a slope, chiefly for local uses. Thi~ coal dips about 15° N., IS 3
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feet 11 inches thic~, and has a i:lhale parting 3 inches thick near its
center.
Two small ::;lopes were operated in this coal in the viCinity of Pocola
by 'V. 0. Hartshorne in 1895. The coal is reported to be 3 feet 10
inches thiek, and to dip 10° a little west of north. The total output
as reported was 700 tons.
There was some prospecting by the Fort Smith and Western Coal
and Railway Company in 1896 at several places near Pocola, but only
preliminary work was done.
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Summary of mining operations.

Station.

Location.

Company.

I

Gowen ..... See.26,T.5 .l\"., H..17 E ...... Choctaw, 0 k l a: homa and Gulf
1
Railroad Co.
Wilburton .. See.8,T.5i\l.,R.19E ....... )IcAlesterCoaland
:Mineral Co.
1

Do ....... See.10,'1'.5 I:\., R.19 E ...... WilburtonCoaland
.Mining Co.

Name of coni
horizon.

~line.

No.3~haft

i

.... ' Hartshorne ....... .

Upper slope . . l:pper Hartshorne.
Lower slope .. ' Lower Hartshorne.
Slope Xo.l.... "Cpper Hartshorne.
Sl()pe Xo. 2.... Lower Hartshorne.
Slope Xo. 3 ......... do ............ .

.1 Sec. 7, T. 5 N., R.19 E

SlopeXo. 4........................ .

~.....

Eastern Coal and Shaft......... Hartshorne ....... .
Mining Co.
Ol:t. ......... Sec.ll,T.5 N.,R.l\l E ...... Ola Coal and ):t:in- Slope Xo.l .... Lower Hartshorne.
ing Co.
1
Slope Xo. :~ ......... do ............ .
1 Sec.ll,T.5N.,R.19E ........... do ............. .
Do .... --

.

i Sec.ll,T.5N.,R.19E ····-·i·····do ............. .

Slope No.3.... Upper Hartshorne.

Sec.7,T.5N.,R.20E ............ do ............. . SlopeNo.4 .... LowerHartshorne.
Panola .. _... Sec. 5, T. 5 N., R. 20 E ..... _....................... Slope ......... :McAlester ........ .
I~edoak ......

Sec.3,T.5N.,R.21E ....... R.H.Kilpatrick ......... do ............. do ............ .

Do ....... Sec.34,T.6N.,R.22E ...... Turkey Creek Coal
Co.

SlopeXo.l. ........ do ............ .

Fanshawe ... Sec.32,T.6N.,R.23E ............................ Slope .............. do ............ .
Pocahontas .. Sec.32,T.6N.,R.24E ...... KC~~~sc~~d Texas

Bra~d wood {Upper Hartshorne.

mme.

Lower Hartshorne.

Upper Hartshorne.
Do ..... -. Sec. 36, T. 6 N., R. 23 E - .. - ... - ... do .............. Bryan mine.- { Lower Hartshorne.
Wister ....... Sec.28,T.6 N.,R.24 E ............................
Howe ....... Sec.3, T.5 N.,R. 25 E ....... Mexican Gulf Coal
and Transportation Co.

·--~·-··········

Cavanal(?) ....... .

ShaftNo.l. ... Hartshorne ....... .
ShaftXo.2 ......... do ............ .

Heavener ... Sec.28,T.5N.,R.26E ...... ::\Iilby&Dow ....... Slope ......... Lower Hartshorne(?).
Cavan"al ... _. Sec.17, T. 6 N., R. 25 E . . . . . . Crescent Coal and ..... do_....... Cavanal .......... .
Mining Co.
Witteville ... Sec.15,T.7N.,R.25E ...... India.nolaCoaland ..... do ........ "CpperWitteville ..
Railway Co.
I
1
:\Iayberry ... Sec.ll,T.7N.,R.24E --·-··'Choctaw Coal and ..... do ............. do ............. '
Mining Co.
I
Jenson ...... Sec.9, T.S N., R.27 E ....... Jenson Coal Co ..................... Panamn ........... !

I

Do ....... Sec.7,T.SN.,R.27E ....... ,E:ansas and Texas Doubleday ..... do ............ .
Coal Co.
slope.
Cameron . . . . Sec. 21, T. 8 N., R. 26 E .. : .. _ C. G. Adkins._ ...... Slope .............. do ............ .
Panama ..... Sec.21, T.S N.,R. 25 E ...... Ozark Coal and ..... do ............. do ............ .
Railway Co.
Pocola .................................... . Kansas and Texas ..... do........ Bonanza .......... !
Co.
1
Do .................................... . W. 0. Hartshorne ...... _.do ........ _.... do ..... _....... '
Do ....... , ............................... Fort

Smith and ..... do ............. do .............
Western Railway
Co.

I
1
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Summary of mining

operation.~.

Output, in tons, by years, for years
ending June 30Total
Thickness When
opened.t----,----,----.,..-----,,.-----t output.
of coal.

1~95.

Ft. 'in. Pt. in.
3

6 to 5 0

:

.

5

1899

0 ..

300

::~:;: }··

_: __

1895

5 0

1897

5 0

1898

4

6

1898

0 to 5 4

1899

.

3, 000

..... .

.

I

66.741

. 3, 500 116, 170

4S, 062

5,575

48, 561

300

,:~;;;I
l

2 10

53, 436

1, 0081 Opened by the Wilburton

1,008

Coal and Mining Co.; operated by the Eastern Coal
and Mining Co. since 1898.

}·

.

. ...

300

8, 740

I

44,820 I

36, 880

I

·:···:-~ ",~o;~~~~~el':~~~~~o~hft

::: :::::::: :::: : ·::_::·,:::::·:: ·. :oo:
I

•••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••

--··-·-

••••••••

........................
1

_ . . . . . _ . . . . . . . .1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _

; } 1890

4

0

0

:.

_
(I

1

........ I.._ ••. •- ••••••••..•••••••••••••••••.••••

1899

.l . ...•....................

6, 253

0

5

Output

.......•.... - . . . . .. - .... '. - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•...

1894

Prospected by the Kansas
and Texas Co. in 1894.
7,989

10,000

1899

········/········

210

1895

........ , 3, 800

6 to 7 0

1899

.......................

{A~~~~~~~~t~~-1892.

6, 273

1899
4

3

Output not reported.

1899
1899

: :. . .

be 2 feet 4 inches thick .
Prospected and mined for
local uses.

i........ {Id1~9~~ ~~~~~~;~~ ' f~ ~~~6:
1

; } 1889

This company's output ineludes that of a slope operated bv the Eastern Coal
and Mining Co. since 1898.

69,032

4 2

-------------·

Remarks.

1897. ll::i98.11899. I

===T~=

~~~~ .. }

4 0

1896.

23,366

19,605

···········-····

6,000

55,955

········

·······-

5, 500 .. --.... . . . . . . . .

9, 300

:.::::r·:::
:c::·
:::·::.:.
,

Abandoned, 1897.
Prospected in 1895.

0

1899

3 10

1899

........ ........ ···.·······---··· ········ ·······-
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1895

........ ,.... --- .. - ........ ----- ............... -. Prospect.

3 10

1895
1896

700 .. ---- ....... - ................. .

:· ...................... -,---- ...

21 GEOL, PT 2--20

700

Small workings; abandoned.

- ............... . Prospects.
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COJ\fPOSITIOX AND

ADAPTABIT.~rrY

OE'

COA.T_.~S.

Obviously the most satisfactory method of determining the adaptability of a coal is by means of a practical test with the exact conditions under which it is to be used. If, on the other hand, a given
quality of coal must be used, then the conditions requisite to its
econmnic utilization should be carefully studied. A proximate analysis, which determines the essential constituents, and a test of the
physical properties, are, however, a fair index to the quality of a coal,
and if rightly understood will determine to a considerable extent the
use to which it is adapted.
The principal uses to which a coal is applied are as a fuel in developing heat, in producing coke, and as a source of illuminatmg gas.
Of these the use as a fuel is by far the largest.
The constituent parts of a coal, as determined by proximate chemical analysis, are: ''Tater, fixed carbon, volatile hydrocarbon, ash, sulphur, phosphorus.
Of these, the fixed carbon and volatile hydrocarbon may be considered as the essential materials. The sulphur, phosphorus, water, and
a.sh are in the nature of impurities. A portion of these may, however,
be consumed in combustion. The fixed carbon and volatile hydrocarbon are the fuel portions, and indicate the amount of heat which may
be obtained in the combustion. The ratio of the fixed carbon to the
volatile hydrocarbon has been called the fuel ratio, and has been taken
as the basis for the classification of coals. It is perhaps the most
satisfactory method, although there are certain distinctions which it
doel::l not express. It is based upon the assumption that the sulphur,
phosphorus, water, and ash are accidental impurities, and are liable to
vary fron1 place to place and with the method of operating the mine,
as well as from conditions affecting it after it has been taken from the
ground. For example, the introduction of ••slate" or "bony" coal will
cause a variation in the amount of ash, while the fuel constituents
remain in the same rati_o to each other, although forming a smaller
pereentage of the coal. Two coals thus considered may be of the
same· quality but may differ as to their impurities.
Besides determining the value of a coal as a fuel the fixed carbon
and volatile hydrocarbon are the essential constituents which determine its value in its other uses; namely, in the production of coke and
the manufacture of illuminating gas. Coke is a product of fixed carbon and the illuminating gas a product of the volatile hydrocarbon.
The coking or fusing of coal is, however, not directly related to its
composition, as would seem to be indicated by certain exceptions in
which coals do not coke at all, the only safe ground for determining
the coking quality being a practical test. In the manufacture of coke
the impurities, notably the sulphur and phosphorus, are of ,·itaL
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importance, since in the subsequent use of the coke in iron smelting the
presence of sulph\u· and phosphorus are highly detrimental. Sulphur
occurs in coal as iron pyrites (FeS 2), as sulphate of lime, or gypsum,
which aprears in thin white scales in the coal, and as free sulphur. In
coking the sulphur is largely volatilized and driven ofl', but if it is in
the form of sulphate of lime it will remain in the coke. ~Iethods of
crushing and washing the coal are devised for separating the sulphur
before it is converted into coke. The sulphur which is in the coke
produces in iron which is smelted with it the undesirable quality of
1·ed-shortness--that is, the condition of brittleness when ho~. Coke
should not contain over 1 per cent of sulphur as a maximum.
All of the phosphorus in coal usually remains in the coke produced
from it. Its influence upon iron is to produce the condition of coldshortness-that is, brittleness in a cold condition.
Ash is largely a negative element, with but little chemical influence,
· unless it is composed of siliceous matter, in whieh case it will produce
clinkers, which are und~sirable. The accumulation of the ash displaces
the fuel and stops the draft, thus necessitating the frequent cleaning
of the fire box. An excessive amount of ash is detrimental in the
manufacture of coke and also in the use of the coke in the iron furnace,
since it must be disposed of in the slag.
ANALYSES OF COALS.

The following table shows the composition of coals from the Eastern
Choctaw coal field. The fixed carbon and volatile hydrocarbon are
expressed in the right of the table as percentages of the total fuel
constituents, and the fuel ratios are given as the index of the fuel
qualities of the coal.
The table of analyses of coals from the l\IcAlester-Lehigh or "\Vestern Choctaw coal field is here repeated from th~ Nineteenth Annual
Report of the Survey, Part III, page 456. It is inserted for the sake
of comparison, and to this end the fuel ratios have been computed and
added to the .table.

~

0
00

Table of proximate analyses of coals from the Eastern ·Chocimv coal field.
Q

[Analyses by George Steiger.]

Moisture.

Locu:tion of mine.

Nttme of coal bed.

Fuel consti tnen ts.

Volatile IFixe
.d
Icombustible
carmatter.

bon.

Ash.

Lower Hart.'lhorne .... I West side of Wilburton, Indian Territory.
Upper Hnrtshorne ..... 1·····do ................................
Rn.rtshorne............ Potter mine, 1t miles southwest of
Howe, See. 3, T. 5 N., R. 25 K
Do ................. I Two miles southeast of Heavener,
Sec. 28, T. 5 N., R. 26 E.
l'n n n m n ( Hoc t e -~ O'·"'k mine, Panama, See. 21, T. 8 N.,
horne) (?)
R. 25 E.
Do ................. Doubleday mine "Top Vein," Sec. 7,
T.8 N.,R. 27 E.
Do ................. l Doubleday mine "Lower Vein" .... Cavmml ...............·I i miles north of Cavanal Station .....

I

Upp" W i tt c v i ll e Witteville mine, Witt.,ille Station,
(Mn.yberry).
Sec.15, T. 7 N., R. 25 E.
Do ................. Mayberry mine, Sec.ll,T. 7 N .. R. 24E.

I

7.62

I

Q

Itile
Volahy-

1-1
J<~ixed

Fuel
cardrbcar- bon.
ratio.
bon.
--- --- ---

0

Per ct. Per ct. Per ct.

t.:rj

71.28

6.21

1.13

.24

15.13

80.00

4.63

1. 22

.140 ..... do ............................

15.90

84.10

5.22

.17

16.53

78.27

5.03

.88

. 033 ..... do ............................

17.<J4

82.56

4.73

>

11. o1

I

13.31

1.20

I

17.93

82.07

4.57

0

66.16

I

1o.o8

4.33

I

26.24

73.76

2.81

>-t-4

23821 66.691

•• Oi

Lustrous, hard, n n d s 1 i g h t 1 y
swollen.
. 031 I Lustrous, firm, and swollen to
several times original volume.
. 02

26.32

73.68

2. 78

t.:rj

26.39

73.61

2.78

~

.17

I

15.51

.22

I

23.54

·"I
.55

23.02

I

64.21

9.66
9.80

12.22

1. 38

.69

I

I .... I
5.81

.090

.20

!••••:: ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••

58.38

1.40

~

22.03

1.01

41.62

txj

f-3

.48

50.76
68.86

3R.15
20.89

0.023

I

Lustrous, hard, and s 1 i g h t 1 y
swollen.
.052 ..... do ............................
.063 Lustrous, firm, and swollen to
several times original volume.
.012 ..... do ............................

53.06

37.83

1. 43
.45

I

Character of coke.

phur.

Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct.

Per ct.

1.49

1

I Sol-I P~~rPho>

1

------Per ct.

t.:rj

0
t-4
0

txj

p..
42.91
23.28

57.09
76.72

1. 33
3.29

23.61

76.39

3.23

U1

f-3

t.:rj

~

'Z
0

~
0

0
1-3

~

0

txj
H

t-4

.,>>-l

Table of proximate analyses of coals frO?n the J,fcAlester-Lehigh or Western Choctaw coal field.
Hillebran~;

[Analyses by W. F.

sulphur and phosphorus determinations by

Georg~

"l

>'/,

Steiger.]

t:l

>0"<1'

::lC'l

<.>.8
olo

;:.C'l

Name of coni bed.

Location of mine.

e-6

"""W

f~·ul
::l~-<'"'

+>Q)::l

·815.8
~

Per ct.
Hnrtshorne •....... Shaft No.1, Hartshorne .....
1. 68
Do ............. Hughes's mine, 2 miles east
of Krebs:
McAlester ......... Shaft No.lO, Krebs .........

Do ............. Sample's slope, 1 mile west
of McAlester.
Lehigh ............ Shaft No.5, Lehigh ...... : ..

t:l

~.~

~s
g3

0

s~g

Sulphur.

Phosph orus.

--- --Per ct. Per ct. Per ct.
51.91
5.41
41.00

Per ct.
2. 72

Per ct.
0.012

o~o:

<.>

_.,..

Q)

~-~

Fixed
carbon.

Ash.

Color of ash.

55.84

5.16

2.00

.012

1. 74

37.00

56.86

4.40

.65

.014

37.52
41.61

56.02
41.12

4.38
13.71

Volatilehy- Fixed
cardrocar- bon.
bon.

Fuel
ratio.

---

37.96

3.56

Character of coke.

s~~
~SE
:.>

1.04

2.08

~

Fuel constituents.

.80
4.56

.016
.024

Per ct. Per ct. Per ct.
1. 26
Reddish brown ....... 44.13 • 55. 87"

Lustrous, with dull-black
patches; not swollen.
Dull; slightly swollen .... . .... do ................

Lustrous, with black Light brown .........
patches moderately
swollen.
Lustrous; not strongly ..... do ................
coherent.
Coherent; lustrous ........ Dark reddish brown ..

>
~
>
t"t

1-1
UJ

40.47

59.53

1. 47

39.42

60.58

l.M

t."'.l

UJ

0

ttj

a
0

40.11

59.89

1. 49

>
t"t

rp
50.30

49.70

.9\J
--

REMARKS BY THE CHEMIST.-The method adopted in obtaining the results given in the above table is that recommended by the committee on coal analyses in a report
made to the president and members of the American Chemicnl Society, and published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society, Vol. XXI, No.12, December, 1899.
Moisture is determined by heating 1 gram in a toluene bnth (104° C.) for one hour. The loss by this operation is "moisture." Ash is determined by burning 1 gram until the
carbon is gone, and igniting over Bunsen burner to constant weight. To determine volatile matter, 1 gram is heated over Bunsen burner with flame 20 centimeters high
for seven minutes. The loss caused by this treatment less "moisture" is "volatile matter." The residue from this treatment is the" coke." 'l'hc fixed carbon is found by
subtracting "ash" from "coke." To determine amount of sulphur, 1 gram is thoroughly mixed with 1 gram of magnesia and a half gram of sodium carbonate. This
mixture is heated over an alcohol lamp until all carbon is burned off. The residue is thoroughly leached out with hot water; a small amount of bromine water is added,
made acid with hydrochloric acid, and boiled until bromine is gone. Sulphur is then precipitated with barium chloride. A small correction is found in the residue of the
water-leach by dissqlving in ~ydrochloric acid, oxidizing with bromine, and precipitating as barium sulphate. Phosphorus is found by burning 5 grams of coal to an ash.
This is fused with sodium carbonate, dissolved in nitric acid, and estimated in the usual way by first precipitating with molybdate solution and then with magnesia mixture.

~

0

~
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-'-1fetlwds of sampling.-As an aid to the proper appreciation of the
value of the proximate analyses of the coals recorded in the table,
notes on the method of collecting samples are submitted. The samples
from the Panama (Ozark), Cavanal, and Upper Witteville (Mayberry)
beds w~re taken from a number of railway cars, in each case loaded
for shipn1ent from the mines. The cars were carefully gone over
and a great many specimens collected from both small and large
pieces. These specimens were then broken, mixed, and again broken
into small fragments. A part of the mixture thus prepared was taken
for analysis. The samples fron1 the Doubleday top vein, Doubleday
lower vein, and the Mayberry mine were taken from the faces of the
workings by first eleanihg off the surface of the coal with a hammer
and then making a section some 6 inches in width from top to bottom
of the vein. The coal thus taken was then broken into small pieces
and thoroughly mixed and a sample was taken for analysis. The Lower
Hartshorne, Upper Hartshorne and Hartshorne (Potter) specin1ens
were taken at random from mine cars as they were brought from the
mine to the tipple, until a large parcel was collected. These specimens
were broken, mixed, and divided, and from a division the fragments
were again broken and samples taken for analysis. At the Potter mine,
where the slope had been driven down about 100 feet, and where several
carloads were upon the dump, very many specimens were collected at
random, so that an average collection was taken. This collection was
then broken and divided and samples for analysis were taken as indicated above. All of these samples were shipped from the field to the
office in heavy canvai:? bags, so it will be observed that the moisture represented in the table of analysis is probably a minimum for these coals.
CLASSIFICATION OF COALS.

According to the variation of their fuel ratios, coals have been
classed as exhibited in the following table:
Hard, dry anthracite, ratios varying from ....... _..... _. ___ ._. __ ... _.. _. 100 to 12
Semianthracite, ratios varying from ................ ___ .. _.. __ . _. ___ . ____ 12 to 8
Semi bituminous, ratios varying from .. __ ...... __ ... ____ .... __ .... _.. ____
8 to 5
Bituminous, ratios varying from. __ .. __ . _.... __ . _... _.... ___ ..... __ .. ___ 5 to 0

In this table it will be seen that theoretically the ratios vary from
zero to 100, while practically they do not exhibit so wide a range.
The classification was 1nade for black or stone coals, and consequently
the brown coals or lignites would not be included. In the trade the
classes are not strictly observed, but they afford as satisfactory a basis
as has yet been proposed.
Considered according to this classification the coals of the Eastern
Choctaw coal field are bituminous, having ratios varying between 1.33
and±. 73, with the exception of the coal from the Panama seam at the
Ozark mine, which, according to the analysis, has a fuel ratio of 5. 32,
which places it just within the limit of the semibiturninous class.
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VARIATION OF COALS.

The coals which are at ·present Iniried in a comn1ercial way in the
Eastern Choctaw coal field, are found in three horizons. Their geologic
occurrence has a wide range, and a variation in the quality of the coal
beds may be naturally expected. Only one of the beds, the Hartshorne or Panama, has sufficient geographic range to indicate variation
throughout the extent of the field.
Comparing the fuel ratios· of the various seams of coal in the region
where all of them are closely associated, so as to exclude, as far as .
possible, variation with their geog-raphic extent, we find that the coal
of the Hartshorne sean1 at Howe has a fuel ratio of 3.29, and at
Heavener, 3.23. Its equivalent, the Panama seam at the Ozark mine,
shows a ratio of 5.22. The Cavanal seam at Cavanal has a ratio of
2.81. The fuel ratio of the coal from the upper \Vitteville seam is
2. 78, and at the Maberry mine it is the same. This comparison points
to the fact that the lower coals have a higher fuel value.
The fuel ratios of the coal from the Hartshorne and Panama seams
are seen to be higher in the eastern part of the field. At Wilberton
the lower seam has a fuel ratio of 1.40 and the upper a ratio of 1. 33.
At Howe and Heavener the ratios are 3.29 and 3.23, respectively.
The ratio of the lower coal at the Doubleday mine is 4. 57 and that
of the upper 4. 73, while the coal from the Ozark mine at Panama
has a fuel ratio of 5. 22.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE CAMDEN COAL
FIELD OF SOUTHWESTERN ARKANSAS.
By

JOSEPH

A.

TA:I!"'F.

INTRODUCTION.

The following report is based chiefly upon field work done in ~1ay,
1900, although the writer was already somewhat familiar with the
region and its g~ology. o The specific object of the report is to describe
the mode of occurrence, extent, and econon1ic value of the coal in the
vicinity of Camden, on the Ouachita River, Ouachita County, Arkansas.
In connection with the examination and mapping of the coal the geology of the associated rocks was investigated as far as possible.
The country has low· relief and is densely forested, while the rocks
are soft and almost completely covered by soil, so that it would be
difficult to make a satisfactory report on the geology of the region,
even after a complete survey.

The part of this coal field examined by the writer lies in the northcentral portion of Ouachita County, Arkansas, contiguous to the
immediate valley of Ouachita River, and to the Camden branch of the
St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railway. It includes· nearly
50 square miles, as shown on the sketch map (Pl. XXXVIII). The
larger part of this area is in T.12 S., R. 18 'V., where most of the active
prospecting and mining has been done. The coal-bearing rocks are
exposed east, west, and south from the district examined. Throughout a broad area, which covers parts of several counties, the same
coal is reported to occur, but, chiefly on account of facilities for transportation, the Camden field bas been more extensively prospected and
developed than any other locality in southwestern Arkansas.
CH.ARACT:F_JR Oli' THE COUNTRY.

The tmrface of this portion of Arkansas consists of broad alluvial
river valleys and a dissected upla~d. The valleys consist of first and
second bottoms bordering the rivers and larger creeks. Their surfaces
319 .
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are covered by sands and silts deposited by the streams during floods.
At present the high waters of these streams cover only a part of the
alluvial valley lands, the first bottoms.
The extent of the alluvial lands as represented on the map (Pl.
XXXVIII) is adopted from the Annual Report of the Arkansas Geological Survey for 1888, Volume II. So far as the writer's examination extended, the outlines there given are substantially correct.
At the border of the alluvial botton1 lands the surface rises rather
abruptly, nearly 150 feet, to the general level of the highland. The
rocks in the highland are of such a nature that they disintegrate
readily, permitting the small streams to cut their way rapidly downward. As a result the surface of the highland, especially near the
river, is dissected by a very irregular system of drainage channels.
Even the rivulets, b.Y headwater erosion, have cut small gulches in the
soft rock, often to their sources.
AGE OF THE COAT.J-BEARING ROCKS.

In 1859-60 Dr. D. D. Owen made a reconnaissance of the southern
counties of Arkansas, during which he examined the geology of
Ouachita County. In- his report 1 he gives the results of his examination of the coal which occurs in sec. 12, T. 12 S., R. 18 ··v\r., and
which he calls ''the Camden coal.''
In the Annual Report of the Geological Survey of Arkansas for
1888, Volume II, pages 50-51, Mr. R. T. Hill discusses the geology
of the rocks in the region w:est of Camden and north of Texarkana.
~'Ir. Hill determined that the rocks of the Camden coal field belong to
the epoch of the Eocene Tertiary, and calls the coal-bearing formation
the Camden series or Camden formation. He states that it extends
from Louisiana across southern Arkansas into Texas. He reports the
occurrence of lignites or ligneous shales in the bluff of Ouachita River,
near Camden, and at the mouth of Little :Missouri River. Mr. Hill's
work was confined to the valley o£ Ouachita River in his surveys in
Ouachita County, and hence he did not see the Camden coal.
Mr. Gilbert D. Harris published a report on the rocks of Ouachita
County in his volume of the reports of the Arkansas Geological Survey. 2
It was Mr. Harris's object first to determine the age of the rocks by
n1eans of the fossil shells which they contain, and then to describe
their character. He investigated many localities in Ouachita County,
as well as those on the Ouachita River visited bJr ~'Iessrs. Owen and
Hill. Mr. Harris visited the mine in sec. 12, T. 12 S., R. 18 vV., and
reported Owen's section of the coal to be substantially correct.
~Ir. Harris verified lVlr. Hill's determination of the Eocene age of
the coal-bearing rocks of Ouachita County and classified then1 with the
1 Second Geol. Survey Arkansas, David Dale Owen, Yo!. II, 1860, pp. 128-135.
2Ann. Rept. Geol. Survey Arkansas, Yo!. II, 1892, pp. 63-iS.
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Lignitic stage of Mississippi and Alabama. He reports that these coalbearing rocks form the surface of considerable areas in Dalla:-;, Ouachita,
Columbia,, Hempstead, Lafayette, and ~1iller counties, Arkansas.
CHARACTER

Qjj'

TilE ROCKS.

The rocks in the part of the Camden coal field examiHed by the writer
are soft sand and clay shales, except local ferruginous sandstone and
ironstone segregations. These sands and clays are cpmpact, but not
consolidated. The fresh clay:-; are pla::;tic when wet, and the sands,
except where locally indurated, are friable and break down soon after
exposure. A~ a result of these characteristics fresh exposures of rock
are exceedingly rare. Occasional cuttings in old roadways, recent
excavations at mines, and exposures at some of the numerous springs
which issue from the coal outcrop give the only fresh rock exposures.
The following generalizedsection ha::; been constructed from numerous ~eparate outcrops, from exposures at coal. openi.ogs, and from the
character of soil and partially decomposed· rock over the highland.
Although far from satisfactory, it is the best that can now be made.
Generalized section of rocks occurring in the Camden coal flelcl, Arkansas.
Feet.

1. Sand and sandy clays, weathering yellow and red, with local hard beds
of ferruginous sandstone and low-grade siliceous iron ore, from. the
top of the section downward _.... __ ... __ .. ____ ... ___ . ____________ 50 to 60
The sand is more abundant than the clay in these beds, which are best
seen in the hilly country along the road between Lester and Camden.
The ferruginous sandstones occur in thin, hard plates, and as beds
and segregations a foot and less in thickness.
2. Thin interstratified beds of sand, sandy clay, and clay, yellow to light
blue in color _____ .. _________ .... __ .... _.. _. ___________________ . . 40 to 50

In these strata the sand becomes generally less abundant downward,
and at the base there is a bed of clay 4 to 8 feet thick resting upon
the coal. This clay above the coal is light blue or ash colored,
homogeneous and plastic when wet.
3. Coal . ___ . _.- ________ . _____ . ____ . _____ ....... ____ . ____________ . _____ 2 to 3. 5
Reported to be in places 6 feet.
4. Light-gray or bluish clays, not well exposed, reported to be ____ . _____ 10 to 20
The clays associated with the coal are partially exposed at the mines
in sees. 10, 12, 14, and 25, T. 12 S., R. 18 ,V.; in sees. 11 and 12,
T. 13 S., R. 1.8 ,V., and in sees. 7 and 19, T. 1.2 S., R. 17 vV.
5. From the clay beneath the coal down to the level of Ouachita River
bottom the rocks are conceale\1 through an interval of _______ . ____ . 0 to 30

The rocks are well exposed in the bluffs at the mouth of the Little
where the river is cutting into the highland, a few miles
north of the outcrop of the Camden coal. They are also. exposed at
Camden, where ~he river again approaches the highland. The latter
locality is south of all the known occurrences of coal in this field.
21 GEOL, PT 2--21

lVlissouri~
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Having been taken at the only good exposures of the rocks in this
region, the sections as given by Mr. Hi1l 1 are reproduced below.
Section at mouth of Little .Missouri River, Arkansas.

•

1. River alluviun1. _______________________________________________________ .
•"2. Ferruginous conglomerate (Quaternary) ____ _______ ______ ________________
3. Thin band of lignitic sand, same character as No.3 of the Camden seetion.
4. Micaceous fine sand_ ______ ________________ __ _____ ______________________
5. Alternating lignitic and sandy strata to water leveL____ __________________

Feet.

20

6
1
8

Section of bluff of Ouachita River new· Camden, Ad:ansas.
1. Sandy soil ____________________________________ . _ ______________________
2. Laminated sand with greensand specks, originally white, weathering red__
3. Lignitic shales interstratifi.ed with white sand___________________________
4. Buff-colored micaceous sand and clay, weathering pink and light yellow__
5. Bituminous shales with concretions of iron pyrites, weathering reddish colored _ __ ___ _____________ ________________ _______ _____________ _________

6. Fine micaceous sand- and clay, laminated________________________________
7. Concealed strata.______________________________________________________
8. Fine sand and clay similar to No. 6, to water line ___ .____________________

Feet.

5

32
20
10
15
25
25
10

The Camden coal, without doubt, belongs above the section at the
n1outh of Little· Missouri River, since its· northernmost outcrop now
known occurs 4 miles farther south and at a higher elevation above
the river than the top of Mr. Hill's section. The outcrop of coal
nearest the Camden section is that at the Brown mine, 5 miles northwest of Camden. The coal bed can not be traced from this mine to
Can1den by means of surface outcrops, and hence its position in the
section given above has not been accurately determined.
OCCURRENCE AND STRUCTURE OF THE COAL.

The approximate location of the outcrop of the Camden coal bed is
shown on the map (Pl. XXXIX) as it occurs on the east side of the
field between the neighborhood of Camden and French Creek.
The Camden coal extends into the highland westward from Ecore
Fabre Creek, and is reported to crop out in the valleys at a number
of places through western Ouachita County.
7
' ' hether or not these isolated outcrops west of the area surveyed
are upon the Camden coal was not determined. They are reported
by a prospecto.r to be the same in character as the Camden coal and to
occur in the same stratigraphic position.
The Can1den coal bed and the rocks associated with it when examined locally appear to lie in a nearly horizontal position. \V hen considered over a large area, however, the rocks are found to dip or
incline southward, approximately the same as the fall of the Ouachita
J

Ann. Rept. Geol. Survey Arkansas, Vol. II, 1888, p. 50.
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River. At the north end of the field, in sec. 25, T. 11 S., R. 18 \V., at
the mines in T. 12 S., R. 17 \V., and at the Brown mine, in sec. 12,
T.12 S., R. 18 vV., the coal outcrops at nearly the same distance above
the overflow limit of Ouachita River.· Slight undulations or "rolls"
occur in the beds, which have no apparent system or regularity of
bearing-. In places the floor rises and falls without corresponding
undulations in the roof, and thus causes local thinning and thickening
of the cQal.
JY£ininq development and details of coal sections.-The Brmvn mines
are on the east side of sec. 12, T. 13 S., R. 18 vV. The coal in the
vicinity of these mines crops in the slopes of hills facing Ouachita
River bottom, about 40 feet above the overflow line. The coal is being
mined in a small way by two drifts which have been driven in about
50 feet. From the entrance of the east drift inward about 40 feet the
coal is practically horizontal. Near the face, however, the floor of
the coal rises toward the south, causing the coal to change in thickness
from about 3t feet to little less than 3 feet, with clay above and below.
Near the center of the north side of· sec. 11, T. 13 S., R. 18 \V., a
drift, known as the Williams mine, has been opened at the head of a
small branch of Ecore Fabre Creek. The mine was closed, and when
visited the door was locked, so that an inspection of the coal at the
face of the workings could not be made. It is reported by citizens
living in the neighborhood, however, that the coal is about 3t feet
thick and occurs in the same manner and is of the same quality as that·
in the Brown mines. Light-blue and whitish clays several feet thick
are exposed above the disintegrated coal at the opening of the mine.
In the NE. i of S,V. i sec. 25, T. 12 S., R. 18 vV., Mr. Joseph
Dempsey has cut a drift on the coal for about 40 feet. The coal is 3
feet thick, is horizontal, and has a clay roof and floor. In order to
give the mine proper drainage the drift was cut in the lower part of
the coal and in clays below, so that the full thickness of the coal is
not yet exposed.
Near the center of sec. 14, T. 12 S., R. 18 vV., two drifts were
opened several years ago upon the coal for a distance of 60 feet
toward the northeast. The company operating the coal built a bra rich
road nearly 3 n1iles long from the Camden branch of the St. Louis,
Iron Mountain and Southern Railway to the mine. It is reported that
on account of insufficient timbering and the presence of water the clay
roof gave way and blocked the mine entry and the mine was abandoned. The coal in these mines is said to range from 5 to 6 feet in
thickness.
The mine in the NE. i, sec. 12, T. 12 S., R. 18 \V., is the oldest
known in this district. The coal at this place was examined and
reported upon by Dr. D. D. Owen, State geologist of Arkansas, in
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1860. 1 Dr. Owen reported 6 feet of coal in the old mine, which is
now closed. A new drift was recently opened beside the old mine to
a distance of 50 feet, and the coal at the face of the new mine is 3 feet
6 inches thick. This coal was also examined by Mr. G. D. Harris, ()f
the recent Geological Survey of Arkansas, about 1892. Mr. Harris
reports the same thickness of coal as is given by Dr. Owen. The discrepancies between the observations upon the coal section by Messrs.
Owen and Harris and by the writer may be explained by the probability that the coal varies in thickness within short distances, caused
by the undulations of the clays in the roof or floor of the coal, as
above referred to in the Brown mine. At the time the writer visited
this mine the clays both above and below the coal were- not exposed to
the extent reported by Dr. Owen and Mr. Harris.
The mines in sees. 7 and 19, T.-12 8., R.17 W., were opened anumber of years ago and were worked at intervals for some time, but are
now abandoned. The coal occurs at practically the same level as that
in sec. 12, T. 12 S., R. 18 W., and is reported by the operator to be of
about the same thickness and of the same general character. Bluish
clays occur at these mines in contact with the coal, as at other mines
in this region.
An opening on coal in sec. 2, T. 13 S., R. 18 vV., and on the branch
road extending southwestward from the lumber mills at Lester Station,
is known as the "Bratt prospect." The shaft was sunk about 40 feet
and a small quantity of coal was taken out. When visited the shaft was
partially filled with ·water and the coal could not be examined. It is
reported by the owner to be about 3 feet thick. Bluish clays were
upon the dump and are reported to come from both above and below
the coal.
The outcrops indicated on the map (Pl. XXXVIII) are all natural
exposures of the coal occurring at springs which issue from the sandy
strata above the clay bed overlying the coal. On account of the disintegration of the rocks a full section of the coals could not be obtained
at any of these outcrops. The clays are exposed either above or below
the coal, and in nearly all of these outcrops the nature of the cla}7 S as
well as of the coal is found to vary but little from that reported as
occurring at the mines and prospects.
The prospeets indicated on the map in the western side ofT. 13 S.,
R. 18
are provisionally located from information given by a prospector who has worked extensively throughout this part of the Camden
coal field.
From the sections of the coal bed observed and reported on good
authority it may be safely concluded that it extends continuously
throughout the district examined, except where removed by erosion,

''V.,

I
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and that its thickness is at least 3 feet, ranging from that to 6 feet. It
is estimated that the single township (T. 12 S., R. 18 vV.) in which the
bed has been most thoroughly prospected contains over 75,000,000 tons
of coal. Of course not all of this can be mined; but even if onl}~ half
of it it' available, the field is capable of sustaining n large output for
many )rears.
CO~iPOSITION

OF

'l~HE

CAMDEN COAL.

It is necessary to discuss the composition here only so fnr as it bears
on the adaptability of the coal as fuel and for the production of illuminating gas and oil. To this end its physical propertie8 will be considered first, and then its chemical composition.
Physical properties.-The physical properties which have an important bearing upon the use of the coal as a fuel are its color, texture,
fracture, hardness, and its power to give out and absorb wa,ter under
different conditions of exposure.
The Camden coal as it comes from the mine is brownish black nnd
compact and has a generally uniform, even texture or structure.
Occasional fragments of lignite with clearly marked woody structure
may be seen. It has an uneven, conchoidal fracture. It is soft but not
friable; that is, it may be easily mined with a pick and may be cut with
a knife as readily as compact dry clay, but it will not crumble between
the fingers. When cut or scratched with a knife it shows a shiny or
oily streak. Upon being exposed to dry air the coal contracts and
cracks, both along the bedding and at right angles to it, so that fragments may be broken by the hand, but the mass does not fall to pieces.
The coal is then blacker and harder than when fresh, and the streak
or powder is more nearly black. On being exposed for a short time
to the repeated action of rain or dew and sun, however, it will disintegrate into small particles. The cracks along the bedding plane
bring out the lignitic or woody structure and at the same time make
plainer the stratified character of the coal.
The percentage of water contained in the coal as it comes from the
mine is expressed in the first column of figures in the table of analyses.
The percentage of water in the coal after it is dried in air, the loss in
such drying, and the ainount of water which the dry coal will absorb in
moist air are given in the last three columns of the table, respectively.
The water lost in dry air is technically ealleq "hygroscopic water,"
and it is the loss of this water which causes the coal to shrink and dis. integrate on exposure to dry air. Its power to reabsorb and"to liberate
this hygroscopic water on repeated wetting and drying is the cause of
its rapid and complete disintegration when exposed to the weather.
Chemical composition.-A proximate chemical analysis of a coal is
that usually made for determining its commercial value. Such an
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analysis expresse::~ very nearly the amounts of the various products
of the coal which determine its uses and value. These products are:
(1) \Vater, (2) volatile combustible matter, (3) fixed carbon, (4) ash, and
(5) sulphur. Of these five substances only the volatile combustible
matter and fixed carbon are essential. They form the fuel of the coal,
while the other substances are waste. The value of the coal as a fuel
depends chiefly upon the percentage of fixed carbon, it being more
stable and producing more heat upon oxidation than the volatile combustible matter. The latter includes the combustible gas, oils, and
tar of the coal, and is easily kindled and rapidly consumed.
Coals are classified according to the ratio of their fixed carbon to
their volatile combustible matter. 'Vhen this ratio is more than 1 and
less than 5-that is, when the percentage of fixed carbon is greater than
that of the volatile combustible matter, but less than five times as greatand when the water is less than 10 per cent, the coal is classed as bituIninous. When the above ratio is less than 1 and t~e percentltge of
water more than 10, the coal is classed as lignite. The greater the
ratios between these two products the higher is the grade of the coal.
Instead of aiding combustion the water consumes heat in being
evaporated from the coal when the latter is burned. "\Vater, therefore, has a negative value and is an important element in the classification of coals. \~Then the content of water ranges above 10 per cent
the coal is usually classed as a brown coal, or lignite.
The sulphur in coals usually occurs in combination with iton, and by
its oxidation it aids combustion slightly, but it attacks and corrodes
the grate bars and boilers. It is therefore decidedly objectionable,
and coals which contain large percentages of it become practically
valueless as fuel.
Table of proximate analyses.

'

i
i

Xo.l Variety of eoal. I

VolaWater
Locality.

Water-

tile

fr~~h ~~~i- F~:;_d

Ash.

bon.

liBrowucoal,or:Brownmine,Ouach- 38.72 36.90
lignite. a
ita County, A rkansas.
:! 'Brown coal, or: Sec.l2,T.13S.,R.18 38.00 i 37.11
lignite.
W., Ouachita
County, Arkansas.
,
1
3 1Brown coal, or I Sec.lO, T. 12 S., R.lS 32. 76,32. 90
1
W., Ouachita 1
.
· lignlte.

16.90

7.50

19.95

5.85

23.32

11.32

1

I

'

s~~~~d

11~.
I' - - - - - - - ! - - - _t_er._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1__._1 _ _ _ai_r._
I
I
Per ct. Pet ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. IPer ct. Per ct. Per ct.
mb!ltet-

.

I I
p~~~- ti}I;~d . Lost

coal.

in dry m ?ry
air
au.

m<~nst

I

0.50

11.23

27.49

bll.lS

.42,11.03

i 26.06

b11.48

1

'

:
'
. 48 ; 9. Sl : 2R. o9

I

, b 10.25

County, Arkansas., _ _ _
I ___j - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - -

Analyses 1-3 made in the laboratory of the Gnited States Geological Survey, by George Steiger.
b In 154 hours.
r£
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Table of pro.1.imale analyses-Con tinned.

l

ANALYSES FOR COMPARISON.

No.

J,ocalitr.

Variety of coal.

VolaWater tile
.
com- Fixed
fr~~h busti- carbon.
coal. 1~~t
ter.

WaterAsh.
i

Real>SulReLost sorbed
phur. tained in
dry
in
in dry air.
moist
air.
air.

------------

Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct.
Brown coal, or Wood Conn ty,
lignite. b
Texas.
5 Brown coal, or Milam County,
lignite. b
Texas.
6 ......................... Nacogdoches
County, Texas.
7 Lignite c ........ District of .Alberta,
1 northwest Canada.
8 Lignitic conic. Lewis River, northwest Canada.
9 Coale ........... Mill Creek district,
Alberta, northwest Canada.
10 Bituminous Huntington, Sebascoal. d
tian County, Arkansas.
4

·I

10.85

37.82

38.21

12.35

. 7i

6.15

4. 70

a10. 25

16.40

41.52

33.42

•7. 70

.96

8. 70

7. 70

(~10.

16.82

46.32

31.47

5.37

1.09

7.15

9. 67

a10.25

11.68

35.82

49.88

2.62

--·--··

4.19

7. 49

12.09

6.03

36.92

49.03

8.02 ............

~.I'll

3. 22

8.80

1. 63

28.43

57.38

12.37

.........

• BS

]. 25

2.45

15.54

77.53

4.84

1.14 {Not

Not
det.

l

.92

det.

25

Not
det.

a In 154 hours.
b Geological Survey of Texas, 1892: Brown coal and lignite.
cOn hygroscopicity of certain Canadian fossil fuels: Trans. Roynl Soc. of Canacht, V<.1l. VII, 1889.
a Arkansas Geological Survey, Vol. II, 1888.

Proximate analyse8 of a·ir-dried Camden r.oal.

No.1 .............................................. .
No.2 .............................................. .
No.3 .................................... ."..........

Volatile
combustible
matter.

Fixed
carbon.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

11.23
11.03
9.81

44.04
47.91
46.29

Ash.

Sulphnr.

-----33.69
32.81
29.43

11.04
8.25
14.47

0.70
.59
.63

1

The sar~1ples 1, 2, and 3 of the Can1den coal were collected from the
fresh faces of the mines, and represent complete sections of the hed.
They were transported to the laboratory in air-tight vessels to avoid
loss of moisture. The :first table gives the percentages of the various
constituents of the coal as taken from the mine and· containing all of
its original moist_ure, the second table the pereentages of the constituents after exposure to dry air for some time. The last 'represents
the eomposition of the coal as it reaches the market.
In the hygroscopic tests of these coals a unit weight was :finely
divided and exposed to dry air until it reached a eonstant weight.
This gave loss of water shown in the table under per cent of water
"lost in dry air." The percentages of water gained in moist air are
the results obtained by exposing the same coal for 154 hours to air
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saturated with water. At the end of this time the coal was absorbing
water at the rate of 0.2 per cent in 24 hours.
The brownish color of the Camden coal, it~ conchoidal fracture, its
pronounced woody structure in part, and its loss of water and disintegration oil drying are the physical properties which· class it with
brown· coal or lignite.
The chemical analyses Nos. 1, 2, and 3 in the first table represent
the con1position of the coal as it comes from the mine. They show
that it containl:i an unusually high percentage of water and a relatively
low percentage of fixed·carbon. The amount of sulphur is unusually
low, '~7 hich it; in its fav0r. The percentage of volatile combustible
matter is that usually found in the highly bitun1inous coals.
The low fuel ratio, less than 1 in both the fresh and air-dried samples, and the high percentage of water place this coal below the bitutninous grade, and in that of brown coal or lignite. The composition
of the air-dried samples corresponds with that of fair-grade brown
coabi or lignites found in roeks of the same age in Texas and Canada, ·
as shown in the analyses given for comparison in the first table.
Frmn the chemical analyses it is concluded that the Camden coal
fresh from the n1ine would probably not prove successful as a fuel on
account of the large quantity of water which it contains. It is believed,
'however, especially on account of the low percentage of sulphur, that
the air-dried coal, if used on specially constructed grates with properly
regulated draft, would n1ake a good domestic and steaming fuel.
TecAnical analysis.-In order to ascertain the gas-produdng qualities
of the Camden coal a quantity of it was shipped to the Pittsburg Testing Laboratory, Limited, of Pittsburg; Pennsylvania, for testing.
The test was made under the following conditions:
The apparatus consisted of a cast-iron retort set horizontally in·
brick work, he~tted by natural gas. Connected with the retort was a
system of iron tubes which were cooled by contact with the air. In
·these the tar and water condensed. The gas then passed through about
4 inches of water in a rectangular copper vegsel, called the scrubber,
and thence to a cylindrical purifier, containing dry slaked lime. It
next passed through a gas rneter, and was finally collected in a cylindrical holder.
For photometric work a standard sperm candle in a Bunsen photometer was used. The gas wa.s burned at the rate of 5 cubic feet per
hour in an Argand burner. Tei1 readings were taken and the results
were averaged. ·By the use of tables the volume of gas obtained was
calculated to standard temperature and pressure. The temperature
of the retort was between 1,800° and 2,000° F.
The test was made under the direction of a man familiar with
practical gas manufacture.
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The quantity of gas obtained per ton of 2,000 pounds of coal was
11,386 cubic feet of 22.3 candlepower.
The following table enables a comparison to be made between the
Camden coal and other standard gas coals. The first six coals in the
table were tested by the same apparatus under similar conditions and
the results are, therefore, strictly comparable.
Gas-producing qual·ities of Cam,den and other coals.

R

Character of coal.

4

5

Source of coal.

Lignite ________ Camden, Arkansas _______
Bituminous ____ 'Vashington County, Penn-

1
2-

3

I

I1..... do

~-~a~:~

sylvania.
-------- ____ .do ---------------·--

::::: : :-~;,;.:v~: (;~~~~;:-~~~~;;]:-

I Cubic
feet of gas
per ton of coal.
9,880

22.3
16.9

9,920
10,120
10,160

16. 1
18.36
22.5

~1,386

·
1
vama.
____ .do ________ Kentucky - ... --- ... --- ........... -12,540
Bituminous ____ Upper Monongahela 9,500-10,000
7
River, Pittsburg Gas Co.
I
____ .do . _______ Si lkstone seam, York- 10,000-11,000
((, 8
! shire, England.
England.
10, 760
9 _____ do--------\ Newcastle,
j
(AverageS typical coals.)
____ .do ________ . South Yorkshire, England.
11,000
1 10
10,500
l l _____ do-------- Derbyshire, England _____
Cannel ________ Scotch canneL ___________
12
12,350

6

I-

Candlepower of gas.

30.53
16.

I

15-17
16.2
17.
15.
31.

i

I

a8-12, Thorpe, Dictionary of Applied Chemistry, Vol. II.

It will be seen from this table that the Camden lignite i::; superior,
both in yield and in candlepower of gas, to the standard bituminous
coals of Pennsylvania and England, and that as a gas producer it is
inferior only to the best cannel coab.
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A RECONNAISSANCE FROM PYRAMID HARBOR TO
EAGLE CITY, ALASKA, INCLUDING A DESCRIPTION
OF·THE COPPER DEPOSITS OF THE UPPER WHITE
AND TANANA RIVE&S.
By ALFRED

H.

BROOKS.

INTRODUCTION.

In the spring of 1899 I was detailed to accompany an exploring
expedition which was to proceed from Pyramid Harbor, on Lynn Canal,
to Eagle City, by way of the headwaters of ''Thite and Tanana rivers,
and which was to make such surveys along the route of travel as time
permitted. The party was constituted as follows: vVilliam J. Peters,
topographer, in charge; Alfred H. Brooks, geologist; Gastrow S.
Phillip, topographic assistant; and Thomas M. Hunt, Ed. Brown, and
Joseph Cahill, camp hands. To lVlr. Phillip and to the three camp
hands Mr. Peters and I wish hereby to acknowledge our indebtedness,
for the success of our expedition was in a large measure due to the
until·ing and faithful service rendered by these four men.
The following report is only a hasty summary of the results of our
investigations. A prolonged illness and the stress of other work has
prevented me from working up the :field notes in detail. The facts
that much of the region is so little known and that there· is at the
present time much interest in the copper deposits are believed to be
sufficient excuse for publishing an incomplete report. It has been my
aim to give such facts and conclusions as may be of practical value
rather than to attempt a technical treatment of the large amount of
matter on hand.
ITINERARY.

The party a3sembled at Pyramid Harbor on May 21, and five days
later started inland. One hundred days' provisions and the equipment
were packed on 15 horses, while the 6 members of the party walked
(see Pl. XL, XLIII). Our route lay up the broad valley of the Chilkat
as far as the Indian viUage of Klukwan, just north of which runs the
pre:sent (1900) provisional boundary line between the United States
21 GEOL, PT 2--:3:2
3:37
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and the Canadian possessions. At Klukwan our course turned westward up the IGehini River, a west fork of the Chilkat, and on May
28 we reached Pleasant Camp, some 40 miles from the coast. .A
Canadian custom-house and the Northwest mounted police post are
situateJ there, which was then (1899) considered the conventional
international bound~ry. The spring of 1899 was unusually la.te, and
we were forced to wait at Pleasant Camp about three weeks before
the- trail opened. 1 A part of this time was spent in studying the
geology of the neighborhood, but the presence of considerable snow
made traveling difficult and rendered the work unsatisfactory, because
so many of the outcrops were covered.
On J nne 21 we left Pleasant Camp by the Dalton trail, ·which, le~tving
the Klehini River, crosses a high spur and then descends again to Rainy
Hollow, at the headwaters of the same river. Here a delay of a day to
rest our horses enabled 1ne to pay a hasty visit to some newly discovered copper deposits in the neighborhood.
Beyond Rainy Hollow the trail crosses a divide to a tributary of the
Chilkat and then leads across a second divide to the headwaters of the
Chilkat. Beyond that it leaves the Lynn Canal drainage and descends
to the Tatshenshini River, an east fork of the Alsek.
On .Tune 25 we reached the Tatshenshini River, at a point opposite
Dalton House. Here a day was spent in ferrying our outfit across the
river in Indian canoes and in swimming our h01;ses. At Dalton House
there is a trading post, a Northwest mounted police post, and near· at
hand a large Indian village.
On June 30 we left the post, and with it left behind us the last Yestige
of civilization. Up to this point we had followed the Dalton trail, but
this now turned northward toward Lake Dezadeash. Continuing in a
westerly direction, we reached the Kaskawulsh River, a west fork of
the Alsek, on July 15. 2 Two days were spent here in building a boat
and in getting the outfit and horses across the river.
On July 17 we crossed the moraine of the O'Connor Glacier, 3 which
occupies a divide between the Alsek and 'Vhite River waters and which
drains in both directions. Two days later we reached the upper end
of Lake Kluane, where we were forced to build another boat for
ferrying across the Slims River. Our route Jed us along the .shores
o:f the lake for several days, and we then crossed a low divide to the
Donjek River, which we reached on .T uly 31. The fording of this
turbulent stream proved a di:ffici1lt and dangerous task and threatened
t We are indebted to Dr. S.l\I. Frazer, of the ~orthwest mounted police, for many kindnesses shown
us during our delay at the post, of which he was in command.
20n the Kaskawulsh we met :\Iessrs. D. D. Garvey and J. J. Haley, two prospectors who had come
from Yakutat Bay. Weare indebted to them for much information about the country, and especially
for a sketch map of a part of the Alsek drainage basin.
3This glacier was named after Capt. J. O'Connor, who crossed it in 1~98 and furnished us with a
1
sketch map of his r~:mte.
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us with the loss of our leader and a horse, who were swept downstrPam
by the madly rushing current. ""\Y e weTe much relieved when the
entire expedition reached the west bank in safety ..
On .August 6 we ieached the Klutlan Glacier, which we attempted
to cross, but were forced to turn back because of the precarious footing
which it offered our horses. The river below the glacier was almost
as dangerous to cross as the Donjek, but 'Ye passed it in safety.
vV e remained near Kletsan Creek1 two days to afford time for a hasty
examipation of the copper deposits, and on August 12 reached the
White River. We followed the ""\Vhite nearly up to its glacial source,
and then, turning westward, laid our course for n, low divide, beyond
which we hoped to find Tanana waters. ""\Ve crossed this divide and
on August 14 reached the glacier in which the Tanana River heads.
Thence we made our way across a second divide to the Nabesna, a west
fork of th.e Tanana. We followe<;l the Nabesna downstream for about
20 miles, and then, taking a northwesterly course, reached the Tanana,
near the mouth of the Tetling River, on September 1. On September
3, having built a boat and ferried our outfit and swum our horses across
the Tanana, we continued our course in a northerly direction toward
Fortymile River. After traversing- the fiat swamp- and lake-covered
valley bottom for a few miles we reached the north wall of the valley,
which rises by a gradual slope. The watershed lies close to the Tanana
Valley, and to the north we followed a stream occupying a shallow
valley. About 30 miles north of the Tanana this stream makes an
. abrupt turn to the east and probably flows into the " 7 hite River. ""\Ve
continued on our northerly course and after crossing a second divide
reached a broad valley which is tributary to Dennison Creek, a branch
of the South Fork of Fortymile. We reached tJie South Fork of the
Fortymile on September 10, and having renewed our supply of provisions/ which had run rather low, continued on by trail to the mouth
of Steele Creek. Here a boat was procured and four of the party,
including the topographer and the geologist, continued the journey to
Eagle City'by water, while the other two men brought the remaining
7 horses by trail. On September 16 the entire party assembled at
Eagle City.
··
Our route was over 600 miles in length, and we made the journey
in sixty-six days. Of this distance we were obliged to chop a trail for
about 40 miles. We started with .15 good horses and 8 of them were
left by the wayside, most of them being shot because they were too
weak to keep up with the others.
t We there met E. J. Cooper and H. A. Hammond, who had come with a pack train from Copper
River. l\fr. Cooper gave us some valuable information about the region.
2In this connection we are indebted to )Ir. Thomas Martin, of Napoleon Creek, who, true to the traditions of the Alaskan pioneer:;, received us hospitably and shared with us what provisions he had.
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PREVIOUS EXPLORATIONS.

It is not my purpose to attempt a complete history of the previous
explorations o£ the region traversed by our party. To give an account
of the explorations and mapping of the southeastern part o£ Alaska
would be almost to write a history of the explorations in the northern
Pacific Ocean since the middle o£ the sixteenth century. 1
The head of Lynn Canal is said to have been first explored in 1796
by Shultz, an employee o£ theRussian-AmericanFurCompany. 2 Since
the purchase of the territory in 1867 the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey has steadily progressed in the mapping of the coast line
and adjacent areas. The investigations o£ Professors Pratt and Davidson in connection with that Bureau have contributed much to our
knowledge of this region. The reports and maps will be found in the
publications and maps o£ the Coast Survey. In recent years the work
o£ the International Boundary Survey has extended the mapping of
the mountains adjacent to the coast of southeastern Alaska. The studies
and explorations o£ Mr. John Muir, Profs. I. C. Russell, H. Fielding
Reid, and G. Frederick \V right have added much to our knowledge o£
the glaciers of the Alaskan coast.
1877. Lieut. C. E. S. \Vood, 3 U. S. A., made a journey into the
Mount Fairweather region with a party of native hunters, and was
probably the first white man to see Glacier Bay.
1879. Pro£. John Muir.t and Rev. S. Hall Young visited the Muir
Glacier and explore~ Icy Bay. They were the firstwhitemen to explore
Glacier Bay.
1872-1879. Arthur Harper made several prospecting trips :n~" the
White and Tanana river basins. 5
1880. Captain Beardslee 6 visited Glacier Bay in the steamer Favorite,
and Ensign Hanus made rough surveys o£ the lower end of the bay.
1880. Mr. John Muir made a second visit to Glacier Bay. 7
1882. Dr. Arthur Krause made explorations of Chilkoot and Chilkat
passes. 8
1 Those interested in this matter are referred to Alaska and Its Resources, by William H. Dall; Bancroft's History of Alaska; and Report of the Population, Industries, and Resources of Alaska, by Ivan
Petroff. For a bibliography of publications relating to Alaska, see Pacific Coast Pilot, Appendix 1,
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1879, William H. Dall and Marcus Baker.
2Dall, op. cit., p. 317.
3 Among the Tblinkits: The Century :Magazine, July, 1882.
.
4The discovery of Glacier Bay, by John Muir: The Century Magazine, June, 1895.
5 A reconnaissance in the White and Tanana river basins: Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey,
Pt. VII, pp. 435 and 437.
ssenate Ex. Doc. No. 105, second session, 46th Congress.
7The discovery of Glacier Bay, by Eliza Ruhama Scidmorc: X at. Geog. Mag., Vol. VII, April, 1896,
p.143.
.
SJ)eutsche Geograpbische Blatter, Bd. V, Heft 4, 1882, with map. Zeitschrift fiir Erdkunde, Berlin,
Bd. XVIII, 1883. Yukon district and British Columbia, by G. M. Dawson: Geol. Surv. Canada, 1&;7-88,
p. 181 B.
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1883. Lieut. Frederick Schwatka crossed the Chilkoot Pass and
descended the Lewes and Yukon rivers, making surveys en r9ute. 1
1885. Lieut. Henry T. Allen, U.S. A., with a small party, ascended
the Copper River, crossed to the Tanana by the Suslota Pass, and
floated down that river to its mouth. 2
1886. Lieut. Frederick Schwatka, accompanied by Prof. 'Villiam
Libbey and Lieut. H. "\V. Seton-Karr, and two camp hands, made an
attempt to ascend Mount St. Elias, and reached an elevation of '7,200
feet. 3
1886. Prof. G. Frederick Wright! devoted a month to the study
of the Muir Glacier.
1888. W. H. and Edwin Topham, with George Broca and William Williams, ascended the southern slope of Mount St. Elias to a
height of 11,460 feet. 5
1888. "\Villiam Ogilvie, Dominion land surveyor, made surveys
from Dyea, on Lynn Canal, to the· International Boundary, on the
Yukon. 6
1888. Dr. G. M. Dawson studied the geology of the Lewes River,
Chilkoot Pass, and the head of Lynn Canal. 7
1890. Prof. I. C. Russell, with Mark B. Kerr, topographer, and
six camp hands, attempted the ascent of Mount St. Elias, under the
joint auspices of the National Geographic Society and the U. S. Geological Survey. 8
1890. Prof. H. Jf. Reid, with five companions, spent the summer in
studying and mapping the. region about Muir Glacier. 9
1890. Messrs. S. J. Wells, E. J. Glave, and A. B. Schanz, on an
expedition organized by Frank Leslie's Weekly, ascended the Chilkat
River and, crossing the coast range, explored Lake Kusawa (then
ealled Lake Arkell). 10 There the party divided, and Schanz and \Vells
proceeded to the Yukon, while Glave, accompanied by Jack Dalton~
crossed the divide to the Alsek waters and proceeded down that river
to the coast.
1 Military reconnaissance in Alaska, 1883, \vith maps; second series: Senate Ex. Doc. No. 2, Fortyeighth Congress.
2A report on an expedition to the Copper, Tanana, and Koyukuk rivers, in the Territory of Alaska,
in the year 1885. This report includes maps of three rivers, which up to 1898 were the basis of all
maps of the region.
ashores and Alps of Alaska, by H. W. Scton-Karr: New York Times, October 17, 1886. The expedition of the New York Times, by Frederick Schwatka: The Century llfagazine, April, 1891, with sketch
map.
4The Ice Age of North America, 1889; Chapter III. ·
5Scribner's Magazine, April, 1889; Alpine .Journal, August, 1889.
OKlondike Official Guide, 1888.
; Ann. Rept. Geol. Surv. Canada, Vol. IV, 1888-89, Part B, with maps.
BExpedition to Mount St. Elias, by I. C. Russell: Nat. Geog. Mag., Vol. III. 1891-92, with maps.
9Studies of the Muir Glacier, by H. F. Reid: ~at. Geog. Mag., Vol. IV, 1892-93. Notei; on the geology in the vicinity of the Muir Glacier, by H. P. Cushing: Nat. Geog. Mag., Vol. IV, 1892-93. Glacier
Bay and its glaciers [with maps]. Sixteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, 1896, Pt. I, pp. 421-461.
}l)Report on the population and resources of Alaska, 1891, Eleventh Census, p. 9.
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1890. Mr. S. J. Wells, 1 of the Frank Leslie Exploring Expedition,
with one c~mpanion, crossed from Fortymile to the Tanana and continued down that river to its mouth.
1891. Prof. I. C. Russell, with a party of six men, made a secqnd
attempt to reach the summit of St. Elias, again under the auspices of
the U. S. Geological Survey and the National Geographic Society. 2
At an elevation of 14,500 feet they were forced to turn back because
of severe storms.
1891. Lieut. Frederick Schwatka., U. S. A., Dr. C. Willard Hayes,
of the United States Geological Survey, and a prospector named Mark
Russell, reached the head of White River by an overland route from
Fort Selkirk. 3 They crossed Skolai Pass and reached the coast by
way of Copper River.
1891. E. J. Glave and Jack Dalton, with four pack horses, followed
up the Chilkat River, crossed the two forks of the Alsek, and reached
the upper end of Lake Kluane, then returned to the coast by the same
route. They were the first to use pack horses in Alaskan explorations.~
1896. JackDalton, 5 who accompanied E. J. Glave in 1890 and 1891,
established a trail now known as the Dalton trail, from Pyramid Harbor to the mouth of the Nordenskiold River. He had some years
before established trading posts at Pleasant Camp on the Klehini, and
at Dalton House on the Tatshenshini. He has made several trips into
the vVhite River country from Pyramid Harbor.
1896. J. E. Spurr, 6 assisted by H. B. Goodrich and F. C. Schrader,
studied the geology of the Yukon gold district, paying especial attention to the Fortymile and Birch Creek districts.
189'7. Prince Luigi, with a strong, well-equipped party, succeeded
in reaching the summit of Mount St. Elias. 7
189'7. J ..J. l\1cArthur made survey of Dalton trail, running from
Pyramid Harbor to the mouth of Nordenskiold River. 8
1 Heport on the population and resources of Alaska: .Eleventh Censu:;, 1893.
In a previous publication (A reconnaissance in the White and Tanana River basins: Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol.
, Survey) I unfortunately omitted to mention this exploration of :Mr. Wells.
2Second expedition to :\fount St . .Elias, by I. C. Russell: 'fhirtcenth Ann. Rept. r. S. Geol. Survey,
Part II [with maps].
3An expedition through the Yukon district [with maps], by C. Willard Hayes: X at. Geog. l\fag.,
pp. 117-162, l\1ay 15, 1892.
4Pioneer pack horses in Alaska, by E. J. Glave: The Century l\fagazine, Vol. XLIV, Nos. 5 and 6,
September and October, 1892.
5l\fr. Dalton, of Pyramid Harbor, is the best informed man of the region, and we are much indebted
to him for information furnished us.
6Geology of the Yukon gold district, by Josiah Edward Spurr, with a chapter on the history and
condition of the district, by Harold Beach Goodrich: Eighteenth r\ nn. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey,
Pt. III, pp. 87-392.
•La Spedizione diS. A. R. il Duca degli Abruzzi al ~Ionte Sant' Elia (Al&.ska), 1897; Ulrico Hoepli,
Milano, 1900. The ascent of Mount St. Elias by H. R. H. Prince Luigi Amedeo; Archibald Constable
and Co., Westminster, 1900. The ascent of :\Iount St. Elias: Sierra Club Bulletin, Vol. II, No. 3,
Jan., 1898.
SThis survey is embodied in Dawson's map of portion of the Yukon district. Sheet III, corrected to
January, 1898: Geol. Surv. Canada, 1888.
'
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1898. J. B. Tyrrell studied the geology along the route of the Dal-:
ton trail. He also made explorations westward from Hutshi to the
'Vhite River. 1
1898. Lieut. P. G. Lowe, U. S. A., with a pack train, went from
Valdes to Fortymile post on the Yukon, by way of the Copper River.
He crossed the Tanana near then1outh of the Tetling River. 2
1898. Capt.
R. Abercron1bie ascended the Copper River to
Mentasta Pass. 3
1898. E. C. Barna_rd, United States Geological Survey, mapped
the topography of the Fortymile quadrangle.!
1898. Russell L. Dunn visited the Dalton trail region and published some geological and mining notes. 5
1898. ,V. J. Peters and Alfred H. Brooks, with a small party.
ascended the White River and its tributary, the Snag River, in canoes,
then portaged across to Tanana waters and followed the river of that
name to its mouth. They made surveys along the entire route. r.
1899. Oscar Rohn, employed by the United States Army as topographer, ascended the Chitina River with pack train to the foot of the
Nizina Glacier. He then, with one companion, crossed by this glacier
to the head of the Tanana, and continuing westward they crossed the
divide to the Nabesna, and then returned to the coast by way of the
Copper River. 7
1897-1899. The Klondike e:xcitement of these two years led to
much exploration in this region by prospectors hunting for gold.
Parties entered the region from almost every point of the compass.
Some crossed the glaciers from Yakutat Bay to the Alsek, and ascended
that stream, while some left the coast by way of Copper River and
reached the White River by way of Skolai Pass. Others again came
in from the Lewes River, and many along the weli-worn Dalton trail.
There are no authentic data relating to m'ost of these parties. Here,
as elsewhere in this northern region, :in probably not a few cases, bleaching bones are the only records left to mankind of the indomitable will
and unheralded heroism of the American prospector.

''r·

Summary Report, 1888, Geol. Surv. Canada, pp. 36-46.
2A narrative of this expedition, together with a sketch map, is published in Reports of explorations in the Territory of Alaska, 1898; War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, No. XXV, July,
1899.
3No surveys were made by this expedition, but a narrative is published in Reports of explorations
in the Territory of Alaska, 1898; War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, No. XXV, July, 1899.
4 Explorations in Alaska in 1898, l\Iap 10, p. 76; U.S. Geol. Survey, 1899.
"The country of the Klondike: Mining and Scientific Press, San Francisco, CaL, 1898; Vol. LXXVII,
Nos.1998,1999,2000, Oct. 22-29, and Nov. 25.
GThe White River and Tanana expedition, by W. J. Peters and Alfred H. Brooks: Explorations in
Alaska, 1897; U. S. Geol. Survey, 1899. A reconnaissance in the White and Tanana river basins in
1898, by Alfred H. Brooks: Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. VII, 1900.
iAn account of this expedition, with map, will be found elsewhere in this volume.
I
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GEOGRAPHY.

The region on which our investigations throw more or less light is
approximately blocked out by the Lynn Canal on the east, by the St.
Elias Range on the south, by the 142d meridian on the west, and by
the Yukon on the north (see Pis. XLI and XLII). It may roughly be
regarded as a parallelogram along whose southern and western sides
our route of travel lay and which lies for the most part within theY ukon
Plateau belt. 1 \Vhile the investigations. of 1899 were limited to a narrow zone along this route, yet a previous familiarity with the section
fron1 Lynn Canal across the Coast Range and down the Lewes to the
Yukon, as well as previous studies along the Lower White and Tanana
rivers, together with a liberal use of reports of the published work of
others·, will enable me to suggest some correlations which would
hardly be warranted by the work of one season.
COAST LINE.

Lynn Canal, a deep indentation of the coast line, i:; one of the many
tidal fiords which are so characteristic of the southeastern Alaskan
coast and which indicate a drowned topogra·phy. Along the canal
the steep :-;lopes of the mountain rise precipitously, here and there interrupted by a bench marking a former level of depression. 2
At the n1ouths of the larger rivers broad deltas have been built out'
into the fiord, and offer opportunities for settlements along a shore
which is usually very precipitous. Such plains exist at the mouths of
the Chilkat, Skagway, and Dyea rivers, and have been utilized for habitation. The upper part of Lynn Canal is divided by a narrow neck of
land into two embayments, called Chilkoot and Chilkat inlets. The
larger, containing Davidson Glacier, discharges into Lynn Canal near
the mouth of Chilkoot Inlet, and the drainage of numerous other glacierE;
which do not reach tide water finds its way to Lynn Canal. The general
aspect of the country near the canal is rugged and forbidding.
West of Lynn Canal is another fiord, Glacier Bay, one of the best
known points in Alaska, annually visited by many tourists, who come
to view its famous glaciers. Cross Sound connects these waters with
the Pacific. vVest of Cross Sound, as far as Cape Suckling, which lies
just east of Copper River, the cragged peaks of the St. Elias Range
rise precipitously from near the coast and man}T glaciers clothe the
nlotmtain slopes, frequently fronting the sea. This stretch of the
coast is remarkably even, its uniformity being broken only by Lituya
Bay, Dry Bay at the mouth of Alsek, and by the larger indentation
known as Yakutat Bay.
IA reconnaissance in the White and Tanana river basins, Alaska, 1898: Twentieth Ann. Rept. l'. S.
Geol. SnrYey, Pt. VII, pp. 425--494.
!! At

Pyramid Harbor benches were observed at about 100, 300, 400, and iOO feet above tide water.
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OROGRAPHIC FEATURES. 1
COAST RANGE.

North of Lynn Canal a chain of mountains, called the Coast Range,
separates the Pacific and Yukon waters. Near Dyea the watershed is
only about 20 miles from tide water. The range extends southeastward, close and parallel to the coast line, into British Columbia. Northwest of Chilkoot Pass the range trends inland, and finally loses its
distinctive character and 1nerges into the Yukon Plateau. Some mountains lying west of Lake Dezadeash, which have been called the Dalton 2
Range, possibly represent an extension of the Coast Range uplift.
These mountains, as Dr. Hayes 3 has shown, fo1~m a broad, elevated
mass, having no dominant range. Near Lynn Canal, fron1 an elevation
of about 5,000 feet, the range is seen to be made up of· innumerable
peaks and minor ranges, whose crests rise to about the same elevation
and show a remarkably even sky line. The Coast Range does not
everywhere f~rm the watershed between the Pacific and interior waters,
for a number of rivers, such as the Stikine and the Taku, have their
sources north of the Coast Range. ·
ST. ELIAS RANGE.

West of Lynn Canal, where the Coast Range passes inland, the
St. Elias Range occupies the continental margin, and is a broad mountain chain :;tretching to the northwest of Cross Sound and ley Strait
(see Pl. XLII). To the southeast of these two straits, which lie nearly
at right angles to the direction of its axes, the St. Elias Range is
partially submerged~ and is represented by the highlands of the Alexander Archipelago. Northwest of Cross Sound lies the Fairweather
group of mountains, and still farther to the northwest the range
increases in elevation, culminating in the peaks of St. Elias and Logan
and probably others which have not been determined. To the northwest of these peaks the range, as Dr. Hayes,~, has shown, bifurcates,
and the most northerly of the two chains, called the Skolai Mountains
on the accompanying maps, forms the watershed between the Chitina
on the south and the Tanana and Nabesna rivers on the north, and also
includes the '\V rangell group of volcanoes. The southern chain
approache:-:; the eoa:-:;t and merges into the Chugach Range, 5 on the
Lower Copper River. The St. EliaH Range proper has a length of
about 300 miles and an extreme width of about 70 miles. From Cross
1 See Pis. XLII and XLIII.
2Compare topographic map of Dalton trail, by J. J . .McArthur.
a Expedition through the Yukon district: Nat. Geog.l\Iag., Vol. IV, p.l28.
40p. cit., p.l29.
5A reconnaissance of a part of Prince William Sound and the Copper River district, AIaska, 1898,
F. C. Schrader: Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. VII, pp. 341-423.
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Sound to the Copper River it ts a continuous mountain barrier except
for the broad valley of the Alsek, which cuts completely across its
axis. To the south of our route of travel fron1 Lynn Canal to the
White River we could see the bewildering mass of snow-clad mountain chains and peaks which make up this great range. The topography is cragged, and innumerable glaciers occupy the higher valleys,
fed by extensive neves.
NUTZOTIN MOUNTAINS.

In a previous report I have described the N utzotin Mountains,
from which the Nabesna and Tanana rivers emerge, and whence they
debouch on the broad gravel plain of the Upper Tanana Valley.
From the Nabesna these mountains have a southeasterl}r course and
extend through to White River, but in the last 20 miles _they decrease
very much in elevation and become a low range of hills. The extension of the axis of this range to the southeast of the White would
coincide with mountains to the north of Lake Kluane, -vhich attain
considerable altitude. These mountains, so :far as we could observe,
seen1 to constitute a more or less well-defin.ed range as far as the ~as
kawulsh River, beyond which they probably merge with the Yukon
Plateau, though the n1ountains lying immediately north of the Chilkat
River may belong to the same uplift. To the northwest of the
Nabesna River this range is continued by what are called the Mentasta
Mountains, which, in their northwesterly extension, join the great
Alaskan Range. The extreme width of this chain is about 20 miles
and its highest peaks measure 10,000 or 11,000 feet.
The above description of the Coast and St. Elias ranges and N utzotin
and J\lentasta mountains includes all the mountain ranges proper
embraced in the areas under discussion. "\Vithin the plateau belt to
be described below mountains which rise above the general elevation
of the plateau are not uncommon. In some cases a series of such
mountains, arranged more or less linearly, suggests a synchronous
uplift, but such mountains are usually separated by plateau areas, and
can not be regarded as definite ranges. Mountains of this class are
common between the Tanana and the Yukon. The Kechumstuk Hills1
belong to this category.
YUKON PLATJ<JA U.

2

North from· the Coast and St. Elias ranges stretches the great
interior upland which has been called the Yukon Plateau. 3 This is
a dissected upland, whose remnants show an even sky line and mark a
gently rolling plain, which slopes toward the northwest. In it the larger
1 Often called the Razor-back Divide by prospectors.
2The relation of the plateau and the mountain ranges is shown in the profiles on l'l. XLVIII.
a see Pl. XLIV, A and B, and PI. XLV, B.
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rivers have cut broad valleys, the relief varying from 1,000 to 3,000
feet. This plateau has been traced frmn the region of the Upper
Liard, in British Columbia, to the Lower Tanana, and thence to the
big bend of the Yukon. In this distance it deereases in elevation from
5,000 or 6,000 feet in British Columbia to 2,500 feet near its northwestern limit in Alaska. 'Vhile in general the ::;urface of the plateau
slopes northwest there are irregularities it~ the plain marked by the
plateau remnants, which, it has been suggested, rhay be due to warping. 1 The Yukon Plateau was first named by Dr. Hayes and has
been described in 1nore or less detail by various writers. 2
DRAINAGE.
CHILKAT RIVE){.

Of the three drainage basins which are in part included in this area
that of the Chilkat River is the smallest. The river rises in a broad
depression, which forms the divide between it and the Alsek River
system. It has a southeasterly coun;e, and in a distance of about 60
miles empties into Chilkat Inlet, an embayment of Lynn Canal.
In the upper part of its course _the Chilkat River flows through a
canyon or canyon-like valley which is incised in an older valley floor.
The bottom of the older valley is marked by benches which extend
fron1 either side of the canyon to the base of the mountain slopes.
About 10 miles .above the Indian village of Klukwan the character of
the Chilkat Valley changes. From this point to the coast the river is
diversified into numerous channels and wanders oyer a broad gravelfilled valley bottom. This part of the valley probably represents a
former inland extension of the tidal fiord, which has been filled with
gravel and silt. The valley slopes rise abruptly, with an occasional
bench, the highest one observed being about 1,000 feet above the
water.
At its mouth the river has a broad delta which occupies the head of
the inlet, and is gradually encroaching upon it. The delta is extended
seaward by broad silt flats which are covered at high tide. The two
most important tributaries are the Takhin and Klehini, both flowing
from the west. The former joins the Chilkat 10 miles from the inlet,
and the latter some 10 n1iles above. The Takhin rises in a glacier
I A reconnaissance in the White and Tanana river basins, Alaska, in 1898: Twentieth Annual Rept.
U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. VII, p. 448.
2The Yukon district, by C. Willard Hayes: Journal of School Geography, Vol. I, No.8, pp. 236-241.
On the late physiographical geology of the Rocky Mountain region and Ctwada, with special references to the changes in elevation and to the history of the Glacial period, by Geo. M. Dawson:
Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, 1890, Vol. VIII. Report on an exploJation iri the Yukon and MacKenzie
basins, Northwest Territory, by R. G. McConnell: Ann. Rept. Nat. Hist. Survey of Canada, Part D,
Vol. IV, 1888-89. Geology of the Yukon gold district, by J. E. Spurr: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. ()_ S.
Geol. Survey, Pt. III, pp. 259-260. The Yukon district, by Alfred H. Brooks: Explorations in Alaska
in 1898; U.S. Geol. SurYey, 1899, pp. 85-100. A reconnaissance in the White nnd Tanana river basins,
Alaska, by Alfred H. Brooks:. Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. VII, pp. 425-494.
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which is part of the great snow and ice field north of Glacier Bay.
The Klehini, up which our route lay, has its source in a broad, fiat
divide, similar in character to that at the source of the Chilkat. Up
to Pleasant Camp the Klehini River occupies a gravel-floored valley,
similar to that of the Lower Chilkat and showing similar benching .
.Above Pleasant Camp it flows through a narrow rock canyon which
has been incised in an older valley floor.
An examination of the accompanying map (Pl. XLIII, in pocket at
end of volume) will show that the headwaters of the Chilkat, Glave,
and Klehini rivers are separated by very broad, flat divides. This
broad depression, below which the rivers have cut sharp canyons,
evidently marks an old water course which has been robbed of its
drainage by the Chilkat and its tributaries.
The relief in this drainage basin is from 3,000 to 7,000 feet, and the
divides stand at about 3,000. Small lakes are not uncommon, and so
far as observed are the result of an interruption of the dra1nage by
glacial action. The rivers of this system are all more or less glacierfed streams and are, as a rule, turbid. They are swift flowing and,
except for the lowel' course of the Chilkat, unnavigable. Their shifting channels and bowlder-covered bottoms usually make then1 difficult
to ford.
ALSEK BASIN.

The Alsek River forks some 40 miles above its mouth. The eastern
fork, called the Tatshenshini, 1 has its source, as has been described, near
the head of the Chilk~t. In its upper course it flows through a succession of rock canyons and broad gravel-filled valleys, the latter often
containing silt and gravel terraces (see Pl. XLIV, B). \Vherc the
river occupies a canyon this has been incised in an old valley floor.
BeJow Dalton House the river enters such a rock canyon but a few
hundred yards wide and probably 100 or 200 feet deep. Above the
canyon is a broad bench marking the old valley floor, which is several
miles wide. Below this point the river has not been surveyed, and the
only information available was obtained from prospectors. According to statements and sketch maps made by prospectors who are
familiar with tho Tatshcnshini Valley, the river flows in a rock canyon
500 or 600 feet deep for n1ost of the distance between Dalton House
and its mouth. Above the canyon there is said to be a bench, sometimes several miles wide, which extends to the valley slope proper.
This bench probably marks an old valley floor.
t This nomenclature is in accordance with Canadian official maps. On the Yukon map, sheet 4,
issued by the surycyor-general's office of Canada, :March, 1898, the name .Alsek is given to a river
which is represented to ha\·e its source near )fount Logan, and which is shown to join the Kaskawulsh
near the sixtieth degree of latitude. The best information obtained from prospectors would go to
show that there is no river of such size coming in from the west, and that if it exists at all it must be
an unimportant tributary. This being the case, the name Alsek would apply only to thP lower river,
below the junction of the Kaskawulsh and Tatshenshini.
For Ala-=kan nanw,: >'l'l' pp . .t~/~')()9 of this report.
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The west fork of the Alsek, which is called the Kaskawulsh, has its
source in a large, irregularly shaped lake, called Dezadeash, lying about 20 miles northwest of Dalton House. It leaves, the lake with a
northeasterly course, and in a. distance of about 20 miles makes a sharp
bend to the west, flowing in this direction for about 30 miles, when it
turns to the southwest, and then keeps a general southerly course until
it joins the Tatshenshini.
In its upper course the Kaskawulsh 1 flows through a broad, flat
valley, and as far as our information goes it preserves this general
character until it enters the mountains (see topographic and route
map, Pl. XLTII, in pocket). Where crossed by the party the river
valley bas a basin-like character, is about a mile wide, and is bounded
by low hills. It enters this basin through a constricted part of the
valley and leaves it through a narrow roek eanyon. The eastern valley
slope rises by a series of sn1all terraces up to 100 feet, and then extends
inland for several miles as a broad, level beneh. These terraees are
undoubtedly of lacustrine origin, and the lake was drained by the
cutting down of the canyon below the basin.
So far as known, the one large tributary of the Kaskawulsh is the
river 2 draining the Aishihik Lake, which joins it near the point where
it. makes its southwesterly bend. The O'Connor River is another
important tributary, which has its· source in the O'Connor Glacier (see
Pl. XLV, A); and this, in turn, has a tributary of considerable size,
which rises in the direction of l\tiount Hubbard and joins the O'Connor
near its mouth. This, like the O'Connor, is a turbid stream, and has
a glacial source.
The Alsek River system includes a region of extremely varied topography. Its upper waters lie within the Yukon plateau, and here the
valleys have been cut some 3,000 to 4,000 feet below the general level.
The basin is drained by valleys which cut entirely through the St. Elias
range, and here the relief must be many thousand feet, but aecurate
data are entirely lacking. The Alsek is said to be fed by numerous
glaeiers in that part of its eourse where it euts the 1·ange. Waterfalls
and rapids have been reported on both the lower Tatshenshini ·and the
Kaskawulsh. The elevation of the Dalton House is about 2,500 feet,
so that the Tatshenshini waters fall about that much in the distance of
100 miles to the sea. As would be expected from this fact, the reports
state that the river is swift and turb~lent. The maps show that the
Alsek empties. into Dry Bay, which reaches almost to the base of the
mountains. This bay was thus named beeause its bottom is uncovered at low tide.
J See

map by J. J. McArthur.
2This is sometimes called the Jarvis River by prospectors.
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WHITE RIVER BASIN.

The "\Vhite River has been heretofore described by me, in part from
my own investigation, and in part from descriptions published by
Dr. Hayes. 1 The following 2 is quoted f01; the sake of making the
description of the geographic features complete:
The White River rises in the northern lobe of the Russell Glacier, which comes
down from the St. Elias Mountains and flows east for about 40 miles nearly parallel
with the range, and receives from it numerous tributaries. In its upper course it
has a broad, gravel-floored valley some 10 miles in width, which gradually narrows
down and assumes a canyon-like character. The narrow valley continues for a distance of 20 miles, and then the river debouches on a broad valley lowland. This
second basin has a length of oyer 75-miles and an extreme width of 50 miles, while
its floor is also composed of river gravels. It embraces not only the ·white River
Valley and some of the confluent streams, but is extended through to the Tanana
by broad, flat valleys, while to the east it is continued by the valley of the Nisling
River. Here and there the comparatively m·en plain of the lowland is interrupted
by knobs, hills, and mountainous masses, which rise rather abruptly. .
Some 10 miles below the mouth of Snag River the flats end abruptly and the
Whitt: enters a narrower valley. In this part of its course the valley bottom is some
1,300 feet below the plateau surface. Terraces are found on both sides as far as the
mouth of the Klotassin, below whkh they are replaced by steep granite ·bluffs. The
Klotassin, which at its mouth is some hundred yards wide, is a clear-water stream
flowing in a broad, flat-bottomed valley. Between the Klotassin and the Katrina
rivers the White River Valley is rather contracted, with abruptly rising walls, while
below the Katrina it gradually widens out and continues in this form to its junction
with the Yukon. The valleys of both the Katrina River and LaJ.ue Creek are broad
and flat, and they are both clear-water streams. At the junction with the ·white
the Yukon makes a right-angled bend to the northeast, so that the axis of the ·white
River Valley is extended by the Yukon below its mouth. On the Yukon, opposite
the mouth of the ·white, steep bluffs rise rather abruptly some 1,400 feet above the
river. The junction of the two rivers is in British Northwest Territory, some hundred miles above Dawson, and the total length of the \Vhite is about 200 miles.
Throughout its course the \Vhite is a turbid, swiftly flowing stream, and it is shallow, with numerous channels, and is studded with constantly shifting sand bars and
islands. It has all of the characteristics of an overloaded stream. No current
determinations were made on the \Vhite River, but rough estimates show currents
of from·5 to 10 miles an hour.

In the above the confluent streams of the Lower White, which are
comparatively small, are described, but those of the upper river, with
which I was not then familiar, are omitted. The largest tributary
of the 'Vhite is the Donjek, which rises in a large glacier fed by the
ice-covered St. Elias Range, and, flowing in a northwesterly direction,
joinR the White some 60 n1iles below its source. For the first 20 miles
the Donjek has a broad, gravel-filled valley; then, turning northward,
it enters a canyon. This canyon is not many mHes in extent, and
where the Kluane joins the Donjek the valley broadens out again.
The Kluane bas one of its sources in Lake Kluane, which it leaves
through a canyon-like valley. Lake Kluane is about 50 miles long,
1

An expedition into the Yukon Basin: Nat. Geog. !\Iag., Yol. IY.
Ann ..Rept. r. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. VII, pp. 44&-!49.
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and occupies a part of a former ntlley which extended from Lake
Dezadeash to the \Vhite, cro~sing the Donjek and joining the fla,t of
the Middle vVhite by the Koidern Valley. Creadon River, joining the
Kluane from the east, occupies a part of this fot·mer drainage channel.
Another tributary is Slims River, which has its source in the O'Connor
Glacier (see Pl. XLV, .A). The volume of the Donjek is probably
equal to that of the main \Vhite River.
The Koidern, which occupies a part of the old valley described
above, is a comparatively small river. The l{lutlan, which joins the
White above the canyon, is fed by the large glacier of that name, and,
considering its length, has a large volume of water.
TANANA BASIN.

The Tanana River rises south of the Nutzotin lVlountains in a glacier of the same name. Near its head it is joined by two tribu.taries,
nearly equal to it in size and also having glacial sources. These headwaters lie in a broad basin having an elevation of about 5,000 feet,
which is connected with the vVhite River waters by a broad gap about
1,000 feet in elevation. The gap between the Tanana and Nabesna
rivers is narrower~ but has about the same elevation.
Below this basin the Tanana, flowing northeastward, enters the
Nutzotin Mountains, and here its valley is constricted for a distance
of about 20 miles. It. then debouches on the broad valley lowland of
the Upper Tanana, here about 25 miles wide. It flows across this
plain until it reaches the north wall of the valley, nnd then turns
abruptly to the northwest.
The Nabesna is the largest tributary of the Tanana. It has a
glacial sou.rce on the northern slope of the Mount vV rangell group,
flows in a northeasterly and northerly direction, and joins the Tanana
near the western margin of the. Upper Tanana Basin. Throughout its
course, as far as known, the Nabesna1 flows in a broad valley, and is
probably much older than the gorge of the Tanana. Both the Tanana
and Nabesna are swift-flowing streams until they reach the valley lowland already referred to.
I quote the following from the report on the Tanana: 2
The broad lowland ends near the mouth of the Tetling, where the valley is contracted to about 7 miles. 'Vest of Mount Chisana the Tanana Valley is formed by a
series of connecting basins, possessing outlines of parallelograms. These will be
described below, and their origin ascribed to structural lines. This basin-like character is more or less well marked to about the mouth of the Silok River, where the
recession of the south wall of the valley produces another lowland, some 30 miles
wide, and which continues to broaden· out to the west. Something of the same
basin-like character is preserved in this part of the valley by the succession of reentrant angles in the northern escarpment.
1 The headwaters of the Nabesna have not been explored above the point where our route cro>:ses
the river.
2'fwentieth Ann. Rept. C. S. Geol. S11rve~·, Pt. YH, pp. 4.50 and 451.
/
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Where the Tanana leaves the mountains, near its headwaters, the peaks on either
side of the gorge rise over 4,000 feet above the river level. The summit of Mount
Chisana, a part of the old plateau surface, is some 1,500 feet above the river, and the
top of the escarpments which form the southern valley wall of the Middle Tanana
are believed to have ~bout the same amount of relief, though the elevations were
unfortunately not determined and the contouring on the accompanying topographic
map was made purely from estimated elevations. The ridges which bound the
Tanana on the north near its mouth stand not over 300 or 400 feet above the water.
The northern tributaries of the Tanana are all sluggish streams, flowing in broad
valleys, and have considerable depth. They are as a rule clear or only slightly
turbid, carry little sediment, and have no deltas at their mouths. The southern
tributaries, having their sources in the high mountains, are all shallow, turbid, swiftflowing streams, usually with large deltas. The formation of these deltas is probably the chief cause for the position of the Tanana River close to the north wall of
its valley, though this may have been aided by warping.
The Nabesna River is the most important tributary of the Upper Tanana and
nearly equals it in size. Like the Tanana it leaves the mountains through a narrow
valley, and on reaching the lowland continues its course to the northea.<;t until it
joins the main river. The Tetling is a river of secondary importance, draining a
group of small lakes which lie within the valley. These lakes probably owe their
origin to the damming of the former course of the Tetling by the delta deposits of
the Nabesna. Its old course is marked by a series of small hikes which may be seen
on the topographic map. The Tok River is of comparatively small size and in its
character is the exception among the rivers from the south. Rising as it does in the
depression between the Nutzotin and Alaskan mountains, it is not fed to any extent
by glacial streams or streams from the snow mountains, and therefore has clear water.
The Robertson and Johnson rivers are both swiftly flowing, shallow, turbid streams,
and the waters have a slightly greenish tinge. These rivers leave the mountains
through narrow valleys, and both have broad deltas and glacial sand bluffs a: their
mouths. The Goodpaster and Volkmar rivers flow in: broad valleys and are sluggish
streams. The Volkmar is said to have its source in a rather rugged mountain region.
The Delta River is much like the Robertson and Johnson in its general character,
except that its valley is somewhat broader. The Mahutzu and Silok rivers are similar in character to the Delta, but are considerably smaller.
The Salchaket and Chena rivers were not visited by our party, but both have
broad, flat valleys. The Nilkoka River and Baker Creek have the characteristics of
the other rivers of the north side of the valley. The Cantwell has turbid waters and
many sand bars, but in its long journey across the valley it has lost something of its
swift character. The Toklat is a deep, muddy stream, and in its lower cou·rse has a
comparatively moderate current. It has never been explored, so of its upper course
we have no information.
From where the Tanana leaves the mountains until it reaches the north side of
the broad valley at its first great bend it is a shallow, swift-flowing stream, comparable in every way to the 'Vhite River. Below this point to the contraction of the
valley, near where the Fortymile trail reaches it, the Tanana has a very slow current
and a very tortuous course; in many places it consists of little but a chain of ox-bow
lakes. A few short riffles occur in this part of the river, but usually the current does
not exceed 2 or 3 miles in all. Below this sluggish part of the Tanana to a point
about 10 miles above the Cantwell River the current is usually very swift. Several
rapids are marked on the map, none of which, however, are due to rock barriers.
In the region of Bates Rapids the river has spread out until it is several miles in
width and has innumerable channels, sand bars, and islands. Below the Cantwell
River to the mouth of the Tanana it is usually confined to one or two channels and
has a current of from 3 to 5' miles an hour.
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FO RTYMILE RIVER.

1

This river is tributary to the Yukon, which it joins in British Northwest Territory about 30 miles above the international boundary. The
drainage basin of Fortymile lies. entirely within the Yukon Plateau,
and its headwaters reach far southward close to the Tanana Valley.
About 60 miles from its mouth the Fortymile forks, the southerly
branch and its tributaries heading near the Tanana and tributn,ries of
the vVhite. The north fork has a general east-and-west course and
heads opposite the Volkmar and GoodpasMr rivers, which flow into
the Middle Tanana. The north fork has been but little explored,' a~d
its location on the acc01npanying maps is only approximate. It is said
to flow through broad, shallow valleys. The basin of the south fork
has been fairly well explored, and its creeks flow in broad, shallow
valleys, the relief being from 800 to 1,500 feet. Fortymile Creek
itself has a well-marked bench some 400 feet above the pi·esent water
level, which Goodrich has shown to be an old valley floor. 2 Below
this bench the river flows through a narrow canyon for much of its
course. It leaves this canyon about 20 miles from the Yukon, and
from there on has a broad valley. In this lower course it has but a
sluggish current, while above swift water is frequent n,nd rapids are
not uncommon.
The broad, shallow valleys at the headwaters of this stream are
probably synchronous in origin with the old valley floor of the Lower
Fortymile. \Vhile the basin lies entirely within the Yukon Plateau
and the even upland surface is a very marked feature of the topography, yet a number of isolated mountains and mountain masses rise
above the plateau surface. . Examples of these are Fortymile Dome,
Glacier Mountain, and Sixtymile Butte.
PI-IYSIOGR.API-IIC NOTES.

In a previous reports I have attempted a brief summary of the
physiographic development of the White River and Tanana River
basins. The area now under discussion belongs to the same physiographic province, and hence the history of the developtuent of its topographic forms is similar. The investigations of the past season (1899)
throw much light on some of the problems, but as yet the notes haye
not been worked up in detail. In studying this area the physiographer
is still hampered by the lack of sufficient topographic <lata and by the
fact that even where contoured maps are available the elevations given
See Pl. XLIII.
of the Yukon gold db;trict: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Gcol. Survey, Pt. Ill, 1886-189i,
p.2i6.
a Twentieth Ann. Rcpt. l.J. S. Gcol. Survey, Pt. VII, pp. 452-4GO.
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are only approximate, they having been de~ermined very largely by
aneroid barometer.
The Yukon Plateau, already described, is a peneplain which was
formed probably in Middle Tertiary times. It slopes gently to the
north and west, but has some undulations which have been ascribed to
deformation. Unreduced areas or monadnocks rise above the peneplain, in some cases to the height of 1,500 feet or more. The ranges
lying to the south of the plateau are rugged, with sharp outlines, and
are comparatively young topographic forms. Some broad gaps which
are found in these ranges, such as Mentasta Pass and some depressions
at the head of the Cantwell, are believed to have been formed at the
same time as the peneplain. Subsequent to the planation an orographic 1novement took place and the area was elevated far above its
present position, and during this cycle the rivers carved deep, .broad
valleys. A depression followed which brought the plain nearly to its
present position, and the rivers began building up their flood plains.
Another elevation revived the activity of the streams, and they incised
their channels in their former flood plains, whose remnants are now
seen as terraces and bluffs.
In the previous discussion of the development of the present drainage systetn it was shown that the great gravel-filled basin of the Middle vVhite and Tanana represents a part of ai1 old river valley which.
formerly drained eastward, and which was called the \'7 hite-Tanana.
It was also shown that the constricted portion of the Tanana Valley is
a comparatively new cutting, and that in this part of the river a dhride
existed between this lower part of the Tanana and the river described
above, which occupied parts of the Upper \Yhite and Tanana valleys.
The Lower White, probably having its source in Ladue or Katrina
rivers, was al.so a distinct river from the old \Vhite-Tanana.
The work of the past season enabled me to trace the former water
course of the \Vhite-Tanana eastward. It leaves the l\1iddle \Vhite
River Basin by the present valley of the Koidern (see Pl. XLVI, A
and B), then, crossing the Donjek, :finds its way by a broad, flat
divide to Lake Kluane. From the eastern end of this lake the broad,
flat valley of the Creadon River continues the old water course, probably reaching Lake Dezadeash by way of the Schwack Valley. From
Lake Dezadeash the old river turned southward across the flat divide
which separates the lake from the Tatshenshini waters. From this point
on I have no personal knowledge of this old waterway, but the best
evidence available indicates that it found its way to the sea by the Tatshenshini 1 and Alsek valleys. The Alsek is probably an antecedent
river which n1aintained its position during the St. Elias uplift.
1 In the former discussion of this old drainage channel it was suggested that it might have reached
the sea by way of Lynn Canal. The studies of the past summer proved that this supposition was
erroneous, as the gaps on the divide between the Chilkat and Alsek basins are too high to admit
of such an outlet.
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The ba8in of the Upper White during this time drained through a
broad valley now occupied by a small stream and lake and running
almoi:it due eastward from the front of the Klutlan Glacier. This
stream joined the main water course near the head of Koidern River.
The accompanying sketch (fig. 21) shows the position of this old
water course. The fact that the divides marking this old drainage
system have small relief compared to the present waterwayi:i goes to
~hmY that this change in drainage has been very recent. Our present
facts do not warrant a definite statement as to the cause of this change
in the river system. I would call attention, however, to the fact that
a northwesterly tilting, corresponding to the present inclination of

FIG. 21.-Sketch map showing former drainage channel.

the plateau; would give the northward- and westward-flowing streams
the advantage in rapidity of cutting, which would be quite sufficient
to cause this change in drainage. The position of the ice front may •
have been the cause of the change. vVhere the Cordilleran Glacier
reached its maximum extension the southward-flowing streams would
be ice dammed, while the drainage to the north would be unimpeded.
Among the striking features of the topography are the broad, flat
east-and-west valleys. The series of broad depre:::;sions which mark
the old drainage channel of the Tanana-vVhite have already been
referred to, and there are several others running parallel to these.
As examples we have the valleys of the Nisling, the Klotassin, and
the East Fork of the Kluane. A similar depression is said to connect
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the lower end of Aishihik Lake with the upper end of Lake Kluane.
Another connects the valley of Kashaw River with Lake Dezadeash.
In each case the size of the present stream is entirely disproportionate
to the size of the valley. The drainage of many of these old valleys
is taken by rivers flowing directly across them and leaving thetn by
narrow canyons. The Upper "Thite, the Donjek, and the river
draining Lake Kluane flow northward across broad valleys and thence
through narrow canyons. The broad depressions must be classed as
consequent, the canyons as subsequent, drainage. Pl. XLVI, A, is a
view looking westward across the Donjek and showing the consequent
valley, which is parallel to the strike. Pl. XLVI, B, shows the subsequent drainage through the canyon of the Donjek.
The unadjusted drainage conditions are well illustrated by the
Kashaw River. Shorty Creek, wh~ch is the name given to the upper
part of this river, leaves the mountains through a narrow gorge and
debouches on a broad alluvial fan in the Kashaw Valley. Though but a
few 1niles from Lake Dezadeash, and separated from it by a very low
divide, Kashaw River flows southward, away from the lake. It is stated
on good authority that Shorty Creek sometimes flows southward,
son1etimes northward, depending on what part of,its alluvial fan it is
occupying. An examination of the topographic map (Pl. XLIII) will
show that this diversity of drainage involves a circuit of a hundred
miles or more.
GEOLOGY.I
GNEISSIC SERIES.

The oldest rocks of the region, so far as determined, are a complex
of gneisses with various basic and acid intrusives. The gneisses, with
which are associated crystalline schists, are intricately folded and
often much sheared. In general, they are of an acid character, but
basic schists are also present. The associated igneous rocks can be
divided into two classes, namely, those that were intruded previous to
the major deformation, which are much sheared, and the later intrusives, which are comparatively massive. They include several varieties
of granite with some dioritic and gabbroic rocks. If the relati\'e
amount of deformation be used as a criterion, the basic rocks are the
older, the younger intrusives being of an acid character. The latest
intrusive rock is a white granite, often aplitic, which is found massive
in dikes throughout the series.
':fhe gneissic complex is well exposed on the Lower 'Vhite, where it
was studied by me in a previous season. The investigations of the past
season (1899) have added but few facts relating to this group of rocks,
for in the region north of the Tanana, where the main gneissic belt was
crossed, there were very few exposures. A somewhat more detailed
1

See Pls. XLVII and XLVIII.
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description of the various rock types found with the gneisses is given
in the report already cited.
The gneisses are classed as Archean because they are apparently older
than all of the sedimentary rocks. The sedimentary series are believed
to overlie the gneisses uncomformably. On the accompanying geological map (Pl. XLVII) the gneissic series is shown to occupy a broad belt
lying between the Yukon and the Tanana and extending eastward across
the vVhite. The extension of the gneisses east of the \Vhite is made
on the bases of some notes furnished me by Dr. Hayes. 1 To the north
the continuity of the gneisses is interrupted by two belts of the older
sedimentary series, which are infolded with them. According to the
best information these belts of sediments do not extend far to the west,
and are so represented on the map.
The.general strike of the gneisses is northwest and southeast. The
dip of the foliation is usually lmv and variable, though prevalently to
the southeast. The series is entirely crystalline and includes no rocks,
so far as known, of sedimentary origin. The cross jointing of the
series has been previously described, 2 and the variation in direction of
the jointing and its consequent effect on the topography has been
ascribed to two synchronous thrusts coming from different directions.
KOTLO SERIES. 3

Mr. Spurr, in his account of the geology of the Yukon district,
describes three seri.es of sediments, which he names the Birch Creek,
Fortymile, and Rampart series. He shows that the first two are confm·mable and are overlain unconformably by the Rampart rocks. In
my previous report on this region I describe two groups of rocksthe Nasina series and the Tanana schists. These were believed to be
the equivalents of the rocks described by Spurr, but as no definite
correlation could be made I was forced to use a new nomenclature.
The western extension of the Tanana schists was recognized by M1·.
W. C. Mendenhall,;~, and he applied the same name to them.
On the accompanying map all these older sedimentary rocks have
been grouped together under the nanie '' Kotlo series." I have thus
grouped together under this heading a number of different formations,
probably including vast thicknesses of strata, but will make no attempt
here to describe them in detail. For special descriptions see the
reports already cited. 5
1 I am much indebted to Dr. Hayes for the use of his geological notes, made on the trip which has
already been referred to.
2 Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. durvey, Pt. VII, pp. 464-465, 481-482.
3 0n the plate showing profiles and known geology (Pl. XLVIII} these rocks are termed the Older
Sedimentary series.
4 A reconnaissance from Resurrection Bay to the Tanana River, Alaska, in 1898: Twentieth Ann.
Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. VII, pp. 26fr.340.
.
"In a recent publication Mr. R. G. ·l\icConnell has described the rocks of the Klondike region and
has grouped them in four different formations, having given to each a new name. These formatioru:
are probably equivalent to some of the rocks studied by Spurr and myself in the Fortymile region
and would therefore be included in the older sedimentary (Kotlo} series. See Preliminary report
on the Klondike gold fields: Geol. Surv. Canada, 1900, No. 68i.
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This series is of especial interest, because it probably embraces all
the gold-bearing rocks of the Upper Yukon. The rocks have only
this one character in common, and are far from being a stratigraphic
unit. The age of these older sediments has not been established.
Mr. Spurr, in his studies of the Rampart rocks, believes them to be
probably Silurian. The only paleontological evidence is a single
shark's tooth. A~:; far as known to the writer, no other fossil has ever
been found in them. If the Rampart series are pre-Silurian, the
.Birch Creek, Fortymile, Nasina series, and Tanana schists are probably lower Paleozoic or pre-Cambrian.
These rocks have a general parallelism in strike to the gnais,ses, and
their dips are very variable. In general the dips are low, the type
· structure being an open fold. The rocks of the older series in
this subdivision are considerably metamorphosed, being often quite
crystalline. The lowest beds of this group are quartz-schists, frequently containing some clastic crystalline material (Birch Creek
series and Tanana schists). These quartz-schists become calcareous
upward and are succeeded by a vast thickness of limestone, which is
usually crystalline (Fortymile series, Nasina series). Above the limestones an unconformity occurs, and above this effusive rocks of vast
thickness are found (Rampart series). The beds below this unconformity show evidence of having suffered much more deformation
than those above. Throughout the older sediments acid and basic
intrusives are not uncommon.
GREENS TONE-SCHISTS.

The greenstone-schists shown on the geological map in the 'Vhite
and Tanana River valleys are chiefly of a gabbroic and dim·itic character, with numerous schists made up largely of secondary Ininerals,
such as chlorites, actinolite, zoisite, and epidote: Among them are
son1e finely banded rocks which, when studied mvier the microscope,
weTe found to be tuffaceous. The inYestigations of 1898 showed these
rocks to be largely intrusive and to be younger than th~ Tanana schists,
which are here included in the Kotlo series. 1 These rocks are differentiated from the gabbroic and dioritic Tocks, to be described below,
because they are far n1ore schistose. These greenstone-schists seem
to be n1ore closely related to those found associated with the gneisses
than to any other intrusives of the reg-ion. They were in a previous
report correlated with Spurr's Rampart series, but this correlation, on
further study, seems doubtful, and they are therefore mapped as a
distinct series.
l A reconnaissance in the ".hite and Tanana river basins: Twentieth Ann. Rept. 'C. S. Geol. Survey,
Pt. VII, p. 470.
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NUTZOTIN SERIES.t

Along our route of travel from Pyramid Harbor to the. Nabesna
River were exposed slates, white limestones, and flags, with some sandstones. These rocks are rather closely folded and strike in a northwest-southeast direction. From the general facts of· their distribution and the relative amount of deformation it is believed that they
are younger and that they overlie the older sediments unconformably.
Future work will undoubtedly resolve the rocks of this series into
many different horizons, but for the present purpose it has been
thought best to group them together. Profe8sors Reid and Cushing
in their work around Glacier Bay 2 found a series of white limestones
a.nd argillites. In the former they found fossils of Carboniferous age.
These rocks of Glacier Bay have been included with the younger sediments, both on lithological similarity and paleontological evidence.
In the upper basin of the 'Vhite River, on Kletsan Creek, are exposures of a white limestone which carries many fossils. ~lany of the
fossils collected from this point were unfortunately lost, but a few
which were submitted to Mr. Charles Schuchert, of the United States
National lVIuseum were determined to be of Carboniferous age. I
make the following extract from Mr. Schuchert's report on these fossils:
Kletsan Creek ( '' 9 AB 171 '' ) :
Producttts cora . ..........
Productus, 2 undet. species.
.
.
.
Seminula, 1 undet. species .. 'Vh1te crystallme hmesto;:te.
Stenopora, 1 undet. species .
Pebble from Kletsan Creek ( '' 9 AB 150 ''):
Fusulina (not the common American species, F. cylindrica).
These two localities are of one general horizon in the Upper Carboniferous, which
seem to be the same zone as that near Circle City discovered by Mr. Spurr (Takandit
se·ries) or a closely related one. I have made no specific determinations, since
the fauna is not to be correlated with that of the Upper Carboniferous of the Mississippi Valley, but with the Fusulina zone of China, India, and the eastern slopes of
the Urals.

·1

This belt of limestone was traced from near the Kashaw River to
the Nabesna with more or less interruption. Immediately underlying
the white limestone are series of slates or argillites, possibly the same
as those on Glacier Bay, already referred to.
In the report cited I have described what I have called the vVellesle:r
formation, which consists of heavy conglomerate beds associated with
black slates. The few fossils which were collected from these slates
show that the formation is of either Devonian or Carboniferous age,
and this area, therefore, is included with the younger sedimentary
series.
I On the plate showing profiles and knO\Tn geology (Pl. XLVIII) these rocks are termed the Younger
Sedimentary series.
2 See footnote 9 on p. 341.
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On the above rather fragmentary evidence a belt of rocks running
parallel to the St. Elias Range at its northern margin has been indicated on the accompanying map and provisionally named the N utzotin
series. This belt is interrupted by the younger effusive rocks and by
the Pleistocene deposits of the larger valleys.
Like that of the rocks of the region, the strike of this series is about
northwest and southeast. The dips are variable, but 1nore often to
the south than to the north. The type of structure is rather of closed
folds, sotuetimes plainly overturned to the north. The deformation
resembles the Appalachian structure and differs very materially from
the open-fold type of the older rocks lying to the north.
If the interpretation is correct, the oldest bed of this series is the
heavy conglomerate, included in a previous report in the \Vellesley
formation, on the Upper White and Tanana. This is succeeded by
black slates, often much crumpled, and becoming more calcareous
toward the top. Then there is a great thickness of slates, graywackes,
and i1npure limestones, it) ascending order, intruded by many basic
dikes and containing probably some effusive igneous rocks and tuffs.
This part of the series was well exposed on the Nabesna River, along
our route of travel. It here contains much igneous material and somewhat resmnbles Spurr's Rampart series of the Fortymile basin, but
for structural reasons, as well as because of its areal distribution, it
is correlated with the younger clastic series-the Nutzotin series.
Deposits believed to be the equivalent of these beds, exposed on the
Nabesna ·and Lynn Canal, contain little, if any, igneous 1naterial. The
youngest beds of the series is the lirnestone, usually crystalline, in
which, as has been stated, fossils have been found.
" 7 hen the region is studied in detail this series will undoubtedly
receive 1nany subdivisions, for as mapped it n1ust include beds aggregating many thousand feet in thickness. It is quite probable, also, that
in this hasty reconnaissance some older beds have been included in this
younger series.
At several localities igneous rocks which are plainly effusive rocks
were found associated with this series. These effusives are quite distinct from those regarded as Tertiary and Pleistocene and are probably
much older. No areas of these older effusives were found large enough
to represent on the accompanying geological map. vVith them were
found some tuffs and conglomerates, the pebbles of the latter being
n1ade up of effusiye material. Such l'ocks were noted along the southern margin of Lake Kluane.
INTRUSIVES.

The intrusive rocks of the region have been differentiated into two
classes on the accompanying map-those of a granitic type and those
of clioritic and gabbroic types. The former are by far the most
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extensiye, The l~rgest area of granite is that of the Coast Range,
which has been traced by Dr. Dawson, Dr. Hayes, and others from
British Colun1bia to the Chilkoot Pass. ·Typically this is a hornblendeor biotite-granite, usually more or less unHorm. I found a granite
of this character near Rainy Hollow and agu.in near the eastern end of
Lake Kluane; also on the Nabesna. Ne.ar the Kluane Valley Dr.
Hayes crossed a similar belt of granite, which is represented on the
accompanying map. Granite has also been reported both southeast
and northwest of Dezadeash. The distribution of these areas· suggests
that they all belong to the same intrusive mass, which was injected
along an axis running north west and southeast. It is quite possible
that future work will trace a continuous body of granite throughout
this belt. In the work of the past summer the granite was found to
be massive, but to have well-developed joint planes.
In studying the section from Skagway across the 'Vhite Pass shear
zones were found in the granite, along which it had been altered to a
finely foliated schist. These shear zones are of very small extent and
are probably line~ of faulting. At Skagway and at other points along
this route the granite is found to be cut by dikes of di'oritic and
uiabasic character. About 5 miles west of Skagway a large mass of
porphyritic rocks was observed, which is probably effusive. The talus
slopes and stream gravels at other points along this route indicate that
there are other considerable masses of effusive rocks at various localities within the area of the Coast Range granite. At the upper end of
Lake Kluane dioritic and diabasic dikes were found cutting the granite, and also syenitic rocks. Coa1:se pegmatites have there also an
extensive dev~lopment. On the Middle and Lower Tanana hornblendegranites of a similar type were found associated with the gneisses and
mica-schists, which are classed as Archean. These granites lie on the
extension of the same axis of intrusion. Similar areas of granite
entirely distinct from those on this axis were found in various parts
of the region, but most of :the1n are too small to show on the accompanying map. One mass is represented at the big bend of the Lower
White. My i_nvestigations lead to the conclusion that this granite is
post-Carboniferous and pre-Cretaceous, and Dr. Dawson has determined
that it is post-Triassic in age. 1
Of the more basic intrusions of the region little can be definitely
stated. In the rocks of both the lower and the upper sedimentary series
dikes which should he classed with this group are found. The greenstone-schists of the Upper Tanana and '\Thite have already been classed
with similar schists which occur in the gneisses. The rocks here indi. cated as dioritic and gabbroic intrusives, probably including diabasic
and other basic rocks, are almost entirely massive, and are a distinct
I

Yukon district and British Columbia: Geol. ~urv. Canada, Vol. III, 1887-88, Pt. I, p. 32 B.
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series in these greenstone schists. Prof.essors Cushing and Reid have
mapped as diorites and quartz-diorites rocks of this character occurring on Glacier Bay. Along the Upper Tatshenshini I found some
pyroxene-feldspar rocks which are put in this group. The innumerable dikes of this chatacter. found in some parts of the N utzotin series
have already been described. While this grouping together of rocks
of such varied character is unsatisfactory, yet it is all that our present
knowledge warrants.
TERTIARY ROCKS.
TOK SANDSTONE.

A small area of this rock was described and mapped in 1898, and I
quote as follows from ms report:
A few miles below the mouth of the Tok River several exposures of a soft, yellow
sandstone were found. This sandstone, though of small areal distribution, has been·
given a special name because it is probably younger than any of the formations
·already described. It has a yellowish color, is friable, and is thin bedded. Beds
of fine feldspathic conglomerate of no great thickness are found in it. The·sandstone
itself showed a thickness of somewhat over 50 feet at one locality.
Several basic dikes of considerable size were found cutting the sandstone at right
angles to the bedding, and. these were usually deeply weathered. A microscopic
examination of one of the dikes showed it to be an olivine-diabase. The strike of
these beds is about E. and vV., and the dip, which is rolling, not over 5° or 10°. This
strike is entirely at variance with that of the gneisses which ar(" near at hand.
Fragmental plant remains were found in the Tok sandstone, but unfortunately
are not well enough preserved to give any clue as to the age of the beds. From their
slight deformation and unaltered appearance I am. inclined to regard them as postPaleozoic and most likely of Tertiary age. 1

'V"hile we '':ere in the valley of the Kaskawulsh River we could see
far to the south of us high escarptnents of bedded rocks dipping
southward, forming the front of the St. Elias Range. Interbedded
with them were masses of dark intrusives, which in places could be
seen to cut the bedding. This series was seen to overlie some older
rocks unconformably. No opportunity was afforded to study this
series, except from a distance, but it seems probable that they are of
Tertiary age.
TERTIARY EFFUSIVES.

On the accompanying geological n1ap large areas of e:ffusives are
marked as occupying the northern margin of the St. Elias Range.
These rocks include rhyolitic, andesitic, dacitic, and basaltic types,
but no detailed study has been made of them. Volcanic tuffs are also
not uncommon, and some fragments of volcanic glass were found.
The age of this series is not definitely determined. They are inti1 Twentieth

Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. VII, p. 4i3.
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mately associated with volcanic rocks which have been but recently
ejected, and which must be considered as of Pleistocene age. The
larger masses, however, show evidence of being older and have been
n1ore or less deformed. This deformation manifests itself in monoclinal uplifts which dip south and pi·esent fault escarpments to the
north. Along these escarpments evidences of crushing and shearing
were found wherever opportunity was offered to study them. Along
the route of travel between the Kaska.wulsh and Nabesna rivers, at
different points, we saw innumerable escarpments of this series, but
opportunity was given for studying only the ones lying adjaeent to
our course. In general, it can be stated that where these effusive
rocks occur along the northern margin of the St. Elias Ru,nge they
appear in these faulted blocks. The type of structure is similar to that
described by Russell along the southern n1argin of the range, near
Yakutat Bay, where the fault blocks dip northwa1~d.
As our best evidence goes to show that no dynamic disturbances of
this character have occurred since Tertiary tiwes these effusive rocks
are regarded as of Tertiary age. , In a broad depression which connects the Upper White with the Upper Tanana there are a great number of mesas made up of volcanic material and usually capped by some
hard rock. These effusive rocks exhibit a slight tilting to the south.
On the headwaters of the Tatshenshini River some effusive rocks were
found which have been grouped with the others on the accompanying
map. They show relatively the same amount of deformation, but in
the hand specimen have the appearance of rocks considerably older.
They can be conveniently grouped under the field term "felsites."
With them are tuffs and conglomerates containing fragments of the
Coast Range granite, showing them to be of younger age and separated by an erosion interval. At various localities in this region rocks
of similar type have been found, but these have not been studied in
detail. In a previous report the mention has been made of some
andesitic rocks on the Lower \Vhite, and also on the Middle Tanana in
the vicinity of Tok River. From their general appearance these
rocks should be grouped with those of the Upper Tatshenshini, and
probably represent the oldest outbursts of Tertiary times.
PLEISTOCENE DEPOSITS.
SEDIMENTS.
•

I

On the accompanying map (Pl. XLVII) the water-laid Pleistocene
deposits are represented·. The limit of glaciation is shown, but no
attempt has been made to map the purely glacial deposits, as the
region has not been studied in sufficient detail. The Pleistocene beds
are, for the most part, old river gravels, lacustrine silts and sands,
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together with the moraine river gravels and silts. The old river
gravels have the same history and the same origin as those which are
at present being laid down. In some cases the slight elevation has
resulted in a new river channel being incised in the old deposits, thus
gidng the silt and gravel terraces which a~'e so common in some parts
of the region. In other cases these old gravels are distributed along
valleys which, by the change of drainage, are now abandoned, the
drainage having sought new \Yater courses. In the study of both the
older Pleistocene deposits and those which are now being laid down
in the lakes and rivers, it has been found impossible to differentiate
the flu-vial from the lacustrine deposits. Such differentiation, in my
opinion, can be made only from topographic and physiographic e-vidence.
EFFUSIVES.

The effusi-ve rocks of the region ha-ve already been described and
the probable Tertiary age of some of them has been considered. Some
of these effusives undoubtedly belong with.the Pleistocene deposits, as
they are of -very recent ejection. No attempt has been made on the
accmnpanying n1ap to differentiate the Pleistocene and Tertiary -volcanics. Effusive rocks of recent age ha-ve been described from -various
parts of Alaska and are probably synchronous outpourings. Examples
of these are the volcanics of the \Vrangell group, 1 the basalt flows of
\Vhite-Horse Rapids and Fort Selkirk, and the volcanic rocks of the
Alaskan Peninsula, Aleutian Islands, and Lower Yukon.
GLACIAL PHENOMENA.

The glacial phenomena of the region can be differentiated into that
of the present glaciers and that of the Cordilleran ice sheet. On our
trip from Lynn Canal to the Nabesna Ri-ver we saw innumerable
glaciers which had their source in this snow range and the \Vhite
River route. A few of these are shown on the accompanying map,
but many it is impossible to locate (see Pis. XLI, A, and XLV, A).
Among the larger glaciers which we passed were the O'Connor, the
Donjek, the Klutlan, and the Tanana. These all occupy valleys of conRiderable size. In e-very instance studied by the writer the glaciers
were found to be retreating. A few small glaciers were also seen in
the N utzotin ~1ountains, to the north of our route of travel. These
are of interest because they are probably the most northerly glaciers
thus far found in Alaska.
The limit 2 of glaciation on the accompanying map shows three long
tongues extending down the valleys of the Nabesna, Tanana, and \Vhite
1 :llr. Rohn kindly furnished some information in regard to the region between the Chitina and
the T:pper Tanana.
2East of White River this limit of glaciation is determined by the work of Dr. Hayes, Dr. Dawson,
Professor Russell, and ::\Ir. J. B. Tyrrell, in reports already cited.
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rivers. Of these, the Nabesna and vVhite River tongues ·were determined by field observations; the Tanana tongue only by inference.
They. simply represent a valley glacier which extended beyond the ice
front at the time of maximum glaciation. In the case of these valley_
glaciers the sides of the valleys are found to be glaciated only up to a
certain limit, which gradually decreases in elevation to the northward.
At the end of the valley glacier of the Nabesna River a morainic topography was observed.
It seems quite probable that there was no con·nection between the
glaciation of the Alaskan Range and that of_ the St. Elias Range.
From the best reports we have, the region -between the Upper Copper
and the Upper Tanana is not glaciated, and hence the Alaskan Range
probably represented a different center, from which the ice radiated
in all directions. 'Vhether this glaciation in the Alaskan Range was
synchronous with that of the St. Elias must be determined by future
investigation. In the glaciated region the deposits are not plentiful;
only a few exposures of till have been observed. G-lacml erratics are,
however, very con)mon. At a number of localities glacial-moraines
were observed, but these belong very largely, if not entirely, to the
present epoch of glaciation. On the accompanying geological maps
no attempt bas been made to differentiate the glacial from the other ·
Pleistocene sediments.
VOLCANIC TUFF.

The white v.olcanic ash which is found on the Pelly, Lewes, and the
Upper "''bite has been noted by many writers, and has been especially
studied by Dr. Dawson and Dr. Hayes. In a previous publication I
have added some notes to Dr. Hayes's accounts of its distribution.
The work of the past summer has yielded considerable information in
regard to this interesting deposit, but it is not within the province of
this paper to discuss it. In a westerly direction the volcanic ash has
been traced far beyond what was formerly supposed to be its limits.
It occurs as far west as the Forty-mile Basin and east to the O'Connor
Glacier. Near the margin of t~e area it is found simply as a thin film
immediately underneath the soil, and can be observed only when the
conditions are favorable. In thickness this deposit varies greatly.
On the Upper White, as described by Dr. Hayes and observed by the
writer, large drifts 100 feet deep were sei:m, while near the margin
of the region the thickness of the bed is hardly ~easurable. That this
is a wind-laid' deposit 1 is clearly shown by Hs distribution. It occurs
on mountain tops and on valley slopes, as well as along river bottoms.
I Professor Heilprm's theory that this ash is a lake deposit becomes utterly untenable when the
facts of its distribution are studied. lt seems doubtful whether Professor Heilprin had read Dr.
Hayes's paper, for the facts preseLted in it are sufficient to confute the theory of its being a
lacustrine deposit. See Alaska and the Klondike, pp. 228-233.
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Along the valley of the Upper ""'\Vhite Hiver it is distributed as huge
drifts, which from a distance closely resemble snowdrifts.
The location of the volcano from which these ejecta came is not yet
determined. From the distribution of the ash and the relative coarseness of the 1naterial at different localities the writer is inclined to
believe that the volcano lies to the south of tb.e Klutlan Glacier, well
in the heart of the range. The Klutlan Glacier, besides carrying
1nuch ash, also brings down considerable white pumice, the fragments
being sometimes 6 inches in diameter. These are probably a part of
the same ejecta as the ash. Of the glaciers and streams the Donjek
and the Klutlan must have their sources nearest the volcano.
It is of interest to note that at several localities two layers of ash
were observed, separated by several inches of soil. This fact suggests
that there were two outbursts separated by a considerable time period.
In favorable localities the soil was able to gain a foothold before the
second outburst. At the Klutlan Glacier some pebbles of a white volcanic rock were found, which may represent lavas of the same period
of activity.
GROUND ICE.

The ground-ice formation of Alaska has been frequently described
and needs no further description here. Below the immediate vegetation of the surface the ground is, as a rule, frozen throughout the year.
Thawing takes place only along fresh stream cuttings or where the
moss or grass has been stripped off. In some cases this ground ice is
clear, resembling glacial ice, but in origin it differs little from that of
the frozen soil. These clear ice masses represent small lakes which
have congealed.
The dense growth of moss, which covers nearly the entire surface of
the country, retards erosive action very materiallJr. Streams ttre usually clear, even after rainfall, unless they have glacial origin or are
undercutting silt banks. 'Vhere rocks are exposed among the higher
peak::; as e1i.ffs, disintegration takes place very rapidly, probably because
of the extremes of temperature.
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SUMMARY OF GEOLOGY. 1

A broad belt of crystalline rocks extends in a northeast-southwest
direction in the region of the Tanana-Yukon divide, embracing a series
of gneisses, mica-schists, basic schists, and various intrusives, chiefly
of an acid character. Near the Middle Tanana, this series bends to the
west and south, and its ,continuation is to be sought for in the region
of the Upper l(uskokwim. 2 To the southeast this belt is probably continued by the granitic rocks on the Pelly River, described by Dawson.
\Vhat evidence we have goes to show that this is the basal series of the
Yukon Basin, and as it contains no recognizable detrital material it can
properly be assigned to the Archean. 'Vhatever the original character of the rocks may have been, they are now essentially 1nica-schists
and gneisses, with considerable intrusive material. The gneisses and
schists, and in part the intrusives, have been subjected to intense dynamic metamorphism. Their metamorphic condition is the strongest
argument for considering them older than any of the sedimentary
rocks. The intrusives are both sheared and massive and ·hence were
injected both during and after the period of folding.
After the era of the folding of the gneisses the next important
epoch in the region is that during which the older sediments, the
Kotlo series, as marked on the accompanying map, were deposited.
The oldest rocks of this series contain 1uore or less detrital crystalline
n1aterial, and it is probable therefore that during this epoch a part of
the Archean area \Yas exposed as a land n1ass, and was, in part at
least, the source of the sediments. The oldest rocks of the series are
present-quartz-schists with impure limestones, called the Birch Creek
series by Spurr (Tanana schists, Brooks). This series aggregates
many thousand feet in thickness. This period was followed by the
deposition of an immense thi0kness ot limestone beds. 3
Acid and basic rocks are found in both the arenaceou:::; and calcareous beds. The close of the deposition of this calcareous series was
marked by dynamic disturbances, and these beds were folded, and
probably during this time the intrusion of the igneous rocks took
place."' After the dynamic forces had become quiescent once more,
these older series, in part, formed land mass_es, which contributed
sediments. A stratigraphical break is here marked by the unconformity below the Rampart 5 series and greenstone-schists, which constitute the upper member of the l{otlo series. This epoch was characterized by the extrusion and intrusion of a vast amount of igneous
See Pls. XLVII and XL VIII.
Spurr's crystalline rocks of the Kaiyuh Mountains, which he regards as basal, seems to be a distinct belt lying to the northwest of the one under consideration: Twentieth Ann. Rept. "U.S. Geol.
Survey, Pt. YII, p. 241.
a Fortym.ile series, Spurr, and ~asina series, Broob.
4Geology of the Yukon gold district, pp. 2~256.
6Spurr, op. cit. The greenstone-schists have been provisionally correlated with the Rampart series.
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chiefly of a basic charactei·. This upper member of the Kotlo
series is believed to belong to the lower Paleozoic. To the east of the
areas mapped the Kotlo series has not been recognized, while to the
west Spurr has identified them in the Birch and Mynook Creek basins.
The series is of the utmost importance because the gold of the Yukon
district, so far as determined, has been derived from the mineralized
zones found in it.
The Nutzotin series is the next succeeding formation marked on the
accompanying geological map. This series is of Devonian and Carboniferous age, and, as determined in the Fortyn1ile 1 and upper Tanana
basins, overlies the Kotlo series unconformably. This unconformity
was rather one of erosion than of deformation. The older rocks were
in part above water and contributed sediments while this series were·
being deposited.
I have de~cribed the heavy conglomerate of the vVellesley formation in the upper Tanana and vVhite River region, 2 which there represents the basal men1ber of the Nutzotin series. · The~e are succeeded
by black slates, which are overlain by impure lilnestones. ·Above these
is a considerable thickness of gray and greenish slates and graywackes,
growing more calcareous upward, and with them is a great quantity of
basic intrusives, together with tuffs and extrusive rocks. These igneous rocks can be conveniently grouped together under the field term
greenstones until they have received careful microscopical determination. The uppermost member of this series is a bed of limestone
probably exceeding a thousand feet in thickness, which is usually
highly crystalline. This slate, limestone, and greenstone series was
traced' eastward along our route of travel to Lynn Canal. Reid and
Cushin·g have described the sedimentary rocks of the lVluir Glacier
region as argillites and limestones, and these have been provisionally
correlated with the N utzotin series on the accompanying map~ The
rocks lying adjacent to the Coast Range along the Lewes River route,
as determined from descriptions by D1;. Dawson and from personal
observations by myself, undoubtedly belong to the same series, and
have been so colored on the accompanying map.
Fossils have been found in thi~ series at several localities, so that
its position in the stratigraphical column is approximately deter1nined.
On the Yukon Spurr 3 has found an upper Carboniferom; fauna. On
the Tanana,! fossil evidence goes to show that this series is Devonian
or Carboniferous. The Glacier Bay 5 limestones have been proved to
t Spurr's Tahkandit series is included in the Nutzotin series. For the distribution and relation of
the Tahkandit series see Spurr's report.
2 Op. cit., pp. 470-472.
aop. cit., p. 170.
4 A reconnaissance in the White and Tanana river basins: Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey,
Pt. VII, p. 472.
5GJacier Bay and its glaciers, by Harry Fielding Reid: Sixteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey,
Pt. I, pp. 433-434.
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be of Carboniferous age. Dr. Dawson 1 has found Carboniferous fossils in the limestones of Tagish Lake north of the Coast Range. These
facts show that the Nutzotin series is largely Devonian and Carboniferous, but as represented on the accompanying n1ap it may include
older beds.
No Cretaceous rocks are represented on the geological map, though
it is quite possible that they may be found on more detailed examinations. 2 Dr. Dawson has determined son1e areas of Cretaceous along
the Lewes River, notably on Lake Lebarge. Spurr'~ Mission Creek
series of the Yukon district is believed to be of Cretaceous age.
These Cretaceous rocks, as shown by these writers, are thrown into
open folds.
Intrusives are common throughout the series which have been so far
described. The3r 0an be classed as rocks of granitic, dioritic, gabbroic, and diabasic character. The largest n1ass of intrusive rock is
represented by the Coast Range granite. This is a medium-grained
hornblende- and biotite-granite of a rather uniform character. At
Lynn Canal this belt is about 60 miles wide. To the northwest a
similar granite was found riear Lake Kluane and on the Nabesna.
It seems probable that the belt is continuous, though it has not been
traced by field observations. To the southeast Dr. Dawson has traced
this granite as far as the Stikine River. The investigations of the
writer lead him to believe that the granite is post-Carboniferous and
pre-Cretaceous. Dr. Dawson 3 has determined that it is post-Triassic
in age. In the section across the W'hite and Chilkoot passes some
shear zones are observed in the granite, along which it has been
altered to a mica-schist. This g·oes to show that some dynamic disturbances have taken place since the intrusion of the granite.
A second class of intrusives, which are shown on the accompanying·
map, are classed as dioritic and gabbroic in character. The only
large area of this type shown is that of the region of Muir Glacier,
which is taken from Professor Reid's geologic map. These rocks are
believed to be younger than the granite, in which are found dikes of
the same character.
Of Tertiary sediments we have only one small area in the region.
This is the so-called Tok sandstone, found near the mouth of the Tok
River, the beds of which are gently undulated.
The large belts of effusiYe rocks shown on the geological map are
probably but the scalloped margins of much larger areas occurring to
the south. This is shown bs the abundant volcanic material brought
down by the streams and glaciers which have their sources in the
mountains of that region. In the \V rangell region we have more
1 Exploration in Yukon district, Northwest Territory, and in British Columbia, p. 33 B.
!!Jurassic fossils were found by Hayes south of theSkolai Pass (op. cit., p.l40), and beds which wereprobably Jurassic are reported by Rohn from the Wrangell region.
a Op. cit., p. 32 b.
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definite information of the occurrence of large masses of effusive
material. 1
No study has been made of the various effusive rocks which were
colleeted by me, but a hasty examination showed rhyolitic, andesitic,
dacitic, and basaltic types. Tuffaceous rocks are very common, and
some fragments of volcanic glass were found near the Klutlan Glacier.
No attempt has been made on the accompanying map to differentiate
the volcanics of different epochs. In general it can be stated that the
outburst began in late Tertiary times and probably reached its maximum development in comparatively recent times. Some of the vol,
canoe8 of the Wrangell group are still smoking, but it is not known
whether or not this is simply a temporary quiescence or the solfataric
stage which precedes the complete cessation of activity. To the north
of the region mapped small areas of recentlv extruded rocks are not
uncommon. As examples, we· have the basalt of White Horse Rapids,
at Fort Selkirk, and at various other points on the Yukon. One of
the manifestations of recent volcanic activity is the white volcanic ash
whose wide distribution has already been referred to.
The volcanic rocks of the northern margin of the St. Elias Range
and of the upper White River show evidence of having suffered some
disturbance. To the south of our rou.te of travel, between the Donjek
and the White, we could see a number of northward-facing escarpments, the nearest of which was determined by actual observations,to
be made up of volcanic rocks; the others, lying to the south, were of
a similar character, so far as could be determined by ·examination
with field glasses. The tops of these escarpments are moss and grass
covered and slope gently southward in conformity with the bedding of
the constituent rocks. At several points the most northerly escarpment was examined and the rocks were found to be much sheared and
shattered. This evidence goes to show that faulting has taken place
along the escarpments, and that, in fact, these are monoclinal blocks
tilted to the south and faulted on the north side. In the broad
depression which connects the upper White with the upper Tanana
there are a great number of mesas formed of volcanic material and
usually capped by some hard bed. In these the strata also show a
tilting to the south.
The history of the unconsolidated Pleistocene deposits has been
referred to in the physiographic notes, and has been somewhat more
fully discussed in a previous publication. At only one locality in this
region was there any evidence of the deformation of the unconsolidated
beds; such as has heen noted elsewhere in Alaska. In the mud flats at
the mouth of the Slims River at the head of Lake Kluane. some silt
beds were observed which rise above. the general level of the flood plain
1 ~Iessrs.

Hayes, Allen, and Rohn.
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in a series of little hmnmocks. On examination the material was
found to be a finely banded blue clay which had been thrown up into
a series of gentle folds. This folding ·may have been produced by
some local cause and not by a deformation due to dynamic forces.
In general, during Pleistocene times the dynamic disturbances have
been orographic elevations and depressions rather than deformations .
.The geological history of the important orographic features of the
region has already been referred to, but a brief summary is necessary
for the sake of emphasizing certain leading features. The Yukon
Plateau is a dissected upland plain lying between two great mountain
systems. On the north it is bounded by the Rocky Mountain chain
which lies between the Mackenzie and Yukon basins. This chain has a
northwesterly trend nearly to the Arctic Ocean,' then makes an abrupt
turn to the west and continues parallel to the frozen sea. Its westward
extension, which decreases very much in elevation,' probably reaches
the sea in the vicinity of Cape Lis burn e. This part of the Rocky
Mountain chain is p·ractically unexplored. 1 It is, however, known
that th_e Paleozoic column is represented in northern Alaska 2 as well
as the Cretaceous, and there is at least no evidence against a correlation
of this northern range with the Rocky Mountains.
To the south the Yukon Plateau is limited by several distinct ranges.
The most westerly of these is the great Alaskan Range, which lies
west of Cook Inlet and the Sushitna Valley and extends in a northeast
dil:ection to the Tanana. This range, so far as known, is largely
made up of metamorphic schists, which should probably be included
in the older sedimentary series of the accompanying map. To the
east of the Alaskan Range the boundary of the plateau is continued
by the Mentasta and N utzotin mountains. These, as has been shown,
are composed of the younger sedimentary rocks-the N utzotin series.
Still farther east the plateau is bounded by the St. Elias Range, the
geology of which is but little known. The rocks of the Chugatch
Mountains, a branch of the St. Elias Range lying to the south of the
Chitina River, Schrader regards as probably Cretaceous. The beds
exposed near Skolai Pass Hayes determined as l\1esozoic or younger.
At Yakutat Bay Russell 3 found Pleistocene beds, and at Lituya Bay
DalP report::; phyllites and granite overlain by sandstones and conglonlerates, probably of Miocene age. Beds of l\1iocene age have
been found between Controller Bay and Icy Bay on the southeast
coast of Alaska. 5 At Glacier Bay Reid and Cushing found Carboniferous limestones overlying phyllites of undetermined age.
1 The northern portion of the Canadian Rockies has been studied by R. G. McConnell.
See An
exploration in the Yukon and )iackenzie basins: Geol. Surv. Canada, Vol. IV, 1888-89, Pt. II.
2 Report on Paleozoic fossils from Alaska, by Charles Schuchert: Seventeenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol.
Survey, Pt. I, pp. 899-900.
a Xat. Geog. )lag., Vol. III, 1891-92, p.l67.
• Seventeenth Ann. Rept., Pt. I. p. 784.
5 A reconnaissance in southwestern Alaska, by J. E. Spurr: Twentieth Ann. Rept. r. S. Geol. Survey.
Pt. VII, pp. 263-264.
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In the extension of the St. Elias Range to the southward Paleozoic
and younger rocks have been found. The studies of the writer have
shown that there are Carboniferous rocks along the northern margin
of the range ov.erlain bJT Tertin.ry or recent volcanics. The evidence,
fragmentary as it is, points to the conclusion that while the coastal
region of the St. Elias Range has been uplifted during Pleistocene
times, as Professor Russell has shown, yet there was a much older
protaxis, and that the range is in part made up of older rocks. That
a part of the range is considerably n1etamorphosed compared with the
coast belt is shown by the garnetiferous schists which have been
reported among the glacial debris brought from the mountains, both
at Yakutat and at Glacier Bay. The Coast Range, as has been shown,
is a large mass of granite which was intruded in late Cretaceous or
early Triassic times.
l\1INERAL RESOURCES. 1
GOLD.

Most of the region under discussion lies without the gold belt of
the interior of Alaska, and we did not see the rocks of the gold-bearing series until we reached the Fortymile basin. ~Inch of the area
included in the accompanying geological map is occupied by rocks
younger than those which have made the Fortymile region and the
Klondike so famous. This series of rocks, however, has been locally
found to be highl_y mineralized and to carry some gold. It seems
probable, from the best accounts, that the gold-bearing rocks of Atlin
probably belong to the horizon of the younger sediments, as marked
on the accompanying map-the Nutzotin series. There can be but
little question that the rocks of the Porcupine gold district, in Chilkat
River basin, belong to the Nutzotin series. It seems probable that the
Shorty Creek district of the Kashaw River basin also derives i-ts gold
from this series.
·
Considerable panning was done by our party as opportunity offered,
and colors were occasionally obtained, but I am forced to the conclusion that the regions west of Dalton House, as far as the Fortymile
basin, will never produce gold in commercial quantities. From
accounts given 'by prospectors the Shorty Creek district does not
seem to have turned out as well as had been expected last year. Some
brief statements in regard to this district were published by Mr.
Russell L. Dunn, 2 from whom I quote as follows:
What has generally been referred to as the Shorty Creek district is in the singular
isolated mountain mass of metamorphic Jurassic slates lying west of Lake Desardeash, 150 miles inland from Pyramid Harbor and accessible by the Dalton trail.
* * * Shorty Creek, though gold bearing and the locus of the first discovery, does
not seem to contain commercial values. * * * The district is, on the whole, not
I

See Pl. XL.

2

Mining and Scientific Press, October 29, 1898, p. 425.
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one to which prospectors can go expecting to make a strike in the first season, nor
even to anticipate very rich mines in. Miners, however, can make fair wages from
many claims; incidentally they may discover something worth the attention of
capital.

Our expedition passed some 10 or 12 miles to the south of Shorty
CreP-k, but I was unable to visit this locality. I am not inclined to
agree with Mr. Dunn in regard to the Jurassic age of the slates, and
these are represented on the accompanying map as belonging to the
Nutzotin series, which is of Upper Paleozoi~ age.
It will be seen that this belt of rocks, as a whole, is not gold bearing,
yet it frequently is mineralized and in some places, as on Porcupine
Creek, which will be described below, and possibly at Shorty Creek,
may carry gold in commercial quantities.
PORCUPINE GOLD DISTRICT. 1

This district lies on Porcupine Creek, which joins the Klehini River
about 35 miles from Pyramid Harbor and 7 miles below Pleasant
Camp. During the brief visit made in June, 1899, only a few general
facts could be gathered in regard to this district, for the upper
courses of the creeks were then deeply buried in the snow.
Near the mouth of Porcupine Creek there is a belt of white crystalline limestone which strikes about northwest and southeast, and has
steep dips, usually southwest. It is often much sheared and faulted,
and the bedding is obscnred. The belt is less than half a mile wide,
and above it is a broader belt of clay slates which are usually highly
contorted. The strike of the slates is about N. 20° W., and hence at
varianee with that of the limestone. There would seem to be an
unconformity here, though the region is so much faulted that the
structural relations can be determined only by a closer. study than I
was able to g·ive.
In the stream gravels are found abundant pebbles of hornblendegranite, diorite, and quartz-diorite, and of some more basic rocks.
None of these rocks were found in place and in only one locality were
any dikes observed-about 2 miles from the n1outh of the creek, where
a deeply weathered grayish dike rock was found cutting the slates and
locally altering them to a hornstone. The dike, so far as could be determined, was of dioritic character.
There is a marked absence of quartz 'iTeins, both in the bed rock and
in the strean1 gravels of Porcupine Creek. I found a few pebbles of
vein quartz in the ereek bed, but saw absolutely none cutting the
slates. Calcite veins are, however, not uncommon in the slates and
are frequently charged with pyrites. The slates, as a whole, are highly
mineralized and assays from average samples showed that they carry
traces of both gold and sil vel'. Even though my visit was a very hur.
1 See

Pl. XLIX.
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ried one~ 1 saw enough to convince me that the gold of the placers was
derived from these mineralized slates. Such being the case, the extent
of the district will depend on the width of this slate belt, which I was
unable to determine on account of the snow. It is possible that the
entire belt is not mineralized, and this fact should be borne in 1nind
by prospectors. According to such facts as I was able to gather, I am
led to believe that toward the headwaters of the creek there are large
masses of granite and other intrusive rocks, probably similar in character to those already referred to on Glacier Bay. Coarse gold has
been found on McKinley Creek, a tributary of Porcupine Creek.
The placers that were being worked on Porcupine Creek during my
visit were irregular benches which are form"ed of large bowlders more
or less irregularly tumbled together. These stream benches can not be
traced a great distance and are apparently due to the damming caused
by rock barriers. The best pay. dirt has been found above these rock
barriers, among the large bowlders and gravels which have been
deposited by the stream and contributed by the talus from the slopes
of the valley. The presence of these very large bowlders, sometimes
several feet in diameter, very much increases the cost of working the
claims. The bars of the creek itself can be worked only at considerable outlay, because of the difficulties of getting rid of the water. The
Porcupine gold rates high in value as far as known, is rather pure, and
the grains are usually very fiat, as would be expected of gold derived
from mineralized slates. The pay dirt, so far as my observations go,
is from 2 to 4 feet thick and lies on bed rock. A pan of gravel which
I washed out from one of the claims yielded about 20 cents in gold in
5 different grains. 1 was informed that pans running 60 to 80 cents
are not uncommon, and that the largest nuggets have been from $3 to
$5 in value .. Since leaving there I have been informed that the
attempt was made to reach bed rock in the bed of the creek and that
the miners passed through 18 feet of gravel without reaching the
bottom. These gravels were said to have all carried values. 1
Since my visit discoveries have been reported in tht. Salmon River
Basin, east of Porcupine Creek, and on Glacier Creek, west of Porcupine. I have no definite mformation that there have been any placers
of commercial value found outside of the Porcupine Valley, but would
rather expect that the northeast and southwest extensions of the goldbearing series would yield placers. The Porcupine district was discovered in tTune, 1898, by Messrs. Mix and Finley, who located the
Discovery claim about 2 miles from the mouth of the creek. 2 They
are said to have taken out some $1,500 during the season.
I :Mr. W. H. P. Jarvis, of Bennett, British Columbia, informs me that since my visit 16 feet of pay
dirt has been found on Porcupine Creek, giving $50 a day to the man. He estimates that the district
produced some $60,000 during the past season, but states that there is no official basis for these figures.
The output in the coming season will undoubtedly be very much greater, as in 1899 much of the time
· and energy of the miners was given to prospecting rather than to the development of the claims.
2According to another statement the credit of the discovery belongs to E. Hackley.
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The Porcupine district is easily accessible from the coa~t. Its open
season is rather long, extending :from June to September. The Dalton
trail will enable miners to carry in provisions at no very great expen-se.
Even if it i::; not so rich as some of the other placer regions of Ala~ka
it pos~esses ::;orne advantages over those of the interior, and if it t'urn~
out as well as it promises we may expect it to continue to be a gold
producer.
FORTYMILE GOLD REGION.

The first discoveries in gulch placers were made in the drainage
basin of Fortymile River in 1886, and since that time the work of
placer mining has been coutinuously carried on in the basin. This
region has been reported on by Mr. Spurr, 1 and it is my purpose to
give here only a few supplementary notes which were gathered on the
recent trip.
Fortymile River joins the Yukon about 30 miles above the international boundary, and its mouth is, therefore, in Canadian territory. Its
drainage basin is, for the most part, on the Alaskan side of the line,
as are also most of its gold placers, so far as determined. The gold,
as shown by Spurr, is derived from metamorphosed sedimentary rocks,
which he divided into three formations. On the accompanying geological map these are all included in the Kotlo series. The derivation
of the gold is from quartz veins and from zones of impregnation, but
up to the present time there have been no discoveries of veins reported
which would warrant the introduction of mining machinery.
·Important creek::;, frmn the standpoint of the gold prospector, are
Napoleon, Chicken, Franklin, and Canyon creeks·, as well as Nugget
Gulch. All of these have produced gold in commercial quantities.
There are innumerable smaller creeks and gulches which have bsen
worked, many of them quite successfully, but most of them are not so.
rich as those that have been named.
The important discovery of the past year has been vVade Creek.
Wade Creek join::; 'Valker Fork about 5 miles from South Fork. Its
drainage basin lies immediately south of the trail leading from Franklin Creek to Steele Creek, and the valuable discoveries are said to
hay·e been made in the upper hal£ of the basin. The pay streak is
said to be rich but not very thick, and lies on bed rock some 12 or 14
feet below the surface. Bench claims as well as creek claims are
being worked. I was not able to Yisit this creek in per~on, and these
facts were gleaned frmn various sources. As to the value of the
claims I can give no definite information, but well-authenticated
rumors state that fractions of claims had sold at from $30,000 to
$40,000. The creek basin lies within the gold-bearing series and there
seem~ to be a strong probability that this is the same ~eries in which
J Geology of the Yukon gold district: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. l". !'. Geol. !:3nrvey, Pt. III. Also,
Explorations in Alaska in 1898.
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the famous Klondike gold occurs. There is every reason to believe,
therefore, that it has an important future as a gold producer.
Like many of the creeks of the Fortymile Basin, "\Vade had long
been prospected and had been reported as not carrying values. This
is probably accounted for by the fact of the great depth to bed rock.
The discoveries are said to have been made in March, 1899, and a
steady influx of prospectors took place during the spring and summer
months. The creek is easily accessible by a good trail from the mouth
of Steele Creek, a distance of about 12 miles. Steele Creek can be
reached by a trail which comes from Eagle City or by a small boat up
Fortymile River from the Yukon. In the latter case prospectors will
pass the United States custom-house at Sam Patch's, and will have to
pay duty on their outfits unless they can prove that they were ·purchased in American territory.
Though the Fortymile Basin bas been more or less prospected during the last fifteen years, and especially since the Klondike rush, yet it
still offers a field for those who are willing to spend money and time
in more detailed investigations. In the past the high price of provisions and the uncertainty and expense of transportation compelled
the prospector to confine his attentions to deposits ·which would give
immediate return. The conditions now are becoming more settled,
more or less of the element of boom having been eliminated, and
there is strong hope that careful prospecting will develop other gold
placers in the Fortymile region.
Of the other gold districts of this part of Alaska, Sixtymile River
continues to attract a good many prospectors and to yield return for
work expended, some of the claims on American Creek, near Eagle
City, continuing to ·be gold producers. I saw a ~ugget valued at $192
which had been taken from a claim on American Creek in September,
1899.
COPPER.

''

Copper was probably the first metal which was reported from the
Territory, for as far back as 1741 the Bering expedition found evidence of its use among the native_s of the southeast coast of .Alaska. 1
It seems to have been extensively employed among the aborigines of
.Alaska, for many of the native languages contain a word signifying
copper when· they lack a name for either iron or gold. The Copper
River took its name from the fact that large copper deposits were
reported to occur on its banks. 2 The natives of the Copper River, the'
Upper "\Vhite, and the Upper Tanana have long been known to have
aceess to native copper deposits~ and it is probable that all the native
copper in circulation previous to the ingress of the white traders was
obtained from these natives. The natives used it for arrowheads and
1

Dall, op. cit., p. 272.
on population and resources of Alaska, p. ·77, Tenth Census.

2 Report
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later for bullets, and, it is said, for cooking utensils, and when the
eoast was first visited by white 1nen copper knives were said to be still
1n use. Not having any other n1etal than copper they adapted it to
various purposes. The extent tow hich the intertribal trade in copper
was carried out is witnessed b}r the fact that copper utensils are in use
by the Haida Indians of Queen Charlotte Islands. 1 TheRe copper
utensils of the Haida Indians V{ere obtained by barter with the Chilkats, who in turn secured the copper from the Indian::; of the interior,
probably of the White River. At the present day copper has a comparatively limited use among the Alaskan Indians. They still use it
for arrowheads, but these have been largely supplemented by firearms.
As most of them now use breech-loading rifles, they have no reason
for manufacturing bullets of copper. Moreover, it is probable that
the copper accessible to the natives has been very largely exhausted.
Their crude n1ethods of digging enabled then1 to obtain it from the
placers only close to stream cuttings, and at present larger pieces
seem to be relatively rare. An interesting fact in connection with the
native use of copper is that the placer deposits, which will be described
below, are situated in gulches and valleys which were up to very
recent time occupied by glaciers. As the glaciers gradually retreated
they would leave the gravels uncovered and make the copper contained
in them accessible. The time can not have been far distant when these
valleys were filled with ice down to the main river valleys, and the
copper contained in then1 can not have been in use by the natives more
than a few centuries at most.
RAINY HOLLOW COPPER DEPOSITS.

On the accompanying route map (Pl. XL) three copper belts are
located. The most easterly of these is 10 miles from Pleasant Camp,
at what is called Rainy Hollow. At this locality, which is about 3
miles off the Dalton trail, near the head of Klehini River, 2 a copper
vein was discovered late in the summer or early in the fall of 1898.
At the time of my visit much of this region was deeply buried in
snow, and there was no opportunity for detailed investigations. The
belt lies close to the contact of the Coast Range granite and the sedi. mentary rocks. The sedimentary rocks are quartz-schists, often calcareous, striking about N. 60° E. and dipping very steeply southeast. 3
The "Disco-very" claim consists of two different veins, 2 feet and
1 Dawson:

Geol. Surv. Canada, Report of Progress, 1878-79.
2Tbis region is included in the Cassiar Mountain district of British Columbia. The name" Copper
Blow diYision" has been suggested, but I trust that it has not yet been accepted by the Canadian
authorities.
a~Ir. J.P. Jarvis, of Bennett, British Columbia, who bad opportunit~· to study this region after the
snow left the ground·, says that on the ~fontana, (the Discovery claim) there are a number of stringers
of bornite embracing a zone of 300 feet in the slates and calcitic rocks. ~Ir. Jarvis also reports large
deposits of zinc and lead from the same region. These, he states, occur in a belt about 3 miles long,
running parallel to a belt of granite. The ore is said to run 33 per cent lead, 22 per cent zinc, and a
little copper. Some specimens sent to me showed zinc bien de and galena with a calcite gangue.
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18 inches m width. The copper minerals are bornite, chalcopy·
rite, and malachite. The wall rock is a hornstone, which seems to
have been silicified at the time of the intrusion of the copper-bearingsolutions, and probably contains more or less copper-bearing minerals.
The assays of copper ores from this region which were shown me by
prospectors run from 20 to 55 per cent copper. From none of them,
however, could I get definite information as to whether they -were
average samples. M..y visit to this locality was simply the utilization
of a day in which we had to rest our horses, and the observations were
very limited. From talking- to several prospectors who had been in
the region for some time and from examining the specimens, I gathered
that there were other veins of relatively greater importance than the
Discovery veins. The general appearance of the rocks, so far as my
observation goes, is that a great deal of mineralization has taken
place. Quartz veins carrying copper minerals are not uncommon in
the metamorphic slates and schists exposed along the Upper Klehini
River.
vVhile my own investigations can not lead to any definite conclusions, yet I would regard the region as one worthy of attention by
those seeking copp~r. It is easily accessible. from tide water, beingonly some 50 miles from. a good harbor, and could be easily reached
by a railroad up the Klehini River, the highest point which would
have to be crossed being about 2,000 feet in elevation.
This mineral belt has not been traced west of Rainy Hollow. Tyrrell, however, reports some copper pyrites. bearing quartz from near
Glacier camp, about 15 miles west, on the Dalton trail. 1 In the debris
brought down by the O'Connor Glacier I obserYcd much mineralized
quartz carrying both iron and copper pyrite, and with it numerous
fragments of white crystalline limestone as well as a variety of igneous
intrusives. As the Rainy Hollow mineral deposits seem to be the
result of contact phenomena between calcareous sediments and igneous
rocks, the westward extension of the contact would seem worthy of
in yestigation.
KLETSAN. COPPER DEPOSITS.

2

Kletsan Creek, 3 from which this deposit takes its name, is an unimportant tributary of the Upper 'Vhite River, which joins the latter
stream about 5 miles above the internatio~al boundary (see Pl. L).
This stream rises in a glacier which occupies the north slope of Mount
Natazhat, a peak of the northern portion of the St. Elias Range. These
copper deposits have long been kpown to the natives, and seem to have
been the source of much of the copper which is in circulation among
the Alaskan Indians. The n1arvelous tales told by the Indians living·
1

Summary Report, 1898, p. 46, Geol. Surv. Canada.
2See Pl. L.
3 Kletsan is the White River Indian word for copper.
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adjacent to this region of the wonderful "copper mountain" are
important contributions to the earliest works of fiction concerning
Ala1::1ka.
Though stories of these rich copper deposits had long been known
to the traders and pioneers of Alaska, the region was so inaccessible
that no attempt had ever been made to visit the copper deposits up to
1891. In that year Dt·. Hayes, in company with Lieutenant Schwatka,
made a trip from Fort Selkirk to Skolai Pass, before referred to. 1
In the course of this trip they were taken by the Indians to the
copper deposits of Kletsan Creek. 2 In 1898 l\1r. Jack Dalton, accompanied by Mr. Henry Bratnober, visited Kletsan Creek and procured
samples of the native copper from the placer deposits.
The mountains lying to the south of Kletsan Creek are rugged and
snow covered, the highest peaks probably reaching an elevation of
15,000 feet. The streams all have glacial sources, and in their upper
courses flow through narrow rock-cut valleys. After leaving the base
of the mountains they enter a broad gravel-filled arP-a in which they
have incised deep channels. In general, this upland consists of a
series of n1ore or less well-defined benches interrupted by numerous
small lakes and undrained depressions. These are, in part, of glacial
origin, but are also, in part, due to the obstruction of the minor drainage
caused by the deposition of a large amount of white volcanic ash, a
description of which has already been given. The talus slope of the
mountains is connected with the upland by a gently sloping plain
which owes its origin to a series of fan deltas formed by the streams
that flow down the mountain gullies. the smaller ones only during the
periods of rain.
The geology of the region, so far as studied, is not vei·y complex.
Close to where the creek leaves its rocky floor there is expos.ed a belt
of white crystalline limestone containing numerous fossils, which show
it to be of Carboniferous age. Above the limestone are found a series
of carbonaceous schists and shales, which sometimes approach an
impure coal in character. Both the limestone and the shales are cut
by dioritic and diabasic rocks, which are exposed along the creek in
large areas. The diorites seem to be the older intrusions, and are in
turn cut by diaba!::les. As far as determined from the talus and stream
gravels the mountains themselves are made up of effusive rocks, which
overlie these unconformably. The Carhoniferous rocks show great
variety in strike and dip. In some places they lie nearly horizontal,
and again they are sharply folded. The strikes vary from north and
south to nearly east and west. Th4t greenstones are jointed, but are
not much sheared. The slates and limestones are locally faulted, but
Nat. Geog. Mag., Vol. IV, 1892,pp.l-4:>.
party of prospectors, under the leadership of )fr. Emmons, is said to have visited this
copper belt in 1898. Several other parties of prospectors who reached the White River by way of
Skolai Pass may also have visited the deposit.
t
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usually the dips do not exceed 20° and 30°. Near the contact with
the greenstone the limestone is much altered, and the bedding planes
are obscure:
The placer copper deposits (all natiye) are contained in stream
benches that owe their existence to rock barriers through whieh
the streams have now cut their courses. The placer copper, as far as
observed, is C<?nfined to a distance of about half a mile above the point
where the creek leaves its rocky canyon. The placer copper is irregularly distributed on the bed rock in the crevices and also an1ong' the
large bowlders. The nuggets found by the Indians who accompanied
me seldom exceeded a few ounces in weight, though one was found
which weighed 5 or 6 pounds, and another which I saw from the. same
region weighed 8 or 10 pounds. The Indians dig the ,copper with
earibou horns, and by this primitive method of mining must confine
their efforts to the recent stream euttings.
· As far as the limited time would permit a careful search was made
for evidence as to the source of this native copper. An examination
of the greenstones showed them to be traversed by an irregular:s:rstem
of joints, and caleite veins were obsenTed which followed these joints.
A careful examination showed that some of these veins carried native .
copper. These eopper-bearing veins were found close to the contact
with the limestones. Calcite veins were also found in the white crystal
line limestone near the contact with the greenstones. A superficial
examination of the greenstones showed that they a 1 ~e of a dioritic character and are cut by a series of aphanitic dikes which are provisionally
classed as diabases. The presence of amygdaloidal greenstones (probably andesites) and some tufas among the stream gravels suggest that
· these basic intrusives may be the feeder::; or apophyses of outpourings
of volcanic. rocks. No other copper minerals except secondary malaehite were found during the day spent' in investigating the deposits.
In the western extension of the copper belt amygdaloidal greenstones
carrying amygdules of eopper pyrite and ·various gangue minerals are
not uncommon. To the east the Kletsan copper belt was traced only
to the vicinity of the international boundary. Its eastern extension
beyond this point, if it exists, js to be sought north of our route of
travel. To the west the same zone seems to extend to the Upper 'Vhite.
River. The streams entering the Upper White River flow from the
south. As far as examined all carry eopper colors, and the gravels are
simiiar in character to the rocks of Kletsan Creek.
TANANA-NABESNA COPPER DEPOSITS.

A third belt of copper deposits was found along the route of travel
between the Tanana and Nabesna. The region between the two belts
is occupied by the young voleanie series, so that if the copper zone is
present it is buried under these younger roek-.;. In thi~:; belt the .
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evidence of the presence of copper was the same association of rocks
as on Kletsan Creek and the presence of copper colors in the streams.
Copper pyrite was found in the amygdaloidal greenstones, but not
veins of native copper, as at Kletsan Creek .. I am convinced that this
is an extension of the same copper belt and that by further search
copper deposits will be found. Native copper nuggets were brought
to us by Indians who claimed to have found them in the region between
the Tanana and the Nabesna. l\1y investigations did not extend west
of the Nabesna River, but I was informed by prospectors that" copper
float" had been found in the Mentasta Mountains and also near the
northeastern ·limit of the Alaskan Range.
DEVELOPMENT

0~'

COPPER.

The question of the commercial value of these copper deposits is one
that. could not be settled in a hasty reconnaissance. The two copper
belts are each about 40 miles long, with possibilities of their extending .
in both an easterly and westerly direction. As to the size and depth
of veins which may .be found no opinion can be given, and it remains
a question for future investigation. Such few facts as were collected
in regard to the origin of the copper do not lead to the conclusion that
the deposits would be of a superficial character. They are essentially
contac.t phenomena. If a railway is ever built into the region it will
naturally be constructed from Valdes, which is 200 miles away and is
the nearest harbor. Such a railway might also give access to the reported copper deposits ot the Chitina River. In any event I am of
the opinion that this ·upper region is one that is worthy of careful
investigation by the prospector and the capitalist.
COAL.

Coal has been reported from the region of the Upper "'... bite and
Tanana rivers, but during our reconnaissance of the past season we
saw no beds of coal which would be of commercial value. At anumber of places carbonaceous ~hales of Carboniferous age were found,
but none of these were sufficiently pure to use for fuel. One of these
was about 10 n1iles west of the Kershaw River, near our route of
travel. At this loeality beds of carbonaceous n1aterial some 20 or 30
feet in thickness was exposed. Much of it had been altered to graphite
by dynamic metamorphism. X ear the upper end of Lake Kluane
similar beds were found. On Kletsan Creek carbonaceous shales containing a little bituminous coal were found, but the coal was too impure
to have any fuel value. The productive coals of Alaska have thus far
been found in younger beds, and so far as known no coals of value
haye been f9und in the Carboniferous of this part of the continent.
The outlook for coal is not encouraging, but should the region ever be
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developed it is possible that locally some of the carbonaceous beds
might have fuel value.
The coals of the Upper Yukon have been described by Mr. Spurr
and others. They are chiefly lignites of Tertiary age. Those that are
accessible have been considerably mined for use on the Yukon River
steamers. On the South Fork of Fortymile River considerable coal
debris was found among the stream gravels. This was of a lignitic
character, similar to that of the other Tertiary coals, and presumably
the coal beds outcrop somewhere in the upper part of the drainage
basin of the South Fork.
ROU~l'ES

AND :1\'IETHODS Ol!' TRAVELING.

The conditions of traveling in this region a~·e similar to those which
have so often been described elsewhere in Alaska. Probably the easiest journeys are made in winter when sledding is possible, with the
use of dogs for draft animals. It is necessary to supply dog food
either by carrying it along, which limits the length of the journey
from the base of supplies, or by procuring dried fish, which, as a rule,
can be had only at the Indian villages. Dogs are also used by the
Indians in summer for carrying packs. Reindeer can probably be
utilized in the uplands, where the reindeer moss is to be found. In
the larger river valleys, as far as my observations go, the moss is not
abundant, and the reindeer used for river trips would have to seek the
uplands for food. The utility of reindeers as draft animals has heen
well demonstrated elsewhere in Alaska, and they have the advantage
over dogs in that they find their own food. Up to the present time
they have not been gi,.,.en a fair test as pack animals for summer use,
but it seems possible that they may be better adapted for this purpose
in this region than the horse or mule.
In summer supplies are transported by back-packing, by pack animals, or in bo;:tts. By the more primitive method of back-packing
journeys are usually limited to three weeks, as this i8 the longest
period for which the average man can carry provisions besides his
blankets, etc.
Horses can be used to advantage from about the middle of June to
the first of September. Horses are preferable to mules because of the
large amount of soft ground which has to be crossed. Our experience
teaches us that "sawbucks" are better than "aparejos," as the pack
is le::;s liable to slip off. In choosing a route for a pack train it is advisable to keep at as high an elevation as possible. thus to avoid the swamps
and thick timber of the lowland. 'vV e found the best grass above timber line.
A party making a trip in this region which involves crossing any of
the larger riverf-3 should carry a folding boat or the equipment for
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constructing one. 'Ve used a heavy, waterproofed eam'as which we
stretched over a framework built by the use of a few simple tools.
Not rnuch of the region is favorable for boating. Most of the larger
rivers can be descended in boats at certain times in the year. Both the
'\\7 hite and th~ Tatshenshini have been run in boats built by prospectors from whipsawed lumber. The Upper Tanana below the gorge,
as well as the Nabesna, are favorable for the use of small boats, as are
also the large lakes.
DALTON TRAIL.l

This trail leaves the coast at Pyramid Harbor, situated near the
head of Chilkat Inlet, where the depth of water is sufficient for any
seagoing vessel. In 1899 no wharf existed and freight was taken
ashore by lighters.
The trail from Pyramid Harbor to Dalton House, in the interior,
has been described in the itinerary. I will add that the hardest climb
of the whole length of the trail is about 40 miles from the coast, near
the police post. Here the crossing of a high spur necessitates a climb
ot' 1,000 feet, which could be avoided by constructing a trail up the
Klehini Valley. At Dalton House, which is about 100 miles from the
coast, the trail turns northward, keeping to the east of Lake Dezadeash, and continues down the Kaskawulsh River, which drains the
lake, to where this river makes its right-angled bend to the coast. It
then crosses to the headwaters of Mendenhall River and thenee continues to the Nordenskiold, which it follows down to the Lewes River. 2
The Dalton trail proper ends at the mouth of the N ordenskiold, but
there is said to be a route all the way in to Dawson which has been
followed by cattlemen with beef herds.
The exploration of this route for a trail, and its subsequent establishment, is due to the indomitable energy and perseverance of ~1r.
Jack Dalton. 1\-fr. Dalton has done more than any other man for the
exploration and development of this region.
The trail usuall}T opens between the middle of June and the first of
~T uly.
In the fall it can be used until about the middle of September.
A permit having been granted by the Secretary of the Interior, the
Alaskan portion of the trail is now a toll route. Below Pleasant Camp
much money has been spent on the trail in road cutting, bridge building, etc.
ROUTES TO THE UPPER WHITE AND THE UPPER 'rANANA. 1

The route followed by our party to the Tanana River is entirely
feasible for a pack trail. The chief obstacles are the crossing of the
tSee Pl. XL.
2Many maps show the Dalton trail leading to Fort Selkirk, and in a previo!L<> publication I fell into
the same blunder. The Dawson Range intervening makes such a route impracticable for pack
trains. The Indians, however, are said to have a trail acros..'i this range.
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large rivers. Only in the Nabesna and Tanana valleys did we h~ve to
do much trail cutting. The following table of distances bas been compiled from our map:
Table of distances along 1·oute of expedition from Pyram·id I-Im·bor to Eagle OitJt.
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A party intending to reach the Tanana or vVbite from Eagle City
would. do well to take the Mentasta Pass trail from Franklin Gulch in
the Fortymile Basin and reach the Tanana by way of the IChiltat.
After crossing the Tanana it should make its way in a southeasterly
direction and strike our trail near Tetling, or, what would probably
be easier, follow the lYientasta trail to the Copper and then reach our
trail on the Nabesna by the Batzulnetas trail. By this latter route it
would be about 225 miles from Eagle City to the Nabesna. From
Fort Selkirk the overland route, which is said to be an old Indian
trail, used by Schwatka and 1-Iayes, is passable for pack animals. By
this route it is about 175 miles to the Klutlan . Glacier, and the
Donjek is the only river of considerable size which would have to be
crossed. From the mouth of the Nordenskiold, on the Lewes, a route
exists to the \Vhite by way of the Nisling Valley. Mr. J. B. Tyrrell's
explorations· of this route have already bRP.n referred to. On the
accompanying map this route is continued across the vVhite to the
Tanana. This is entirely feasible except for the crossing of the \Vbite,
which would be difficult. By descending the river to near the mouth
of the Klotassin the. crossing could probably be accomplished. The
21 GEOL, PT 2--25
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distance from the Norden8kiold to the mouth of the Nisling is about
175 miles.
The shortest and probably the best route to the head of the Tanana
or 'Vhite is the Copper Rivee route, which leaves the coast at Valdes,
on Prince vVillian1 Sound. From this point a trail is now ·under construction by engineers of the United States Army, which is to avoid
crossing the glacier. This proposed trail is to keep east of the Valdes
Glacier and reach the Copper River at Copper Center, at the mouth
of the Klutena. The rivers near the coast are said to have already
been bridged, and the other streams, as the Konsina, will be crossed
near their headwaters and will offer no serious obstacles. As the trail
reaches the Copper on the south side of the Klutena, and as the former
river is usually crossed above the Klutena, the latter river will have
to be crossed, which is no easy matter. It will be necessar:y to use
boats in crossing both the Copper and the Klutena. After crossing
the Copper the so-called Millard trail is followed to the mouth of the
Slana; a turn to the eastward is then made to Batzulneta$, fr01n which
point a crossing can be made to the Nabesna, or across the Suslota
Pass to Tetling. The distance froni Valdes to the Nabesna by this
route is about 200 miles.
One of the routes into the interior which was tried during the
Klondike excitement of 1898 and 1899 crossed from Disenchantment
Bay, which is the upper end of Yakutat Bay, to the Alsek, an9. thence
extended up that river and its tributaries. As a route into the interior
it seems to have been a lamentable failure, o,Ter 60 miles of glacier
had to be crossed to the Alsek, and when that river was reached it was
found to be very turbulent and exceedingly dangerous to ascend.
There was, 1noreovcr, an absence of fuel on the glacier route, and only
stunted alder on the Alsck. Some 300 prospectors are said to have
started inland by this route, but pi'obably not over 20 reached Dalton
House, and those only after eighteen months of the hardest kind of
toil and exposure. Several deaths due to exposure or to starvation
haye been reported from this region.
RAILWAY ROUTES.

Should the copper deposits of the Upper 'Vhite and Tanana prove
to be of sufficient extent to pay for a railway to them, the Copper
RiYer route would undoubtedly be chosen. V aides, the natural terminus of such a railway, has an excellent harbor, which is open the
entire year. A high divide would have to be crossed between Valdes
and the Copper River. The next difficulty would be the crossing of
the Copper Ri,rer. The di,rides between the Nabesna and Copper and
the Tanana and Copper i::; not over 3,000 feet.
'I'he route from Pyramid Harbor is one along which a railway could
easily be built, except for the bridging of the several large rivers
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which must be crossed in reaching the vVhite. The Alsek V<:tlley may
also offer a feasible railway route, but as there is no harbor at the
mouth of the river it will probably never be considered.
Tll\IBER.

Having had neither the time for collecting nor the means of transporting botanical specimens, I must confine myself to a few general
notes on the timber. The timber of the coast region has been frequently described. 1 The trees are of good size and abundant. In the
Porcupine gold district the development of the placers is more or less
hampered by the abundant vegetation, the roots of the trees often
striking very deep. Along Lynn Canal there is very little timber
abo\'e an elevation of 3,000 feet. Between Rainy Hollow, on the
upper Klehini, and the Tatshenshini River the Dalton trail is above
timber line for much of the distance. North and west of Dalton
House the timber line gradually decreases from about 4,500 to about
4,200 feet, varying 80IDO.)Vhat according to local conditions. A stunted
growth of willow and alder is still found above this up to an elevation of about 5,500 to 6,000 ·feet. According to the statement of
prospectors there are no trees except alder and willow on the Alsek,
the first spruce forest being reached about 15 or 20 miles above the
junction of the Kaskawulsh and Tatshenshini. The larger valleys, like
those of the two forks of the Alsek and of the vVhite and Tanana, are
heavily wooded. The Tanana is especially noted for its large trees,
which are found up to 18 inches and 2 feet in diameter. The trees of the
interior include several varieties of willow, alder, white birch, aspen,
cottonwood, and spruce. 2 The spruce has the widest distribution of
the trees valuable to the prospector.
G.Al\IE.

The large game of this region includes bear of several specie:;,
moose, caribou (woodland), mountain goats, big·horns, wolves, ·and
wolverines. The Indians still trap mink, beaver, and some foxes,
though the fur- bearing animals are becoming relatively scarce. The
skinf1 of moose and caribou are used extensively by the Indians for the
ma1tufacture of clothing and other articles. The nati,·es also depend
on these animals in a very large 1neasure for their food supply. Some
silver-gray foxes are caught, seven skins having been shown to n1e at
Dalton House. 'V olf and wolverine skins are still in use among the
Indians, as are bear skins. In: winter the Indians kill the bighorn
extensively, for at that time the cold and the deep snow drive these
animals from the mountain tops, which they frequent in summer.
1 Those

interested in this subject are referred to the botanical notes of Dr. Dawson, op. cit., pp.

186-190.
2 These names are used in a popular sense as they arc commonly accepted in Alaska, no collections
having been made for determination.
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Moose and the larger bears are found, more especially along the valleys of the rivers and lakes. The bears have not been definitely determined by naturalists, but a·re classed by the prospectors as grizzly,
silver tip, brown, and black bears.
Caribou inhabit the regions at and above timber line. They are
n1igratory, and in some years are very abundant, while in others they
are almost entirely wanting. \V bile gani.e is usually fairly abundant
in the more inaccessible portions of this region, yet it would be unwise
for a party to depend on it for their food supply. Our experience
shows that in some seasons- g·an1e is exceedingly diffieult to :find. '\Tild
fowl are very abundant along some of the larger rivers. Ptarmigan
and grouse are usually plentiful at and above timber line. Salmon
ascend the larger rivers except where there are rock barriers.
CLil\1ATE.

The meteorological data collected by our party are of too fragmentary
a character and nre distributed over too wide/an area to be worth publishing. Climatic records of the coast region of Alaska have long
been made, and authentic data are now available in regard to the
interior.
The Lynn Canal region is damp and has a comparatively mild
climate. It is, however, colder than other parts of southeastern Alaska
which are n1ore directly subjected to the influence of the Japanese
cqrrent. In the Chilkat Basin there· is a heavy snowfall, which is
usually all gone below the snow line by the 1st of July.
The interior region is much drier and colder.
The snowfall is
comparatively light, but by spring there is considerable accumulation.
I was informed that at Dalton House most of the snow disappears early
in June.
Before crossing the divide, about the 21st of June, we had considerable rainfall. Clear weather prevailed until toward the end of July.
From the 1st of August until we reached Eagle City we had many
rainy and cloudy days, though the aggregate rainfall was not great.
INHABITANTS.
NATIVES.

\V e saw ver:y few natives during our journe:r, and are able, therefore, to add no new facts concerning them. Those of Lynn Canal and
Yakutat Bay, .which have been frequently described, belong to the
Thlinkit stock, which includes most of the Indians of southeastern
Alaska. Those of Lynn Canal belong to two tribes-the Chilkats
and the Chilkoots. They are semicivilized and lhye in well-constructed houses in ·villages often of considerable size. They have
long been known for their skill in ·weaving blankets and in certain
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other handicrafts. Ihave seen very creditable pieces of silver jewelry
made by these Indians. They are usually thrifty and prosperous.
During the long period when they acted as middlemen between the
white traders of the coast and the interior or "Stick" 1 Indians their
livelihood was obtained chiefly by trade. Up to the time when the
Hudson Bay Company established Fort Selkirk as a trading post, in
184'7, they enjoyed a monopoly of the trade of the interior Indians.
This monopoly they jealously guarded, as is shown by their raiding
and burning Fort Selkirk in 1852. 2 Their trade with the interior
. Indians has almost disappeared, and they now earn a livelihood by
catching salmon for the canneries, and also drive a lucrative trade in
the curios which they manufacture and dispose of at good prices to the
many tourists who visit southeastern Alaska every year.
The Chilkats are said to have waged a successful war with the
interior Indians at a time not long distant and brought them to semisubjugation. It is certain that the interior Indians stand in awe of
those of Lynn Canal and will not visit the coast unless invited to do
so by the coast Indians or unless they feel sure of the protection of
white men. vV e saw several villages and house:; of Chilkats along
the river and inlet bearing the same name. Klukwan, at the mouth
of the Klehini, on the Chilkat River, is their most interior settlement.
The interior Indians of the region visited by us belong to Athabascan stock and may be divided into three geographical groupsthose of the Alsek Basin, who are subjects of Canada; those of the
"Thite River Basin, who live largely in Canadian territory, and the
Tanana Indians, who are on the Alaskan side of the line.
The only permanent place of habitation that we saw after leaving
the coast Indians was the village of Neskatatwen, near Dalton House,
and therefore in the Alsek Basin. Here the Indians seen1 prosperous
and live in substantial houses. They 1nake their living by hunting,
trapping, and salmon fishing. Closely related to these Indians are
those of the village of Hutshi, lying about 100 miles north of our
route of travel. Indians from this district visited our camp on the
Kaskawulsh.
Of the 1\Thite River Indians we saw no permanent habitations.
~Thile we were camped near Kletsan Creek a party of Indians visited
us who claimed to be from Lake Kluane, but we saw no houses on the
lake: Dr. Hayes 3 reported small Indian settlements on the Nisling
and Kluane rivers. On the upper White we met a band of about
20 Indians, but they claimed to have come· from the Copper River
and wei·e evidently out on a hunting expedition. Nandles; Tetling,
and Khiltat are the most important settlements of the upper Tanana.
The Indians of the upper· Tanana have easy communication with
1 This word belongs to the Chinook jargon, long used for trading purposes along the coast.
2An exploration in Yukon district and British Columbia, by Geo. M. Dawson: Ann. Rept. Geol.
Surv. Canada, 188i-88, p. 139B.
a Nat. Geog. Mag., Vol. IV, p. 123.
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those of the upper Copper River. The route which we followed to
the \'i\Thite is said to be one much used by the Chilkats in their trading
expeditions into the interior. In any event it is certain that the
interior Indians were nrst supplied with the products of civilization by
way of Lynn Canal. The Tanana Indians have been described in a
previous report, already cited. 'Ve saw nothing of the Indians of the
Fortymile region. Theil~ chief village is said to be Kechumstuk,
which is on the Tanana trail, near the head of the South Fork of
Forty mile.
WHITES.

In the region explored by our party there were practically no white
settlements except near the coast. Pyramid Harbor consists of a few
houses and a canning fac_tory. The latter in summer employ8 50 or 60
white men, but in winter the place is practically abandoned. Chilkat,
which lies on the other side of the inlet from Pyramid Harbor, has
a deserted canning factory and a few houses, with one white family.
Haines, 1 which is on the other side of the neck of land separating Chilkoot and Chilkat inlets, is a settlement of considerable size. At this
place there arc a mission, seYeral stores, hotels, etc. Steamers daily
make the trip to Skagway and return from this point. ~-Iany of the
sound steamers running to Skagway also stop at Haines. Haines
is connected with Chilkat by a good wagon road, and a ferry crosse::;
from the latter point to Pyramid Harbor. All three of these place::;
are United States post-offices. They depend for their deyelopment
largely on the productiveness of the Porcupine gold district, which is
about 30 1niles inland.
After leaving the coast at Pyramid Harbor we pa8sed several small
settlements, some of which will probably have more or less permanenc,y. At \Valkerville were one or two buildings and 15 or 20 tents.
Sunrise included a single log building. Porcupine City, near the
n1outh of Porcupine Creek, has several substantial buildings, including two stores and a sawmill. Prospectors' camps are also to be
found along the entire length of the creek.
At Pleasant Camp~ 2 which is beautifully situated on a bluff oyerlooking the river, are one of Dalton's trading posts and a northwest
mounted-police post. The latter at the tiine of our visit included one
officer and seven privates. A number of substantial buildings have
been erected, and the site is probably one of the finest in the entire
l'egion.
Going inland along the Dalton trail we found a number of prospectors' camps jn and near Rainy Hoilow. These were then only
temporary structures, but should the copper proye to have commercial
value this ·will undoubtedly becoine an impo1·tant place. Beyond
1

This was formerly known as Haines's )fission.

2 See

Pl. XLI, .\..
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Rainy Hollow until Dalton House is reached there are no white settlements of any kind. At Dalton House is another trading post belonging to Mr. Dalton and in charge of a white man. There are also two
mem hers of the Canadian mounted police stationed there. The Indian
village near at hand has already been referred to. There is said to be
another trading post in charge of a white t;ader near Hutshi.
Between Dalton House, in the F ortymile Basin, and Franklin Gulch
we saw no white settlements whatever, though the Indians told us that
the United States Army had established a post at Mentasta Pass. In
the Fortymile Basin there are a great many white men and several
settlmnents of considerable size. At Franklin Gulch there ure 15 or
20 substantial log cabins. Since the rush to Wade Creek, already
referred to, a great many prospectors have come into this part of
Fortymile Basin, and their cabins can be found in many gulches. On
the lower Fortymile we passed a number of log houses, the largest
settlement being at the international boundary, where there is now a
United States custom office, a hotel, and a trading post.
Fortymile Post, at the mouth of the river of the same name, is a
village of considerable size. The Canadian police headqm!.rters,
known as Fort Cudahy, is a short distance below, on the Yukon.
Eagle City, some 50 miles below, promises to be the n1ost important
settement on the Alaskan side of the line on the upper Yukon. The
site is well chosen and is on the banks of the Yukon, just below the
mouth of American Creek. The sanitary conditions are much more
favorable than at most of the mining camps on the Yukon. The various trading-post companies have put up substantial stores. and warehouses, and the Government has erected large barracks for the
company of soldiers now stationed there. The Nome rush of 1899
retarded the. development of Eagle City very much, and, like most of
the other towns on the Yukon, it for a time became almost deserted
except f01~ the Government officials and the agents of the larger trading companies.
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A· RECONNAISSANCE OF THE CHITIN A RIVER. AND
THE SKOLAI MOUNTAINS, ALASKA.
By OscAR RoHN.

INTRODUCr.riON.

The following report is based upon field work done by me during
the season of 1899, while I was in charge of a detachment of the Copper River Military Exploring Expedition. This expedition, sent out
by direction of Assistant Secretary of 'Var G. D. Meiklejohn, was
commanded by Capt. W. R. Abercrombie, Second United States
Infantry. The object of the subexpedition in my charge was to
explore, for the War Department, the unknown area south and east of
the Wrangell Mountains, and this report is prepared for the United
States Geological Survey by permission of the Assistant Secretary
of 'Var, to supplement an earlier and less complete report to the vVar
Department.
I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to the Director of the Geological Survey for the opportunity to make this report, and to the
Assistant Secretary of 'Var for permission to do so. I am also particularly indebted to Professor Van Rise, to Nir. Willis, and to Mr.
Spurr for aid in preparing the manuscript, and to Mr. Goode and
Mr. Peters for help in preparing 1naps. Special r~cognition is here
due to Mr. Arthur H. McNeer, the young man who consented to continue with me over the Nizina Glacier when the members of the party
were unwilling to do so, and. to whom I am, therefore, indebted for
not having to abandon the trip at the foot of the Nizina Glcteier.
The area covered by this report is atti·acting attention on account of
the fact that it affords an opportunity for reaching the interior of
Alaska from a good port by a route entirely on American soil, and
because it gives promise of contaiping mineral wealth. The route
from Valdes to the interior is indicated in red on the general map of
Alaska (Pl. LI) which accompanies this report. On this is also indicated the area included in the detailed map (Pl. LII).
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PREVIO"GS EXPLORATION.
WORK OF EXPLORERS.

Prince William Sound, formerly known as Chugach Gulf, was discovered by Captain Cook in 1778. Soon afterwards it was visited by a
numbtr of English, Spanish, and Russian explorers, among whom were
Fidalgo, Vancouver, Quadra, and Nagaief. Copper River was fir::;t
seen by Nagaief in 1781, and first ascended for a short distance by
Bazan of in 1803. 1 The exploration of the stream was next undertaken
by a party of the Russian-American Company, who in 1843 ascended
it for a short distance for the purpose of trading with the natives, 2 and
five years later Serebrennikof, with a party of Russian explorers, succeeded in reaching a point above the mouth of the Tazlina River,
where, however, he and his entire party were massacred b}r the natives. 3
Nothing was done from this time until 1882; when C. G. Holt, a trader
in the employ of the Alaska Commercial Company, reached Taral.
Two years later Captain Abercrombie, of the United States Army, made
an effort to ascend the river, but did not succeed in getting farther
than Miles Glacier. 4,
In 1885, the year following Captain Abercombie's attempt to ascend
the river, Lieut. Henry T. Allen, of the United States Army, made one
of the mo::;t remarkable exploration trips recorded in Alaskan history. 5 He a~cended the Copper to Taral. From here be reached the
Nikolai bouse, on the Chitina, by portage, and returned down the
Chitina by boat. He then made his way up the Copper to Batzulnetas. And from here, crossing the lHentasta Mountains to the
Tanana River by way of Suslota Pass, he descended the river to the
Yukon. Though he and his party practically lived off the country
and suffered great pri,·ations and hardships, be was not content with
his great success, but ascended the Koyukuk for a distance of several
hundred miles before returning home by way of the Yukon and St.
Michael.
To Lieutenant Allen we are indebted for the first reliable maps and
information regaraing the Copper, Chitina, and Tanana ri,Ters, and
the group of mountains surrounding the active \ro]cano known as
Mount Wrangell. In 1898 a party of the United States Geological
Stu\rey, in charge of ~lr. ,V. ,J. Peters, accompanied by ~1r. A. H.
Brooks as geologist, 6 explored and mapped the Tanana River from a
point where it leaves the mountains to its confluence with the Yukon.
In 1891 Lieut. Frederick Schwatka and Dr. C. 'Villard Hayes 7
Alaska and its Resources. by W. H. Dall. pp. 31i-321.
2Bancroft's History of Alaska, p. 526.
a Alaska and its Resources, by W. H. Dall, p. 2i2.
4 Reconnaissance in Alaska,· Lieut. H. T. Allen, 18S5, p. 23.
50p. cit.
GExplorations in Alaska in 1898; G. S. Geol. Sur\'ey, p. 64.
•
•An expedition through the Yukon district, by C. W. Hayes: X at. Geog. ~lag., )lay 15, 189'2, Yo!. IV
p.l20-127.
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entered the Chitina Valley through the headwaters of the \Vbite
River, by way of the Skolai Pass, which they discovered and named.
Reaching the headwaters of the Nizina River, they built a boat in·
which they ran down the Nizina to the Chitina, then down the Chitina
to the Copper, and along this to the coast. Considering the difficulties which both Lieutenant Allen and Dr. Hayes encountered, their
maps and observations are ren1arkably accurate, though they are, of
course, restricted to the immediate vicinity of the respective routes
traveled.
WORK OF PROSPECTORS.

The general rush to Alaska in the spring of 1898, due to the Klondike
discoveries of the previous year, resulted in the landing of between
4,000 and 5,000 prospectors with their outfits at the head of Valdes
Bay during the months of ~larch, April, and May of that year. A
route was supposed to exist from here to a point on the Copper River
above the rapids and canyons reported by Lieutenant Allen, but no
exploration of this route had ever been recorded, and no information
regarding it could be obtained.
The general impression among these adventurers, that the interior
was a great field of treasure and that beyond reaching it little else was
needed to enable -them to gather a fortune, spurred them into attempting to cross the glacier that occupies the only break in the n1ountains surrounding V aides which seemed to give promise of leading
from the bay into the interior. This, subsequent developments proved
it to do, but the difficulties which it presented were very great. vVith
the thermometer at 40° to 50° below zero, in the fierce storms which
only polar glaciers can give birth to, and with fuel at $1 a pound,
outfits were sledded over a course that in places required hoisting by
means of rope and tackle.
Beyond this ghteier, which is now known as the Valdes Glacier, a
swift and powerful stream, which proved to be that named by Lieutenant Allen the Klutena, was found to lead in a general northeasterly
direction to the Copper River, and by carrying. their goods down this
in boats the more fortunate reached Copper River. Many of those
who reached Valdes never landed; many n1ore turned back disheartened at the glacier; others succeeded in crossing the glacier only to
lose their outfits in the swift and treacherous waters of the Klutena,
and only a minor part of the crowd that ianded ever got far beyond
the mouth of the Klutena, where a winter camp sprung up which was
called Copper Center. Nearly all of those who went beyond Copper
Center were headed for the Yukon by way of the :Mentasta Pass and
the Fortymile River. :Mentasta Pass was reached by two general
routes-one by " tracking" or "cordel1ing" boats up the Copper
River, the other by an overland route leading frmn Copper Center
21 GEOL, PT 2--26
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along the foot of Mount Drum to the mouth of the Slana, known as
the Millard trail. At the mouth of the Slana the two routes converged and, following along the eastern bank of this stream, led to
Mentasta Pass. A number of parties made this trip and the routes
were well established. One party even made the . trip to the Yukon
and return in the course of the season.
The major portion of each man's time was spent in traveling and
transporting goods, and, considering the number of men who reached
the interior, c0mparatively little prospecting·was done. Such as was
done was confined to the immediate vicinity of the routes named and
to the Copper River frmn Copper Center to the coast. The short
streams tributary to the Copper heading in the Wrangell Mountains
were explored to some extent, but the Chitina was ascended only a
very short distance. All of the mineral prospects discovered by the
season's work were practically confined to those of Quartz Creek, a
southern tributary of the Tonsina. This was discovered in August,
but was not reported until later in the season, when a general stampede for the area occurred.
The discouraging prospects led many to leave the country at the
approach of winter. Son1e returned over the glacier to Valdes,
but more went down the Copper River to the coast in boats. Of
those who had sufficient· provisions and were determined to explore
farther the greater number wintered at Copper Center, at Quartz
Creek, and at Valdes. A few were scattered iri isolated camps along
the Klutena and along the .Copper River below Copper Center.
ALASKA EXPLORING EXPEDITION NO.

2.

The 'Var Departm~nt, in an endeavor to find an all-American route
to the interior of Alaska, put three parties in the field in the spring
o.f 1898; one at Cook Inlet, one at Prince '\Villiam Sound, and a third
at Lynn Canal. The Prince 'Villiam Sound expedition was in charge
of Capt. ,V. R. Abercrombie, United States Army. It landed at
Valdes in April, and spent the earlier part of the season examining
the coast of Prince William Sound and the different bays or fjords
adjacent to it. In August a start was made for the interior. A
detachment of the expedition in charge of :1\ir. F. C. Schrader, 1 a
member of the United States Geological Survey, detailed with the
expedition, crossed the glacier with a pack train and reached Copper
Center by the then well-established trail along the Klutena River.
Here the part}T divided, one detachn1ent, under Lieutenant Lowe,
going northward to i\1entasta Pass and finally reaching Fortymilc; and
the other, in charge of 1\1r. Schrader, going down the Copper River.
Taral was reached with the horses. These were then abandoned and
1 A reconnaissance of a part of Prince William Sound and the Copper River district, Alaska, by
F. C. Schrader: Twentieth Annual Rept. 1:. S. Geol. SurYey, Pt. YII, pp. 321-423.
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the journey was continued by boat to the mouth of the Tasnuna.
F~·om here, by back-packing up the valley of the Tasnuna, Mr.
Schrader succeeded in reaching the valley of the Lowe River, and
along this he made his way back to Valdes.
The ~year's. work showed that beyond the coast mountains the country
is open and affords splendid opportunities for the construction of pack
trails and railroads; but that, unless a way of avoiding all glaciers
could be found through the coast mountains, a general route from
V aides to the interior was not feasible.
DISCOVERY OF THE NEW ROUTE.

The finding of placer prospects attracted prospectors from the
Klutena River to Quartz Creek. From here they worked over a low
divide into the valley of the Kanata. Finding a few colors of gold in
the gravels of this, they followed it to its confluence with the Chena,
and worked up along the banks of the latter for a distance of 12 to 15
miles. The route from this point to V aides being very circuitous, a
man named Johnson who, with a companion, made monthly trips with
the mail from Vaides to the various camps, attempted to :find a more
direct one. He made several attempts to :find his way from the Chena
out to v aides, in one of which his companion perished from freezing.
Johnson, however, persevered and :finally succeeded in reaching the
Lowe River Valley by way of what is now called the Lowe River
divide. This was the :final step that completed the all-important route
through the coast mountains and made possible what now promises to
be the gateway to the interior.
When Captain Abercrombie's expedition landed in the spring of 1899,
Johnson's discovery had become generally known, and several parties
of pro~pectors who had landed early in the season were already at the
summit of Lowe River divide, bound for Quartz Creek with their
season's supplies.
OBJECT OF THE EXPEDITION.

No satisfactory placer prosp.ects having been found in 1898, the
mountainous region east of Copper River attracted the attention of
those prospectors who remained through the winter, as affording the
most favorable field for further work. Copper deposits were known
to exist somewhere in this area by the fact that the natives repeatedly
brought specimens of this metal to the trading stations on both the
coast and the Yukon, and to these deposits the attention of prospectors
was drawn by the opening of copper claims on Prince \V illiam Sound
during the previous year. The explorations of Lieutenant Allen and
Dr.' Hayes showed that the area is exceedingly rugged and difficult of
access, and that it forms the divides between four great streams. But
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beyond this nothing was known of it. Under these conditions it was
most important to the work of the prospectors and the development
of the area, and of much interest from a geographic and scientific
standpoint, that the area should be explored and mapped, and its true
nature and accessibility he determined. To undertake this work, a
detachment of the expedition was detailed by Captain Abercrombie
and put in my charge. The plan decided upon was to work up the
valley of the Chitina with a pack train, and, if possible, to cross to
. the headwaters of the Copper. If it was found impossible to proceed with the horses, they were to be left, the trip to be continued by
back-packing or sledding. Upon reaching navigable waters on the
Copper River it was intended to build rafts or canoes, and by means
of these to run down Copper River to Copper Center.
PLANS AND PREPARA'TIONS.

The general experience of Alaskan explorers has shown that, as a
rule, each member of a party n1ust carry his own provisions, and that
increasing the number of men in a party is merely increasing the amount
of provisions necessary and adding to the difficulties. The area to be
explored was known to be very rugged and forbidding, and one in which
back-packing would probably have to be resorted to. It was therefore
decided to select instruments for cartographic work and the necessary
provisions and camp outfit with a view to the least weight and bulk
that could possibly be made to serve the purpose. The party was
accordingly restricted to four men. I was to take charge of both cartographic and scientific work; two packers, J. V. Place and H. H. Fitch,
were to handle the pack train, and John Fohlin was to act as cook and
camp man. The instrumental outfit for cartographic work consisted
of a Johnson's improved traverse plane table with a small open-sight
alidade, a small sextant with an artificial mirror horizon, an aneroid
barometer, and two high-grade watches. In addition to a very light
camp outfit, two 11-foot canvas folding canoes were carried to provide
for crossing glacial streams. It was found that these we·re too small
and that one larger boat would have been more serviceable. No provision was made for crossing glaciers, but fortunately we were able to
secure two sleds at the Nikolai House .
. Not being provided with the fuel and cooking arrangements ordinarily used in glacial work, we prepared as much bread and bacon as
possible before starting over the glacier, and carried with us dry spruce
timber with which to prepare a little coffee and oatmeal daily. Though
this arrangement sufficed to carry us through, it did not fail to show
us the inadvisability of undertaking an extended and uncertain glacial
trip without suitable and adequate provision for preparing food on the
way. It is, howeyer, almost equally undesirable to carry coal oil and
lamp stoYes on a long overland trip when there is only a possibility
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that there will be occasion to use them. This can be avoided by providing· a small folding sheet-iron charcoal pot. Charcoal being very
light, sufficient for a considerable thne in an ice or timberless area could
be carried, and this could be readily prepared at the point of beginning
such part of the trip.
ITINERARY.

The new route to the interior, as has been explained, had been discovered and its practicability detennined when Captain Abercrombie
landed with his expedition in the spring of 1899. He therefore directed
his attention at once to building a trail through l{eystone Canyon,
on Lowe River, about 12 miles above its mouth. The prospecting
parties mentioned as having gone in earlier in the season had passed
through t~e canyon on the ice. It was now, however, too late to do
this, and the necessity of building a trail around the canyon delayed
our start until the 18th of J.une. In the meantime the area about
V aides and the shore of the bay were carefully exan1ined and mapped
in detail, and a series of soundings were made in the bay.
VALDES TO THE CHITINA. 1

In company with a detachment of the Copper River Exploring Expedition conveying the United States mail inspector from V aides to
Eagle City, on the Yukon, and the United States mail contractor and
several parties of prospectors, we left V aides on the 18th of June. The
first day's route lay along the north bank of Lowe River to Keystone
Canyon. This, a deep, rocky gorge by which Lowe River breaks
through the mountains, was passed by way of the new tl·ail, just built.
• Beyond Keystone Canyon the course lay up the north side of the Upper
Lowe River Valley, a distance of about 7 miles, to Lowe River divide,
which was crossed at an altitude of 2,600 feet. From here a journey of
about. 7 miles in a general northeasterly direction took us to the Chena
River. Thus far we had traveled over a trail prepared by prospectors
who, as has been said, came in earlier in the season. These we found
encamped at the head of the Chena River awaiting our arrival, and
from here on it became necessary to pick and prepare a trail suitable
for further progress. In this I was assisted by Mr. R. F. lVIcClellan,
who was in charge of a large prospecting party.
After following the valley of the Chena as best we could for a distance of about 15 miles to its confluence with the Kanata, we proceeded
up the right bank of the latter strean1, and by way of a divide known
as the "Drop" we reached Quartz Creek, which we followed to its
mouth at the foot of Tonsina Lake. From here part of the outfit was
taken to Copper Center by way of the Klutena River, arrangements
being made to have it brought ·down Copper River by boat. \Vhile
this was being done, the trail leading from Tonsina Lake to the Copper
I

This name has been spelled in various ways. For Alaskan names see pp. 4Si-509 of this report.
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River was cut out and marked, so that by way of it the pack train
could be taken to Copper River on its return to Tonsina Lake. Copper River was crossed a little above the mouth of the Tonsina. From
here the outfit was carried to the mouth of the Chitina in boats, and
the horses were driven down the river along the eastern bank.
While the relay trips of the pack train necessary to bring the outfit
to the Copper River were being made, a side trip of ten days was made
up the Kotsina River by way of the trail from Copper River.
CHITINA TO THE NIZINA GLACIER.

From the mouth of the Chitina, which we reached on July 21, we
followed an old Indian trail leading along the northern side of the
river. This trail was very old and very little used, but having secured
an Indian guide acquainted with it, we had no difficulty in following
it. It led us directly to the mountains, and up into these along the
western bank of the Kuskulana River for a distance of 5 or 6 miles.
Then crossing the river near the foot of the glacier, we entered a narrow,
transverse gulch leading away from it into the mountains eastward.
After rising rather steeply for some time, this gulch opened out into
a broad valley, which we followed in a general southeasterly direction
for about 15 miles. Here we encountered the second strean1 of considerable size, known as the Lachina. The Indian trail leads off southward at this point, and we decided to abandon it and attempt to continue
through a narrow valley leading eastward through the mountains.
This valley, which is transverse to the general drainage of the area,
was found to lead out upon a large glacier for which I propose the
name of Kennicott Glacier. 1 This glacier being too rough to cross
with the pack train, it was necessary to work around the foot of it for
a distance of about 8 or 10 1niles. Beyond this the valley of a small
stream opening into the glacial valley enabled us to continue in a general northeasterly direction, and finally, after crossing a mountain
range at an altitude of 6,500 feet and after descending 4,000 feet on a
very steep and difficult slope, we succeeded in reaching the valley of
the Nizina River.
vYe were traveling along the southern side of a very high range of
mountains extending eastward from Mount Blackburn. "'\Ve had thus
far been unable to find any opportunity tb cross.· On the Nizina,
however, we found the lowest divide yet seen, and, while it was occupied by a large glacier, it seemed to offer the only opportunity of
crossing, and we decided to attempt to cross here. "'\Ve continued up
the valley of the Nizina to a point about 3 miles above the foot oi
the glacier. Dr. Hayes, 2 who first saw this glacier, regards the Nizina
1 Xamed in honor of Robert Kennicott, a pioneer in Alaskan exploration, who, as director of the
scientific corps of the Western "Cnion Telegraph Expedition in 1865, established the identity of the
Kwikpak of the Russians and the Yukon of the English, and who sacrificed his life in the undertaking.
20p. cit.
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River as heading in Russell Glacier and crowded out of its course by
this, which he calls a great triple glacier. It wil.l be referred to as the
Nizina Glacier.
OVER THE NIZTNA AND TANANA GLACIERS TO COPPER RIVER.

Finding it impossible to proceed. farther with the horses, the party
was divided, I and Mr. A. H. McNeer 1 continuing over the glacier;
while the ·remainder of the party returned to Valdes with the pack
train.
The glacier would be difficult to cross at any time, but at this season
of the year it was especially so. By exercising all possible care and
awaiting our opportunity, we sueceeded in making our way over the
summit, and at the end of fifteen days reached the foot, on the opposite
side. The summit was found to be over 8,000 feet above the sea~ and
the length of the glacier from foot to foot along the route which we
traveled was about 4"7 miles.
During the trip over the glacier the storms which are almost constant
on the summit at that time of the year, the difficulties of traversing
glacial ice, and snow-blindness absorbed our attention and left us no
time to. speculate on what drainage we were reaching. \Vhen, however, the glacier had been crossed, the latter be~ame the all-absorbing
question. After following the stream which headed in the glacier for
a distance of 12 or 15 miles in a northeasterly dil:ection, and finding
that it led out of the mountains in a direction almost due east, we
became convinced that it was the Tanana River, and _we decided to
make a portage through a gap in the mountains to the west, by
which we hoped to reach what we felt sure was a branch of Copper
River. At the end of a seven-days' packing trip we reached a large
river, which, however, proved to be merely a branch of the Tanana,
called by the natives Nabesna.
The lower Nabesna and its confl,uence with the Tanana are indicated
on Mr. Feters's map of 1898. But it is here shown to head on the eastern side of the range, which we found it to break through.
On the mountain at the foot of the Tanana Glacier we found two
stone cairns, and on the river bottoms some miles below we found
horse tracks. At the time, we supposed these to have been left by
prospecting parties who had started for this area in the spring with
pack trains. Since returning, however, we find that the eairns are
monuments left by the Peters party of the United States Geological
Survey, who passed through this valley some weeks before us. vVe
followed the tracks of this party through the pass to the Nabesna and
found them to lead down the banks of this stream. vV e find also that
a prospecting party in charge of Mr. Cooper went through the pass
I :McNeer was a member of a prospecting party which followed the expedition, and was engaged
for this part of the work on account of the difficulty of getting any of the regular members of the
party to undertake it.
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from the Nabesna to the Tanana earlier in the season, on its way from
Copper Center to the Upper Yukon.
The season being so far advanced that ice was rapidly forming in
the streams, and our provisions being reduced to less than ten days'
rations, we decided to build rafts and make our way down the Nabe:;na
and Tanana with all possible haste. Before proceeding down the
Nabesna very far, however, we met nativP-s, from whon1 we learned
that a portage of five or six days led to the headwaters of the Copper
River. Securing these natives as guides and packers, we made our
way overland to Batzulnetas, on Copper River, which was reached
on the 2d day of October. After rafting down Copper River for
some miles we found a boat on the bank. Launching this, we made
our way to the mouth of the Chislechina, where we delayed for three
days .in order to make a side trip for son1e distance up this stream.
We then continued down Copper River to Copper c~nter, which was
reached on the night of October 10. After a delay of ·some days at
Copper Center, we proceeded in a direction almost due south for a distance of 20 miles to the Tonsina River, and from here, by way of the
new military road, we reached Valdes on the 27th of October.
GENERAL FEATURES.
TOPOGRAPHY.

Valdes and tAe coctst 1nountains.-The country about Valdes consists
of a series of rugged, sawtooth ranges, with a general east-and-west
axis, separated by narrow valleys. A partial submergence of this
area gave rise to a Reries of deep, narrow bays or fjords, bordering
the coast of Prince ''Tilliam Sound. The northernmost ·of these is
Port V aides. The trans-Alaskan military road from V aides to the
interior crosses three of these ranges-the first by way of Keystone
Canyon, a deep, perpendicular-walled gorge, by which Lowe River
breaks through the range; the second by a pass known as the Lowe
River divide; and the third by way of the transverse valley occupied
by the Kanata River.
Along the coast the valleys are very deep and narrow, and the
mountains are very jagged and sharp peaked, but northward, particularly be)rond the Chena, the valleys become n1ore open and the
mountain outlines become less jagged and more regular and rounded.
The average elevation is perhaps 6,000 feet. On the qoastward side
are man)T small glaciers and neve fields, but toward the interior bord~r
of the rauge these disappear entirely.
Co]Jper River Valley.-The southern side of the Tonsina Valley
marks the northern border of the Coast Range and the beginning of a·
wide, flat valley, composed of a great thickness of glacial gravel and silt
deposits. This valley extends northward to the ~Ientasta ~fountains
and westward to the di,Tide separating it from the Cook Inlet drain-
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age, while on the eastern side it is bounded bJT the 'V rangell Mountains.
Through it Copper River has cut a gorge attaining at times a depth
of 500 feet and a width ·of a mile or more. Its tributaries join it
through corresponding lateral gorges. The gradient due to this cutting, added to the already high gradient of the valley, makes these
streams exceedingly swift and torrential. They are further made dangerous and unfit for boating by the fact that the glacial drift of which
the valley is composed contains beds of huge bowlders, which are left
in the river bottoms as the finer material is washed away. The bed of
the Copper River is in places, .notably above the mouth of the Tazlina
River, full of these bowlders. Copper River leaves this valley by following the border of the coast mountains for some distance southeastward and then breaking through them in a deep, narrow valley, at
the head of which is 'Voods Canyon.
UAitina River Valley.-J ust above vVoods Canyon the Copper River
. is joined from the east by the Chitina, a river of about equal volume.
The valley of the Chitina averages in width from 20 to 40 miles,
and separates the coast mountains from the 'V rangell group. The
lower part of the Chitina V all:-•y is unlike the Copper River basin,
in that it is no~ deeply buried under glacial drift, and in that the surface is composed of a series of low, rounded domes of rock with
innumerable bogs and lakelets between them. The Chitina follows
the southern border of this valley, and its tributaries cut across it in
gulches and canyons. The valley narrows to about 35 miles above
the mouth of the rhTer. Farther on, where the Chitina is joined. by
the Nizina, its great northern branch, the valley again wide~s. This
upper valley is more heavily covered by glacial deposits and is better
drained, presenting the appearance characteristic of tpe Copper River
Valley. The main or central branch of the Chitina rises about due
east from its confluence with the Nizina in a very high, snow-capped
range of mountains. Som.~ distance above the mouth of the Nizina
the Chitina is joined by a branch from the ~outh called by the natives
the Tana. This is said to be extremely swift and full of rapids and
cataracts, and rises far south toward the coast. Between the Tana
and the Chitina several large lakes are seen.
1Vizinc~ River.-For a distance of 6 or 7 miles above its mouth the
Nizina flows through a rock-walled canyon in a generally southwesterly direction. Just above the canyon it is joined from the north by
a swift stream draining Kennicott Glacier. From the point where it
leaves the mountains to the head of the canyon, a distance of about
15 miles, it flows through a gravel gorge in a general westerly direction. From the glacier in which it heads to the point where it leaves
the mountains, a distance of from 15 to 20 miles, the stream breaks
up into innumerable channels, which migrate back and forth on a
flood plain sometimes 2 miles wide. This is hemmed in by high, often
perpendicular, rock walls.
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The Nikolai house, visited by Liei1tenant Allen, 1 is just east of the
great bend where the river leaves the mountain. About 5 miles aboye
this the Nizena is joined from the east by a large tributary called the
Chitistone. This rises in a series of glaciers flowing down the western
side of the huge mountain range eastward.
The coast mountains south of the Chitina~ River.-The mountains
south of the Chitina, as seen from the n1ountains north of its valley,
present the appearance of a sea of rather uniformly high, closely
nm;ted peaks, or of a plateau from 5,000 to 6,000 feet high, dissected
to a depth of from 1,000 to 2,000 feet by drainage lines. It is probable, however, that this appearance is somewhat deceptive, and that
in reality this area consists of a series of ranges separated by drainage
lines leading in a general westerly direction toward Copper River.
This is made more probable by the fact that below the Tana the Chitina is joined by no important tributary from the south.
Wrangell Mountains.-North of the Chitina Valley, occupying the
great bend in Copper River, is a group of four huge, isolated peaks
joined by high, impassable ranges, the whole a desolate wilderness
covered by heavy snow and neve fields, the source of innumerable
glaciers which extend far out into the valleys of the foothills below.
The central and highest peak, Mount 'Vrangell, an active volcano, is
a huge, smooth, rounded dome, with several small cones rising from
its surface. From one of these vapor rises continually, and periodically it sends out great puffs of steam, black with ashes. About 20
miles northwest of this is Mount Drum. From its southern side
Mount Drum appears very jagged, and a large part of it is cut away
by erosion, presenting, as has been suggested by Schrader, an appearance of a huge crater with one side blown off. 2 Its northern side,
however, is affected very much less by erosion, and presents a rounded
outline exactly like that of l\1ount Sanford, farther east. Both rise
majestically above all else around them ~nd present smooth, flowing
outlines that may be due to the great thickness of snow that covers
then1. Mount Sanford is nowhere seen cut by erosion as is l\1ount
Drun1 on its southern side.
High ridges connect )fount Drum
and ::VIount Sanford with 1\tiount \Vrangell; the area between them is
drained by the Sanford River, which· flows northeast into the Copper
River. Mounts Drun1 and Sanford are supposed to be between 12,000
and 13,000 feet high. The northern and western slopes of ::\1ount Drum
merge into the plains of the Copper River Valley, but )fount Sanford
is surrounded toward the north and east by a wide border of rough,
jagged foothills. 3
Reconnaissance in Alaska, by Lieut. H. T. Allen, 1885.
reconnaissance of a part of Prince William Sound and the Copper River district, Alaska, by F. C.
Schrader: Twentieth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. VII, p. 3ii.
3Xo mountain answering to the location and description of :\Iount Tillman of the older maps was
seen by the writer.
I
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Southeast from Mount Wrangell and some 25 to 30 miles distant
from it is Mount Blackburn. This presents a rounded outline only at
its very top, being cut deeply on all sides by erosion. The divide
between Mount Drum and Mount Wrangell is an expanse of neve
fields with isolated, jaggecl. peaks projecting through it. This range
continues with th~ same general character in a direction a little north
of east from Mount Blackburn. Beyond Mount Regal, a peak about
25 miles from Mount Blackburn, the range is crossed by two breaks
which are occupied by the Tanana-Nizina glaciers. Beyond these it
turns southeastward and probably continues with the same general
characteristics to its junction with the St. Elias Range.
From the foot of :Mount Drum southward, bordering JYiount Wrangell and Mount Blackburn, is a series of foothills, very rough and
jagged in character·, averaging from 5,000 to 7,000 fe~t in elevation,
attaining around Mount Blackburn a maximum width of about 25
miles. These continue eastward as the northern border of the Chitina
Valley. '
The foothills east of Mount Sanford join those of Mount Wrangell
and form a range with an average elevation of about 7,000 feet,
which, in continuing in a northeasterly direction, joins the ::Mentasta
Mountains and forms a divide between the Copper River Valley and
that of the Nabesna. The Nabesna River is a great western branch of
the Tanana, draining the entire area east of the Wrangell Mountains,
which was formerly supposed to belong to the Copper River drainage.
This river flows in a northeasterly direction and breaks directly
through the Mentasta }{ange.
The very high Skolai Range, already described, terminates abruptly
on its northern side in a depression about 20 miles wide, forming in
its central portion the valley of the Upper Tanana River. Westward
it contracts to a narrow pass and beyond this it forms the valley of
the Upper Nabesna. To the north of this depression is a range of
mountains from 7,000 to 8,000 feet high, with very jagged, irregular
outlines--the N utzotin Range 1-which is in reality a direct southern
continuation of the Mentasta Range. Th~ Mentasta Range, which
extends in a general southeast-northwest direction, forms, as is well
known, the divide between the Tanana and Copper rivers. Toward
the northwest this range increases in ruggedness and elevation, culminating in Mount Kimball and forming a part of the Great Alaskan
Range. The south side of this is drained by the Chislechina, one of
the largest western branches of the Copper River. Along the Upper
Chislechina and along the southern border of the Mentasta Range is
a series of low, rounded foothills, and to the west nothing could be seen
but a continuation of the flat plains of the Copper River Valley.
J A reconnaissance in the Tanana and White river basins, Alaska, in 1898: Twentieth Ann. Rept.
U.S. Geol. Survey, Part VII, p. 446.
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CLIMATE AND SEASONS.

Climatic conditions divide the Copper River district into two distinct
provinces. Prince William Sound and the seaward side of the coast
mountains have, o~ing to the influence of the Japan current, the moderate temperature and great humidity characteristic of the coast of
southeastern Alaska. The winters are mild and the summers are cool.
The temperature seldom f!1lls ·much below zero, and varies within
narrow limits, while the precipitation is very abundant and cloudy
weather the rule rather than the exception. Beyond the coast mountains the climate resembles that of the :Middle Yukon basin, which is
characterized by extreme cold in winter and moderate heat in summer,
and by dry, bright, and clear weather. The coast mountains along
the Copper River Valley are not nearly so high as the St. Elias Mountains, f~rther east, and do not so effectually precipitate the moisture
from the warm ocean winds. The moisture which thus reaches the
interior gives rise to heavy precipitation, which produces great snow
fields and glaciers in the \V rangell and Skolai mountains. The south
sides of these present the heaviest glaciation found anywhere in the
interior of Alaska. On the southern border of these mountains a rainy
season was encountered during August and early September very much
like that which prevails at this time a:tmually on the Bering Sea plains
and along the Lower Yukon and Kuskokwim Riyers. The manner in
which the clouds constantly hung on the flanks of the. Wrangell Mountains at this season, while the Chitina Valley was bright and clear, was
'very noticeable. The difference in snowfall between the southern and
the northern side of the Wrangell Mountains was marked, but not to
be compared with that on the opposite sides of the coast ranges.
Not the climate alone, but the seasons as well, are different on opposite sides of the coast mountains. In the coastal region the heavy
snow does not finally disappear until late in the very short spring,
which intervenes between the long winter and the very short summer,
and when it does disappear vegetation springs up with marvelous
rapidity. In the interior the very much lighter snowfall disappears
much more rapidly, and the summer season opens from two to three
weeks earlier than on the coast. Extremely local conditions, due not
only to difference in elevation but to the angle of incidence of the sun's
rays, have a marked effect upon the season. This is impressive at
Valdes. In the early sun1mer, while the snow is disappearing from
the flood plains and bottom lands of the valley and the conditions here
are those of March in New England, the southward-facing mountain
side to the north of the valley will be clothed in green to a considerable
elevation, with flowers in. blossom and vegetation in full foliage, while
the northward-facing mountain side to the south of the valley is in the
depth of winter and covered with a thick mantle of snow extending
almost to tide water.
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As the length and progress of the season is of much interest to prospectors and explorers contemplating work in the interior, a few of the
leading features of the season of 1899 are appended to serve as a guide.
\Vhen the Copper River Exploring Expedition landed on the 22d
day of April, the tide-water plains about Valdes were covered with from
4 to 6 feet of snow, and between· the 22d and 24th of April there was
an additional snowfall of about 18 inches. It was thawing daily, nowever, and by the 15th of May the snow was rapidly disappearing from
the gravel flats. By the 1st of June it was receding up the mountain
sides and by the 15th of June the mountains were bare to the 4,000 or
5,000 foot level. The glacial sti·eams draining Valdes Glacier and those
tributary to Lowe River began to rise about June 10. Lowe Rjver
rose slowly from J\!Iay 15 to June 15, then subsided somewhat to about
July 10; then it again arose and was at its height about August 15.
After this it began slowly subsiding.
\Ve reached the Chitina" River on the 15th of July, and at this tin1e
it was flooding from bank to bank and still rising. The highest water
seen during the season was on July 28. 'Vhen we reached the Nizina
on August 20, the flooding season was past and the water had receded
considerably. Up to August 1 the weather had been clear and bright,
but at this time cloudy weather had set in with occasional showers,
which became more and more marked and still continued when we left
the Chitina Valley over the glacier to the north. The time when the
snow line reached its maximum elevation was not accurately determined,
but it was probably about August 10. On September 1, when we were
crossing the glacier, the lower limit of snow on it was about 7,500 feet
and was moving down rapidly from day to day. North of the glacier
the snow line stood at 7,000 feet on September 10. The Tanana Glacier
was at this time freezing up and the river issuing from it was rapidly
drying. By Septe·mber 18 the snow line at tJ:le head of the Tanana
stood at about 6,000 feet. The weather was clear and cold, and ice was
forming i:n the streams.
When we reached the Nabesna River on the 23d of September 1nush
ice was running heavily in the main stream, and all the smaller channels were frozen over. On crossing the divide between the Nabesna
and the Copper on September 29 the snow line extended below the
5,000-foot level; and on the divide, at an elevation of about 6,500 feet,
the snow was 6 to 10 inches deep. Mush ice appeared in the Copper,
at the mouth of the Slana, about September 25. \Vhen we reached
Copper Center on October 10 the ice in the river wa~ running so heavily that a boat could be managed only with the greatest difficulty. On
the trip from Copper Center to Valdes, from October 18 to the 27,
all small streams in the' Copper River Valley were found frozen up.
The Tonsina, which we crossed on the 21st, was frozen, except a narrow channel through the center. On the divide between the Tonsina
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and the Kanata, at an elevation of 4,000 feet, the snow was lt feet
deep, and on the Lowe River divide, at an elevation of 2,600 feet, the
snow was found over 3 feet deep on the 25th. The snow line reached
tide water about November 1.
TIMBER AND VEGETATION.

Full descriptions of the different species of plants and animals found
in the different parts of Alaska hav43 been prepared by Dr. Dall and
many other writers. These probably include most of the species found
in the Copper River region, and no attempt to add to then1 can here
be made. A few words regarding the distribution of those of economic importance, may, however, be useful.
The elevation of tin1ber line varies considerably in different parts
of the area. On the islands. and coast of Prince William Sound it
is about 2,000 feet. In the neighborhood of Valdes it is considerably
less, while in the Chitina and Copper River basins it is between 3,000
and 3,500 feet, and on the Tanana and Upper Copper it is nearly
4,500 feet. The interior basins are well timbered except where
burned over by the natives. This has been done on a very extensive
scale, and a large amount of timber is annually destroyed by them.
In places very fine timber is found. As a rule, however, especially at
the higher altitudes, it is rather short and somewhat scrubby. The
only timber of importance is spruce. Several kinds of poplar are
found and the trees sometimes attain considerabie size. They grow
chiefly on old gravel bars and river bottoms. At higher elevations
birch is occasionally found, but it is usually small and of little value.
Willow and alder, usually as brush, though sometimes attaining a size
that entitles them to be classed with trees, predominate along the
upper n1argin of the timber belt.
"\Vherever the timber and the moss which usually covers the ground
has been destroyed grass flourishes abundantly. Of this there are
many different kinds, most of which are valuable for both hay and
grazing, and are consequently of much econmnic importance in making
possible the advantageous use of pack animals for transportation
purposes.
Blueberries, black and red currants, cranberries, moss berries, and
red salmon berries are found in great abundance. The red currant
here found rivals in size and flavo,r the domestic currants of the
States.
Among the many kinds and varieties of the most beautiful wild
flowers which flourish everywhere in great abundance, probably the
n1ost conspicuous is the forget-me-not, which is found far above the
timber line on the n1ost barren mountains, often at the yery edge of
perpetual ice and snow.
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ANIMAL LIFE.

According to the testimony of the natives and judging by the great
number of antlers found, and the remains of traps or fences used by
the natives for catching them, moose and caribou must have been very
abundant in the country adjacent to the ''Trangell :Mountains. Now,
however, they have either n1igrated elsewhere or become almost extinct,
as only a very few are occasionally taken, on the northwestern border of
the Copper River Valley. Bears are very numerous, but usually of the
smaller brown and the black species. No indications were seen of the
huge brown bears found on the Aleutian Peninsula. The animals now
chiefly depended upon by the natives for food are mountain sheep and
mountain goats. The sheep of the \V rangell JYiountains differ considerably from those of the Rocky Mountains and differ somewhat
also from the species found in the vicinity of Cook Inlet and the Upper
Kuskokwim River. Hundreds of these animals were seen in flocks, at
times, of as many as a dozen to twenty individuals. They are found,
however, onl}T at great heights, on craggy and inaccessible mountains
and are usually n1ost difficult to reach. Martens are trapped in considerable numbers, particularly by the Tanana natives, and beaver,
though taken, seem not to be very numerous. Ground squirrels, which
are so abundant in the western part of Alaska, do not seem to be very
abundant here. \V olves and foxes, the latter including the black and
. silver-gray varieties, are taken by the natives.
Eagles and ravens are very common and are to be reckoned with
in leaving fresh meat exposed anywhere away from camp. Brant,
many different species of ducks, grouse, and ptarmigan are abundant
and furnish the natives with important items of food.
Many different varieties of fish are found in the brooks and lakes.
The salmon, however, is the one of most importance. These run
up Copper River and its tributaries annually and furnish the natives
with their only staple article of food. Every native has a "stick,"
or summer house, and salmon cache at some point along the river,
where he lives during the summer season, catching and drying
salmon, and to which he returns after the fall hunt, when the snow
becomes too deep to travel. Salmon do not reach the Upper Tanana
River, and the Tanana natives go to the Copper River to catch their
year's supply. Halibut and cod are abundant in Prince \Villiam
Sound and along the coast.
TRAILS.

Tonsinc(; and Lmoe1· Oopper Rive1·.- A good trail leads from Tonsina
Lake eastward along the northern bank of the Tonsina River to a
point on Copper River about 8 1niles above the mouth of the Tonsina.
This trail has been carefully marked and cut out and can easily be
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found. From a ·point where it reaches the upper edge of the Copper
River gorge it connects with an old Indian trail leading along the
Copper River bluffs to a point on the Copper about a mile above the
mouth of the Tonsina. Here a number of bars divide the river into
several narrow channels, making crossing easy for pack animals.
Care must, however, be exercised to keep the animals well up toward
the head of the bars, as the lower ends are often soft and composed of
quicksand.
A trail leads from Copper Center down the western side of Copper
Rive1~. This is, however, very irregular and most difficult to travel.
Frmn a point on the Copper River opposite the mouth of the Tonsina
an Indian trail. leads along the eastern bank of the Copper River for
the greater part of the distance to the mouth of the Chitina. In
places, particularly neail' Indian houses, this is very good, and in others
it is almost impassable. \Vith comparatively little work a trail could
be made whi<?h, leading back from Copper River about opposite from
the Tonsina, and keeping well back from-the river valley to avoid the
lateral draws, would lead in a general southeasterly direction into the
Chi tina Vailey.
To the Kotsina River.-On the eastern side of Copper River about
5 or 6 miles below the mouth of the Tonsina is the winter house of a
native known as Bellum. From here a trail leaves Copper River and
leading almost due east reaches the Kotsina River at the point where
it emerges from the mountains, a distance of about 10 to 12 miles.
From here it leads up the northern side of the Kotsina River Valley
for 8 or 10 miles more. This trail is entirely feasible for pack horses,
and by means of these the headwaters of the Kotsina can be reached
at any time except that of the highest floods.
.
Alonq tl~e Ol~itina River.-The general route up the Chitina River
is the Nikolai trail, leading f;rom Taral over the mountains on the southerly side of the river to the Nikolai house on the Nizina. This is the
trail followed by Lieutenant Allen in1885. It is not feasible for pack
train. An old Indian trail was found on the northerly side of the river
leaving the bank about 8 miles above its mouth and running from here
to the point where the Kuskulana River emerges from the 1nounta.ins,
and then following the Kuskulana it crosses the same near the foot of
the glacier and leads in an easterly direction to the bend in .the Lachina.
This route is well marked out and can be traveled by pack train at
almost any time of the year. }-...rom the Lachina eastward to the Nizina
a trail was cut during the summer of 1899 which leads through several
n1ountain passes and is rather difficult to follow. This ma}T be the best
route for reaching the Nizina during the time of high water, but at
any other time a n1uch better trail could easily be made which would
lead down the Lachina to the foot of the n1ountains and along these to
the foot of the Nizina, crossing the Kennicott River at the foot of Kennicott Glacier.

TRAILS.
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It is reported that the Indians formerly reache-~ the coast at a point
between Yakutat and Kyak by traveling up the southern branch of
the Chitina, known by the natives as the Tana. This route involves
crossing a glacier, and is not now used by the natives.
8kolai Pa8s.-A trail leading from the V\7 hite River to the Chitina,
by way of Skolai Pass, used b,y the natives and followed by Lieutenant Schwatka and Dr. Hayes, leaves the Nizena Valley at a point
several miles above the foot of the glacier, where a valley free from
glaciers joins it from the east. From the· h~ad of this valley a low
gap leads to the headwaters of the 'Vhite River over the foot of a
glacier which Dr. Hayes has named Russell Glacier. 1 In winter the
natives travel on Skolai Creek, but in the summer time, when the
Nizina is flooding, they use a trail thr<?ugh the mountains leading
to the Chitistone, and by way of this they reach the Nikolai house.
This is probably the only route feasible for crossing from the Chitina
to the 'Vhite or Tanana. It is said to be not very difficult for trav-'
eling with a light pack, but it is quite impassable for the use of a
pack train, or for railroad, or for transporting goods by anjr other
means.
Upper Copper River Vctlley.-From Copper Center northward two
general trails lead toward :Mentasta Pass, one along the western ~)ank
of the Copper Rl.ver, and the other in a more or less direct course
from Copper Center to the mouth of the Slana along the foot of
lVIount Drum, the latter known as the Millard trail. The former
probably affordR the firmer footing, while the latter avoids crossing
the western tributaries of the Copper. The trail leading from the
mouth of the Slana to Mentasta Pass is well marked and easily followed.
From the mouth of the Chestochena a good trail leads up the river
along its western bank for a distance of 60 to 75 miles. From the
mouth of the Slana the trail leads along the eastern bank of the Copper for a distance of about 10 miles to Batzulnetas.
From the Ooyper to the j_Vabesna and Tanana.- F;rom Batzulnetas a
good trail leads in a general southerly direction for a distance of about
10 miles, where it forks, leading by three different passes to the
Nabesna River. These are all feasible for horse trails, and each is
advantageous according to the point on. the Nabesna that is to be
reached. The western one, by way of Lake Tanada, was used by
prospecting parties traveling with pack train during the season of 1899,
and the central one was used as a sled route. The eastern one, however, is the most practicable and the easiest, partjcularly for reaching
the trail from the Nabesna to the Tanana and vVhite rivers. The western ·one, which was traveled by pack trains, is well marked up, but
the others are difficult to follow and require guides.
1

An expedition through the Yukon district, by C. W. Hayes: Nat. Geog. Mag., 1\Iay 15,1892.
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The trail frmn the Nabesna. to the Tanana le.1ds to one of two
passes. The northern one, the most direct and the one used by the
natives, is not feasible for pack horses, while the one a little farther
south is. This is the only part of the route that offers any difficulty
whatever for railroading, but the difficulties are not such that they
can not be readily overcome.
PACK TRAINS.

The 1nilitary road and the network of trails found in the Copper
River Valley make pack trains the only convenient and satisfactory
1neans of transporting goods; they can be used to advantage from
about thelOthofJune to about the 10th of October, and they have been
adopted almost exclusively by the prospectors now working in the
country. If large quantities of goods are to be transported, this can
in son1e cases be done to· advantage by sledding with horses on the ice
of the rivers during the months of February, lVIarch, and April.
The experience of the past year's work with different outfits prompts
the following suggestions: A stocky l\1ontana ranch horse weighing
about 1,200 pounds, which had not been used as a. harness horse and
which had not been stable fed, was found to be the most satisfactory.
Such horses were bought for about $40 and cost about an equal amount
for transportation. A well-fitting double-cinch sawbuck saddle, without breeching or breastpad, with two heavy blankets under it, was found
the n1ost satisfactory. Saddlebags or panniers made of canvas well
trimn1ed with leather are a- great convenience and economy. These
should be made just long and wide en,ough to accommodate a 50-pound
sack of flour and should be in depth a little less than twice their width.
They should be fitted with straps by which to hang them to the saddle
horn. All goods should be packed in sacks and all forms of boxes
carefully avoided. A very useful precaution is to have a couple of
cans of baking powder well buried it1 each sack of flour. Pack covers
made of strong canvas about 7 feet square are very useful, and a farrim·'s kit, with a sufficient supply of horseshoes finished and ready for
the horses' feet, must under no circumstances be omitted. Two men
can handle twelve horses without much difficulty, but to do so to
advantage they should be allowed one saddle horse. Such horses as
above mentioned will readily carry 200 pounds eaeh.
GEOLOGY.
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT.

In exploration, where ignorance of the difficulties and obstacles to be
met and overcome makes it necessary to proceed as rapidly as possible
and to avoid every form of ·delay, geological observations must necessarily be brief and fragmentary. This was particularly tnre of the trip
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on which this report is based. It was undertaken for the vY ar Department with the primary object of doing topographic work. In addition to topographic work it was necessary to pilot a pack train through
a difficult and unknown country, and later to continue by back-packing
under· great pres~ure. Therefore the geologic notes necessarily consist of· general observations obtained incidentally and the specimens
consist of such as could conveniently be picked up along the route.
In a practically unknown area e'ren such information as that gathered
is useful as a guide to prospectors and to further work in the area.
This being the case, the following report is warranted even if the ·work
upon which it is based was very fragmentary.
VALDES TO THE TONSINA RIVER.

The rocks of the area about Valdes and along Lowe River have been
examined and described by Schrader. 1 These consist of a series of
interbedded quartzites, arkoses, slates, and shales, and occasionally
some mica-schist. The rocks are very much faulted and folded. The
strike is generally about east and west and the dip steeply north. The
dip is rather uniform, and if the valleys between the ranges present a
continuation of the series as represented in the bordering ranges the
series n1ust be very thick. It seems more probable, however, that
these valleys represent either fault planes or the reverse limbs of folds,
so that the ranges present a repetition of the series rather than a
continuation of the same.
Northward along the valley of the Kanata these rocks are replaced
by a series of micaceous and hornblende green schists. "\\Thether
these are of sedimentary or of igneous origin could not be determined.
They are very m"uch metanwrphosed and closely laminated and plicated, and the series as a whole is closely folded. The effect of this
change in the nature of the rock upon the topography is very marked.
The jagged a~:;pect characteristic of the Valdes series entirely disappears and is replaced by rounded and irregular outlines. No general
strike and dip could be made out.
At the head of Quartz Creek these schistose rocks give way to a
series of quartzites, shales, slates, and limestones. The latter series
has suffered much deformation, but the accommodation has been largely
by fracture and faulting, and the filling by underground circulation· of
the openings thus formed has given rise to a series of calCitic and
q uartzitic veinlets, \Yhich are so numerous that they make up a very
C'onsiderable part of the rock. The contact between this series and
the schistose rock southward was not seen. Various forms of acid
intrusive dike rocks are common in this series, and northward become
more abundant.
I.-\ reconnaisi'·ance of a part of Prince William Sound and the Copper River district, Alaska, by
F. C'. Sehntder: Twentieth Ann. Rept. r. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. VII, pp. 341-423.
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On the divide bordering the Tonsina Valley on the south were found
the first traces of the great gravel deposits which characterize the
Copper River Valley and the river .valleys of the interior of Alaska
generally.
Northward from the Tonsina and between it and the Klutena is a
group of irregular rounded mountains 3,000 to 4,000 feet ·high, ·which,
so far as examined, were found to consist mostly of volcanic rocks.
THE KOTSINA SECTION.

The Kotsina River is joined from the north by three principal trioutaries. Having been unable to learn the native names for these, I will
refer to them as the first, second, and third tributaries, the first being
the one nearest the head of the stream~ an<;l the second and third those
entering successively down.stream.
At the head of the Kotsina River, a few miles west of Mount Blackburn, i~ found a series of bedded volcanics. The bedding in these is
at times so regular and so 1:narked that at a "little distance they can
hardly be regarded as of other than sedimentary origin. They are,
however, basic crystalline volcanics, and resemble in a marked degree,
both in appearance and in mode of occurrence, the Keweenawan diabases of Lake Superior. The main portion of each bed is massive and
the edges are usually amygdaloidal. These rocks vary in color fron1
green to brown, red, and gray. In texture they are fine-grained to
aphanitic. The amygdules in the vesicular portions of the beds are
usually filled with either calcite, epidote, or a green chloritic substance,
and not infrequently with quartz. In the thin section these rocks are
found to be composed essentially of plagioclase and pyroxene. The
plagioclase is usually in the form of lath-shaped crystals with the
augite filling interspaces. Olhdne is usually though not always present. When present it is always more or less altered, in some cases to
a green chloritic substance, in others to a reddish-brown ferrite.
Pyrite, and in some cases what may be magnetite, seem~ to result from
the alteration of the olivine. Pyrite is nearly always present in these
rocks and at times is a very important constituent. All of the sections
examined show the presence of some unindividualized base, and in the
finer-grained aphanitic types this is at times very abundant.
·
The regular horizontal bedding in these rocks was observed on both
sides of the river near the foot of the glacier in which it heads. In
proceeding down the river this bedding becomes more and more
inclined, dipping to the southwest. At a distance of about 3 miles
from the foot of the glacier it disappears entirely.
The first tributary, which joins the riyer about 2 miles below the
foot of the glacier, was followed for a distance of 4 miles to the glacier in which it heads. Throughout this distance it flows through a
canyon, the perpendicular walls of which are composed of the basic
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volcanics above described. In this canyon~ however, they are very
much cut and disturbed by both basic and acid intrusives, and in
places they are -very much decomposed. Near the foot of the glacier
was found a mass of diabase, seemingly an irregular dike, which was
so thoroughly impregnated with iron pyrite that this mineral made
up a very considerable part. of the rock. This dike could be traced
northward along the western side of the valley by the red stain which
the decomposition of the pyrite imparted to its surface. Both large
and small dikes of acid volcanics were particularly numerous at this
point.
The largest acid dikes are of a coarsely crystalline rock, which is
composed essentially of feldspar and hornblende, and in which quartz
is often present. Other smaller dikes are composed of rock probably
quite similar chemically but less completely crystallized. Some of
these consh;t practically of a groundmass containing isolated feldspar
and hornblende crystals. Iron pyrite is a con-ln1on impregnation in
the a,cid as well as in the basic intrusives.
An1ong the moraine material found on this glacier were very fresh
basaltic lavas. Some of these were highl.Y scoriaceous and vesicular,
and others compact and glassy. Two varieties of this were particularly conspicuous on account of their color-one a deep black and the
other a bright red. Among these lavas were found bedded tuffs.
Some parts of these are composed of very fine-grained material and
others of course angular fragments, the whole having the appearance
of being laid down under water.
About a ·mile below the· confluence of the first tributary of the
river is a mountain very conspicuous on acc·ount its smooth, regular outline. Examination showed this to be composed entirely· of a
granite-like rock essentially like the coarse dike rock found near the
glacier on the first tributary. It is composed mainly of feldspar and
hornblende, with a little quartz. The mass is seemingly an intrusive
boss, and it i~ very probably the central mass, from which the dikes
in the river to the east are offshoots. This mass is cut nearl)r at right
angles by three series of joints, which cause it "to disintegrate so
readily that the sides of the mountain, from the summit to the base,
are practically one talus slope. The outlines are very characteristic
of these intrusive masses, a nmnber of which are found in the mountains along the northern side of the Chitina Valley.
West of the granitic 1nass noted basic volcanics form the main
mass of the mountains on both sides of the river for several miles.
Here, however, they do not exhibit any regularity in bedding, and
near the confluence of the second tributary they dip steeply under
sediinentary rocks. These sedimentaries are much folded and fractured sandstones and shales, which are very much seamed by calcitic
and quartzitic veinlets. The bedding is so disturbed and irregular
that no general strike and dip could be made out.
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Just below the confluence of the third tributary a very heavy bed
of conglomerate appears, and this strikes 'in a direction nearly northwest to southeast, and dips southwestward at an angle of probably
30°. This conglomerate is characterized by a decidedly greenish
color, which seemingly is due to material derived originally fron1 the
green volcanics. The pebbles are often very coarse and are alwa}TS
well rounded and waterworn. The rock is very compact and resistant, the matrix being almost as resistant to weathering as the pebble~.
It is much fractured and jointed, but folding was nowhere observed
in it. The appearance of this conglom.erate is so characteristic that it
can readily be recognized anywhere. Bowlders composed of it were
:found in the beds of several of the streams tributary to the Chitina
from the north.
vV est of thi:5 conglomerate the river valley widens, and here the
rocks could not be examined for lack of time. The more regular features of the mountain would tend to indicate a rather flat-lying series
of sedin1entary rocks.
Between the foot of the mountains and the Copper River is a series
of low ridges trending in a general northwest-and-southeast direction.
These are composed of basic volcanic rocks and are undoubtedly intrusive dikes. .They turn the course of the Kotsina River far southward
before it finally breaks through them in narr~w canyons.
FROM THE CHITINA RIVER TO KENNICOTT GLACIER.

Rocks are exposed in many places along the Chitina River, in some
cases forming high cliffs and occasionally barriers which extend out
into the river. So far as examined these rock n1asses were composed
of a greenish-black basic volcanic, smnetimes banded with streaks of
lighter-colored material. The valley of the lower Chitina is a rolling,
humn1ocky area in which small lakes and low rounded rocky ridges are
very numerous. The trend of these ridges is usually east and west,
and the tributaries of the Chitina fron1 the north break through them
in deep, rocky canyon::5. The appearance in general is that typical of
a glaciated area. One of the knolls rising above the river to a height
of about 1,000 feet, just west of where the Kuskulana trail leaves the
bank of the Chitina, was found to be made up of a fine-grained, very
dark schist, probably containing both 1nica and hornblende. This was
cut by large dikes of basic volcanic rock. Local magnetic attraction,
which was found throughout the Chitina Valley, is here particularl}r
marked, and is due here to the presence of this schist, which was shown
by the fact that a fragment of it affected the needle of the compass.
The only ledge exposed along the trail to the mountains was about
4 miles frotn the Chitina River. This was a light-colored, impure
limestone exactly like that found later north of the pass between the
Lachina and the Kennicott Glacier and again on the top of the moun-
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tain east of McCarthy Creek. The exposure, however, was small, and
it is not certain that the rock was here in place.
On entering the Inountains along the valley of the Kuskulana, the
first rocks observed -were found in the bed of the first small creek joining the Ku~kulana from the west. These are hard, ringing, highly silicified grits, shales, and slates, and some schists, all of which are much
fractured and seamed in three or more directions by veinlets of quartz
and calcite. On the second creek entering the Kuskulana from the
west was found a bowlder of a dark-colored shale containing fossils
which were referred by Dr. 1'. \V. Stanton, of the United States Geological Survey, to a Triassic JV[onotis. Similar fossils were found at a
number of places farther on. The dip and strike of the rock was not
definitely determined. The general appearance in the dist~tnce gaye
the impression that they dipped southwestward with the strike nearly
southeast and northwest.
Northward along the valley of the Kuskulana the outline of the
tnountains changes repeatedly, indicating decided differences in the
nature and inclination of the rocks composing them. On either side
of the pass by which we left the valley, which may be called Kuskulana Pass, are high peaks with. smooth, regular outlines and few gulches,
features characterizing the masses of granular igneous rock in the area.
Several of these were seen farther north, and between them were jagged
angular peaks showing marked bedding. This bedding is inclined
sometimes in one direction and sometimes in anotP.er, and is nowhere
sufficiently regular to indicate a definite strike and dip. Usually this
bedding would indicate rocks of sedimentary origin. From its siinilarity, however, to the bedding in the volcanics at the head of the Kotsina River, but a few miles distant, it is quite possible that the rocks
in which it is found here are also of ,volcanic origin; and the fact that
· the drift on the flood plain of the Kuskulana contains almost no sedimentary rock would seem to favor this view. This drift, however, is
made up in large part of acid and intermediate volcanic dike rocks and
contains <;omparatively little .basic volcanic :::ock, which is probably
due to the greater resistance of the acid rock and not to a greater
abundance of the same. So also the absence of even less resistant sedimentary rock is not a potent argument that such rock is not found
higher up on the stream.
·
On the eastern side of the granolitic peak south of Kuskulana Pass
a contact was found between the granolite and an arkose or very impure sandstone. There being no conglomerate at the base of the sandstone, it is not clear whether the volcanic was intruded or the sandstone
laid down upon it. The fossils collected from this sandstone were
unfortun~tely lost on the way to V aides. The granolite composing
the mountains on either side of this pass contains considerable quartz,
and the ferromagnesian mineral is almost exclusively hornblende.
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The 1nain dtainage lines from the Kuskulana eastward trend approximately north and south. A second series of valleys, hardly less marked
than these, trend southeast and northwest, and cut the ranges between
them. These secondary yalleys correspond in a general way to the
strike of the rocks and probably represent a series of softer and less
resistant rock or planes of 'veakness due to faulting or folding. One of
these, a broad, open valley, begins at Kuskulana Pass and extends eastward where, as the vn1ley of the Lower Lachina, it leads out into the
valley of the Upper Chitina. The range of mountains between this and
the Chitina Valley is divided by the valleys of Fitch and Dora creek~
into three separate groups. These different groups present topographic
outlines like those of the mountains west of the Kuskulana, of which
they appear to forn1 an eastern continuation. They probably represent
the sa1ne series of shales and slates that were found along the first creeks
west of the Kuskulana, and these may be conveniently referred to as
the Kuskulana shales. At the western end of this transverse valley,
on oppo-:;ite sides of Kuskulana Pass, are the masses of granular igneous rocks that have been described. Several others similar to these
were seen at various points along the valley, and a very prominent one
was found just east of the Lachina. The rock composing this has a
medium-grained gray groundmass, inclosing small needle-shaped phenocrysts of hornblende.
The range between the Lachina River ~nd the Kennicott Glacier is
cut hy a narrow valley, which, leading out upon Kennicott Glacier, may
be called Kennicott Pass. The rocks composing the n1ountains to the
· south of this are made up of shales, slates, arkoses, and probably some
limestones, all much fractured and distorted and sean1ed by calcite
veins. Reddish brown areas of interbedded volcanics are conspicuous
on the northern slopes of these mountains, and intrusive dikes are
llUlllCrOUS.

To the north of the pass, beyond a mass of granular igneous rock,
the mountains are truncated and have a flat mesa top, the surface of
which is an impure nodular limestone. The edge of this mesa, as
exposed in the wall of an amphitheater at the head of a small valley,
shows a section through a series of rather thin-bedded, light-colored
sedimentary rocks dipping slightly southward.
In the bed of a small creek between Fohlin Creek and the Lachina,
in Fohlin Creek, and at. various points between this and the summit
of Kennicott Pass, were found exposures of a light-gray, t·ather coarsegrained arkose, containing fossils which were recognized by Dr.
Stanton as a Russian species of .Aucella, and which were referred by
him to the later Jurassic. Similar fossils were found in the small
canyon just east of Kennicott Pass and again in the western lateral
moraine of Kennicott Glacier. There can be little doubt that this
arkose is a member of the series of the gray-bedded rocks north of the
Kennicott Pass.
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MOUNTAINS SOUTH OF KENNICOTT PA SS.
The type of topograrhy here illustrated charactetizes the frontal ranges bordenng the Chitma Valley on the ncrth. The surface of the val ley, shown In the center of the cut , has a gentle
slope and at a dtstance appears ltke a mass of mud ooz1ng out tnto the valley below. A closer exam1nat1on shows 1ts composltton to be tn no w1se d•ff~rt:!nt from that of an nrdinary
tal us slope . This apparent "flowage" 1n talus slopes was notrced 1n a number of places , and seems to be due to the presence of small local glac1ers or pah.:hes of neve 10 1he
amphilheaters from which these talus slop es descc,nd
They are , therefore, rather morames than talus slopes.
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The moraine on the western edge of Kennicott Glacier also contains
pebbles of a dark-colored shale, in one of which was found a specimen
of J¥Ionotis exactly like that found in the Kuskulana shales, thus indieating that these roeks occur higher up on the glacier. A light-colored brecciated acid volcanic, very heavily impregnated with iron
pyrite, was very abundant in this moraine.
THE NIZINA-TANANA SECTION.

General relations.-The valley of the Kennicott Glacier represents
a geological break, the rocks to the east of which are exposed in a
series of parallel ridges tending approximately north and south and
cutting the strike of the rocks at considerable angles. The first of
these ridges is between Kennicott Glacier and Root Glacier, its eastern
tributary, the second between this and McCarthy Creek; and the third
between lVlcCarthy Creek and the Nizina River.
The most conspicuous geologic feature of this area is a great
limestone bed 500 feet or more thick, overlying a series of greenstones. This was first seen in a rather prominent peak at the foot of
the spur between Kennicott and Root glaciers, where the contact
between the two is so prominent that it may be distinctly seen in Pl.
LVIII, which is from a photograph taken on a mountain west of the
glacier. The limestone here dips uniformly northward at an angle of
about 30° and the strike is about northwest and southeast. This
general strike persists across each of the ranges eastward as far as
seen. The limestone is exposed at the junction of the Nizina and
Chitistone rivers, and will therefore be referred to as the Chitistone
limestone. The greenstone contains the Nikolai copper vein an.d will
be called the Nikolai greenstone.
To the south of the greenstone exposure each of the ridges is cut
by a decided topographic break. This is particularly marked in the
mountains east of the Nizina, where it constitutes the valley of the
stream on which the Nikolai House is situated. The mountains south
of these breaks in the several ranges lie in a nearly direct line with
the mountains just west of Kennicott Glacier and south of Kennicott
Pass. This and the fa~t that all of these mountains present strikingly
uniform topographic features make it probable that they all represent
outcrops of the same general ro((k series. These have been described
as consisting of arkoses, shales, slates, and limestones, usually very
dark in color and much fractured and seamed by calcite veins. They
appear to be highly inclined, dipping southward, and ar~ everywhere
mueh intruded by acid volcanics, both as interbedded and as dike
masses. The topography which characterizes these mountains is of
the angular, jagged, sawtooth type, not unlike that of the mountains
at Valdes and Lowe River, and strikingly similar to that of the Nutzotin Mountains. at the head of the Tanana River.
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.NikAJlai greenstone.-This is a series of ancient basic volcanics.
Though in general having the appearance of extrusive flows and being
in son1e places massive and in others somewhat amygdaloidal, no regularity in bedding was anywhere observed.
In the hand specimen these rocks are characterized by a predominating green color, though at times they are somewha:t reddish. Irregular spots of lighter green color are very common. In structure they
are usually ophitic and in texture are coarse-grained. None of the
fine-grained aphanitic phases common in the later diabases were seen.
Under the microscope these rocks are found to be made up essentially
of feldspar, pyroxene, olivine, some 1nagnetite, and alteration products. The feldspar is often present in large phenocrysts, several of
which are usually associated in an irregular aggregate, and these cause
the spots or Inottlings of lighter material noted in the hand specimen.
The feldspars are generally lath-shaped, and are always much saussuritized. The pyroxene fills the interspaces between the feldspars and
incloses small individuals of olivine, which are sometimes well crystallized and very abundant. The olivine is always more or less altered.
In its first stages it is merely crossed by rifts and bands of a i·eddishbrown decomposition product, and in its final stage there is nothing
left but the outline to indicate its presence.
Oldtistone lin&estone.-This consists of a massive bed of limestone
500 or Inore feet thick. It weathe~s gray, but on the fresh surface is of a uniform dark chocolate-brown color. In texture it is
exceedingly dense and aphanitic, resembling in this respect a quartzite.
While usually massive it is often brecciated, in which case the fractures are filled by coarsely crystalline calcite veins. None of this
rock containing fossils was found in place. In the thin section this
rock is found to be n1ade up of rounded areas of exceedingly finegrained matBrial surrounded by material of the samt; kind, somewhat
more coarsely crystalline. Sometimes areas of the finer and coarser
material are arranged in concentric circles, or a ring of the finer
grained material will surround an area of the· coarser. Sometimes
these areas are linked together in a manner strongly suggestive of
organic remains.
The contact between this ·limestone and the underlying greenstone
was examined in only one or two places, and where examined it was
sharp and no traces of any conglomerate or fragmental rocks ·were
found. The examination was not, however, sufficiently extensive to
be conclusi,Te on this point .
.i1£c Oa1'tAy · Oreek shales.-Overlying the limestone formation and
extending northward for· a, distance of 6 or 8 miles is a series of
soft, black, highly fissile shales and slates. These are typically exposed on :McCarthy Creek and ma)r be called the ~1cCarthy Creek
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VI E W OF K E NNICOTT GLACI E R.
The glacier cuts across the foot of a lateral valley facing it, with an 1ce wall in places several hundred feet high. In the mountain between the main glac1er and its eastern tribut ary the contact
between the N ikola1 greenstone and the overly1n~; Ch1tistone limestone is very marked, and 11 may be d1st1nctly traced 1n the mountain to the east. It is 1n thiS greenstone near the contact
that the N ikolai copper vein is founC, just we·:>t of the N 1Z10a R1ver.
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shales. The contact between this series and the underlying limestone
was nowhere carefully examined. In the Nizina exposure, however,
it was sufficiently sharp and distinct to be readily seen at a distance.
Fa1tlting ctncl folding in Chitistone lilmestone and He Carthy Creek
shales.-The Chitistone limestone, where first seen in the spur between
Kennicott and Root glaciers and in the ridge between Kennicott
Glacier and :McCarthy Creek, presents a uniform dip northward of
about 30°. In the eastern wall of :McCarthy Creek, however, the dip
of the limestone is less, and in the range to the east of this the contact between it and the greenstone is very irregular, suggesting marked
displacement, principally by faulting.
·
Owing to the flattening of the dip and the deformation of the bed
its most exten~ive exposure is found on the Nizina River. Here it
forms vertical cliffs in the western wall of the canyon for a distance
of several1niles. These cliffs are in places 2,000 feet high. The great
thickness of the bed is here due to marked faulting, folding, and buckling. Deformation has evidently been due to lateral compression, and
the development of thrust faults from overfolds is beautifully illustrated, and has already been described by Dr. Hayes. 1 The massive
bed of limestone is bent into a short overfold which is sheered off
si11oothly along the reverse limb and one part thrust far over upon the
other (see Pl. LIX, A). Other faults have been developed with little or
no preliminary folding. The faulting of the limestone is in some cases
seen to extend directly into the underlying greenstone.
Eastward frmn the Nizina Canyon the contact between the limestone and the greenstone is found in the mountain just south of the
Chitistone. Here the limestone dips northward, but in the n1ountain
north of the Chitistone the limestone bed dips southward and forms
a capping on a flat-topped mountain. It here ends northward in a
precipitous bluff which forms the south wall of a lateral gulch, and
beyond this the limestone appears at a n1uch lower level, dipping
gently northward under the overlying shales.
In the soft McCarthy Creek shales overlying the Nizina limestone
the accommodation to deformation has been largely by flowage and
has given rise to profound folding and plication and well-developed
slaty cleavage and .fissility. This has obscured the original bedding
and made it difficult to determine the inclination of the original strata
and the thickness of the series. The perfect cleavage and fissility in .
these shales causes them to disintegrate very readily, and this gives to
the mountains smooth pyramidal forms, which is very characteristic
and serves to outline the extent and distribution of the series.
Other rocks.-The valley'of McCarthy Creek and those of the different tributaries of the Kennicott Glacier are, as has been noted, flat and
I

An expedition through the Yukon district, by C. W. Hayes: :Nat. Geog.
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tern1inate abruptly northward at the foot of the great terrace or
scarp which forms the edge of the main Skolai Range. Thi~:; scarp
and the crests above, where exposed, are seen to be made up of a series
of thin bedded, slightly inclined, light-colored sedimentary rocks.
About 3 miles south of this scarp, on the top of a high peak east of
McCarthy Creek, near its head, an isolated exposure of conglomerate
grading upward into an impure sandstone is· found unconformably
overlying the shales. In this conglomerate were found several bow 1ders of limestone which were made up almost exclusively of crinoid
sten1s. Dr. Girty, of the United States Geological Survey, determines
these as Cai·boniferous. 'Vhether these bowlders were originally
derived from the great limestone bed overlying the greenstones, or
whether they were possibly interbedded with the shales, was not very
clear. It seems probable, however, that they represent a part of the
great limestone formation.
Among the debris derived £ron1 the rock overlying the conglomerate
were found fossils referred by Dr . .Stanton to the same horizon as
those found in the light-colored Cretaceous arkoses, shales, and limestones between the Lachina River and Kennicott Glacier. There can
be little doubt that this conglomerate and sandstone are outliers of
the sedimentary series northward in the edge of the Skolai Range and
that this is the same as the series found at· Kennicott Pass, which will
be referred to hereafter as the Kennicott series.
At the head of McCarthy Creek the Skolai Range makes a bend to
the north around the head of the Nizina, and the section as exposed
on the Nizina is somewhat different from that farther west. The
Kennicott series does not appear and the shales are replaced northward by a series of amygdaloidal volcanics, which are plainly younger
than the Nikolai greenstone. These persist northwa;rd in the mountains on both sides of the Nizina Glacier. Toward the summit of the
glacier the moraines are composed entirely of an acid volcanic, which
has a groundmass inclosing phenocrysts of feldspar and hornblende.
Various phases of the same rock, without other rocks, were found in
the first n1oraine:; seen north of the sun1mit at the head of the Tanana
Glacier. Below the great bench in the Tanana Glacier amygdaloidal
volcanics similar to those. found on the SOl:lthern side of the range
again appear in the n1oraines. It is probable that many of these
amygdaloidal diabases are picked up b3r the ice higher up on the
glacier, but do not appear until uncovered below the snow line.
As no sedimentary rocks of any kind were noted in the moraines on
either side of the ~:;ummit, it would appear that the central mass of the
Skolai ~Iountains is composed mainly of later volcanics. To the north
of and opposite the foot of Tanana Glacier is an isolated mountain
composed of vesicular basaltic lava, evidentl3r much younger than the
diabases found along the glacier. Beyond this northward is an open
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The view was taken at a point in the western wall of the Nizina Canyon, about ten miles below the foo t of the Nizina
Glacier.

II

AM PH ITH EATER FORM OF EROSION.

T his form of erosion has been ascnbed tn local glaciation, and this exp lanation is borne out by the c ut , which shows
a remnant of a small local glacier in the bottom of the valley. T he dE!bris rolling down the stee p sid es is
deposited upon this and by it carried to its foot, where it is du m oed in ridges, while the water formed by the
melt1ng of the ice percolates through the loose material without acquiring sufficient force to cut out V-shape d
valleys.
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valley which has already been described under the beading '' Topography." The low, irregular, often flat-topped hills of this valley suggest that they are made up of basaltic lava flows similar to those
of the mountain just described, ~t the foot of Tanana Glacier. Beyond this valley northward is the Nutzotin Range, which appears to
be made up of a series of highly inclined, sedimentary rocks. ''Testward this valley narrows to a p':!,SS leading to the Nabesna River. On
the southern side of this pass is a granitic n1ass similar to those described on the Kotsina and along the Chitina. To the west of this
amygdaloidal volcanics are found, intimately intermingled with sedimentaries, among which are shales, slates, and limestone. A limestone bed here appears which is nearly as massive as the Nizina limestone bed on the southern side of the range. It is, however, much
folded, and was seen only at a distance as a capping on a high mountain. We have here evidently a contact zone between the volcatiic
series southward and the N utzotin sedimentary series northward.
The general dip and strike of the Nutzotin rocks was not definitely
determined, but seemed to be northward.
Northwestward, in the Nabesna Range, ·which forms the divide
between the Nabesna and the Copper rivers, the appearance in the
distance indicated flat-lying sedimentaries, very similar to those found
on the southern s~de of the Skolai Range, called the Kennicott series.
The sedimentary rocks of the Nutzotin Mountains, judging by topographic features, find their northward continuation in the Mentasta
Range. The slightly inclined bedded rocks which compose the foothills northeast of Mount Sanford may readily be a continuation of the
bedded rocks, supposedly sedimentary, in the Nabesna Range. On
the other hand, both of these may represent bedded volcanics.
BASIC VOLCANIC ROCKS.

Two different types of basic volcanics have been described, one with
the Kotsina section and the other with the Nikolai greenstones (see
pp. 420 and 426). The basic volcanics of the Skolai Range, as seen in
the Nizina-Tanana Glacier, are decidedly different fron1 either of these,
as is shown both in hand specimens and in thin sections. In the
Nikolai greenstone amygdules are very obscure. In these younger
volcanics, which may be called the Skolai volcanics, the amygdules
are very fresh and conspicuous, and are filled with quartz, calcite, and
epidote. In color they are usually gray to reddish brown. The
massive phase is often fine-grained to aphanitic, the latter kind being
in color usually almost black. In the thin section these rocks are
found to be composed essentially of feldspar; pyroxene, olivine, and
unindividualized base. The feldspars are often present in large phenocrysts and always in lath-shaped crystals, which frequently show a
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tendency toward a parallel arrangement. The pyroxene and olivine
are usually younger and fill interspaces between the feldspars. The
olivine is sometimes present in large crystals and is always very much
altered, usually to a reddish-brown material, which, when the crystals
of olivine are large, is conspicuous in the hand specimen. Unindividualized base is always present in these rocks, and is often the most
important constituent. Olivine was not found in the dense aphanitic
types, and in these magnetite is usually abundant.
Numerous varieties of tuffs and volcanic breccias are common in the
·moraines of the Tanana Glacier. Some of these contain sufficient
copper to give them a decided green tinge.
Recent highly vesicular scoriaceous lavas have been described as
found in the Kotsina section (see p. 421), and rocks entirely similar to
these were found in the mountain at the foot of the Tanana Glacier.
The vesicles in these are empty, and the general appearance leaves
little doubt that they are of decidedly later age than the Skolai amygdaloids.
·
ACID IGNEOUS ROCKS.

The acid rocks of the arAH, Axhibit every phase of structure from a
holocrystalline granular rock to a fine-grained lava. In some cases
they contain much quartz and in others none at all, but almost all
contain more or less hornblende.
The coarsest-grained rock found in the area was taken from a bowlder
on McCarthy Creek. This was made up in large part of large phenocrysts of hornblende, with considerable biotite in large crystals, and
with interspaces filled with an intergrowth of quartz and feldspar.
Usually, however, the grain in the coarser phases of the more siliceous
rocks is medimn, and the hornblende, quartz, and feldspar 1nutually
interlock. This is the .nature of the rock found in the boss-like masses
at the head of the Kotsina, eastward from the Kuskulana, and again
on the pass between the Nabesna and the Tanana, and specimens of it
1nay be found in almost every river bed in the area. At times, as on
the Upper Tanana, it constitutes the greater part of the gravel on the
ri 'Ter bottom. A frequent variation from this found in the larger
dikes consists of large phenocrysts of quartz, feldspar, and hornblende
bedded in a cryptocrystalline groundmass. The ultimate phase of
textural variation is the rhyolitic rock found in the upper n10raines
of the Tanana-Nizina Glacier. This is made up of isolated small individuals of quartz and feldspar, and occasionally a little hornblende and
magnetite inclosed in a felsitic groundmass, which exhibits marked
flow structure. In places, and conspicuously in the great boss immediately east of the Lachina River, needle-shaped phenocrysts of hornblende are embedded in a cryptocrystalline groundmass of quartz and
feldspar.

AGE OF THE BEDS.
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From the foregoing it appears that in the eastern part of the area
the Nizina section presents the following monoclinal series dipping
l).Orthward. At the base is the Nikolai greenstone, consisting o£ ancient
basic volcanics inter£aultecl with and older than the Nizina limestone.
No fossils were found in the limestone, but in the overlying series
Triassic fossils were collected, and in the conglomerate unconformably
overlying this Triassic series bowlders of a crinoidal limestone were
found, which were referred to the Carboniferous by Dr. Girty, of the
United States Geological Survey. These bowlders were probably
derived from the Chitistone limestone, oi· from a continuation of
this in a neighboring area. It is very improbable that they were
derived from any older formation. It is therefore almost certain
that the Chitistone limestone is as old as Carboniferous and perhaps
older. Between the Triassic shales, which have been called the
McCarthy Creek shales, and the overlying or Kennicott series an
unconformity was suspected. This is indicated by a conglomerate u,t
the base of the Kennicott series and by the presence in this series of
late Jurassic or early Cretaceous fossils. It is also indicated by
the absence o£ marked folding and plication in the Kennicott series.
The latter series is characterized by light-colored arkoses, shales, and
impure limestone, and is typically exposed around the head of Kennicott Glacier. Northward from the section described, amygduloidal
volcanics appear, and southward £rom it, beyond the greenstone, is a
topographic bl'eak supposed to represent a fault. Beyond this supposed fault southward the rocks are thought to be a sedimentary
series with interbedded volcanics, dipping southward.
In th·e western part of the area, on the Kotsina River, the lowest
rock observed was volcanic greenstone very similar to the Nikolai
greenstone. Upon this is folded and contorted shale and slate, which
is overlain by a nmssive bed of conglomerate, called the Kotsina conglomerate, dipping 20° to 30° southwestward and striking northwest
and southeast. Beyond this conglomerate is an unst.udied sedin1entary
series which extends to and forms the mountains that constitute the
southwestern border of the main group and extend continuously eastward to the Kuskulana. At this river the sedimentary series is found
to be the Kuskulana shales. The marked uniformity of topographic
outline and the direction of the strike of the great underlying conglomerate on the Kotsina are thought to indicate that these youngest
rocks southwest of the Kotsina conglomerate are a direct westward
continuation of the Kuskulana shales. They are indicated on the map
as unclassified sediments.
It has been noted that eastward from the Kuskulana a range forming the northern border of the Chitina Valley is separated from
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the 1nain mountain area northward by an open. valle:r, along which
leads the route which we followed. This range forms a direct eastward continuation of the frontal range west of the Kuskulana which
was above described. And for the ::;arne reasons that the rocks above
the Kotsina conglomerate are thought to be the same as the Kuskulana shales, the rocks of this eastern continuation are also thought to
be the same. These reasons are, similarity in topographic forms and
situation along a line thought to be the direction of the gener~l strike
of the series. However, these rocks were not examined, and in a·
faulted region, such as this, the impression may he erroneous. They
are, therefore, indicated as unclassified sediments. It has been noted
that south of the route leading eastward from the Lachina a series
of sedimentary rocks appear, quite different from those to the north
of this route and that, so far as examined, these consist of shales, slates,
and arkoses interbedded with volcanics.
The three areas, two on opposite sides of the foot of the Kennicott
Glacier and the third eastward from the Nizina River, present marked
'uniformity of characteristic topographical outlines. These consist of
sharply serrate sawtooth crests which, as viewed from the northwest,
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here, seemingly, a series of sediments similar to the l{uskulana shales
and also similar to the McCarthy Creek shales, but which in position do not accord with either of these. They are indicated on the
map as unclassified sediments. '\Vest of the l{ennicott Glacier and
north of the unclassified roeks just described, the Kennicott series
appears, and here seems to swing nm:thward, across the strike of the
underlying series of older rock. It appears, therefore, that while
there is a general similarity between the northward-dipping Nizina
section and the southward-dipping Kuskulana section, conditions
which would indicate an anticlinal axis between them, the exposures
between these section$ are so irregular that their position can not be
accounted for except by the assumption of 1narked faulting, possibly
in two directions, and by marked local irregularity in folding. To
fully elucidate this structure is bej~ond the possibility of reconnaissance and will require extensive detailed work over a wide area.
Northward, am·oss the Skolai Range, the conditions seem to be less
complicated, but for much of this distance the route lay along the
strike of the rocks and the opportunities for observation were therefore even more limited than they were on the southern side of the
area.
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PROBABLE STRUCTURE OF THE AREA.

Dr. Hayes, who crossed the Skolai Range by way of Skolai Pass
from the head of the lVhite River and traveled down the Nizina River,
says of the structure of this range: 1
The geology of the northern [the Skolai] range is simple. In the walls of Skolai
Pass, by which the range is crossed, its stratigraphy and structure are magnificently
displayed. The rocks are comparatively recent, for the most part Carboniferous,
Triassic, and Cretaceous. A bed of limestone about 500 feet thick contains many
crinoids and corals, probably of Carboniferous age. Above it are red sandstone and
jasper and a great thickness of black shale.
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Interbedded with these sedimentary rocks, and penetrating them as dikes, are finegrained, greenish amygdaloidallavas forming perhaps half of the whole rock mass.
The structure of the range consists essentially of a broad, gentle synclinal, with a
highly contorted belt on either side.
Excellent examples of typical fan structure were seen in the intensely plicated rocks
which form the abrupt northern face of the range. This structure is remarkably well
shown in the sides of the gorge from which Kletsan Creek issues. The 500-foot
stratum of white limestone above referred to is folded in with dark greenish-black
€ruptive rocks, so as to form a double V; the overturned southern synclinal limbs dip
southward about 30 and 45 degrees, while the normal northern limbs ar~ nearly horizontally.
·
This plicated belt on the northern side of the mountains is about 6 miles wide, and
south of it the synclinal in which the beds are practically horizontal (coinciding with
the axis of the range) occupies a belt from 25 to 30 miles in width. On the southern
side of the range there is a region of disturbed rocks similar to that on the north, but
somewhat wider and less minutely plicated. The structure is well shown in the lower
portion of the Nizzenah Canyon, whose walls rise from 2,000 to 3,000 feet vertically
above the river.
Nizzenah River, for about 7 miles above its confluence with the Chittenah, flows
in a narrow canyon with rocky walls from 400 to 500 feet high. For a short distance
above the canyon the gravel bluffs are replaced by cliffs of calcareous black shale
apparently very recent and slightly affected by the compression which has disturbed
the rocks lying on the north. At the upper end of the canyon the black shale contains beds of extremely coarse conglomerate, and is succeded by black slate and micaschist, the latter containing many small quartz veins. An east and west line through
the upper part of this canyon appears to be the approximate limit of the little altered
1·ocks forming the northern range.

Dr. Hayes regards the Chitistone limestone as probably a continuation of the great limestone bed which he found in the vicinity of Skolai
Pass and on the northern side of the range. An exposure of this
forms a capping on a high, perpendicular-walled. cliff which borders the
valleJr of the Nizina on the south. This limestone is here opposite
to and at almost the san1e elevation as the Kennicott series west of the
Niziua Valley, and it appears to overlie the McCarthy Creek shales.
lV'hile this appearance is probably deceptive, the occurrence of the
limestone at this point shows marked and irregular displacement. and
1A

trip through the Yukon district, by C. W. Hayes: Nat. Geog. .Mag.,.May, 1892, Vol. IV, pp. 140-141.
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shows that the section east of the Nizina Valley, described by Dr.
Hayes, is son1ewhat different from that on the western side, herein
described as the Nizina section. Dr. Hayes also describes the"limestone
bed as white limestone containing many crinoids and corals. This corresponds to the bowlders which were found in the conglomentte overlying
the McCarthy Creek shales west of the Nizina, but the Nizina limestone, at least in the lower portion of the formation where examined,
was found to be very dense and very dark in color, and in general
appearance different from the bowlders in the conglomerate. It is
therefore not certain that the limestone formation of which Dr. Hayes
speaks is exactly the same as the Nizina limestone formation. If it is
not the same formation, however, it is probably very closely related to
it in point of time, and a member of the same general series of forn1ations. There can be little doubt that the limestone which Dr. Hayes
found on the northern side of the range interbedded with green
amygdaloidal volcanics is the same as that which has been described b:r
me, occurring under exactly the same conditions on the northern side
of the range a little farther west, in the pass to the Nabesna River.
The synclinal structure of the Skolai Range, which Dr. Hayes mentions, was not apparent on the Tanana-Nizina section, as the bedded
sedimentaries were not observed on the northern side of the rang-e.
' \7 hile volcanics seem to predominate, the examination of the area was
so hasty and imperfect that sediments may easily be present and have
been overlooked.
The flat-lying bedded rocks of the Nabesna Range and those north of
Mount Sanford more nearly resemble in appearance the bedded rocks
of the Kennicott series than they do any other rocks seen throughout
the entire area.
GENERAL STRUCTURE.

From the foregoing and from what has been said of the inclination
of the rocks in the Valdes-Tonsina section, and of those in the section
along Copper River below Taral, described by Dr. Hayes 1 and by
Schrader, 2 it is evident that the rocks throughout the area strike in a
general northwest-southeast direction. This indicates axes of major
folding in this direction and makes the structure correspond with that
farther northward, where in the Upper Yukon district Spurr 3 shows
the existence of a series of broad, gentle geanticlines and geosynclines
with axes along the same general direction. A similar structure is
shown by Brooks 4 to exist in the Tanana Valley.
It appears, then, that the major folding throughout a large part of
eastern Alaska is along a general northwest-southeast axis. In the
10p cit., p. 141.
2 A reconnaissance of a part of Prince William Sound and the Copper River district, Alaska, in 1898,
by F. C. Schrader: Twentieth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part VII, pp. 341-423.
aaeology of the Yukon gold district, by J. E. Spurr: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt
III, p. 259.
4Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. VII, p. 481.
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interior this folding is gentle and open but coastward it is close and
intense. The pitch of the folds and tho manner in which the outcrops
of formations alternately muTow and widen indicates that there is
present also a series of less prominent cross· folds which are obscured
by the major folds. 1 In the vicinity of the Wrangell Mou.ntains the
detailed structure is further complicated by faulting in one or more
directions, by local plication and local irregularity in folding, and by
extensive volcanic intrusion.
Spurr, in his Yukon report, 2 calls attention to the fact that the general direction of mountain ranges and main drainage lines in eastern
Alaska is southeast and northwest, and he shows that this is due to a
series of broad, open folds along axes in this general direction; and in hi~5
reconnaissance report 3 on southwestern Alaska he notes that the main
mountain ranges and drainage lines of eastern Alaska are continuous
westward, but that they make ~ right-angle turn in a zone from the
head of Prince "\Villian1 Sound northward, and in western Alaska
assume a general northeast-and-southwest direction. And he finds
here a series of broad, open folds similar to those in the eastern part,
but in direction at right angles to them.
Professor Van I-Iise!l has shown that n'lajor :folding in one direction
is almost invariably accompanied by minor or cross-folding at right
angles to it, and that through shifting of the direction of maximum
stress producing these folds the major folds of one area, by decreasing in intensity, become the minor folds of an adjacent area, and the
minor folds of the first area, by increasing in intensity, become the
n1ajor folds of the second area; but that the secondary folding is made
apparent only by pitching axes of the primary folds and by domeshaped and canoe-shaped structures. This suggests an explanation of
the structure noted by Spurr and Brooks. It is probable that throughout a larger part of Alaska two series of folds are general, oi1e series
striking along southeast-northwest axes and another striking along
. northeast-southwest axes. Eastward and northwestward from V aides
the first series is of major importance and obscures the second, while
westward and southwestward the second is of major importance and
obscures the first.
:MINERAL PROSPECTS.
GOLD.

Considerable work has been done on Quartz Creek, a tributary of
the Tonsina, and on Ernestine and Fall creeks, tributaries of the "Cpper
1 This

has been also ascertained by ::\Ir. Brooks in the Tanana region. (Ibid.)
20p. cit., pp. 252-278.
sA reconnaissance in southwestern Alaska, by J. E: Spurr: Twentieth Ann. Rept. 1::. S. Geol. Sun·ey, ·
Part VII, pp. 328-240.
See also Geology of the Yukon gold district: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part III, pp.
136, 155, 256, and map, PI. XXXVII.
4 Principles of North American geology, by C. R. Yan Rise: Sixteenth Ann. Rept. 1::. S. Geol. Surn~y,
pt, I, pp. 626-628.
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Kanata. Enough good coar:;e gold has been taken out of these streams
to show the presence of gold-benring rocks in the vicinity. 'Vorking
the deposits found on these streams has, however, thus far not proved
economically successful on account of the great thickness of glacial drift.
A number of parties were at work during the season of 1899 on the
Upper Chislechina, and one party found prospects that have led it to
take in an extensive hydraulic plant, which is on the way at this ti:r~e
(l\1arch, 1900).
At the head of the Kotsina and in the mountains north of the Chitimt Valley diabase dikes frequently carry heavy impregnations of iron
pyrite and copper pyrite. A particularly large dike of this kind was
noted at the head of the first tributary of the }\:otsina River. Zones
of similar impregnations are found in many of the larger masses of the
acid rock. It is reported that assays of some of these show the presence of gold and silver, but, so far as I have been able to learn, the
amounts found are too small to make the deposits of economic importance, unless cheap transportation facilities are provided.
COPPER.

Copper, both native and as a sulphide, has been found on the Kotsina,
in the mountain:; north of the Chitina.Valley, and at the headwaters of
the Tanana River. The largest deposit which was seen is the so-called
"Nikolai vein." 1 This has been known to the Taral natives for a long
time, and its location was disclosed by them to prospectors for a consideration of flour and provision. This was found to be a true vein
deposit in a fis~ure due, probably, to faulting. The direction of this
fissure is parallel to the strike of the rock. TQe main bofly of the ore
is massive bornite, and on each side of this is a sheet of chalcopyrite.
Offshoots of the main vein parallel to it are common.
This vein is found in the ancient basic volcanic greenstones, which
have been called the Nikolai greenstones, and near the contact of these
with the overlying Chitistone limestone.
The outcrops of this greenstone and overlying limestone, which are
extensiYe along a persistent str-ike, have been already described (p. 426).
'V estward from the Nikolai vein in McCarthy Creek float copper was
found in the river gravels below the greenstone exposure, and westward beds in the greenstones were noted in which native copper occasionally filled amygdules.
On the Kotsina River veins of copper ore and impregnations of
native copper are reported to have been found during the latter part
of the season. Specimens of the ore showed it to be the same as the
bornite of the Nikolai vein.
Another vein of entirely similar ore is reported ·on the Sterlina, a
small creek tributary to the Kuskulana from the west.
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In the pass between the Tanana and the Nabesna rivers fragments
of volcanic rock were found thoroughly impregnated with native
copper. Time did not permit following these up to their source.
A native met on the Nabesna River indicated four different places
known to him where the natives gather copper. Judging by his
descriptions the easternmost of these is probably that seen by Dr.
Hayes. 1 The other three are in the Upper Tanana Valley. These
may all be copper placers, but even if they are they indicate the presence of copper in place in some of the .rocks of the area, and their
source can probably be traced out. Pebbles of diabase and volcanic
tuff found in the moraine of the Tanana Glacier often showed considerable copper stain. 2
It appear~; that the copper on both the southern and northern side
of the Skolai Range is associated with basic volcanic rock. And where
copper deposits were seen in place the volcanics in which they occur
are associated with sedimentary rocks.
The marked similarity of the Nikolai greenstones to the Keweenawan
greent:ltones of Lake Superior has been noted (p. 420). This similarity
is apparent not only in manner of occurrence and in the appearance of
the hand specimen, but also in the nature and arrangement of mineral
constituents as seen under the microscope, and even in the characteristic
forms of alteration. The similarity of the Nikolai greenstones to the
greenstones at the head of the Kotsina and the probable equivalence
of these has been noted (p. 431). The similarity of these greenstones
to Spurr's Rampart series has also been noted, and in this connection
it is interesting to quote a statement which he makes regarding the
Rampart series. This is as follows:
The rocks of this series are characterized throughout by great basicity. The diabases contain a large proportion of idiogenous sulphides and of iron and other
metals as components of augite, olivine, and other bisilicates. In the tuffs, which
make up a large proportion of the rocks, these materials are separated and rendered
especially liable to decomposition; afterwards the rearrangement of the component
elements follows naturally, and the concentration of the metals in favorable localities
must be looked for. Such localities are afforded by shear zones, which may form
channels for waters bearing metallic solutions derived from the decomposed diabases
and tuffs, and along which these metals may be deposited under proper conditions. 3

The Skolai amygdaloids, though much younger than the greenstones, are in large part very basic and contain mineral constituents
very similar to those of the greenstones.
In view of the a:5sociation of the copper, so far as seen. with these
basic volcanic rocks and the fact that such rocks in the Lake Superior
1 An expedition through the Yukon district, by C. W. Hayes: ~at. Geog. ~fag., Vol. IV, 1892, p.144.
!!On the Upper White and Tanana rivers, various copper localities are described by ~Ir. Brooks.
See pp. 377 et seq., this report.
a Geology of the Yukon gold district, Alaska, by J. E. Spurr: Eighteenth Annual Rept. C. S. Geol.
Survey, p.lt>S.
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region are known to be the source of the copper deposits there found,
it seems reasonable to assume that these volcanics are the source of
the copper in the vV rangell district-a conclusion of economic importance to the prospector, as it indicates the areas on which work should
be concentrated. This is of the more importance since the volcanics
have so characteristic an appearance that they can readily be recognized and traced by men who have not had the advantage of training
in geology.
The fact that, so far as seen, the deposits of copper are found in
the contact zones of the volcanics with the neighboring sedimentaries
accords with what is known of the Lake Superior deposits and with
the latest conception of ore deposits in general; and this, together
with the fact that the prevailing strike of the rocks of the area is
southeast and northwest, should be taken advantage of in further
exploration.
In conclusion, it may be said that, while the existence of workable
ore deposits has not been shown by actual exploitation, the information resulting from the year's work shows the area to be mineralized
and to be favorable to mineral concentration-an area, therefore, that
warrants a detailed economic survey.

APPENDIX.
The fossils collected were referred to Mr. T. "\V. Stanton, and his
report on them is herewith appended.
The eleven small lots from as many localities seem to represent only two general
horizons in the Mesozoic. The lots numbered 1, 2, 7, 8, and 13 all consist of fragments of dark, slaty rocks, with impressions of one or more species that seem to
belong to Monoti.s and are referred to the Triassic. The lots numbered 3, 4, 5, and 6
all contain a small form of Aucella, referred to the Russian species Aucella palla.si
Keyserling, together with fragmentary ammonites from 5 and 6. The beds from ·
which they came are therefore provisionally referred to the Upper Jurassic, although
similar forms also occur in the Lower Cretaceous. Lots numbered 9 and 12 probably
came from the same horizon, but they do not contain enough fossils to make this
certain. In the following list the locality designations are condensed from the
original labels:
1. West side of Kuskulana River. ..M"onoti.s sp. Triassic.
2. A short distance north of No. 1. J.fonoti.s sp. Triassic.
3. Bowlder in creek between the Lachina and Fohlin Creek, at Camp 9. Aucella
pallasi Keyserling. Jurassic?
4. East side of Fohlin Creek. Aucella sp. Weathered specimens, probably same as
last. Jurassic?
5. Three miles east of Fohlin Creek, between Camps 11 and 12.
Aucella pallasi Keyserling.
Ammonites-undetermined fragments. Jurassic.
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6. Canyon between Camp 13 and Kennicott Glacier.
Aucella pallasi Keyserling.
Ammonite fragments-different from those in lot 5. Jurassic?
7. \Vest lateral moraine of Kennicott Glacier. .Afonotis? Triassic?
8. Kennicott Glacier. .Afonotis. Triassic.
9. Top of high mountain east of Camp 20, on McCarthy Creek. Obscure plant
impressions pronounced unidentifiable by Professor Knowlton.
Rhynchonella? sp. Fragment. Jurassic?
Aucella sp. A single imprint.
12. Near same place as 9. Asta1·te.~ sp. Probably same horizon as the Aucellre.
13. Bowlder on flood plain of the Nizena River. .Afonotis? sp. Fragment. Triassic?
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A RECONNAISSANCE
ALONG THE CHANDLAR AND KOYUKUK RIVERS,
ALASKA, IN 1899.
By F. C.

ScHRADER.

INTRODUCTION.

The field work on which the following report is based was done
during the summer of 1899 by a party composed, besides the writer,
of :Messrs. T. G. Gerdine~ topographer, and H. B. Baker, G. H.
Hartman, T. F. Lundy, and D. C. Witherspoon. Funds for the
work were allotted from the appropriation for explorations in Alaska.
As much of the country to be visited north of the Arctic Circle, about
the headwaters of the Chandlar and Koyukuk rivers, had never been
explored, little or riothing wa-; known about its topographic or geologic
character. The purpose of the work, therefore, as set forth in the
official letter of instructions, was to make a geologic and topographic
reconnaissance of the Koyukuk district, embracing the upper branches
of Koyukuk River and contiguous territory, to gather all possible data
as to the topography, physiography, geology, and economic resources
of the district traversed, and to obtain such other information concerning routes of summer and winter travel and conditions of subsistence as might be of advantage in planning future expeditions.
The time spent in actual field work was eighty days, or about two
and two-thirds months, during which the work was extended by
instrumental traverse from Fort Yukon, by way of the Chandlar and
Koyukuk rivers, to Nulato, a distance of nearly 1,100 miles. Considerable n1aterial was collected, and many problems were disclosed
which, on account of other office work, could not be worked up during
the past winter (1899-1900). The following preliminary statement is
therefore submitted, so as to furnish, in a general way, such information as is desired by the practical prospector and miner and other
people vi~iting the region, the preparation of the final report being
deferred for later publication.
For courtesies and material assistance in expediting the shipment of
supplies and outfits over the Coast Range, the writer would acknowl447
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edge his indebtedness to Supt. C. J. Hawkins, of the Skagway, White
Pass and Yukon Railwa}r, to members of the Red Line Company, and
to the Canadian customs officials at Log Cabin; also to the Canadian
Development Company, which, in the journey down the Yukon,
extended a helping hand in the through shipment of freight.
For oral information obtained in the field thanks are due tQ prospectors and miners on the Chandlar and Koyukuk rivers and to Mr.
Gordon C. Bettles, a well-inforn1ed pioneer in the country and
keeper of the post at Bergman, on the Koyukuk. To this post a portion of the party's supplie;::;, shipped from Seattle, was successfully and
promptly delivered in good condition, via the all-water route, by the
Alaska Commercial Company.
Determinations of the Paleozoic fossils referred to in this report
were made by Dr. Geo. H. Girty; those of the Cretaceous, by Dr. T. W.
Stanton; whHe such fossil plant remains as could be collected were
examined by Dr. F. H. Knowlton. All of these paleo:r.tologists are
connected with the United States Geological Survey. The coal analyses
and mineral tests were made by the chemical laboratory of the Survey; the assays for gold and silver by E. E. Burlingame & Co., of
nA~TrA,O

-'-'\....11..1 \'V.I.'

/'1--.lr.

'-JV.LV•

In conclusion, thanks are due to all the men1bers of the party for
a con~tantly high efficiency of service, indispensable to the success
of an expedition in so remote a region, and often rendered under
conditions of trial and discomfort.
ITINJ1JRARY AND

~IETHODS

OF "\YORK.

The Koyukuk party of 1899, composed of six men, supplies, and
outfits embracing three PeterboTo canoes, was landed at· Skagway
June 30. From here, after some delay occasioned by congestion of
freight, snow-slides on the mountains, and unfavorable reports concerning the condition of lakes beyond the range, transportation was
by rail to "'\Vhite Pass summit, thence to the foot of Summit Lake by
horse sleds, thence 3 n1iles farther by pack animals to Camp C, and
from here to Lake Bennett by wagon. After a delay of several days
at Bennett on account of low· water in the lake, which kept the boats
aground, transportation was by steamboat down the Yukon to Fort
Yukon. Owing to shallow water and the consequent grounding of
the boats at Caribou Crossing and in :Jiar~h Lake seYeral transfers to
other vessels were necessary. From the head· of :Miles Canyon to the
foot of "'\Vhite Horse Rapids, a distance of about 3 miles, transportation was by horse tramway. ....1\t Dawson another change was necessary to a so-called "down-river" boat. On the upper river the boats
were already overcrowded with .Nome passengers,. but below Dawson
the press became very much worse. so that a short night's lodging in
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one:s own blanket on the hurricane deck, on the floor of the eabin. or in
the 'vood pile of the engine room was considered a luxnrr.
As the astronomic position of Fort Yukon was known, having been
determined by Captain Raymond, 1 after verification of the observations by ~Ir. Gerdine, field work was begun at this point by canoe
.June 22. From here it was carried 26t miles down the Yukon to the
mouth of Chandlar River; thence 200 miles up the Chandlar to its
headwaters, and by portage across the mountains to the headwaters of
the Koyukuk, and "700 miles down this river to Nulato, also a point of
known astronomic position. 2
The, ascent of Chandlar River was made by towing or "tracking"
the canoes up by line, and the use of oars, poles, paddles, or wading,
as the varying conditions required. During most of this section of
the trip it required hard work to make 4 or 5 miles a day, on account
of the swiftness of the current and the frequently impassable condition of the banks for tracking. At Chandlar Rapids (Pl. LXI, .A) it
was found necessary to portage canoes and cargo for about one-eighth
of a mile. Between the headwaters of the Chandlar and those of the
Koyukuk, a portage (see Pl. LXI, B) of 15 milP,s, a few days' aid was
received from a white prospector and a few Chandlar River natives.
From the mouth of Bettles River, on the Koyukuk, the party
ascended Dietrich River for a distance of 20 miles. From the mouth
of Slate Creek a detachment of the party in charge of Mr. D. C. vVitherspoon portaged across to the South Fork of the Koyukuk and carried a
compass traverse down that stream to its confluence with :Middle Fork,
a distance of approximately 140 miles. Later the progress of the party
was somewhat expedited by the employment of two prospectors to
help carry on the work in descending the Koyukuk below Bergman.
The work was finally completed at Nulato September 14, whence the
party returned home- by way of St. Michael and Unalaska, after visiting the newly discovered Nome gold region on the way.
In the absence of monuments or sight points for triangulation
through the Yukon Flats and along the Chandlar and the lowlands
of the Koyukuk, the instrumental measurement was carried on by
stadia. Through the less flat and the mountainous country it was by
triangulation. A stop was made ev?ery three or four days to ascend
mountains and occupy prominent stations for this work. The journey
to these points, sometimes 5 or 6 miles from the river, also afforded
opportunity, though rather limited, for topographic and geologico bservations and for photography. The astronomic and. other principal
observations were made by transit, and the topography was done principally by means of the plane table and telescope alidade.
I The position of this place is latitude 66° 33' 47", longitude 145° 17' 47".
Report of a reconnoi~sance
of the Yukon River, Alaska Territory, 1869, by Capt. Charles W. Raymond: Ex. Doc. No. 12, Senate,
Forty-secuncl Congress, first se~sion.
2 Loc. cit.
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TABLES OF

Dis~.rANCES

BY HIVER.

Distances by river along the Chandlar from nw1.tth of 1·iver on the Yukon to swnmil of
Chrmdlar River-Robert Creek-Koyukuk portage.
[Surveyed by T. G. Gerdine in 1899-by triangulation and stadia.]

I

Distance
from
mouth of
Chandlar
River on the
Yukon.

Locality.

Distance
from
summi.t of
portage.

I---------------------------------------------l------------1--------11Iiles.

Jliles.

::\Iouth of Chandlar River ...................... .
Native houses, or Fish Camp .................... .
Camp 11, at edge of flats and mountains ......... .
Mouth of East Fork of Chandlar River .......... .
Mouth of ::\fiddle Fork ......................... .
'Vest Fork or portage to South Fork of :I(oyukuk ..
Chandlar River rapids .......................... .
::\Iouth of Chandlar Lake ..................... _..
Camp 23, at head of Chandlar Lake ... _......... .
Baby Creek .................................... .
Portage to Middle Fork of Chandlar River ....... .
Camp 28, at mouth of Portage Creek ............ .
Summit of Robert Creek-Koyukuk portage ...... .

0
7.44
60.04
65.54
96.74
11-1.54

121. 89
129.89
136.39
138.89
158.49
193
197

~OTE.-From

197
189.66
137.96
131.46
100.26
82.46
75.11
67. 11
60.61
58.11
38.51

iJ

Camp 28, at mouth of Portage Creek, to forks above it, is 7 miles,
or 204 miles from mouth of river.
Distances by riva ·along the Koyukuk from summit of Chandlw· River-Robert CreekKoyukuk portage (latitude 67° 501 , longitnde J4..9°) to the mouth of Koyukuk River
on the Y·ukon.
[Surveyed by '1'. G. Gerdine by triangulation and stadia in 1899.]

I

Locality.

Distance
Distance
from summit of from mouth of
Chandlar RiverKoyukuk on .
Robert Creek- Yukon to :-;umnut

Ko~~l~~tf~~tfge 1 ~[,~~-~n0~={t
Koyukuk on
Yukon.

,

I Creek-Koyukuk
portage.

--------------------------------1-------------J------------

Sm~1mit

of Chandlar ~iyer-Robert Creekh.oyukuk portage ...................... .
Sheep Creek ...... ___ . ___ ......... _...... .
Camp :30 and Horace Peak ............... .
Head of Robert Creek Canyon ............ .

I

1

."~files.

j

10.50
12
16.50

663.87
653.37
651. 87 '
647.37

19.75
27

644.12
636.87

0

)lout::::::~ :C~~k :~~:h~d: ~~ ~~ttle::
1

Miles. ·

.I
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Distances by river along the Koyttkt~k from summit of Chandlar River-Robert CreekKoyukuk portage (latitude 67° 501 , longitttde 149°) to the mouth of Koyukuk Rirer
on the Yukon-Continued.

r--I
1

I

Loca

Distance from
Distance from
summit of
· Q10uth of
Chandlar RiverKoyukuk on
Robert Creek- ,Yukon to summit,

1-

1ty.

Ko[~l~~~R~~\age 1 ~f,~~1r:~:~t
Koyukuk on
Yukon.

Creek-Koyukuk
portage.

I- - - - J - - J - - 1
Jiile.~.

I

:Mary Creek. _____________________________ _
, Limestone Creek _________________________ _
I

I,·

Lower Canyon on Bettles River _______ ~ ___ _
Confluence of Bettles and Dietrich rivers,
forming ::\iiddle Fork of Koyukuk River._
One and One-half M.ile Canyon ... _. ______ .
~elson Creek . ________ .. __ . ______________ _
'Viseman Creek ____ . _. ____ . ______________ _
::\iarion Creek ________ . _. __ . __ . ____ . _. ____ _
Camp 37, at mouth of Slate Creek _________ _
Porcupine Creek _________________ . _______ _
Camp 38, at mouth of Rose Creek. ________ _
Twelvemile Creek. ___ . ____ . __ . ___________ _
Tramway Bar, at head of canyon._. _______ _
Pasco Creek _____ . _____ . _. _. _. _____ . _. _.....
South Creek . _______ . __ . __ . _______ . ______ .
North Fork of Koyukuk ...... ____________ _
Harriet Creek _______ - . - - - - - - ___ - - - - - _____ _
Creek from south. ________________________ _
Hokotena River ___________________ . ______ .

Color~d Creek~ _____ - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~
TotsenbetnaR1ver. _. _. ___________________ _
, Fickett River ____________ . ______ . _______ _
1

' Twomile Bluff, on left and right __________ _

~~:~:y~~r~ ~~-~~~;~~~-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~I
Sozhekla River. ______ .. _______ . _____ . ____ _
Head of islands _____ . _. _. ___ . _ . ____ . _____ _
Allen River _____________ . ________ ~ __ . ____ _
Arctic Circle _____________________________ _
Bergman a. ______________________________ _
Arctic City ____ . ______ . _________________ . _
Oldman Creek ___________________________ _
Red Mountain ____ . ___ .. _____ .. _____ . ____ _
Cretaceous fauna in limestone ... __ . _______ _

11liles.

28.50
30
37.50

635.30.
633.87
626.37

41
51
59
64.10
73
77.25
80.25
83.85
85.85
94.25
96.25
104.25
114.06
117.36
125.86
126.21
133.31
141.13
154.09
158.48
172.27
176.27
187.29
199.56
213.46
219. 79
223.29
227.32
227.44
259.82
288.07

622.87
612.87
604.77
599. 77
590.87
586.62
583.62
580.02
578.02
569.62
567.62
559.62
549.81
546.51
538.01
537.66
530.56
522. 74
509. 78
505.39
491. 60
487.60
476.58
464.31
450.41
444. OS
440.58
;436.55
436.43
404.05

375.80

------------------------------~----------~-----

a The Arctic Circle is

n miles· north of Bergman in direct line.

i
1

I'

1

I
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Distances by river along the Koyukuk from summit of Chandla1· River-Robert CreekKoyttkuk portage (latitude 67° 501 , longitude 149°) to the mouth of Koyukuk River
on the Yukon-Continued.

I

Distance from
IChandlar
summit of
River-

Distance from
summit of
Koyukuk on
Robert Creek- Yukon to summit
Koyukuk portage
of Chandlar
to mouth of
River-Robert
Koyukuk on
Creek-Koyukuk
portage.
Yukon.

Locality.

ltfiles.

Head of islands, Waite Island ... _....... _..
Camp 50, Alashuk River ... __ ._ .... _.. _. _..
Cretaceous fauna in limestone ..... __ ... _...
Cretaceous fauna, bluff on right bank. ____ ..
Creek from southeast .... __ .............. _.
Batza River ...............................
Hogatza River. ___ . ___ ..... _..............

294.44
297.07
305.07
312.00
325.97
341. 76
369. 14
386.24
419.67
440.47
462.22
469.08
484.66
507.99
529.95
587.49
604.27
611.03
663.87

Point ·winthrop, south rapids, head of island.
Dakli River ...............................
End of Cut-off and Treats islands .... _......
Huslia River ..............................
Native village on left .......... _...........
Stream from west; bluffs begin on right ....
Dulbi River .. _.. _...... _..................
Dagitli River and native village ....... _....
Kateel (?) River._ ....... _.................
Bitzla Rivera .... -----------------------Gisasa River .... __ ..... ____ ...............
:Mouth of Koyukuk River on Yukon .. __ ...

Miles.

369.43
366.80
358.80
351.87
337.90
322.11
294. 73
277.63
244.20
223.40
201.65
194.79
179.21
155.88
133.92
76.38
59.60

-52~84

J

Distances along Diet1·ich River from its mouth and front m.outh of Koyukuk.

I
I
i

I

Locality.

Distance from
confluence of Dietrich and Betties rivers, forming South Fork
of Koyukuk, up
Dietrich River to
David Creek.

!

Confluence of Dietrich and Bettles riverf",
forming South Fork of Koyukuk ......... ·.
Gibson Creek .......................... __ .
Fault ::\fountain ......................... _.
David Creek .. __ ... _...... _......... _.. _..

Miles.

0
17
20
23.50

Distance by
river from mouth
of Koyukuk
River on Yukon
to points on Dietrich River above
confluence of
Dietrich and Bettles rivers, forming South Fork
of Koyukuk.
Jiiles.

622.87
639.87
642.87
646.37

I

a Bitzlatoilocta on Lieutenant Allen's map (1885).

NoTE.-From mouth of Koyukuk River on Yukon down the Yukon to Koyukuk
Station is 5.45 miles. and from mouth of Koyukuk to Xulato is 22.20 miles.
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App1·oximate distances by rit·er along Sot!ih Fork of Koyt~l..·.uk.

Locality.

Confluence of South and ~'liddle forks of
Koyukuk ....... : ... __ .............. __ ..
Union City -- __ ..... _________ . ____ . ______ _

~~~~fl~~~~~ocl
Distance from
Middle and South mouth of Kovuforks of Koyukuk. kuk, on Yukon.
.lfiles.

Fish Creek _. _.... - __ . ____ . ___ _. _.. __ . __ _
Seaforth ______ . __ . _______________________ _
Soo City _____ .. _____________ . ____ . ___ . ___ _
Jimtown and Jim Creek __________ .. _..... .
Cripple Creek. __ .. ____ ... __ ... ___ .. ______ _
Mosquito Fork ..... ____ ._ ... _... __ ._ .... _.
Hungarian Creek __ ... ___________________ _

I

Jiiles.

115

. 487.60
488.60
518.60
532.60
537.60
552.60
581.60
594.60
602.60

145

632.60

0
1

31
45
50
65
94
107

Su:~mit of portage between South Fork of

~ukuk

and '\Vest Fork of Chandlar _...

Approximate distances .front mouth of Slate Creek on .Middle Fork of Koyukuk to month of
Hungar'icm Creek on South Fork of Koyu'kuk.

I\ - - - - - - - - - - Locnlity.

ll\fouth

1\Iouth of
_of
Slate Creek. H'(;~~~{1_an

------Jiile.s.

Mouth of Slate Creek on Middle Fork of Koyukuk._
Mouth of :\1yrtle Creek (up Slate Creek) __________ ._

i

0
8

Nile.~.

'

20
12

Summit of portage between Slate Creek and Hun1

M:::~~~~~:~~,;~,~-0~: ~;, s~;,t~~,k--oi ~~~~~,;k:[_

13
20

~J

HOU'TES AND rrHAI:T...S.

The Chandlar and Koyukuk River regions form no exception to the
rule of Alaskan travel. The almost invariable means is by boat or
canoe along the waterways in summer, and overland by trail with the
use of dog sleds in winter. The term" trail," as used in Alaska~ refers
. more particularly to the passable condition of the country than to any
:foot-beaten path or well-worn line of travel. This i:; especially true
of the Chandlar and Koyukuk regions.
CHANDLAR RIVER BASIN.

Fm·t Yitkon to Indian village inflats.-A native trail is known to
lead from Fish Camp, on the Yukon, to the Indian village in the flats
on the Chandlar River, about 8 miles above its mouth. This same
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point is reached by overland trail in winter from Fort Yukon aeross
the Porcupine River.
Fort Yukon to East Fo'rk of ChandletT River.-From Fish Camp,
above mentioned, the route continues up the Chandlar River to near
the edge of the flats, thence more directly northwestward through the
low mountains to East Fork village, a distance of about 80 miles from
Fort Yukon. In winter the East Fork natives,. it is reported, sometin1es travel eastward to the Porcupine and then descend that river to
Fort Yukon.
Lake Creek, Gret'l)e Oreek, and jJfiddle Fork tntil.-This is a short
route of about 20 miles between the main Chandlar River above the
lake and the head waters of )1iddle Fork, by way of Lake Creek and
Grave Creek. So far as known, it is used only by the natives in their
hunting and fishing trips.
(Intnite Creek and Sw~ft Rivel' trrtil.-On the Chandlar River
below West Fork the country is reported to be easily passable up
Granite Creek and by way of a low portage down "Swift River," and
possibly the lower part of the Dall to the Yukon near Fort Hamlin.
The Chandlar River natives are reported to use this route occasionally
in going to Fort Hatnlin for trading purposes.
Geroe Creek and Sheep Creek trail.-Tbis merely denotes that the
country is passable with light pack over the mountainous divide
between the heads of these two creeks, the latter of which drains
·westward, finally reaching the Koyukuk. The rise seems to be considerable. The distance is about 15 miles.
Baby Creek and Sheep OJ•eek trail.-This leads from the region
about the bead of Chandlar Lake by way of Baby Creek to the head
of Sheep Creek, above mentioned. The divide, however, seems to be
high and rugged. The route is probably but little used, even by the
natives, and then only in their hunting trips. The length of the trail,
. from the mouth of Baby Creek to the mouth of Sheep Creek, is about
20 n1iles.
RobePt Creek po1·tage.-This is the route used by the party during
the past summer (1899) ·in portaging from practically the head of
navigation on the Chandlar River to that of Robert Creek, on the
Koyukuk River, a distance of 15 to 20 miles. Considering the ruggedness of the surrounding country, the portage is good. On the
Chandlar River side it follows along the slope of a prominent sway in
the divide, shown in Pl. LXI, B. At the bottom of the sway a steepwalled canyon has been intrenched to a depth of 100 feet or more.
The summit of the portage has an elevation of about 3,000 feet, the
rise being about 1,000 feet above the Chandlar River.
Cnandlm· RiveJ•-Dietricl~ Ri?.:er tntil.-It is also possible that by
ascending Chandlar RhTer above the sixty-eighth parallel to very near
its headwaters, and going light, a portage could be made across to the
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The natives, however, denounce this region as_ very

West Fork of Olwndla1· to .So-uth FodL of I1oy~tkuk.-From reports
of a few prospectors who have crossed this portage it is known to
be easy and the dhride low (see·map, Pl. LX), so that during the wet
::;eason or at high water the. dl:stance of actual portage between
points of canoe navigation is reduced to 10 miles or less. The creek
through which the western side drains into the South Fork of the
Koyukuk is said to be called Eldorado. During the past season (1899)
many of the 1niners on the Upper Koyukuk were contemplating
sledding their supplies from Fort Yukon up the Chantllar River and
into the Koyukuk by this route. It traverses little if any rough
country, but the distance is about 150 miles frmn Fort Yukon.
Ohandlar River and Rwrnpart Toute.-Tbis name is here given to
the route followed southward by some of the Chandlar natives, along
the divide between the Koyukuk and the Yukon to Fort Hamlin,
at the head of the Lower Ramparts, for tr3:~ing purposes.
KOYUKUK RIVER BASIN.

I1oynkuk Rivm" 1·oute.-The easiest and most practicable way of
entering the Koyukuk region in summer, especially with freight, is to
ascend the Koyukuk by: flat-bottomed steamboat. About 1,500 people
entered the country in this way during the season of 1898. Bergman
(see Pl. LXII, A), 440 miles above the mouth of the river, is reached
by steamboat throughout the open season. This may, in a general
way, be considered the head of steamboat navigation on the Koyukuk.
Above Bergman certain sections of the river contain bars and shallows
which render navigation more or less difficult except at high water.
During high water, however, steamboats ascended to above Tramway
Bar, 100 miles or more above Bergman, and also for considerable distances up the Allen and other large northwest tributaries during the
summers of 1898 and 1899.
Dall River trail.-This route leaves the Yukon River at the head
of the Lower Ramparts, near Fort Hamlin, leads northward up the
Dall River, then northwestward over the divide, and descends Fish
Creek to the South Fork of the Koyukuk near the Arctic Circle, a
distance by trail of about 100 miles from the Yukon.· Up to the present time this has apparently been the principal overland route used by
prospectors in entering the Koyukuk. By continuing farther up the
Dall some have descended Jim Creek, thus reaching the South Fork
of the Koyukuk at Jimtown. It is reported to be also feasible to
cross from the Dall to Oldman Creek and down this strean1 to the
Koyukuk below Bergman. This latter, however, seems quel::ltionable,
as the portage must be very long.
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Ra!nJJCtrt and Hoyn Creek trail.-This route, is known by report
only, but it is said to be easier and shorter than the Dall River trail.
It is reported to ascend Hoyn Creek, a tributary of the Yukon, near
Rampart, cross a low pass in the mountains, and thence a wide, level
stretch of country, a total distance of a1)out 90 miles, and to con1e out
on the Koyukuk about 80 miles above Bergman, probably at Fish
Creek, the same as the Dall River trail.
Toz? tntil.-Tbis route leaves the Yukon about 6 1niles. below the
mouth of the Tozi River and leads nearly northward, mostly along
the low divide between the Tozi and Melozi rivers, to near the head of
Oldman Creek;which it descends to the Koyukuk, near Bergman. This
is the route followed by Lieutenant Alle~1 in 1885. Its length from
the Yukon to the l{oyukuk is about 90 miles. The Tozi 1nay also be
ascended by canoe nearly to its headwaters, and the route !20ntinued
thence by portage to Oldman Creek, a~:~ above.
To Fort Yukon by rway o.f Olwndlw' River.-This route has already
been noted under the Chandlar River region trails. Leaving the South
Fork of the Koyukuk by \Yay of Eldorado Creek and crossing the low
divide, it descends the West Fork of Chandlar River, thence down the
river as directly as practicable and across the Yukon Flats to :Fort
Yukon, about 100 miles distant from the Koyukuk.
~1J,Iiddle Fork route to Ol~andla1' River.-Thi.s route, as explained on
page 454, is up Bettles River and Robert Creek, and thence by a
15-mile portage to the headwaters of the Chandlar, about 50 n1iles
by river above Chandlar Lake. The portage is fair, but the curre.nt
in Bettles River and Robert Creek is too. swift and the bed too bowldery to permit a safe or easy ascent with a loaded canoe or boat.
Allen1 Rifvm' to If:mvak River.- A route is known to exist by way of
Allen to the headwaters of the Kowak, but as it seems to be used only
in winter, the length of the portage is not known. Some Kowak River
prospectors sledded across it to the Koyukuk in March, 1899. The
Allen is a large strean1 and can be ascended nearly 40 miles by a lightdraft, flat-bottomed steamboat.
The country is also said to be portageable between the headwaters
of the Alashuk and the Kowak rivers, and also between the Dagitli
and the Kowak. This latter portage was made hy Captain Stone in
1885 .
.1.Vulato tl'ail.-This is a "cut-off" or short oyer land trail of about
25 ~iles from the west bend of the Koyukuk about T milt's aboye the
mouth of the riYer to Nulato. In winter a sledge trail leading directly
north from :Nulato up the I{oyukuk is sometimes used.
Koyukuk and _._i..'J'ctic coast tl'ail.-According to reports which r;eem
to be authentic, the :\Ialamut natives of the Arctic coast ha.Ye. been
known to visit the head o£ the Koyukuk Basin. They are suppo~ed
1

Formerly" Tozikakat." ".\llenknknt.'' et<-.

For .\la~kan names see pp.-!i'/-,')()9 of thi~ report.
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to have found passage through the mountains at the head of Dietrich
River and to have descended tp.is stream, but of this there is no certainty. The country in this region, however, is too rugged to be of
promise for a practicable route of any sort, as shown in. Pl. LXV, .A,
and on the map (Pl. LX).
POPUJ..JATION.
CHANDLAR RIVER.

1Vatives.-By estimate the Chandlar River natives number about 50
in all. _._--\. small settlement, of which the nucleus is a coup~~ of cabins,
is found in the flats about 7 miles above the mouth of the river. Most
of the natives, however, live be:yond the flats, in the mountainous part
of the country. Their principal village is on East Fork, remote from
the influence of the Yukon travel and traffic. For subsistence they
depend principally upon game and fish. A few months during· the
coldest part of the winter are spent in log cabins or winter tents, and
the remainder of the year in roaming about, wherever game or fish
may furnish food. In winter the skins collected during the year are
exchanged for tea, tobacco, clothing, and other necessities, at Fort
Yukon and Fort Hamlin. Though the natives subsist almost exclu.sively upon game and fi8h, with some berries during summer, they
ha:ve .a keen relish for white man's food. They are shiftless and
improvident, and their destitution and suffering are occasionally
great. They are, however, comparatively intelligent. Son1e who
have attended 1uission schools at Fort Hamlin have learned to read and
write.
WAites.-Four white men, all prospectors, were the only whites in
the region in 1899. Two of these were connected with the natives by
marriage.
KOYUKUK RIVER.

Natives.- The Koyukuk natives, also known as Koyukons, number
fewer than 200, so far as can be judged. The Eleventh Census places
the number a.t 174. Their habits· of life are much the same as those
of the Chandlar natives. They have no cabins on the extreme upper
waters much above the sixty-seventh parallel. At present the population, so far as observed, is ~mattered along the river in small villages
containing but a few families and cabins, generally near the mouth of
some tributary. There are also some on the Allen and other tributaries. So far as learn.ed, there are no missions nea1.·er than Nulato and
Fort Hamlin.
Nulato seems to have been their chief trading post before the location of the post on the upper river. At these upper posts the natives
are frequently employed by the whites, and some are also employed
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by tho river steamboats. They are generally peaceful. Types of the
Koyukuk natives are shown in Pl. LXIII. _A.
Whites.-Until two years ago the white population of the Koyukuk
was s1nall, though there had been a post on the site of Arctic City for
some tin1e, and the country was visited by a few prospectors earl:y in
the nineties or before. During the Klondike rush of 1898 there was
an intlux of nearly 1,500 people, 1nainly would-be prospectors or gold
~eekers, embracing men of nearly every profession and calling, organized in parties of from 20 to 80. They ascended the river in flatbottonled steamboats to various points, where they spent the winter.
One of the largest white settlements during 1898-99 was at the present site of Arctic City, almost on the Arctic Circle, where a town of 500
or 600 people was formed, which was lighted by electricity throughout the long, dark winter. ~lany also wintered at Bergman, Union
City, Peavey, and other points. On the opening of navigation the following spring (1899) most of this population, having gained some
experience and seeing little gold in sight, descended the river by boat
and left the country, some going to Capo Nome and many returning
to the States. In August, 1899, there were estimated to be about 100
white men in the country, n1ainly miners and prospectors, about the
new discoveries on Slate Creek and neighboring streams. ·There were
also some on the South Fork and others at Bergman, Arctic City, and
Peavey (see LXII, B). They were prepared to remain in the country during the winter of 1899.
The principal supply post is at Bergman (Pl. LXII, A), near the
Arctic Circle, at the head of steamboat navigation. on the Koyukuk.
The post is kept by Pickarts, Bettles & Pickarts, to whorn supplies
are delivered each season by the Alaska Commercial Company. During the past season there was also a liberal supply of canned goods
stored at Peavey, and preparations were being made by Pickarts,
Bettles & Pickarts to open a new post on Slate ·Creek, in the newly
discovered diggings. Much freight was en route for this purpose.
According to reports, many people went ipto the region from the
various camps along the Yukon during the months of February and
l\1arch, 1900.
CLI~IATE.

The climate on the Chandlar River is similar to that on the Upper
Yukon. but is not so bright nor usually so warm in summer. The
amount of precipitation is small. During the summer there is con~iderable cloudiness, with some foggy. showery, stormy, or windy
da~-s= but no great amount of rainfall.
The average temperature, as
taken on the trip, during the month of July, 1899, was approximately 55c F., with a maximum of 73°; for the month of August the
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average was about 58°, with a maximun1 of 74°. The winter season
is also much the same as at Fort Yukon, but it is possibly somewhat
colder, as it is farther north. Prospectors report a temperature of
from 60° to 70° below zero in the month of F.ebruary. On cutting
holes through the ice in Chandlar Lake, in March, to procure water
and fish, the ice was found to be 6t feet thick.
In the upper part of the l{oyukuk Basin the climate seems to be
about the same as on the Chandlar River, but faTther down it is
moister, partaking more of the nature of the climate about Nulato
and the Lower Yukon, with an increased amount of precipitation.
According to the records of Mr. \V. H. \Vindrick, keeper of the post
at Peavey, ice was running on the river nt Peavey as early as September 20, 1898, and about a month later the river was frozen over and
remained so until spring. February is reported to he the coldest
n1onth, during which the average temperature was 55° below zero,
and the minilnum 72° below. At Jimtown, 30 miles north of Peavey,
on the South Fork, a 1ninimun1 of 80° below zero is reported to have
been recorded by spirit thermometer. At Peavey the ice on the river
broke on the 19th of May, 1899, and the water reached its highest mark
. for that season, about 6 feet above normal, early in July.
ANil\fA.T.1

LI~'E.

The following list of animals, based entirely on observations of the
party and on authentic reports of prospectors, though reliable as far
as it goes, is probably incomplete.
Quadnpeds.-Moose, caribou, mountain sheep, bear, wolf, mink,
squirrel, and porcupine are found on the Chandlar River. They are
nearly all confined to the mountainous part of the region. To the
natives moose, caribou, mountain sheep, and bear are the principal
large game. All a~·e very in1portant for food and clothing. Moose
are not plentiful, hut some are taken each year by the natives. Caribou are seen in the region only occasionally during the migrating season, usually in herds, but are not known to remain long.
During the grazing season the sheep range in the mountains along
the upper waters of both the Chandlar and Koyukuk rivers, but in
winter they find refuge in the n1ore sheltered lowlands of the Koyukuk.
The only species of bear learned of is the black bear, an animal of medium size. The large brown bear may, however, be
present.
The wolves seen by the party were large-sized gray wolves, one of
which was killed. These animals may be seen both in the flats and in
the mountains.
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The principal squirrel i~ a large brown-striped ground squirrel.
This small animal is very abundant. Its home is in the lower reaches
of the valleys, where it burrows extensively. It is usually caught in
steel traps, like a rat. Its flesh is much used by the natives for food
and its pelts are made into clothing.
·
Fish,.-The principal fish is salmon. Both king salmon and dog
salmon are reported to ascend the East Fork of the Chandlar, where
they are caught and dried iri a small way by the natives for food.
They do not, however, reach the lake or. the main river, probably
owing to the swift rapids, which they apparently can not ascend. A
rather large-sized fish known as white-fish is also much used. Pike,
pickerel, and two other species of fish are reported to occur in the
lake. In the small lakes away from the river fine speckled trout and
several other kinds of fish are said to be found.
Birds.-The principal indigenous birds are the grouse and ptarmigan. In summer geese and ducks are found along the streams and
lakes. The gull is common, and hawks, buzzards, and a crow or black
raven were also noted. The region is also visited by many species of
the smaller migratory birds of the temperate climate during the summer months.
Insects.-The principal and most annoying insects noted were the
n1osquito, throughout the region, and Pedicitl'tts ·ve8ti;nenti, on the
natives. The n1osquitoes, however, were not so numerous as in most
other years. A few bees and some medium-sized butterflies were noted
about the wild flowers in the valleys, and a few species of beetles are
common.
VEGETATION.

A hasty collection of the flora of the region was made by the writer
along the route, of whjch a list and fuller description will be published
later.
The principal timber on both the Kojrnkuk and Chandlar rivers is
spruce. Different species of poplar, with birch, alder, and willow,
are also present. In the flats along the Chandlar River the stand of
spruce is much the same as elsewhere in the Yukon Flats. It varies
from dense to thin, with occasionally more or less barren areas. The
trees, which seem in general to be young, probably average less than
a foot in diameter at the base. In certain localities, howe,Ter, some
exceed 2 feet and attain a height of nearljr 100 feet. In the mountainous part of the valley, below \Vest Fork, the timber line rise.::; to
an elevation of about 2,600 feet. One of the best timber areas, covering probably one hundred or more square miles, occurs in the lowland southwest of the Big Bend below \Yest Fork. Here the timber
is nearly all spruce.
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On the granitic belt of rocks along· the south side of the valley, from
a point opposite East Fork nearly to Granite Creek, the timber is
represented principally by a fair stand of young birch. Above Chandlar Lake the timber line usually rises but a few hundred feet above the
edge of the valley flat, where the timber already becomes quite
dwarfed. In the n1ore open tributary gulches, however, the timber
may ascend considerably higher, but usually ceases at a height of 600
or 700 feet above Chandlar Ri,rer Valley, nor does any occur much
above the head forks, at about 7 or 8 miles above Robert Creek portage. On the Koyukuk side of the portage the timber line is again
found at about the same elevation. TimbJr is fir~t scen on Robert
Creek, about 8 miles fr01n the summit of the portage, or about 11
miles from timber line on the Chandlar River side. Toward the head
of Dietrich Ri~rer, on the Koyukuk, the timber seems to vunish much
the same as on the Chandlar River.
From the confluence of the Dietrich and Bettles rivers. the timber,
which occurs more or less all the way down the Koyukuk, is principally spruce and cottonwood. On the lower 5 or 6 miles of Slate
Creek many of the trees approach 2 feet in dian1eter and are 80 or 100
feet in height, while some may exceed this.
Heavy timber is also reported to occur on the Allen and other large
northwest tributaries. A sawmill is operated at Bergman and one at
Union City.
Considerable birch also occurs on the Koyukuk. Of that observed
none was larger than 5 or 6 inches in diameter. The alder and willow,
both on the Koyukuk and Chandlar rivers, though often of dense and
rank growth, do not attain to real tree or timber size.
Roses and other wild flowers grow in some localities in more or less
profusion. Grass, usually in limited amount, occurs in small patches
along the margins of the streams and elsewhere in the valley flats.
Some also grows on the mountains up to a height of 4,000 or more feet,
where it forms the grazing ranges of the n1ountain sheep.
The most universal type of vegetation throughout both regions is the
moss. Here, as elsewhere in Alaska, the surface is nearly everywhere
clothed with it. It extends from the flats into the mountains to an
elevation of nearly 5,000 feet.
Qf the edible vegetable products growing wild the principal are the
blueberry, red currant, and salmon berry. The blueberry is nearly
everywhere abundant, and is extensively used. The currant is not so
comn1on, though in some localities it is quite abundant. Cranberries
and moss 'berries also abound.
At Bergman ordinary garden vegetables were grown by Mr. Bettles
with fair success, while in the mission gardens at Nulato~ conducted in
cooperation with the natives, the more hardy vegetables are grown on
a somewhat large scale.
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GEOGRAPHY.

The country under consideration lies in the north-central part of
Alaska, between the Yukon River on the south and the Arctic Ocean
on the north, anci our line of reconnaissance extended for a distance
of more than 1,000 miles. It can not, therefore, be considered as a
compact area, but may be best described in two parts. The first part
extends from Fort Yukon, at the great bend or elbow of the Yukon
River and on the Arctic Circle, in approximately 66t 0 north latitude
and 145° west longitude, for about 170 miles in a straight line, or more
than 200 ·miles by river, northwest into the highland or mountainous
country, in approximately 68° north latitude and 150° west longitude.
The southeastern "70 or more miles of the belt lies· in the well-known
Yukon Flats, while the remaining northwestern portion lies in the
highland belt and rugged n1ountains, where much of the country had
never before been explored.
The second part of the route, which forms practically a right angle
with the first, traverses a considerable belt of country, extending fron1
the mountains in the region of the sixty-eighth parallel about 330 miles
in a straight line, or nearly "700 miles by river, southwestward to Nulato,
below the mouth of the Koyukuk River, on the Yukon, in approximately 64! 0 north latitude and 158° west longitude. It is about 1"70
miles i)1 a straight line fron1 St. ::Vlichael. The northeastern SO miles
lies in the rugged region on the south slope of the Rocky )'fountains,
while the remaining 250 miles are in the low, rolling, and somewpat
flat country of the Koyukuk Valley.
At the most northern point attained the two parts of the route form,
as stated, a right angle and the two sides of a right-angled triangle.
Of this the eastern, or Chandlar, part of the route fron1 Fort Yukon
to the sixt}T-eighth parallel forms the shorter leg, and the western, or
Koyukuk, the longer leg, while the Yukon River from Fort Yukon to
Nulato, a distance of about 400 miles, forms the hypotenuse. Portions of the country lying within this large triangle between the
Yukon and the Koyukuk have been visited by prospectors and explorers, but much yet remains to be explored, especially from a geologic
and topographic point of view. The same is more forcibly true of
the rugged region north of the route traversed, between the sixtyeighth parallel and the Arctic Ocean, and especially of the large area
of northwestern Alaska between the Koyukuk and the Arctic coast on
the northwest.
TOPOGRAPHY AND DRAINAGE.
YUKON BASIN AND PLATEAU.

Since the area considered lies within the drainage basin of the
Yukon, it will be well to note, though very briefly, the aspect of this
great natural feature of the earth's surface in Alaska.
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The Yukon River heads in British Columbia and the Northwest Territory. Omitting its great northward bend or elbow at Fort Yukon 1
its trend· is, roughly considered, nearly westward through .Alaska to
Bering Sea, approximately along the sixty-third parallel. In area this
drainage basin ranks among the largest river S}7 Stems of the world, covering some 440,000 square miles. It consists, for the most pa1~t, of an
elevated and more or less deeply dissected highland, to which has been
applied the name Yukon Plateau. It is virtually an extensive northwestward expansion of the British Colmnbia Plateau, which gradually
widens as the mountains diverge northward and finally embrace the
Yukon Plateau. The general elevation of this plateau is about 5,000
feet, but it.descends toward the northwest and inwar_d toward the axis
of the basin.
The mountains which skirt the plateau on the south and rise high
above it are the St. Elias and other coast ranges, and. farther north the
Alaskan Mountajns, while those which form its boundary line on the
east and northeast are the Rocky l\1ountains, these being the northward
continuation of the Rocky lVIountains of the lJnited States. In their
extension northward through the Northwest Territory near to the
Arctic co"ast they continue to form the Continental Divide, and they
here form the watershed which separates the drainag·e flowing eastward
into the Mackenzie :from that flowing westward. into the Yukon Basin.
Near the Arctic Ocean the Rocky Mountains spread westward, embracing the Davidson Range and :forming the divide between the Arctic
Ocean on the north and the Yukon Basin on the south. They are
reported to soon diminish in height and to die out at about the one
hundred and :forty-first meridian. Here, however, the elevation is
still from 5,000 to 7,000 feet, and, judging from observations during
the past season, the mountains may be continued westward at .about
this elevation in a rugged highland belt, some 50 or more miles in
width, to the one hundred and fifty-first meridian, beyond which they
probably diminish more or less rapidly in elevation.
In looking northward from the top o:f the mountains at Chandlar
Lake, the more distant and highest of these mountains seen between
the one hundred and fffty-first and one hundred and :forty-ninth
meridians have the appearance o:f being fronted by several successively
lower subranges or narrow belts of dissected country; but in general
a distant view from the top o:f the mountains across a wide stretch of
country gives the aspect of a deeply dissected :former plateau, the peaks
and dominant crests having a general level (see Pl. LXIV, A). To
a part of these mountains, between the one hundred and forty-first
and one hundred and forty-fourth parallels, apparently overlooking the
tundra belt which skirts the Arctic Ocean, the names Franklin and
Romanoff mountains have been given.
On the south, in the region vi~:;ited, these mountains descend somewhat rapidly :from 5,000 feet to the edge of the Yukon Plateau, about
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3~000 feet in elevation, crossing the Chandlar and the Koyukuk rivers
a little north of the sixty-seventh parallel, the former above \Vest Fork
and the latter in the region of Slate Creek. From Slate Creek the
edge seems to continue, with some decrease in height, northwestward
across the upper waters of the several large tributaries of the Koyukuk,
all of which seen1 to head in the Inountains beyond the edge of the
plateau.
From the intervening region an extension of the Yukon Plateau to
the south, between the Yukon and Koyukuk rivers, forn1s the Yukon
Hills, which are reported to attain a height of from 1,000 to 2,500 feet
between the Ko}rukuk and Melozi rivers. As seen at a distance from
the Koyukuk side, these hills give the impression of a comparatively
even crest line or plateau-like top, having a somewhat great northeastward and southwestward extension, with a more or less gentle slope
southward. Throughout 1nost of the Koyukuk Valley, as will be
shown later, erosion has carried the surface of the plateau to a much
lower level, 1,200 to 1,500 feet being probably an approximate average elevation. Exceptions, however, occur, where detached groups
of mountains, as the' Batza, near the sixty-sixth parallel, rise to a
. height of nearly 4,000 feet.

CHANDLAR RIVER BASIN.

Oourse of the river.-The Chandlar River Basin, as shown on the
n1ap, may be said to head in the n1ountains in approximately 68° to
69° north latitude and 149° to 150° west longitude. Frmn here its
general trend is southeastward for 150 1niles in a straight line to where
the river flows into the Yukon. The distance along the valley, however, is much greater, by reason of heavy bends, and will considerably
exceed 200 miles. The most pronounced of these bends, each of which
forms about a right angle, are at Bend ll'Iountain and Fish Creek, in
the upper part of the valley, and below \Y est Fork.
The topography of the basin is best considered in three sections, all
more or less distinct. These are the mountainous section, the Yukon
Plateau section, and the Yukon Flats section.
1lfountainous section.-The first or mountainous section, extending
from the head nearly to \Vest Fork, may be characterized for the most
part as a narrow, canyon-like valley whose floor is from 1 to 2 miles
in width, with rugged mountains on both sides rising sometimes
abruptly to a height of nearly 5,000 feet, or nearly 3,000 feet above
the floor of the valley to the general level of the land mass of the
region. The rocks composing these mountains are chiefly metamorphosed sedimentaries, quartzite-schists, n1ica-schists, and limestones.
The tributaries of this section, which are nearly all of the short, gulchlike order, do not extend more than 10 or 12 miles back from the
river on either side, so that the average width of the valle3r in this
section nowhere greatly exceeds 25 miles.
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The regions about the heads of both East and Middle forks also lie
in the mountainous section of the basin, but both these tributaries
after leaving it flow southward throug·h the Yukon Plateau section for
some distance before joining the main river. In the upper reaches of
this mountainous section, near the sixty-eighth parallel and from here
northward, the valley 1naterially widens, and the river flows in sharp
V -shaped, secondary canyons, cut to a depth of 100 feet or 1nore in an
older valley floor, which apparently owes its origin to base-leveling at
a time when the region stood at a much lower level than now. For
30 or more miles above Chandlar Lake considerable silting has taken
place in the valley in comparatively recent times, probably due in part
to damming by local glacial deposits about the foot of the lake. In
this mountainous section, about 8 miles below the foot of the lake,
occur also the Uhandlar Rapids (Pl. LXI,.A), where the river crosses
a low east-west anticline which probably nurks at least one of the
axial lines of uplift which, farther south, near 'Vest Fork and elsewhere, gave rise to the difference of level that marks off the mountainous belt from the Yukon Plateau section.
Yitl.;on Platea/n section.-In this section the basin extends from the
edge of the mountains near 'Vest Fork through the Yukon Plateau to·
the edge of the Yukon Flats, a distance in a straight line of about 60
miles. Its trend is nearly eastward. The canyon-like valley of the
mountain section has been left behind, and both the basin and the
valley are very much widened and receive tributary valleys of considerable size from the north and fron1 the west. The principal are
those of East and Middle forks from the north.
At the big bend below West Fork an apparently old valley of considerable width and length comes in from the southwest. It is reported to
head up against the head of a stream known by prospectors as Swift
River, which drains in the opposite or southerly direction and must
accordingly flow into Dall River or into the Yukon above the Dall.
The general elevation of the land mass, consisting of low mountains
dissected out of the Yukon Plateau on either side of the river, is about
3,000 feet. The topography is more or less reduced and rounded.
The plateau in general slopes southeastward. The rocks cmnprising
it are granite, quartz-schist, mica-schist, slate, basalt, and probably
some diabase. The surface slopes rather rapidly southeastward to
where the edge of the plateau meets the Yukon Flats (Pl. LXIV,B),
to which the descent is by one or more terraces. The rise from the
valley to the plateau is usually gradual. This section of the valley
contains a more or less continuou8 mantle of till or glacial drift, often
represented by terraces or low bluffs 100 feet or 1nore in height along
the river.
Yukon Flats section.-This section includes that part of the basin
lying in the Yukon Flats between the edge of the Yukon Plateau and
21 GEOL, PT 2--30
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the mouth of the Chandlar River, a distance of about 50 miles in a
straight line. Its lateral limits are indefinite, as it ii:) not distinguii:)hable from the Yukon Flats, and but few tributaries are received, all
of which are very short and ~luggisb. These Yukon Flats are a part
of the Pleistocene lake floor, outlined by Spurr 1 in his map of the
Yukon gold belt. The surface of the deposit has the appearance of a
dead level. The rise along the Chandlar River from its mouth at the
Yukon to the edge of the Yukon Flats, however, is about 300 feet,
· with a current in the upper part very swif~.
CHANDLAR RIVER.

The Chandl::tr River is about 250 miles long. It may be ascended
about 200 miles by canoe, to some distance above Robert Creek portage, where the gradient becomes torrential. A short portage of about
one-eighth of a mile, however, is necessary at the Chandlar Rapids,
about 8 miles below the lake (see Pl. LXI), where the river, in crossing
a rugged belt of bed-rock mica-schist, produces a rough stretch of
water much less navigable than the White Horse Rapids below Milei:;
Can:ron on the Lewes River. Between Robert Creek portage and the
·head of Chandlar Lake, where the floor of the valley has been much
silted up, the river in large part has a very winding course, and for
the last 20 or 30 miles above the lake it meanders sluggishly through
the old flood plain of silts and gravels, and can be ascended by rowing
or paddling in canoes.
Through the lake the current is by estimate about one-half mile per
hour. The lake is about 10 miles long and 2 miles or more in width.
It is probably not deep, but is navigable for steamboats of considerable
size. The basin containing the lake seems to owe its existence more
to the damming up of the valley at the foot than to any configuration
of the bed rock.
From the foot of the lake to the rapids, a distance of about 8 miles,
the river is comparatively smooth. The rapids extend for about onefourth of a mile, in which the fall is 10 feet or more, principally at
the lower end, where a portage of one-eighth of a mile, as indicated, i::-;
necessary.
From the rapids to the great bend below West Fork the current is
swift, with :some riffles difficult to ascend with canoe. Almost the same
is true throughout the Yukon Plateau section of the river and for
about the upper half of its length through the Yukon Flats. In the
flats, however, the riffies are composed of fille gravel, and the bed is
not beset with large bowlders, as is often the case in the plateau section
of the river .
.Almost throughout the flats the streatn is commonly broken up by
islands or bars into several or more channel~. Finally~ at its mouth, so
1
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far as known, the river enters the Yukon by means of several diverging
channels through a wide delta of .silts and alluvium. During high
water Chandlar River could probably be ascended with a flat-bottomed
steamboat for 20 or 30 miles, but at ordinary stage for not more than 6
or 7 miles, if at all, on account of the ri:fiies soon encountered.
Some idea of the volume of the river may be gained from the statement that for the lower 10 or 12 miles above the head of the delta,
at places where the stream was apparently gathered into· a single
channel, it was found to average about 300 feet in width and about 6
feet in depth, and to have a velocity of about 4t or 5 miles an hour.
Nearly all cross sections in this region revealed places where the
bottom could not be reached with a 13-foot pole.
The two principal tributaries received by the Chandlar River are
East Fork. and Middle Fork (see Pl. LX). They are of about equal
size, swift, and loaded with sediment. Their combined contribution
approximates in volume that of the main river above Middle Fork.
West Fork is also a stream of considerable size and enters the river
at a steep g1:adient.
KOYUKUK RIVER BASIN.

The Koyukuk drains the northwestern part of the Yukon Basin.
It is one of the largest tributaries of the Yukon, which it enters from
the north about 450 miles above its mouth. It has a very large
drainage basin, which, as already noted, he~ds to the west of the
Chandlar Basin, in the Rocky Mountains, in the northeastern part
of Alaska, in approximately 69° north latitude and 150° west longitude. From that point its axis trends southwestward through a distance of more than 300 miles toward the head of Norton Sound to the
Yukon River near Nulato. The area drained is probably about 32,000
square miles. Near its upper part it has a width of about 150 miles.
The parallelism of the basin with the adjacent section of the Yukon,
extending from Fort Yukon to the mouth of the Koyukuk, is yery
pronounced, as may be seen on any approximately reliable map.
On the northwest the basin is separated by a rather low and narrow
divide from the drainage of the Colville, Noatak, Kowak, and other
rivers, which drain northward into the Arctic Ocean and westward
into Kotzebue and Norton sounds.
Like the basin of the Chandlar River, already described, the
Koyukuk Basin, of which the Middle Fork is a good example, also in
part lies in the rugged, mountainous belt (Pl. LXV, A) separating
the Yukon drainage from that of the Arctic Ocean on the north.
This mountainous section of the basin consists mainly in a. canyon-like.
valley but a mile or two in width, into which open similar though
smaller lateral canyons and gulches (Pl. LXV, B). In the region
between Slate Creek and Tramway Bar the mountains begin to giv~
way, and from here to the Yukon the basin lies in the Yukon Plateau,
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whose general level is but 1,500 or 2,000 feet above the floor of the
valley. The valle.)T often attains a width of several miles, and not
rarely :for sections of considerable extent contains areas of flats (Pl.
LXVI, A) resembling the Yukon Flats. The flats in the Koyukuk
Valley, however, are not known to now have any direct geographic
connection with the Yukon Flats or the basin of Lake Yukon, unless
it be by way of the valley along the Yukon River. The Koyukuk
Flats are, however; Pleistocene, and are contmnporaneous with the
Yukon Flats, but seem to have been deposited in water cut off :from
the lake of the Yukon Flats and in bodies of water or lakelets more
or less disconnected. This can be determined only by further investigation.
In the upper, northwestern, part of the Koyukuk Basin the plateau
is deeply Inarked by four or :five tributary valleys of large size, most
of which seem to head in the mountainous belt which apparently
continues to skirt the ba8in in that region. Along the valley of the
Ko~vnknk near its middle part, in the region of Red :Mountain and

FIG. 22.-Profile across Koyukuk Yalley above Red :Mountain, showing old valley floor 750 feet above
river.

below Bergman, are found remnants of an old valley floor at an elevation of about 750 feet above the present flood plain of the rhTer.
The benches of this old floor on either side of the ri 'i'er often vary·
in width from less than 1 Inile to 2 or more miles (see profile, fig.
22), and give to the old valley floor a total width of 3 or 4 miles.
KOYGKUK RIVER.

Considering Dietrich River as the source of the Koyukuk, it apparently heads at about parallel 69° north latitude and east of 150° west
longitude, giving to the river from this point to its mouth at the
Yukon a length of approximately 700 miles. Throughout almost the
whole of this distance, from near the sixty-eighth parallel to the Yukon, _
there arc no rapids.
Dietrich River was ascended by the survey party to Fault Mountain, near the sixty-eighth parallel. This seems to be approximately
the head of canoe navigation at the ordinary stage of the river, not
owing, however, to insufficiency in the volume of water so much as to
the distribution of the ri'i'er into innumerable channels which thread
the silted-up gravel floor of the valley. This condition prevails for
15 miles or more below Fault ~1ountain. A little above Fault ~foun
tain the stream see1ns to improve and to be confined more nearly to a
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KOYUKUK RIVER.

single channel for some distance. In this region the mountains rise
from 2,000 to 3,500 feet above the valley.
The course of Dietrich River fron1 its source for a distance of about
75 miles is nearly due south to the point where it unites with Bettles
River, a stream similar to the Dietrich, coming in from the east and
forming· at its confluence with the Dietrich the Middle Fork of the
Ko:yukuk (see Pl. LX). From the confluence of Bettles and Dietrich
rivers the Middle Fork of the I{oyukuk, receiving short tributary
creeks from either side, continues southward with comparatively swift
current in a generally narrow, canyon-like valley for about 30 miles,
to the southern edge of the mountains, in the region of Slate Creek.
NE.

Fig. 23.-Faulting in sandstone below Bergman.

Here, upon entering the Yukon Plateau, the course of the river
becomes southwesterly through a country whose topography is varied
by low mountains, plateaus, and occasionally areas of flats, the latter
sometimes of considerable extent. From Slate Creek to the sixtyseventh parallel, a distance of about 40 miles, the general elevation of
the plateau surface or land mass will probably average about 2,800
feet. Just below the sixty-seventh parallel the mountains extending
southward between the Middle and South forks attain smr.e prominence, rising to a height of about 3,000 feet. From this point, however,
to below the confluence of the 1\1iddle and South forks, near the Arctic
Circle, the country between the two forks is principally flats. These
flats continue for some distance south of the Arctic Circle.
Upon leaving the mountains below Slate Creek the river soon enters
a zone of younger and softer rocks (Pl. LXVII, B), and the valley
becomes wider and more open. At Tramway Bar; however, where a
belt of harder conglomerate is encountered, the river flows through a
narrow canyon whose steep walls rise about 100 feet above the river.
It is in the upper Yukon Plateau section of the river, between Tramway Bar and the Arctic Circle, that the Koyukuk receives nearly all
its large tributaries. They come principally from the northwest and
are nearly of equal size. 'Vithin a distance of about '75 miles alm-ig
the river the -North Fork, Hokotena, Totsenbetna, Fickett, and Allen
rivers, all entering at points about equally distant, contribute, respectively, large volumes of water. They nearly all seem to head well back
in the mountainous belt, and in length will probably average lOO'miles.
They have a comparatively steep gradient and a velocity of 6 miles
or more an hour. At high water some of these streams have been
ascended for a considerable distance by prospectors in flat-bottomed
steamboats.
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On the southeast side the only tributary of much note received in
this section of the river is South Fork, a little above the Arctic Circle.
At their confluence South Fork is by estin1ate about two-thirds the size
of Middle Fork, or the main river. It heads in the high, rugged mountains between Middle Fork and the Chandlar River, in approximately
67t? north latitude, near the one hundred and forty-ninth meridian.
Its course for nearly 100 miles is southwestward, parallel with Middle
Fork, to near the Arctic Circle, where, below Fish Creek, it trends
westward about 25 miles and unites with Middle Fork. The two
streams, in general, are only about 20 miles apart. South Fork is also
reported to head in or be associated with lakelets in its upper waters.
Along its course it receives numerous tributary creeks, some of which
are of considerable size, especially on the southeast, of which the principal are Mosquito Creek, Jim Creek, and Fish Creek. For 100 miles
or more southward from the Arctic Circle the velocity of the Koyukuk
River is about 6 1niles an hour.
Another tributary of considerable size is the Alashuk, heading in the
northwest, near the head of the Noatak and Kowak rivers, which flow
westward into Kotzebue Sound. The Alashuk enters the Koyukuk
near the head of Waite Island, at about the sixty-sixth parallel.
For the first several hundred miles above its mouth the course of
the Koyukuk River is very tortuous or winding, where it meanders
over the flats with a velocity of scarcely 4 miles an hour. The only
large tributary received in this lowe:t.: region is the Huslia, which
heads near the Selawik on the north~ ~6t. The ~atter flows westward
into l{otzebue Sound.
The Koyukuk is a large river and carries a large volume of water.
From the edge of the mountains near Sl~tte Creek to the Arctic Circle
near Bergman, a distance of 150 ~=<iles, the -velocity will probably
average about 6t miles an hour. .From Bergman to the mouth of
the river at the Yukon~ a distance; of 440 miles, the current is estimated at about ± miles an hour 3 b J.t in many places it is considerably
less. The av-erage width of the river in this section, excluding islands,
is about one-third of a 1nile, or about 600 yards. Near its mouth, as
noted by Allen, 1 the width is about 500 yards and the current about
3 miles an hour.
Its depth, its slow current, and the absence of rapids and ri:ffies
render the Koyukuk admirabl3r navigable for flat-bottomed steamboats
of moderate size from its n1outh to Bergman. At the normal stage
of the river Bergman may be considered as the head of steamboat
navigation, on account of the bars, riffles, and swifter currents which
begin· a short distance above this point and the perceptible diminution in the vohune of water above the mouth of the Allen. At
1 Report on an Expedition to the C"pper Tanana and Koyukuk Ri>ers, in the Territory of Alaska, by
Lieut. Henry T. Allen, C". S. A.
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high water, however, during early summer, steamboats ascend to above '
Tramway Bar, and during the seasons of 1898 and 1899 some of the
larger northwest tributaries were ascended for a considerable distance
by the steamboats of prospecting parties. The Allen is reported to
have been thus ascended by steamboat for a distance of more than 40
miles above its mouth.
GEOT..JOGY.
GRANITE-PROBABLY BASAL.

Apparently the oldest rock seen during the exploration is granite.
The first good exposure was seen on the south side of Chandlar River,
about 4 miles west of the edge of the Yukon Flats ~nd about 1t miles
above the mouth of East Forlc Here it la'rgely take8 the form of a
gneissoid granite, with a northwest-and-southeast structure trend and
a northerly dip of 75°. The rock is considerably crushed and sheared
and shows the effects of dynamic action. ''That seems to be the major
jointing trends about north and south with a steep easterly dip.
l\1acroscopically the more gneissic portion of the rock is evenly :fine
grained. Microscopically it is seen to be greatly sheared and crushed
and to consist of quartz, orthoclase and plagioclase feldspar, biotite,
and some hornblende. On fresh surfaces the rock is greenish gray
in color, but it weathers brown. It is intruded by an apparently
younger and fresher-looking granitoid rock, which in hand specimen
is m~dium grained and more or less disposed to be porphyritic, with
feldspar phenocrysts occasionally one-fourth inch in diameter. On
fresh surfaces this intrusive rock has the appearance of a typical
gray g-ranite, conspicuously dotted and speckled by crystals and :flakes
of black biotite about one-sixteenth inch in diameter. Under the
microscope it is found to have the constituents of a granodiorite, being
composed of quartz, fresh orthoclase, plagioclase, biotite, and hornblende. This rock occurs as a dike in the gneissoid rocks. This is
shown by the contact metamorphism and by its fineness of grain along
the contact, where also a graphic granite structure to some extent has
originated. This structure is radially disposed and dies out with recession from the contact line.
The gneissoid rock is also cut by narrow or thin acidic aplite dikes.
The aplite is of a light-gray·color, very fine and even grained, and
microscopically is seen to consist of quartz and feldspar, with a very
small amount of green, apparently chloritic, mica. These dikes much
, resemble those of the Fortymile district, described by lVIr. Spurr. 1
Eastward this gneissoid rock seems to extend to the edge of the
Yukon Plateau at the :flats, where olivine-basalt appears to rest upon
1 Geology of the Yukon gold district, Alaska, by J. E. Spurr: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol.
Survey, Pt. III, p. 229.
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it. The actual contact of the basalt and granite was not observed, on
account of the covering of talus and moss, but the presence of large
angular bowlders of the granite on the slopes only a short distance
below the exposures of the basalt in place seems to leave little doubt
concerning the relations of the two rocks.
Westward along the south edge of the river the granite has a known
extent of 25 miles, and it may extend 8 or 10 n1iles farther to Granite
Creek Valley, where it gives way to a series of metamorphic sedimentary rocks. Judging from the observations, that part of the
Yukon Plateau lying between the Chandlar River and the Yukon Flats
on the south and extending from the edge of the flats at the river
westward to Granite Creek, a distance of about 40 miles, is largely
composed of this rock. The granite may occur also on the north side
of the river, especially in and below the region of East Fork; this was
not visited, however, on account of the difficulty of access and want
of time. .._t\..s the rock weathers brown and is nearly always densely
coated with lichens, where not covered with moss, its character could
not be satisfactorily determined from a distance, even with the field
· glass. Topographic criteria were found to be of some aid, but were
not satisfactory.
Westward along the river the rock occurs in more or less broad
ridges. In the western part of the known granitic area it continues
as the dominant rock of tbe Yukon Plateau, which here rises to an
elevation of about 3,500 feet, or about 2,00') feet above the floor of the
valley. Here the rock is sometimes so highly sheared and altered as
to partake much of the nature of a graniti<". mica-schist. In some
zones it can not be distinguished macroscopically from a true biotiteschist, and it is often somewhat folde~, jointed, and cleaved. Here in
general it is medium to rather fine grained, and except in the more
micaceous zones is highly acidic. It is cut by some pegmatitic and
aplitic dikes and seams. The pegmatite dikes sometimes carry conspicuous crystals of black hornblende. The general structure of the
schistosity trends northwest and southeast, with steep northeasterly
dip. Trending with the schistosity occur a few nearly white quartz
veins, the largest of which is about 2 feet in thickness, but so far as
observed the quartz is not mineralized to any great extent.
From the highly sheared and schistos(} condition of the granite it is
inferred that it may probably be basal, or the old~st rock found in the
field. It resembles the basal granite of the Fortymile district, as
described by Spurr. 1
AMPHIBOLITE-SCHIST.

This rock was seen only in the bottoms of the valleys near the headwaters of both the Chandlar and Koyukuk drainages and in one other
1 Op.

cit., p.135.
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locality. · Judging from its app=trent position in the geologic horizon
it ranks among the older rocks in the field. It is apparently younger
than the Rapids schist, just described, and it seems to occupy a lower
horizon than the Lake quartzite-schist~ which may provisionally be
referred to the Birch Creek series. It is a fine-g.rained fissile or
fibrous schist of apple-green color.. It occurs on Chandlar River
about 3 miles above Bend :Niountain. Here it is not, as usual, restricted
to the floor of the valley, but seems to be the conspicuous rock in a
mountain of moderate size known by the prospectors as Green Mountain. Along with gray mica-schist and limestone it forms the mountainous slope fronting the valley on the north. Back of this front it
seems to have a somewhat wider extent to the northward. At the
base of Green Mountain, near the edges of the valley, the schistosity
trends northeast and southwest, with dip gently northwestward. Here
it is found to be very siliceous and to partake largely of the nature of
a micaceous quartz-schist. The quartz, however, is disposed in small
bands and veinlets, all of which have suffered flexing and folding, the
small folds often occurring in the most recumbent manner. The presence of sulphides, and occasionally carbonates, denotes mineralization.
Assays of the contained quartz show it to carry both silver and gold,
a fuller account of which is given under the heading ''Mineral resources," on page 485.
In the floor of the valley a few miles below Portage Creek the schist
forms a low bench of some prominence, whose surface is about 25
feet above the present level of the river. It was next met with
on Robert Creek, at about the same elevation as on Chandlar River,
to the northeast of Horace Mountain, where it exclusively forms
the low bluffs and benching along the northeast side of the creek.
It occurs also in Robert Creek Canyon. On Dietrich River, at about
5 miles below Fault Mountain, on the north edge of the valley, it
again forms a low bench rising to about 20 feet above the river.
The trend of the schistosity here is northeast and southwest, with
a dip of about 35° southeastward. Here the rock also has a pitch
or plunge structure, with a dip of about 20° southeastward. _._L\._ couple
ot exposures of limited extent were also met with at the ba:::;e of the
mountains along the Middle Fork of the Koyukuk River, between
Bettles River and Slate Creek. Here gray micaceous quartzite-schist,
probably referable to the Birch Creek formation, seems to rest upon it.
RAPIDS SCHIST.

This term refers to a narrow belt of highly metamorphosed or
altered mica-schist traversed by the Chandlar River in the region of
the rapids, where the schist forms a low anticline, with much quartz,
in the bight of the fold. Here the rock em bracing the rapids extends
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for several miles downstream nearly to West Fork. This rock in geological horizon is supposed to lie next to the basal granite. It seems
to underlie the Lake quartzite-schist, but ma3r prove to be a lower
member of this series, so altered by metamorphism as to bear little
resemblance to the general type to be next described. In the region
of the rapids, and to some extent below, the rock is a biotite-schist,
closely appressed or crowded into numerous short folds, and contains
n1ueh quartz, some garnet, and other metamorphic minerals.
The trend is east and west. At a short distance below the rapids
the dip is southward, while above the rapids it soon becomes northerly.
The rock was noted only along the river and does not seem to
ascend high into the mountains. From its 1nineralized character it
would ordinarily be regarded as one of the most auspicious to be
examined for mineral resources.
On the Middle Fork of the I{o,yukuk, at the mouth of Bettles River,
occurs a small area of what appears to be much the same rock. It
here passes with southerly dip beneath the heavy-bedded limestone of
this region. ·
LAKE QUARTZITE-SCHIST.

This rock is here called the Lake quartzite-schist because of its great
prominence at Chandlar Lake. In the bend of the lake it forms a
steep-faced cliff, rising nearly 2,000 feet above the lake, offering a fine
exposure of structure and jointing. It seems probable that with
future examination this rock may be correlated with the Birch Creek
schists, studied and described by Mr. J. E. Spurr in his report on the
Yukon gold district. 1
Geologically this roek overlies the Rapids schist, and it apparently
underlies the limestone series on the northwest. In distribution it
seems to extend from near the \Vest Fork of Chandlar River northward to beyond the lake, and from east of Chandlar River westward
to the Middle Fork of the Koyukuk. It is apparently one of the chief
rocks constituting the rugged mountainous mass in the above area,
rising to a height of nearly 6,000 feet.
From near the "'\Vest Fork of Chandlar River to near the rapids the
dip is southerly; but above the rapids, near the head of the lake, it
becomes gently northwestward, the divergent dips apparently denoting
the two sides of an anticline, the rock being thus more or less conformable with the Rapids schists preYiously noted.
So far as observed the rock is principally a micaceous quartzitesehist, though in some localities the mica becomes the dominant essential mineral. The quartz grains are usually rolled and rounded,
denoting a sedimentary origin. Besides biotite, which is usually
greenish, some muscovite and chlorite also occur. Magnetite as an
accessory is often present in considerable amount. Garnet has been
1 Eighteenth
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sparingly noted. In some instances the minerals are considerably
crushed, .and the foils of biotite bent and flexed about the quartz. In
other. cases there is present considerable graphitic material, giving to
the rock occaHionally the aspect of a graphitic schist. The rock mtrries some quartz veins of moderate size, trending usually parallel
with the schistosity, while some deviate or run nearly at right angles
to it. A few exhibit mineralization, though this is not pronounced.
At about 3 miles south of the head of Chandlar Lake the rock is cut
by a greenish dioritic dike several hundred feet in thiekness, which
has a northeast and southwest trend.
BETTLES SERIES.

This name is here provisionally used on account of the excellent
exposures of the rocks afforded· on the lower part of Bettles River,
where the mountains which they compose rise steeply 2,000 feet or
more above the river. The rocks consist of a series of heavy-bedded
limestone, with more or less interbedded mica-schist. The limestone
or marble is usually banded and schistose, but sometimes occurs comparatively· massive. It is usually of light or impure white color, and
is :frequently mottled with stains of a reddish mineral, probably
hematite.
This series forms the principal capping rock over an extent of
country embracing apparently an area of about 2,000 square miles on
the upper waters of the Chandlar and Koyukuk rivers. Its geologic
relation to the lake quartzite-schists would place it in a higher horizon,
and it may with future examination be correlated with the Fortymile
series of the Yukon, described by Mr. Spurr.
The rocks are considerably folded and greatly faulted on the Chandlar, Bettles, and Dietrich rivers. They are also cut by pronounced
jointing and numerous well-marked cleavages. This faulting is perhaps best shown on the south side of Bettles River, where the dislocation by fault contact with the schist on the east is very pronounced.
It is well marked also in the region of Fault Mountain, on Dietrich
River.
The dip of the rocks on the Chandlar River side is northwestward,
while on Dietrich River, on· the Koyukuk side, it is southerly.
The topography formed by this limestone is the most rugged met
with throughout the season's work. It is shown in Pls. LXIII, Bj
LXIV, A; and LXV, A, of which latter it forms but a part of .the
topography. In the two former plates the rock is seen forming the
dissected surface of the high, mountainous plateau.
WEST FORK SERIES.

This series of rocks, of which but little was seen, so far as known,
crosses the Chandlar River Valley in a belt about 15 miles in width,
from below Granite Creek to above vVest Fork. The series, however,
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in all probability, if understood, has a very much wider distribution.
It seems to rest unconformably. against the basal granite on the southeast and to overlie the lake quartzite-schists on the northwest. The
dip, so far as observed, is southeasterly at an angle of about 40°.
These rocks, which are only partially schistose, consist of fine-grained,
dark-gray quartzite, dark flint, calcareous black shale, and impure
limestone. The series is cut or intruded by dioritic and greenish diabasic dikes, which have a northeast-and-southwest trend, with the
structure of the rocks. The dark quartzite, and especially the black
flint above r~ferred to, bears a marked resemblance to the fossiliferous
black flint found in the gravels below East Fork. The fossils in these
gravels have been determined by Dr. Girty, of the United States
Geological Survey, as certainly Paleozoic and probably Devonian. A
list of the fossils, as determined, will appear in a later report. It is
therefore suggested that the "Test Fork series may be Paleozoic.
The trend of the series across the country to the northwestward
would include in the belt the rocks about the head of East Fork,
whence the Paleozoic gravels seem to have been derived.
Southwestward the series apparentlr occurs on the South Fork of
the I{oyukuk, in the region of Jim Creek, where it was noted and where
specimens were collected by Mr. D. C. Witherspoon, in charge of the
South Fork detachment of the party. Here al9o the rock is fossiliferous, containing the same Paleozoic forms as the black flint gravels below
the East Fork on the Chandlar River. It may also be noted that the
trend of this series, continued still farther northeastward beyond the
Chandlar River East Fork region, would strike the lower ramparts
of the Porcupine, where Mr. McConnell, of the Canadian Geological
Survey, reports the limestone to yield fossils referable, in part at
least, to the Devonian. 1
The topography throughout the belt, especially to the southeast of
Chandlar River, haB been much reduced, giving a marked contrast
between that of the Yukon Plateau, formed by these rocks, and that
of the higher and n1ore rugged mountainous type, formed by the Lake
quartzite-schist, to the north.
LOWER CRETACEOUS.

Apparentl)r the next succeeding geologic horizon met with is the
Lower Cretaceous. It is found near the middle part of the Koyukuk
River Basin, along the Koyukuk River, where it is known to extend
from about 10 1niles north of the sixty-sixth parallel, or about 15 miles
north of 'Vaite Island, southwestward for a distance of 30 or more
miles, to where the river 1nakes a pronounced northwesterly bend,
which course it follows for some 40 miles.
I
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KEN AI SERIES.

The rocks consist of impure limestones bearing a fauna which has
been determined by Dr. Stanton as Lower Cretaceous. The limestone
is often of a pink or reddish. color, and usually dips northeastward at an
angle of about 40°. It is frequently associated with igneous amygdaloidal rocks and sometimes with tuffs of andesitic nature. These
igneous rocks apparently denote volcanic activity during Cretaceous
times. The extent of this formation may be very much greater, but
exposures of it were not observed away from the river.
UPPER CRETACEOUS.

South of the Lower Cretaceous localities, fossils found in an impure
limestone, sometimes arenaceous, were determined by Dr. Stanton as
characteristic of the Upper Cretaceous.
KENAI SERIES.

On the Middle Fork of the Koyukuk, about 5 miles above Tramway
Bar, the metamorphic rocks give way to a younger rock series composed of impure sandstones, arkose, grit, and conglomerate, indiscriminately carrying more or less lignite and remains of fossil plants.
On account of its fos::;il contents and its resemblance to the Kenai
found elsewhere in the Yukon district, this formation is provisionally
referred to the Kenai, which is regarded by Dr. Dall as Upper
Eocene. In some localities the beds are quite firmly consolidated,
especially the sandstones, while in others they are sufficiently soft to
be readily plucked away with a pick or hammer. In nearly all localities the beds show more or less disturbance and some faulting and
folding. Above Tramway Bar they have a southerly dip, as shown in
Pl. LXVII, B. At. Tramway Bar they consist of a belt of firmly consolidated conglomerates, 3 or 4 mile:::; wide, through which the river
has cut a canyon about 80 feet deep.
From Tramway Bar to below the Arctic Circle frequent exposures
of sandstone, soft shale, and mud rock, caiTj ing more or less imperfect plant remains, are met with. These rocks are probably principally Tertiary and are apparently younger than the Kenai series.
Their attitude often varies, and they nearly always show more or less
disturbance.
Judging from the occurrence of lignite and material::; resembling the
Kenai contained in the Pleistocene deposits of till in the Chandlar
River Valley, it seems probable that the Kenai may also occur in this
valley, though no exposures of it were observed in place. This inference is based principally on the belief that the till is of local origin
and that its materials have been derived from within the Chandlar
Basin.
7
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NULATO SANDSTONE.

The ~ ulato ~:;andstone is exposed principally along the Yukon RiYer,
between the mouth of the Koyukuk and Nulato, where it has been
described by both Dr. Dall and Mr. Spurr. It probably also covers
a considerable area in the lower part of the Koyukuk Basin~ near the
mouth of the river.
Along the Yukon the dip of the Nulato -sandstone is principally
g_ently northwestward, but toward Nulato the dip increases.
PLEISTOCENE.

Till in Ohandlar Valley.-From the edge of the flats westward,
principally in that portion of the Chandlar River Valley occupying
the plate~"u section of the country, occurs an apparently more or less
continu~us sheet of unconsolidated Pleistocene deposits, which was
found on examination to be till. Along the river it often forms bluffs
about 100 feet high, and on the south side of the valley~ opposite Flat
Creek, it was found at a height of about 2,200 feet. It is composed
of heterogeneous materials, but substantially all, so far as observed,
may have been derived from within the Chandlar River Basin. The.
bowlder clay has a sandy matrix, usually yellowish or buff-colored.
The gravels range from fine pebbles to bowlderets, and sometimes
bowlders of considerable size. As already noted, the till also contains
a considerable quantity of lignite, supposed to have been derived from
the Kenai formation. In the mountainous section of the river below
the rapids the drift in some localities is disposed in ridges of coarse
bowlders, trending north and south with the direction of the valley.
Rwe'r grcf/Vels of Upper Iioyukuk.-On the upper part of the 1\tliddle
Fork of the Koyukuk, where it crosses the parallel of 67!- 0 , just
above the mouth of Nelson Creek, a deposit of Pleistocene river
gravels is first encountered in descending the river. These gravels
form n1ore or less argillaceous bluffs rising 30 to 60 feet above the
river, and apparently denote the bed of an old river channel, cut when
the land stood at a lower level than at the present time. From this
point southward they occur more or less continuously throughout the
mountainous section of the valley.
Bencl~ auriferous gravels of Tranmoay Ba1'.-0n the plateau-like surface of the conglomerates through which the river has cut its canyon
at Tramway Bar lies a deposit of coarse graYels which for some tin1e
have been known to be auriferous. They apparently represent the
deposits in the bed of an old river channel which was occupied by the
stream before it began its down-cutting in the present canyon of
Tramway Bar. These gravel deposits may have been contemporaneous in deposition with those above alluded to, in the mountainous section of ).Iiddle Fork. They range from fine gravel to bowlderets and
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bowlders 9 inches or· a foot in: diameter. So far as observed, they
seem to have a considerabl.e extent .westward, at least for a mile or
more.
Lacust-rine silts and gravels of Yukon and Koyukuk Flats.-The
Pleistocene deposits forming the Yukon Flats have been somewhat
extensively considered by Mr. Spurr, and require but little notice.
here. On the Chandlar River they extend from the Yukon River to
the plateau section of the river, a distance of 40 miles in a straight
line. Along the lower part of the Chandlar River the deposits consist almost exclusively of fine silts, the banks rising perpendicularly
to a height of 10 or 15 feet above the river. Toward the edge of the
flats, however,. in ascending the stream the deposits become more
gravelly, the gravel growing continually coarser as the edge· of the
Yukon Plateau is approached.
In the Koyukuk Basin deposits of a nature somewhat similar to
those of the Yukon Flats are seen, which seem also to be of lacustrine
ongm·. They are inferred to be so from the extreme fineness of the
silts, the occasional perfect horizontality and evenness of the stratification, and the shell remains of 8uccinea cArysis which they contain.
The deposits were nowhere traced continuously along the Koyukuk
River, but were found presenting good exposures at disconnected
points. They sometimes fonn bluffs with fresh, almost vertical faces,
rising from 100 to 200 feet above the river. An example of the bluffs
is shown in Pl. LXVIII, .A. These silts on the Koyukuk occur considerably above the Arctic Circle.
RECENT STREAM GRAVELS.

This term is applied merely to the gravels and detritus being
deposited by the streams at the present time. On both the Chandlar
and the Koyukuk at high water the streams spread over a valley floor
sometimes a mile or more in width, upon which a considerable sheet
of gravel and detritus is deposited during the flood period. Upon the
recession of the stream to its more normal stage and limited channel,
this sheet appears as a waste of detritus. On the lower waters o~ the
Chandlar and Koyukuk rivers at low water the inner side of the larg·e
bends of the rivers is occupied by such extensive wastes of gravel.
IGNEOUS ROCKS OTHER THAN THOSE DESCRIBED.
DIABASE ON CHANDLAR RIVER.

This rock was observed at but a singl:e point. It may, however,
occur in considerable amount along the northern side of ·the Chandlar
River Valley. It is well exposed a few miles above the mouth of
Middle Fork, on the north side of the river. Here it rises in prominent hills or low mountains to a height of about 1,000 feet. It is a
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very heavy, greenish, dark or nearly black rock, much of it ferruginous, carrying considerable n1agnetite. It is cut by prominent eastand-west jointing which has a northerly dip of about 40°. Two other
minor sets of joints are present, and one or more cleavages. The
rock on the whole is considerably crushed, and has the appearance of
age. It is seen under the tnicroscope to consist essentially of plagioclase, with considerable augite and some olivine, while accessorymagnetite is present in considerable amount. There is also a little quartz.
In some cases serpentinization has taken place to a marked extent.
GRANITE ON BABY CREEK.

The rock referred to under the above name is prominent in the
rr..ountains just north of Baby Creek, on the Chandlar River, where
it trends southwestward and northeastward toward Bend lVIountain.
Judging from observations 1nade in the region of Chandlar Lake and
from the granite bowlders found in the Chandlar Valley in the _region
of the rapids and below, the rock probably forms a prominent part of
the divide trending from \Vest Fork northward to Bend :Mountain. It
is also supposed to continue northward beyond the Chandlar River in
the Bend Mountain region.
It is a light-colored rock, with greenish tinge, of medium grain,
and is considerably sheared or schisted. It has received but a cursory
exan1ination, from which it seems to be a granodiorite. It is composed of orthoclase and plagioclase feldspars, with some quartz, hornblende, and green biotite.
DIORITIC ROCK OF HORACE l\fOUNTAIN.

On the Koyukuk side of Robert Creek portage, opposite the mouth
of Sheep Creek, the upper 1, 000 feet or 1nore of Horace Mountain is
con1posed principall.r of a greenish-gray, speckled, igneous rock,
which is apparently a large dike intruded into the schist series of this
region. This is inferred from the completely altered condition of the
country rock along the zone of contact, sometimes 100 yards or more
in width. This was best observed on the northern slope of the mountain. The trend of this intrusive rock is northeast and southwest.
From Horace Mountain southwestward for a distance of 10 niiles it
seems to form a somewhat prominent line of· rugged peaks rising to a
height of nearly 6,000 feet. From the same point northeastward it
extends across Robert Creek in the direction of Geroe Creek and Bend
Mountain, on the Chandlar River.
The rock in its different phases seems quite different from anything
elsewhere n1et with on this trip. In its various stages it seems to
show passage by dynamic action from an augite-diorite to an amphibolite-schist. In structure it varies from a medium-grained, some-
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what ·gneissoid rock to a schist. The southeastern slope of the
mountain is traversed by a more or less mineralized belt one-fourth
of a mile wide. Here the rock seems to consist principally of quartz.
It is greatly crushed, sheared, and folded, and ~;tained a bright red.
· The staining material has not been examined in detail, but is probably
hematite.
CRETACE01.7S LAVAS.

These rocks can not here be taken up in detail. It may be well,
however, merely to state that in the 1niddle part of the l{:oyukuk
Valley the intrusion and association of diabasic, and.esitic, basaltic,
and amygdaloidal rocks, and the association of tuff with the fossilbearing Cretaceous strata, seem to denote considerable volcanic action
during and subsequent to Cretaceous time.

Basalt of I{oyukuk ..Ll[ountain.-At the mouth of the Koyukuk Ri\'er
on theY ukon, the sandstone and conglomerate considered ~liocene are
intruded by Tertiary lavas which are thought by Mr. Spurr to be post:Miocene, but still Tertiary. The intruded lavas at this point largely
form the prominence known as Koyukuk l\1ountain, referred to by
Dr. Dall in his Resources of Alaska, and later described and figured
by l\1r. Spurr in his report on the Yukon gold fiel_ds. 1 The 1nountain
rises about 800 feet above the river. This lava has been determined
by JYir. Spurr to be an olivine-ba~alt. The same lava seems to be
intruded into the sandstones for some distance east of Koyukuk
:Mountain, where it rises somewhat abruptly, forming what is known
as Elephant :Mountain, about 2 miles above the mouth of the Koyukuk.
Southwestward the intrusive Tertiary lavas are known to occur more
or less continuously between Nulato and St. Michael along the Yukon
River. Also, at various points along the I{oyukuk River exposures
of black basaltic lava are frequently met with, which is probably
largely of Tertiary age. This lava seen in outcrop is sometimes glassy,
while the river gravels in the middle part of the Koyukuk Valley were
found to carry cobbles of obsidian or true volcanic glass.
Basalt on Ohandlca· River.- vVhere the Yukon Flats meet the edge
of the Yukon Plateau on the south side of the Chandlar River, as shown
in the left of Pl. LXIV, B, the capping rock of the plateau, ar; already
noted, is a black olivine-basalt, apparently resting on an eastward
extension of the basal granite. This basalt, which seems to be a surface
flow, is probably Tertiary or later. Its contact with the granite was
not observed, on account of the covering of talus and moss. It~ extent
was observed 5 miles westward along the Chandlar River, where it
I
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gives way to the granite. Southwestward, however, it may ha,-e a
considerable extent, probably forming in this direction the edge of the
plateau, as at the river. It is supposed to occur also on the north side
of the river at the edge of the plateau, but was not visited there.
:MINERAL RESOURCES.

As the region is remote and compa,ratively new, much of it having
never before been explored, only the most general statement of mineral
resources can here be made.
COPPER.

The only indications of copper on the Chandlar River seen by the
writer were detached fragments, apparently of quartz veins, carrying,
with iron pyrites, copper pyrites and malachite, and a trace of bornite.
Such specimens were found sparingly in the gravels above Chandlar
Lake. Son1e also seen in the hands of prospectors were reported to
have been collected on Mineral Creek, at the head of the lake on the
southwest. On the East Fork Prospector Funcheon is reported to
have found a ledge, samples of which assayed enough in copper to
render it of commercial value if the occurrence is in sufficiently large
quantity and the ore accessible.
On the Koyukuk River the indications seem to be much the same
as on the Chandlar, the occurrences being on the headwaters of the
upper tributaries heading in the n1ountainous limestone belt.
LEAD.

Galena is known to occur in the Bettles limestone on the upper
waters of both the Chandlar and the Koyukuk. It is also reported
on the East Fork of Chandlar River. Specimens were seen fron1
Bettles River. Smne reported to be fro1n the upper part of the
Hokotena were presented to the writer by 1\1r. \Vindrick at Peavey.
In this instance the galena is associated with or partly incloses quartz
crystals five-eighths of an inch in dian1eter and an inch or more long.
On the eastern side of the divide, between :Middle Fork and South Fork,
opposite the head of Wiseman Creek, a limestone mountain of considerable size is reported by prospectors, in which galena is said to
occur in large quantity.
GOLD.

Gold is not known to have been prospected for on the Chandlar
River before the season of 1899. In ascending the river the gravel
was occasionally panned by the writer and colors were found at a
few points. The only ·prospectors hy whom the river is known to
have been Yisited are the four met at Chandlar Lake in 1899. These
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men had entered the region by the overland trail from Fort Yukon,
arriving at the lake early in March with a two-years' grub stake.
They reported that they found light prospects and colors of coarse
gold on several tributary creeks between Chandlar Rapids and the
lake, though nothi~1g rich had been encountered. These n1en were
hopeful of the country and were prepared to extend their investigations.
The prospects found seem to have been derived in large measure from
the Lake quartzite-schist, whose hypothetical correlation with the
Birch Creek schist has already been suggested.
On the Koyukuk River placer gold has been known for some a timesince the early nineties, if not before. One of the earliest known occurrences is at Tram\vay Bar, above the sixty-seventh ·parallel, about 5"70
miles above the mouth of the river by boat. This has been referred
to by Allen and Spurr. The gold was first discovered on the Koyukuk
in the bars of the river, of which the most noted seem to have been
Hughes and Florence bars. The Tramway Ba:· diggings, however, are
bench placers, consisting of deposits of auriferous river gravels resting
on a bench of apparently Kenai bed-rock conglomerate and sandstone
at about 80 or 100 feet above the level of the river. The gravels are
generally coarse, consisting largely of rolled cobbles and pebbles of
quartz-schist and the older classes of rocks composing the mountains to
the north. Several attempts seem to have been made to work these
deposits, but thus far with no great success, owing probably to the
remoteness of the region, the difficulty of transportation, and the lack
of capital to provide water supply, which could readily be drawn from
the river above, or possibly from lakelets said to occur to the westward.
The gold region of the Koyukuk River, as known at present, is
roughly contained between the Arctic Circle and the sixty-eighth parallel and meridians 149!0 and 154°, west longitude. Diagonally across
t~is area the gold belt, approxin1ately 100 miles in width, embracing
most of the tributary streams, follows the trend of the Koyukuk River
southwestward. It is only in certain localities in this area, however,
that gold placers have been found, and in only a few of these is the gold
known to occur in paying quantities. The formations on which these
placers lie are the Lake quartzite-schist, theW est Fork schist, and the
Kenai series, but whether any or all of these formations is the original
source of the gold can not yet be stated.
The principal diggings when the region was visited by the writer
last August (1899) were those of Slate Creek and Myrtle Creek, along
the zone where the Lake quartzite-schist _g-ives way to the West Fork
series on the south. This, as will be noted, .is also along the line
where the mountains meet the Yukon Plateau. Here in the month of
March, 1899, coarse placer gold in paying quantities was discovered
on Slate Creek, an east-side tributary of the Middle Fork of the Koyukuk, which it enters 16 miles (approximately) above Tramway Bar.
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The discovery was made by members of the Dorothy party~ commonly
known as the'" Dorothy boys," from Boston, Massachusetts.
The country rock is principally mica-schist and ~late. It is uplifted
and stands on edge, while the gold occurs as shallow creek and gulch
diggings. It is found principally on or near bed rpck, in the jointings,
fissures, and cleavage crevices. The gravels rarely exceed 3! feet in
thickness. The diggings begin about 9 miles above the mouth of the
creek, at the eonfluence of the two main forks,- of which the north one ·
is known as Myrtle Creek and the south one as Slate Creek proper.
From j;his point they extend up to the head of Myrtle Creek, a distance
of 5 or 6 1niles, and up Slate Creek considerably farther. At the time
the region was visited by me, in August, 1899, but little· mining,
beyond development work, had yet been attempted. Two mining districts had been organized, known as Slate Creek and ~1yrtle Creek
district::;. :Most of the season was devoted to bringing in supplies and
building cabins preparatory for winter. Sluicing had been begun on
but two elaim~, one of which, on Myrtle Creek, reported the gravel as
yielding from $60 to $80 a day per shovel. The gold is clean looking
and coarse. It is considerably rolled, or flattened, and shows travel.
The largest nugget taken out had a value of nearly $20. The benches
along these creeks are also found to be auriferous and are reported to
prospect from 3 to 5 cents per pan.
In August there were reported to be 75 men at the diggings. A
score or so others were on their way, many from along the South Fork,
where the~y had been working with only moderate success during most
of the summer. By estimate, there are probably 100 1nen now wintering (1899-1900) in the region. The principal supply post for the
region is Bergman, near what was formerly known as Arctie City, 440
miles by river above the nwuth of the Koyukuk and 146 miles from
the diggings. This post is supplied principally by the Alm;ka Commercial Company, but is owned by and in charge of Pie kart.~, Bettles
& Pickarts. It is practically at the head of steamboat na dgation on
the l{oyukuk. A nearer post is Peavey, 104: miles below Slate Creek.
Here are located aU nited States post-office, ali nited States land-office,
and a store, but at present the place is not stocked with the staple
articles of provisions needed by the miners. The establishment of a
post at the mouth of Slate Creek during the coming winter is proposed
by Pickarts, Bettles & Pickarts. who had much freight en route for the
purpose. The principal summer route into the region is up Koyukuk
River by fiat-bottomed stean1boat. In winter the region may be best
reached by the trails leading overland from the Yukon near Fort
Hamlin by way of Dall River, or from FortY ukon b}T way of Chandlar
River. Placer gold is known to occur over a somewhat wide range of
country in the Ko.'Tukuk region, but, like that at Tramwa.'T Bar, the
most of it Inay require capital to work the gravels. The placers on
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Slate and J\'Iyrtle creeks are the only known rich digging~ seen by
members of the Survey. Late iti August, 1899, word was received at
Bergman that rich prospects had recently been found in a region
known to the Jnit?-ers as Rocky Bottom, on the upper waters of Allatna
or Allen River, a large tributary to the Koyukuk, which it enters from
the northwest about 10 miles above Bergman.
Gold was also reported to occur on 'Viseman, n{arion, Porcupine,
TwelvemilP., and Pasco creeks, and on several of the larger northwest
tributaries of Middle Fork. During the season of 1899 considerable
mining was done on various tributaries of South Fork with fair success. On Rail Creek and some other of the smaller tributaries below
Bergman, gold has also been found and the deposits have been worked
to a small extent.
The Slate Creek gold is probably derived from the Lake quartziteschists. These schists are traversed by quartz veins of considerable
size, but the larger veins are not known to carry gold. A secondary
series of smaller veins or veinlets and small lenticular quartz bodies
or leaflets contained in the schist are apparently to some extent
auriferous.
Of the quartz specimens collected, however, those yielding the best
assays were from near the base of Green J\'Iountain on Chandlar River,
the yield being about 0.42 ounce gold and 0.14 ounce silver per ton,
or a money value of about$8.50 per ton. All specimens assayed showed
at least a trace of gold.
Recently (April, 1900) word has been received from the interior of
the ~oyukuk region that strikes have just been made on McKinley
and Bryan creeks, small streams which are said to head in a range of
low hills on the south side of the mountains. They are reported to
have a pay streak of considerable width and are being worked by fifty
or more men. Early in the sledding season of 1900, prospectors from
numerous camps on the Yukon are reported to h::we started for these
diggings, most of them taking their supplies with them by dog sled
overland fron1 Fort Yukon.
COAL.

The only indications of coal seen on the Chandlar River were isolated
fragments of tree stems, etc., found in the Pleistocene drift.
On the Koyukuk, in the supposed Kenai formation, lignite in small
amount is common in the sandstones, grits, and especially in the conglomerates. The best occurrence is just above Tramway Bar, where
a bed of it is nearly 12 feet in thickness, the middle 9 feet being comparatively pure lignite. The test, however, does not indicate the
probability of its proving to be of much commercial value.
In the Nulato sandstone, on the Yukon, coal mines have recently
been opened at several points a few miles above Nulato. Of these the
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principal-is Pic.kart's coal mine., about 10 miles above. Nulato. Coal
is found here in considerable quantity. It is a lignitic coal, but it
is con1paratively well n1etamorphosed and is shown, both by test
and practical experiments, to be a good steaming coal, comparing very
favorably with good steaming coals of Indian Territory and other
regions in the Western States. It is being used to a considerable
extent by companies operating steamboat lines on the Yukon River.
One ton of the coal is reported to more than equal two cords of wood.
Similar coals are also receiving considerable attention at other points
farther up the Yukon, both above Circle City and at Cliff Creek, where
the. coal is 1nined in comparatively large quantity by the North American Transportation and Trading Company.

APPENDIX.
LATER CONDITIONS ON THE UPPER KOYUKUK.
As this report goes to press (December, 1900), authentic information
is received of further discoveries of paying gold placers on the upper
waters of the Koyukuk, mostly on tributaries of the Middle Fork.
Of these the principal are Clara Creek, about 3 miles above Slate
Creek, on the same (east) side of the river; Emma Creek, on the other
(west) side of the river, just opposite Marion Creek; and Gold Creek,
on the east side of the ri,~er, about 10 miles above Marion Creek. The
Emma Creek gravels are reported to be very rich. Both here and on
Gold Creek the ground is said to be all staked.
The principal supply post for the region is Bettles, located about 30
miles above Peavey, on the west bank of the river, near the sixtyseventh parallel.
·
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ALASJ(AN GEOGRAPHIC NAMES.
By l\1ARCUS BAKER.

Much confusion has existed, and to some extent still exists., respecting the geographic names in Alaska. These names, of various origins, come chiefly from Russian, English, and native sources. A few
come from Spanish and French sources.
'Vhen the United States Board on Geographic Names was created,
in 1890, one of its earliest efforts was to agree upon the spelling to be
adopted for the names of some of the more important features in Alaska
as to which prevailing usage was divided. It soon appeared that nothing short of a general examination and revision of all the names would
yield satisfactory results. Accordingly the preparation of n, card catalogue of the names was begun. Names of features in southeastern
Alaska were carded at the office of the Coast and Geodetic Survey,
under the direction of ~lr. H. G. Ogden, and names in the remaining
part of the Territory were carded by the writer. Some 5,000 nam.es
were thus carded, and the ~:;ystematic writing up of these names in form
for publication as a dictionary of Alaskan geographic names was carried forward as far as the letter F. This work, done at irregular and
btoken intervals, made slow progress and finally came to a standstill in
1896.. Since that date there has been great activity in Alaskan exploration and survey and several hundred new names have appeared on the
maps. Accordingly the Director of the United States Geological Survey has authorized the writer to resume work upon and to complete
this dictionary.
In the present (Twenty-first) Annual Report of the Geological Survey are three papers on Alaskan topics. Several maps accompany these
papers. The names appearing on these maps are here printed in dictionary order, accompanied by brief notes as to their origin, application, and spelling. This list has been prepared in the absence of the
authors of the papers, who can not therefore be held solely responsible
for the names as they appear in their papers and on their maps. In
some cases the spelling used by the authors has not been followed,
departures having been made in the interest of simplicity and uniformity as well as for the purpose of correcting supposed errors and
inconsistencies.
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The list is not exhaustive, i. e.~ does not contain e\'ery name on every
map in the Twenty-first Annual Report relati_ng to Alaska. It does aim,
however, to include all geographic names used in the text of those
Alaskan papers.
ALASKAN GEOGRAPHIC: NAJfES APPEARING IN PART II OF THE TWENTY-FIRST
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

ABERCROMBIE; mountain near latitude 61! 0 and longitude 142°. Named by the
United States Geological Survey in 1899 after Capt. ·william R. Abercrombie,
U.S. A.
ABERCROMBIE; see Klutena.
.
ADAMs; creek tributary to Middle Fork of the Koyukuk River from the north near
longitude 150°. Prospector's name, now first published.
ADMIRALTY; see Yakutat.
AGULOGAKj see Naknek.
AmisTA; see Augusta.
Ams; hill near international boundary, in latitude 62! 0 • Xamed in 1898 by Peters
and Brooks, of the United States Geological Survey, after A. R. Airs, a member
of their party.
AISHIHIK; lake and a village on its shore, in the southwest part of Yukon district,
Canada. Apparently Ta-ku-ten-ny-ee of Davidson. Glavein 1892 reported the
name as 1-she-ik. It has also been written Ishiih and I-shi-ih and, erroneously, Ashink. The above form, Aishihik, has been adopted by the Canadian
Board on Geographic Names.
AKHA; see Chilkoot.
ALASHUK; ·river tributary to the Koyukuk from the north opposite "Taite Island,
near longitude 154! 0 • Has been written Allashook and Alloshook. Apparently
it is identical with Batzakakat River of Allen in 1885.
ALEU'I'IAN; mountains on Alaska Peninsula northeast of Becharof Lake. Named by
the United States Geological Survey in 1898.
ALLEx; mountain near head of Tanana River. Named by the United States Geological Survey in 1898 after Maj. Henry T. Allen, U. S. A.
ALLEx; river tributary to the Koyukuk from the north near the Arctic Circle.
Named Allenkakat by Allen in 1885, the termination kakat meaning river.
Has been written Allenkakat, Allankakat, and Allatna. See Kakat.
ALsE~; river in St. Elias region, debouching between Lituya and Yakutat hays.
Called Riviere de Behring by La Perouse in 1i86, Alsekh by TelJienkof in 1849,
and Harrison by the Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1890. Variously written
Alseck, Alsekh, Altsekh, Alzech, etc.. The above form, Alsek, has been
adopted by the United States and Canadian Boards on Geographic Names.
The form Alseck, in the first report of the Canadian Board on Geographic
~ames, is a typographical error.
A~IAXKA; lake near north shore of Bristol Bay, drained by the Igushik River.
Native name, according to Spurr and Post of the United States Geological
Survey. Petro£ reported its name in 1880 as Pogakhluk.
AMBLER; river tributary to the Kowak from the north near longitude 158°. .Named
in 1890 after Dr. James M. Ambler, surgeon of the De Long arctic expedition.
Al\IERICAN; creek in the Eagle mining district. Named by prospectors in 1898.
ARCHER; see Tonsina.
ARCTIC; city on Koyukuk River near Arctic Circle. Named by prospector~ in 1899.
ARKELL; see Kusawa.
AscHEESHN A; see Fickett.
ATxA; see Copper.
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AuGUSTA; mountain in St. Elias region, nmned by Prof. Israel C. Russell, after his
wife. Has been published erroneously as Agusta.
BABY; creek tributary to Chandlar River from the west near longitude 148l 0 •
Named by prospectors in 1899.
BAIE DE MoNTI; see Yakutat.
BAKER; creek tributary to the Tanana from the north near longitude 151 o. Named
by Allen in 1885.
BAKER; creek tributary to Middle Fork of the Koyukuk from the north near longitude 150°. Named by prospectors in 1899. Also called Nelson Creek.
BAKER; mountain on west bank of ·white River near latitude 63°. Named in 1898
by Peters and Brooks, of the United States Geological Survey, after H. B.
Baker, a member of their party.
BATES; rapids in the middle part of the Tanana River. Named by Allen in 1885.
BATZA; village, mountains, and river tributary to the Koyukuk River from the north
near longitude 154°. Native name, reported by Allen in 1885 as Batzakakat.
See Kakat and also Alashuk.
BATZULNETAS; post on north bank of the Copper River, in latitude 62° 371 • Apparently a native name; published by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1898. Has also been written Batzulnatos.
BEAN; ridge on the north bank of Tanana River, opposite mouth of Toklat River.
Named by the United States Geological Survey in 1899 after Mrs. Bean, wife
of a fur trader at Harper Bend, who was murdered by the Indians.
BEAR; creek tributary to South Fork of the Koyukuk from the south near latitude
67°. Named by prospectors in 1899.
BEAVER; creek tributary to the Yukon from the south near latitude 66°. Name
published by U nitecl States Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1897. This may be the
strt"lam· called N ocotocargut by theWestern Union Telegraph Expedition in 1867.
BECHARoF; lake and mountains, Alaska peninsula. The lake was named at an early
clay by the Russians after Becharof, a master in the Russian navy, who was at
Kadiak in 1788. It has been variously written Becharoff, Betchareff, Bocharof,
Bochonoff, Botcharoff, Rochanoff, etc. The Eskimo name appears to be
Igiagiuk, or Ugiagwik, or Ugashik, etc. It has also been known as Tugat or
Ninuan-Tugat, etc. The above form, Becharof, has been adopted by the
United States Board on Geographic Names.
BEND; mountain (5,000 feet) on east bank of Chancllar River near latitude 68°.
Descriptive name given by the United States Geological Survey in 1899.
There is a large bend in the river near this mountain. .
BENNETT; lake and town at its head, terminus of the railroad from Skagway. Lake
Bennett was named by Schwatka in 1883 after Mr. James Gordon Bennett.
BERGMAN; post or mining camp on the Koyukuk near Arctic City. Named by
miners in 1899.
BERING BAY; see Yakutat:
BERING RrvER; see Alsek.
BETTLEs; river tributary to the Middle Fork of the Koyukuk from the east near
longitude 150°. Named in 1899 after Mr. Bettles, of the firm Pickarts, Bettles
& Pickarts, owners of the post Bergman.
Bra; creek tributary to the Chancllar River from the east near longitude 149°.
Named by prospectors in 1899.
Bra BLACK; river tributary to the Porcupine from the east near longitude 145°.
Named by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1890.
BmcH; creek tributary to the Yukon from the south a little below Fort Yukon.
Named by traders of the Hudson Bay Company. Its Indian name is reported
to be Tohwun-nukakat. Either this creek or the one next below it is Nocotocargut of the Western Union Telegraph expedition of 1867.
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BrTZLA; river tributary to the Koyukuk from the east near longitude 157~ • Part
of a native name reported in 1885 by Allen, who has Bitzlatoilocta on his map
and Bitzlatoil6eta in his text.
BLACKBURN; mountain east of and near the Copper River. Named in 1885 by Allen
after Hon. J. C. S. Blackburn, of Kentucky.
BLACKBCRx; river tributary to Copper River from the east a little south of latitude
62°. Named by Abercrombie in 1898.
BocHAROFF; see Becharof.
BouLDER; creek tributary to the Klehini River, in the Porcupine gold district. Prospector's name, now first published.
Bou:NDARY; creek tributary to the \Vhite River from the south near the international boundary. Descriptive name.
BovE; see Tagish.
BRANCH; creek tributary to South Fork of the Koyukuk from the east near latitude
68°. Name published by United States Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1899.
BRISToL; see Nushagak.
BRONSON; creek tributary to Middle Fork of the Koyukuk from the north near
longitude 150~ • Prospector's name, now first published.
BuLSHArA; see McKinley.
CANTWELL; river tributary to the Tanana from. the south near longitude 149°.
Named in 1885 by Allen, presumably after Lieut. John C. Cantwell, U.S. R. M.,
who explored the Kowak River in 1884 and 1885. According to Peters and
Brooks the native name is Tutlut.
CARIBou; rnountain on west bank of ·white River near latitude 63°. Xamed by
Abercrombie in 1898.
CARIBou; see Cutler.
CAR:'IIEL; Moravian mission and school, established in 1886, near the mouth of the
Nushagak River.
CATHEDRAL; bluff and rapids on the Tanana near longitude 144°. Descriptive name
given by Allen in 1885.
CHANDLAR; lake and river tributary to the Yukon from the north near the Arctic
Circle. Locally known as the Chandhir and !"aid to be named after John
Chandlar, a factor of the Hudson Bay Company. Has also been called Gens
de Large. The· above name, Chandlar, has been adopted by the United
States Board on Geographic Sames.
CHAPMAN; creek tributary to Middle Fork of the Koyukuk from the east near longitude 148°. Prospector's name, published by the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey in 1899.
CRENA; river tributary to the Tanana from the east near longitude 147~- • Xative
name reported by the United States Geological Survey in 1898.
CHENTANSITZTAN; v~llage on north bank of the Yukon near longitude 156°. Native
name published by the Gnited States Coast Survey in 1898.
CHILKAT; inlet, islands, lake, inountains, pass, peak, point, and river at the head of
Lynn Canal. A native word, variously written Chncat, Chilkaht, Tchillkat,
Tschilkat, T'silkat. The form Chilkat is in general use and has been adopted
by the L"nited States and Canadian Boards on. Geographic Xame8.
CHILKOOT; inlet, lake, mountains, pass, and village near head of Lynn Canal. A
native name, yariously written. Chilcout, Tschilkut, etc. The inlet has been
called False Chilkaht or Tschillkat; the lake, Akha; the pass, Dejah and Perrier; and the village Tananei or Chilcoot. The form Chilkoot has been adopted
by both the United States and Canadian Boards on Geographic Xames.
CHISLECliiNA; river tributary to the Copper Riwr from the north near latitude 63°.
Native name, reported by Allen (text pp. 65, 66) in 1885 as Ohitsletchimi. On
his maps it is Chistotcbina. Has also been wl'itten Chestochena, Chistochina,
and Tieschenni.
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CHITIXA; river tributary to the Copper River from the east near latitude 62°. A
native name, reported in 1885 by Allen, who spells it Chittyna (from chitty=
copper and na=river). Hayes writes it Chittenah; Brooks, Chittena;. Abercrombie, Chettyna.
CHITISTOXE; river tributary to the Chitina. .Named Chittystone by Allen in 1885
(from chitty=copper and stone=stone), i.e., Copperstone River, on account
of copper discolorations on the bowlders and rocks of the river's bed.
CHuGAcH; mountains near head of Cook Inlet. A native word obtained by the
early Russian traders and by them written Chugatz and Tchougatskoi. Now
usually written Chugach or Chugatch. .
CIRCLE CITY; trail and also mining camp on west bank of the Yukon near the Arctic
Circle; hence the name which was given by the prospectors.
CLARK; lake near Iliamna Lake. Discovered and named in 1891 after John ,V. Clark,
chief of the N ushagak trading post.
CoFFEE; point near mouth of the Nushagak River. Trader's name, published by
the U. S. Fish Commission in 1891.
CoLVILLE; river draining to the Arctic Ocean near longitude 151 o. Named by Dease
and Simpson in 1837 after Andrew Colvile, esq., of the Hudson Bay Company.
On Dease and Simpson's map it was spelled Colville. This form thus gained
currency and has been adopted by the United States Board on Geographic
Names .. The Eskimo name is reported to be Or-kim-ya-nook. Ray (Report,
1885, p. 55) says: "The Colville River '''as always spoken of as 'Neg-a-len-mi-ku,'
'the ri\'er at Negalek,' and we did not obtain the name."
CoNE; Inotmtain on north bank of Koyukuk River near longitude 156°. Descriptive
name giYen by the United States Geological Survey in 1899.
CooK; inlet on south coast of the Alaskan mainland. First explored and mapped by
Capt. James Cook in 1778. Not having in his journal applied any name to it
"Lord Sandwich directed that it should be called Cook's River." Vancouver
calls it Cook's Inlet, and also refers to it as Groosgincloose or Cook's Inlet. The·
Russians call it Kenai Bay. It has been called an arm, bay, gulf, inlet, and river,
and the name Kenai has been rendered Kenaiskoi, Kenaiskaia, Kenaiskischer.
According to Grewingk, quoting Zagoskin, the correct name is "Ttunaiskysch"
Bay.
CooPER; pass between the Nabesna and Tanana rivers near latitude 62°. So named
by Peters in 1899.
CoPPER; river discovered by Nagaief in 1781 and called by the Russians l\iiednaia
(copper) and by the natives Atna. Has been usually referred to as the Atna
or Copper Rive:r.
CoPPER CENTEH; mining camp or village on the Copper River. Prospector's name,
first published in 1898.
CoPPER RIVER; plateau between the Copper and Sushitua rivers, about latitude 62°.
~amed by Abercrombie in 1898.
CRANBERRY MARSH; prospector's name. for the flat, marshy mouth of the valley
northwest of Klutena Lake.
CREAnox; river tributary to Kluane Lake from the east near latitude 61°. Named
by the United States Geological Survey in 1899.
CRIPPLE; creek tributary to South Fork of the Koyukuk from the south near latitude 67°. Prospector's name, now first published.
·
CRoOKED; creek tributary to Birch Creek from the west near Circle City. Descriptive name, published by the United Statei:l Coast Survey in 1895.
CuDAHY; post on west bank of the Yukon near Fortymile Creek. Also called Fort
Cudahy. The above form, Cudahy, has been adopted by the Canadian Board
on Geographic Names.
Cu'.rLER; river tributary to the Xoatak from the south near longitude 158°. :Same
published by U. S. Coast Survey in 1890. Has recently been called Caribou.
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DAGITLI; river tributary to the Koyukuk from the north near longitude 157°.
Native name, reported by Allen, in 1885, as Doggetlooscat and Doggetlooskat.
Schrader writes it Doggetlikakat. See Kakat.
DAKLr; river tributary to the Koyukuk from the north near longitude 157°. Native
name, reported by Allen in 1885. Has been written Daklikakak, Daklikakat,
and Dakliakakat. See Kakat.
DALL; river tributary to the Yukon from the north at the Lower Ramparts. It is
Notokakat or Dall of the United States Coast Survey, '1869, and Notochangut
or Dall of Raymond, 1871.
DALTON; post, range of mountains, and trail from head of Lynn Canal to the interior.
The name, as applied to the mountain range, has been adopted by the Canadian Board on Geographic Names.
DASSAR-DEE-ASH. See Dezadeash.
DAVIi; creek tributary to South fork of the Koyukuk from the south near latitude
67°. Prospector's name, published by United States Coast Survey in 1899.
DAwsoN; peak near Teslin Lake, Yukon.
DAwsoN; range of mountainsattheconfluenceof the Lewes, Pelly, andYukonrivers,
Yukon.
DAwsoN; town, ~overnment headquarters, and post-officeon Yukon River, at mouth
of Klondike River, Yukon. (Not Dawson City.) The aboye entry for
Da,vson is copied from the First Annual Report of the Canadian Board on
Geographic Names. Named after Dr. George )f. Dawson, of the Canadian Geological Survey.
DEASE; creek, lake, and river of British Columbia. Named as early as 1867, and
perhaps earlier, after Peter ·warren Dease, of the Hudson Bay Company.
DEITRICK; see Dietrich.
DEJAH; see Chilkoot.
DELTA; river tributary to the Tanana from the south near longitude 146°. So
named by Allen in 1885 and erroneously on a late map as Delt.
DELTA; see Silok.
DENNISON; fork of Fortymile Creek. Named by Abercrombie in 1898. Has also been
written Denison.
DEZADEAsH; lake back of the St. Elias range of mountains. Native name reported by
Davidson as Tots-an-tee-ash and by E. J. Glave in 1892 as Dassar-dee-ash.
Variously written Deza-de-ash, Dazadeash, etc. The above form, Dezadeash,
has been adopted by the Canadian Board on Geographic Names.
DIETRICH; river tributary to Middle Fork of the Koyukuk, near its source. Published in 1899 by United States Coast Survey with the spelling Deitrick, here
changed to Dietrich.
DiscovERY; creek tributary to Birch Creek from the south near latitude 66°. Prospector's name, published by the Coast Survey in 1898.
DoGGETLooscAT; see Dagitli.
DoN.TEK; river tributary to the ·white from the south in latitude 62°. The form
Donjek has been adopted by the Canadian Board on Geographic Names.
DouBLE PoiNT; mountain on north bank of the Koyukuk near Arctic City. Descriptive name given by Allen in 1885.
DRmr; mountain east of Copper River near longitude 144°. Named in 1885 by
Allen after Adjt. Gen. Richard C. Drum, U. S. A.
DeGAN; riYer tributary to the Tanana from the south near longitude 150°. Named
in 1885 by Allen after Lieut. Thomas B. Dugan, U. S. A.
DcLBI; river tributary to the Koyukuk from the east in longitude 156! 0 • Native
name, reported by Allen in 1885. Usually written Dulbikakat. See Kakat.
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DYEA; port of entry and post-office at head of Lynn Canal. The inlet was called
Tyya by Meade in 1869, Dejah by Krause in 1882, Dayay by Schwatka in
1883, and Chilkoot or Taiya by the miners according to Dawson (Rept. Canadian Geological Suryey, 1887-88, p. 174 B). The United States Board on
Geographic Names has adopted the name Dyea as the name of the port of entry
and post-office, and Taiya as the name of the inlet and river.
EAGLE; mining camp on west bank of the Yukon· near latitude 65°. Prospector's
name is Eagle City.
EA;:;T; fork of the Chandlar River near longitude 147°. Prospector's name, now first
published.
EaousHIK; see Igushik.
EKuK; cape and Eskimo village near mouth of the Nushagak River. Natiye name,
given by Liitke in 1828 as Ekouk.
ELDORADo; creek tributary to South Fork of the Koyukuk from the east near longitude 147°. Prospector's name, now first published.
FAREWELL; see Pyramid.
FAuLT; 'mountain on headwaters of the Koyukuk River near latitude 68°. Named
by the United States Geological Survey in 1899.
FICKETr; river tributary to the Koyuku~ from the north near longitude 150°.
Named in 1885 by Aller.. after Private Fred \V. Fickett, U. S .. A., a member
of his party. Allen calls it the Ascheeshna or Fickett. Has also on late maps
been called Oschesna and Ochesna.
FisH; creek tributary to Chandlar River from the east near latitude 68°. Named
by the United States Geological Survey in 1899.
FisH; creek tributary to South Fork of the Koyukuk from the south near longitude
151°. Name published by Coast Survey in 1899.
FLAG; hill on east bank of Tanana River near longitude 147°. Descriptive name
given by the United States Geological Survey in 1898.
FLA'r; creek tributary to Chandlar River from the north near longitude 148°.
Named by prospectors in 1899.
FLoHENcE; bar on Koyukuk River near longitude 154°. Named by prospec-tors in
1899.
FoHLIN; creek. Name in manuscript. Not identified.
FoRT ADAMs; see St. James ..
FoRT ALEXANDER; see N ushagak.
FORT Cos~ros; post on Kowak River near longitude 157°. Presumably named by
the traders.
FoRT CuDAHY; see Cudahy.
· FoRT HAMLIN; post on the south bank of the Yukon near longitude 149°. Presumably a trader's name. First published by the Coast Survey in 1897.
FoRT SELKIRK; Canadian military headquarters at the lnouth of Lewes River. The
site of the old fort of the Hudson Bay Company is on the opposite bank of
the river. This name h¥ been adopted by the Canadiim Board orr Geographic
Names.
FoRTYMILE; town and trail; also creek tributary to the Yukon from the west near latitude 64! 0 • Prospector's name, given, presumably, in 1886, when gold was first
discovered here. The creek is about 40 miles below old Fort Reliance. The
above form, Fortymile, has been adopted by the Canadian Board. on Geographic Names.
FRANKLIN; creek tributary to South Fork of Fortymile Creek. Prospector's name,
reported by United States Geological Survey in 1898.
FREDERICK; lake east of and near Dezadeash Lake in longitude 137°. Name published by the Canadian Board on Geographic Names in 1899.
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GE:-.:s DE LARGE; see Chandlar.
GE::-.:s DES BeTTEs; see Tanana.
GEROE; creek tributary to the Chandlar River from the south near latitude 68°. Presumably a miner's name; reported by the United States Geological Survey in
1899.
Gmso~; creek tributary to Dietrich River from the west near latitulle 68°.
Presumably a niiner's name; reported by the United States Geological Survey in
1899.
GisAsA; river tributary to the Koyukuk Rh·er from the west near latitude {)5°.
Native name, reported by Allen in 1885. In his text, page 106, it is Gissassakakat; on his map 4 it is Gissakakat. See Kakat.
GLACIER; bay penetrating the Alaskan mainland in the Fairweather region. Explored
and named by United States naval officers in 1880. Descriptive nam.e.
GLAVE; river tributary to Chilkat River from the west. Named in 1899 by the
United States Geological Survey after Mr. E. .T. Glave, who explored in this
region in 1891.
·
GoLD; creek tributary to ::\Iiddle Fork of the Koyukuk from the east near longitude
150°. Prospector's name, reported by Gnited States Geological Sun·ey in 1899.
GRA~ITE; creek tributary to·Chandlar River fron1. the west near latitude 67°.
Prospector's name, reported by United States Geological Survey in 1899.
GRA~ITE; creek tributary to South Fork of the Koyukuk from the east near longitude
150°. Prospector's name, reported byCnited States Geological Survey in 1899.
GRAvE; creek tributary to ::\fiddle Fork of Ohandlar River near longitude 148°.
Prospedor's name, reported by United States Geological Survey in 1899.
H.u~EH; misr,:ion, post-office, and village at head of Lynn CanaL
The mission was
established by the Presbyterians in 1880.
HARPER; "About 20 miles below Toclat River is the loghouseonceused byl\ir. Harper as a trading station; also the scene of Mrs. Bean's murder while her husband was a fur trarler there.'' (Allen, page 86.) This post is in a bend in the
river and is sometimes referred to as Harpers Bend.
HARRIET; creek tributary to the Koyukuk from the south near longitude 151°.
Prospector's name, reported by the [nited States Geological Survey in 1899.
HARRISBL"RG; ~ee Juneau.
HARRiso~; see Al:..:ek.
HAYEs; glaeier alld river flowing from it to the Skwentna northwest of Cook Inlet.
Named by the "Lnited States Geological Survey in 1898 after Dr. C. Willard
Hayes.
HAYEs; mountain near longitude·1·±7°, latitude 63i 0 • Xamerl by the Cnited States
Geological Survey in 1898 after Dr. C. "'lnllard Haye~. Erroneously "Hays "
on a recent chart.
HEss; creek tributary to the Yukon from the east near Rampart City. Apparently
identical with Whymper River of the ("oa:..:t Sun-ey in 1Sti9.
HoGATZA; river tributary to the Koyukuk from the north near longitude 156°.
~ative name reported by Allen in 1881).
l.-sually written Hogatzakakat. See
Kakat. Thi~ may he the same ri ,·er as the one called Hokachatna.
HoKOTEXA; rin'r tributary to the Koyukuk from the north near longitude 149°.
Native name, published by the Coast Suryey in 1899.
HoLOOATX.\; see Kowak.
HooTALIXQL"Ai see Teslin.
HooTCHY-EYE; see Hut~hi.
HoRAcE; mountain on head,...-aters of Koyukuk RiYer near longitude 149°. Pr')Spector':: name, reported by the rnited States Geological Surwy in 189$!.
HoT SPRIXGs; 20 miles northwest of.Katmai.
HcBBARD; mountain near Yakutat Bay; named in 1891 by the Xational Geographic
Society after its pre:;:ident, Gardiner G. Hubbard.
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HuDsoN. BAY; creek tributary to South Fork of the Koyukuk from the south near
latitude 67°. ·Prospector's name, reported by the United States Geological
Survey in 1899.
HuNGARIAN; creek tributary to South Fork of the Koyukuk near longitude 150°.
Prospector's name, reported by the United States Geological Survey in 1899.
HusLIA; river tributary to the Koyukuk from the west near longitude 156t 0 • Native
name, reported by Allen in 1885 as Hussliakatna on his maps 1· and 4, and
Husliakakat in his text, page 105. See Kakat.
HuTsHI; chain of lakes draining northward into the Lewes River in longitude 137°.
Native name, apparently first published by Glave in the Century, September
and October 1892, where it is spelled Hootchy-Eye. It has been variously
written Hootch Eye, Hootch-i, Hutchi, Hotchi, Huchai, etc. The Canadian
Board on Geographic Names has adopted the above form, Hutshi.
IGAGIK; see Ugaguk.
IGIAGIUK; see Becharof.
IGuSHIK; river draining from Amanka Lake to Nushagak River. Eskimo ~arne,
reported by Petro£ in 1880 as Igushek, by the United States Fish Commission
in 1890 as Egashak, by the United States Coast Survey in 1897 as Egashik, and
by Spurr of the United States Geological Survey in 1898 as Egoushik.
INLAND; see Noatak.
IsHnK; see Aishihik.
JACK 'VADE; see ·wade.
Jlllr; river draining into the South Fork of the Koyukuk from the south near longitude 151°. Prospector's ·name, published by U. S. Coast Survey in 1899.
JnrTOWN; mining camp at the mouth of Jim River near longitude 151°. Prospector's name, reported by the United States Geological Survey in 1899.
JoHNSToN; hill near mouth of Naknek River, Bristol Bay. Named by the United
States Fish Commission in 1890.
JuKCHANA; see Yukon.
JuNEAu; city, harbor, and island, southeastern Alaska. "Two prospectors, Harris
and Juneau, found mineral here in 1880, and soon afterwards a camp wa~
located." This camp, it is said, was named Harrisburg and the district Juneau.
United States naval officers reconnoitered the harbor about this time, and
called the camp Rockwell, after Commander Charles H. Rockwell, U. S. N.
Owing to the resulting confusion in names, the residents h"eld a town meeting
and adopted the name Juneau.
KAIYuH; mountains south of the Yukon River, in longitude 158°; also river, near
same, tributary to the Yukon from the south. Native name, reported presumably by Dall and published in 1869.
KAKAT; This is an Indian word used in northwestern Alaska, meaning river, and is
appended to the name. Thus we have:
·
Allenkakat River=Allen (river) River.
Batzakakat River=Batza (river) River.
Daklikakat River=Dakli (river) River.
Dulbikakat River=Dulbi (river) River.
Gisasakakat Ri ver=Gisasa (river) River.
Hogatzakakat River=Hogatza (river) River.
Husliakakat River=Huslia (river) River.
Tozikakat River=Tozi (river) River, etc.
In such cases it has been thought best to drop the generic termination kakat
and write Allen, Batza, Dakli, etc. This word kakat was ·written in !_871 by
Captain Raymond, U.S. A., on his maps of the Yukon, "kargut" and "chargut;" as, Atutsakulakuschchargut, Tosekargut, etc.
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KAXU'l'ENA; village; also river tributary to the Koyukuk from the south near Arctic
City. Native name, reported by Allen in 1885 and by him written Kono6temi.
This is apparently Old Man River of the prospectors.
KAsKAWULSH; river tributary to the Alsek River. Native name, published in 1898
and probably earlier. Has been variously written Kaskarwurlch, Kaskar. wulch, etc. The above form, Kaskawulsh, has been adopted by the Canadian Board on GeographiG Names.
KA'l'EEL; river tributary to the Koyukuk from the west in latitude 65l 0 • Native
name, reported by Allen in 1885. Usually written Kateelkakat; see Kakat.
KAniAI; bay, creek, and village on north shore of Shelikof Strait. Native name,
reported by the Russians. Lutke in 1828 calls it Katmaiskoi.
KA'l'HINA; river tributary to the ·white from the west in latitude 63°. This name has
been adopted by the Canadian Board on Geographic Names. It is apparently
an error for the native word Katsina, published by the United States Coast
Survey in 1890.
KECILD:VIS'l'UK; range of hills south of the Tanana, in longitude 145°. Often called
Razorback Divide by prospectors. On Coast Surve-y Chart T, editions of 1895
and 1896, it is called Razor Back Divide, and on later editions and maps
Ketchumstock Hills.
KEXAI BAY; see Cook Inlet.
KEXNICoTI; glacier and creek :flowing from it near latitude 61~ • Named in 1899 by
the United States Geological Survey, presumably after Robert Kennicott, a
pioneer on the Yukon River, who died at Nulato, May 13, 1866.
KHIL'l'A'l'; river tributary to the Tanana from the north near longitude 1441°. :Xamed
by Allen in 1885 after an Indian chief, Kheeltat.
•
KIMBALL; mountain south of the Tanana River near longitude 145°. Samed by
Allen in 1885.
Krxu"\K; see :Xaknek.
KLAXAKAKAT; see l\iinook.
KnA'l'St.;T~"i river tributary to the Yukon from the south below the Tanana. Kative
name, reported by Allen in 1885 as Klatsutakakat; see Kakat.
KLEmxr; river tributary to the Chilkat from the west in latitude 59° 24 1 • Native
name, reported by United States naval officers in 1880 as Kluheeny. Krause in
1882 spelled it Tlehini. The above form, Klehini, has been adopted by the
Canadian Board on Geographic ~ames.
KLETSAN; creek flowing·nortbward to the White Rh·er near longitude 1·!1°. ~ath·e
name, reported by Hayes in 1891 as Klet-san-dek, or Copper Creek, the termination dek neaning creek.
KIJOXDIKE; gold district; also river tributary to the Yukon from the east near latitude 64°. This river was named Deer River by the ":estern Union Telegraph
Expedition of 1867, and so appeared on various maps. Later it was called
Raindeer and afterwards Reindeer. Ogilvie, writing September 6, 1896, from
Cudahy, says: "The river known here a::; the Klondike," and in' a footnote
8ays: "The correct name is Thron Duick." It has also been called Clondyke
and Chandik or· Deer.
KLoTASSix; river tributary to the 'Yhite from the east near latitude 621°. Xati\·e
name, reported by Hayes in 1891. The a hove form, Klotassin, has been adopted
by the CanaClian Board on Geographic X ames.
KLUAXE; lake and river :flowing· therefrom to the Donjek River near latitude 61~ 0 •
Xative name, reported by Hayes in 1891 as Kluantu River, the termination itt
meaning riYer. The name bas also been written Kluahne. The above form,
Kluane, as app'ued to both lake and river, has been adopted by the Canadian
Board on Geographic :X ames.
KLL\X'l'r; see Kluane.
KixK-TA.s-si; see Lebarge.
0
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KLUKWAx; village near the mouth of Chilkat River. Native naine, first.reported by
naval officers in 1880 as Chilkat or Klukquan. Krause in 1882 calls it
Kloqucin. The above form, Klukwan, has been adopted by ·the Canadian
Board on Geographic Names.
KLL"TENA; glacier, lake, and river emptying into Copper. River. Native name,
adopted by several hundred prospectors who camped at the lake in the
season of 1898; has also been called Abercrombie.
KLL"TLAN; glacier and river draining from it northward to the 'Vhite River in longitude 141°. Natise name, reported by Brooks in 1899.
KoGIVNG; Eskimo village at mouth of Kvichak River, Bristol Bay. Native name,
reported by Petro£ in 1880, who spelled it Koggiung.
KoiDERx; river tributary to the White River from the south near longitude 140! 0 •
NatiYe name, reported by Hayes in 1891.
KoTSINA; river near Mount 'Vrangell, tributary to Copper River from the east in
latitude 62!0 • Native name., reported by the U.S. Geological Survey in 1899.
KowAKi river tributary to Hotham Inlet, Kotzebue Sound. An Eskimo word, long
in use and variously spelled Kooak, Kowuk. According to Spurr it is Kubuk
or Kuvuk, meaning great river. According to Allen it is Holouatnaor Kowak
River. It has also been called Putnam or Kowak River.
KoYL"KUK; river tributary to the Yukon from the north a little above Nulato. Also
a mountain near the mouth of the river. A native name, reported by the
··western Union Telegraph Expedition in 1867 as Coyukuk. On Coast Survey
maps it has been called Kouiak, Koyoukuk, and Koyukuk. The above form,
Koyukuk, has been adopted by the United States Board on Geographic
:Names.
KusAw,\; lake northwest of Chilkat Pass draining to Lake Lebarge. Native name,
written Kussooii by Krause in 1882, Kussii.a by the Coast Survey in 1883,
Kusawah by the Canadian Geological Survey in 1898. Has also been called
Arkell. The above form, Kusa,m, has been adopted by the Canadian Board
on Geographic Sames.
KusKoKwn.r; bay and river, ·western Alaska. A native name, reported by Li"ttke in
1828 as Kouskokvim. Variously written Ku::;kokvim, Kom;koqui1n, etc. The
above form, Kuskokwim, has been adopted by the United States Board on
Geographic Names.
KusKULAXAj creek tributary to the Chitina from the east near latitude 6lt 0 • A
native name, reported by the United States Geological Survey in 1899.
KviCHAKi village, and river draining from Iliamna .Lake to Bristol Bay. Native·
name, reported by the early Russians. Liitke, writing in 1828, says '' K vitchak
called by Cook Bristol.''
K.wrKPAK; see Yukon ..
lu\BERGE; see Lebarge.
LABOUCHERE; see Pyramid.
LAcHixA; creek tributary to Chitina River from the north in longitude 143! 0 •
Xative name, reported by the United States Geological Survey in'l899.
L.ADUJ<~; creek tributary to the 'Vhite River from the '>vest near longitude 140°. Presumably named after a prospector, La Due, who wintered on the Yukon in
1884-85.
L.\.KE; creek tributary to Chandlar River from the east near longitude 148~· • Presumably a descriptive name, now :first published.
LEBARGEi lake and river in the Yukmi district, Canada. Xamecl in 1868 by the
'Yestern Unim1 Telegraph Expedition, after l\iichael Lebarge. According to
Schwatka the native name is Kluk-h1s-si. The above form, Lebarge, has been
adopted by the United States Board on Geographic Xames, that form being
the one used by Lebarge himself. The Canadian Board on Geographic Names
has adopted the form Laberge.
0
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LEwEs; river tributary to the Upper Yukon. The present usage appears to regard
the Yukon as beginning at the junction of the Lewes and Pelly rivers at Fort
Selkirk. Often written Lewis. ·The above form, Lewes, has been adopted by
the Canadian Board on Geographic Names.
LIARD; river tributary to the Mackenzie from the west~ Has also been called Mountain River. The above name, Liard, has been adopted by the Canadian Board
on Geographic :Names.
LnrESTONE; creek tributary to Bettles River from the north near longitude 149!0 •
Descriptive name, now first published.
LoGAN; mountain (19,539 feet) in the St. Elias region. Named by Prof. Israel C.
Russell, in 1890, in honor of Sir William E. Logan, ''founder and long director
of the Geological Survey of Canada.'' The name has been adopted by the
Canadian Board on Geographic Names.
·
LooKouT; mountain about 800 to 1,000 feet above the river on west bank of Koyukuk
River near latitude 67°. Named by Allen, who ascended it in August, 1885.
LoRENTz; river tributary to the Tanana from the south near longitude 150! 0 •
Named by Allen in 1885 after Mr. Lorentz, of the Alaska Commercial Company, chief trader for the Yukon country. On some maps it is Lorenz.
LowE; point and river on north shore of Port Valdes, Prince 'Villiam Sound. Named
by Abercrombie in 1898.
LYNN; canal, :first explored and named by V!tncouver in 1794.
lVIACKENZIE; river, named after its first explorer, Alexander Mackenzie.
McKINLEY; creek in Porcupine gold district. Prospector's name, now first published.
McKINLEY; mountain (20,460 feet) near headwaters of Kuskokwim River. Name
published by the United States Coast Survey in 1897. Also called Bulshaia,
a corruption of the Russian word for big.
MACMILLAN; mountains (3,500 feet), and river tributary to Pelly River from the
east near latitude 63°. This form has been adopted by the Canadian Board
on Geographic Names.
MAHUTzu; creek or river tributary to the Tanana from the south near longitude
146~ • Native name, reported by United States Geological Survey in 1898.
MARioN; creek tributary to Middle Fork of the Koyukuk from the east near longitude 150°. Prospector's name, reported by the United States Geological Survey in 1899.
MARSH; lake northeast of Chilkoot Pass, on headwaters of Lewes River. Named in
1883 by Schwatka, after Prof. 0. C. Marsh, of Yale College. This name has
been adopted by the Canadian Board on Geographic Names.
MAsoN; narrows in Tanana River near longitude 146°. Named in 1885 by Allen in
honor of Prof. 0. T. Mason of the Smithsonian Institution.
MAuD; lake draining to Kusawa Lake near latitude 60°. Name published by Coast
Survey in 1895.
MELOZI; river tributary to the Yukon from the north near longitude 155~ • Native
name, reported by the ·western Union Telegraph Expedition of 1867 as Melozecargut and usually written ~ielozikakat. See Kakat.
)!E:NA-KAK-A-SHAH; see "Talker.
MENTANONTLI; lake and river near longitude 152°. Native name, reported by Allen
in 1885. _ On his map 4 it is :\Ientantlekakat, and in his text, page 97, etc., it
is l\Ientan6ntlekakat. See Kakat.
ME:NTASTA; lake, mountain range, pass, and trail between Copper and Tananarivers.
:Native name reported by Allen in 1885.
::\IIDDLE; fork of Chandlar RiYer. Descriptive name.
::\LIDDLE; fork of Koyukuk River. Descriptive name.
l\!ILLARD; trail about 90 miles long from Copper Center to :Mentasta Pass, along the
western slopes of :\Iounts Drum and Sanford. Prospector's name.
0
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MINqoK; creek tributary to the Yukon from the east near longitude 150°. · Apparently id~ntical with Klanarchargut (? Klana-kakat) River of Coast Survey
chart 900, published in 1890. Is sometimes spelled l\'lynook .. Named, presumably, after Mr. l\'linook, interpreter at Fort Reliance.
MIRROR; creek tributary to the Tanana from the east near latitude 62t 0 • Descriptive name, given by ,the United States Geological Survey in 1898.
MooSEHORN; mountain near international boundary and latitude 63°. Named by
United States Geological Survey in 1898.
MosQUITO; fork of South Fork of the Koyukuk. near longitude 150°. Descriptive
name, given by prospectors.
Mum; larg~ glacier at head of Glacier Bay. Named, in about 1880, after John Muir.
M YNOOK; see l\'linook.
MYRTLE; creek tributary to Middle Fork of the Koyukuk, from the east, near longitude 150°. Prospector's name, reported by the United States Geological Survey in 1899.
NABESNA; river, one of the principal tributaries of the Upper Tanana. According to
Allen, page 136, "The natives of the Upper Tanana call that river Nabesna."
NAKNEK; lake and river draining from it and village at mouth of river. Apparently
a corruption of an Eskimo name, first reported by early Russian surveyors.
The earliest Russians reported the name of the river to be Naknek, and of the
lake, Agulogak. Liitke, in 1828, calls both lake and river Naknek. Tebienkof,
in 1849, also gives Naknek, with Naugvik as an alternative form, this being tak~n
from old Russian charts. A Russian post at or near the village was named
Fort Suworof, and variously written Souworoff, Suvaroff, etc. This seems for
a time to have superseded the native name of the village. Petro£, in 1880,
named the lake Walker, after Gen. F. A. ·walker, Superintendent of the
Census, and reported the name of the .village to be Kinghiak, on late maps
Kiniaak. Out of all this confusion the above form Nahwk has been selected
and adopted by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
NATAZHAT; mountain range north of Mount St. Elias. Native name, reported by
Hayes in 1891 as Nat-azh-at.
NATSINA; see \Vhite.
NAUGYIK; see Naknek.
NEEDLES; mountain near latitude 62° and between the one hundred and forty-first
and one hundred and forty-second meridians. Descriptive name given by the
United States Geological Survey in 1898.
NELSON; see Baker.
NEMETH; creek tributary to South Fork of the Koyukuk from the east near
longitude 148°. Presumably a prospector's name, published by the U. S.
Coast Survey in 1899.
NEWBERRY; see Teslin.
NIGA To; see Yukon.
NIKOLAI; house on Nizena River, south bank, near mouth of the Chitistone. Name
of an Indian chief, reported by Hayes in 1891, who says "Nicolai, or Scolai, as
the Yukon Indians call him.''
NILKOKA; river tributary to the Tanana from the north near latitude 65°. Native
name, reported by the United States Geological Survey in 1898.
NISLING; river tributary to the \Vhite River from the east near longitude 140°.
Native name, reported by Hayes in 1891.
NIZINA; glacier and river tributary to the Chitina. Native name, reported in 1891 by
Hayes, who spells it Nizzenah.
NoATAK; river in northwest Alaska, tributary to Hotham Inlet. On early maps this
is called Inland River and sometimes Inland, or Nunatok. The prevailing
modern usage is :Xoatak, as above given.
NocoTOCARGuT; see Bean.
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NoHTALOHTON; see :Notaloten.
NoRDENSKIOLD; river tributary to Lewes River fronJ the south near longitude 136°.
Named by Schwatka in 1883 after Baron A. :N. E. von :Nordenskiold, the
celebrated Swedish Arctic explorer.
NoRTH; creek tributary to South Fork of the Koyukuk from the east near longitude
147°. Name ·published by U. S. Coast Survey in 1899.
NoRTH; fork of Birch Creek. Name published by the Coast Survey in 1899.
·NoRTH; fork of Koyukuk. Prospector's name, now first published.
NoRUTAK; lake near Arctic circle, drained by the Kowak. Native name, reported by
Cantwell in 1885 as Nor-u-tak. Schrader, in 1899, calls it Nowgettoark.
NoTALOTEN; village (of 15 people) on north bank of the Yukon near longitude 157°.
A native name, reported in the Tenth Census (1880) as Natulaten, in the
Eleventh Census (1890) as Notaloten, and on U. S. Coast Survey chart 3093,
edition of 1898, as N ohtalohton.
NoTOKAKATi see Dall.
NmvGETTOARK; see Norutak.
N OWI; village, and river tributary to the Yukon from the south near longitude 154l0 •
Native name, first reported by the WestP-rn Union Telegraph expedition in
1867 as Newicargut, the termination cargut, now written kakat, meaning river.
(See Kakat.) Petro£, in 1880, wrote the name X oyakakat, now usually written Kowikakat.
NuDRE-woK; see Selby.
NuLATo; post or village on the Yukon River, north bank, about 400 miles above the
mouth. Founded by the Russian l\Ialakof, who, in 1838, built a blockhouse
here. Shortly after, in his absence, this was burned by the Indians. It was
rebuilt by Vasili Derzhabin (? Derabin) in 1842.
NuNATOK; see Noatak.
NusHAGAKi lake between Kuskokwim River and Bristol Bay. On late maps· this is
called Tikchik, and the riYer draining from it to the N'ushagak River is called
Tikchik RiYer.
NusHAGAK; river tributary ~o the head of Bristol Bay. Native name, reported by
the early Russian explorers as Xushegak and Xushagak. Liitke (1828) writes
it Nouchagak. Apparently the same riwr which Cook, in 1778, named
Bristol. The form Nushagak has been adopted by the rnited States Board
on Geographic Names.
NcsHAGAK; trading post at mouth of Nushagak River. The Russians established a
trading post at the mouth of the Nushagak in 1818 or 1819 and called it Alexandro,·sk, perhaps after Alexander Baranof, under whose orders the post was
established. Yariously called sincP. then Redoubt or Fort and ·spelled Alexander, Alexandrovsk, Alexandrovski, etc., and erroneously Alexandra. Now
generally known as X ushagak.
Nc'l.T\TKTI; lake near An·tic circle, drained by the Kowak. Apparently a native
name, reported hy Schrader in 1898 as Nootowucktoy.
~L'TZOTrx; range of mountains near headwaters of Tanan::t RiYer.
Xamed by the
r nited States Geological Sun·ey in 1898 after a tribe of Indians in the region.
O'BRIEx; creek tributary to Fortymile creek. )finer's name, published by the Coast
Survey in 1898.
0BSERY A TORY; see Pyramid.
OcoxxoR; glacier and rh·er northeast of ::\Iount Hubbard. Xamed by the 'Gnited
States Geological Survey in 1899.
OLD .::\L-\x; see Kanutena.
OR-KDI-Y.\-XOoK; see Colville.
OscHESXA; see Fickett.
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PAH; rapids in the Kowak River near longitude 156°. Near these rapids debouches
a river whose name, according to Cantwell, 1885, is Shok-ah-pok-shegiak
river. The name of the -rapids, Pah, transformed to Par, has been applied to
this river.
·
PAsco; creek tributary to Middle Fork of the Koyukuk from the south near latitude 67°. Prospector's name, now first published.
PAWIK; an Eskimo village on the east side of Bristol Bay. Also written Paw kik and
Pawig.
PEAVEY; post-office and mining camp on the north bank of the Koyukuk near longigitude 152°. It is also called Peavy and Peavy Trading Post.
PELLYj mountains, lake, and river, Yukon, Canada. Named after a former governor
of the Hudson ;Bay Company.
PERRIER; see Chilkoot.
PESTCHANij see Pyramid.
PHOEBE; creek tributary to Bettles River from the east near longitude 149°. Prospector's name, now :first pu blishecl.
-PICKARTSj creek tributary to the Koyukuk from the north near Arctic City. Named
in 1899 after Pickarts, of the firm of Pickarts, Bettles & Pickarts, owners of the
trading post Bergman.
PLEASANT CA:\IPj place on the Dalton trail, in Poeupine gold district.
PLEVEZNIE; see Tazlina.
· PoGAKHLUK; see Amanka.
PoRCUPINE; city, creek, and gold district near Chilkat River. Prospector's name,
reported by the United States Geological Survey in 1899.
PoRcuPna:; creek tributary tci Middle Fork of the Koyukuk from the north near
longitude 150~ 0 • Prospector's name, now first published.
PoRCUPINE; creek tributary to the South Fork of the Koyukuk River from the north
near latitude 68°. Published by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
in 1899. Perhaps this creek is identical with the previous one.
PoRCUPINE; river in northeastern Alaska tributary to the Yukon. Old name, probably given by factors of the Hudson Bay Company.
PREACHEH; creek tributary to Birch Creek from the south near latitude 66°. Kame
published by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1895.
PUTNA~r; see Kowak.
PYRAMID; harbor, island, point, etc., at head of Lynn Cai1al; so named by Meade in
1869. The name itl descriptive of the island. The harbor was called Labouchere Bay from. the fact that the Hudson Bay Company steamer of that name
often anchored there. The island was called Pestchani (sandy) by the Russians. It ha.s also been called Farewell, Stony, and Observatory, while its
Indian name is Shla-hatch, or, according to Krause, Chlachitsch.
·
QuAHTZj ·creek tributary to Chandlar River from the west near latitude 68°. Presumably a descriptive name, now first published.
· RAY; river tributary to the Yukon from the west near longitude 150°. So named by
Allen in 1885 after Capt. P. H. Ray, U.S. A.
RAZORBACK; see Kechumstuk.
REDSTONE; river tributary to Ambler River near longitude 158°. Descriptive name,
reported by Schrader in 1899.
REGAI-i mountain in longitude 143°, ESE. from 'Mount ''rrangell. Samed by the
United States Geological Survey in 1899.
RoBEHTj creek tributary to Bettles River from tae east near longitude 149°. Prospector's name, now first published.
RoBEHTsox; river tributary to the Tanana from the west near longitude 145°.
Named in 1885 by Allen in honor of Sergt. Cady Robertson, LT. A. A., a member of his party.
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RocKWELL; see Juneau.
RoMANzoF; mountain near latitude 67°. Named by Franklin in 1826 after the late
Baron Romanzof, chancellor of the Russian Empire. The mountains so
named are on the north coast of Alaska. Schrader applies the name to mountains considerably farther south.
RooT; glacier near Kennicott Glacier, in longitude 143°. Named by the United
States Geological Survey in 1899.
RosE; creek tributary to the Middle Fork of the Koyukuk froin. the east near longitude 150°. Prospector's name, now first published.
RouNDABOUT; mountain on north bank of Koyukuk River near longitude 156°.
Apparently a descriptive name, now first published.
HussELL; glacier near Skolai Pass near longitude 142°. Named by the United
States• Geological Survey in 1899 after Prof. I. C. Russell, of Ann Arbor, Mich.
ST. ELIAs; mountain peak (18,024 feet) and range, discovered and named by Bering
July16, 1741 ( o. s. ). According to Topham its Indian name is Yahtse-tah-shah.
ST. JAMEs; mission on north bank of the Yukon near the mouth of Tozi River. An
Episcopalian mission was established here in 1891 by Rev. J. L. Prevost.
The place is called Fort Adams.
ST. MICHAEL; canal, bay, island, mountain (472 feet), and town, Norton Sound. A
stockaded post was established here by the Russians in 1833 and, according to
Zagoskin, named after Capt. Michael Dmitrievich Tebienkof, afterwards governor of the Russian-American colony. It was called Redoubt St. Michael or
Michaelovski. The above form, St. Michael, has been adopted by the United
States Board on Geographic Names.
SAGHADELLAUTAN; see Zakatlatan.
SAJAHLAKAT; see Sozhekla.
SAKATALODEN; see Zakatlatan.
SALCHAKET; river tributary to the Tanana River from the east near longitude 147°.
Native name, reported by the United States Geological Survey in 1898 and
spelled Salchacket and Salchaket.
SALMoN; river tributary to the Chilkat from the west. Name reported by Brooks, of
the United States Geological Survey, iu1899.
SALMON; see Sheenjek.
SANFORD; mountain east of and near Copper River, in longitude 144°. Also river
tributary to Copper River. Named by Allen in 1885 in honor of the Sanford
family, his "great-grandfather being Reuben Sanford."
SAVONOSKr; an Eskimo village at the east end of Naknek Lake. Name obtained
by the United States Geological Survey from Rev. A. Petelin in 1898.
ScoLoi; see Skolai.
ScoTTIE; creek near international boundary, between latitudes 62° and 63°. Named
by Peters and Brooks in 1898 after a member of their party.·
SEAFORTH; mining camp on South Fork of Koyukuk River near longitude 151°.
Prospector's name, reported by United States Geological Survey in 1899.
SEAL; an isolated rock n.ear Katmai. Name obtained by the United States Geological SmTey in 1898 from Rev. A. Petelin.
SEATTLE; mountain in St. Elias region. Xamed by the lJnited States Geological Survey in 1899.
SEKUL)IUX; lake in latitude 61! 0 , longitude 137! 0 • Apparently a native name, which
has also been spelled Sekulman. The above form, Sekulmun, has been
adopted by the Canadian Board on Geographic Names.
SELAWIK; lake and river tributary to Kotzebue Sound. An Eskimo name, written
Salawik and Selawik. The Point Barrow natives, according to John )Iurdoch,
pronounce it Silawik. The above form, Selawik, has been adopted by the
United States Board on Geographic Names.
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SELBY; lake near Arctic Circle, drained by the Kowak River. Name reported by
Schrader, of the United States Geological Survey, in 1899. This appears to be
Nudre-wok Lake of Cantwell in 1885.
SEVENTDIILE; creek tributary to the Yukon from the west, near latitude 65°. Pros. pector's name. The creek is about 70 miles below old Fort Reliance.
SHAK-AH-POK-SHEGIAK; see Pah.
SHEENJEK; river tributary to the Porcu'pine from the north near longitude 1441°.
Late Coast Survey charts call it Salmon River, and earlier ones give Sheenjek
or Salmon. Name apparently first published in 1895.
SHEEP; creek tributary to Dietrich River from the west near latitude 68°. Prospector's name, reported by Schrader, of the United States Geological Survey, in
1899.
SHEEP; creek tributary to Robert Creek near headwaters of the Koyukuk. Prospector's name, reported by the United States Geological Survey in 1899.
SHEVLDr; creek tributary to the Yukon from the south near longitude 151°. Name
now first published.
SHORTY; creek tributary to the headwaters of the Alsek. Name now first published.
SrLoK; creek tributary to the Tanana from the south near longitude 148°. This
stream was called Delta Creek by Allen in 1885. To avoid confusion with
Allen's Delta River and because the exact locality of his Delta Creek is not
clear, this change has been introduced by the Geological Survey. Apparently
a native name, which has also been spelled Silokh.
SKAGWAY; river and town at the head of Taiya Inlet. So spelled by both the Canadian and United States Boards on Geographic Names.
SKOLAr; pass, creek, and mountains between the" 'Vhite and Copper rivers. Spelled
variously Scolai, Scoloi. Scolai is the name by which the Copper River Chief
Nicolai or Scolai is known amongst all the Yukon natives. (Hayes in Nat.
Geog. Mag., IV, 135.)
SLANA; river draining from Lake Suslota to Copper River. A native name, reported
by Allen in 1885. Has also been written Slahna.
SLATE; creek tributary to the Middle Fork of the Koyukuk from the east near longitude 150°. Prospector's name, first published in 1899.
SLIMs; river tributary to Kluane Lake near latitude 61°, longitude 138~ • Name
now' first published.
SNAG; river tributary to the ·white from the west near longitude 140t 0 • Descriptive
name, given by Peters and Brooks in 1898.
SNAKE; river trib~tary to the Nushagak River from the west. Local name, apparently suggested by the tortuous course of the stream.
SoLuKA; creek tributary to Katmai Creek near longitude 155°. Native name, obtained
by the United States Geological Survey from Rev. A. Petelin in 1898.
Soo CrTY; mining camp on South Fork of the Koyukuknear longitude 151°. Prospector's name, reported by the United States Geological Survey in 1899.
SooxKAKAT; village, and river tributary to the Yukon from the south in longitude 156°.
Petro£ in 1880 uses Soonkakat as the name of the village. Allen, in 1885, calls
a stream which appears to be identical with this the Yukokakat. See Kakat.
SooNKAKAT; see Yuko.
SoUTH; fork of Birch Creek. Name published by the Coast Survey in 1895.
Somn; fork of the Koyukuk, tributary to the Koyukuk, near the Arctic Circle.
Name published by the Coast Survey in 1899.
SoznEKLA; river tributary to the Koyukuk from the north near longitude 151°.
Native name, reported in 1885 by Allen, who writes it Sohjeklakakat in his text,
page 99, and Sajeklakat on his map 4. It has also been written Sajahlakat.
SPL"RR; glacier in longitude 143°, near Skolai Pass. Named after J. E. Spurr, of the
·
United States Geological Survey.
0
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SQuAw; creek tributary to South Fork of the Koyukuk from the east near latitude
67°. Prospector's name, now first published.
STIKINE; strait and river debouching from the mainland near 'Vrangell. Supposed
to be the native name of the river, and, since 1860 at least, written Stachine,
Stahkeen, Stickeen, etc.; also, erroneously, Francis River and Felly Riyer.
The above form, Stikine, has been adopted by both the Canadian and United
States Boards on Geographic Names.
STONY; see Pyramid.
SuKOSLEANTI; river tributary to the Koyukuk from the west near its mouth. Xative
name, reported in 1885 by Allen, who va0ites it Succosleanty in his text, page
106, and Succoslcanty on his map.
SuNSHINE; village or camp on the Klehini River near Chilkat River. Prospector's
name.
SusHITNA; mountain; river tributary to head of Cook Inlet; also Indian village and
trading station of the Alaska Commercial Company, 50 miles north of the
village of Tyonek. A native name long in use; has been written Suchitna
and Sushetno. The above form, Sushitna, has been adopted by the United
States Board on Geographic .Kames.
SusLOTA; creek tributary to the Slana RiYer. Native name, reported hy Allen in
1885. In his text it is printed Suslota, and also, apparently erroneously,
Sustota.
SuwoRoF; see Naknek.
TABLE; mountain (6,000 feet) on headwaters of Koyukuk River in latitude 68°.
Descriptive name, now first published.
TAGISH; lake and post-offiee east of Bennett Lake, Yukon district, Canada. Named
Bove, in 1883, by Sch watka, after Lieutenant Buve uf the Italian navy, but by
Dr. Dawson called Tagish. The native name, according to Ogilvie, is Takone.
The above name, Tagish, has been adopted hy the Canadian Board on Geographic .Xames.
TAHKo; see Teslin.
TAIY A; see Dyea.
TAKHI:\"; river tributary to the Chilkat from the weRt, near head of Lynn Canal.
~ative name, reported by United States naval oftlcers in 1880 as Takheen.
Krause's map of 1882 has Takhin. Has abo been ealled Tahini, Taklini.
The above form, Takhin, has been adopted by the Canadian Board on
Geographie XameR.
TAKHI:\"I; river draining from Kusawa Lake to the Lewe:-; River. .:s-ative name,
reported in 1883 by Schwatka, who write~ it Tahk-heen-a. The aboYe form,
Takhini, has been adopted by the Canadian Board on Geographic Xames.
TAKoxE; see Tagish.
TAKe; arm, inlet, harbor, mountain pasf', and ri\·er, near Juneau. Loeal name, first
applied by \Tasilief in 18-±8. Yariously written Taco, Tahko, Takou, ek. The
aboye form, Taku, has been adopted uy the Canadian Board on Geographic
SameR.
TAXADA; creek and lake tributary to Copper RiYer from the east near longitude
144°. Apparently a natiYe name; reported by the rnitPd ~tate~-1 Cieologiml
Suryev in 1899.
TAXAKOT; Yillage on north bank of the Yukon, near m~nth of the _:\[elozi Rin•r. The
Tenth Census (1880) giyes as the name of a town near this locality Tanakhotkhaiak. On later maps this name appear~-1 as Tahnohkalony.
TAXAXAj large riYer of central Alaska, tributary to the Yukon; literally Tenan-na or
Tenan RiYer, said to mean riYer of the mountain men. According to _-\Hen
its upper part is called Sabesmi by the nath·es. It was known to the traders
of the Hudson Bay Company as Gens des Butte~-1. Has been yariousJy written
Tananah, Tannanah, Tennanah, ete., but is now uni\·en:ally known as the
Tanana.
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TANANA; glacier in latitude 62°, longitude 142t 0 • Named by the United States
Geological Survey in 1898.
TARAI.; village consisting in 1885 of two houses on the Copper River, at the mouth
of the Chitina. Native name, reported by Allen.
TATSHENSRINI; river tributary to the Alsek River. Native name, reported in 1882 by
Krause as Tatschanzhini, and variously spelled. The above form, Tatshenshini, has been adopted by the Canadian Board on Geographic Names.
TAZLINA; glacier and river north of Prince 'Villiam Sound, near latitude 62°; also a
lake called Tazlina or Pleveznie. Native name, reported by Geological Survey
in 1898.
TESLIN; lake and river tributary to the Upper Yukon; often called Hootalinqua or
Teslin. On early charts mistakenly called the Tahko. It is the Newberry
River of Schwatka. The above form, Teslin, has been adopted by both the
Canadian and United States Boards on Geographic Names.
TETLrxG; village (two houses), and river tributary to the Upper Tanana. Named in
1885 by Allen after an Indian.
THnox DurcK; see Klondike.
TIKCHrK; see Nushagak.TLEHIXI; see Klehini.
ToK; river tributary to the Tanana River from the south near longitude 143°.
Native name, reported by Allen in 1885 as Tokai. According to Peters and
Brooks, of the United States Geological Survey, this name, Tok, is in general use
by both whites and Indians.
ToKLA't'; river tributary to the Tanana from the south near longitude 151°. Native
name, reported in 1885 by Allen, who spells it Toclat, and says its meaning is
"dish water."
Toxstx A; creek or river tributary to the Copper River from the west near latitude 62°.
Native name, published on several maps. On recent maps it has been called
Archer River.
ToTS?.<::NBETNAj river tributary to the Koyukuk from the north near longitude 149°.
Native name, published by the Coast Survey.
TowER; bluff on the Tanana River near longitude 144°. Named by Allen in 1885.
TowER BLUFF; rapids in the Tanana near the above. Named by Allen in 1885.
Tmr; river tributary to the Yukon from the north near longitude 152t 0 • Native
. name reported by the Western Union Telegraph Expedition of 1867 as T~wshe
cargut, and by Allen in 1885 as Tozikakat. See Kakat.
THAMWAY; bar on l\iiddle Fork of the Koyukuk River near longitude 150t 0 • Goldproducing bar located and named in the spring of 1899.
THEAT; island in Koyukuk River near longitude 156°. Named by Allen in 1885
after his classmate Lieut. Charles G. Treat, U. S. A.
TuTJ,nT; see Cantweil.
TwELVEMILE; creek tributary to the Middle Fork of the Koyukuk from the north
near longitude 150t 0 • Apparently a descriptive name.
UGAGuK; river draining \vestward from Becharof Lake to Bristol Bay; also village
at mouth of stream. An Eskimo name, reported by Li.itke in 1828 as Ugaguk
(Ougagouk) and by later Russians as Ugaguk or Igagik and since variously
written Agouyak, Igiagik, Ugiagik, etc.
· UGASHIK; see Becharof.
UNION CrrY; mining camp at the mouth of South Fork of the Koyukuk River near
longitude152°. Prospector's name.
VALDEs; glacier, narrows, port, and village at the head of Prince 'Villiam Sound.
According to Vancouver the port was named in the last century, by Fidalgo,
Puerto de Valdes, and the spelling Valdes has been usually followed until
quite recently, when the spelling Valdez has appeared. Valdes Narrows has
also been called Stanton Narrows.
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VANCOUVER; mountain in St. Elias region, named by the Coast Survey in 1875 after
Capt. George Vancouver, who explored in this region in the last decade of the
last century.
VoLKMAR; river tributary to the Tanana from the east near longitude 146°. Named
in.1885 by Lieutenant Allen in honor of Col. William .T. Volkmar, U. S. A.
'VADE; creek in Fortymile m.iningdistrict. Prospector's name, published by United
States Geological Survey in 1899. Presumably named after a prospector,
.Tack vV ad e.
'VAITE; island in the Koyukuk River. Named by Allen in 1885 ''in honor of Miss
vVaite, of Washington City."
WALKER; fork of South Fork of Fortymile Creek. Miner's name, published by the
U. S. Coast Survey in 1898.
vVALKER; lake near latitude 67°, drained by the Kowak River. Name reported by
Schrader of the Un,ited States Geological Survey in 1898. The lake is seemingly identical with Mena-kak-a-shah of Cantwell in 1885.
WALKER; station on north bank of the Yukon near the mouth of Tozi River, apparently identical with Nuklukayet.
'VALKER; see Naknek.
WALKERVILLE; village near or in the Porcupine gold district. Name now first
published.
WEARE; town on the north bank of the Yukon at the mouth of Tanana River.
WELLESLEY; lake near international boundary, named by Hayes in 1891 after
'Vellesley College. Also mountain near the same, named by United States
Geological Survey in 1898.
WEsT; fork of Chandlar River near latitude 67°. Name now first published.
WEsT KussuA; see Kusawa.
WHITE; pass at head of Lynn Canal, named in 1887 by Ogilvie after the Ron.
Thomas vVhite, minister of the interior (of Canada).
'VHITE; river in Alaska and British Columbia tributary to the Upper Yukon. Discovered in 1850 by Robert Campbell of the Hudson Bay Company and by
him named vVhite on account of its color. According to Allen its Indian
name is Natsina.
WHYMPER; see Hess.
'VILsox; creek tributary to South Fork of the Koyukuk River from the north near
longitude 150°. Prospectors name, reported by the United States Geological
Survey in 1899.
'VINTHROP; spur of mountain on north bank of the Koyukuk near longitude 156°.
Also called Point 'Vinthrop. Named in 1899.
WISEMAN; creek tributary to Middle Fork of the Koyukuk from the east near
longitude 150°. Prospector's name, reported by United States Geological Survey in 1899.
'Voon; river draining from Aleknagik Lake to Nushagak River. Apparently so
named by the United States Fish Commission in 1890.
'VRANGELL; mountain east of Copper River near latitude 62°. Xamed by the Russians after Baron von 'Yrangell, whose branch of the family always used the
double "1." Erroneously written "Trangle.
YACHERGAMuT; village on the Igushak River. Kative name, reported by Geological
Survey in 1898.
YAHTSE-TAH-SHAH; see St. Elias.
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YAKUTAT; large bay in St. Elias region. Visited in 1786 by La Perouse, who named
it Baie de Monti. In tbe same year Portlock named it Aomiralty Bay. The
Spaniards, a little later, following Portlock, called it Almiralty and Almirantazzo.
Lisiansky in 1805 called it Jacootat and Yacootat. On the suppo~ition that the
bay was visited by Bering in 1741 it has been called by his name. Usage has,
however, settled upon the native name Yakutat, and this form has been adopted
by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
YuKo; river tributary to the Yukon from the south near longitude 156°. Native
name, reported by Petrof in 1880 as Yukokakat; see Kakat. This stream appears
to be identical with that called Soonkakat.
YuKoN; principal river of Alaska. The headwaters of this river were known to
traders of the Hudson Bay Company early in the century. Its lower part was
explored by the Russians in 1837-38. Derzhabin founded the Russian post,
Nulato, in 1841, and McMurray the English post, Fort Yukon, in 1847. The
Eskimo name of the river, by which it was long known, is Kwik-pak (Riverbig), variously spelled Kvichpak; Kvikhpakh, etc. The Indian name is Yukon,
variously written Youcon, Yucon, etc., while one tribe of Indians, according to
Allen, call it Niga To. Grewingk alEo gives the names Jukchana and Juna.
The form Yukon has been adopted by the United States and Canadian Boards
on Geographic Names.
ZAKATLATAN; village (population 39) on north bank of the Yukon near longitude
156t 0 • In the Tenth Census a village called Zakatlatan is located here on the
south bank. In the Eleventh Census we have Sakataloden, supposed to be the
same place. On late maps it is Saghadellautan.
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Earthquake Observations at the Lick Observatory. 1S96. S0 • 23 pp. Price 5 cents.
14S. Analyses of Rocks, with a Chapter on Analytical Methods, Laboratory of the United States
Geological Survey, 1880 to 1S96, by F. W. Clarke and W. F. Hillebrand. 1S97. 8°. 306 pp. Price 20 cents.
149. Bibliography and Index of North American Geology, Paleontology, Petrology, and Mineralogy
for the Year 1S96, by Fred Boughton ·weeks. 1S97. S0 • 152 pp. Price 15 cents.
150. The Educational Series of Rock Specimens Collected and Distributed by the United States
Geological Survey, by Joseph Silas Diller. 1S9S. S0 • 400 pp. 47 pl. Price 25 cents.
151. The Lower Cretaceous Gryph::eas of the Texas Region, by R. '.r. Hill and T. Wayland Vaughan.
1S9S. S0 • 139 pp. 35 pl. Price 15 cents.
152. A Catalogue of the Cretaceous and Tertiary Plants of North America, by F. H. Knowlton.
1S9S. S0 • 247 pp. Price 20 cents.
153. A Bibliographic Index of North American Carboniferous Invertebrates, by Stuart Weller. 1S9S.
S0 • 653 pp. Price 35 cents.
154. A Gazetteer of Kansas, by Henry G~nnett. 1S9S. S0 • 246 pp. 6 pl. Price 20 cents.
155. Earthquakes in California in 1S96 and 1S97, by Charles D. Perrine, Assistant Astronomer in
Charge of Earthquake Observations at the Lick Observatory. 1S9S. · 8°. 47 pp. Price 5 cents.
156. Bibliography and Index of North American Geology, Paleontology, Petrology, and :!.\Iineralogy
for the Year 1S97, by Fred Boughton Weeks. 1S9S. S0 • 130 pp. Price 15 cents.
157. The Gneisses, Gabbro-Schists, and Associated Rocks of Southwestern niinnesota, by Christopher
Webber Hall. 1S99. S0 • 160 pp. 27 pl. Price 4i> cents.
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158. The :\Ioraines of Southeastern South Dakota and their Attendant Deposit~. by James Edward
Todd. 1S99. S0 • 171 pp. 27 pl. Price 25 cents.
159. The Geology of Eastern Berkshire County, l\Iassachusetts, by B. K. Emerson. 1899. S0 • 139
pp. 9 pl. Price 20 cents.
160. A Dictionary of Altitudes in the United States (Third Edition), compiled by Henry Gannett.
1S99. S0 • 775 pp. Price 40 cents.
161. Earthquakes in California in 1S9S, by Charles D. Perrine, Assistant Astronomer in Charge of
Earthquake Observations at the Lick Observatory. 1899. S0 • 31 pp. 1 pl. Price 5 cents.
162. Bibliography and Index of North American Geology, Paleontology, Petrology, and Mineralogy
for the Year 1898, by Fred Boughton Weeks. 1S99. 8°. 163 pp. Price 15 cents.
163. Flora of the l\lontana Formation, by Frank Hall Knowlton. 1900. S0 • llS pp. 19 pl. Price
15 cents
164. Reconnaissance in the Rio Grande Coal Fields of Texas, by Thomas Wayland Vaughan, including a Report on Igneous Rocks from the San Carlos Coal Field, by E. C. E. Lord. 1900. S0 • 100 pp.
11 pl. and maps. Price 20 cents.
165. Contributions to the Geology of Maine, by Henry S. Williams and Herbert E. Gregory. 1900.
S0 • 212 pp. 14 pl. Price 25 cents.
166. A Gazetteer of Utah, by Henry Gannett. 1900. S0 • 43 pp. 1 map. Price 15 cents.
167. Contributions to Chemistry and l\Iineralogy from the Laboratory of the United States Geological Survey; Frank W. Clarke, Chief Chemist. 1900. S0 • 166 pp. Price 15 cents.
16S. Analyses of Rocks, Laboratory of the United States Geological Survey, 1SSO to 1S99, tabulated
by F. ,V. Clarke, Chief Chemist. 1900. S0 • 308 pp. Price 20 cents.
169. Altitudes in Alaska, by Henry Gannett. 1900. S0 • 13 pp. Price 5 cents.
170. Survey of the Boundary Line between Idaho and l\Iontana from the International Boundary
to the Crest of the Bitterroot Mountains, by Richard Urquhart Goode. 1900. S0 • 67 pp. 14 pl. Price
~~~
.
171. Boundaries of the United States and of the Several States and Territories, with an Outline of
the History of all Important Changes of Territory (Second Edition), by Henry Gannett. 1900. S0 •
142 pp. 53 pl. Price 30 cents.
172. Bibliography and Index of North American Geology, Paleontology, Petrology, and Mineralogy
for the Year 1899, by Fred Boughton Weeks. 1900. 8°. 141 pp. Price 15 cents.
173. Synopsis of American Fossil Bryozoa, including Bibliography and Synonymy, by John M.
Nickles and RayS. Bassler. 1900. 8°. 663 pp. Price 40 cents.
174. Survey of the Northwestern Boundary of the United States, 1857-1S61, by Marcus Baker. 1900.
S0 • 78 pp. 1 pl. Price 10 centR.
175. Triangulation and Spirit Leveling in Indian Territory, by C. H. Fitch. 1900. S0 • 141 pp. 1 pl.
Price 10 cents.
176. Some Principles and Methods of Rock Analysis, by W. F. Hillebrand. 1900. S0 • 114 pp.
Price 15 cents.
In preparation:
Bibliography and Cata}oguc of the Fossil Vertebrata of North America, by Oliver Perry Hay.

WATER-SUPPLY AND IRRIGATIOX PAPERS.
By act of Congress approved June 11, 1S96, the following provision was made:
"Provided, That hereafter the repo.rts of the Geological Survey in relation to the gauging of
streams and to the methods of utilizing the water resources may be printed in octavo form, not to
exceed one hundred pages in length and five thousand copies in number; one thousand copies of
which shall be for the official use of the Geological Survey, one thousand five hundred copies shall be
delivered to the Senate, and two thousand five hundred copies shall be delivered to the House of
Representatives, for distribution."
"C"nder this law the following papers have been published:
1. Pumping Water for Irrigation, by Herbert l\I. Wilson. 1S96. S0 • 57 pp. 9 pl.
~ Irrigation near Phrenix, Arizona, by Arthur P. Davis. 1897. 8°. 97 pp. 31 pl.
3. Sewage Irrigation, by George W. Rafter. 1S9i. S0 • 100 pp. 4 pl.
4. A Reconnaissance in Southeastern Washington, by Israel Cook Russell. 1897. S0 • 96 pp. 7 pl.
5. Irrigation Practice on the Great Plains, by Elias Branson Cowgill. 1897. S0 • 39 pp. 12 pl.
6. "C"nderground Waters of Southwestern Kansas, by Erasmuth Haworth. 1897. 8°. 65 pp. 12 pl.
7. Seepage Waters of Northern Vtah, by Samuel Fortier. 1897. S0 • 50 pp. 3 pl.
S. ""indmills for Irrigation, by E. C. ~1urphy. 1S9i. S0 • 49 pp. S pl.
9. Irrigation near Greeley, Colorado, by David Boyd. 189i. S0 • 90 pp. 21 pl.
10. Irrigation in Mesilla Valley, Xew Mexico, by F. C. Barker. 1898. S0 • 51 pp. 11 pl.
11. River Heights for 1S96, by Arthur P. Davis. 1897. S0 • 100 pp.
12. "C"nderground Waters of Southeastern Nebraska, by X. H. Darton. 1898. S0 • 56 pp. 21 pl.
13. Irrigation Systems in Texas, by William Ferguson Hutson. 1898. 8°. 67 pp. 10 pl.
14. New Tests of Pumps and Water-Lifts used in Irrigation, by 0. P. Hood. 1898. 8°. 91 pp. 1 pl.
15. Operations at River Stations, 1897, Part I. 1898. S0 • 100 pp.
16. Operations at River Stations, 1S97, Part II. 1898. 8°. 101-200 pp.
17. Irrigation near Bakersfield, California, by C. E. Grunsky. 1898. S0 • 96 pp. 16 pl.
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1S. Irrigation near Fresno, California, by C. E. Grunsky. 1S9S. S0 • 9-l pp. 14 pl.
19. Irrigation near ~Ierced, California, by C. E. Grunsky. 1S99. S0 • 59 pp. 11 pl.
20. Experiments with Windmills, by T. 0. Perry. 1899. 8°. 97 pp. 12 pl.
21. Wells of Northern Indiana, by Frank Leverett. 1S99. 8°. S2 pp. 2 pl.
22. Sewage Irrigation, Part II, by George W. Rafter. 1S99. S0 • 100 pp. 7 pl.
2:3. Water-right Problems of the Bighorn :Mountains, by Elwood ~read. 1899. 8°. 62 pp. 7 pl.
2-l. Water Resources of the State of New York, Part I, by G. W. Rafter. 1899. S0 • 99 pp. 1:~ pl.
2-5. Water Resources of the State of New York, Part II, by G. W. Rafter. 1S99. S0 • 101-200pp. 12pl.
26. Wells of Southern indiana (Continuation of No. 21), by Frank Leverett. 1899. S0 • 64 pp.
27. Operations at River Stations for 1S98, Part I. 1899. 8°. 100 pp.
28. Operations at River Stations for 189S, Part II. 1899. S0 • 101-200 pp.
29. Wells and Windmills in Nebraska, by Erwin H. Barbour. 1S99. S0 • S5 pp. ·n pl.
:30. Water Resources of the Lower Peninsula of l\Iichigan, by Alfred C. Lane. 1S99. S0 • 97 pp. 7 pl.
31. Lower Michigan ~Iineral Waters, by Alfred C. Lane. 1S99. S0 • 97 pp. 4 pl.
32. Water Resources of Puerto Rico, by Herbert l\I. Wilson. 1S99 .. so. 4S pp. 17 pl.
33. Storage of Water on Gila River, Arizona, by Joseph B. Lippincott. 1900. 8°. 9S pp. 3:3 pl.
34. Geology and Water Resources of SE. South Dakota,, by J. E. Todd. 1900. S0 • 34 pp. 19 pl.
35. Operations at River Stations, 1S99, Part I. 1900. S0 • 100 pp.
36. Operations at River Stations, 1S99, Part II. 1900. S0 • 101-19S pp.
37. Operations at River Stations, 1S99, Part III. 1900. S0 • 199-298 pp.
38. Operations at River Stations, 1S99, Part IV. 1900. S0 . 299-396 pp.
39. Operations at River Stations, 1899, Part V. 1900. 8°. 397-4il pp.
40. The Austin Dam, by Thomas U. Taylor. 1900. S0 • 51 pp. 16 pl.
In 1n·epamtion:
41. Experiments with Windmills, by E. C. ~Iurphy.
42. Conveyance of Water, by Samuel Fortier.
43. Profiles of Rivers, by Henry Gannett.
TOPOGRAPHIC ~IAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
When, in 1S82, the Geological Survey was directed by law to make a geologic map of the United
States, there was in existence no suitable topographic map to serve as a base for the geologic map.
The preparation of such a topographic map was therefore immediately begun. About one-fifth of
the area of the country, excluding Alaska, has now been thus mapped. The map is published in
atlas sheets, each sheet representing a small quadrangular district, as explained under the next heading. The separate sheets are sold at 5 cents each when fewer than 100 copies are purchase<l, but
when they are ordered in lots of 100 or more copies, whether of the same sheet or of different sheets,
the price is 2 cents each. The mapped areas are widely scattered, nearly every State .being represented. About 1,100 sheets have been engraved and printed; they are tabulated by States in the
Survey's "List of Publication!'\," a pamphlet which may be had on application.
The map sheets represent a great variety of topographic features, and with the aiel of descriptive
text they can be used to illustrate topographic forms.' This has led to the projection of an educational series of topographic folios, for use wherever geography is taught in high schools, academies,
and colleges. Of this series the first three folios have been issued, viz:
1. Physiographic types, by Henry Gannett. 1898. Folio. Four pageR of descriptive text and the following topographic sheets: Fargo (N.Dak.-l\:Iinn.),aregion in youth; Charleston (W. Va.),aregion in
mttturity; Caldwell (Kans.), a region in old age; Palmyra (Va.), a rejuvenated region; Mount Shasta,
(Cal.), a young volcanic mountain; Eagle (Wis.), moraines; Sun Prairie (Wis.), drumlins; DonaldsJnville (La.), river flood plains; Boothbay (:Me.), a fiord coast; Atlantic City (N.J.), a barrier-beach
coast. Price 25 cents.
2. Physiographic types, by Henry Gannett. 1900. Folio. Eleven pages of descriptive text and the
following topographic sheets: Norfolk (Va.-N.C.), a coast swamp; ~Iarshall (l\Io.), a graded river; Lexington (Nebr.), an overloaded stream; Harrisburg (Pa. ), Appalachian ridges; Poteau l\Iountain (Ark.lnd. T.), Ozark ridges; l\Iarshall (Ark.), Ozark Platean; West Denver (Colo.), hogbacks; Mount Taylor
(N.Mex.), volcanic peaks, plateaus, and necks; Cucamonga (Cal.), alluvial cones; Crater Lake special
(Oreg.), a crater. Price 25 cents.
3. Physical geography of the Texas region, by Robert T. Hill. 1900. Folio. Twelve pages of text
(including 11 cuts); 5 sheets of special half-tone illustrations; 5 topographic sheets, one showing types
of mountains, three showing types of plains and scarps, and one showing types of rivers and canyons;
and a new map of Texas and parts of adjoining territories. Price 50 cents.
GEOLOGIC ATLAS OF THE UNITED STATES.
The Geologic Atlas of the United States is the final form of publication of the topographic and
geologic maps. The atlas is issued in parts, or folios, progressively as the surveys are extended, and
is designed ultimately to cover the entire country.
"Gnder the plan adopted the entire area of the country is divided into small rectangular districts
(designated quadrangla), bounded by certain mertdians and parallels. The unit of survey is also the
unit of publication, and the maps and descriptions of each rectangular district are issued as a folio of
the Geologic Atlas.
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Each folio contains topographic, geologic, economic, and structural maps, together with textual
descriptions and explanations, and is designated by the mime of a principal town or of a prominent
natural feature within the district.
Two forms of issue have been adopted, a "library edition" and a" field edition." In both the
sheets are bound between heavy paper covers, but the library copies are permanently bound, while
the sheets and covers of the field copies are only temporarily wired together.
Under the law a copy of each folio is sent to certain public libraries and educational institutions.
The remainder are sold at 25 cents each, except such as contain an unusual amount of matter, which
are priced accordingly. Prepayment is obligatory. The folios ready for distribution are here listed.
No.

:.1

a

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
2:i
22
23
24
2'i
26
27
28
29

30

31

o;
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

:Same of sheet.

State.

I

Livingston._ .... __ .. Montana _j
Georgia. __
Ringgold---··-····{ Tennessee,
Placerville._. _______ Californin.
Kingston a . _. ______ - Tennessee
Sacramento._ .. _.. __ California
Chattanooga .. ___ ... Tennessee
Pikes Peak a .. ______ Colorado.
Sewanee _. _. ________ Tennessee
Anthracite-Crested
Colorado.
.Butte.
{ Virginia __ }
Harpers Ferry ____ ._ West Va ..
Maryland.
.Jackson _. _____ . ___ . - California
Virginia __ }
Estill ville. __ ._ .. __ -{ Kentucky
Tennessee
:Maryland-}
F<cdcdck•bmg ____ { Virginia
.. !
Virginia.
Staunton ....... ~--- West Va ..
Lassen Peak ... _____ California 1
Tennessee
Knoxville-----·---{ N.Carolina·
:Marysville __ ... _.. __ California
Smartsville _..... __ . California
Alabama.}
Stevenson._ .. _____ -{ Georgia __
Tennessee
Cleveland .... __ . ____ Tennessee
Pikeville. ___ ... _.. _. Tennessee
.:\IcMinnville .. ___ ... Tennessee
Marylan(L}
· ·
·
{ .Virginia
-No mini-----·---·-__
Three Forks . ___ ... _ Montana.
London _____ . _. ___ . _ Tennessee
Pocahonta::l _.. _. __ -{ Virginia._ }
West Va ..
::\Iorristown _.... _... Tennessee
Piedmont._ ... ____ -{ Maryland.\
West Va .. J
Nevada City:
Nevada City ___ }
{
Grass Valle'y _.. California
Banner HilL ___
Yellowstone
Nationa! Park:
Gallatin. _______ )
Canyon·---·--- Wyoming.
I Shoshone·----Lake ___ .. _.. ___
Pyramid Peak .. ___ ._ California
1
Frnnkl!n ___________ { Virginia •. }
WestVa ..
Briceville .. _. _____ ._ Tennessee
Buckhannon._._ .. _. West Va ..
Gadsden------------ Alabama.
Pueblo. _____ .... ___ . Colorado.
Downieville _. ____ . _ California
Butte Special .. _____ Montana.
Truckee. __ ------._-- California
Wartburg .... ---._-. Tennessee
Sonora. _____ ._. _____ California
Xueces .. -- -.--------- Texas·-·Bidwell Bar ... ______ California
Virginia .. }
TazewelL ....... ---{ West
Va ..
Boise ................ Idaho ... _
Richmond ... _______ Kentucky
London _____________ Kentucky
Tenmile District Colorado_
Special.
Roseburg __ .. ___ ... _ Oregon ...

i}

·1}
}

1

I

I

Limiting meridians.

Limiting parallels.
450-460

Area, in Price,
square in
miles. cents.

110°-111°
85°-85° 30'
120° 30'-121°
84° 30'-85°
121°-121° 30'
85°-85° 30'
105°-105° 30'
85° 30'-86°
106° 45'-107° 15'

34° 30'-35°
38° 30'-39°
35° 30'-36°
38° 30'-39°
35°-35° 30'
38° 30'-39°
35°-35° 30'
38° 45'-39°

3,354
980·
93:.1
969
932
975
932
975
465

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
50

77° 30'-78°

39o_ggo 30'

92.)

25

1:.10° 30'-1:.11°

38°-38° 30'

938

25

8:2° 30'-83°

36° 30'-37°

957

25

77°-77° 30'

38°-38° 30'

938

25

79°-79° 30'
121°-122°
83° 30'-84°
121° 30' -122°
121°-121° 30'

38o-38o 30'
,wo...no
35° 30'-36°
39°-39° 30'
390-390 30'

938
3,634
925
925
925

25
25
25
25
25

85° 30'-86°

34° 30'-35°

980

25

84° 30'-85°
85°-85° 30'
85° 30'-86°
76° 30'-77°
111°-112°
R-4°-.~4° 30'
81°-81° 30'
830-830 30'
79°-79° 30'

35°-35° 30'
35° 30'-36°
35° 30'-36°
380-380 30'
<15°-46°
35° 30'-36°
37°-37° 30'
36°-36° 30'
3gD-39° 30'

975
969
969
938
3,354
969
951
963
925

25
25
25
25
50
25
25
25
25

121° 00' 25"-121° 03' 45" 39° 13' 5011-39° 17' 16"
121° 01' 35"-121° 05' 04" 39° 10' 22"-39° 13' 50"
120° 57' 05"-121° 00' 25" 39° 13' 5011-39° 17' 16"

11.65
12.09
11.65

50

3,412

75

932
932
963
932
986 I
938 I
919
22.80 '
925 I
963 I
944 I
1,035
918
950
864
944
950
55

25

110°-111°

44°--45°

120°-120° 30'
44°-45°
79°-79° 30'
38° 30'-39°
84°-84° 30'
36°-36° 30'
. 80°-80° 30'
38° 30'-39°
86°-86° 30'
34"-34° 30'
104° 30'-105°
38°-38° 30'
1200 30' -121°
39° 30'-40°
112° 29' 30"-112° 36' 42" 45° 59' 28"-46° 02' 54"
120°-120° 30'·
39°-39° 30'
&JO 30'-850
36°-36° 30'
120°-120° 30'
37° 30'-38°
100°-100° 30'
29° 30'-30°
121°-121° 30'
39° 30'-40°
0
81° 30'-8~
37°-37° 30'
116°-116° 30'
43° 30'-44°
84°-84° 30'
37° 30'-38°
&J0-840 30'
37°-37° 30'
106° 8'-106° 16' 39° 22' 30'1-39° 30' 30"
123°-123° 30'

a Out of stock.

43°-43° 30'

871

25

25
25
25
50
25

50
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

ADVERTISEMENT.

Ko.

:

Xame of sheet.

State.

-

I

Limiting meridians.

XI

Limiting parallels.

Area,in 1Price,
square in
miles. cents.

--

I

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
61
62
G3
64
65

Mass ...... }
Holyoke ........... { Conn
72° 30'-i3°
.....
Big Trees ........... California
120°-120° 30'
Absaroka:
Crandall ... ····}
109° 30'-110°
Ishawooa ...... Wyoming.
Standingstone ...... Tennessee
85°-85° 30'
Tacon1a ............. Washing1220-122° 30'
ton.
Fort Benton ........ Montana.
ll0°-111°
Little Belt Mts ...... Montana.
110°-111°
Telluride ........... Colorado.
107° 45'-10S0
Elmoro ............. Colorado.
104°-104° 30'
Virginia ..
Bristol ............. { Tennessee
82°-82° 30'
Virginia ..
:Monterey .......... { West
79° 30'-80°
Va .. }
Menominee $pecial. Michigan. · ~a NW.-SE. area, about
Mother Lode ........ California a NW. -SE. rectangle,
Uvalde .............. Texas ....
99° 30'-100°
111°. 55'-112° 10'
Tin tic SpeciaL ...... Utah .....

}

42°-42° 30'
ggo_ggo 30' .

885
938

50
25

44°-44° 30'
36°-36° 30'
47°-47° 30'

1, 706
963
812

25
25
25

470-480
46°-47°
37° 45'-3S0
37°-37° 30'
36° 30'-37°

3, 273
3, 295
236
950
957

25
25
25
25
25

3S0-38° 30'
22 m. long, 6t widel
70 m. long, 6-k wide
29°-29° 30'
39° 45'-40°

9~

150
455
1,040
229

25
25
50
25
25
----

STATISTICAL PAPERS.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 18S2, by Albert Williams, j r. 1883. 8°. xvii, 813 pp. Price
50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1883 and 1884, by Albert Williams, jr. 1S85. S0. xiv, 1016
pp. Price 60 cents.
Mineral Resources of the "Gnited States, 1885. Division of Mining Statistics and Technology. 1886.
S0. vii, 576 pp. Price 40 cents.
l\I_ineral Resources of the United States, 1886, by David T. Day. 1SS7. S0. viii, S13 pp. Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1887, by David T. Day. 1888. 8°. vi~, 832 pp. Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1888, by David T. Day. 1890. S0. vii, 652 pp. Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 18S9 and 1890, by David T. Day. 1S92. S0. viii, 671 pp.
Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1S~ll, by David T. Day. 1S93. S0. vii, 630 pp. Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1892, by David T. Day. 1893. S0• vii, 85v pp. Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1893, by David T. Day. 1894. S0. viii, 810 pp. Price 50 cents.
On March 2, 1895, the following provision was included in an act of Congress:
"Provided, That hereafter the report of the mineral resources of the United States shall be issued
as a part of the report of the Director of the Geological Survey."
In compliance with this legislation the following reports have been published:
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1894, David 1'. Day, Chief of Division. 1895. 8°. x,·, 646
pp., 23 pl.; xix, 735 pp., 6 pl. Being Parts III and IV of the Sixteenth Annual Report.
MineralHesources of the United States, 1895, David T. Day, Chief of Division. 1896. 8°. xxiii,
542 pp., 8 pl. and maps; iii, 543-1058 pp., 9-13 pl. Being Part III (in 2 vols.) of the Seventeenth
Annual H.eport.
Mineral H.esonrces of the United States, 1896, David T. Day, Chief of Division. 1897. S0. xii, 642
pp., 1 pl.; 643-1400 pp. Being Part V (in 2 vols.) of the Eighteenth Annual Report.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1S9i, David T. Day, Chief of Division. 1898. S0. viii, 651
pp., 11 pl.; viii, 706 pp.' Being Part VI (in 2 vols.) of the Nineteenth Annual Report.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1898, by David T. Day, Chief of Division. 1899. 8°. viii,
616 pp.; ix, 804 pp., 1 pl. Being Part VI (in 2 vols.) of the Twentieth Annual Report.
The money received from the sale of the Survey publications is deposited in the Treasury, and the
Secretary of the Treasury declines to receive bank checks, drafts, or postage stamps. All remittances,
therefore, must be by MONEY ORDER, made payable to the Director of the United States Geological
Survey, or in CURRENCY-the exact amount. Correspondence relating to the publications of the
Survey should be addressed to'!'HE DIRECTOR,
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
WASHINGTON,
WASHINGTON, D.

C., Dece111ber, 1900.

D. C.

